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WELCOME

The National Computer Security Center and the Institute for Computer

Sciences and Technology are pleased to welcome you to the Elev'enth Aniual

Nvational Computer Security Conference. The past ten conferences have

stimulated the sharing of information and the application of this new

technology. We are confident the Eleventh NCS Conference will continue this

tradition.

This year's conference theme--Computer Security: Into the Future--

reflects the growvth of compuiter security awareness a-id a maturaition of the

technology. Our next major challenge is to uinderstand how to build secure

applications on trusted bases. The efforts of the Nat ional Computer Security,

Center.the Institute for Computer Sciences an'd Technology, computer users, and

the computer indudstry have all contributed to the advances !in computer security

over the past few years. We are committed to a vibrant partnership betwveen the

Federal Government and private industry to further the state of the art in

computer securitY.

Our challenge is to build upon the (ouindations we have established so that

secuire applications emerge. We miust understand and record how we build on

these foundations in order to secure user-based systems. To be successful. wve

need y'our telp as you take back to your places of work an increased awarentess

of where we are, where we must go, and how to get there.

JAMES H. BURROWS PATRICK R. GALLAGHER, JR.
Director Director

nstitute for Computer Scicnces National Computer Secuirity Center
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A MULTILEVEL SECURITY MODEL FOR OBJECT-ORIENTED SYSTEMS

T.F. Keefe W.T, Ts.ai M.B. Thuraisingham

Deparunent of Computer Science Department of Computer Science Honeywell
University of Minnesota University of Minnesota Corporate Systems Development Division
Minneapolis, MN 55455 Minneapolis, MN 55455 Golden Valley, MN 55427

Abstract. This paper descrihs a security model for a Multilevel Secire and must be checked at run-time. The security model does not support the
Object-Oriented System. The model is posed in terms of an object-oriented classification of data according to its content and does not support a separate
computation model itcorporaing distributed co-operating objects. The model classification for aggregate data objects.
supports; a data sensitivity level classification appropriate for use in Multilevel
Secure Database Management Systems (MLS/DBMS). This security model When classifying data in a database two factors are Lonsidered, the type of data
allows a subject to act with the lowest clearance level necessary to accomplish that has been created and the sensitivity level of the data which is used to
a task and thus avoid over-classification of data. The paper discusses the create it. Security constraints attempt to model the correlation between types
security properdes of the model, including the safety of message passing and of data and corresponding sensitivity levels. In many systems the subject's
die existence of covert channels, security clearance level is assumed to be the censitivity level of data used in

creating a new datum. This is based on the fact that the subject's clearance
Index Terms - Multik.vel Security, Multilevel Secure Database level represents the most sensitive datum the subject has access to. This leads
Management Systems. Security Model, Object-Oriented Systems to over-classification, since this clearance level will always dominate the

actual sensitivity level of data incorporated in the result. [WOODS7I discusses
1. Introduction the classification of information based on its composition. Data is marked

with sensitivity labels which track the least upper bound of all data in the
MultiLevel Secure Database Management Systems (MLS/DBMSs) allow composite object. A covert channel is identified which exists when a higher
users with different clearance levels to shine a database consisting of data clearance subject causes an object to become unreadable by a subject with a
having varying sensitivity levels. MLS/DBMSs achieved prominence at the lower clearance, To avoid this channel, the labels are used in an advisory
Air Force Summer Study of 1982 [AIRF82] as a method of preventing DBMS manner and not in the enforcement of mandatory security. Separate Mandatory
security violations. During 'he study various designs for MLS/DRMSs were. Access Control Levels (MACLs) ace attached to data objects for this purpose.
proposed, One design basce, on a neur-terni set of requirements incorporated This approach does not solve the over-classification problem with respect to
off-the-shelf concepts in its solution and another based on a long-term set of mandatory access, since the MACLs do not represent the highest sensitivity
requirements including content, context and dynamic emassificution andi a level of data known by the process which created the object bat the highest
solution to the inference and aggregation problem. The committee members sensitivity level of data dte subject is allowed to know. The model described
deliied a partial solution and outlined further rcscurch. in IWOOD871 assumes that the sensitivity level of an object is independent of

other objects' values and sensitivity levels. This assumption is not consistent
Recently much resealch is devoted to the design of Multilevel Secure Rela- with requirements for security in DBMSs.
tional DBMS IDENN87b, DILL86, DWYE871. Techniques to deal with the
inferen." and aggregation prohlimin are alkr 1-ing investigated IHINK88, We propose a security model for a Multilevel Secure Object.Oricntcd System
MOROBG, SUOZ87, TIlURS7, THUR88J, with the lollowiig advantages. It is posed in terms of an object-oriented

computation model incorporating distributed co-operating objects. Each object
The relational data model is well defined and generally applicable to a wide is assumMed to be a self-contained computing elcinent whose only interaction
range of data modelling problems. For some problem domains involving with other objects is through sending and receiving messages. The model
Multimedia DBMS and CAD/CAM, object-oriented systems present a miore supports a mundatory security policy with extensions to support time data
suitable data model and have become Ipupular for use in thle.se domains. classification necessary for use in MLS/DBMS. This security mondel allows a

subject to act with the lowest security classification level necessary to
Object-oriented systems began as programming sy:tstmns and are only now accomplish a task and thus avoids over-classification of data in the presence o0
dealing with issues &scih us data models. predicate based queries ICHEN871, updates. The model does this without introducing the covert channel as
schema evolution, version control IBANE87]. transactions and cnntroliclt discussed in [WOOD97]. This allows data classilhcatmon to follow a set of
sharing or date IFISH871. Resolving these issues pmves the way for more security constraints defined on the database schema und riot the security
useful object-oriened DB3MS and generates a need for security. clearance level of users making the updates.

Object-oriented DBMSs unity a data model uad a compututional miodel setting The organizatlon of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the essential
them apart fronm relational systems. The relational algebra does not dtIal with points of MLS/DBMS. Section 3 gives an overview of object-oriented
the subject of updating or creating new relations even though most relational systems. Section 4 describes a multilevel security model for object-orienltcd
DBMS doi provide this capability. The fact that the object-orienmed systems and Section 5 discusses the security properties of the model. Finally,
computational model allows for creation and modification of duta as well as Sction 6 concludes this paper with future considerations.
data access forces a security model to deal with the problem of data MLS/DIIMS
modification.

The -)mputitional model also defines objects as isolated coiuputatinnal A MLS/DBMS is different from a conventional DBMS in at least the
entities communicating explicitly with other objects through messages. This following ways:
naturally leads to distributed security enforcement rather than the centralized
enforcement pomsible with relational queries. I. Every data itemn in tie database has associated with it one f several

classifications or sensitivities, that may need to change
Previous work on security in object-oriented systems has been done to enforce dynamically over mime.
discretionary and mandatory security policies. JANCI831 describes it protection
mechanism and defines how it may be embedded in an object-oriented 2. A user's access to data must be controlled based upon the user's
concurrent programming language. The protection mechanism is based on authorizsation with respect to these data classifications.
capabilities and allows for static access control. The protettiotn mechanism
,ilmlenments discretionary but does riot address mandatory security. Providing n PIS/DBMS on current computing systems presents many

problems. The granularity of classification in a DBMS is generally finer than
Mandatory security is investigated in (MIZU87]. Security is enforced with i a file and may be as fine as a single data element. Another problem that is
combin, tion of compile-time and run-time checks. The security model unique to database-s is the necessity to classify data based on content, time,
classifies variables as having a fixed or indeterminate sensitivity level. The aggregation and context. DBMSs are also vulnerable to inference attacks where
indeterminate levels are meant to deal with indeterminate inlormalion flows a user infers unauthorized information from legally obtained data.
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A solution proposed to overcome some of these problems in relational Zach object has a typo or class it belongs to. All objects in a class are
database management systems is to nie security constraints to associate equivalent computationally. Each may have a different state but the type of
classification levels with all data in a database [DENN8ga, DWYE87]. The computation which can be performed on an object is uniform throughout the
constraints provide the basis for a versatile and powerful classification policy class, The class defines what methods are available in instances of the class
because any subset of data can be specified and assigned a level, and what Instance variables are included in the instance objects. The class of

an object is also an object. A class object responds to messages to create new
Simple constraints provide for the classification of the entire database, as instance objects. A class object defines a type by specifying the types which it
well ar the classification by relation and by attribute. Constraints that specializes. These types are referred to as its super-types. An object Inherits
classify by content provide the mechanism for classification by tupl and by methods and access to instance variables from its class object and each super-
element. Context-based constraints classify relationships among data, In type of the class object all the way up the lattice to the root, OBJECT.
addition, the results of applying a function to an attribute In all or a subset of
tuples in a relation, such as sum, average, and count can be assigned different An object represents a distributed computation element. Methods are specified
classification levels than the underlying data. Finally, the classification levels such that only data contained in the object receiving the message can be
of the data can change dynamically based upon changes In time, content, or modified directly. A method activation has no knowledge about the states of
context. other objects unless it explicily queries them and it can not affect the state of

other objects except through requests to them. Each method activation
A constraini consists of a data specification and a classification. The data performs an independent computation except where it explicitly communicates
specification defines any subset of the database using relational algebra and the by sending a message.
classification dcfine. the classification level of this su"set. For example,
consider a database which consists of a relation EMP(NAME. SALARY, For the most part, methods are described informally in the text. When we
SOC.SEC#) with SOC.._SEC# as the key.1 wish to be more precise we will use notation similar to that in [OOLD83]. A

method specification con:cists of a message pattern and a sequence of
The content-based constraint, using the notation proposed in [DWYE871, expressions separated by periods. The message pattern determines thc message
which ciassifies the names of all employees who cam mote than 50K as selector the method will be used for and assigns names to the formal
Secret is expressed as: parameters of the method. An example. of a message pattern is shown below;

LEVEL(PROJECT[NAMEI (SELECTtSALARY>50K] EMP)) * spend: amount on: reason
SECksrT The message selector for this method is 'spend:on:'. The two formal

and the context.bused constraint whicn classifies all names and salaries taken parameters in this method are 'amount' and 'reason'. The expressions which
together as Secret is expressed us: make up the body of the method consist of message expressions with an

optional assignment, Message statements are described briefly below:
LEVEL.(PROJECT(NAME, SALARY] EMP) - S IET Unary Merages

The simple constraints which classifies all names ard salaries takenindividually as Secret is expressed as: A unary mossage consists of the name of the receiver object followed by the
selector of the. method to be executed. The statoment below sends the message
consisting of a selector named 'salary' and no parameters to the object

LEVEL(PROJECTNAME] EP) * SCRT'Enp1':

LEVEL(PROJECTISALARYI EMP) - SECRET Emtj~l salary

3. ObJect-Oriented Systems Keyword Messages

This section gives a brief background on object-oriented systems, There is a
wide variation in what is meant by "objec,-orientf.,". Most of our A iissa.ar i 'u be constructed from ;arts of the selector or keywords alternated
interpretation comes from SMALLTALK-80 [GOLD831, Variations on this with argments, The following message sends the object 'HouscHoldFinances'
object-oriented model are given in IST•F86]. The object-oriented model as bhe selector 'pcnd:on: along with objects representing the real number 30.45
defincd by SMALLTALK was intended ;s a programming system. Our and the string 'food'.
definition of an object-oriented system also stems from our desire to
incorporate database considerations such as data models, predicate based lHouselloldFinances spend: 30.45 on: 'food'
q'lcrics, schema evolution, version control, transactions and controlled ;haring
of data. Our understanding of these issues conies from IaANE871, IFISI-171 A message expression returns an object as a result which represents the value
and [Y00N871. of the exp, ,. ion. This object can be assigned to an instance variable, This is

done by I r, Mding the message expression with the name of the variable and
In an object-oriented system everything is represented as an object. An object the assignment symbol '-' as in the example below:
i; made up of private state Information and a set of actions which rl;-'.sent tie
only way to access or modify this state information. The state information Is TotalFinances 4-. TotalFinances + (Housel-oldFinunces tosalSpentFor:
represented as a set of instance variables whose values are objects each of 10011)
which contains its own state information and methods. The actions defined on
an object are called methods. A method carries out its action by sending Blocks
messages. A message consists of a method selector, which is the name of the
method to be invoked, followed by a list of objects lobe used as arguments tc A block is similar to a function In a traditional programming language. It
the method. Sending a message to an object causes a method to be executed, takes a list of arguments and produces a result, A block is similar in form to a
and represents a function which can be performed on an object. A message method. It Is enclosed in square brackets and begins with a list of parameters,
cnd re ts anct wich a be perfore on a ct.vAniessare Separated from the parameters by a 'T' is P list of expressions which form the

ombined with an object yields a method activation. Method activations are body of the block. I he block shown below is a function of one argument
active and perform the computation in the system, 'ObjectToClassify' and returns a boolean result:

Primitive objects mpresent their state directly without using other objects. [:ObjectToClassify I (ObjcctToClassify salary) > 100000]
examples of these primitive objects are numeric values, strings and identifiers.
Primitive methods represent acdonb carried out directly by the virtual machine The block sends its argument the message 'salary' and to the resultsng object It
without sending messages, examp!es are adding numeric values and reading the sends the nmesage with selector '>' and argument 100000. A block is sn
value of an instance vartabte. object and can be used as an argument to a method,

4. Security Model

This section proposes a security model posed in teems of the object-oriented'The notation used in our discussion of database concepts and relational computting model. The model combines the use of security constraints for data
algebra Is based on [ULLMB21. classification with mandatory access control. Security constraints allow the

2
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automatic classification of dlata objiects by their type anl by their eclation to Mesages A miessaga is sent onl behalf of a security subject. I I is
oilier data. Classificatioti by 'tcurity constraints coniflict~s with classification sent to ati object requesting execution of a. selected
isy infiormatiion flow A newly created object tins two classifications. One Ity method with the authority of dite security subject which
ati apptlicable secnrity constraint miod ainother front the current security thie message represents. A nriessage is an object and
classiticatioin of thec user cerating thun object, (a user caii ottly write obiecis therefore in protected by the security system. Messages
with , tisitivity levels domtinating their current security classificatitin level), are labelled witht two securtly classification levels. The
A distiiguisititg aspect oif this Model is tile emph~asis placed ott classificationt first is, the clearatice level, 1,Sclear. o1' tile Security
dterived front secur ity conistrtaints, subje ict origitiafity die message. The second level is the

Curren: security tl_ýsxificatoio level, Lscurrcnlt, Of thleI DINNII7cI uses security ctinstraitnts to classify :irýviv entered daiii. Oince origittuting subject. These two levels act an anl upper
eltissilicil, tile IMACL% tire Fluixedtutd(to not responid it) clianbes in related data, anti lower bound oitt the elaisuificat~ion level of the itew
Sirce. tile levels are fixed , after somic updthies toi the ilutabLese die lcesis methciod activation.
asignyted it) dlata tmay tot lie ronsistenit wih Itlth levels assignled by thea
Coinstrainits. Consitder tite security contstraintt which classifies, the rianises of Meldiotl Activation Method activations are the only active entities in the

oiit~loyees as Secret svhein the eniptoyce's salary is greater thant $lOO,00lO.00l model atid ittercftre represent security subjects. Etich
taut tile Guile is Uticlassifietl otherwise. When as cruployre's salary is miethosd executes ha a separate context tieseribed by an
increacdit l to tver S10000 tlf [t)(li te setnsitivity level of tlie narct retmains activation. The execution is curried out by sending
liteclassil fietlby this inuiolel. lItI this tiiwlel the sensitivity level of a-.lolatti does ittssages to object-;. Seniditig niessages is nut asxc urity
tiot t1ls n itu l v otilt Is li te tilillicahle securitiy cittistrairtLs anti thtercforir. thters cuil relevant action, for two reason,.. Freat, because the

lie titoro itha it e tiSCItisitivity level for a tlattiti. Sitice thle key value does not mnessage carries with it boundaries on thea atihority oif
ieleclill Eiettiu stit silit it1' level of tiClt tilty. hal yittstnntiat ioti I DENN87bI it thea method activation it crettics. which are encompassed
usetd i it) d isslo i lint level titer Frutnt overwriting higher level itivisibte data, by the bountdaries of tlie subject setidting the mtessage.
Wiluitult tilsUTttt ' covert cliotiet. Secutidly. the data sentii it essages is in the formn of

prottectedl objects. Tlhese poititts will be discussed tmore
'fle oppmittt \tii tiec is, .t itileo l which tinstres that security cittstaintus tire fully in die section describing mtodtel properties. Certain

atlways I lini nciii ii..i Th letvjI of eutri three oftlultt is cottpicetey dletertititei by prinitive actions such as reatditig an instance stariable,
lie10 ipp slicalt secsiit> coustra jus. I'lit i 1 06de alltoss otilIy thoise sv'.Ling nit tristutnes variable, carrying out a cottittional

hirth iatiotit to tlie ,luitaiiiC WsitCt nMalinttait tile severity Classifictioti~l , tioti tir ecitting ti tew obiject are ctarried tint threectly
dilcis e by tit [ i ilit ect hCIIIN consitraiiits tind adiieriitg to hitfortittiion flow by thle iticlttos activsation withotiti setiding atiy ties.
restruetititi III iii cask- ilt tile elassi latitiitnctsi abuse, if a Secret user sages. These uctiotis are security relevantt slince they
merriri tit ci tiplit)'e swiiith stilary otser $10(th,th0tl.00h, tlt't thata v'ttttd K: dlirectly acceess tiuild imottify irnfotrtmattiotn ii the ietihlod
Iniserted itt tic ialttiliis. It it wt're aimlrtied by it lit Secret user it svttilt lbe ac tivutioti utid inistaince variabtles of the (ibjtutt.
reiertd since the dtata sutilut htave it) he cluissitted 'lop Secret to uitottiiue thec

lJeuratice Inl':vcl Rif t u tser which is it cttnflict withttilte level Secret uassigliedu 4.2. Security C(nittu i tiits
1))I NtheA seuity tittstrailit. ItI this itiudel . thle security level ifI ait obiject is
couiktlcely ileicrit'uerI Ity secuarity totistraints. 1f rthe security cittstraitus are 'hus %ectiotn drucusses tile type of security COnstIalintssuliported by the muodel.
cotnditiionedu otnly tnt thle key satLI tIe aii etitit>, tile key Valute Compilletely 'The first sectiotn enxplains thle security cotistauiti ttecaittuinatntid how it can be
dtcirtit iotts tile scttsitivity Ic vel atnd tt'iyiirat'ttiatioit is unnitecessary. tivetd to rehpreventi siniple, contenl-baseth andi context security constraints.

-- ''' ~' 1'lie tiext secititn duses; it ietlrctiti usedl to entter thea cottstraitnts ind shows
IThe loliltstscd itttls'dl is SOu..tewliere t 'lscet ilthe otiher two. It allows a sutbject sic~ifie eXuitilles uif its use to register sim ple. crlettten-hissed attid cointext
lit ct withfl thle tItiesi athtoltrity p tissilile so that datua :fti ittotre itfite Ile scurug' cotttrtiutrts.
tiasilmcu iii accotrdtatie with seit otustrttits. It alttlies thke security

mi-ains n adyairic asionch igng(li clssfictin o I]pic ifdat BIoiht sections tdctmontirtite how thea classificuttiont titec anisti works through
wheiri the secutinty cuonstraint ern 'cd1 level eliatiges. For catintle, if rite tiattits tieuse of eXatilelIs oitt it e database detscribed III thle nestL twit figire.,. FigureI
tif etuiplitytes; are rclussifieud Secret whten die eitiployee'x sitlary is greater than gives thle schetma of at sattple databause. Tile schemaut is fur it ulutubuac
SI tYi01.(tht0l atnd Uicluissi fied otitlis ise, thteti whtetini etttiluplys''s salutry I t conttittitttg ltersonnettl intformautioni for ti eomtiv.s. Tile, tire twso typtes of
iticrtset hit river SI15t00.llll.W thle sceisitivsity level ol thle tatite is atlso comitplex tibjects ii thle ulatatbatse, Emtplutyce type objects anti Departiticti type
chiatngeid. Thits tmtodel insures lithat objct' a-UV.1LNigued SettaitiVity level always object. s. Each Estilttyee object has a fie~ld (institute variable) fot thle social
iolutiti c tiitlvte setnsitiv ity level determitinteid hiy security cronstraintts. 'This ittitl t secutrity tnutiber, namtie attd satltry ofritei emuployee tut cite which is filleii by a
ititist rely o'il plob' tstttttitiaittt sincee'li". nisCitivity level tif tit otbjer Pt is o )l~ltll)Ctl gtel~ oblject which describes tic letiaprtVIteIL tlie empilolyee I S a partr
iletetittitteul sotlely by Security conistratints. Moislyitig tilte secitrity classilicaiiit'i oii. Each D~epartmtenit obijeet him aI fieldl fur thle deplartmtient tamei (Ditutie) attd
level tif subjectls utis tiljectut dynamiicatlly can otpeti Covert Storage ehltttt'els 11 pirijetii itatte (Projecil of thle protiect [lie etmployees of the uheparttte~itiare
sit teeth tt be uite" swithi eu(tittttt Thle liripuise tMttuel alltows ltheve level sworkilug ott atid a field whtich Iis, fitlled) ty thia Etiployce type object
chiatige., it ontly titus, cases selet e ciivert cliatitici cen tlot exist. repiresentinug the mtaitager fMgr) otf tlie tteplttinittitt.

Tile eletiteac. iii [lie prtitposedi sectiri ty ittotel tire dtisctussetd i tilte ates section. ot.
it describes thle role itt tclih i'lject'trietttile elettictt in thle security tiodhel- This
is fotllowedl by it discussioti otif thlylte tif security cotistru~titts itietited iniiath
tmide atntt their rehtrescrttttittit. Fiinaltly. ithere is a dc!t'.. 'ipi ott of thle ittuitel
retrietiotis.

4.1. Securily E'ntiti'sZ

This sectittit ilentittie: thle role plutyil Ity cactil enttity it thle ottject'ttricittIeth M
cttntlttaiatot moutle iniiath security tittdel . Ilhe portiot.s tf the object'ttriemttd
Ittontel idisctisseid see: oibjects.% titetionis. nmessatges atti ietehiod activailtitns. ilic
itljeet. iricrtienh mtdele retquires certain contcepitual extetisiorts to suppiort
matdatotuiry secuirity; these lite idiseussedi s well.

Objects Au otbject is a cnollecition oif passive dciii with an m
assoiatited ser~sitivity level. 'The pritiected data is the- -

tobject's instance variutbles tind it is discltused by readitig "W _.W b,tI..1
onit or tttiie of tile variables.

Fitgure I - Sample Schema Diagrati
Metodixs A fitte ttit is utI faCititn deleftited or execution tin die dulatuif a particular obiject type. It is a passive entity. Whltru Figure 2 depicts objects iii a database following thea sehi'na shotwn iii Figure

a tiessage is setit to an object a particular mnethod is 1. lit due figuire, bNies reprcesett intisance o'bjects, arrows poitint to thle value nif
selected and executed ill a it101eihiusi 001 a aist nin td this thise inastatce varhable. the class of the object is givent is the upper left coriter of'
tttetlti atictivutitti is an active entity. [ilie object and the tiptper right hand coriter rontaintts tin ithentifiier to refereitce the

obijectis ill thte fosllowitig dliscitssittn.
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Figuire 2 - Samtple Database

4.2.1. Assignting Classification Levels

I'eery object has a sensitivity level, I .C determtine d byase of object ___

ClaSSi licalion fun1CtonRs. E-achl fun11Ction groUpsI objCuIsinito -sets cal led .~

c lass ilicalioti sets and gives each set a seinsitivity level I(% TIhe meain~ltg Is
that lite sensitivity level for disclosing til objects in liii classilicaliott set is
L(: Each objiect individually can be disclosed withitult rcgrdto L. h(o1c uwever.
lthe last object disclosed itust 1be ckissi tied at a level whics.h domiinate LIv.(. L(-

isthe sentsitivity level Of the object dc!i.rminqInet by [lie sci. rity Cinisn~ainlts ill Fgrn isiiaino bet o ls rjc qSce o apeD
force. T is is only mce factor used it) determine ait object's senstivity level Fire3-Casictono besollssInjta SrtfrSmpe11
I.C which is used] by the reference innstor to deter'' .wis ult mi. . i lit> of ain A cueuntit-based constraint specif ies U Set ol objects by meanas of a predicate
access. based ott lthe values of surte objects and classifies cach with the santc

classification. Fitr examuple, classify the naines of all emtployees whtose Salary
Ani object is cotisidered disclosed to a subject S I ifuaiotler sub 'iec S?5. wehicht is gicister thtan SI (AX).htO.OI as Secret. IThis type of constraint is representted
call write objects visible to S I has reaid it. Inl othe r words the object is leail tIle samte as a sim ple constraint. Each 'nameic which ltas a corresponding
with respect to a subject wiht clearance LS I if it was readl by a subject vs it I'salary' greater thain SI lAt)lXtOI is pluced its a classification set by itself attd
clearance t.S2 Sucht that LS2 •. LS I. This defiiuitioii is sery rc'ti ictive. It is the sct is classified Secret. Tite two classifictation sets which result froni
requited to protect classification sets is lthe casve of oute subject reatting a apiplyinug this constraint to tlte database of Figure 2 is shown itt Figure 4.
memiber of the aet and writinig the intluriutttioit ints a new object of it different This constra int produtces twt classifictition sets, oile containing 'N(W* and the
type. For examttple. conisider thie context constraint which cltassifies ntttes tttd otitter contaitnitng 'NOT. Sittce each object is tlte onliy object in its
salaries together as Secret and otherwise, Unclassified. If as nlasl l user clItssi ficatioti set, it takes onl the settsiti vity level of its, classificationl set,
reads the rianic of an employee atnd stores lthe name in atn object isf type Secret.
'string', the contest constrahinit will ito longer relate this name to lthe salary of
[lie employee. The definit ion of who bus read the iname obiject imust inch tile
ainy other user who, is allowed to read the special natte object of type .'string'.
It must include all subjc,-ts with currentt clatssificationis which dottlislate the
currentt cla~ssification of the subject when Lthe tobject was read.

Thtis nsechatutniit allows the expreasiott of simiple Icointent and cunt .....r

security contstrainits ats described in IDWYIE8'71. A simple constrainti
classifying all objects of class Project as Secret is represented ly tPlacing each
memiber of 'project' in a separatc classificationt set with a classificationi of*
Secret. Since each set consists t'otdny one object, lthe object will ittintediately Figure 4 - Classificationt oh the Names of tll Emnployees Whose Salary is
receive a classification level LC of Secret. When this classificatioit is tapplied Greatter than $ 100,000.00 as Secret for Sample LiB
to lthe samitple database shownt in Figure 2 the classification in Figure 3
results. iThis cotnstraint prodluces only (me classificat. n set. The set contain.% A context constraitnt matches Lthis security constratint mechtanissm exactly.
the object 7`01'. Since it is the (only object in thle Secret set. its sensitivity Related objects ate grouped into classification sets and given the sensitivity
level. LC, immediately becomes Sceret. level LC ineaning that the sensitivity level for disclottng ail objetst ill a set

is LC. Figure 5 shiows an example of a context constraint classificationt.
This constratint classiftes tlte Project and the Nanme oranly Eiiployee workintg
oin lthe Project, taken together as Secret. The constratnt creates four
claissificationt sets. I N01'. 7`011. ), (N02. 'PO1 ), I 'NOY. l'101' 1 anti
'NOX, WP1' 1. Each of' these sets share the- object W 1'. This nteans that us
soont ws 'P01 is rettd, all of dte Name oibjects become Secret and if any Namei
object is read, '01' becotites Secret.
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Each context constraint creates one or more classification sets. In tile
ex-imple above there is one set of objects for cach Employce object in tile
database. If this const~raintL is applied to the database shown in Figure 2, thle
resulting classification sets are shown it. Figure 6. This constraint produces
four classffication sets, ( 'NOV., 'Sal' },f'NOT, 'SOT ) N03'.'SOT I and

W ~N04', 'S04' ). Each set has a sensitivity levei of Secret. This classification
..... .has no imme~diate, effect on the sensitivity level, LC, of any of Ohe (objects, it

however object 503 is reaid this constraint will cause LC of 'N03' to becomle
A.- -NOSecret.

Figure 5 -Claissificatlion of Project anid tite Name of any Emiployce WVorking tw ~

onl tile Project. Iaken Together as Secret for Sample DB

Thle security mtodel is enflorced by cooperating auiotonomous objects. This .. .

affects thle waly ill which secanits is enforced and in particutar how security r'~r
contlsra itits are. specified. Is this distributed model each object is given : I:7K ''* I .
resplonsibility for Insuring tile security of its own data. Security constraintsL J l IK IC aZ :K..Ai;.
titlISt be reevaluatedl when a change is itiade to thle database. For each security , .,.J .

Constraint, one or note objects must bc chosen to he responsible for doing 1..II.Iv I.I.

this r evaluattiont whetnever it is seccsstury. This responsibility is split between
t:c Objects which are titeihbers; of the classification set and whait is called the Figure 6 -Classicaonf Nan and Sa ary Tae ogte as Seret for

anchor object for thle constraintt. lThis anchor objext is not classifiedt by the Sample DB
cnutitaitis but is used is* a referetnce point for evaluatitig the conslralnt. The
responsibility of tile antchor object is to .nlert objects when they are classified 4.2.2. Specifying Security Constriaints
by the security cotnstraintt. Tile tanchor object iii titrtt depends on objects which
tltc conistraintt is Conditiotted ott tis alert it to changes in their values. This A Set of' methods arc defined in all objects, securityConslraintfl:Levet:,
ittecliatisin allows the burtlett of the cotistraitit mtaintenance to be shared seeu ri tyCotst raintflI f2: Level:, etc.. which take ait ordered collectiont of
itittong mainiy objcts. funictions and an aggregate nemisitivitLy level LC as arguments. Thle functions

Ifi l fn) are defined ss follows:
iti a si fi le sir eotinen t -based coistraint tile anichor object is chiosent to be
the class object which the classified objects arc ;itsstnces of. For exampilel in fj : anehorobject --) object*
ithe conistrainit. f25  : object --) Object*

Namein mplyeewhee Slar > 100M)A) i SeretWhere osbject' represents a set of zcew or morec objects. Tile functiotis fl ... fit

tile atichotr object is the clasr object Ntatte. The set of objects to he classified are used itt die following way to dlefinie a set S of classification ,cis.
is spuecifiedl with respect to this atichior oibject. The class object Naise is
respiotsiltii fot tilerLitig cacti Nante object with a Salary over S 100,IXXI.O0 that St x I x C fl(OAtichir) I
it is classified by the security cotnstraint. Whenever a new Natiie object isS IIyly.yI yESiAyef(y)A..Att ttn-)I
cerateid which satisfies dte predicate die anchor object must slert it to its new S Y1 2 n)IYIESIAY 2y1 l 'ly-1

classtifiatiion. Consider a Nttmc object created with a Salary of S501000t.0X,01 WeeOtco steaco bet h betrciigtecasfcto
tile contisraitnt will not apply but the corresponiding Employee and Salary Wh frilAe. firsth funtihor,11 objle t, the aco object r preoitgutes Olesfirstin
object with lie miade n-sponsible L-1 relsir changes in their values to the atichor itiessage.Ttefrtucint.atledothacorijetroce ifrt
object, Navic. Later if thle Salary is updateih to S I 10,0(KO.00 tite oibject wilt set SI of' objects itt (lte c lassifictation se-ts. The next object in the
report this vit thle class object Namie atid tile atchiir object will alert the Naime classification set results Ifrom applying 1`2 to otie of the objects iii S 1. This is
instanIce Object risf ittew clalssification, carried out for all it functioins to create cacti clenietit of S.

Siniple artd contenh-bascd coinstraints classify single objects rioi sets of Tile following are estamples of how security constraint% Carl be represented
olsjrct.i a.s ido contitest constraiiits. A eont,.!x t coittsratint amust specify a tisint' tile above cltassification shefictie. We a.-c expressing the coiistraints in at
, hassification set. Eachi object iii tile set allows itself to be retad onily when at inotatlion siimilar to SMALLT~ALK-80 [GOLD83I us described in Sectiotn 3.
least one other nicinbecr of tile set is still untread. The last unread object iii the First we will describe somie if tile titlethds used in the example:
set itust increase its, senisitivity level to that specified in the context
cotnstrainit before it is read. Inteated of mintzttainiing the coinstraint specified Qbiect Clss Metho DecdDiUon
classificatiotn set, tile set of specifie(] objects which have not yet been read Call
he, maitnainest. The classification set is then specified aiid maintained as an object fill~sSlot~ln: This is a predicate. When usetd as
ordleredt sequence of objects. The anchor object is responisible fot alerting cacti THilSlotL: tiame In: emiploycee. It returns
first ob ,icci that it is the first object iii a context constraint. The oibject is True if the receiving object is the value
also given the speciticatioin of thle rest of the ordlered sequence. Each object in of tile 'name' instatnce variable in anl
the sequence thent acts as anl ainchior object for the nsext object in die sequence, 'mlyc bet
alertinug it that it is inclutded in the conistraint anil passing on the specifictation cttye bet
iif tlhe rest tof die oridered sequenice of objects. Cotusiler the constraint, object contaittingObject This niethod retuens the object which uses

the receiver as the value of one of its
Nwme iii Emtployee and Salary iii Emipltiyee isuketi together are Secrect. instaitce variables. For example, if the

obj,.ct 'Sat' receive(] the inessage the
The attchotr object for this :oitstraittt is tlte class object Employee, (this is an result would be 'FF1' the emiployee'
arbitrary decision). 'Elitployee' is reqtuired to alert each object which fills tile ob~iect which 'SOt' is contained in.
Namec slot of tine of its instanees that it is part of a context constraint. The
spoctcalwaions for :ue rest of the objects are passed on with this notification, Class itistancesOf Returits the objects wttich ace iitstsaices of
The Name object which receives this inftrmrnation then uses the specification this clasis.
oi thie rest (if tile ordered sequence to alert the prospective nest objects in the
sequctice. lit this exaitple tile Nante object dctermnines its containing class with: This niessage is used as 'Set with: at'. It is
Empiloyee object aridt then the Salary object contained within. This Salary .ent to the class object 'Sc' arid creates a
iobject is alrterd that it is part oh the Contest constraint. The Salary object is tiew set cotitai Fing tlie object 'a'.
die last in die sequentce aid so '.tiic'st teed to alert aity fin-Pier ojects.
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set select: This ioethod takes one argument which is This constraint groups objects into two element classification sets and assigns
a iredicate. It returns a ntew set which the set a sensitivity level of Secret. The c",nstraint requires of a user reading
contains all of the members of the mnore than one obice;t in any set to have at least a Secret clearance. The class
original set for which the predicate is truc. objcct 'employee' is the anchor and is sent fl, f2 and the sensitivity level

Secret. The class object Employee is usesd as the argument to f1 to comspute
set collect: This method takes one argumaent which is the first elements in each classification set. The block first crop!"s a set of till

a functLion anti applies it to each member of the instances ofemplovee', in this example the set (E1Q1, E02. E03, EG4).
of the receiving set object. The objects From this set it creates a new set by applying the block l:',sseh I each namel to
returned by the function appli:;ations are each member, This block returns the 'name' of the P~nployee object. The
collected into a now set which is the resulting set is (NOI, N02, N03, N04). Given art atgutment in (NO], N0l2,
result. N03, N04), f2, maps it to the secord cl,.ment in the classification set. Thle

futnction finds the containing object anti then requests of it the salary object. It
eusployce namse Returns the value of the 'name' instanee then creatcs a set from ithese objects. The resulting sets obtained in thiis way

variable, swc shown irt Figure 6.

employee silary Returns the value of the 'salary' instance These methods allow a common methtod for defining simple, content-based
vasetbie. and cantext constraints. Simpler methods could be developed if each type of

constraint were considered separately. For example, a simple constraint can
Beleow arc sthe sampsle security constraints: be specified by supptlying only [he class name Of the objects to be classified.

A cointent-batsed cosnstraint needs in addition a predicate to be evaluatted by
Simplhe Security Constraints the objects to be classified,

4,3. Model Rtslrictluns
Constraints: project in tdepartmenrt is Secret

prjet ecriy~nsrantl:This section dscribes tte security tietlel restrictions. The restreictiotns dlefitne a
projet seurit~ottuainf I.set of allowable object acecasses. There tue four parts ito ste inodel. Tite first

l:Object I (Object ittssutce~sof) select: part dtescribes which object accesses are allowed based ort tie sensitivity level[:Object'roClassiry I ObjcctToClassity fillsSlot: project of the object and the current security level of tite method mtaking tlse request.
In: departmnent] The second part describes allowtable assigttnmettts atid allowable changes ito

object sensitivity levels. Ilie next section describes allowalble as;Nignisttntts attd
Level: Secrct. allowable chtanges so security classifictttiont levels fttr mtethods. The finial

Section discusses stie effect of sccurity-itscottsisletit database state-% on
Thsis cotnstraint classifies all objects whtich fill tse 'prttject' role is 'departmnirt' mandatory security.
object,:t as Secret. The o. ~tistraint is estttblishted by sending the anchor object
Itprojeft [tice block showns atsd time sensitivity level Secret. The block fI first 4.3.1. Object Access
eOLUS tulsIte set of instances of its argumient. Momsents of this set are then
selected [sr inclusion in the result based on tile block which takes als object as A msethsod activtttion executintg with ti cutrre'nt security classificatvitn levei
anl argiusiemt anti retarns tIrue ifthse object fills the slot. named project in a LScurrcttt is, allotwed to:
department object. This constrains would classify object P01' frott Figure 2
uas Secret. (1.1) Read dite itnstantce variables of att object with sensitivity level Lo

Content-Security Constraints such that LO -1 L.Scurrent.

Constraint: same itt emiployee where salary > II(XXX)0 is Secret (1.2) Modify sthe insstanrce variables of ait obsject with sensitivity level Lo5
sauih that L-Seurretss. 1 Ls :• L-Stlear.

hianle securityConsirasintfl:
:Objet I ( Object instattees~f) select: Itt atdditiott, Ixtinter referetnces are restricted as follows:

l:Obieet~roflassi fy I
(Obje" fLoClassify filisSlot: nam (1.3) A poiatsCr to ai nutretnable Obtject sel~sae exasctly tas a futsl obsject

III: eimployce) poister.
said:

(((OlsjeeftoChassify coittaningObject)ssiltsy) Rules. (I.1I) and (1.2) by ttieimmselvcs do not intsure the sinsple-seestrity property
> Il~xl or the *-propterty I BELL761 sister the level.% oif obmjectt anti Itcitlicds tsre

allowed to change tazit thsese changes have otso yet bseen defined. Tise
mainteaciate of these properties cats be tinsuresd ostly slier extattining stire

Level: Secret. modlification policy for setnsitivity levels for objects assd claissification levels
for ttellsods, This is diiscussedt its Sectiotn 5.

This constrains classifies. all objects which fill the 'ttanrý role in 'er~ployce'
objects; if the rorresoslisling 'sit] ' is greater titan 100000. The cvi'straint is 4.3.2. Object Sensitivity Levels
establishetd by sensdinsg the cla. - ject 'name' ft vaid thp. senstcivity level
Secret. The anchoir object is stir class object same. The block ft returns the Security class ificutiost rules tietermaine sensitivity levels for all objects at all
set of instances of its argunment wthich satisfy sthe following block, The block times. In the intlerest of mnainstaining mandatory security somite of tdem dterived
cosmsbiine.% two prcdicatses ussng [tie ':and' nmessage. Tite first is Trve lit he sensitivity levels can not be used. The followinig rules describe sthe way
Object fills tile 'namse' slot its 'emislsyce'. The seconid determin 'a the assignsmensts are mtide, takinsg into accounti ste sestsi;'vity level derived frost
corievspunting 'salary' object arid tests to see if its valae is greater than the Security cotisiraints laid conceerns ftor informtsaioti flow restriction.
l0Ot()O0. The effect of the above consstrainit would be to classify the object
'N03' as Secret. (2.1) Objects isre atssigned tilsie lowest senssitivity level LO tit object

creation suitte such that LO diuinvitses all senisitivity levels LI, ..-,I
Context-Security Constralists Ln imsposed by applicable security ronstraintss asid LO dosninates;

Consrait: amein mploee nd alay i emloye taen ogeherarethe security level, L-Scurrent. of tite nmethod activation creasing the
CsisriSt:se iset ipoc tdslr nepoe ae oehrtr object. Irs other words LO = L-Searrem [ILI l ... [lLot.I

cinpitkye securi tyCoiistraitttfl: (2.2) The security level of an obsject can otnly be increased. Ais object
1:O)Ijcci I (Obiject instuttees~f) collect: (:esch l each name] I classified wilts a seissitivity level of LO esti be chansgedi to level

kpI Set with: ((p containissgObjetcs) salary)]
Level Secret.

flrepresents the least upper boutnt defitted ott the security classification
lattice by the parttal orderinig !5.
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LO' if and only if LO < LO'. Downgrading of objects must be 4. Store 'SS03' in employee object 'E03' Unclassified Unclassified
done by trusted method activations, 5. Create salary object'S03 Unclassified Unclassified

6. Store 'S03' in employee object 'E03' Unclassified Unclassified
(2.3) The security level LO of an object can be affected only by method 7. Create name object 'N03' Unclassified Unclassified

activations executing with a current classification level L-Scurrent 8. Store 'NO3 in employee object 'E03' Secret Secret

such that LScarrent :9 LO. If this were not the case a covert
channel would exist since a higher level subject could signal Table I - Steps in Creating an Employee Object
information to a lower level subject by increasing the sensitivity
level of an object originally readable by the lower level subject, In steps 1 through 7, the database is not consistent. According to our
thus making it unreadable. This channel is pointed out in assumptions, only the sensitivity levels of Name objects are affected by a

tWOOD87I. The model restriction allows a subject with a relation to another object provided only in consistent objects. Once the

clearance level LS2clear to make modifications to the security level 'Salary' object is stoicd the correspondence between 'N03 and 'S03' is

of an object which is visible to a subject with a clearance level established and 'A. Talbot' becomes Secret, At this time the subject must
L

.
Slcleesr even when Lstlcl Is strictly dominated by LS2clear, as change LScurrett to Secret. There is a time between steps 7 and 8 when 'A.

long as LS lcurrent 2! LS2current. This approach decreases t Talbot has been entered in the ,.ysiem but not yet classified Secret.
amaount of over-classification mid at the same time eliminates thecovert channel. This problem stems front the fact that security constraints are applied after

eacti change to an object and not when a consistent object has been created.

The security constraints in the example classify names with corresponding
4.3.3. Method Activation Security Levels high salaries as Secret and otherwise they are assumed to be Unclassified. In

step 7 there is still no corresponding salary for the name 'N03 and so it Is
A method activation executes with a security classification level LScurrent assumed Unclassified. In fact, the sensitivity level of N03' is unknown
determined by two quantities. The first is the clearance level LSclear of the because no tspecific security constraint applies to the object when it is
security subject which initiated the computation. LSclear is the security incoitsistent.
clearance level of a user and applies to all methods which are executed on the
user's behalf, The second quantity which determines LScurrent Is the current We are still investigating this problem. Our approach is to do these
security classification level LSoriginator of the method activation which modifications inside a transaction. A transaction [DATE84] groups individual
started this method by sending a message, Both of these quantities are at least operations carried out on a database to be considered as one atomic change. A
conceptually carried by the message. A passive method Is combined with a transaction has two possible outcosnes, It can be committed in which case the
passive message to create a method activation which executes with a security transaction completes strd its affect on the database is made permanent. It can
classification level determined by LSoriginator and LSclear as obtained from be aborted in which case the database is restored to its state previous to the
the message. Below is a set of rules determining the current security beginning of the transaction, The transaction allows the individual
classification ofa method activation, modifications needed to get to a security-consistent state to be considered one

unit of change. It is described further below;
(3.1) The login method begins execution with classification level

LScurrenlt = System Low, I ". 1 an object is modified outside of a transaction it must go
inmnediately to a consistent state, where each object is classificd by

(3.2) A method activation begins with a classification level LScurrciti a security constraint, The modification must tot cause the

LSorigitiator. cltassilicuatlion of any object to become unknown.

(3.3) If an attenipt to read an ob:ect with sensitivity level LO such that 2. If an Object is modified inside a transaction the classilication of an
LO5 LSclcar Fails, the clas.-ification level of the method will W object cast go tnrough unknown states, When a change causes an

object to go from at) wnknown classification to a known
miodified to LScurncnt' such that LScurrent =' LScurrcnt fILO. classification, the validity of the intervening operations is checked.

if security is violated the transuetion is aborted and the database
(3.4) A method activation object Omal is only visible to another state iv restored to its previous state.

activation object Orma2 and vice versa if either:
(i) Omaal originated execution of Oma2. This method is outlited ini Table 2,
(ii) amal o'iginated execution of Oare3 and Oare3 is visible to

iare2 The table outlines tile actions involved in creating an employce object. There
is one extra colunit ill this example which represents the conditions under

Rules (3.1) through (3.3) insure that LSclear will always dominate LScurrent. which the action is allowed by the security model, This condition is based on
t-Scurrent starts at System Low and if LScurrent !5 LSclear neither (3.2) or the as yet unknown sensitivity levels. In the table '.N03 rcpresents the
(33) will make LSuurrtnt > LClear. Rule (3.4) states that method activation unknown senstitivity level of the .bjcct 'NOY3. Once step 9 is complete LN03

wiltoly ist e rrnt oe objcts Rulthe (3.4)states thatlin mehod activatin is foutd to be equal to Secret, the condition os; step 9 is tot satisfied and the
objects aee only visible to other objects in the same calling graph. transaction must be aborted.

4.3.4. Model Enforcement and Sscurlty-Conslstent Database 5. Model Properties
States

This section discusses properties of the security model. We don't attempt
Security constraints are used to classify consistent entities only. At times formal proofs of these properties but rather use informal arguments to
during the creation or ate of an object an entity can bcome iconsistent demonstrate the properties, In the future we hope to develop a formal l
When this happens it is not possible to immediately classify some of the demon e the properues an the ture
objects involved. This complicates security enforcement since it becomes and prove thee properties at that time
impossible to determine immediately if an operation can be allowed, The 5.1. Simple Security Property
problem is illustrated in the following example.

The sim'le security property states that a subject with a current security
This example is interested in trying to create an 'employee' object and place it classification level LS is not allowed to read an object with a sensitivity level
in the database. The employee object is E0Y frem the sample database shown LO sucl. that Lo > LS. In the notation used In this model it is, a subject with
in Figure 2. Assume 'Name' objects with corresponding 'Salary' objects clearance level LSclear is not allowed to read an object with sensitivity level
greater than 100K are Secret and all other objects are Unclassified. Tie LO if LO > LSclear, This is ensured by restriction (1.1) from the previous
subject's current classification level is Unclassified and its Jearance ievel is section along with the fact that at all times LScurrent < L-Slea', This follows
Secret. The steps in the object creation are listed In Table I along with the from re.;trictions (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3).
sensitivity of the object being created or modified and LScurrent, the Currnt
classification level of the method activation,

& Action Object Senitiit k•Lscane

I. Create employee object 'E03' Uncessifled Unclassified
2. Store 'E03' in department object 'D02' Unclassified Unclassified
3. Create social security object 'SS03' UncLhseified Unclassifiedi
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Sieltj~j~j ~ flowed on Conditionl
Start Transaction

2Create emtployee object'1303' Unclassified U~nclassified
3, Store '103' in dcpartmecnt object 002 Unclassified Unclas~sifiedl
4. Creatc socjal secuitiy object 'SS03' Unclassified Unclassified
5. Store 'SS03' in cmployce object '1O03 Unclassified Urnclassifiedl
6. Createmslary object'503 UnclaSSified Unclassifiedl
7. Store'SO3'in employee object 1303' Unclimrified Unclassified
8. Creaite name object N03' LN03 LN03 LN03 :• Secret
9i. Store'NO3'in employee object 1303 LN03 LN03 LN03 -S Unclassified
10. Abort Transaction

Table 2 - Steps in Creating an Emiployee Objct with Deferrcd Classification

S.2. *.Propserty 5.4. Storage Channels

The *.property states that a subject with current security classification level This section will discuss covert storage channels. The mnain Lhreat of a covert
LScan not write objects with sensitivity level Lo suc~h that L0D < LS. The channel in this model comes from covert signalling using the sensitivity

proposed 1mo0del allows a Subject to write objects with setnsitivity levels below levels (if objects. This problem can exist in security nmodels which allow the
LSceleu tin long ats the subject does not have information from objects who-"- sensitivity levels of objcctn to change. The signalling is done by allowing a
level strictly dominantes the object written. Ilvidence the model enforces this is high level subject to modify the sensitivity levels of objects, making them
based on two facts, the first that L-Scurrent dominates the sensitivity level of either visible or invisible tt) u lower level subject, We have addted restrictions
all informiation thia nmethosd has obtained sltnlsecond the mecthod activation canl to the msodel to disallow this signalling. Method ac:is ations Lire objects hut
not write or create oecssuch ta -cro>L (om1.).have different restrictions on them khan normal objects. First the restrictions

objets hatL~crret L0 (frisl(1.)).for normal objects will be discussed and then the special cane of method
The inforniation accessible to a miethodt activation canl conic front its instance activations is discussed,
variables, information about its calling context and infurmaution tavatilable
about tlie existence of unreatiable objects. The information accessible fronm To disallow signalling through the sensitivity level of normal objects,
inlstancec variablcs is covered by pestitt (3.3). ILScuirent domintates the restriction (2.3) was added. This forbids a high level subject frotm modifying

.Sesiiviy eve o al ojecs hic 11V irll;lyrea b a etodactivation, tlie sensitivity level of an object visible to a lower level subject indirectly.
senstivty evelof ll bjecs wsic tie diecty rnd b a ietlodThin can also take place directly if the subject tries to modify a lower level

Int'ormtitail read by thea caiiling mlethiod activationl call be passed ott by :he object, snitu is disallowed by (1.2), It takes place indirectly when a change to a
wer fcktht, hellc~odis executed, For examnple, itt thle computation higher level object Causes the security const-raint derived sensitivity level Lc

merefcttattewittt to chantge. This is a natural restriction if the security level of ttte object is
actually recorded fin the object and the Ittethod activation making a cttange to

SecretObject- if Inie: J UnclassifiedObjct at: Atnswer pitl: Trite I alt Object supplies the authlority to update all changed sensitivity levels. This
etisures ithat a method activation MlI can only change the visibility of an

tite executiontt of thi'. true bloc.k in predicated on the itnfortmation ill ohject visible to another method activation M2 if LSlIclear 5 LS2clcar. This
SecretObiect. This tttethoil activation is restricted to start execution at tile transfer u1' inorttsaton is legitimate and does not violate security.
ctasisilicatliti level ofl its originaitor by restriction (32), Secret fil this case.
'[tis ensures thatu LSciirrent dhtuninates thi level of its crigitsatiilg activation Method activatiotss violate the above restriction. Restriction (3.3) allows Ithe
level atid thus it diominitles tlte sensitivity level of all litformtation its chtanige of a methods, security level conditioned on Ltie existence of anl Object
execuitionl could lie pretdicatled onl. This also address tile probleml oittitftrttttttitstt with u higher classification level. This cats allow ta covert storage chbtinel if
being trantsferred whten [tie Sccretf.bject is False, since tile llrtgratit ca no atnothser mtethod activatiotn can montitor tilea classification level of [the method
store infortmationi whlmt thle valiue is True atli it doesn'.Ct atttetlltt tot whlen the activationi. A tmethod activation is an object which chattges its visibsility to
value is False. tbis plrogramt will Itot pass itllolrln.tiots about SecretObject, otlher mlethtod activatiohns depending on its senisitivity or classification level.

Restriction (3.4) was added to eliminate this possibule channiel. Method
hIl orlustion aboutt the existence or object% is given to0 a Iilettlod aietivittion activation., niec allowed to see othter mtethod activation objects in the sante
whati it can lhistittgiiinl betweent nail objectks aitd objects it is not tallowed ito calling graph since this mlay be, necessary i*, practice. T'his dloes lilt cituse a

red hstransfer of istlbonttion is disallowed by (1.3). channel since the method activation object of mtethlod activations in ithesante
read.Thiscalling graph is always visible to another method activation in tlia savte tree

5.3. Mlessage Safety aid will cause LScurrent of an observing mtethod to rise to the sensitivity
level of the activation being Observed. Thois is because they share the samec

Sending and receiving mesusages call not violate mandatory security. This will value for LSclear, (see discussion of nmessage safety above).
be discussedit l] two lptrts. Sending a message to begitn execution of a nilCthod
is discussed first, followed by a discussion of the object returnted on 6. Conclusion
complletion of thia mtethtod execatutio.

We have ptropossed a security mlodel for a Multilevel Secure Object.Oriented
A nmessage is snet by ain active method activation, MI. to a isasslw object System. The model is possed in terms of an object-oriented coinputation nmodel
causinlg another method) aictivation. M2, to begin execution. Mt is executinig inceorporating distributed co-operating objects. Each object is assnumted to beý a
With a vclrance level of' L-sclcr amid a current Classification level of self -containeld Computing elettienlt who~se only interaction with other objects is
LS Icurretit. From restrictions (3.2) and (3.3) it can be seen that the method dhrought senditng anti receiving messages.
activationi M2 is started with the snite current authority level and the stone
clearance level. Any inlfotrmatiion which is transferred to the method activation The model contains extensions to support tse Oata classification necessary for
M2 by beginning its execution is acceptablecsnice both inemiods excecute with use in MLS/DBMS. This security model allows a subject to act with thea
the sante current classification level, lowest classification level necessary to accomplish a task and thtus avoid over-

classification of data in the presetnce of updates. This allows datai classification
Resticton 3.3)plaes he uperboud fo LScurent 0 b L~lear Ths t follow a set of security constraints defined on data containers and not the

Retito 33 lcsthe upper bound fc i bet eute or M1 y 2  is also beLSclear. byh3.3 security clearamnce level of the subject making the updates,
and (1.2). This object can always be read by MI because of (3.3) and the fact One distinct advantage of our approach is that the object-oriented computation
,flat the same level for LSclear applies to both method activationls. Security model provides a uniform treatment for all objects in the systemi. Thin slits.
can only be violated if M2 can return higher level information to MI and MlI plifies the statement of a security model and tihe subsequent design.
does sot imncrease its current classification level to match that Of M2. If MtI
attetlipis to read the object returned it will raise its classification level There are mtany issues which renmain to be examined. Although covert storage
according to (3.3) and security will not be violated. If MI does not read thte channels in the proposed security model have been considered we have not as
object it will not receive the informantion and security will again not be yet perfoimistd a formal analysis of these storage channels. The practicality of
violated, sonic of the methods proposed, such as the deferred etnforcement for security-

inconsistent database states need to noe determined.
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This research was sponsored in part by the USAF Rome Air models are to accomplish [71. First, models are constructed
Development Centel- under the Multhiet Gateway Program, to provide a descriptive capabii!~y that canl be used to iden-
contract number F3060t2-80-C-0138. tify the important concepts. Second, models are con-

structed to provide a general mechanism to analyze these
important concepts, Third, models are constructed to pro-

A security policy and a formal policy model for the vide a mechanism for obtaining ýpecilfc solutions. They arc
secUrlity properties of anl Internet system arc to be used to answer questions about the systemi.
presented, The mnodel is a result of tile resolution of Tefloigapistoeosrain oscrt
speoriti system design issues, environmenetal atti- modes foloirst mod lels a teosed tobdesrvaib the securityro
butes. seetility requiremewns unil( the desire to for- poe.i oFirthe sydeste.Scnte are used to pecietl ,crolid pao
11i1kly "'wefvi andk vcrilfy the internet system design etsofteytm.Scnhyaeuedoprvea

with resectto pectie ecuity consraits, means to analyze these security properties. Third, they arewlthug thepL~ nodingcific %oeh isi Cenetralinds used to provide a mnechanismn to answer cluestlions about theAlthughOw odelng pprael I-,genraland security of thle system. Security niodels also are used toapplicable tO IMlhlyl systemsI-, the actual resulting establish the basis for tile formal verification of' tile system
model is systemI-pvife security design. In this paper we prlesent aill Internlet formal

Introduclion policy mnodel and illusturate these modeling observations.
II I this l~per-j, Vve lootijllvmila set aii tt' pulley anld forum11 We provi de a general modecling approachI and oiler a speciflie
polivy lnut lel for alli inii rll'' I ts -vsvii . NXi give ait rtionle lv Internet policy Illotlel.
fur tile modelIv andm it., lev-liipinent withI respect to related Tile Multinet (hi teway Systemi tccurlity policy mlodel
requiremlents fromi tile 1)ol) TIruisted Comp efer sydtenl provides a description of thei Secur'ity l~~propeties (if a -5swsten
EtmIs '(If i~jjll ( rariftt, I )oi) 520(1.28- S.I) [11 Thle mlodel pro- of pac ket sw itell nodes as a wholule systemIi. The niod el doc,-,
x'ideCSt II ' VWOf thle iItVIIt NVro sx Ie I AS :1 chl a id not, as a n ot dleal just withI a lode wivitIhin tile 8syteIll lnor jtlIt tilie
Collection of ul vol iv~ieit '. software piorltion of tli C' orres pondinig l'rwltctt, Coimputtinmg

Sieve ral kini u of' sec intriv inlix iv s a e b~ee! (IQ dse ribed inl Base (lj. Thils is be cautse a user of an ll iternuet sysit~elit is-
r t it il'c2A .J it paer altilllvlt killd of see 1111 t 11101ke iInterested Ill whatit the entfire syaten twill (10d wi th hils i1101-(one wo uld ijet is driiven byv illi fu netional ity of' lie target il itioll. fronl visible in teifac to visible InIterf ace. I IRS

systelit ~5 sucl. systi'iwI intelud ie (ilivratitigj syst em anid ViLtrs wvill nlet be sa tislied iilelyi'lbytliigi nabiiti'
tlel r kernelis, lietIwork etomit nentsi( it5with sipe ciflic flct ittinal p roipe rties of sonic piece of softivare embde diItliI'Iieeplly

reqii i~ ic ~ts, ile wok th me IYe a l titait sesystell~.* withitin tile iItntertnet 5'steiII. TheI foecus of tilie l'otilill pol1icyThesurelenat' t ltig a s i hemselved antti fuoiila batseln systeims of odel is protectioni aii gui tt ('011p rolilisej toget lier vi ti
view. A dalitationi ot aiiy sin~gle' security mlodel. such as Uth specific Inltegrity constraints that, sulpport protectiont againist
Bell- Ltl'ad Ida iinioiei (0, for iall targets may not be( conmpromise.
approl'prialte btecause' of the variety of' analysets and partico- Thle formial policy model defines, as impoirtanit. from a
lar requirements of interest. security point of' view, the notions of iniformtofion tands,

Many models [24.61'L~ describe systelet security In terms their acceplance linto tbe system, the associated inlterntal
of states (or state- transitions) of t~lt system. Tile use of a processing (termed derivation. which includes informtation
state or'iented mnodel forces anl ord(er on tile events of a sys- unit Isolation by security label) and their delivery out. of the
temn. In tile case oif a system that provides a datagram, ser- system. A definition of system security is then made in

v~ce on canotdepnd il he rde ofthearrvaland these terms. Tile model formulation is expressed 'in terms
departure of datagrams at anl indixvidual component or at ofwainrmtnIsloedofo.Itsntexesd
the system as a whole. Thle security properties of the com- in terms of states and state- transitions (.eec Sections 3. 1).
ponents of the datagram system as well as .he datagram This formulation defines a general mnechanism for the
system itself must teeoeb inpndtofhse specification and analysis of thle security properties of anl
aspects. The model xwe present is independent of the order _nternet system. By maiFcng specific choices within the cool-
of tile datagranis as they pass thrcxmgh thý system. ponents of the formal policy model, distinct policies can be

specified and implemented. This includes a portion of aBackgrou~nd DoD policy expr~essed as a "dominance" 111 relation o11 seml-
At the fail 1087 SIGSAC conference at UCLA, J. Millen sitivities. The model has been used to provide a means to
summarized reasons for modeling systemis and what system etbihcnitnyaogtescrt rpris
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Mulitmei G~atewayc System and Environment Considerations UOLiAWYSUT

Act cii etnet. system is at collectiotn of gateway-s ikitit'coi- TRANSPORT

Icected by nctwot'ks that, piovidets a datagirant ser-vice to i NEWR$-E D

I lusts. To set the fi-aciewovik foir the policy Itself, ,I bl'iee I
discmssion is provided of thle Motlthmet. Gateway System 1II

'Nlc~,its cievivonitictit and re~latedl securiity cociecicns. The .- b S

Ireadea' is Q1ncourlaged to read [81 for- additional bacckg-otind [ND
hicfenitiitoit The Interneit system, "eettrity policy and for- NETWORKS

ins pclicy model ar'e descri-bed and illustrated !in t-hiq Imaiper
by direct Usage of' tile N-IGH conceepts and ter'minology.

The plain-pos of theI'VIC H is toi ilicroase inter-operability ~-
and so 'vivahi lity' of lDol) Cotmmunnnic ationis networks and to7

isatchieved byN allowcinig I losts ,it cli lfc'tealt networkls, wcithI

flitileeni t. I itwoi'k lcVotocc cl, to UXCit lt e tigi' li La itll3l 4 E I

'esocti tig t~o c'xc'ept~ioittc lcri'editires. Stic'vivtchility is 71P~Oru SECURITY ACCESS CHEiCKS A4817R

cccltic ved by' p ic IvIIidng th le ca pab(ili ty to uise publdie networ-ks
asbacse t(( tatias s. to resb hI isaI)l) i rc 'tcitW Figure 1. Thet N-Itci Li ccc. (tite way 'Systenii Asq ani Into 'et-i

I ct V Scec i' OitlIltIIIi('cttioti is qch~evved1 bv It colicilclatioti
orf Itbic'-lctsc'c tcc'c':'sS conttiol tn'hnsn.ilo'ittcnisoita-
tioni an ccc ctoiessicg svpi'tclttolt. I'naei-yptioi is Pt'(tcided
ccherev Iecc'ss.st i. Securityj l'olicyi

Ill 1.gllgc ce , we show a ccitt igi I etc I mu of ac NIG(S, tlc- Perimieters anad I 'oliccj
:aLtachiec iietcrci'ks andcc tlceir IHosts, Thecc coniligci laticici c-(I]- Ili the sipvcliiicatioti of thec securit-y policy, secirity r'espotisi-
sist-, or ac NM'ICS, t1cgc'thlc with HoI csts andcc.I ldcc cNlowoc'ks lcilkitcsttie alloecited toc the ecomponettits of N I( S, iDid Net-
extertitil to t.Ic'' W;S. IHosts ctii' coiliit'ctedi to the %,,c I;) wc'ci'Is alindicas \-'vc cast thItt' ticcccacl ofIt tct'icletc'i' tiellcos-
liiic Necvccwi'ks. f\'(itli'i- Enadc Nc''tvccks tact' [lost., ti1e ccccdc'r i hg ivaiolis i'ctiitacmilt'is Lcc blciiild 1.1cc sc'c'ci ityv lcrcttei'.ies ocl
t1-11 conti- jl of' Icev WIS1. 'F'lit systloic biciccacl-c y ofl tihc NIM S' tihe cicitlcictic.ts. ilc ic It o t W .1ic c ieiitet'S orl iiict'tttpnaiic
is idelitit-it'ci inc tlcc' figillec. It. is tcveccssatcy tic ideaicbtycci for. thte N'lcil11tit' (bctcwtcy S4'sI-eitt; thce Seclutity lce'ilitict.r

tlcscr lt' li' s'ctirt- clartt'~c''itiis x c'ctc'I f Iic MC' acild the ( 'citilictiol bi1cI1~tiiclt
,Icvcl.' Hc Ilsts tIitac icctlec'voiciicctiiig twclwor'ks, as wcll cis. Ottcc
tCicract 'Ai'itcics i'xpetc' I o'l tc ~it' I lusts, atic iiiti'ic'ccic ncticig The Securt:1y I riclctiiit(* orl Ilie Ic ext oils tic the Intl

cittt~woc'ikq 1) ' vtlic' NICS. H encte, these echaractvi'itics and1  nit I ci-itccccl (III) ii ccyl' o ti'ccc.oEt.cI ocl .1 I lust, This is
asSIAtIii1) tiicis l fcitii ( 11c'la-si for' file NIG-IS scciit'ity poclicy tmecaisc.' clhi NICIs ticc.l esticc- all~ c1 Itatcgrtili Fsc'ivv.c~ citid

Tillc N'l("S icitisits ccl of 'IG NtODES antic Ti'a'thtpcct Ne't- bvtedcc 1c'NIS iwt lv iii[' i'tciicv[ ii'N M11 I Ici1t. it c ' tinl( 'cthe NC lcl-'

ccccc'ks cncii cc'tic ig b Icc' N IC NtODN '4. Tlwc asp~c'ts ccl IIl LI c icr Iithe lc N I(S loie exaile acccc' 11-c' xcm cisiticl End ' cNc' I

liglci'trc l' toc bte inotedfl. 'ci' caidclitcg plccc'ccsc's. Vlist Ol :I[,( lttoga 'ovtcc icc lIc s1cc'i ,IS v'i seccsitiit. o etaicht'c

NICIS, cIcit ju~st ai cicucc, is to bec idlentifiedc Iby blic cciic xciistcct''ccc' c''caclb1t xsb.tiIciiilii. cl 1i
1iiccclc' as :c sicighi' eltity. Set'ocit. t-lit Tc':ccstcccet Nitwpci. extends. 'I'lcc'sc' issc i'i o Icll c t-ilccttii ciciclia- criiit\ cithe:i

tct'ov.idc'a pii vIc sciubiet I lot t is to hec vicwcvc:Ic itsiistl4e btet' LtihSN~ ob 1vt'o llil 1tilv vlli~ oiy
atic;S c'ccsctcei I.V( iiic'Icil('c itc tiac'L-01 Ooclcti Calla'c'Vtil. Icti-tci

i'c'tcilt ) Ic taciclly:\ plalcintg ltce niciaispia Nc't,wcctks ccscclc.'I an ccqinlý hcie l it oinzlscii l

phlysicatl Iccciicclat'v c'cipiitclc'ey tacaclci the c'ccccl.r'I cof tli' N(- I'lic (.iCvtilcatciccc I'c'ri iiet-t'r c'titcctlttcsic' t1.c inteitect.
(ci' McIVc tiac cIlsc' soatit' clicacis. say v cai't'\'Icioc. to) guiaccaiec sic tcit v 'i'Y ndctitII. I'll tief.iticts. The ('cr1. it'ctcIota Pccthiltf-ct itk

hlat '\ GM tn'itlc'. ac'c'iss stitch a'c'sctci''c' sliacc'c with1 cctlic'c' ccctii-aiia'c wit-hit' cw .Ic vccci'tc Icc.ihiciitci. lul III(, MW4
systeics (ix.e. thelic'Itatislcdi Nctwoi'kc) is isolatc'c ficciti tlcica' Certtilictcticccc lIcc'c., si'c-i'itLY liss.'c't-ictttc'ti ccclc ali Made and I'ig

cc li Ice s , slc'ais. TI'16 'Iis thle Ictist l'ccc ca secuic' claitiitccl witlcict piov (vc'rl-ic'd) c'cceit'c'c'iicg siitil-l v c'clivattt fiacieicticsl that-
the N-IGN. A secuire chiatinel ,is at genioializcttiicc of' the tire withcinc tlct, Cc'-itl liatiiciIcll c-icllci't.e Secitit 11 cisicciai-

"ru-tsted path" iconcepit as clcsc'i'Ihc'c !itillI. A stic'iic' chI:t c- lions ci~te cuccidc cio alcott* N.i'c'cic'i by I'll cit( 'tiictoiis otiit-
It 'd is I'c'tlized'c li v slpecilif. ttic'linitiistics (hact tallocw thIcc c'cccc- sidec thec Ci'llillc'aticcia ct-111tiii.cl.t icit, witlaita1 thic Mi'vi'ii'i1.N'
cIIciclivc'cclcca ccl scaisilivi ilr-ill'caitttit'i, bltli ccithlcc ac N'hcltitic't. c(,HIicI~vt-.r..

G:1 IcIV%;.\ d Ncclc cacI cicIciag g',tib'.V'ay ccccclcs. A 1Hotst ccciit- Te\I; Isliv etli- o.Hs aac'cc-c'c tco ci lni'tispoi~t Nc'tccick cliois noit hcave' acce'iss tic 1.1is it Ute N'lCIS ccxiiL thccs stt'lt.' ris lj ccis ilitelfa- I~tir oI Itsle dccci
sci icic' clicac ccciNvi'Lwcrk aild thce N-IC I. ('l'lc 'uut llc''i cic1' N%1IC lSl' hu s csa

'i cattlly. ill ct'twdtiig 0lic. dlttagniaci st'rvic'c flot c'cld-casc'r-s. lisliex tic NiGN Cv,11cta't- i c'ilit lPcticcictit. whch l is the systecil
cc (c i toicicc infil'ccccctiicci is i'i'cliti'i'ti tio Ice handic I bclIy thei oiticiacli'y acid idetitilieti ill i.,igci'c' 1. TIhe NIMG S3cucieity
M(;" -lpicc is cuo. c'iul-ccsc't datatc. l'xcctccjcls ilclcl el slvc'i'iei Policy, as seenc by Ils; utc.-is clcliiecl with icexlect. tn thlis
jccacccc'cl ilcI'cc'citcatilccii ccc trot l 'ci loI tfit'ttitolci. 'I Icc' nystcat.l. (Ce'l-tllc'tclioacPel caclltec'.
Illcc'fc''icvc' tIc'c's tic clisticigicisit~ lbctccc'i' thicse two type."s cf Thel NMC; ittipivicci'cts a set'ii 'ity ptolicy Its-ec ccil t itc'
chinft'ttialitjiit. Do!) Hc'ceirlilyc Policy, . Th 1 e cci frt'vei' ci'it of' btlli< set' cc ri y pid-

icy delcenids Ii oti a ci' iclaliitclolct orcittitsrbv Ito'(-

bicitiv Iii- ci'oc'cciii' cit- ncc.ic''csaa tic cete''ci-icc'n accd validate
blt'e assuci iited suctwi' cii n ittlIiicite ofl itatch IiIlost ancd assigia
thocse sc'ccci'it' mtitttilcctc's Lc bit'ea plclcrcli'tuc N',I(Is l'cct't..



Technical enforcement nucclanisms are thenl used to ensure labe/s associated xi'ith tile port Onwi h thel!I vI lt a
thiaLtill &Lata echaniged via thle MG-S is always mediated received. ot herwise, thle oifornaisin unit wvill not be

acist, these securi~ty attributes and thatt the security attri- r etd
hIit~eS alie pro'tec'ted !%fgil iit LlIaUI1 dtOJi*Zed m1ocliMIiiitlion. I Informlatiol -unit.-i nay be transfoimed as they pasb~
HoI~sts aro expecte(l Lo harve a wide r-ange Of securi.ty attnl- through the system. "'Plie tr'ansformiationis will he ]!im-
liItes, Of conicern i ere aire those I-ost security attributes Red. hiowever. so0 tiat data froml Onte or mlole oifarmiii-
relIated to thle ecxchan ge of dat-a thrioughi thle N'IGS. Thse tJ~iSn uits are Co in Dinle cinito onle iiifo cm tio n -unlit Via
Ho1(st, specifli security Attribiltes muLst lie conlverted iinto a1at-lso'lainOl hntl soitdscrt
illlltoriiil set cif Senlsitil'sty levels, to ensulre thati- re's ol labe/S, areS equal. T[le .ucritrily tinbet of thle result is to
slat-ncliy inl Se ilsitivity lo ye nanil ung colive liiti 01). equal thte see eu'ily Ia be or tilie info liii Litn, 1 II41li9 beltg
Multiu&'t Gateway' System Seearity Policyr tranisformIed. Thelic 'esuticlg 111t, is saidi to bu Derivel

Tllve \-("S Security Policy encompasses Protection Against taiFW- ile i'll. ifrtain nb bli
C'ompromiise. In tegrity. Pro 'ision of Service, and Acrvnl-s trnsored
bi~ly. '[Iil c hllI poicry si'it toilic t is gi Veil ill Jul~. Ill paiti cI- j. If all iniforma itSion imii 'tis deli veredI to a porlt for

-h, le l-1 'itoect'oi Agaiinst Comprjlomnise Policy i's 0iiIe if trall i~liiisioli to a [lostL, thlc (1) it mas Dl~eiled 'ii

cissurii g, [lie se crc'x of' .he in foi na tiom i v it hila cla tlgrailus iiinformai ct 1ion iii5 aicccepteid ifll0 to le s~yste ci aid (2) till-
h aindIled by t(le -IM( . It Related toi tihis areI thle iii tigri ty Conl- qmiitIr 10iy t label 1 asoiatecl with thIiis 111t, is Otte of, tile
.10f.rll iii llS thill1 alle iin dire'ct slip port nI the inai iit~ell anece of' secutity ti bels issuci a-tedc wit titlie. Dest inatIivon por.)

t hoI sei'll'I*x ,. Thu' o rg cii alltioli of thll st-ateie. tits ecipii hasi ye O)theirwise, it will lotL li delivered.
the rck lilSlsi p hetwseiil a rest~ricted forml of i iitegrilty w il k. Infor-mation -nisa enter and leave tile N-lOS onl1Y vin
fit( I ac all policy: for Protect-icui Agmi1st, (o~l jproillise. E'nid Neitw(rbC.

iliethe scope of till n''nial mlodecl is only oil tile I rotei- I I l/)~ i vi li t ( cI~c iit'N vii i

iiiiii .'l'\irt ('lifriiii toehrwt pch i opruillise ally iiiforiiatsionii il ofurini-tlioiloot Itilllill"eli "ita ls. 1- idi not ilovllneiili- i-Ie lill Aceiiii ilcauitY no non hi/c, cm o on unit sent. onut, a NIGS' port %Vill eon-
"41(- 'oNic or0W Pr-oision Of -SV1TiVcIUclc ill hIN', plm.i . tWiilfohll f l-,10oll frinij 111i informiation unit.

'ciarml iid op onlic The hail ois (thip'iie isheli above' policy si ateliclets canl hi, -;itIniiim rized its foll-INIG(HSc "'en iI 1)1 W P lley Io Prlveiii gistCmrivi lows: Th le Secuarity Inbel wsyin5lll~tedi withi ani inform ationi ?i1 11
H ill it il'lrliilii1.oll llowing i tirouighi the NIGHS will lot, he -ci.is not. to hie cliniged while~ 11vlii' uh is 11ilsile tile syvsteon, thi.
toi lfusts :11111 

Endic INi'twcrks thaitlire' not tillowedI Lo see that
-iti itil. I'hll' txelil~lilge oi-i i-ic lisoit Or'iflnail iS i asoilicon let w('i' ecur-l lt e mtt id ti I latt~ is t(; be ilail -

betLwvizi loitsy :md ll( [le IS shiall lie eithe liencd-user. inlfor- taiiic'd tlii'oiighnit thie SY-Steii, ;mi ildi cliji frolil two Ii lfci'eilt
huhtol or11 Iii' l vidihu.il r ll.Tl-picof i'iioluisi' iniformaitioni tiliis (.all hiw cinlbiilled illiislc the nysti'iiillioly

tionl A'gii i si iColu iprom is ai iill.'s ofItue policy oif' lrcti llei:wel tile a!octic scurdty haui. t /ire the sail~ll. All il/or-
iln~ilit' cilsiss o t~e lcilowiig ii es: matiolun iiit will be olloacI ito euiteri (leve~x) (ie system11 cciii',

DAiTA SE( ti1-t'l if all) as'oinSiiidl pcit, lilult su :1Si~iS secrit;iy iui/id, act mli Ilpl ii-_

:I- "" l'li'll ,11 Yi v tliicY SIc1 P10i( 1'1 WUL contrl l I' lli wiith I lie evar ,itq late1 of' l lie mofnormalioni 1uiii. Fliirtlo'r
liol1ll1io wtildiar ill' ~v i h aeigo lictue S1111lt 1i lill illixi ir of' i1/vol II lion linitus with Iinonll ill'r-

informilationil. ailiids

c 't' i' icti o 'ei li k r d e s cri bi e a1 i n illilier o f' p o li cie s fo' p oi' Io le iit lly lil1 y e i'cii a p tlli-
lilatili lh'riill'tl'i. (lticills. We( gixc' ai Stiiiiiai'Y ot' VN:I1Iiiplcs ol' t-ik ill 'M(Ttiloll

v I lie ilint 0I disi (Ii eCliuigc et bvwevi'i HoIsts and tn'. 5.
N il-ll-( hi OwayN Systemci(i 'l- v ld-et'ej jillhIýI~i'iioiIi

beuc II c' teniii' :iii iformat~lic~ 11it, iNiKI iii'r11Y IN st til' IiN ' ii-V Ii'A stIC'ntCY
'lt'.' N'liiltiiI'i (i~eway Illi-Igrily Pl'ley is tniascv oil t liedI. Th'le unit ori cilt ci a c\xliaiige bt%'twI'c Ilcsis witcl tile i111011 Ocf Oifu0i'ucii in T 1un11 (PTicsicii atboVe. The Iii'tegrity

M-uiltt el Gatewli' S *ysiolii tor no0n li~ld-iisur inlfornlio- Policy i'equiiic.es that *iiil'oi'iiiatioil tluwiug ollit of1 tli! NiSH is,
tioli :sIlll betI termedi ai nun1 Infoc'mationvi unil, vqitix'ivnit. to illformiationi rendI inito i Ice NIGH. Th'e liitcgrii-y
I'. 1've shll lie i'litoicfaSisiull'xlasni Policy proviAides the n's llicit ileliiitticil of' i-ie Derived Fr'mil

ll~itl with echi~ iojftormii/ivn)j l111t bitt is tci r'lh(c't, tile i'lcctioniisbip1 mienitioned'i T IibiVi. Theii tIdrillse lisll it~l' pcilii'V

I'I I h1e1 ( 'Tailiz-' v jin :I secuirity lhibilt 'l'lii' Seil Thle Intllegrity ['(lilly cnislit,' cl totw l'cttuxiitg lilie's:
rity/,lc l ii sliall conlsist of ai s('c'il'ity ichissi ilcatioli and ;I Di . Th'is poiciY rl'fvrc to hirlcciunci 1 atol ct I lii N ICH

I Ici5St 111,13 be alitluorized tci senld anduc i''eix'e dautat 1) I. Such iinformiaticin is vinliodici iii infi'lormtlion uiiis. 15s
ilic0it? ttiali cMi- Selisditii'uty level. Associateil Withl emc1i spi'c'ilici iii theii Imcicly I'(11 Prot0 ection Agciinst.
NMulhim 0ciht-asy Systemi Pot '(is ow5 010ol. llcirt 'Secu'rity/ Col) promiise.
tci/el~s cii l-icI'i'/i'ij tc '. tipe Ij., lustscoiincti'd tci thlat I)lo.t
via tiiit 1Eiid Nvtwi irk. Theo' iiay Ice scpilLpt uet of v. All cifjoiilial ionUii d111Ielive'rccd froill tll N'GS imIi5t bei
51c'ixurity /11be/s fori iii Ii liinig mi Iloulltgoi ng polts. D~eruived From) in (ii least 0Otie in~fo i-ma tin0Y liiiit aeeC Pt(' cI

h it-l till' N-IGS (Niite that this ,talt-eeiilt. is 'relati'i tol
g.It shall l(i' i~o.sciblli to assoviatv a secluity label with statelclelits (Ii) andlc (1) oh' thle P'rciectionu Agaijist

(-,el li niormaion toinit ats it e~lvi- t'ia porct. Coinpiroimise P olicry.)

Ii. 'I'll' 'Secu'riity/ libtil :sciS~liild wvith liii ill/on, !aii lion 'ot d. 'leli delivered iil/vlliotritio uiijt lillst. satisfry onle of the
1111'iti'lli o till-' .YSyilcu li t111 lie oile oh' dw licrllllytit l'nhlcwiig lwprdiici'ii.s:



I. It imust he ithe sarne as an) infor'mationunfint iNTV'IVAN I-S 1sM1S111
accepted into thc IC.S. 'hI'le k~iA~Y~ 3 is to. svs etiil tinder

2. Its colit-elis lutist be contained 'in anl informiatioon'itSitt Tllii Iis bth' ,,stemi L lot, is being
loin i accecpted i111.0 he1 Ni aS, Or mtodie Ile. Ti s 5t0.01d tescrib"0 thle sce t ri' y

mode I of the IV'IAL S'7'MwhIich
~3. !ts Contt 3(11 fir l' 101 (loit it atioti of informatiaon r elates to the iMGS disc ussed il thfe pr'evious see-

111ils atccepted linto thfe MG/IS. tions.5

Tfie NGS is delileci to be Secure with resýpect to Prio- EX TAW IiVALS IS TEXI
tenitoil Agt inst. Comtprotmise5, a1l it llI timles, everty tinfoi'ii - '['hI0 lNVTI'iJNALL.5 1 ,iAA provide (15 Itanl
tini tttlil ever .,( by bthe SYSteill to a port for dvlivcry to I tranisfer services for the .ltNL''IE'.
Ilio,,t sabisfies t It Dat(a Secrvec andtii Integrity staitemen11ts A tlthotughI see ilit' y prloper tbies of btie
ii t 1me. IxL VAL5YT'arstie ntot being dlemno-

A dlis Li ii hintugri ty m iodel is t tt Provided d Oul -l these st rated, nssu imp tionis about t b ttse See 0 rity pro
stile 11(41, it'n .9IM'd nbt t(; iii te'gri! ýIty a i' tu'ttil a V Ivmodel~ cii it Pei-ties will he modeled, •''IN .8IS!W'Ž

'IIit'ltie and the it nly (IvWititl ithe toCt ttx 01' tile titode I for 'elate. to t-lc 110.93., whi itic I 11 thle se' vi ve' of Lthe

A cra o ii a bilily: 'I' lle NK S Acc toit tthibility I ol iCY icfers Lw~it ''''!t 'i i oito
oitt %' ito even'its 1111 Ltakle place i usi dt thle NIG( . 'Flit cvil' I s liThe JNTERIIA IS YS 1 I leevsifrifiti

. unti will I Ie 11himi lt.t t'td are it' to I ttit ~it .1L (iilthel' ttffeel the seeni- front t. le IX1s'A.l S ISTi Is via twIircs,

'itLy otf tIhe *~ ytelti o1' itt i'setlt tIll atte illptbitI Setlriity VioltI- An ivtirte i'ttlsti''itttt all ticollitig comit ictiolt to

StIv tt i.lie N'1 (; n od ie is an Ineil e rt. ) l'ltt('ii. at-inll itt Lt( It' TI 1he INTKI? NA LS I'S1, 'M 1i seid ISil or int toti tol
'evel. by' it, wion, Ii t 1 if lte's et'orttl tlabtl grit flor'waritniig Ow l~ ~E . 51''Aivia o-Wirtts. Ali

tle'iet'. '['lie' tISsoeiltttd ItitlCY statVeIteIIL is HIM 1,t1t bit N-s 0ttit rep~res'enlts atil outgoitng colicciietltt to tit
withiii tilt lililtits itf t(lit 1 t)i'ttbovtl. will provitle a tiest, LND NE'P\OlK.

itt. ''There is a set 11, of' lnfortllattioibtt it is. IThey aret
1isedt o I i art') ('lid-1tli;er iitfom'niitioli :11lt"lig

I ohey SI ll ciii t: .', '( tS5 Scrit it tL: 'T'he NIG( is sSit ii ito he I'I'M?4 L-S 'S~h'AI's Iby way oftt thle
SECURE it' is it 5i't'ti't' withi i'ts~wLtt to botthl thu P olivv ton l'INTEHNA I._S'YS'RI' , NotothaI ~t we' list' Life

Prt'ection AIgaitstwellmits mise .lotiLit-Plc ll stv'telitiaitil p btt' Siltl' ittirlittlib. eem~~ltalPooo

li'.t' (I Ittl te tl~t~lig IGSsaisles hi~ Piliy ot I~t~t~ t'it't'e Uis Oft s'l, SI. tIIl fc'ti'' 61jP beS.t~ Af snle~'ljý
Iitbil k gits (k1p l tii lto nolibtt, that thefilijjabrlnvI gie ll tisetl tohHUl iThOi titi 1111S ITs I'lt l 1.0

S 6 l 1 1A IG. as o del Fof i' licy: Narra icitive ld l tittsi'ib'l it tt it' triri ube . .'i

verilivallihoi' isý til Ililittl ofr itliea~e itloritttitllwjoi atIeittgcartyl

('r 11 111t 1 ' (lit, Derite1in i% ; szI'ic, no oiy tP o-T u ,i if eti ' (tfl' e nr y labltl A b A lie'
fccitionttf rmams Co pCtie re tiy utahe is tA.i'ie d ertti to tilr (11 l-tell 'titll(1

'['lieS Modtelttili ofti Pe't'i olicy: sperracibu tt ietiv'e ass''ttinte tin'l dc'ipt lt of tl' Ael~ prprIes

titlissetitit ill~ lie i gtei ii C~btt'' tititl'ttt t~'itlt f frmagelttionvl i., fortlty tiallsfel' froli :110

Ilthit s it litltis1 lit I)Tl s Et' itt biit wttsti'tict bt' 4rtits iolt bito t- (lite 11 111.1m to ue'i trilt'se tol' it[I I ~llc~ .) Aguill, it' is

,eptiolls aboutlN'I'EsN tL...S YS'7'A'/t! t a n ittc itile Lltcil f v il

allolg O ~ l. p ll nt of n serlýit -laie il O de to doill 1l3
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Figure 2. A P~ict~orial Description of the Model

Security As~sertions Art- -_ A -DER -DEL

*'The following ilss(-rtionis are 1.o be sat~islied by the System.
BYN ('olil 0 leii('t ii l We niIIXI di trL anlsfer of Figure 3. Acce pta iici, D e rivcation an d D~elivyery or I ite Mlodel
il 11naf mCItol.tll 1its.

a. Liv,,cs and oWtirecs always eottll'Ct
EX''I•?NLJSSTE~sto the !ArTERA'1I,..SYSTEAI MG'S Model of Policy: Mathematical Description

b. 'T'le oni' v coin inunidation into anid out of the 'rlids set'i'tot prCesvl~s tile f ritl 11 1) Ide of, Iiii' Securilty policyv,
INTEl? NALS STEA1 is via Lwvircs and o-wires. oi Prt'iectiont Agtii tat Coiiiijiotinii. whnich is giveti illee

e. All commnntiication across 1_1vires and o~uei1rea conlsists tiolt 2.
of inform ation-uinjl-s. '1' e NMC 1 Security I'ol icy N\inielc is n IArucureL I consisitinig

d. Litcli info rmat-o ne ni has all associated of,' ti-e ' oll' citpolle('tsL. The firsIii't. ('liiitltli' lit, s( 111 itiid ini se'-
securityjlabct, tioi 4. 1, isia colect~iont or set:s Thft' Seciond vli iipi~olii'ii,

.specifiedil in sectioni [.2., is a iolieI'ioli oF lit ctiolis usfing
e. hEach Lwlire and e achi o-tire hias al iissnctated set of' these se i s. Thes 'let fit ititotiils ' n i'i tlli'(id 'pr iiiit iv be' lu~'si

see urlzr-t, bels. they 101' dI blisis of' ill theiii' it isf'itioshi being,
f, TIhe I!V'IER NAL...SYIS'TEA' accepts tiii spec'ified. '[hr third v'on]ilol i'tit , ~cceilied ini si'ci'tan t.1., is- a

info rilation-11 nit Ontly froml L wires and only if lie voll ectioti of' hoolean i- calli ci fllict iic t whiic hi Np1evl'y t~it(-
sectoiliyla bel of thle inform atioi ?? i neeteito liec('ssiiy rci atiolishipis atiinig i lie vailn-its I'llttettiotta. Them.
the riet of securily-lablcs associated withi the Lir'ie are tih' secuirity uIssertiotis. t~ii'dg s rehlatotialips of' till'
bearing Litle info rina tin-u tit. t-nodc I. sii ex p)i'ssioit is it'e gii iv('I ll 111 speci' i is whnfoil

ill'atis foi' aI sx'stctii to hev SECURE and baised oit theg. The 1N7'EMNA LSYS TEA1 delivers alt t~ililif
inforntation.-init only to oijs adol ifte
sec urity-label of the info rona tit it-it nit is an cileieilt ofr I ito ginLtI ssi nl i ioihu 

1  A)5i)' I
Lhe Set of secimity-iabel~s associated wvith the o0ii'ire to detnote the lO\'0%'R S-E]' or' a giv'iil set '\I. for. a set NI, I Ill'
which tite inforniation-unit is delivered. power set, 1/'q lil). is tih' sit of' all si bai.ts or' Iii w ' S i.[ l

Addit~iontally foir two trlitn~raiy set~s. .k aton it,. X i1
It. It' a givent informnation unit is delivered to ait o-wi re, delot'nts the Cartesiati prioduct, of i' s~etsl."

thien 'it was DerivedLFroM inforinlatiOnlUnitS aecCpteil
front i-wircs. Additionally, tile .security-label of each Underling Set5 lFor the P'olicy Model
siich accepted utforrnation-nit inust equal the 1,(t, LIVIRE. 0-It117RE. SI., 11! litni 01; ke liot-vlllt' sets5.
security-label of the deliveted -infonniatioLnali t. Let ielements of' tio'e sets hei (-,tcile( i-oirns, Uo1ir'(cs,

'Thlere are thi'ee major points addresserd by these assertiotns. secutiity/Jabels, uinformaltton-units/ andf datli-iiis, l'cspec.
l~r th e re is a ii acce ptatnce criterion (Asserttiont f). Lively. No aissuniiput isl are is sac aboit, th te ý.se La (ILl- 01:ut1

Sc col iily thlerec is a Derived-Fromn cri te rioni (As-serttio.1 11) that they aric ii ili' t atnd no two of ivi .le hatovi' a itoillImitn (.It.-
anitd finially tilerc is a delivser'y criiteriion (As-se rtiont g). '' lie i'IL tittte.Ifrola itWis' .II iOdt!. ii
odlict' tassertLions are thiere to guaranitee tltat tile tn1c'tts of' 1 11 10, represent infor-ina tio1111ituhs Colii g
IN'1'ERNiL.,SY5TEA,' has the appropriate 'elationshtip witht into (leaiving) the INirlAeS'' , epectiveix'. Let
I(XTEI?NAL-SYSTEMS. Figute 3 illustrates the acceptatnce DU! contain aI distingitishicd eicnii'tt't, tei'lleid till'
iinto derivation atid delivery out of the MG'S. niul-data 10iit. Let INTEI'IAL-SYS'1EI lie I shitgiv

object. TheCse sets todl lOle Ii pti toilti vI ter'11t in tLite p tevi-
ous section excepit for Ltie terni DerivedjFnoin.

Primitive Functions

'Thle following funtctionis arc tliii basis fot' tile sceilr-ity ;Isser-
tioits identitiedi in thle policy sectioni. Let. funictionis be
Specified aIs follows:
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Derived...Frea't: iiosainun

Derived....Fro: IU,,ý - PS (Arj,) 1) Z&..Pa, l Io..Of
The function DerivedLFroztt associates with each Ia-ParLOf :DU X DU - T .F}(8
istformation-unit, in, leaving the !iNTERtVAL-SYSTEAI, a The functlion Is..Yart..Of define a relation onl data-units.
subset of inforotation-units that. enter. The DerivedLFrom Leitbrelxvadtantv.
function can be. used to discuss the necessary security pro- -niie
perties of fragmientation, assemibly, transport, encryption DatilaConibine:
and decr~yption. This discussion is illuStrated by presenting,DaaohzeP(U)-U()
:it Section 5.2, the specific relationship between fragmienta- a-omie:P(D)-U
tion and assembly wit~h Derived9'roin. The function Data...Cornbine permits one to describe the

Is-Recived;bringing together of data-units into a single data-e nit. Let
the~ ccag ifte mt stedhc s neemmo

Is-Reteaived : ej, x IvWIRI Tr , r (2) PS (DUA, be the distinguished element of DUI, the

The function IsJfteceived associates with each null-dateunit.
inforonation-unit and o-iire pair at boolvan value. If Data-Acconntedjer:
IS5-Heceit'ed (iu. i-wire). then thie iii was actually receivedDaeAoutd'rI. P(V) {TF} 10
onl that L-itei by (lhe iVTI-I?,AL..$ISTE1I. Dt-cone-o UxIS(1) TF (0

Is-.Delitier-d: Dat aAccountcd...For is defined as:

!&.Dliaecd Ii~, attinii I J (3)Data...4ccounited..For (iii. X)
3--d-rd:I,,x01IE 7 3 ff 01)

The function IýDclivered associates With each ITbere exists a set P. P C DU, such that
tlt,'ornzation-unjits and o-inire pair a boolean value. If JData (isl) - Data-C.'ambisic (P) &
I-s...Delivered (iii. o-wlire). thenl the ill was actually sient to p E P initipies therte exists x, C X. Is-ParL-of (p, Data (zPl &
that, o-wtt'e by the INIENI~YTAI T E X' uplpiteS there exi-sts P. E P, Is-Part-of (p,, Data (x)

Sen sitivity: This function describes what it mseans for a giv-cn dai-taInnit
Snai,,iivitq IU - A (4) to be related to other daUta-units.

The S;ensitillity funcition associates with each Security. Assertions
linforltattotwiiitit a s5ecti utyjabet. The secantsy-lajet, associ-

a t~l iIi n li lLk uedto ontoltheace ~1.1 I~ i i~l Security assertions i deotiflied in the narrative description
dleli\01.V 1' ol 0folMittittwntii )ts o MI ariciClar i-Wircd and are expressed inl mlathemaitical termis ntext.
tje'ilrCs. !s9ýSccu rely-tccep led: The following delinition)j spec) lies

L ie t :what it iue its to be accepted hi to the
L lircl~o':iA'TEI? NAL-S YS'1,'EAl.

I.. tir...Ales LWtI - P~ (I.(5) l&-Hocsvety...4ceeptcd :IL'M x LttIRE - 7' ,1F) (12)
The function Lillire-Allouw nssociates with each 11414 ftr a11.thv h rprysubset, possibly' null, of secitrity-lal'els.. An zu cal be e cy4repe ~~thv tl ~ ~t
accepted intto t lhe INTI]IIAL.ýýYS7'EIf only if an (aes-~yee li.t In, )
appropriate relationship exists. betw~een the .Settilit'ity of' ~**i IIirslowIf
the ws axid tite set of lserurityydabets associated with the Sellivl ill)EceL'e (-is. (is)
1-aire. IThe functtioni LIl'ire-AlIote allows one to describe Th fntin Reueylce pte, isi .eae iov)t

Ithat ire litioitslop. whIt i chi s giv~eit by the ftt tclo Th1ucio1011reyAcped srlte ~ h
Is Secttretq.Acrepted. atnd siieciflied in tile liccurity Asser- ftntosSistti 1 ,L Iisloi'adIjccrd h
ioltS !5ubsectioni (13)1ecessity for sitcht a rltiont tship is t tiat in an actual system

lie 12N7'ERNAL-SYSTEA-f inay r-ead in ieifjo~natjo?Lsnujj.5
O-Wire-Altou': froin anit wire and mnav not be aible to determnine the Seos5i-

O. 3ire-A~law : (LVIE -~ PSISL) 6 ttt'ity of thle par'ticular' ietfernlatitsa-unit until after it hlas
been read in, Once Otlt Sensitivity has been determined, !t,

The function 0J4'Vire-41low associates withi each o-wtrc a is then possible to say whtether it is permissible te process it
subset. nossibly null, of secturityilabels. Ani iu can be further. If 1s-Sectcrely-Accepted (i.ut,w), then the utl is a
delivered from the hV7'TEJNA&.SYS7'EA to the oteire only candidlate for further processing.
if an appropr'iat~e relationship e~xists between the Sentsitivity
of the is and the set of securttylahtets associated with the Is.-Securely.De,utved:
o-wire, The functicit O...l'ire...Altow allows one to specify h-SaeuredyDerii'd : V,,, T 1 , F (14)
that relatioitship, which is given by the function
Is-SecurelyJDelivered. and specified lit the Security Asser- Is.-Secitrely-D.erived must have the property:
tions sitbsection also (41.3). Ij-SeearctsDerived (fis)

Data (15)

for every Ws E Derived..Fran, (iu)I
Data :IU - DUi (7) Seatuivite13 (is) - Sesaiiisity (Ws) &

The function Datat associates with eacht inforuttationtmnit a for tsonte Lwire w. ' &Securciy..Accepled (ius, w) &
data...sci t. It represents the data portion of tlit: Data-.4erasiiicL.For (its, Dervead-.Froin (is)) II

The function Is-Secarety-Derived is related to other
functions. This relationship is specified in expresgion (15).
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Specifically, a given informiationu...uit is determined to be Au !SlAAC0'..'OE is (le-flim( to he SECURE
securely derived if and only it' three conditions are satisfied. if, for' the corresponding choices lniade Cin det~ernlini hg till
First, the particular info ril ietinit-unit was Derived-Pro-ni a par'ticular' LSA.~LOAl~tL thll followinhg
act o. itiforniationuun~ts t~hat they themnselves were securely teiul str:
accepited. Second, each of these securely accepted ttmnti le
oiforohati'ol-units have the same Sci~sitivity as the derived for every iul E 1[1
inforiueotio n-eno'. Third, the data portion of derived if
It foriuacivo__ nit equals the comnbination of data-units that Ls-Delivered (iii, iv) (
ale tienilseivcs, part of the dlata of tht nomn then
in ' f.rnlatlion-unds. Note that Ltt: Sensitivity of the derived I-SecuirelyjDeliveirtd (ill atw)

itz is Lthe samne as Lthe Sensitivity~ of Lth- accepted iins. If anl Note that Lthe expression inl (18) is the only place where
informattion 11101 iS, (eterninlcd to be serurely derived, thenl the 1`111101,1i 18sJ.eliVered is related to tile flk ctijonI
it is a canididate for further processintg. Is-SecuretyJ9elivered.

1&Se s ri qj~ciee ed: ll n iext definiitioni spiiecilies thle ColSi der all ai-bitra-y S.YSte il and3( a gi veil iiistia ie or
coniditions that nmust, be ilet. before all infortina' tjotLn1 nt canl thle model, denoted by 1`1SIA NCE-OLO'AIODEL. Ani isso-

be plam>'d 03 a particular o-'irr. elation of thle INS TA NC'E.OF.JtO 1I1'L to tue enitities of
the systemn is deflined to be a t nap p1 iig frrom Lthe. pariculaIr

lss~eerly-Dchoercd: U,, x 0_ WiltE 7{ . 1' GO16 comiponents of fNS'1ANCE-OF-MAODEL to tile systemn's

k1Scsarety-Delivered must. bave the property: entities,

(ill io)A systent is said to lie SECURE and Blased on the
[ e i ff~~iin(I(l (1 7) Model if the fol lowintg coil c iolis are 1.01tils 'i d. Fi~rst., there i

."ellslitn' (ltdI E 01t'ire-41.Attew (to) & ~exists all instance of the miode(l, I~''' UK1~OE
11i.%eruretyjPeri'ed Ii' I Second, there exists 'til associatioln (1l thle iiista ice of (Alet

The fo il'tioliI..i'iCy.CtiC'I is I boolean funicion. tittidel, INS'rANCA'EOJFZAIODI'h, to the bysteiii's entitites,

loist as, there is a specille relationship betweenl thle funlctionl Thir'd, supos I~~', eSystem actlially delivers an3 Q'ltit',' tlint

1Js-ec urely 4CC iptel f ind soiii e othecr fliniietoils, t here is to correspond ts to anll frlaiii '/i 111er tilie p artik-etil at
iie a1 spec iiic relIationishi p wvithi tiel filltlie lo associsatioln atd 1model instan1ce. Then t Iit' -' ej)I~io li5 10ti Ilit-

Is.ecu'clj~eieeedantd additional funiict~ions. Fl',iressioti hured (18), wheili interIpreted Withtin the systrini v~lI I hi' sit fill
(17) gives that reliationship. S'pevilteivally, a particutlar assocl~ia~ii, is to e'valuatet to true it' Ilnd caly if tile ex ices-
infocinia tion usnit ik salid to lie securely deli verel if' a inl oitly ' sioi (18) wit hin ilAST.'lNC _F _AI'J1OIDlf , c vs liiitis to t ruei.
if two conditions are( satisfiedl. FirstL, the set. of MUS Model of P'olicy: Discussion
see sri! y lab its ttssoeiateil with f tht p~attiL-111 c' t The aoic stte as' iil % ' -4elrttoic lhave Its fiil element, till' scrapi~yJrbel of' the lai-it'i(llaI' ''i llri tte steNCSScrt oiyiit 3 i'ii

delivered infoinoirvti u.'iiiii. Secondl. the( inj:'rniation-tilit aind the associated formal iltodel gi Yen ini Si'ct.ilo .I are cc
oust. hatve bieeni securiely dvri'iied. 'T'lese are thei 'oniditionts genieral. D~epeniiniig onl givenl inlstfilies of' Ii lt, l iiii'ii'l-

Spoeifý-iog what it Illatis to deliver ani infform il/iou liit to a ing titl! tlehitiiitioit of feiilji esind theii nisoini' lio
givel I ewir~ (e iii't' ly. siteiirily-jti bets wvi th thle por'ts of -I sy'sto'i. all1 soIi (d II iu

atire p0551 hi e. To entforce Dol) policy. nvi v~ex ctis tiis Ill
Definition of a secui e yst em DjOD se' turi y nlieii c g sellie inc C ill' 'XfI)OI' is Ho( iiot ill rii

As pi'eseit'd. ilie NithS Secuirity Pl'ii(c Nin-lel is a si1101n fli'tii h ighd label whiein all tii'heXll'?'i..1.'lAA' onl'

colsisting of' three compilonients. E-Iveil thloiigh it allow., for to it firei at loll) level. T'he as.3ocit'ta Ivi c i hli5dii Id ll) 1w
c'ontsideri'ble flexibility, it is inuteinded Hims the iniclinig (ii' pi'riititted to ctri'y thle htigh idata. 'Ilii' 1111) , lii rIi c, ldlisl -
socurity lie tile stim11' 1 Io imat ter ho oiii Oi a ei Vch Ioose to lisci lowvs t his. Th'iis is ione of I tli' pilaces whleri' (liii, adll ill iln 1ti-
Illi. flexibility providled. Th'le flexibility is, allovwed bY letting tice fictions, ill ldteltlling t hi .snci'iiiitljetetsasoi
t he actual choice of the sct, (first Coil) ponclit) anld the fit iii- with por~t's becoimeis Crulcial toi enforcing id)o policy.
tions defined using tllelll (second f ild thiird illpl tii,ol'ts) ii' Spei'i'cii l'i't.llits abouit. fin loil-1 itioli'l all1 111v'
left to a giveti designt antd inulliniienLt-tiutt approach. tvpi' of' policies otie cau nltill ~ioll ho liv'hdl' Ill'dl r

Ili order to acecitrate ly dlýose ihi whals, it niivan[s for' a Sys- :5111111 liiiri red lie'low.
leni to be Secure btased onl the lllolii'l, two ailditioiial Observations Ont the Formal Policy Madel
nottions nieed to be decc iibed. F~irst. deliniiitiotns of' wihat ant
ilustsicile of tiii inlodil is afill] what Secur'ity Iuleanls witil.1 'I'licer is lieitliir a ''destiv'itioit" 'o 311' stillc I'll b-toilli
I hat pilrticular itist altee of' tite tltodril ivedi to bie idnifi(' ehd. defined ol id'e set of iniformation units. whlile 11 is 1,ii it-

"'e con d . mean1 is of relIatiniig a systemt~ to ait a or~ t icida tig to inttrodu 0ce sitich coince pt'. it is not. it wecas li fior 111i,
inistancie of' thle mlodel needstl to be idenitiflied. lialticllat etts'itotniteilt, antd %%oiid po'blablly 1imohiotse a idi-

tiotial diflieiiltics for tile forillal verificaLitol of ti systemt
Ati INSA'SLNCE. Ol'ZAIODEL is delinted to lie ia pariticu0 based ott such -it tmodelI. Additionally, tlie formial i oticl' I ibs'

lii' eliolice for (,.,tell of Lt( fi ive se'ts lnid a pa rticiii' ho livice of' not cx plicitl. y iuticopornta te. (at t tils iitile)
ithe I primiitivye functiitons, e.g , Deriiatd-tonin. lsJ~ cre ived, no n-info rotetic n-un ih althou~iigh ('tie se ciri t pi ill i ios'

IsjDelim'ered, S'ensitivity, L ll'ire.4 (tow, etc. that satisfy t lit idenotify Such enthities. Tin' focus iif [lie, foilnam iai' o(1iiii hae
speicified1 exprelssions ( )-( 17). been onl handlinig ('tid-lisel iniformiatioin lilt ii'' 1 li:1iow:

Note thiat. the fullc tionus, Iee ty' icl1d. modelin g, for' exam11ple, protocol i nit.roil iilissigi's. Suc1h

Is-SecurelyJ.)eri'Ved anid Js-Secutrely..Delivicred. nr e d~.flod inifor'mation would not have th salie faii' cceptail'e orC deliver ,
ill terms of thle previous futttcitisn~ ancd in' arblitrary choice ilicerks. Fuiti'hii r. such l11on ctid-lisei' i iforitnatioii lincitig lIii'

c-an lie mnade for themi. svsteiii needls to be ''derived froint'' ontly tiini 'j1il- user and31
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Syst(m' ini liti alizatitioni inifor'mation and niot be miiiid with Imode Is both assemnbly ~ and fra ginc i ttation. 'Filie tip per lioi
enld- usei' in forni atmomi. tioji of F~igur'e 4 illtistates thre concept, of the assembly and

Note ditthatcLf empty set (of- null lab~el) (!ai niot be asso- fragmniitation or inalor in tionattoits acr*oss the

el ated wiv .t i in oformiatfion -im il. A partic til ar i LWit'r 0i1' EN[_1ST,'I
oa'irc-, however. may', have the empty set associat~ed with it Now consider the fI'mictiot Perii'edj~-Frnt. AS tiehited,
(via t he fuit ':tionn LI VireA Unw and ci CL ire'I lb mu). If it. is t.he lnage of all info rot Iiunand mid ii et' Derim'ediPromt is a
anll tre lieUG dwilit itfott h it I aionoanils will be ac cepted froimi set of in comini g info rotalioiL-a it is. Obserive, thtat di.e senseu
thlat Ltir1ie. If it is anr ott'ire, no0 inforrnttion-units will be of ditrectioni or tit" l'ictnetoi. Dervritdj-Frotil, cnitsidet'.s an
delive'red to It. otit gonitg info rmt tfion -a il airad "lotoks back" at wvhat tire

T'here is iiot ling it tir lie asertilons that guaraii tees tlire givl Vii n~frmt on f-oit ndf is dertived fiomi a 1iomig fihe i mientitiitg
dlelivery of inoJimtttion-wids once~ tl ictey are accepted litto uttformticif-iotnihm~s (refer to loweir po-rtiont of Pigure 4). Ili

thle Nystel ) It nlay m
U11it otlit that tall sec-irilyjtmbcl set~s this ivay aisseiibly is represenited dlirectly by the fititetion

RSstChitt ed with Iiottires don riot conatin tife scrmtrif-yjabel of DeriterdlFromi.
a it aveep tet'd ittfn tmnlmu ll it aii. 'In explicitly relate fragmentscit- tioti t~o Derived__ It'en, onle

If a i ittfn ot iaitit a io weas delivered frinn lie ad dilion ti deliniiitioti is 'needed. Foi- a gi van
Ii'IE1At~ 'S'l2iIthenm there was tat l eas t- oi iiifori'ioiionim-ilf, hit beloniging to IUj,, , dleliie t-le followiviig

otfnrmatit ii lnttut acept'edme hIto the N''INiIS 7IAl. se t:
'The inI ftr tint att mitoI volt I iii ie ill tilie delive retd ill wv as YUi-A( tIL'VENS (tit) f f IE t , .it, C Derivemi''ro iii (f)
IDc 0itt?__I'm It mIi', wa iii1 teid itiifortit ii n tti imI(!).

'l'iet istimlol mid iiiiii I ie tttdel ~ ~ *~ ~ Them set, Ji'i'GA-IEN'IS (itt), ideittilies all those toutgoing
Ther 'I. il coluctill ll tle llodl I~twell al 1-1,0re tillare 'elated to tite giveit ill by Lf

aiiit all anit'rc. Il aI tail icillai' applit'atiroa. vach ti'lit'c mtay fuloctioni Deri'iedvFj'm.t [it this way', Ctragttentatioi is
lit pairtit-il It1 ;iii otu'ure, hrtLith, sect'tilyjlabel sets iiiale led by itle to tic io Dc nivecdlroito.

mitliii'. Ilietive ill alli -_ ti/ri' / o..tiitrc piair, the iitre anl Tw'io prioper'ties are asstteittteo with Ierived...Iromt (raf:
o__ itirt; iiis:1 lii % i' ha i I ifferviiiset'trit'y-jlabe! set-s assm-iniated wit ii ex pression t lb of Set tintl 4). TPhey ala1- tilie securi ty pro par-
Ithutu. Alsi., toit I"'',AI ~ (-tin securely delivexr ties for fragnieltiation ats well as asselittlly. Fir1st, for- a
alli ill tot ittum'. 11:1 oilt ti ut otit'e. givehi oiitgoi iig uinformatafl-Ioiltt . jill,

A it A-'X f1'I,'-hit ,.ý).'1Ai ,J " IMf may'1  bei Ct'uiiii ettd 1ti thli Fuir till x E Dm'rimumn-.i'rom (ill). Seni ttutity (illt = Sc tisitiviii (z)
lF\''I-It NA I_, Y"'I'"AI 11y * v i ihigl e /.mii-m mit. of jt- ThaIiit is,

ilIto '7. ' '''I?NA't /5 I' 17THAI may beotnly at stnlr (t't itr simik ~'i'eotiil, till pott'titmit: of data ilill atrtte to lie actoiiiteo for Ity
fot, jii oliiiali-h Ittit-il 't-tisputtt LtoleI'IIIA, . ''~Ai ti datta !ii thle itifoimtiti on-iit 0 tof' diite set, IDerittedj'tom (i-li).

This coiieepit is raptured by Datl_.'I cowttfctLI~or of section)
l1ii'tli- i'1c . t1vin' lkii wtill riott ii't'i''uar'll' st-t', colistatit 4.

t'uriip~l'itui' itstraversatulit of, ir-mrlni.'ll nine hIll

Ii:. I ifilii Itt a v :iiggt'. ttIi ttt. o! wiglieiti', lt-tt m.lu' stitm~pitt' osEvBr FR&Gsllj1it 1I

tioss~pi l.e tine,' Cltt ciit v giegtii ty, I vfý 'its sot iiis'ol 4 expetti's
i: ifti'y i tioi- l itti ty, 'e-i'lefc tile p sibwi ityl of't tI toi it ggrcggeto

''T'e itiv iiti'aggtttmid would hmorelated to% trlit' Itighe'
l i raof ulisfttt-sremio t' llitsii [f l it' rvithatag drain s vii' i'11ii' i'-
li lii twoog moretiitic t. ot't if, t.withsin the titolilelaill lsys'

Cfltj~'omii, tit s-mllt' miuhuruitttitmit iiits,i ithey 'rt'i asscynotiltlt-

toss'iihl y is ti'i 1tti1 fiyt(, t' asseigtibly of tir sm-ethuimaly fit'mtg l'W

li'dl hast tagit(ii 'lit'egi'ti'' in tchisvede"ouitside Ltast Sy-hie Dr~o

I.-hut NIt-, i-lt v,'ilet'systtie' behi'imoe ledio is aittc fat'ottt st*m-EIVD FO
%-e i~l' Dtie a. %mui' c biilintim I-ite' d to. ''ti'( latter i

itc ni l it-ti ii lt''ui'ti t'' ji ll lit' iii''s tti', Irt 1 it'l ýrif v of'a t - F grh.es iillliaue ttto md 1)iiicJ'n

,ytvine wiii u'i0 itiigt ifded ,,emnc.'i, isrelD r'itid. Ane io ( neiitgiifrt i o y itha ostn lt cIlt

iieli l ig, tvlal fil at-as eil l if mian pr vo l tigg i- fo YNtafi i.t iTER N ot le ai cmiiLt i
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fragmentation are adequately modeled as described, then f. It must then be verified that the systemn maintains the
the approach is symmetric. Specifically, referring to the definition of SECURE for every info rinationuunit
lowver portion of Figure 4 and "looking forwpard,' rather actually sent out on an ou'tre.
than "backward," one couldK define a function The model supports a number of specific security poli-
"Derive-'or,'' whichi would associate a set of outgoing cies. The security policy in force for a p>articular imiplelinen-
inofinrationouni/s with an Incoming inforrilationaUnit. Fiag- tation of the model depends onl the security-Jabel set andI
mientation and assembly would be modeled in anl analogouis the distribution of tile subsets of secuitriyjlibels to the varl-
Manner. Since we are interested in what goes out of a sys- osLvrsadowrs - xml.DDplc ol l

Leinbasd ai wht coes at) t, he coic wasMad as that if anl Lniire or o-nure could carry top) secret informia-
given.tion. it Could also c-arry secret. conflideotial aiid] unclassilicil

Security Assertions as Mathemnatical Relationships information, unless exp)licitly stated oticr-wise. This canl be

Certain assertions within the policy are represented within modeled by having the sectirity-lubel set of the i-eire or'

the formal miodel an specific relationships amiong rio netions, o-'ire contain all four cla~ss'icatiotis. '[hiS allow-s the tie to
Specifically. one canl thin.k of the !NTE1?N1AI SYS7TAf as thle i'amiliar "dominance' rela~tioni identified Ini [1].
a device that reads info roletinon anits fronk wirtlcs, p rodu ces Another policy nmigh t he that thle i stire or n-uhirc coni-
new infoiniia/tlion-uni from the accepted oltes. anid delivers necteci to EX7'IfJNAL.51'STI'•A, should only allow secret
info r-io /n a__iton its to o__ uircs. in formation. TIhis ean bi e d ec ii bed inl the miodel by i avi ig

The- security assertions (a)-(c) of subs5ection 3.2 aibove the secutilyjnabel sot associat~ed with the Livivii ;nid oii'irc:
lin ist actually be satisfied by Ibothl physical and iia id w-te t liet con nleet tie' Xi't'l .YS' s t~o thle

limitations of the IA'TERA'IAL __S YS'15'E-A'I. It is ;issiiied thlat INVTEINA4L- SYSTR toi l'oit-ain ii *ly the ellnetitit secret.
thle IVlEfAS1SEIis ecolt ected niil 'v tn) packet liiforointionItiiiit~s withl other ti:m1 D secret serrv- ity.JiallI
switch networks. It. 'is assumed ti lt, 1ll 1pilLi and olitillit nof canniot thenl be care(i!i 1,iiunri _te te
mienf. iation oi tits to tie ItVlj'f*L A,'i L-,.S I ''I'E ore 0* SpUC'~1kiC o ~icie enM btlee rQall ed Vii title g it erai poi ilcy
I~i rough only. these net.works. It isnes UIS1tied t Ii at these tilet-utiI

works arie coiinect~ed onlly to0 externial Mlodel Validations
IN''LiNA S ,"'1's'~s a iid ill fN vt thIt 'i hle It is oft~en requiiiicd to vsii dlte ti vi veil m1odlel ill twito vas.

inofrintioa / i ihj is tranitfe rredl ton thle I'lNiAI, S'lsAt it.*Vaid itate thlit the Ii'iiloe I at imvl repre'seA itshle, coni-
Ii vec qee u ityla be Is. Thla~t is. t.hat 4t is tossible ft it the rep te' and st ate in ciits withli a gi ven n eciii t~y pol icy. Call

ZA'I'RAA i.' S''i,' Ito dct elmin thCtle see ii it y-in/i 4 if ll th iis ain exir~ent v alidlat ion. IForI thle NI ilt iie t ( iitew va Sys-
inloriulation oit ait rece iveti. tem.i t his exi/eritat va Iit1a tioli is hiltd sell n 1hle I'rotev it lii

Thlie collection of lu mirtin is. Daner(ilt) tro, hiter eivcdi. jkaln i st Coimprom111ise Plt 1icy~. Se cond Iva~l (imte. h1) 15 v i( it'll re-

ls-Delivtered. Sens itivity, UlI'iie-4 foe, tin d LU I l7rc... lu it. -solita hI cme alb itsIhat th lit' idisel is rolisiete itt wi i i t ieee Ifjvl.
'Irie p~rimtarily fotr descri ptilon., 'T'hey ('ithiet' tlcstrihle ItroPel'- (all ttii tin iut/nnu vallis ioin. liit Iiiivahutlotts of the lIt')-

tid' of thle info rot tijon it ais or of' the j _ii'ires ainld 0 ilt icCC. Ilill model 515' gi''ei'i Ill [tt. Thei llit~ci'ilttl Validaitioii giv'e'S
(iuir iiiei'protat~ioi of thle t'elqiiri'on'itt sI atitig '. . . aforinal

T1'he last the se c urCC t ity a cci'tilins state l(l ii cCticti :3.2 1liiode' of Itle eecttt'iity tOi' 5pI ollC . (.1I '' I liv lth' 'ICI cliall be
al., dlescribied iitatheniatiettlly !in sectiotns1..-433 At iy% lnatintaitiedl thIlnt i., piovl e-oniisteiit writhi it', axos
instant of time, the INTER A4LS S'1EA1 ittitt lie sceit, l'
ill tilie sense of the dehl('ldtott lit I.I. 'l'lini. i. till tr.'.322.
info rnaio n/i neits aic tually' sCelt to tait 0litre Lipi to tlint CJonlutsionts

poiniit iiiust stetisv fti le colt di tolls gi cC Il '['is p aperi has pr'esen ted a il initern et ccciirit p olicY and

Implementing a Systemn-Specific Security Pnlicy formal securtity policy miodel. The scope of the serli-tt 'iv pol-
ley is the coliectIon oIf the sectlrit :' prepc-t it's of a packet-

To) Iimplemlen~t a patlriculaer sectiri'y police ,vwithinl it -syslcl't switchled liltet'iet systeml ptneid i ng n a ~tagi':in service.
Itase d onl thle mode I. sevra cc;'tIet pe tire to (liii odl. 'Thle form a I model foe uIss onl protect ionl aga ie t colip loinl-

a. Determtine tile set of securi/yJ ii e is. iý!. 'Thte paper has summnnari'zed thle approacht taken to

1). Deteritine the Set of infroin/moiosn-it-5 to hel Mnimiagedl show iniformally that. the, modrel is a rpectetoito ami
by the IA'TLRNAL-8YSJ'EM. 'T'his set. will -Ithangfe appi'opriat-e portion of the policy and thttt the ntodel itself
with tune. has anl inter'nal conzeistectty. It illustrates a waý of niodlel-

ing the security attributtes of nil initertnet s\'stenit anld prto-
e. Determine thle mlechannisml(s) ill tlie vides a specific example of one such 9cectrity niodel. The

IA"IR'E.AL-SYSTEM- foi' determtininig tie', Stl isi/ii'ity inodel and approach outlitned ihere linez been used in the pr'o-
oh infornia/monuiiits. duction of tile forminal specificationi, ill Gypsy, of the Mitl-

d. There must be databases, oi' some other miechankisns, thictt Gateway System, and iii the firnial verification of
in the !NTh'RNAL-SISTEM so that the functions that specificationi.
LIlVire-41low and 0 -11ireA flow catl be imnplemeinted. The autliois gratefully acknowletdge tihe careful review
These databases must be securely initializetd tand proid provided by -Jim WVIllis is, Doti Good, Mike Sinith amtd Max
tected from unauthmorized changes. 'rhe content of Hfeckarci of previous drafts driii-Ig thle developmewnt of thIsl
these databases determines the acceptable flow of papet .
imtformaiaion-untls frion Lwires. throughi the
LVTERNAL-SYIS TEM, anti flit a li to ntitvires. \'ariouis References

speciflic policies call be lot 'lemented dependinig on the [1] DoD Computer Securit'it. Ceiiter, "lnTiusted Comuttter
conitent of thle databases. System Evaluation Ci'iteria." iDol) 52tJO.28-STD. Dec.,

e. The JNTERNALS'YSTEA1 must. have a notion of 1985i.
Verii'edj'rono, which has thle ide~ntilied properties.
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Abstract From a security standpoint, the most important feature of Ulysses
is the capability of producing a complete and formal proof of sc-

This paper presents an overview of the Ulysses comn- curity. A security methodology is a definition of security together
puter security modeling environment. Ulysses is a design with a collection of theorems which aid in constructing a proof
environment in which models of systems can be described of security for particular models. These theorems are often ex-
formally, properties of those models can be verified, and ofesec ordaticular dels. thesecthyon are oftenx
in which specialized security analysis is supported by a for- pressed as conditions for deducing the sccurity of a wiole system
mal theory of security. The theory of security is motivated from the properties of its components, With such a methodol-

by non-deducibility and non-interference concerns, and it ogy, the task of proving security of an entire system reduces to

also permits tCe security analysis of compiex designs by the smaller tasks of showing the particular properties on only

decomposing them into interacting parts. Graphical and parts of the system. When a methodology can be carried out
textual specification languages allow users to describ, these formally we say that it is the basis for a forrmal security analysis.
design decompositions in an intuitive manner, while remain- One instance of such a security methodology is the noninterfcr-
ing grounded in the formal theory of security. A natural- ence security definition and theory of [McC88b], In this case,
language component generates English descriptions of user- whenever all of the components are shown to be ecture then one
created models. A library facility allows re-use of secure can conclude the system is also secure. This sort of property is
models. The use of this environment requires extensive
theorem-proving and heuristic support; this is provided by a called composable or a "hook-up" property. Conposable proper-

powerful mathematical engine, incorporating a meta-language ties are particularly easy to work with. The more genieral security

facility, methodologies are often constructed to be applied to particular
classes of models (e.g. a process connected to a buffer). The
Ulysses environment is one which aids in both the developiiient

1 Introduction and the formal application of security methodologies.

As a design tool, Ulysses was influenced by the experience of

Ulysses is a collection of tools that assist in the design and ver- the MASCOT project [Sta86] and the hierarchical design ab-
ification of secure computer systems. It is being developed at straction of Moriconi's PegaSys system [M!IS5]. These pictorial

Odyssey Research Associates (ORA) in Ithaca, New York. It system description schemes are sindflar to the gral)hical specifica-
provides a rich environment in which both new and previously tion language that Ulysses users will be given to describe systems.
defined secure systems and secure systemn components can be dy- The design process, which Moriconi calls refinement, is priinar-
namically examined and incorporated into a system design. The ily "top-down". A user begins with a diagram representing the

design methodology supported by Ulysses uses the saime princi- entire system, and refines it by dividing it into sub-sy~tems, each
plcs of modularity and reusability that characterize modern pro- represented by an icon. Connectioiis between sub-systems are

gramning development environments. Because Ulysses supports also specified as icons. The meaning of each icon is given for-
the verification of security properties, it includes an automated mally in tihe theory of security, and the user may also associate
theorem proving engine aiid tools for constructing proofs. This other information (documentation, other formal specifications)

paper is intended to give an overview of the important idcas aiid with tLse icons. The design is "grounded" by associating formal
tools incorporated by the system. textual specifications in the theory of security with atomic icons

"This work was supported by OLw, Air Force Systenis ( :o01nand i I! Ron,. Air Developmunt Center udl,.r
Contract. No. F30602-85-C-0098. TI,, views anw conclusions conutetd ,l in Its )aper are those of t lie aithols
and should not be interpreted as necs.;arily representing flit oflieial poliics,. either expressed or ijplicd, of
the Air Force or the U1-S. Goverieint.
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(i.e., icons rclpresenting components that have not been further The primary security formalism used by Ulysses is based on this
graphically refined). If each atomic component is proved secure previous work, but it goes beyond it in that it is intended to
(in the sense of [McC87]), then the "hook-up theorem" can be be useful in design as well as in implementation. In contrast
used to infer the security of the entire system. with the preceeding formalisms, the Ulysses security formalism

can be used to analyze the security of isolated components and
One of the more innovative aspects of the Ulysses system is its partially fleshed-out system designs, whose implementations are
mathematical foundation. Ulysses is being developed in a formal still undetermined. Thsis gives the designer greater flexibility,

system based on a constructive type theory which is also caps- allowing him to

ble of expressing classica. mathematics. The advantages of this

foundation fall under two heads-improved support for security o reuse off-the-shelf secure components
modeling and exciting prospects for future extensions, o discover the security flaws of a design early so as to mini-

Security modeling support is enhanced because the logical basis mize wasted effort
allows for a more rigorous treatment of modeling than previous o freely substitute components with equivalent security char.
bases. This enhancement has two main aspects. First, for many acteristics
security theories, it is possible to formalize the relation between
the theory and the semantics of the specificationl language used A formal definition of secure processes that had many of the de-
to describe systems. Second, the economy with which the under- sirable features mentioned above has been developed by McCul-
lying logic is formulated and its known consistency allay doubts lough ([McC88b]), One of the properties derivable from this the-
about correctness of the implementation and abort correctness ory is the "hook-up" property, which provides the basis for a for-
of the logic itself. rial security analysis. The theory is formulated in terms of state-

machines. Each state transition corresponds to a possible input,
The logic also allows the modeling of polymorphic typing, which output or internal event of a system. Non-deterministic choice
is of great interest in current discussion of programmning Ian- between different transitions is allowed. Within this framework,
guages, and, due to its constructive character, includes a pow- a security property can be defined. We call this property 'flow
erful model of computation. We believe that these features will security'. It is a noninterference property which limits the effect
make it possible to extend Ulysses to include a system develop- that transitions associated with high security levels can have on
ment environment which is both sound and robust, transitions at lower security levels. These limits formalize the

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains in greater intuitive notion that information should mst. flow from high level

detail the primary theory of security being used in Ulysses. Next, users to low level users. It is a conposaboe property, meaning

il section 3, vsrious ways in which the systemi can be used are that if system A and system B are each flow-secure, then the
described. Tht- implementation of the typo theory mentioned combined system of A composed with 13 will also be. It must

above is discussed iii section .1. Finally, in section 5, we conclude be noted that other security properties often turn out not to be
with a few remarks about the software implementation of Ulysses. composable [McCSSa].

Using Ulysses to prove that components are flow-secure will per-
mit us to incrementally verify the security of a system. Once

2 Security Ar alysis the flow-security of all atomic components is verified, the flow-
security of the entire system is assured.

Secure design in Ulysses depends onl flexible and sound theoreti- Although a particular theory of processes and a particulah theory
cal foundations. To develop such foundations we examined pre- of security are used in Ulysses, they lre neither fixed nor "4uilt
vious formalisms for security, particularly the pioneering work of in". The theory of security may be expanded by proving (wtlhin
Bell and LaPadula in access control[13L76], tihe non-interference Ulysses) new facts about the hook-up of processes. For example,
model of Uoguen and Mcsegimer[GM82j, and the informat ion flow the hook-up of several processes, none of which is secure, may
theory of Sutherland [Sut86]. form a combined process that is secure [WL871. Ulysses allows

the formulation of such new theories of security. These alternate
Our investigations convinced us that these previouus umodels of theories could then be used in proving new hook-up theorems

security were, for the purposes of secure design in Ulysses, lacking awellias poperties o e isgeewmanismstforea i
in some respects. Sonie of the p.roblems we found aniong these as well as properties of systems, The meclhanisms for packaging

sormerspoms were fnew theories and referencing them are outlined in section 4.
formalisms were

"o they were hot based on observable behavior 3 How Ulysses W ill Be Used
"o they were not suiliciently imlmlenentation-independent

"o they could only be applied to completed systems, and there- The user may interact with the system through sevral specially
fore could not be used for the incrcmental development of designed interfaces. They are:
a secure design

"o they oii!y applied at one level of abstraction o The graphical systent design intetface: graphical system
o they were only suitable for determfinistic systedhms descriptions, in which icons trave formal meaning us thme

-theory of security, are used to describe the design of a model
The biggest problem, however, was that there wits mo research on from its secure components

the interactions of trusted systeiems and processes-in particular, o The natural language comlponent; brief summaries of the
it was not known to what extent security was preserved when design and its security characteristics may be gCieerated
one connected several trusted systems into a distributed system, automatically
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"a The ver-ification Gild textual specification inicijece.: textual 3.2 The Graphics Interface - An Example
specifications of components can be builtand verified, new
security theories can be added to the system, and tactics The Ulysses graphical design environment allows the designer to
(heuristics) for proving security canl be built select an icon representing a component, (using a mouse-driven

"o Thle library browsing interface; models and other inforusa- "point-a~nd**click" scheme), and cause Ulysses to open up the
tionl Stored inl tile Ulysses system mlay be reviewed and component so that its internal structure can be seen. The com-
updated ponents can themselves be made up of lower-level components.

The lowest level msay either be left pending or contain a link to
In the next few sectionts we provide a more detailed description a textual process specification.

of thse iterfces.We describe the way the graph.cs system works by using a shmple
example. We will model some aspects of a secure distributed

3.1 Operations operating system (SDOS). (This example is a simplification of
the design described in [V+88].) A system is distributed if it is

User interactions fall into three main divisions: tidding iniornia- Aopsdo ewr fcmutr ihn hrdmnoy
tion to the system, retrieving informsation ironsl the systeml slnd An operating system is distributed if it can service requests so
deriving new information within the system. Tlhe subject of most that the location of the resources used to handle those requests
end user interactions will be descriptions of comiputer sstemns. is transparent to thle user. In this example, we will model hiow
These are most ziiýturally presented in a graphic'l inainner, al- messages canl flow securely through such a system. Since it is
lowing the user to visualize the subject systemi, T1'le graphic Ian- distributed, requests fromt a user mnay have to ho Serviced by a
guage emp~loyed lpresents Objects hicrarchiically, much lihec the 13- different host than the one the request wits niade on., Hene,
Aasys system [tM1185). \ithlm this context, of graphiical rep nsl- 'ot only most a message be rooted to time right location, but
tations the following Operations are typ~ical Of wh~at tile Ulysses sometimes the location may have to be found first. We will call
user interface Supports: the task which actually does the routing of inessages the 'message

switch' and the task which makes the determnination of a host, to
o Retrieving Information: handle the message the 'locator',

- view an ar-cliiv(!d system Or coimponlent We first need to construct ;an overview of tile systemi consisting
- shw (r hde)the ub-uniionatsof a i(ollfclrc- of at collection of interconnected hosts and users (figure 1). This

-centing a p~rocess

- show the tCXtUal spCCilicatioii associated with ani icon

- Show thle tetLAI Al SpecifiCatminil ýIS.,OCiated With lthe hook-
Up of two icons

o Adding lInform atiloln:oe

- load anl arch i ved comiponen'I t into tile cii rrei it sys teal r---
design (or, *,ý.ý-ije5Ts &

Channel) bet,%eumi twvo tiiusc~sc.

- refineC11 ai cun lepresen t iig it sys mi i 1)), amdd ing or chang%-
ilig icons; ieprescmlti g, its sub-ciui ipoliciits

- aISSOCiate forIliia text nial specificatin ulanti d other prcop-
ertiVs with anl iCOil Figure 1: Multiple Hosts with Multiple Users

o Synlthesizing In1furniat. oll:

- prove that comnponlent specifications1 impliy tile shieci- night be done by the following sequence of steps. First we create
ficaionsof he ýYsteis hey orli trd connect icons repi esout~ilg a particular host (Called anl Sf305
ficaton of he ystelistheyfori node) and a set of users. Now we create a virtual component

- give gencrial miathieiiaticail facts to assist ill pruviiiý to represent that any arbitrary set of initerconlnections between
,security nodes is to occur and thens connect it to the SDOS-LuSCIs icons.

- ask the system t.- aIssist heicuisticallv ill devQlopinlg a We call then provide a more detailed description of each Sf305
Secure systeml node (figure 2). We use the refinemnent operationi to open up thle

SOOS node anld proceed to add more detail inlsidle of it, Ill this
Some of thlese operations involve interfaces besides the strictly case we have decided to break up the functions of S005 into four
pictorial or graphical one suiggestedl ab~ove. F'or example, the categories. TIP's are the processes whichs handle communications
nsatural language interface produces E'nglish text as:,, ciated with with thle users, alid the NETr is the process which hanidles comlninu
graphical displays of the systeml. Textulal specificatioiis for atomnic nication with the actual network protocol. Thle K~ernel handles
icons are produced by interacting with anl editor, Retrieving the most essential operations of tlse system. The other kinds of
arcllived systemms may inivolve browsing through tile library of processes are divided into two boxes representing otiher managers
storedý specifications. Genieratinlg lpioofs involves using the iliter- and processes, (Note tllat We Must explicitly perform anl opera-

face to the theorem-prover aiid its tacticsj (hevurist~ics). tion which conniects the SDOS users to the TIPl p~rocesses.) In
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all the connections between components axe legal, then by com-
posability we can verify that the composite system is flow secure
by establishing that each atomic component is flow secure. For

osTs -nsome simple cases, the proof that a component is flow secure
CI - I 4Acan be done automatically; in general, though, it is necessary to

examine or refine the component using the textual specification
*NET IIANUi.EI 4 KEAN L interface,

The security of a component depends on its functionality. The
textual interface allows us to describe the functionality of a corn.

, ponent by giving a state machine representation of its behavior.This representation consists of the definitions of the data types

involved in the internal state parameters of the component and
in the messages that the component uses to communicate, to-
gether with axioms describing the possible state transitions of
the component and the security levels associated with messages

Figure 2: A particular host and internal parameter information. From the state machine
representation of a component, the statement of flow security for

this presentation we only care about the system operations which that component can be generated automatically.
relate to message handling, and these are contained within the The state-machine model, the theory of security, and tactics for
Kernel. We may consider the other process icons as place holders proof of security for particular processes, are all connected via
for possible future refinement of the model. the textual interface to the logical formalism described in section

We can further refine the picture by describing the structure 4. Flow security, as well as other properties of components, can

of the Kernel (figure 3). In particular the Kernel contains the thus be verified by reasoning in the underlying logic.

3.4 Natural Language

The text generation component of Ulysses is intended to serve
two purposes: First, to provide annotations and comments to

KEIINLL aid the designer during the design process; second, to produce
an overview of the system, including its security characteristsics,

•A c __.... ..__ -- once the design has been completed. As practical experience
0_ with the design process is still limited, efforts have concentrated

*L"-I-eR on the second application.
f The design of a system in Ulysses is determined graphically and

(in the case of atomic components) by the textual formal specifi-
cation, Typically, such designs would be accompanied by manu-
ally written annotations, Annotations complement diagrams and
formal specifications by giving an informal rationale behind' the

Figure 3: The Kernel design and its structure. Annotations summarize the function-

message switch and other management tasks. One of these man- ality of the design components and explain them by appealing

agement tasks is the locator. Finally we connect the message to concepts shared by the designer and the reader of the anno-

switch icon to the other processes outside of the Kernel. tations. Such annotations become indispensable in the context
of a secure design; these usually involve some compromise be-

The graphics system not only constructs and displays the model, tween functional requirements and security considerations that
but it also constructs the security theory of the example. It need explanation or justification.
uses assumptions or theorems about the underlying components
to infer what is true about the systems which contain them. The text generation component of Ulysses is a pioneering attempt

It also uses information about the components to enforce the to generate annotations automatically, During the first stage

requirement that only the appropriate connections are made. In of our work, the emphasis is on producing texts that describe

the example, the Ulysses system can infer that the entire model the security features of the system with less attention paid to

is flow-secure once it has been verified that each of the pieces is functionality,

secure. The information about how security is enforced in the system is
derivable from the history of the security proof tor the compo-

nent, Thus a user who is not familiar with a given design would
3.3 Textual Specification Interface have to consult three different sources - graphical design, formal

specification, security proof - and synthesize an understanding
Atomic processresen s that aT e not subdivsded further in the of thm system himself. It is this job of synthesis that the naturalgraphical representation. The graphics system generates condi- langu. .de generation component performs.

tions implying that all atomic processes and larger subsystems

have been legally hooked-up; these conditions are usually trivial The area of text generation of system documentation has not

and can be discharged automatically by the theorem-prover. If yet been studied by either linguists or computer scientists, How-
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ever, highly promising and effective systems exist for other do-
mains (for example McKeown's interface to a naval data base, SDDS: General Structure and Security Features
[McK85]). Such work has allowed us to build on existing general
techniques and concentrate on specific problems arising in our do- A SDUS is a secure distributed operating system. It is a

the generation collection of distributed SDOS nodes connected by a neot. Themain of annotations of secure designs. At present, not is the only link betyeen them, Each SDOS nods supports a
component of Ulysses produces multi-paragraph texts about sys- group of Users. They havo access to operating system services
tents such as the Secure Distributed OperaLing System (SDOS) only through their SDOS node. In the SDUS security is enforced
[V+88]. locally by the multilevel secure SDOS nodes. The Users are

modeled as singlelevel trusted or multilevel secure.

The text generation requires computation at three levels: text Each SOS node is a complex subsystem and consists of a Kernel.
planning, sentence planning and sentence generation, described a Network Interface and groups of TIPs, of Processes and of
below. Msnagers. The Managers, the TrIPs, the Yetvork Interface and

the Processes communicate only through the Kernel. The Kernel

Text planning assembles a series of conceptual representations is multilevel secure and anforces the security of the SDOS
nof the text, For- node. The Managers and the Processes provide operating systemthat determine the contents and organization oft teservices. The Managers can be singlelovel trusted or

,nally, the approach used is insl)ired by that of McKeown: schemata multilevel secure; the Processes are untrusted. The TIPs serve
encode recurring textual patterns and access the available knowl- as interface to the Users. They can be singlelovel trusted or

edge. Hlowever, there is no honmogenous lkowledge representation multilevel secure. The multilevel secure Nletwork Interface
handlos communicat•ion with the net.

in Ulysses that the text generator can use. Instead, it uses any

information that is available such "s: The Kernel is a composite subsystem and consists of a Ker•nl
Manager and a Message-SwLtch. The Message-Svitch mediates
communication between the TIPs, the Managers, the Prooesses and

o the decomposition of the systellm into Coimmunicating coam- the Network Interface. It is multilevel secure and enforces

l)Onents, as delincd by the user through the graphical in- the security of the Kernel. The multilevel secure Kernel

terface Manager supports its activity.

a the security charatcteristics oufindividu.al componJuents as they
are deterumined during the proof, and the proof strategies Figure 4: The SDOS Text
used 3.5 Library of Models

o domain-specific knowledge about different types of systenms
(operating systems, gateways, LANs, ctc.) The function of the library is to provide and organize informa-

tion useful in the design and verification of systems. The library
uo ertain informWtion the user has entered after being prompted contains three major kinds of infurn'ation:

by Ulysses
1. System descriptions. Both the specifications of atomic coni-

ponents and interconnections of complex system designs
However, this information about the system is not yet in a for- built from tile components are stored in the library, The
nat that could be accessed by a general text planner; instead, status of what has been proven about the security of the
tile available information needs knowledge-based interpretation components and of the systems is also maintained.
in order to serve as the basis for informative and meaningful 2. Secuity T'heory and other Aatheinaticalfrmcts. 'The library
texts, This is particularly true of the description of tIme system's maintains a store of information describing the security the-
security features. Certain) typical security strategies need to be ory and ether relevant mathematical facts, Also included
inferred from the structure of the system and the level of secu- are definitions of the tactics and theories used by the the-
rity of the components. Vorr exanmple, component which serve oren prover.
as mediators of communication between other conmponents mimust 3. Graphical pro ser, lion. The system can record various
figure more prominently in the security analysis, The knowledge facts about the graphical layout- of designs, This irforma-
nmevded for interpretation is encoded directly in the schemata, tifn is in addition to the design information of the theories.
which makes text plamning'efficient but restricts it to the do-
main of secure system design. The library will contain a variety of designs of generic, corunionly

used software systems ranging from very small components, such
Sentence planning takes the sequence of conceptual representa- as buffers or queues, to complex ones, such as a Database Man-
tions and transforms it into a sequence of sentence representa- agement System, The list of secure designs includes some gereric
t:ons. The transformation involves message combination (de. trusted processes (multilevel buffers, secure separators, secure
termining sentence boundaries), syntactic decisions (determining schedulers), a Local Area Network (several designs for different
sentence structure) and lexicalization (choosing English words for medium access control), a Multinet Gateway, a Database Man-
the concepts). agement System, a Distributed Operating System, and several

others. The user will be able to study library designs and their
Sentence geueration produces an English sentence. The gener- associated documentation and to use them in his own designs.
ation component is based on Meaning-Text Theory [MeI81. It The user can either use library designs as "building blocks" and
defines a series of transformations from the sentence represcn- rely on proofs done by Ulysses' developers, or change libraiy de-
tation (the deep-syntactic representation) to the surface string, signs according to the requirements of his or her system.
thus localizing linguistic decisions at particular levels.

Ulysses will support browsing through the library for components
Figure 4 shows tai annotation of SDOS generated by the system. or other theories that meet given criteria.
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The theory of security currently used in Ulysses is merely a de- ries of security and the semantics of their specification languages

fault. It is one particular set of theorems about the hook-up of is expressed rigorously, for theories which permit it. In particu-

components into systems, Other theories of security are possible. lar, this has been done for flow security. This formal foundation

For example, a precise theory of components that are "almost so- will reduce the consistency question for the logic and the cor-

cure" might be definable, and facts about their hook-up proved, rectness question for the theorem prover, to the consistency and

Users may add such new theories to the library, correct implementation of the six rules of the underlying type

theory.

4 The Mathematical Component 4.1 History

The goal of the Ulysses project is to understand security at the The idea of using type theory for the expression of niathemat-
design level and to automate that understanding in a logically ics in a theorem proving environment was first championed by
coherent formal setting. We believe that a general mathematical de Bruijn in tile AUTOMATII system [Bru8D]. The aim of AV-
theorem-proving environment based on type theory is a good TOMATII was to verily mathematical "books". The system was
foundation for this task. very batch oriented, originally reading the "book" as a deck of

We will explain what this assertion means and what our reasons punched carda.
for believing it arc in the following way. We begin with a general In the early eighties, Constable and his students at Cornell Uni-
sketch of the mathematical component's design. Then we discuss versity began another major project to express mathemlatics in
its antecedents (subsection 4.1), explain how niathematics will type theory called thle "pr" project tC+K], ("pre " is short for
be expressed within this framework (subsection 4.2), and say "Proof Refinement Logic" and Is pronounced "pearl".) Their
why this setting is especially suited to work on security modeling work was inspired by the AUTOMATI[ project and by the work of
(subsection 4.3). The remainder of the section will be devoted
to some brief remarks about technical aspects of the design- the logician Per Martin-Lhf [Mari2j. Their aim was not just to
the underlying logic (subsection 4.4), the core component of the provide an environment for the verification of mathematics, but
logic's implementation (subsection 4.5), and theory management to assist users in developing mathematical theories interatively
(subsection 4.6). The key idea that made this possible was the concept of a re-

Within the mathematical component, tile word "theory" has a finement style proof editor [Bat79]. Such a proof editor allows

technical sense. But this technical usage reflects accurately many the user to state a theorem and then construct a proof inmerac-

imnportant facets of the term's ordinary mieuning. Intuitively, at tively by manipulating subderivations displayed on the screen.

theory is a collection of related facts and notations for express- This can be done either by directly invoking the primitive rules

ing them. The facts collected in theories may be related in a of the system or by invoking tactics which direct the machine to

nmumber of ways - they may be stated in a common language, do these micro-infereaces automatically.

may depend on common axioms, and may support one another The tactic mechanism has proved to be a vital feature of the sys-
in various fashions in the sequential developmnit of a theory. terns developed during the prl project, and it plays an equally iho-

Facts and notation may be incorporated into a theory by relying portant role in Ulysses. The meta-language of the pri systems is

on a previously developed theory, by introducing a notational ML [Mil78], which was developed to provide the meta-language

abbreviation, by introducing a definition, by pustilating a new of LCF (GMW79I. The same is true of our systemn. Tactics

axiom, by stating and proving a theorem, and by introducing a111 are segments of ML code which extend the primitive hiferential

of the facts and notations from some other theory after show- apparatus of the logics on which these systems tire based. ''The

ing that all of its assumptions are satisfied iii the theory being systems' proof checking mechanisms insure that these extensions

developed, are sound.

The mathematical coulponent provides a rigorous settilig within In principle, it would be possible to write a general theorem prov-

which all of these features of our informal conception of theories ing program and rely omi it as one's sole tactic. But experience

are represented precisely and usefully. with the pri systems has shown that it is more productive to de-
sign tactics for specific circumstances encountered in developing

Theories have two main parts: a precis, which identifies the hin- mathematical theories. The tailoring of tactics to the special
guistic dependencies and states the postulates of a theory, and a requirements of security modeling is one of the most important
body, which contaias the development of new facts and notation features of the mathematical component of Ulysses.
introduced by the theory. In the context of a library of theories,
the precis determines the initial environment of a theory. That Although the design of the mathematical component draws heav-

is, it determines the collection of facts and notation imported ily from the experience of the prl project, there are two primary

fronm other theories directly. In addition, it contains the axioms differences. The first is the choice of the undexrlying logical system

and new symbols characteristic of the theory under development, and the second is the addition of a facility for modular theories.

The body extends the environment of facts, assumptions and so- These two issues are related: the logical base we have chosen sup-

tation defined by the precis. Essentially, the meaning of a thieory ports modularity much more easily than does the type theory on

is the incremental extension of the initial environment which the which prl is founded [SeI88].

body provides. In addition to these differences, there are several design differ-

Ulysses is based on a version of type theory capable of expressing ences that are expected to give Ulysses significantly better per-

both classical and constructive mathematics. Within the mathe- formance than the Nuprl system (the new and current version

matical component of the system, the relationship between theo- of prl) and allow the mathematical component to be integrated
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with other system components. One of these is the use of graph among these is the tactic mechanism. We are creating a library of
reduction to handle necessary computations in the underlying tactics tailored to the demands of proving security results about
lambda calculus (subsectiv.. 4.5). Another is the treatmL..t of the sorts of models most commonly dealt with. This library will
definitions. We discuss this briefly now and return to the topic greatly enhance the usefulness of Ulysses,
in subsection 4.6. Quite often, it is possible to restrict attention to a class of security
For Ulysses to be used successfully, the mathematics expressed models considerably smaller and simpler than the class of all such
in theories must be visually similar to mathematics as it is ordi- models, and, for such models, it is fairly simple to prove what
narily written, and, when the mathematical component is used needs to be shown about the processes involved. in such cases,
as part of a domain specific system, domain specific information we axe going to automate the proof process almost completely
must be presented Wo the user in a recognizable form. Conse- by writing appropriate tactics.
quently, there must be a very powerful mechanism for extending
the not -tion of the system. This feature is called the definition For example, many processes accept aln input, emrit some outputs,

facility, and the concerns expressed in the first sentence of this and then process the next input. For these kinds of processes, one

paragraph played a major role in shaping its design. can use a security tactic which converts the goal of proving flow
security into simpler kinds of conditions. It suffices to show that
(1) for any given input there will be only finitely many outputs,

4.2 Expressing Mathematics and Security (2) the security level of an output is always greater than or equal

Theories to the level of the input, (3) the content of the output is based
only on the input and information carried by parameters at or

Once the foundation of the system is laid, the next step is to below the level of the input, and (4) high level inputs do not
express something in it, That requires developing familiar math- change the low level characteristics of these parameters. See
ematical concepts, such as elementary arithmetic, simple set thl.- [ros88] for more details.
ory, s theory of sequences, and some simple computational mood- Another important characteristic of the mathematical compo-
els within the system. These theories will be included in the nent is its exprcssive power. With this system it is relativelysystem library.prTheitheooyemanagerthenforces aipresurposition
system library. The throry manager enfores a presupposddion easy to build new abstract data types. This makes descriptions
structure specifying which other theories nust be included in of models easier to understand and allows for more accurate de-
the current envirounmnt if a ygiven theory is to be used. scriptions. Descriptive power also enables the user to formulate

Once all of these basic pieces of nutheniatics are in place, the properties of a process more easily. For exsample, it is easy to
theory of security is formulated and theories describing exam- assert within the language that a process halts. Also, the sec,-
ple systemis are synthesized within Ulysses. This colluction of rity theory is built directly into the system. This insures that
theories forms an experimental testbed for the automation of proving that a system has the properLics specified by the theory
security reasoning. The automation will be provided by combiu- really does show it is secure, in the sense specified by the theory.
ing the ML mechanism that provides assistance in proofs with
supplementary code written in Comnnion Lisp. Besides supplying A third useful aspect of thu proof development environment is

assistance in proofs, the system will provide support for formulat- that it allows security results to be proven about generic descrip-

ing appropriate security theorems and for integrating previously tions and not just particular instances (see subsection 4.4). This

defined structures into the current envirounment. means that most adjustments to a model will reluire little if
any work in reconstructing proofs of security for it. Often, the

We expect that once we have developed a library of verified, modeling environment will do all the neceusary reconstruction,
composably s6,cure components, most Ulysses users Will be able without intervention from the user - if you want to add'new
to view the system as a fully automated theorem prover, and not components to a model, domeonstrating security may involve no
as a proof development environment. The sophisticated user will direct effort oil your part.
have the opportunity, however, to invoke any inathematical facLhd
that can be developed within the system when arguing formally
that a system, or system component, is secure. And the system 4.4 The logic
designers will have confidence that all of the components they
have supplied to the uuors are, in fact. secure according to the The logical system underlying Ulysses is the theory of construc-
formal definition of security axiomatized within the system. tions of Coquand and Iluet [COll4), (CIIHS], [Hlue87J, [Sel88],

Besides providing a formal framework in which to pursue the [Pot87]. Besides providing a quite expressive logical system, the
current goals of the Ulysses project, the system design allows for theory of constructions also includes a powerful model of coin-
the development of extended versions which will incorporate a putation. The model of computation is not important for the
code verification facility. We believe that, ultimately, this formal current aims of the Ulysses project, but weo expect to rely on it
foundation will make Ulysses a trustworthy robust system de- in future extensions of the system.
velopment environment. Of couo se, whether we are right can be
determined only by developing such an environnmat and bringhig There are only two built-in types in the theory, but there is a

the result before the bar of experience for judgment, facility for reasoning in the context of type assuniptions that de-
scribe both the operations and axioms of mathematical theories,
This mechanism supports an abstract style of theory develop-

4.3 Advantages for security modeling ment. Suppose group theory has been developed in a context
that i necifies the operations and axioms characteristic of groups.

A number of features of the mathematical component, make it an It will be possible to instantiate this abstract theory on a par-
especially useful tool for dealing with security modeling. Chief ticular structure by specifying which operations of the structure
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are to play the role of the group operations and proving that the lambda calculus will be produced by using graph reduction [Wad7l,
group axioms are satisfied by the specified operations. Tur79].

The theory of constructions contains a type which formally repre-
sents the type of all propositions. In turn, this type is contained
in a type which satisfies very strong closure conditions, Con- 4.6 Theory management
sequently, the theory contains full, higher order logic - having
specified a ground type by means of appropriate assumptions, As was remarked in subsection 4.1, in many important respects

one can refer to properties of the ground objects, properties of the mathematical component of Ulysses is modeled after Nuprl.
such properties, functions from properties of the latter sort to We end this section by commenting briefly on two important

those of the former, and so on, without limit, differences.

The logic provided by the theory of constructions is constructive. It is reasonable to say that proofs of hook-up security require a

This is noteworthy for two reasons. First, it is the key reason small mathematical foundation, if "small" is understood in the
why the theory includes a model of computation. Second, it sense of the term customary among mathematicians, But actu-
means that the logic is richer than classical, two valued logic - a!ly providing such a foundation requires building a complicated
constructivity is an enhancemunt, not a restriction, structure in the machine, Definitions are common and vital com-

ponents of this structure, so it is important to have an efficicnt
The theory of constructions provides a model of computation in way of handling them. Our approach to this problem is quite
which, besides taking types as arguments, functions can return different from the one taken by Nupri, and we think it will turn
types as values. Furthermore, the type of the value returned by a out to be superior [PotSSb].
function call depend on the argument, and not merely on the ar-
gument's type. Conscquently, the theory is of greatt intcresL fronk It is also certain that we must develop theories modularly, if
the point of view of risearch on polymorphism in programming Ulysses is to be practically useful. It should be clear from the
languages. discussion of this section that this concern is handled adequately

in the system we are constructing. In contrast with this, Nuprl
This model of computation is extremely powerful. Formal ,nea- provides no mechanisms for modular theory development, and
sures of its power, relying oln the results of [Gir7l,G0ir72], show certain features of the logical system on which Nupri is based
that it is strong enough to represent any computable (total) num- make the project of introducing such mechanisms problemmatic.
ber theoretic function considered in ordinary mathematical prac- This reinforces our conviction that the theory of constructions,
tice, and this is a lower bound. An informative upper bound on which directly supports modularity in developing theories, is a
the strength of the model of computation built into the theory good choice for the logical basis for sceurity modeling in Ulysses.
of costructions has not yet been established,

As far as correctness is concerned, Coquand has shown that the
logic embodied in the theory of constructions is consistent and 5 Implementation
that all computations in the model of computation teruiniate.
Taken together with the features of the theory discussed above, A U ysses systei that implements the functions described in
this explains why the theory of constructions is interesting, both A u ses is tha ilt t O .n cto ber iswfrom a• purely logical standpoint and from the point of view of previ us sections is now being built at ORA. By October 1st, we
theoretical computer science, It also led to the decision to base expect to have a functional prototype. The prototype version Will
the hematical Lnptunsc ent of Ulysses oh the theory of colt - run under Symbolics Genera 7.1. hlowever, we have placed great
structions, emphasis on portability even at early stages in time development.

Most of the source code is written in Common Lisp or one of its
object-oriented extensions (Symbolics Common Lisp or CLOS);
the only exceptions are the tactics, which are written in a version

4.5 The Primitive Inference Engine of ML that is itself implemented in Common Lisp. Symbolics
Common Lisp will be converted into CLOS and v.v, with a set of

The core of the mathematical component is the Primitive Iu- translation macros. As a result, only a minimum of effort should
ference Engine (PIE). The PIE includes a proof checker for the be involved in re-targeting Ulysses to any other architecture that
theory of constructions and rudimentary (but extensible) tools supports Common Lisp; most of this effort will relate to the
for proof development. We are proceeding on the basis of a for- graphical interface.
mulation of the theory of constructions which is especially suited
to the character of the proof development tools and also allows
for efficient proof checking Gh,,tS8a1. 6 Conclusion
The central computational problems involved in impilementing
this formal system have to do with handling substitution, reduc-
tion and conversion of terms. We have reduced these problems to The design of Ulysses incorporates idea and techniques from a
their essence by representing terms of the theory of constructions diverse collection of sources, including those in computer security,

in the simpler framework provided by the type-free lambda cal- systenm design, computational logic, and computational linguis-

culus and hive done the saiie thing for the relations of reduction tics in order to create a modeling environment with both rigor

and conversion [Pot88aj. in its theoretical foundations and flexibility in its use. Because
of the nature of the theorem prover and the overall design of the

Recasting the computation~al problems in this way is, of course, system, it has the potential to significantly reduce the time and
only a beginning. An efficient implementation of the type-free effort needed in constructing secure models.
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Abstract

In this paper, the integrity policy chosen from the family of Clark/Wilson
introduced by Clark and Wilson is taken as policies, it follows that any Clark/Wilson
a set of valid requirements suitable for policy can be enforced by an
commercial and other data processing appropriately-configured TCB meeting the
requirements that must be enforced with a criteria stated in [3].
high level of assurance. A methodology
for converting a policy expressed in terms As the transformation is constructive, it
of the Clark/Wilson notation into a shows how an arbitrary policy, expressed in
corresponding mandatory policy expressed terms of the Clark/Wilson model, can be
in terms of a lattice of access classes, reformulated as an equivalent combination
together with an appropriate supporting of access controls based upon a lattice of
policies for identification and access classes together with a
authentication is stated. The existence discretionary component controlling access
of such a methodology implies that the to the execution of transactions to the
Clark/Wilson integrity requirements can be granularity of an individual.
met by existing, appropriately-configured
Trusted Computing Bases. The implication of this construction is

that one could envision a TCB, designed to
be evaluated under the criteria of the [3],

1. Introduction that is also well-suited to the enforcement
of controls expressed in terms of the

The integrity policy presented by Clark/Wilson model. In fact, it can
D.D.Clarke and D.R.Wilson in (1] has further be observed that such a TCB in;
received a relatively high degree of already available. In a later section, I
attention as an accurate representation of will discuss how an existing TCB (Gemini
what the business and commercial data Computer's GEMSOS) can be tailored to
processing community means by the term support a Clark/Wilson model.
integrity with respect to data processing
applications oriented toward commercial 1.1 Relationship to Previous Work
applications, just as the Bell and LaPadula
formal security policy model [2] has Several papers earlier than [1] are
served, in the past, as the technical basis important in the study of the application
for trusted computer systems enforcing a of computer security technology to
mandatory access control policy oriented integrity issues. I have drawn freely from
toward military and government applications them in the work presented below. Biba, in
processing information classified under [4] presents a "mandatory integrity policy"

federal regulation. that is the mathematical dual of a
mandatory secrecy policy based on a lattice

Clark and Wilson state, as their two major of labels. Such a policy is often called a
conclusions, that "a lattice model is not Biba integrity policy. Lipner, in [5]
sufficient to characterize integrity constructs a commercially-oriented policy
policies", and that "distinct mechanisms from a combination of secrecy and mandatory
are needed to control disclosure and to integrity levels and categories. Shirley
provide integrity". The implication of and Schell, in [6] introduce the notion of
these conclusions, if true, is that the program integrity, a policy that is
Trusted Computing Base technology described important when subjects that are "trusted
in [3] are not applicable to the evaluation with respect to integrity" exist in a
of systems designed to enforce the system. They demonstrate, in addition,
Clark/Wilson integrity policy, that a ring-based protection hierarchy,

such as that found in Multics or GEMSOS,
In this paper, issue is taken with both of can be interpreted as a hierarchical system
these conclusions. The argument has the of subjects trusted (to various degrees)
following outline: starting with an wlth respect to integrity, upon which the
arbitrary Clark/Wilson policy, an program integrity policy is enforced.
equivalent access control policy based upon
a lattice of sensitivity labels is derived. Boebert and Kain, in [7p introduce a
Together with appropriate supporting system of trusted pipelines, enforceable by
controls for a security officer interface the Honeywell LOCK (formerly, SAT) TCB.
and identity-based subject activation, a They demonstrate (correctly) that a
policy interpretation compliant with the hierarchy of Biba integrity levels alone is
requirements of [3] can therefore be insufficient to enforce a trusted pipeline.
formulated. A TCB enforcing such a policy The generalization that a full lattice
would satisfy the Clark/Wilson policy as including Biba integrity categories is
well as the Criteria. As the originally insufficient as well is not addressed by
chosen integrity policy was arbitrarily Boebert and Kain. This paper is an
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important predecessor to [1]: indeed, it an instance of the transformation using a
could be fairly stated that the currently available TCB, the GEmini Multi-
Clark/Wilson policy is an elaboration of Processing Secure Operating System (GEMSOS).
the trusted pipeline idea.

2. Technical Summary
In addition to these, the Clark/Wilson
pr 3entation has induced a number of In this section, I will first review
additional papers, generally of the form selected technical capabilities provided by"system X can enforce the Clark/Wilson a typical cummercially-available TCB
policy." A recent paper by Lee, [3] (GEMSOS) that will be important in
presents a construction identical in many constructing the transformation from a
respects to the system presented here. The Clark/Wilson set of access control
primary deficiency in Lee's paper is that requirements to an equivalent set of policy
one of the important Clark/Wilson requirements, stated in terms of
constraints, requiring that controls be discretionary, non-discretionary, and
enforced at the granularity of a application policy controls. (I have
user/object/program triple appears to be chosen to use the term "non-discretionary
inadequately addressed. Lee's work and mine access controls" in place of the usual
are independent: drafts of both papers 'mandatory access controls", as origiially
were presented concurrently as position defined by Salzer and Schroeder 113], in
papers at the invitational Workshop on order to avoid Clark and Wilson's complaint
Integrity Policies for Commercial that the use of the term "mandatory" can be
Information Systems held at Bentley confusing to those unfamiliar with the
College, Waltham, Mass. The notion of what jargon of the Trusted Computing Base
Lee calls a partially trusted subject upon technical community.) It should similarly
which both of our systems depend is be understood that by identifying certain
original with neither Lee nor myself: it of the controls described in the system
is discussed by Schell et al. in [9] and by below as "discretionary", I mean simply
Bell (10] as a part of this "updated" that the control is based on an individual
version of the Bell and LaPadula model. user identifier (as opposed to an access

class or clearance) and represents an
Also noteworthy is a recent paper by Karger authorization for that individual user to
1i11 that provides a capability-oriented perform some security-relevant action

perspocLive on the Clark/Wilson (represented by access to a directly or
requirements and raises a number of interpretively accessible object.)
interesting design and implementation
issues, as well as featuring a review of In order to illustrate the system
background papers and reports more concretely, I will develop a "toy" system
extensive than that given here. as the summary proceeds. We will imagine a

system comprised of four data types, A, B,
1.2 Acknowledgements C, and D, with each data type comprised of

an indefinite number of distinct data
Preparation of this paper was supported objects. (For example, data type A might
under contract F30602-85-C-0243 by the U.S. include data objects Al, A2, A3, etc.) We
Air Force, Rome Air Development Center as will suppose that there are defined three
part of the SeaView project to design a transactions that transform data from one
Class Al secure relational DBMS. I ant also type to another: AtoB, BtoC, and BtoD. We
grateful for the numerous comments and will also suppose that there is defined a
suggestions that I received from various verification procedure ValidateAB that
individuals and the referees, which have determines whether the objects of type A
allowed the content of this paper to be and B are mutually consistent (without
simplified and its length reduced. Any modifying them). (These transactions are
remaining flaws are, of course, my own. simply executable programs.) The example

will be extended as needed below.
1.3 Overview

This paper provides an overview of the 2.1 Non-Discretionary Mechanisms
basic construction that I have defined for
translating an arbitrary abstract system The purpose of this section is to review
meeting the Clark/Wilson requirements into the mechanisms assumed available for the
an equivalent system based upon a label- enforcement of the non-discretionary
based access control policy with integrity components of the policy and their
and disclosure categories and "partially application in terms of a strongly-typed,
trusted" subjects. Rather than presenting transaction-oriented system such as that
this transformation in abstract described by Clark and Wilson. It is
mathematical terms, I have chosen in this assumed that the system is comprised of
paper to provide a more understandable objects (passive information repositories)
overview, together with a concrete example. and subjects (active entities that cpn read
For those who may be interested, the more and/or write objects.) It Js important to
abstract (and precise) presentation is note that we distinguish between a program
available as a Technical Report in [12]. (which is an object) and a subject (which

is typically a program in execution, acting
A short section after the technical on behalf of a particular user). The
overview addresses the ability to implement abstraction of a subject is implemented by
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the security kernel. The distinction the dominance relation is simplified to the
between a program and a subject is following: access class A dominates access
important because the single label on a class B if, and only if, the disclosure
program represents its sensitivity as a categories of A are a superset (proper or
data repository, while the pair of labels improper) of the disclosure categories of
(explained later) un a subject, which are B, and the integrity categories of A are a
related only incidentally to the label on subset (proper or improper) of the

the program it is executing, represents the integrity categories of B.
accesses allowed to the subject.
It is similarly important to distinguish Intuitively, a system of strongly typed
between the notion of a subject and of a objects may be constructed as follows:
user. A subject is an entity internal to each data type is represented by an
the computer system, which executes on integrity category reserved for that type,
behalf of a user (who is external to the (used to limit the subjects that will be
computer system). Again, the distinction allowed to modify objects of that type) and
will be important because a given subject by a disclosure category reserved for that
may well have a pair of labels only type (used to limit the subjects that will
incidentally related to the user's be allowed to observe objects of that
clearance. type).

The set of all possible access classes For our example system, the access class
forms a lattice -- mathematically, a set of labels reserved for objects of type A, B,
labels with a dominance relation that C, and D are [a](a), [b](b), [c](c), and
partially orders them, such that least [d](d), respectively.
upper and greatest lower bounds are
uniquely defined. (It may be observed that Program objects are given special
when integrity and/or disclosure categories treatment. Because we wish to control the
exist, it is not necessary for all possible ability to execute transactions to the
combinations of the categories to be granularity of a single certified
defined in the set of labels to have a transacticn, each transaction object
lattice -- a lattice that includes all (program) will be assigned an individual
possible combinations is called a data type of its own. In addition, we will
distributive lattice (14]. Of importance indicate that a transaction is certified to
in this paper is that the lattice is built operate upon objects of a particular data
from two essentially independent type by including the integrity category
components: every label represents a for that data type in the access class of
sensitivity with respect to disclosure, and the transaction object.
an independent component representing a
sensitivity with respect to modification. For our example, certified program AtoB is
Because these components are mathematically certified to operate (either by reading,
independent, we are able (in effect) to writing, or both) or. cbjects of types A and
give each object (including programs) B. In addition eo the unique transaction
independent labels with regard to its categories tl reserved for it, we add the
disclosure and integrity sensitivities, integrity categories for both A and B to
give users independent clearances with the access class for the object containing
respect to disclosure and integrity, this program: viz., [tl,a,b](tl).
and give subjects (programs in execution) Similarly, DtoC would have access class
independent authorizations with respect to [t2,b,c](t2), BtoD would have access class
read and write access. [t3,b,d][t3], and ValldateAB would have

access class ([4,a,b]Ct4).
Both the disclosure and Biba integrity
components of a label may generally contain It may appear surprising that the program
hierarchical levels and non-hierarchical for a transaction is given an integrity
categories. As it turns out, non- category for a data type it only needs to
hierarchical categories alone are read. However, a read, in a real computer
sufficient to implement the desired non- system, is useful only if the read allows
discretionary component of a Clark/Wilson a copy to be made of the data value (e.g.,
policy. The following notation will be as a return value in a subject's stack.)
used to represent an arbitrary set of This copy must be protected as having
integrity and disclosure categories: the same integrity as the original:

therefore, in order to work, the program
[a, b, c, . .]Ix, y, Z . . . (when executed) must be able to write

information (in order to make copies) of
is that unique access class aomposed of any integrity category it is required
integrity categories a, b, c, and so on, to read. It follows that the program
together with secrecy categories x, y, z, itself must also be certified to write
and so on. Thus, square brackets are used information of this integrity.
for a set of integrity categories, and
curly braces for a set of disclosure Subjects are given two labels, called the
categories. For arbitrary access classes, write label and the read label, one of
these sets may overlap. which (the write label) serves to prevent

the subject from writing objects of an
For access classes composed of sets of unauthorized type, and the other (the read
integrity and disclosure categories alone, label) from reading objects of an

unauthorized type. The precise rules
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enforced are as follows: a subject will be it can read. Therefore, it is important
allowed to write an object only if the that the subject be limited to execute only
write label of the subject is those transactions certified to perform the
mathematically dominated by the label of type conversions it might be able to make.
the object, and will be allowed to read an The program integrity rule, however,
object only if the read label of the guarantees that this will be the case. The
subject mathematically dominates the label program integrity rule requires that any
of the object. program executed by a subject have an

access class with integrity categories that
The reader may justifiably find it include all of the integrity categories of
difficult to apply these rules when both the subject's write label. (It may have
disclosure and integrity categories are in more). This rule has a relatively
use, particularly as the mathematical intuitive interpretation in the context of
definition of dominance is abstract. In strong typing: program integrity
more intuitive terms, a subject may only guarantees (as enforced by the security
write objects that have all of the secrecy kernel) that a subject may only execute
categories in the subjects read label (or transactions that have been certified to
more) -- no write down with respect to operate correctly against all of the data
disclosure. A subject may also only write types for data objects the subject is
objects that have no more integrity allowed to access. That is, enforcement of
categories than the subject's read label -- program integrity by the kernel means
no write up In integrity. The subject glcbally that every transaction that is
similarly may not read up in secrecy or executed will be certified to be executable
read down in integrity. The abstract against any of the typed objects accessed
mathematical definitions allow the security -- exactly what is wanted for any strongly
kernel to enforce all four of these typed system, including Clark/Wilson.
constraints by encoding them in two subject
labels and one object label. Users (who are distinct from sub>,,,;Ls) are

given a clearance that reflects t-i'r
In order to capture the notion of authorization to manipulate data of a given
strongly-typed objects, it turns out that type by placing both its disclosure and
the appropriate format for the write label modification categories in the user's
of a subject is the set of all integrity clearance. Furthermore, a user is given
cotegories for the data types it is authorization to execute a particular
certified to read and/or write, while the transaotion by placing its disclosure
form of the read label is the set of all category in the user's clearance. It is
disclosure categories for these data types, sufficient that the TCB constrain the read

together with the disclosure category for and write labels of a subject, executed on
the transaction to be executable. (For our behalf of an authenticated user, to have a
system, a subject must usually be confined write class that is some subset of the
to execute a single transaction in order to user's integrity categories, and a read
successfully be created.) class that is some subset of the user's

disclosure categories. A subject oboying
For our example (without knowing anything this constraint will either have no
about user clearancos yet) we suppose that transaction executable (i.e., the attempt
snmo subject must be created to execute to create the subject by the TCB aborts)
transaction AtoB. The indicated write and or will end up executing a single
read labels for such a subject would then transaction, authorized to the user,
be [a,b] for the write label, and (a,b,tl) against objects of data types authorized to
for the read label, the user. As discussed above, program

integrity guarantees that such a
It should be observed that relative to transaction will also be one that has been
objects with an assigned type, the labels certified to operate on objects of the
on the subject correctly and precisely given type.
constrain it to manipulate data objects of
the desired type only. For axample, an It is worth noting that although a
object of type D, with label [d](d), cannot transaction might be certified to operate
be read, because Ld]{d) is not dominated by on a variety of types (e.g., A, B, and C),
the subject's read label (e,b,c,tl,t2). an individual user might be auLhorized only
Similarly, the object [d](d) cannot be to operate on a subset of these types
modified by this subject b3cause it does (e.g., A and B). In such a case, the user
not dominate the subject's write 'abel, will not be able to create a subject
[a,b,c]. Finally, transaction t2 cannot be executing the transaction against an object
executed by this subject (for example), of the forbidden type, even though the

because it will not bo allowed to read or transaction itself is certified to do so.
execute an object with disclosure category Many existing systems based upon granting
(t2). access to "canned transactions" are unable

to limit the authorizations independently
An important observation is that a subject for different users of the same
labeled as described is "partially trusted" transaction. If a user has access to a
in that it may be able to write objects of transaction, the user "inherits" any
different access classes, and may be able authorizations the transaction may have.

to write objects of an access class not (The "setuid" feature provided by UNIX
dominating the access class of some object works this way, for example.)
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In contrast, the system described here (tl,a}[a] to the user's clearance. In
allows the authorizations of different order to make transaction t2 executable
users to be controlled independently of the against A, B, C, and U, we must add
certifications recorded for each {t2,a,b,c,d}[a,b,c,d] to the user's
transaction. Thus, the certifying official clearance. The user's single composite
(for transactions) need only concentrate on clearance is now (tl,t2,a,b,c,d}[a,b,c,d]
determining what a transaction is trusted and nothing prevents the user from
to do correctly in selecting a label for "xecuting either transaction against any of
the transaction, while the security .ne data objects.
administrator controls access by individual
users to particular transactions and object It can be argued that by restructuring the
types without, (in theory), needing to transactions and repartitioning the data,
consider the certification a transaction the desired effect could be attained.
has gained. If an attempt is made to give While this is true, it is hardly convenient
a subject "too much authority" with respect or practical to havy to repackage either
to the actual certification recorded for a transactions or data types in reaction to
transaction, the TCB, enforcing program the addition of new users with novel
integrity, will abort the subject before it clearances. In this matter, I concur
begins because the transaction will be whole-heartedly with Clark and Wilson: the
unexecutable. maintenance of a table of relations aetween

permitted user/transaction/object
2.2 Discretionary Mechanisms combinations (however it may be stored

physically) is a practical necessity.
The system summarized above does not yet
capture the complete intent of the The approach I endorse is to treat the
Clark/Wilson requirements with respect to table of triples as a special form of
access control. It might be characterized discretionary controls maintained within
as "strong typing," with users cleared to the TCB. When a request is made to the TCB
execute particular transactions and to create a new subject, this table will be
(independently) to access objects of consulted to determine whether the new
particular types. Clark and Wilson ask, sabject is permitted. Sufficient
in particular, for controls on which information to do this is encoded in the
transactions a user can execute against requested read and write labels for the
which objects: that is, permission to subject (plus the user identity, maintained
access object A and to execute transaction within the TCB) if only single-transaction
T, should nut automatically imply subjects are allowed: the integrity
permission to execute T against A, even if category for the subject, plus any data
T is certified for A. types accessed, is included in the write

label requested for the subject.
In particular, Clark and Wilson require
that the TCB maintain (either implicitly or I have preferred to separate this controlexplicitly), a list of relations listing from the underlying non-discretionary
authorized combinations of users, controls for the following reasons:
transactions, and objects (or data types).
It is important to see how the system * it would'appear that the control is
described so far does not meet this intrinsically discretionary in nature:
requirement. it is based (in part) on the actual

user identity (not a clearance). The
In sore complex systems than our example, notion of the non-discretionary
it becomes possible, if there are no component of the system is that users
additional controls, to implicitly clear a are cleared to execute transactions
user for an undesired transaction in order and access data objects on a long-term
to make syme combinafion of desired basis: this is refined by a
transactions available. Suppose, for discretionary control granting access
example, that there are four data type; (A, I'o particular combinations of
U, C, D), and two certified transactions, transactions and objects on a more
both "query" transactions, each certified volatile basis.
to operate correctly on each of the data
types. (We might imagine, for instance, it should not be assumed that the
that A, B, C, and D are disjoint mechanism is vulnerable simply because
collections of personnel records for four I have called it a "discretionary"
different divisions, tl is a transactiun mechanism, any more so than the
for observing salaries, and t2 a management of group memberships (for
transaction for observing training example) is vulnerable. It would be
qualifications.) possible, for instance, to make the

table of relations modifiable only by
We wish to give a particular user the a designated security administrator
authority to observe salaries in database A via a trusted TCB interface.
only, and training qualifications in any of
the databases. In the system so far the decomposition into three related,
described, there is no way to do this but distinct sets of controls
witlout granting too much authorization. (certification of transactions,
In order to make transaction tl executable clearance of users, and authorization
against A for the user, we must add by means of relations) would appear to
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simplify the problem of keeping an arbitrary transaction object
everything straight. In particular, (program) that has been certified to
the certification of transactions operate correctly on its designated
would depend only upon their data types.
correctness (the certifier does not
need to be concerned with the impact e Unconstrained Data Item (UDI) -- a
of a change in certification on user data item not covered by the integrity
authorizations); the clearance of policy. -- In my system, a data type
users I view as establishing long-term would be reserved for UDIs. Those
"damage control" boundaries, while the TP's certified to correctly transform
authorization of users to execute UDIs to CDIs (i.e., validate and move
transactions against particular data into the system) would simply
objects or data types in the relation have the integrity and Oisclosure
table establishes a shorter-term "need categories for the UDI data type added
to do". to their access class.

e It should be understood that in order 3.2 Enforcement Rules
for execution of a transaction to
commence, several things must match: * Cl: All IVPs must properly Pnsure that
1) the transaction must be certified all CDIs are in a valid state at the
for execution against the selected time the IVP is run. -- Clark and
data types, 2) the user must have a Wilson identify this as a requirement
basic clearance both to access the imposed upon the certifier of the IVP,
data types, and to execute that as it would be in the system I have
transaction, 3) specific authorization described.
in the relation table must exist for
the user to execute the transaction C2: All TPs must be certified to be
against these specific objects. If valid. . . For each TP, the certifier
any of these conditions fail, the must specify a list of CDIs (called
transaction cannot begin, a relation) which the TP has been

certified *to manipulate correctly.
-- In the system described, this

3. Application to the Clark/Wilson list is embedded in the access
Weg~tfremmn its class assigned to the TP program

object.
In the previous section, the emphasis was
on presenting an overview of how the El: the system must maintain the
proposed system is to work. In this relation referred to in rule C2, and
section, the requirements stated by Clark must ensure that the only manipulation
and IWilson in [1] are restated, with a of any CDI is by a TP, for which the
short summary of how they are mapped into CDI occurs in the relation for that
the proposed system. TP. -- This rule is enforced

indirectly by means of program
4.1 Definitions integrity. The security kernel

ensures by means of this constraint"* Constrained Data Item (CDI) -- those that the TP executed by a subject is
data items within the system to which certified for all CDI's accessible by
tha integrity policy must be applied. the subject. It follows that any CDI
-- A CDI corresponds to what has been manipulated by a TP in execution is
called a data type in the preceding one that the TP is certified to
section. Note that a CDI may consist manipulate correctly.
of many distinct objects, or, for
important data objects, an object may a E2: the system must maintain a list of
be given a unique type: it is up to relations associating triples of the
tho application designer. form <UserID, TP, CDI> that identifies

which users may cause which TPs to be
"* Integrity Verification Procedure (IVP) executed to manipulate which CDis. --

-- a procedure, the purpose of which as discussed in the last section, this
is to confirm that all of the CDI's in rule is enforced explicitly by the TCB
the system conform to the integrity as a discretionary policy. However,
specification at the time the iVP is it is backed up by the additional
executed. - In my system the IVP, as requirement that the user be cleared
designed, would be a transaction for a given TP and list of CDIs in the
object certified to correctly perform non-discretionary sense.
the verification function over all
represented data types. Note that my e C3: the list of ielations in E2 must
system also accommodates "smaller" be certified to meet the separation of
IVP-Jike transactions for arbitrary duty requirement. -- ulark and Wilson
subsets of the data types, identify this as a rule to be enforced

by the human administrators of the" Transformation Procedure (TP) -- a system.
well-formed transaction that changes
the set of CDIs from one valid state e E3: the system must authenticate the
to ancther. -- In my system, a TP is identity of each user attempting to
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execute a TP. -- as this is a 4. Prospects for a Near-Term
commonly met requirement for any Implementation
high-assurance evaluated TCB, it wouldseem unnecessary to address this In the material presented above, I have
requirement in any detail. described the proposed system for

supporting the Clark/Wilson requirements in

" C4: all TPs must be certified to write the simplest mathematical terms I could
to an append-only CDI (the log) all find: the emphasis was on making a rather
information necessary to permit the complex construction as clearly explained
nature of the operation to be as possible without becoming mired in
reconstructed. -- It might be noted extraneous design issues. In particular,
that this is presented by Clark and neither the efficiency nor the prospects
Wilson as an application-dependent for actually building the proposed system
requirement, requiring review of the were considered. The purpose of this
TP by the certifier. However, the section is to address these issues briefly.
intent of this requirement would be
met in part by the security audit We might first list some of the
function of the underlying TCB, which characteristics a conventional TCB with a
would record, as a security-relevant non-discretionary security kernel should
event, the creation of a new subject, have in order to support the construction
its associated user and access classes given above:
in the security audit log. * it should support both disclosure and

" C5: any TP that takes a UDI as an Bibs integrity policies;
input value must be certified to
perform only valid transformations, or a it should support partially trusted
else no transformations, for any subjects with both write and read
possible value of the UDI. -- labels;
Enforcement of this rule is also the
province of the certifiers: the a it should support both hierarchical
described system provides a means, and non-hierarchical access classes;
however, for ensuring that a TP not
certified to take a UDI as input in * it should enforce a program integrity
fact, cannot be executed with read policy;
access to a UDI. * it should be subsetted in such a way

" E4: only the agent permitted to that the special requirements of the
certify entities may change the list Clark/Wilson policy for constraining
of such entities associated with other clearances and imposing controls on
entities: specifically, those the creation of new subjects based on
associated with a TP. An agent that <Userld, TP, CDI> triples can be
can certify an entity may not have any introduced without disturbing the
execute rights with respect to that security kernel itself.
entity. -- This rule is to be enforced
in several parts (outside the security The GEMSOS TCB has all of these properties.
kernel). First of all, in order to One issue raised by Karger in [11] is worth
"certify" a TP one must be able to special mention: it should be apparent
create a subject with a write label that a relatively large number of integrity
containing the integrity category [tn] and disclosure categories will be needed
reserved for that TP. It follows that for a practical system. GEMSOS supports an
a user with a clearance containing access class label with over 90 bits
{tn}[tn) is a "certifier" for the TP. available to represent the lattice of
In order to execute the TP against a access classes. The commercial version of
data type A, a user's clearance must this system uses these bits to represent a
contain (tn,a}[a2. Thus, there exists distributed lattice cenformant to the
a clsar-.cut way to distinguish guidelines in [3]. However, the
"certifiers" from "users" of a TP: interpretation of these bits is confined
only certifiers have a clearance internally to a single module which is
containing [tnJ. The rule that must easily modified. In order to support a
be enforced by the TCB can then be Clark/Wilson policy (as only limited
restated as follows: no individual combinations of the categories will
may be given a clearance that actually occur) this module can relatively
simultaneously contains the integrity easily be restructured to encode a much
cctagory for a transaction and the higher number of "data types". The
integrity and/or secrecy category of remainder of the kernel depends, for its
any data type contained in the label correct operation, only upon the fact that
for the transaction object. This rule the policy is a lattice. (In particular,
would be most easily enforced by the non-distributive lattices are
TCB the time some user was given a accommodated.) Thus, making the required
clearance as a "certifier" by ensuring modification to the kernel is an issue
that the user was cleared for none of primarily of routine software engineering.
the reserved proposed for it oy the
"certifying" individual). The following changes, all relatively

minor, would be needed to convert the
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GEMSOS TCB into one supporting a integrity are two different ways of talking
Clark/Wilson policy in a practical way: about the same things. Which way you

select depends upon the things you want to
"* the internal module interpreting talk about -- a "change of coordinates"

access class labels would need to be into the other system is always possible.
modified, as discussed above;
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ABSTRACT this point is clearly brought out in a paper by David
Clark and David Wilson CC + W]. However we use

Currently, an important concept in computer certain of the concepts from their paper as
security is data integrity. As early as 1977, there motivation for our integrity policy which is
existed formal models which incorporated integrity expressed in non-interference theory,
in an access control policy [Bibal, In 1982 Goguen
and Meseguer provided the modelling world with % tvto
their non-interference theory which develops
assertions based upon pairs of users [G+M], The model by Clark and Wilson [C+WJ
Furthermore Clark and Wilson [0 +WJ discussed the consists of a finite state machine which has a set of
concept of data integrity and the differences between constrained data items (CDI's) representing those
an integrity policy and those policies controlling elements for which integrity must be provided and
access to sensitive information, This paper takes siniiarly a set of unconstrained data items (EJDI's).
advantage of the flexibility of non-interference to Also included In the model are two types of
define a security policy for data integrity, procedures. The first type of procedure is called a

Transformation Procedure (TP) which can be viewed

Introduction as the typical state transition functions. The second
type of procedure is a Integrity Verification

A major concern of computer security is the Procedure (IVP), whose purpose is "to confirm that.
concept of data Integrity. Integrity considers the all of the CDI's In the system conform to the integrity
ability of a computer system to assure its users that specification at the time the PIP is executed." [C + W
the information It stores is not corrupted. This is p.189]. With a given set of procedures, they also
different from the access control policies [B + L used define a set of nine rules, partitioned into
for protecting sensitive information which have been certification and enforcement rules, to which the
studied intensely for the past decade. Unlike access procedures must adhere if the system is to provide
control policies which restrict access to data objects data integrity.
based on classification and clearances, an integrity
policy should discuss properties of the system which
protect the soundness and completeness of the stored
information. We do not concern ourselves with a
discussion of the differences in the two policies, but
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A key concept described by these rules is that of Th'[' non-interferenev assertion that We develop fbri

sep'aLh tio of duty. SepMraticm of' d0ty tIefeOrs to a intLe grity di 1k vs soMewh,|t from theo a ssvrtions that
system in which a state trunsition cannot be fully Guguen and Meseguer created. The difference lies in

executed by one user but requires the cooperation of the definition of purgeability of a user-command pair
two or more users to complete. A typical example of which in turn creates a difference in the purge
separation of duty is a business procurement process. function.
That is, one user requests an object, another user

authorizes the request, a third actually purchases A purging function is the key tool in
and revcives, until finally the original user who formalizing non-interference assertions. Given a

requested the object receives it, In this example a finite sequence of user-command pairu w, the. purge

company handling multi-million dollar objects of the sequence w is simply a certain subsequence of

certainly would not want one person to have the w. In our case, this subsequence of w is the one

capability of performing all the functions in the where all commands issued by u are authorized.

procurement process, It is this concept of separation That is, any command by u that is not authorized is

of duty upon which we will build our definition of an deleted (purged) from the sequence w. Formally we

integrity pollcy, say:

lief 1: A user command pair (ui,ci) L w is purgeable

Definitions with respect to u iff u = ui and there is not a user-

command pair (uj,ci) r w with uj = au and cj =
Let U be the set of all system users and C the "authorization command for u" and i < j.

set of state changing commands. For every user u e
U let a,, c U be the user who is designated as the Using this definition of a purgeable user-command
"authorizer" of any command issued by u. pair we get a recursive definition fur the purge

Informally, our definition of Em integrity preserving function:
system is us follows: l)ef: Let w = (ul,ce),(u2,c2),...,(uOn,co). Then for i

l)ef: A system (finite state machine) preserves 1.2,...,n we have l'urgeu:(UxC)* 4 (UxC)* where
integrity provided that for every user u c U and Purge0(0) = 0 and Purgeu((ul,cj),... ,(UneC))
command c c C, the command c, when issued by u l1urgeu((ui+ hci+ j),....(,))
does not effect the system until a,, authorizes c. if(ui,ci) is purgeable with respect to u

'rhe phrase "u does not effect the system" can or

be restated as "whatever u does is not visible by any (ui'ci),'lurgu0 ((ul + lCi + 1)1... (ti JJn))

other user" or, better yet "u does not interfere with otherwise

v" where v c U\{uau}. The last phrasing indicates a Informally Purgeu(w) will delete from the

relation to non-interference theory. However we will sequence w any command issued by u that is not
see that the clause "until au authorizes the later authorized by au. Notice that this definition of
command" will be represented in a definition for a purging is different from the purging performed in
purgeable user-command pair. We formalize our the non-interference definition in [G+M p.791.

definition using the notation of Goguen and Their purging function simply removes all user-

Meseguer in [G + Ml. Recall that w is a finite command pairs issued by u or removes those where

sequence of user-command pairs w = the command is from a subset of C. Our definition of
4U1.CI).(U2,C2X--..(u 1ncn) where ui e U and Cj r C. The purge is dependent upon the rest of the sequence in
family of all possible input sequences is denoted by determining the purgeability of a user-command

4UxC)*. The state of the machine determined by w pair.

from the universal initial state is denoted by [[w]].
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lven though the defintion ofour purge Function This seems to be a natural struchltrr to impose on the

is different fromn Goguen aind Mesuguer's, with on set heenuse of the management hierarchy which
extra assumption we can derive a purge function exists in the corporate world. We know that in many
which performs conditional non-interference. The instances a manager will not grant authorization for
assumption is: let any authorization command an action until various subordinates have given
issued by au authorize all previous cmnmands by u. their approval. This concept simply says that there
With this additional hypothesis, our purge function is a partial ordering on the set Au. Thus Au

behaves exactly like that of Goguen and Meseguer's determines an "authorization tree for u" with the

conditional non-interference purging. That is, members of Au as the nodes, u as the root, and a
Purgeu(w) = wlw2 where w = wtW2 1 and wl is the directed edge exists from ui to uj, with uhuj r Au, iffuj

longest subsequence of w which ends in an follows ui in the authorization process for u. The
authorization command and w2 = Purgeu(W21). We example below will help to illustrate this point.

will discuss more aspects of purging in a later
section, for now let us continue with our _ Suppose Paul, whenever he wants to publish

developement of datu integrity. Given the above paper, has to get the following approvals;

definitions wecan state the following: Will(technical advisor), Ted(division chief),
John(office chiel), and Fred(patent officer). If we

l'ollcy.1: A system (finite state machine) preserves assume that the jobs of Will,Ted, and Fred are
integrity provided that for every u e U and v e independent and an office chief is above a division
U\{u,u}) we have u does not interfere with v mudulo chief in the corporate architecture then APaul =
Purge, written {WillTed,JohnFred and the authorization tree for

u :I v mud Purges Paul looks like Figure 1.

III
out([[w]J,v,r) = out([[Purgeuiw)l],v.r)

for all w c (UxC)*. John

Generalizations t
Will Ted Fred

Upon examination of the above definition,

there are several ways one could generalize to ailow
more flexibility. Each generalization will be
summarized by stating a new definition for the
purgeability of a user-command pair and also a Figure 1

revised policy statement. The purge function will

also he different but that is implicit because of the Incorporating A& into our integrity concept yields
mew definition of purgeable. We have already stated the new purgeable definition and policy:

a generalization earlier with the assumption that all
previous commands issued by u can be authorized by Def 2: A user command pair (ui,ci) c w is purgeable

au with a single command, The most obvious way to with respect to u iff u = ui and there is not a

generalize is to say that more than one user needs to subsequence of user-command pairs beginning at

authorize a command issued by u. That is, let (ui,ci) which define the authorization tree for u.

ku = {x E U I x must be a member of the Policy 2: A system (finite state machine) preserves
authorization process for u }. integrity provided that for every u e U and v c

We postulate that the memhers of the authorization U\C(u}UAu) we have u does not interfere with v

st Au constitute a tree as defined in digraph theory. modulo Purgeu written
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u :1 v mod Purge0  u using command c does not interfere with v modulo
III Purge,,

outQt[wJ],v,r) = outi[[Purgeu(w)]J,v,r) written
for all w c (UxC)*. u,c :I v mod Purge u

Closely related to the previous generalization out(IIw]I,v,r = out([[Purge u(w)]],v,r)

is the capability of providing "group" integrity for al=w (UxC)*.

protection. This refers to allowing individuals to
interact with each other without worrying about
integrity, in other words interfering. Groups arise Remarks:
naturally out of the common practice of partitioning Clearly, we ought to consider the question: are
a project among several people. In this case we all the concerns of data integrity emcompassed in
would want all the people on the same project to be our policy definition? rhe answer is probably no.
able to interact freely without always having to For instance in [C +W] Clark and Wilson state nine
satisfy an uuthorization process. This is easily rules which must be satisfied to provide data
formalized by defining Gu = {uj I the integrity integrity. Some of the rules require procedures
concern between u and uj is void}. This which certify state transitions and data items; others
generalization does not effect the definition of a require procedures to identify and authenticate
purgeable user-command pair, and the policy is every user attempting to execute a transition. These
defined by replacing v e U\({u}UAu) in Policy 2 with v rules, certainly germane, arc not covered by our
c U\({u}UAuUGu). model.

The last generalization we want to make Our definition has the advantage of
concerns the actual command that a user issues. In formalizing, in our opinion, the notion of separation

particular, suppose that a user has to seek of duty, a concept of considerable current interest
authorization from two different sources depending and concern as pointed out forcefully in [C +WJ. To
upon the command that he performs. The use the theory of non-interference seems to be a very
combination of the earlier examples illustrates this natural mathematical environment in which to try
notion. That is, suppose Paul wants to purchase a to express the notion precisely. There is the
Cray computer. The procurement process involves additional advantage that the theory has been
someone with the capability to authorize the use of elegantly developed by Goguen and Meseguer,
corporute funds whereas the publishing process is Haigh and Young, and Johnson andThayer.
independent of money matters, This suggests that a
user u has an authorization tree for every different Moreover, we have described a different type of
command that he can issue. Adding this concept non.interferenee assertion. That is, a non-
leaves us with the final definition and policy interference assertion that does not purge like that
statement: of Goguen and Meseguer, nor does it act like a

conditional non-interference assertion. The reason
Purgreabl l)ef : A user command pair (ui,ci) e w is for this lies in the definition of the function Purgeu,
purgeable with respect to u iffu = ui and there is not As stated before, Purget, removes any occurrence of
a subsequence of user-command pairs beginning at an unauthorized command issued by u, whereas the
(ui,ci) which define the authorization tree for u Goguen and Meseguer non-inteference purge
issuing command ci. function removes all occurrences of a command(in a

Interit, Policy..: A system (finite state machine) certain set) issued by u and the conditional non-

preserves integrity provided that for every u c U and interference purge function purges only after a

v r. U\({u}tA{uc)UGu)we have specific occurrence, thus allowing previous
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unauthorized events to be effective. Hence we see Mitre Corporation, Bedford, Ma., April

that the "power of a ron-interference policy" (i.e. 1974.

how much interference is allowed) is contingent

upon the definition of the purge function. [Bibal Biba,K.J., "Integrity Considerations for

Secure Computer Systems"'
For the moment, suppose that, our purge MitreTR-3153,

function actually behaves like a conditional non- Mitre Corporation, Bedford, Ma., April
interference assertion. (Recall that the necessary 1977.

assumption for this example is that any command

issued 1)y au authorizes all previous user-command (C-+WI Clark,D.D. and Wilson,D.R., "A

pairs (u,e) in the sequence w). With this extra Comparison of Commercial and Military

hypothesis, the integrity policy is directly related to Computer Security Policies", Proceedinga

the multi-domain policyfMDS) for SAT which is of the 1987 I.EEE Symposium on Security

described in [II+Yj. The non-interference and Privacy, April 1987,

assertions in both policies look for an occurrence ofa [G + MI Gogue n,J A. and Meseguer,J.,

"channel", a path from the domain of user u to "Unwinding and Inference Cont rol",

domain d in the MDS policy and an "authorization Proceedings of the 1984 IEEE Symposium
tree" for user u issuing command c for our integrity on Security and Privacy, April 1984.
policy. It is interesting that these assertions not only

act the same way on commands but are considered to [H + Y] Haigh,J.T. and Young,W.D., "Extending

comprise the mandatory part of the overall security the Noninterference Version of MLS fhr
policy. SAT", IEEE Transactions on Software

Engineering,

Conclusion Vol. SE-13, No. 2, Feb. 1987.

In this paper we have developed a

formalization of the concept of data integrity, the

basis of which is separation of duty. Specifically we

formalized the intuitive notion of an "authorization

process" by defining a purgeabhe user-command pair.

From this definition we created a purge function

which in turn results in a policy for integrity. The

use of non-interference theory as a mathematical

environment in which to describe the policy, not only

allows us the capability to enhance our deflation

with aspects of integrity which may appear in the

future as our understanding of the concept deepens,

but also exhibits a relationship between integrity

policies and multi-level security policies already

developed in non-interference assertions.
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ABSTRACT RA isa Well Developed Science
What may still distinctly surprise many involved in the busi-

This paper describes a model for ADP Risk Analysis (RA) ness of ADP RA is that RA, in its purest sense, is a well
that was developed in response to the special requirements of developed, sophisticated, and evolving science. However, the
the military data processing environment typified by the De- business of ADP RA is not well developed, sophisticated, or
fense Communications Agency's (DCA) Joint Data Systems evolving. On the contrary. Little new or innovative work in
Support Center (JDSSC) in the Pentagon. The reasons why ADP RA is occurring at all.
more traditional RA models and methodologies have failed in
this environment are identified. The special challenges faced The science and the art of RA have been applied to other
by risk analysts in the military classified ADP environment fields over a significant period of time. RAs by professional
are described. This paper considers the needs of security man- risk analysts against a wide variety of complex systems have
agement officials for RA results in both a single-site single- been conducted. Notable among non-ADP RA efforts was a
system environment and the more typical multiple-systems study conducted to determine the safety of commercial nu-
multiple-sites environments faced by JDSSC and other mili. clear power stations [1]. The RA contained detailed examina.
tary commands. Finally, a methodology for RA is presented tions of the safety mechanisms incorporated into commercial
that responds to these needs through the use of multiple reactor systems, and it plotted the failure rates of individual
metrics, a standardized threat nomenclature, and standardized components (as well as related and dependent components in
reporting. combination) against the potentials for measurable leakages

of radiation. A highly quantified study, it has been widely
INTRODUCTION cited as an illustration of what the process of RA should be.

During 1987, work sponsored by the DCA JDSSC ADP Secu- As RA has evolved, organizations such as the Risk Analysis
rity Office (C703) resulted in the development of a RA meth- Society have greatly extended the types of problems which
odology for use by JDSSC ADP Security officials during RAs can be considered through quantitative methods, Non-
at World Wide Military Command and Control System bayesian techniques for evaluating risk have been developed
(WW•?ICCS) sites and other installations operated and man- and applied to a wide variety of problems not amenable to
aged by JDSSC. The JDSSC RA Guide (RAG) incorporates a deterministic evaluation.
model and a methodology for RA that is appropriate to
JDSSC's needs but somewhat different from other RA models Origins of ADP RA - Basic Mandates
being used in similar environments. While certainly not state- The business of ADP RA can be said to have begun with the
of-the-art given the science of RA, the JDSSC RAG was de- publication of Transmittal Memorandum Number I to the Of-
signed to provide practical guidance in the performance of an fice of Management and Budget's Circular A-71 [2]. OMB
ADP RA, not to define new methods for analyzing diffuse A-71/TM#1 required that all executive branch departments
risks, and agencies develop and implement computer security pro-

grams. Within this original guidance, RAs were explicitly
Unlike many other RA methodology results, the JDSSC RAG called for at all computer installations operated by or for the
RA results are combinable: RA efforts from distributed sites federal government "to provide a measure of the relative vul-
can be summarized over a large number of installations. This nerabilities at the installation so that security resources can
capability can be used to identify the types of "network secu- effectively be distributed to minimize the potential loss." RAs
rity postures" JDSSC requires. Also, the JDSSC RAG RA re- were required for all installations each time a significant
suits are abstractable, producing the level of RA reporting change occurred, or at least once every five years.
necessary for both low-level specific countermeasures and
high-level JDSSC policy decisions and budget planning. Both before and after the publication of OMB Circular

A-71/TM#1, the Department of Commerce published a series
While results from the application of the JDSSC RAG are still of standards and guidelines to aid federal agencies in the per-
tentative, they show great promise for the future. Current evo- formance of RAs [3] [4] [51. The requirements and specific
lutionary plans for the JDSSC RAG include expansions in the methodologies for RA have also been incorporated into a
guidance provided for Network RAs, automation of the model number of Department of Defense (DoD) regulations includ-
and the methodology, and the establishment of mechanisms ing [6], [7], and [8].
for effective Risk Management in a military ADP environ-
ment. The original guidance from the OMB has recently been re-

placed as OMB A-130 [9]. The requirements in the current
BACKGROUND 0MB Circular are only slightly more explicit than those origi-

nally contained in [2] - "The objective of a Risk Analysis is to
Before beginning any discussion of the DSSC RAG, It is ap- provide a measure of the relative vulnerabilities and threats topropriate to begin with a rapid review of why ADP RAs are an installation so that security resources can be effectively
performed, what is expected of them, and why current meth- distributed to minimize potential loss." However, the current
ods just don't seem to work.
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circular does allow for a variance in tile formalism of the ologies, tools, and models have in common is their diversity.
analysis based on tile size of the installation - "Risk Analyses Nearly every existing methodology, tool, and model has its
may vary from an informal review of a microcomputer instal- own positive and negative points [131. Few are compatible
lotion to a formal, fully quantified risk analysis of a large with any other approach. Nearly all are based on a purely
scale computer system." financial analysis of loss and cost-effectiveness of counter-

measures.
This softening in the requirement is perhaps in response to
the realities of ADP RA state-of-the-practice. Many ADP Considerable resources have been invested over the past ten
managers perceive ADP RAs costly, time-consuming, and of years in the performance of ADP RAs. A cottage industry in
questionable value to management planning. The next section the performance of RAs has emerged to service the ADIP RA
of this paper reviews the problems with ADP RA in more needs of the federal marketplace. Unfortunately, the diversity
detail, and the impropriety of the methods for ADP RA being em-

ployed have raised serious doubts about the utility of the proc-
REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS ess to ADP management.

IThe development of the JDSSC RAG generally followed the ADP RA results have been widely criticized for (1) their sizes
stages of the standard product lifecycle. beginning with an an - ADP RAs can produce volumes of detailed data of question-
analysis of the requirements that must be satisfied by the able accuracy or utility, (2) their diversity - managers are
JDSSC ADP RA methodology. Following this analysis, a num- faced with 'a wide variety of RA results from different efforts,
bet of ideas were prototyped for evaluation through their ap- and (3) their nature - the types of issues considered by differ-
plication to a live analysis effort. ent RA methodologies and models are different, and ADP RA

is highly dependent upon the personnel performing the analy-Purpose of Re lyang • .,ija sis.

The primary management benefit of an ADP RA is that the
quantified evaluation of risk (i.e., relative criticality based on Within the military environment, experiences in the perform-
some common metric - the basis of all RA efforts) :s highly ance of ADP RAs have been much the same as for non--DoD
useful as a yardstick of relative need. During the process, agencies. Unfortunately for the DoD, where the greatest rcli-
management also gains an insight into problems faced at sev- ance oil ADP exists, and where the most significant risks are
cral systern levels, many of which arc normally hidden be- faced, none of tihe methodologies for RA is at all appropriate.
cause of overall system complexity. Decisions to act based on Without exception, these methodologies, models, and tools
RA results assure the best use of available funding, where fail to properly appreciate the priorities of the military envi-
best is defined by the metric employed. If the metric emf- ronment. These priorities include elements that are crucial
ploy,.d iq dollars. then RA point,4 towards the actions that considerations in ADP RA:
make the best economic sense. As described earlier, however,
dollars are not the only possible metric, and other methods for I. Unlike mnost other federal agencies, the DoD ADIP systems
quantifying loss can be used in situations where fiscal eco- process classified information that must be protected to
nomics are inappropriate. the maximum extent possible. Military command and con-

trol systems process information vital to the national de-
A secondary benefit from ADP RA is the opportunity to reac- fense.

quaint staff personnel with the importance of the data proc-
essing resource to overall mission objectives. Through the 2. Systern failures in the military environment have implica-
identification of real and potential losses, the extent of the tions for national security, not just finance. The eventual
reliance on an ADP resource is rediscovered. Most, if not all, users of military systems include all military commands
User mission objectives are directly dependent upon the suc- and elements. Failures of different military systems have
cess of the ADP organization. In the absence of the ADP re- differing levels of implications.
source, no alternative means for user mission satisfaction are
available. The true extent of DoD reliance on its ADP re- 3. Policy decisions and budget allocations in the DoD are

sources is only poorly understood by most data processing made centrally. Current ADP RAs are highly system- and
professionals involved in supporting these resources. environment-specific processes. Thus, policy decisions

must be based on very detailed RA results.

Another secondary benefit from the process of RA is the iden-
tification of important dependencies. Seemingly unimportant 4. An ADP RA requires so much time and associated re-

resources and functions can play paramount roles in overall sources that the known risk posture within a single author-
system reliability. Within an ADP environment, the reliability ity or command (such as JDSSC) cannot be kept current.

of the entire ADP resource can be focused on individual Practical means are unavailable for keeping ADP RA re-
pieces of equipment and specific personnel. Even minor fail- suits up to date in a rapidly changing environment.

ures can have major impacts on an entire installation. Ramifi- 5. A significant level of expertise is required for the perform-cations of m inor problem s in the A DP environm ent can m ean n e o a qu lt AD R .Iti d fic tto p vde S f -disater foruse orani~tio~s.ance of a quality A.DP HA. It is difficult to provide suffi-
disasters for user organizations. cient guidance in the performance of ADP RAs that inex-

Problems with Existing ADP RA Methods and Models perienced personnel can produce useful results.

Many models, methodologies, and tools supporting (some put- Currently available tools JDSSC evaluated before the JDSSC
porting to 'automate') ADP RA have been prociuced and em- HAG was developed were found to be universally difficult to
ployed by different federal department and agencies [1i 11 use or tailor to specific environments, lacking in mechanisms
[101 1111 [12. These models of ADP HA, and the particular for maintaining RA results, and unable to produce both de-
methodologies supporting them, vary from agency to agency, tailed and abstracted results. The Los Alamos Vulnerability
from regulation to regulation, and from standard to standard.
$eemingly, the only thing that all existing ADP RA method- Analysis (LAVA) tool received from the National Computer
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Security Center (NCSC) was evaluated in depth. The evalu- against mission satisfaction are typically under- or over-
ation concluded that: emphasized by tile losses attributed to them.

LAVA can be quite cumbersome to use. If questions 4. None of the established methodologies allow for sufficient
within its automated questionnaire are answered incor- comparison or abstraction of ADP RA results. ADP RA
rectly: no mechanisnms exist for their specific modification, results must be comparable across systems and installa.

tions and must be easily, intuitively, and quickly under-
2. While LAVA's extensive automated questionnaire quite stood by laymen.

well addresses the areas within its scope, no mechanism is
provided to address issues outside of the defined areas. 5. The maintenance of ADP RA results is not well supported
Non-addressed areas included TEMPEST, office automa- in a very dynamic and networked environment. No provi-
tion, personal computers, Operations Security (OPSEC), sions exist for rapid calculations based on 'what if' scenar-
and word processing. ios against risk analysis results, or for the dynamics of an

environment with rapidly changing threats and assets.
3. the report LAVA produces is difficult to read, and con-

veys less intsight to actual security conditions than does an 6. Risk Management (tile continuing identification of risks,
annotated copy of tile input questionnaire upon which the and the corrective actions taken in response to identified
report is based. Vulnerability ratings are presented with no risks) is not sufficiently emphasized by existing tools or
description of their basis. methodologies. Some tools include no provisions for Risk

4. LAVA is based on assumptions about the types of threats g

to which the data processing resource is exposed. For this 7. Even within a given methodology, RA results tend to vary,
to be reasonable, other assumptions must be made ahout aind even strong methodologies can result in ADP RA re-
the scope of the analysis LAVA is ablc to support. sults that are inconsistent with prior studies in the same

installation. Strong guidelines for the analysis techniques,
JDSSC's analysis of LA\VA, the National Aeronautics and scope and categories of investigation are needed to ensure
Space Administration's (NASA) Sell Analysis Guide consistent ADP RA results.
(SAGUD), and I .ancc I lof rman's RISKCALC, among others,
have resulted in the following conclusions about available To a large extent, the methods employed cause the problemns
,,\LP RA methodologies and tools: with AMP RAs. [14] stated that "The majority of computer

security risk analyses have used annual lOSS expectancieS
1. Noile of the examined methodologies or tools provides suf- (ALEs), a method well-suited to and used by insurance com-

ficient comparison of RA results across different systemi'ts panics," Must methodologies examined compute the ALEs
or installatiuns, in terms of dollars. lHowever, dollars are an inappropriate

2. None of the examined methodologies or tools adequately 1measure of many risks faced in the military environment.
Noneof the eiasiuesd missionologiesfactio or ino rmuatin Losses of classified information, or of the implications ilher.
addpreise. tent in potential failures of critical defense ADP systems, just
compromise. cannot be stated in terms of "dollars lost" per instance or per

3. The tools examined are not sufficiently flexible or expand- year.

able to be useful to Jt)SSC because of the dynamic nature [14] also concludes that the science has been hampered by the
of the JDSSC ADII environment, lack of available, appropriate metrics to apply to intangible

4. None of the examined methodolooies or tools allows risk losses. 114J further identifies means to analyze diffuse and

analysis results to be collected and accHumuLlated across in- undefined risks. Both [141 and t151 discuss the need to better

stallations for strategic planning and abstract analysis. apply the true science of RA to the problem of ADP RA
through non-bayseian techniques. However, in the analyses

While tile failings of particular tools and methodologies differ, which led to the production of tile JDSSC RAG, the problems
no existing tool or methodology seems to solve some prob- with thle techniques used to compute risk (ALEs) were seen as
Iemts: less indicative of why current models have failed to be useful

than the problems obvious with the techniques used to com-
I. The value of classified information is difficult to quantify. pute specific loss. It was felt that dollars lost were an cx-

No reliable method exists for determining the value of tremely inappropriate way to express the potentials involved
classified information in the general case. No formula is in classified information compromise and in denial of service
possible that factors in the real value of classified infor- for crucial military AD13 resources.
mation to a potential adversary.

,t RA
2. The values of assets are not identical in all instances. The Although highly quantified computer security RAs have

value of classified information when compromised, for ex- tended to become quickly overbearing, unquarttified analyses
amtIple, is much greater than the value of classified infor- face other risks. Unless supported by some form of quantifi-
mation unintentionally destroyed (e.g., in a fire). Valu- cation, findings of vulnerability and recommendations for
atlon must be as a function of the threats an asset is countermeasures and safeguards are reduced to opinion and
exposed to, a point missed by most, if not all, established conjecture.
methodologies.

It is in the quantification of risk that RA derives its benefits.
3. Losses experienced doe to 'mission dissatisfaction' can in- Qualitative assessments of security (physical security, techni-

elude a decrease in U.S. defense readiness. Threats which cal security within systems, and administrative controls, etc.)
might affect mission satisfaction are difficult to quantify by experienced analysts usually identify many weaknesses for
realistically. As a result, RA findings that imply effects which remedial actions can be recommended and reasonably
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supported. Unfortunately, no budget is sufficient to allow im- can be made about where action (new or revised policies. etc.)
plementation of every safeguard that looks attractive or which is most needed. A second important consideration for JDSSC
seems necessary. In the military environment, as elsewhere, is the need for a methodology that can allow security manage-
many reviews have been conducted based on this "best guess" ment officials to realistically compare problems across sys-
approach, resulting in recommendations which may not have tems and installations and to make summary decisions at the
been the best application of available funding. policy level based on this information.

(16] warns against the qualitative approach to computer secu- Personnel responsible for budget allocations have only a lim-
rity: "Security Measures are cost-effective only when the ited understanding of the details of each system supported by
losses that are displaced are significantly greater than the JDSSC. These officials must be provided with summary infor-
[cost of thel security measures." Although individual prob. mation that can be rapidly assimilated without reviewing vo.
lems are easy to evaluate on their own merits, the "common luminous reports or detailed calculations. Techniques for ADP
sense" approach quickly breaks down when applied to many RA results abstraction are needed to support high-level man-
concurrent problems. The problems facing management may agement decision making.
also be extremely complex and require a deep understanding
of the specific situation to appreciate the need for any reme- Prior ADP RAs performed against JDSSC systems have identi-
dial action. Only by somehow quantifying risk can different flied major risks. Recommendations for the implementation of
problems be realistically compared and decisions made about countermeasures were based on the findings, and actions were
safeguard implementations really supported. [16J recomi assigned to different organizations to ensure that risks were
mends that analysts "do a comprehensive job of problem defi- mitigated. Follow-on reviews revealed, however, that in
nition and gross quantification before attempting the imple- many cases ADP RA recommendations were not acted upon,
mentation of computer security measures." and that risks identified during analyses were still present

when the next analysis was performed. JDSSC needed mecha-
Min Lil&Rqir=M.t2 nisms to provide for proper Risk Management. A system was
While several ADP RA methodologies are in use, most were needed to ensure that ADP RA results were acted upon in a
intended for application to non-defense systems, where eco- timely manner and that dependent situations (where multiple
nomics plays the major role in management decision making. actions were needed to respond to single risks) were success-
JDSSC's special challenges are not satisfied through any fully tracked.
methodology or tool demonstrated to date, in part because
many of the situations it faces do not lend themselves to a In the past, JDSSC has attempted to perform RAs according
purely financial analysis. Safeguards over classified informa- to defined methodologies and guidelines published by various
tion, for example, are difficult to justify by dollars saved. De. sources. There have been problems in applying standardized
fining the JDSSC RAG first required reviewing what the techniques to JDSSC systems, and the standardized tech.
JDSSC environment required, niques have not fully met all JDSSC requirements for ADP

RA and risk management. These problems fall into four major
JDSSC manages systems critical to national security, distrib- categories:
uted across a wide geographic region. Its mission includes
support of (1) the National Military Command Center I Technology. JDSSC is involved in state-of-the-art applica-
(NMCC) supporting the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of tion of available technology for secure networks, secure
Staff (OJCS), the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), systems, office automation, and classified wo,'d processing
and the National Command Authority (NCA); (2) the Alter- systems. Mechanisms needed to evaluate these types of
nate Military Command Center (ANMCC); and (3) a wide systems are not included, incomplete, or not expandable
variety of smaller and more specialized operational, develop, or modifiable.
mental, and research systems and networks (both local and
wide area) supporting critical defense needs. In the near fu- 2. Comparative Results. JDSSC management must be able to
ture. classified networks, office automation, and classified compare results obtained from analyses at one installation
word processing systems will probably become even more not des e obtai port o mpar installations
prevalent than they are today. Due to this variety of support are difficult to use for this purpose.
areas, JDSSC's most important requirement for ADP RA is
for techniques sufficiently flexible for each of these diverse 3. Results Abstraction. The budget allocation process must
types of systems and which allow identification of the types of be supported by information that is brief, concise, rapidly
risks each faces. In practical terms, and because some of the understandable, and that does not require a detailed un-
automation security requirements for networks (as one exam- derstanding of the systems or specific problems involved.
pie) are not full), defined today, the methodology must be ex- In most of the tools and methodologies used, the results
pandable. are presented in lengthy reports which contain detailed

Some systems managed and operated by JDSSC are subject to computations, none of which is suitable for IDSSC.
security requirements based cn their processing modes. 4. Risk Management, Mechanisms are needed to ensure that
JDSSC systems process classified information at various lev- ADP RA results are acted upon in a timely manner and to
els, and each level is associated with increasing requirements track progress toward planned goals. No current tools or
for computer security. The ADP RA methodology required by methodologies sufficiently provide for this need.
JDSSC must include provisions for these types of considera-
tions. In general terms, the concepts involved in ADP RA are rela-

tively simple. Problems are diszovered, the assets involved are
Security management within JDSSC is centralized. Any rec- valued, the frequencies of occurrence are determined or esti-
ommendations must be based on identification of the most mated, the losses are computed, and countermeasures are
critical problems among all JDSSC systems so that decisions
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postulated and analyzed. Problems often arise, hIowever, in diet losses or the cost of recovering them. Postulations of po-
applying this relatively simple concept to the JDSSC environ- tential losses are hypothetical at best. Real disasters are
mont. The problems arise from unique aspects of these sys- messy, worse-than-worst-case, and wholly unpredictable. An
t1iTmS and from shortconmings in a number of popular method- installation with an excellent fire safety program can be de-
ologies and tools. strayed by fire immediately after receiving a clean bill of

health from the local fire marshal.
DESIGN OF THE JDSSC ADP RA METHODOLOGY

What then do ALEs represent, if the real costs associated with"The JIDSSC ADP RA methodology's basic requirements are disasters cannot be reliably established in advance? They rep-
that new approaQhes be develop)ed to account for the failings resent the magnitude of the potential or risk. Problems or
of the currently available methods. The JDSSC RAG is de- threats with high ALEs are more important than those with
sinced around an approach for quantifying "risk" that does low ALEs. Only in this relative and qualitative ranking do the
not depend upon dollars as tile sole measure of loss. numbers employed in the process have their place.

MAI' RA RiAk Model Management has a limited budget and a limited opportunity
Earlice. we reflected on the sophist,cated work being donle to for positive change. ADP RA techniques indicate where im.
analyze diffuse risks by professional risk analysts outside of provements are most needed and where resources can best be
the ADP' field. Others have described how these methods applied. That is all. In the situation described above, manage-
might be more appropriate than the more simplistic model at ment would be wrong to assume that, by setting aside the
r.isk nearly all AI)I RA models employ. The ADP RA objec- ALE for fire every year. that they would be covered in the
tise is not. however, the most accurate portrayal of the true event of a fire disaster. They would also be wrong to assume
extent of risks. Mandates require only the accurate ranking of that any safeguard costing less than 27K annually is cost-
reltiv risks to tile ADP resource. effective. This risk must be compared with others, and wshat is

F:or thle prp)OSes of an AUP RA (done quickly', and with ov possible to mitigate those risks which appear most threatening
Fthe ptQirposs J Of an Ato Ad quantify result,,), tled 1wOith ky f must be postulated. The relative cost-effectiveness of counter-imk1i~ted aIV oNt a f t inieto qUa it fyI ' resilts). Q the Model teasures must be assessed against the most relatively serious

risks. In many cases, doing anything to reduce either the like-
appro1 ri~ratc and is :ertainly quite adequate: lihood or the potential impact of identified risks may not be

RISK .l. = AFll \ SLE cost-effectivc. Their identification is still important.

RISK A.lE Annua; Loss Expcctancy. A measuIre of the Tlhe value of the process lies not in the exactness of the fig-
e.tcnt of the danger from a given threat. ures employed but in their magnitudes, reasonableness, and in

the relative ranking of problems based on their consistent ap-
ll1: A,\nutal F:reqoen\.y Estimate. I low oftetn ii plication across a range of situations. There is a great desire

ivlen tlcg•lve event is expected to o,.cur. for techniques and "truly scientific" methods to overcome the

Sll Single L.oss Estimate Some measure of ex- vagaries of the ADP RA process. These desires spr;ng from
actl' sshat tihe results of that negative event fears that tile actual number': employed in ADP RAs are unre-
will be each time it occurs. alistic. The feats are justified Real numbers could never be

produced in advance. Even close estimations are difficult at
IhC 11t00C)l a1lt0\\. C\ealIation and relative ranking of ite.ati,,e best. Exper'iencles with well known threats (Courtney's five
,.'c(t, lthrcits). It is beyond the scope of this paper io debate major sins. etc.) tend to support the contention that, through
the KhdantaicL, a i at i nlCrtlnisC models of risk. Suffice it to sy quantification, a rcasonable qualitative ranking can be
thai VCe helim ,e lhat this modlCl in its most general sense is achieved.
o,,t It:tetit t'o this arplication, and that its inlccuracics ariecwell

hid len b\ the fallalcic., inherent ill any attiemrpt to quatllify Increases ii the accuracy of tile values for assets (and tile
thrCeat freqerncies or tile true loss that will be experienced in other- assunmptions such as threat frequetnciesi do not increase
any disastcr tile accuracy of the process. Quantified ADI R.As are per-

flormed to avoid the only alternative, a best-guess qualitative
Al[' ,A__._il_ s _Evaluljjý ranking of problems. Guessing (i.e., estimating asset values,
NItrumters arC used in an AD)P RA not to absolutcl) quantify threat frtequetcies, andcl relative degrees of exposure) is still
the exac:t risk. but rither to relatively rank ri.,ks. As a reidilt, required, but is plerformcd i-- limited v:iys. Upper and lower
and becaluse ol tile inaccuracics built into any evahlation of bohrds for tlte guess , at:" provided as, for example, statistics
risk. the process of AI)D' RA is at the same time highly qltili- for threat frequetctiCs and equipment purchase costs. The
tdtiC (i.e.. jttdgtcnitalI ;lntd tlquanttitltivC (i.e.. based ot nit- methods ield 9,.eCrally supportable rankings for problems
bers, I r, id r'. tand ig Cxact lv %hit tthe results of an ADPl RA that calt be intUiti ely ranked, and they increase the confi-
ellort meanl land \hill thev do not) and howv these results call dttcne in the rautkings of less easily understand problems.
',uoppont ritk mitig•ntion is important. Without an appreciation
ot thle inaccuracies of the process, misconceptions are prob- Li. Analysis NMetr Qi
able In nearly every appli ation of the traditional RA model to

ADIF RA. tile SLE ad the RISK ALE are demonstrated as
A\ tttjor mruiseoniception atan occur ý ien risk is expressed as a dollars. During the analysis preceding the development of the
liuure, att AI.E. [or example, ait ALE of S27.000.00 due to JDSSC RAG. however, we ,,ondered if other measures of
lires in the L,-rrtputzr roo1 t must be taken with a truckload of "risk" might also be useful wvhen dollars (as a measure of

\alt. .o istallkttion (still standing) loses this mucht every year. loss) ,vere inappropriate. Those areas where financial analy-
I:vcn a iibeCrl interpretatton IthC figure divided by the likeli- ses are most inappropriate are information compromise and
hood ot a fire vielding sotie figreU for tile potetntial dattage a systett downtime. Alternative metrics were devised and ap-
fire i, likely to caie i, Unrcaiistic. No study catt exactly pre- plied to a lire analysis effort as an evaluation of their utility.
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Inforil...-mon Comnpromise: A metric for information com- 65 .- Information exposed to high speed terminal devices
promise was based on a qualitative review of elements of the with local storage capability.
compromise threat. We decomposed the threat as the inherent Information exposed to high speed terminal
risk associated with the classification level of information - without local storage capability, devices
(Top Secret data is inherently more valuable than Confidential
information), the extent of the compromise '.necd to know vio- 4 Information exposed to low speed display terminals.
lations are less severe than a leakage from Tip Secret to Un..
classified), the extent of the loss (a little data is less valuable - Information exposed to high speed hard copy termi-
than a ereat volume of data if the other factors remain the
same), and the utility of the compromised information (auto- 2 Information exposed to low speed hard copy termi-
mated media at high density or high speed) is more useful nals.
than paper Output. 1 - Information exposed on paper only - not automated

IFor information compromise, the SLE is computed as a for- media.

mUll: The scale allows high risk exposures in an automated environ-

SLE C x E x A x L ment (i.e,, high speed data leakage in a digital form away
from the facility) to be afforded more importance than less

C A Multiplier based on the highest classification of inherently risky losses (i.e., improper handling of paper me-
data which could be exposed. Note 1. dia). In practical terms, and given the high degree of "noise"

E The percentage of the total volume of data (contained present in possible attempts to glean useful information
within the system being examined) that is exposed to through the examination or" monitoring of an automated sys-
thI threat. Note 2. team, the sdale reflects variance in the potential that an adver-

saren could gain sufficient data in an appropriate form for
A A multiplier based upon tile avent1e through which automated or manual analysis to actually discover something

the information is exposed. Note 3. useful.

L The number of classification levels over which infor- Through this metric, loss is expressed as an abstract number.
ndtiOn exposu~re occurs. Note 4. The actual units (CIEALs) were sufficiently obtuse that the

NoteC_ . Classification multipliers were established on an or- term 'Abstracted Units' was employed in reporting the values

der of magnitude scale to allow the formula to be biased ap- comnputed for various situations. While tie scale produced

proximately equally ,ctwcon a small volume of highly classi- may not be uniformB, since more serious problems may not
fied data ar~d a large volume of less highly classified data due result in a SLE value sufficiently high to reflect their true
to the ;nfercnces possible throught volume and the probability import, the formula has resulted in a reasonable relative rank-

of classification through aggregation. ing of problems, which was the intent. It also satisfies the
basic objectives;

•pt 2.L.• Exposure. a factor applied to all formulas in the
jDSSC RAG, is used to apply granularity within undefined 1. Risks associated with information compromise across both
assets, such as system information volumes. discretionary and mandatory controls can be computed

and comlpared.
. The Avenue multiplier was originally devised as a

measure of the bandwidth of compromise (volume over 2. Situations that involve exposure of classified information
speed). In practice. the data required to accurately compute to personnel with no need-to-know will rank lower (L=I)
bandwidth is generally unavailable or difficult to COnIpute, than situations associated with the compromise of infor-
and a rougher meatsure (the 1vcnuC multiplier is described mnation across levels (L1!t.1).
belo\%) was employed.
No4.L Thc number (if levels is a multiplier to describe the 3. The greater the number of classification levels crossed, the
-r - Tll eathr the risk. The higher the bandwidth (as estimated
increasing loss potential as information is compromisedacros ticed toV11I' poenia greater thersk
aCross need to know (level 1) and classification level (Confi- via the 'avenue') the greater the risk.
dentimil to Unclassified ik L.evel 2, Sccre, to Confidential is 4. Situations involving highly classified information will tend
l.evel 3. etc.) boundaries, to have higher risk values than situations involving less

Because .'\l)P s stems are vulnerable to compromise of infer- highly classified information, unless the Volt,1me (as esti-
mation through various types of mechanisms, the metric in- mated via the exposure) of less highly classified informa-
eludes an AvenueC Multiplier to allow the speed of leakage to tion is sufficiently great to overcome the order of magni-

hc contidcrcd: tudu emphasis of classification level.

10 - Information exposed over high-speed communications .,ission Dissatisfaction: Some ADP RA methodologies at-
lines to remote installations, tempt to place an overall value on the ADP organization, er

on the overall value of the user organization. In the military
9 - Information exposed to local automated piocesses on environment, the approaches used to value the mission have

high speed media. been inappropriate. resulting in dollar values for "mission"

8 - Informatiotn exposed to local automated processes on that are much too high, while still missing the vital factors

lower speed media. which must be evaluated.

7 - Information exposed over low-speed communications Mission values are sometimes based on salaries (of all person-
lines to remote installations. nel), equipment costs, or annual budget allocations. All tech-
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niques in use to place a financial value on "mission satisfac- tremely complex and the analysis of potential per-hour or sec-
tion" as an asset result in enormous numbers. These ondary costs much too time-consuming for manual tracking.
numbers, in the presence of even relatively minor risks to Also, the rapid ADP RA performed to testbed this metric dis-
ADP resource availability, result in potential loss values covered risks applied equally across all surveyed resources. In
(based on the percentage of potential availability unrealized or a more detailed analysis, the use of both of the formulas de-
percentage of mission unsatisfied) that can justify nearly any scribed above may be possible and appropriate, In the rapid

safeguard that at all reduces the potentials for system down- ADP RA performed, however, the metric for downtime losses
time. Vast savings appear possible 'through applying expen- was considerably simplified:
sive countermeasures to reduce downtime potentials by min.
uscule amounts. SLE (in hours) - D * E

ALE (in hours) AFE * SLE
For commercial organizations, a case can be made for "mis- D - the downtime length possible (in hours)
Sion satisfaction" valuation as a function of the overall organi. E = the percentage of system resources (normally 100%)
zation's reliance onl the ADP resource for revenue. In a mili- aflected by the threat.
tary environment, however, the competition is not economic
but strategic. The value of a command and control system Downtime losses are computed as annual hours-lost figures
cannot be estimated as dollars per hour nor can downtime be for all situations involving the potentials for downtime.
comp)uted in terms of dollars lost, Downtime losses are much Analysis using Multiple Metrics: In use, the use of dollars,
greater conceptually than in financially. "Abstracted Units" (for information compromise) and

Any metric of mission satisfaction must consider system avail- "hours" (for denial of service potentials) resutlts in three rank-

ability. Mission satisfaction for an ADP organization is best ings of problems discovered during an ADP RA. Problems can
described as the highest degree of system availability and thc be ranked according to those with the greatest potential an-
lowest decgree f downtime. Any mcric which attempts to par- nual costs, those with the greatest potentials tor information

tray thle "losses' associated with system downtime must ap. compromise, and those with the greatest potentials for system

pr::ciate the realities of such situations: downtime. These rankings are useful both in isolation and in
comparisons with one another.

1. Downtime losses for systems differ according to the
criticality of the resource being examined. In a computer Different problems will tend to be shown as most important
rootl containing multiple resources, only a subset of these according to each metric. Specific situations will entail losses
resources is absolutely critical. Others (development syq- in more than one metric, For example, in a fire the systems
tEms. etc.) could become unavailable for significant peri- may need to be shut down (downtime), the components may
otis of time without appreciable impacts on the overall burn (dollar losses), and unauthorized personnel will have to
mission. be granted access to the computer room (information compro-

mise). When the relative rankings of these problems (accord-
2. Downtime losses are not linear. A downtime of four days ing to the various metrics involved) are considered, however,

is much more thon four times as damaging than a single the potentials for information compromise (based on a rank-
day of system unavailability. Secondary losses begin to ac- ing in the face of other information compromise potcntials)

rtAe as organizations which rely upon the resource are un- quickly diminish, while the potentials for denial of service and
able to satisfy their needs. Initial per-hour figures may major dollar costs (again as relatively ranked within these
escalate as the iength of unavailability increases. scales) become apparent.

01.1r oi ginal tihoughts led us to the following form1ula for Countermeasure evaluations are also dif;'erent in an ADP RA
losses associated with system downtime: model which employs Multiple metrics. The traditional dol-

lars-saved per dollars-invested cost-benefit analyses can also
ALL = AI-E\1 NI (D)D) be "abstracted units saved" per dollar invested or "hours of

ALL = Annual "Risk" downtime saved" per dollar invested. Although the metrics
AF: = Frequency of the situation involving downtime employed make it more difficult to state with assurance that
,I = A necasuire of the criticality of the system "cotintermealsture .x is cost-effective," they do point out which

D D Iownitime length. countermeasures are more relatively cost-effective. Again.
relative, not absolute, ranking is facilitated. Comparing prob-

Real costs (personnel costs, etc.) were estimatd as dollars lemns or countermeasures across metrics is purely subjective. It
lost with an appreciation for the secondary impacts of lengtly is impossible to state that a problem in information compto-
denials to various users: misc is more or less severe than a problem with availability or

real costs. Each problem is important on its own merits.
SLIL = AFE * D * (C + (CI + C2 ...))

Risk Management
S LE = Dollar costs associated with downtime. An ADP RA is useful only within a program for managing
C = Cost per unit of downtime (Note 1.) risk. Risk Management is a responsibility of senior manage-
C .2 = Cost escalation based on downtime length. tient in all ADP installations as a part of everyday business.

Note 1. Cost per unit of downtime must be computed based A periodic ADP RA supports this process but cannot in isola-

on the user population dependent upon the resource. This user tion satisfy the need for a systematic program for Risk Man-

population must be identified b.sed on the users of informa- agement.
tion produced, not merely by the number of user accounts. Risk Management is applied to any system that faces risks. In

In actual use, however, the survey of user organizations re- software development, for example, one of the major manage-

Lumired to actually quantify these loss potentials proved ex- ment programs that must be implemented is a Risk Manage-
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ment program to deal with the threats to the software design 3. Risk Mitigation. A response to each identified risk should
and development process [DoD-STD-2167]. Although the be decided based on an understanding of both the risk and
management of an ADP installation is a venture with signifi- the costs of alternative responses. Risk Mitigation is the
cantly more inherent risks than those faced during software development of appropriate resposes to known risks.
development, few installations have formalized their risk man-
agement approaches. As a result, management is quickly 4. Risk Monitoring. After a response has been decided upon,
overwhelmed with problems, and a fire-fighting approach to its implementation and effectiveness in use must be moni-
ADP resource integrity and reliability management is inevita- tored by management.

ble. These steps remain the same for any system and should be
Problem identification and evaluation occur within the context quite familiar to anyone in Configuration Management. A

of specific disasters, The minimum actions absolutely neces- problem reporting system is required; and the status of the

sary to resolve current situations are considered and acted analysis, review, approval, and implementation of counter-
upon without considering root causes or long-term effects. measures (corrective action) is regularly recorded and re-

This approach to management is the state-of-the-practice in ported. Our analyses snow no reason to modify this system,
ADP organizations that face rapid change or a significant and we incorporated it directly into the JDSSC RAG.
number of regular threats. Ironically, it is exactly this environ- Risk Management aids management not only in terms of what
ment that would benefit most from a formalized risk manage- decisions and actions must be taken but also in terms of how
ment program. those decisions are made. Courtney's [unlcomnion sense rec-

Effective management actions in any system correspond to ommencdations for consideration of losses before countermea-
Risk Management. Management determines new programs, sures are implemented by such an approach. Once estab-
initiatives. and corrective actions based on informal perccp- lished, such a system facilitates control to a greater degree of
tions of the severity of the problems addressed or averted, detail than is hulmanly possible without formal tracking.
Even high-level budget decisions are based on an informal JDSSC RAG METHODOLOGY
understanding of cost vs. benefits.

Risk Management is only the formalization of the process of Once the basic model of risk was established, the other re-
effective isag onlthe formliza oftirb thscoveproess ofg quired elements of the methodology were developed around it.
oneectiemanagement. Too often, problems discovered during Summarization methods were defined from both the defined
one ADP RA remain to be rediscovered during the next. Too defined and a standardized list of threats. ADP RA results
often, problems are qualitatively perceived to be minor until combinations (the prelude to true network ADP RA tech-
crises occur. Too little action is taken too late in response to niques) were defined based on percentage of losses due to
these problems. In other cases, minor problems become lost nhres) were d in asedon percenagloss due to
in the system and are never dealt with or responded to. Prob- threats by metrics, an a iproach which allows different AgP
lems or risks considered too minor will be ignored. Rapid RA scopes in different locations. Finally, the analysis stages
evaluations of potential risks ignore some potential impacts. were defined to allow both standard problems, thuse typically

The extent of interdependencies within an ADP organization found or expreted in nearly all ADP installations, andi non-

is generally accepted but poorly understood. In some cases, standard problem;, those unique to the Specific environment

decisions are reached regarding the need to respond to needs, and which may have never before been encountered, to be

but effective action,s to implement these decisions are not identified and analyzed.

taken to the depth necessary for effective problem resolution. Pnn
The dc,.tails of implementing policy are muLlCh too voluminous The clements of the scope of an ADP RA should be agreed
for1- the Currett methods of control and monitoring. ADP RAs Ul)On in advance us should the schedule for interim reporting.
conducted at JDSSC installations have revealed numerous The results of this planning should be in writing-
cases of incongruities between policy and actual practice, or
between high level decisions and low level implementations. Tlhe first phase of performance defined in the ,L)SSC RAG is

scope identification. The scope of an ADP RA has three elc-
Formalizing the existing management system of control in re- meats; physical, technical, and administrative.
sponse to the volume of problems and the details of the imple-
mentation of responses is necessary and long overdue. To Within the physical scope, the specific facilities and areas
identify how that formalization can be achieved, we reviewed within those facilities to be reviewed are identified. The list of
how Risk Management works in well-defined management external and well known threats to the facility in general are
controls such as those mandated for software development, agreed upon in advance. Areas to remain unaddressed (e.g.,
Risk Management consists of the following steps, each of overall facility problems, grounds, etc.) should be explicitly
which is conducted %ithin a formalized tracking system: identified.

I. Risk Identification. Problems are identified several ways. It is unproductive to repeat some analyses performed many
ADP RAs identify man) problems in a short time. Other times before. It is unlikely that moving an existing computer
risks are identified the hard way - after the fact. Finally, facility (the only possible response to some of the "risks" con-
many, problems are recognized by management during sidered in many ADP RAs) can be justified based on external
day-to-day operation. factors like the risk of flooding, earthquakes, volcanoes, or

great hurricanes. Given the frequency of ADP RAs it is also
2. Risk Evaluation The probability of risk, its potential in- unlikely that prior analysis results in' these areas will need to

pacts, and any and all contributing factors must be identi- be adjusted (for continental drift or the global greenhouse ef-
fied as quickly and as completely as possible after a risk feet) very soon. It is only necessary that these factors be un-
has been identified.
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derstuod once - before the facility is built. The JDSSC RAG RAG provides a starting point for this stage of the analysis,
recommends that prior analysis results be consulted for this including a structure for interviewing that concentrates on the
information if it must be republished at all. identification of duties, responsibilities, and reporting struc-

ture.
Within the technical scope, the actual systems to be reviewed
are agreed upon, as is the depth of technical analysis to be Qualitative reviews employ standard mandates, including the
applied against each system. Within JDSSC, other initiatives EDP Auditors Association's Control Objectives - 1980. Using
exist to review risks to ADP resources and to grade the vul- established mandates limits the types of subjective judgements
nerabilities of technical security mechanisms. Within other that can lead to contention. Within JSSC, analyses are o'so
agencies, programs for contingency planning, application cer- made against established mandates including JCS Publication
tification, and ADP MIS may provide significant inputs to 22 and DoD-5200,28,
these types of analyses if they are necessary. In this area, it is
imperative that scoping be performed based on an under- Ouantification and Analysis
standing of the materials available for analysis. Attempting to After the qualitative review is completed, the quantification
perform application certification, inventorying, or contingency process begins. Standardized threats and national statistics for
planning within an ADP RA is inappropriate. Unless sufficient those threats are employed. Most problems have well-known
tracking mechanisms exist, reviews of the technical environ- countermeasures. Those without well-known responses re-
ment can be extremely time-consuming. quire more in-depth analysis.

Finally, the organizations to be reviewed are agreed upon. In Each problem is associated to a set of threats and recorded on
specific cases (e.g., the ADP Security organization, the Opera- standardized forms. The potential losses to each threat (in
tions organization), the actual organizational structure and re- each appropriate metric) are computed and recorded.
porting mechanisms can become threats to the ADP resource. Countermeasures are analyzed in terms of their impact on the
While many may disagree, the organization is itself an expen- losses to each threat in each metric. Note that the countermea-
sive (and continuing) asset, and it tnay itself be at risk based srsaeeautdo hi w eisadidpnetyosores are evaluated on their own merits and independently of
on threats management is exposed to. problem-specific losses. Problem-specific loss estimation is

Oualitative Review useful only for problem ranking. The mapping between coun-
Once the scope of an ADP RA has been established, the sec- termeasures and problems is less than exact; one problem
ond stage of performance can begin. A qualitative review of may require multiple countermeasures, one countermeasure
the installation is performed. Questionnaires are distributed to may apply to a number of specific problems.
site personnel, and the answers to those questionnaires should Summarization and Abstraction
be available and reviewed prior to interviews, Site reviews and The set of quantified loss potentials and countermeasure
tours are required for all involved in an ADP R.A. analyses are input to the final stage of the analysis - abstrac-

To a large degree, the JDSSC RAG methodology draws from tion and summarization. The results of this stage are used to
the already available successful and positive elements of other report the ADP RA to management and to allow ADP RAs to
methodologies for ADP RA. LAVA's excellent questionnaire be combined across installations.
is incorporated, as are rhe questionnaires from AR 380-380,the WWMCCS RAG, and the NASA AD? Risk Analysis Problem-specific losses are first combined to produce losses
Guideline. The JDSSC RAG provides guidance as to the most by threat within metric during the last phase of the analysis
appropriate audiences for each element of each questionnaire, described above. Next, the percentage of loss attributable to

apprprite udince fo eah elmen ofeac qustinnare, each threat within metric is defined. This effort should alsoThe areas where contentions or differences exist between dif- result in the identification of the most serious problems (for
ferent copies of identical questionnaires can provide valuable r the itin e f thicmost seriots repor
insights about where problems exist within an ADP installa- major threats) within each metric. The summarization reportLion.contains these percentage of loss by threat within metrics fig-

ures and illustrates them by summarized descriptions of the
All involved in an ADP RA effort are required to tour the most serious problems for each metric. Countermeasures
facility and make their feelings and impressions known to the which are the most cost-effective are also contained in the
other members in writing. While all ADP RA members can be summary report.
expected to see similar things in these unstructured reviews,
each will see each thing differently and will spot problems The summarization report should contain all of the informa-
missed by all others who perform the same review. This tion required for ADPA results combination. In practice, the
'touch and feel' element of an ADP RA cannot be eliminated JDSSC RAG may need to be adjusted to increase or change
and is a large part of the value provided through the analysis. the information contained in the summary report.
ADP RA remains dependent upon the people performing the Pie charts were used in the testbed ADP RA to illustrate the
analysis. Personnel with the right backgrounds and level of losses attributable to major threats in each metric. A list of
generalized experience required are needed. the percentage of loss by threat is listed to contain threat per-

Structured interviews are conducted from the bottom up in all centages too minor to be visible within thew pie chart. While

reviewed organizations (as well as within organizations not graphical representation is seen as an important feature of the

being spec~ifically reviewed). Iterviewing from the bottom up summary report, other representations of the information are

maximizes the productivity with personnel at higher points in still being researched.

an organizational structu'e whtere experience is concentrated. FUTURE EXPANSIONS
Interviews are conducted not to learn of the standard threats
to the ADP resource, which should have been identified The JDSSC RAG was delivered in December of 1987. It re-
through the questionnaires, but to learn of other and non- mains far from optimal, especially in terms of the level of
standard threats the ADP resource is exposed to. The JDSSC
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guidance it provides to inexperienced personnel. Future ef- lems facing ADP management officials in the military envi-
forts will concentrate on making the JDSSC RAG easier to use ronment.
in locations where specific expertise in ADP RAs is not avail-
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Abstract subsequent modifications, and ongoing monitoring of a system.

As the number and complexity of computer systems grow, the need Therefore, the need for useful risk assessments and tools will become

for useful tools for performing risk assessments of these systems will more urgent as the number and complexity of computer systems grow.

become more pressing. In recent years, there have been several attempts to Although a variety of methods have been proposed and are currently in use

automate the risk assessment process through the use of questionnaires and for performing risk analysis '11, 2], many are difficult to apply efficiently.

menus. Some of these are implemented on personal computers for wide In recent years, there have been several attempts to automate thi risk

availability. Although these techniques offer an improvement over assessment process through the use of computer-driven questionnaires and

completely manual methods, they are often either cumbersome to use menus. Some of these, including RiskPAC, RiskCALC, RISKA, and

because of the wealth of information that must be laboriously extracted, or LAVA/CS [3 1. are implemented on personal computers for wide

inadequate for deriving a sufficiently accurate risk assessment. availability. Although these techniques offer an improvement over

We have been Investigating a new artificial intelligence-based approach completely manual methods, they are often either cumbersome to use

to standardizing and automating the risk management process that will because of the wealth of information that must be laboriously extracted via

enable the analyst to produce risk assessments that are less costly, more lengthy questionnaires, or inadequate for deriving a sufficiently accurate

uniform, and less prone to subjectivity. Central to our approach is the risk assessment due to their focus on component replacement cost.

concept of determining the risk to information as It is used in the system, With a goal of enabling risk assessments that are less costly, more

rather than the replacement cost of hardware and facilities. A four-level unif oon, and less subjective, we have been investigating a new approach

abstraction hierarchy for classifying system components and assets Is used to standaidizing and automating the risk management process, which

as the basis for constructing system models. We then determine risk to incorporates artificial intelligence techniques of representation and

informational assets according to three primary criteria of security value: reasoning to model a computer system, its components, and the asset

confioentiality, integrity, and availability. A model of inlnrmation ur;agec in usage within the system, The approach draws on research in artificial
tie system is then developed to analyze thie security risk for Ule complete intelligence, which has led to new methods of representing symbolic

information at different levels of abstraction. Frame-based and object-

information system, oriented systems, in particular, are extremely powerful and versatile

Introlduction techniques for describing entities symbu.lically and embedding thcm into
hierarchies of related entitles. We are exploring the use of these methods

The development of an effective security program is critically lor cotnstructing representations of a computer system's components, so

dependent on the application of risk management to the initi'al design, that we can model their interactions. In addition, we will be using
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System Model REASONING
Dr b•se s TRANSLATOIR Analysis I fik I
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Menu Co:to COMMAND DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE

USER TradeofT FILES Security

I-.#Reasoniing

~ysts~ dZ Rquirmensultsh
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Figure 1. Architecture for a knowledgo-based risk management system.
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advanced techniques for reasoning about imprecise and uncertain As mentioned above, the security requirements of an or,-anizatlon's
Information, such as the theory of fuzzy sets, to better describe the risk assets can be classified into three primary criteria of security value;

involved in a complex environment, confidentiality (protecting an asset from harmful disclosure), Integrity
We have developed the concept for a knowledge-based expert system (protecting an asset from modification), and availability (assuring that

to assist in the risk management process. The current proposed information is available when needed). The value of a primary criterion of

architecture for our system, described in (5], is shown in Fig. 1. 'Illis a particular instandation of an asset, as it were, may or may not correspond

approach has these primary features: to the value of the primary criterion of that asset itself. So, for instance, in
the example used above, assurance of the availability of the particular data

"* It is based on multiple, high-level computer graphic models of the file containing recent transactions !s not necessary in order to assure the
system, so that fewer detailed questions are required, many availability of the information itself,
relationships can be derived automatically, and all of the input data The intuitive inverse correlation of availability and confidentiality can
can be checked for consistency, be demonstrated clearly using a partikular attribute of the instantiation of an

"* It minimizes the requirement for sophisticated risk management asset according to our formulation, For example, if we consider the
knowledge and leads to more uniform results. attribute of number of copies of an asset, we can show that the risk to

"confidentiality rises as the number of copies rises, while the risk to
d It consider all aspects of comprehensive risk management, availability declines, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. Integrity risk has a more
drawing on multiple underlying knowledge bases for expertise complex curve, shown in Fig. 2b. Ilia integrity of an asset is at greater
about he domain, risk of compromise as the number of copies rises (in the absence of

Central to the design is the security schematic, which is a model of the countermeasures, such as matching the copies against a master), yet the

security requirements and attributes of the system based on an underlying risk also increases as the number of instantiations approaches zero, since itsecurity~~~- o beureet lowe thtante the risk tote basedilabilndelyin
model of the risk management process. The requirements are broken eannt be lower than the risk to availability.
down into the three basic or primary criteria of security value -
confidentiality, integrity, and availability - and drive all of the system's
reasoning. The underlying knowledge bases or hierarchical data bases RISK Confidentiallty
contain taxonomies of risk entities, such as assets, threats, vulnerabilities,
and countermeasures, as well as banks of questions, similar to the ones
found in automated questionnaires such as those used by LAVA/CS.
These questions may be selected dynamically by the system as needed,
rathor than mechanically through a laborious, step-by-step process. The
reasoni•g module, or inference engine, controls the operation of the
system, and includes the capacity for generating and analyzing security
requirements; building and maintaining models; selecting appropriate
parameters, questions, and data from the knowledge bases; and analyzing A v &[l sb III,

the trade-offs necessary for efficiently managing risk. Despite all this
complexity, the user interface portion of the system presents a palatable set
of views of the system's model and analysis, as well as dialog windows, Number of Copies

which allow the option of querying or modifying any part of the Figure 2a. Risk trade-of is based on number of software
knowledge bases textually or graphically. insantlatione of an Informational asset,

rnformatlnnat A=ete

Traditionally, risk assessments have locused on the replacement value RAK
of the hardware and facilities of a system. Indeed, the risk assessment
methodologies sanctioned by various government agencies, such as that
described in FIPS PUB 65 (6), are also bas•ed on this approach, Although
it Is undeniably important to Include direct physical losses in a
comprehensive risk assessment, the greatest risks to any computer system
by far, and those that are hardest to quantify, are the compromise of the
informational content of the system, rather than the system components
themselves. We have therefore concentrated on quantifying and
expressing the risk to the Otformational assets of a computer system, We
view the definition and evaluation of informational assets as central to the Number of Copies

task of adequately assessing system risk. Figure 2b. Integrity risk tends to the maximum

Informational assets (which we shall sometimes refer to as simply of confidentiality and availability risk.
assets) refer to the actual knowledge or information that is valuable to the
organization, such as customer names and addresses, not the instantiations An asset has a number of attributes that must be specified and
of thaL iniformation, such as data files containing customer names and understood clearly before its Informational value can be established. These
addresses, Th, distinction is a subtle but important one. We are include attractiveness to threat agents, perceived value, possible outcomes
concerned with ensuring the security of the information, rather than a (undesirable events that can befall it), and the sum of all other attributes, Its
particular Instantiation of It, For instance, if a disk containing records of actual compromise value, which is an expression of how much is lost if its
recent transactions crashes and Is lost, the tnrbriation may be recoverable sjecurity, as measured by one of the primary criteria, is compromised. To
from a backup copy, or by reconstruction of the lost records. determine asset value, we must develop a methodology for considering

these tightly interrelated attributes.
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INFORMAIOQN Types: Names, dates, figures, Compromise Value
documents, ideas, programs, Security requirements
processes Confidentiality

•Integritym
* AvailabliiyN _

SOFTWARE Functions: Tanster Transformation Storage
Types: Systems Applications Data

Flies
Records

MEDIA Functions: StorneR

Types: Tapes, hard disks, floppy
disks, printouts, paper,
punch cards

HAHQ3AEE Functions: Transfer Transtlrmtalenn
Types: Tape and disk drives, Processors

workstations, terminals,
printers, cables, wires

Figure 3, Abstraction levels oi assets and components.

Abstraction Levels of Assetsand Conigrrents levels, For instance, customer names and addresses (information) may be
recorded in a database (software), stored on a disk (medium), and accessed

Although intfontational assets are the primary entities needing through a disk drive (hardware). Threats and their actions; operate il tihe
protection, and drive the determination or security requirements. wec .annot environmient of the component levels, alld counternceasurms are
assess the risk to assets directly, nor protect them diectly. Instead, we implemented there as well, although informational assets may be the

must consider the system and the environment in which the intbnntation is ultimate target; of those threats.
processed. It is also useful to classify system components according to

Accordingly, we have developed a tlur-level abstraction hierarchy for functionality with respect to assets processing in the system. The
classifying assets and system components, illustrated in Fig. 3. At the functions perf'olned by an informiation system can be divided into three
lowest level are the hardware components of the system, such as ihe CPU, broad categories: storage, transfer, atnd transformation, If we are to model
tape and disk drives, prinutrs, and cables. These are generally fixed in asset usage in the system, It Is essential to understand these dtree

place physically, and are the base on which everything else operates. The functions, the relationships and differences between them, and the ways in
next level comprises media components, which sit oin the hardware which they are perfbrmed by the system's componxnts.
cotnponents, but tend to be less fixcd. txsanliles of medii components are Figure 4 depicts a matrix showing the different functions associated
tapes, disks, and printouts. T'he third level, software, includes files. wnth various components at the three lower abstraction levels. More
databases, and programs, which exist in the environment provided by tOe infomnation is contained here than is immediately apparent. For instance,
hardware and media levels. At the highest, most abstract, level are t•te although both hardware and media comnponents are used for storage,
informational assut:; tlhemselves. It is at this level thatt asset value aid hardware storage typically tends to be short teot, whereas media storage
security requirementes are determined, implies a lontirer tenn. Storage itt soliware, meanwhile, has ac differvnt

Inlformational assets can have instantiationrs at each of ite eomnxpnent meaning, because the software compotnent used fbr storage resides in a

Storage Transfer Transformation

Drive',
Workstation, terminal,

Memory keyboards ProcessorsHardware Bufferr Printers
Cables, wires, conduits

Tapes

Media Disks
Printouts
Paper

DataSoftware Files System Software Application Software

Records
Buffers

Figure 4. Functional component matrix.
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hardware or media component. These distinctions, are invaluable in
modelling system usagec and in assessing the fisk associated with the
systerm and i ehd o n.msngta ik important aspect of this activity is the identification of asset transfers I he ethds finnimiingtha frsk.and utilization. The information from this stage is used to derive

Moldellinnvgvstem Conroninants ase compromise cost by component.

3. Identifying vulnerabliteiesr associated withi t/icsystem comp~onents'
Basedl on the preceding discussion of assets antd components, it is and countermeasures for neutralizing or minimizing those

clear that an accurate. comprehensive risk assessment for informational vulnerabilities - component vulnerabilities that expose the assets
they process arc de~fined, anid countermeasures (CM) are identifiedassets must entail a model rif the components in a computer system arid that can be used to redue or eliminate asset exposure.

their intcnactions, overlain by anl asset usage model thaot describes the
processing of Information by tli. system, Likewise, an automated system 4. Identifying threats to the system assets hisased on knowledige of'
foir assisting in the risk management process should be capable of threat agents and their actions;, specific thireats arc identified that rmay
constructinig anid utilizing such modeis. ex~ploit a vulnerability of the system to compromise the security of

an asset. Included are. both noon-human or unintentiontal threats suchWe are currently developine the framiework for such at systemi. A as component failure. and intentional threat action,; such as
required step is to create a component Iibnaiy, consistittg of data structures
ditl represent knowledge atbout systemn components. As the information 5. Analyzin the likelihood and severity oftpossible th reat pathts, and
contained !in thte library becomes riciher, Vic skill offlie system will identifying the outcome ofit/reat aclions, - possible and likely path.%-

At abasc lvel hoeve, lbray ettris mst nclde he ypeby which threats could access and compromise assets are analyzed,itmprove. Aabaileehwvrlirrenremuticuedey-Valong with the outcomes Lind consequences ensuing from Lach.
aitd futtetion orfith componentt witht respect to botit the processing of assets From this analysis, overall risk of comtpromise to systett asset,; eats
and its links to other system componetnts. be asssesscd.

Thle user of such alt autotmated system, as we etnvisiotn it, would select 6. Prsntn aswninary of system risk that ofrssai-gi'gtrd packages
predelbned coniplottenl frotn thfe library arid link thtetm together into atdsrbdI em fcssadbnje the results offtite risk
fnt~itttotiat itd phiysical model offth system using existing CAD/CAM anialysis are presented to the user in die form ofa risk summary artd
tools, which provide graphic disppltys that facililtate initeraction atid enhanuce graphtic descriptionts of vanous .,afeguard alternatives with their
utiderstatnding. d~ litmativelv, dite user would be able to definec novel eos~benefit trade-offs. Specific sttuations; representing tit( htighest

risk arc idcntilfied.cottponctits and include thetin itt the miodel, as well as entier them into the
library, The stages 01 model-basedl risk mianagemenlt are portrayed fitt Fig. 6.

Int additiion to a libiaiy of systent comfxittemtts. It will he necessary to In die next section. we present a decsetiption of a kirowledge-based systeto
devetop data structurcs to represent the inifornnaltional assets that tneed that. assists its this process, with some suoggestions for its implctettntation.
Plvl~ioiU nit frootl coniprorttise. Wi th lltec. tite user would Lhe able to
coniitttct ;iti inkirml~n ion flow tiodel it) illustrate thfe processing of assets oou ~ o ii

thirough dite systett, which would be Itresanted as anothter graphtca viwI-r
of die systeim. The three graphtical views described here arc illustrated in Fmo'
Fig. .co

Assets ~ i~l C5i CLie s
FUNC.TIONAL PHYDS5AL INFORAMATION FLOW

A.

dtnirly I Ivoiuain 9 ils.:,s k1f,2

I1 :: O~O fi D [ý1 !1ii :1 1 ant in

Figure 5. User viaws of systam models. .PQQUr G

Thiiatomtiated system would thlen atpply thle user's nmodel ot sysii!Ill L~kIulnoyiiois unr~o -rs ~rcrn
de-sign ittd asset usageI cotnbincdl with its kntowiedge of the component -2~l

characteristics anid the security requiretments ofii th se ts5t, to identify Figure G. Model-based rik management.
comiipomtctt vulnierwbilitiom withi respect to tlite assets and to propose jjj~gidSsi' o ntllr~~j*.lse
adequate counteflicitsures for dealing with ithem. A____________________for _______ I Aset sag

Wel5V sunietltizehretestgsofrs mrg tacodnvt h Useful methods for syrbolically representing !itnowledge have
alroe mehodoogy:evolved from research In artificial Intelligence. in an object-oriented

I . Bud/ding a model of t/c system under reviewv -- dhis is, donie representatiotn, each entity is represented as an object with valious
graphically, usinig schtematics and othier diagrams. In this stage, uttributes. But, each object may he a metmber of one or more classes of'
predefined components are selected ftrom cxisting datti bases,obetwhchaetrius feronrddeobc lsesreloadditional novel compottents that. may be preusetit are defincd, and ojcswil aeatiue fteron tdteojc lse ieas
the compnextints tire structured into a complete system derinitioti, objects, and may thus be members of'other classes, and so on. Thlis
which includes the functions; of and relationships between formalism allows us to build hierarchies of objects which can bV
components. Phe system is tnen checked for cornsistenicy and constructed to correspond to actual hilerarchies of entdties in the domain

2. Identifying the' assets processed by tie system and their value, being described. Objects may inherit attributes or values from their parent
taking into account the consequential value of asset compromise - classes, and default values may be speiFied for the attribute value~s.
the informiational assets processed by the systett are identified and Various processintg methods can be used with object,% Including triggering
assessed, and the outcomes of their compromise arte specified, An actions based on tie value of the object's attributes,
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We are currently dcsigning an object-oriented system for represent ing about networks. Each of the specific network implementations (leaf
arid reasoning about system components and ascse usage. Hardware, nodes) would have a component library entry, and the higher level nodes
media, arid software, as discussed above, are examples of object classes in would have library templates filled in only to the appropriate level of dctail.
such arepresentation. Onc attribute shaircd by the oremberi of all of thcse Examples of portions of these library entries are shown in Figs. 8a, b, andt
classes is function, ice., storage, transfer, or transformation. Conversely, c. Note that cach successive nodc down the hicrarchy inherits information
certain classes, such as hardware, may' havc attributes, such as physical from its parent node. Thus, the knowledge engineer who builds the
description, size, capacity, and location, that are. not shared by other hierarchy does not have to enter all thc information for cach node, reducing
classes. The value of specific attributes also may vary within antohject effort and the potential For entry errors. Additional and more speci lie
class. Those objects with similar attilibutes can he grouped into subsets. information can be added for particular nodes, as shown.

The input and output ports are critical attributes in representing the
transfer of assets within is system. At the hardware. level, thesc may refer r1YPa o NEwrwO~:
to actual hardware ports or terminats of the component, whereas at tite Baseband
media level, they refer to the hardware on which the media reside, sarid for Broadband
software, to the input and output capabilities of the soflwate ecnmponent. CMWNNM PePE:
integrating the representation of the attributes of the various component Coaxial cable

levels is the key tn creating ans asset usage mondel of tlie system. Twisted pair
We are designing tite system so that it will lead the user through the Fiadlo

risk management process by constructing a model or set of models of theFieopc

systernunder consideration, including tite physical layout, functional, anid NumdaER or TATKwA5:
inloi-nuaton flow diagranis described above. Since the graphical objects inlDT AT
these views irc representations of the underlying objects ofithe knowledgeI Mbpa
base, die user is actually builditng at mlodel of the systemn itt Ithe computers,- 5 bp
memory. 'rThe user would be able to switelt fromn otte viewv to another at 11l Mbps
will, and modify tr query tie knowledge base interactively mitnt atty view, 20 Mbps
while the syslent would guide the user thiough thils timodel-bailding phase Figute Ba. Network object entry.
anid check lor ilisc.ilg or incontsistent itnlonmtation. Ilime expert systemn
would use these graphic tmodels to derive infoiniatlon about, the security of Suppose the user indicates., perhaps by rnileking tlit mouse ott a
die system, iniferritng most relationships directly. It would then walk the ietework icon on the main model-building display. that the systemn under
user through a dialog requesting additional Infomiation not explicit itt those i'eview ltcludes a network, Tite expert systerr could then present a nteim
views and suggest values for risk mnatagement paratuienir. This miethod of network typecs. It might even display this In the loonl shown iti Fig. 7,
ensures die accuracy amnt COnlSisteny Of 010 antalysis, facilitates w'ith cormnon defaults highlighted as indicated, andt allow the. user to
modificationi, anid closely resembles tie miethod risk mtuitigenitiltt browse through the tree anid select a node,
professiontals use to perforner risk cessessmtemits, if the user then selects the node labelled "Ethernet,' the network

specified by the usor as becing part of the sysent selmenialic ttiodel is now
Llkifll~lu] e leI)Ut1-LEaLLUIJ identitiied as an Ethernet, and is associated witht the inibmi11atiolt conttaitted

We nw pmntaspcifc eampe toill~trte ow he ropsedin die compottent library about E~themeics, as well ats tie infonti ation about

systeinmtiight work. 'The ktnowlegi aemyhcuei hierarchical bsnlok rdntok nntl

structure, such as dithat in Vi. 7 showing tlire lcprcseritmiort ol knmowledge

Token ontentio otno Ctr

Figure 7. Network krnowledge base hierarchy.
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TYPE OF NETwow: PACKET SIZE:
Baseband Must be between 56 and 1518 bytes area 141. In addition, taxonomics of thc various components of such a
Broadbaznd TOAmEGHO AL;nodel m-ust bc developcd. It is especially important to create better

CHANNEL TYPE: Max 2500 meter$ quantitative and qualitative methods for measuring risk and analyzing
Coaxial cable trade-offs, and we intend to investigate thc usc of reasoning methods front
Twisted pair L1ENGTH OFINDIVIOUAL CABLE SEGM.ENTS: arttificial intelligence and traditional %ourcca for this purpose. For etamlope,
Radlo Max 50 metors estimates of thc likelihood of agivcn thrcat action occurring arc often
Fiber optic NuEAO ONCE AL EMNS necessarily imprecise. Fuzzy set theory provides tools developed

NUMBER OF STATIOS: Max 5 specifically for reasoning with imnprecise infornmation. atid can be utilized !in
Maimmot104MEDIUM ATTACI-iMENT UNITS PER SEGMENr: this case. We also must design easy-to-use and represcentationallIy adequ ate

DATA RATE: Max 100 per indiv. cable segment u ier presentat ion attd intcrlfacc methods. We plan to putsue all of rhcse
I Mbps ise n18 n 99
5 Mbps LENGTHOFIJEDILIM sTHANXICIVER CABLE: isustt98an18.
t0 Mbps Max 50 metors
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MODELING SECURITY RISK IN NETWORKS

Howard L. Zohnson
Information Intelligence Sciences, Inc.
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Abstract This paper addresses the complex subject of
risk analysis in a distributed system. TheDistributed secure systems also have distrib- approach follows the lead of National

uted security policy and unequal security Computer Security Center (NCSC) Yellow Book
risk. The n-squared problem (addressing (3] guidance for assigning Orange Book [4)
security interface of n communicating nodes, division and class and it also extends the
not just the directly connected ones) and the ideas of Landwehr and Lubbes (5) to distrib-
cascading problem (creating greater risk by uted, heterogenous environments. The recently
connecting systems of differing data exposure available Trusted Network Interpretation
levels) are primary sources of difficulty in (TNI, [6]) provides some guidance for eval-
distributed system risk analysis. Landwehr uating and accrediting heterogenous networks,
and Lubbes described factors for determining but TNI emphasis is on "single trusted
Orange Book evaluation criteria in complex systems." This paper thus describes a method-
systems. This paper expands on their approach olgy for determining security (sensitivity
by adding network risk propagation rules. The and uriticality) requirements in complex
model presented here is applicable to evalua- networks.
tion of sensitivity requirements (preventing
unauthorized disclosure) and criticality A system security policy must cover all of
requirements (preserving system integrity and what is internal, plus external communica-
availability) in heterogeneous networks. An tions interfaces (logical as well as
automated analysis tool has been developed, physical). This follows from and expands the

Orange Book concept of the primary external
interface as the human "user." The concept

Background covers all "external subjects," including
humans, computers (e.g., hosts), networks,

The authors discussed issues of network and other components or other systems.
distributed system security at last year's
conference (1]. There the ideas of Biba (2]
and others were used to propose a criticality The identification/authentication policy must
approach similar to that used when protecting cover each of these external subjects and,
sensitive information, which is the primary using access control capabilities, determine
objective of current security policy and what controlled information can be received
requirements (see Figure 1). Also discussed from and sent to each of them. There must be
were techniques of system decoumposition, an label consistency or a mapping technique must
approach which deals individually and in be defined that ensures proper protection and
combination with the elements of very large integrity. In some Aystems it will be neces-
systems. sary to maintain accountability to the userlevel, even though the user interface is with

an external system. Sometimes the policy
will require accountability only at the
interfacing system level. The interface

""ritrra policy deals not only with the physicalSEnxltivuty Criticality interconnectivity, but also with all pairs of
TF.~pic • (Exhtlng Bas) (Proposed Eahancesnenta communicating entities. This is the so

Protect Cuasifladdaz misslonData called N-squared problem (Figure 2).
Conroi~rData. Proceuses

Phrotet Dclou re Los C o f niD tegrit
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Figure 1. Network Security Elements policy of the Air Force.



Phtysical Network Connectivity SecurityPolicylnwrfacc When we consider the security policy from an

overall system level, it must be assured that
all component policies are supported through-
out the system (including both physical and
logical interface). Further, there may be
policy dictated at the system level that is
over and above the policy that exists at the
individual component level, and this higher
level policy must also be supported.
Finally, there is policy at the system level

Figure 2. N-Squared Problem which concerns the system's interface with
the outside world, and it must be ensured
that this system level policy is supported by
the components that interface with the out-

Sometimes data are passed from one external side world (external subjects to the system).
system through the system of interest to
another external system (Figure 3). Policy Security RiSk

must ensure that required protection consis-
tent with a mutual interconnection policy The goal of a security program is to prevent
exists at the interface. If the systems are the disclosure of sensitive information to
nodes of a network that receives and delivers unauthorized sources and to protect the
encrypted data and if a mandatory sensitivity integrity and availability of the systems and
or criticality level separation or a discre- the data critical to mission operations.
tionary "need-to-know" or "need-to-modify" This goal is accomplished through the process
exists, the appropriate security labels and of risk management. Risk management attempts
access control lists must be shared between to:
the two systems communicating data. The
network need not necessarily be aware of o Identify, control, and minimize the
these labels and lists. occurrenco and effect of uncertain events

that would compromise the security goals
Each network component has a unique security
policy (even if it is no policy). This o Obtain ane maintain the authority
policy may be more strict or less strict than for approval of operations involving sensi-
the policy of the other components. tive or critical data and/or funotions
Inclusion into the system might increase the through a Designated Approval Authority (DAA)
risk associated with a component due to the
cascading problem (Figure 4), wherein the o Facilitate information system
range of security levels in the network may management throughout the system's life cycle
be greater than the accreditation range of based on security requirements and protection
any component. levels.

Risk Modeling is a method of correctly deter-
-Elujau mining evaluation criteria for specification,
MandatoryPolicy design/development, and accreditation pur-
Discretionary Policy poses. This paper presents an approach which

C -e Connmon LvelsSupported extends Yellow Book and Landwehr-Lubbes
User Trusled or Untrusted

Allocation of Rtporoibililics methods to complex networks.

•montlencn

in QuCSdtis Yellow Book Guidelines - The National
Component i Cotmpncl i + I Computer security Center developed the Orange

Book to identify protection requirements
Control associated with a gradation of risk levels.

4--• To assist in the assessment of risk level the
41-] NCSC also provided the Yellow Book guidance

FTFF -(CSC-STD-003-S5, illustrated in Figure 5).S~The Yellow Book considers these parameters:
0 4---- the maximum sensitivity of the data to be

1Z Li User protected by the system: the user with the
minimum clearance level who potentially has
access to the system; and whether or not the
system was developed in an open or closed

Figure 3. Interconnection Policy environment. A closed environment exists
where there is adequately secure design and
development with proper configuration control

*Thenetworkconnectionh11w; and assurance. Yellow Book risk indices
created arisk of introducing (exposure levels) are summarized in Table 1.

TS TS infotmation into a C-S system The Yellow Book guidelines also make recom-

mendations on security mode of operation
S, wmwýbased on the degree of exposure (maximum data

sensitivity level minus minimum user
clearance level). Data exposure in a
dedicated mode or system high environment is
by definition zero, and in controlled or
multi-level environments the potential

Figure 4. Cascading Problenm exposure is equal to the separation between
the high and low levels being protected.
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Local Proc. Commn.
Max Data Min Uer /M ium Data Sensitivity Snsitivity Clearance pSP~occ•Coupling

Minimum Risk
UserT nL oCpability

Symi~tn External
Mod Risk

ýDatal E pton suremej •, igr
Orange BookA )i vis ion/Clasi

Enio nmen i)se Figure 6.
r BoLandwhr-.Lubhcs Added Criteria

Table 2. Process Coupling Risk

"[.'•j 'e n CommunicatioI~n nltlam Path

ISApAhhNi2y S.- A• P 3. I,'A No- D )i
(,ne-wy) (1-w-AY) Conan-tio ([.AN.DI)N)

ligiirc 5. Yellow Book Approach I. mccvs +tmly Tcrnnn 2 3 4

2. iftaicCliVjc Ternutud

(fihed functio)4

3. I'Prra nStbe .l7icic
(Accss cviaPC,* 4 36

Table 1. Exposure Levels progna'n-W h-1)

.Minimuin risr Clearance
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 Table 3. System External Risk

, err5 /-Itt1tv I N C" S " S/B I " S IS i W NICt 2

P cucgu C .mpling Risk
(1 l)0 O~r Ciijalhilay (F.I n a.14c 2)
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1. ()11put-Iony kSU h'f 1 4 5 7

2 I 2 I t
2 1 i-ewntI g 5 6 7 4

4 S. .1- 4 1 2 1 0 1.t1-Utllagaiii uie - 6 7 8

IS orS.2 5 4 3 2 1

", I + i 6 5 4 1 2 I l 1 able 4. Orange Book Levels

7 IS + .. 7 6 5 4 1I r - - - _'l _ _ t-n R isk

3 4 .1 6 ?7 1 -

ItI| CI" C (*l 1"11ci. C. c'I C2_

1 "1'(13" C2 C'2 1 C2 Cl1iffI It[I II

Landwehr - lubbes Approach - Ir order to try 2 C2 (2 JIII il JL 211 111!14 -2

to loosen t-he Strict guidance of the Yellow , 1 at II I U( 2 It, 112 :,5I 11 It ,;1%.1

Book and to consider other variables, the 4 HI B2113 III 113,A, A1 At As

Iandwehr-Lubl_:- approach uses the fact that 5 U.1liA I ..At A*
different users possess different capabili- ___

ties, thereby potentially reducinc the -

identified risk and criteria levels. In 7

addition to the data expou;ure parameters of
the Yellow Book, this approach considers the
user capability, nature of the coamunications Table $. Maping Syulm Sluk uilng Irtltlttt" Dt'iuon
path and local processing capability. Thus, Symm V.Idr,,d 1
users may be categorized by risk levels. (nticatily

Expanding on the previous figure, Figure 6 D..... 4 -'"

shows the addition of the Landwehr - LUbbes - s - . ... L
criteria which combines systera risk with data o . C" (" C CL ___ -

exposure to determine criteria levels. The C C C - t. It *
matrices for determining process coupling 2 a a H k It 41

risk and system external risk are shown in 3 a a I U i. If
Tables 2 and 3. Table 4 shows how to use data 4 it o H A A A A
exposure and system external risk levels to A A
arrive at an Orange Book evaluation criteria
division and class for sensitivity.
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Security Risk in Networks. Data exposure and trusted absorbing either if it is not trusted
the Landwehr-Lubbes criteria appear to be or if it is trusted but merely acts as a
equally applicable to criticality. Table 5 store atnd forward switch in the communioa-
can be used to determine the appropriate tions system, taking no responsibility for
division (A, B or C) of criticality criteria. the labels or the policy associated with the
Prototype evaluation criteria for criticality communications.
divisions are described in (7]. Factors for
applying the risk methodology to criticality propagation of minimum user clearance is
as well as to sensitivity are described defined similarly; however, note that the
below. The method presented here, including direction of the one-way rule is reversed.
rules that utilize the Landwehr-Lubbes Both of these rules apply to criticality as
matrices, accounts for the propagation of well as sensitivity, with the exception that
risk in networks. the directions of the one-way rules are re-

versed in both cases. In criticality we are
Network Corcatenation/Propaation Rules - It worried about writing and activating, and
was an objective to follow the principles of less worried about data exposure.
the Yellow Book and it also seemed that the
essence ot risk in the distributed system To enhance the Landwehr-Lubbes criteria, we
problem was embodied in the capabilities further expand the criteria used to interpret
possessed by the remote users. Before these a complex path to determine the matrix value
rules could be applied it was first obvious for "communications path" to use in the
that the cascading effect of both maximum process coupling risk matrix (previously
data sensitivity and minimum user clearance given in Table 2). These additional criteria
would have to be dealt with. Further, the are given in Figure 9, where trusted
communication of a user with a remote absorbing node and one-way are defined as
computer system might not be only through a before. Two-way is defined as in the
variety of communications links, but also original Landwehr-Lubbes paper, where there
through systems that may or may not be is a two-way store-and-forward capability,
trusted and may or may not take responsibil- but no direct interaction.
ity for tne data and its communication.

The approach taken (Figure 7) was to identify
concateniation and propagation rules that
applied to the maximum data level being Rule 1 Mi.Wrnum~ataSensiiyjii
protected (e.g., through the cascading (EvaluateAwithrespectB)
effect), to the minimum user clearance level
protected against, and finally to the inter- If trustd absorbing nodes ia path, or
pretation of multiple (and remote) communica- one-ways away from A. then
tions paths. The rules adopted for maximur
data sensitivity and minimum user clearance Arnax=Amu.
are given in Figure 8. If we are evaluating Otherwise Amax =Max(Amnax,Bmax)
System A with respect to system B, then
system A assumes the maximum data sensitivity
level equal to the maximum of A and B if Rule2: MinimumUserClearance
there are no trusted absorbinq nodes or if (Ev~dua Awithres;ctteB)
there are no one-way data lines that only
carry data in the direction from A to B. If trusted absorbing nodes in path, or

one-ways in the direction of A, then

A "trusted absorbing node" is a node that has on-ayin.

a trusted system base at the appropriate Amin-Amin.
level, takes and controls information that OtherwiseAmin=Min(ArninBmin)
comes into it via security policy that
considers trust levels of the systems with (For criticality the one-way rules are reversed)
which it interfaces and controls communica-
tions with the destination. A node is not Figure 8. N~twork Propagation Rules

Max Data Min User Local Proc. Comm.Path

Sensitivity Cie rance P Rule 1

Prociss Coupling To determine comm. oath for Table 2
I User

Data Exposure Capability If one-way in direction of A, or
trusted absorb. node in path - No path

,,System External
Mode Risk If one-way away from A 1

-:Orange Book Iftwo-way - 2

Otherwise (e.g., LAN) - 3
(Open/ClosedI = Apply Network
Environment) Propagation Rules Figure 9. Network Propagation Rules (cont.)

Figure 7. Network Evaluation Approach
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Risk Evaluation Model and Examples - The de- As an example, consider a very small part of
termination of evaluation criteria in net- the system in Figure 10, consisting only of
worked systems can now be accomplished by systems A, B, and C as well as the user
applying the concatenation and propagation terminal connected at B. Here we are
rules, and then performing the evaluation performing the evaluation only with respect
implied by the original approaches of the to A. This evaluation example is shown in
Yellow Book and/or Landwehr-Lubbes criteria. Figure 11. We are performing only a

sensitivity evaluation, however, a critical-
The problem is not a ,imple one as can he ity evaluation would follow similarly, but
seen from the simple network example. In usirg the slightly altered concatenation/pro-
theory, every path from each source to each pagation rules and different risk matrices.
destination element must be considered in
this evaluation, or must at least go as far B User
as is required to show that there will be nocascading of security properties. Develop-
ment of the algorithm into an automated Csoftware tool is iý, progress. This tool
facilitates the engineering process, since
all but the simplest of analyses become too
complex to deal with manually, as will be
illustrated, Figure 10. Evaluation of System A in a Network

Any model must have implicit and explicit
simplifying assumptions. In our model, the The elements are given starting states and
entire threat is through systen users who from these it is determined how risk is pro-
have limited access. It is assumed that pagated into A. The user at B has a Confi-
computers are physically protected and that dential clearance, systems B, A, and C
communications line7, are either physically respectively have Confidential, Secret, and
protected or the data are protected with Secret minimum user clearance levels. They
encryption and integrity encoding. It is also possess, respectively, Secret, Secret
also assumed that interface policies have and Top Secret, maximum data sensitivity.
been devised and that these policies can be Neither A, B, or C are trusted absorbing
enforced by trusted systems. As an example, nodes. Programming can be accomplished at
if a trusted system receives data from an the terminal and, onca a user logs on,
untrusted system, it will not trust the programming could be done at any of systems
labels and will treat those data at system A, B, and C. Two-way (store and forward)
high level of the untrusted system. links exist between the terminal and system B

and between systems B and 2. A one-way linkThe definitions of nodes, systems, and connects system A and B where data can travel
terminals are left to the judgement of the from A to B, but not in the other direction.
evaluator and ultimately the DAA. Full Another one-way data link allows flow of data
capability high performance microprocessors from C to A, but not in the other direction.
might be treated as systems. The definition
also might differ depending on whether a Evaluating the results shows a path from the
sensitivity or a criticality analysis is terminal to B to A, but it is one-way and
being made. For example, a network node may rates a 1 in the Landwehr-Lubbes criteria.
be performing routing and other processing The path through B and then C is not
based on protocol information, and labels, considered a path because of the one-way in
Other simplifications will be apparent as we the wrong direction. (Note that Landwehr-
go through an example. Lubbes is worried about leakage of sensitive

information but is not concerned with the
The procedure for evaluating risk (i.e., user being able to send data into A, which is
determining protection levels) in hetero- a criticality problem.) The minimum user
genous networks is summarized as follows, clearance in A must be updated to Confiden-
Consider the risk evaluation of System A in a tial since data from A is now exposed to that
network (see Figure 1e). For each potential level. Further, the maximum data sensitivity
path to system A from each external subject: of A must be updated to Top Secret since

there is a potential leakage path from C to
- Determ-ne max. data sensitivity (rule 1) A.
- Determine min. user clearance (rule 2)
- Determine path data exposure (table 1) Now we are able to assess the risk level at
- Dete:.-mine communication path (rule 3) System A (only) based on the information
- Determine process coupling risk (table 2) given in this simple example, and from that
- Determine system external risk (table 3) determine the applicable Orange Book level.
- Map system risk and data Using Table 2, the process coupling risk is

exposure to Orange Book level (table 4) determined to be a 4. Further, the system
external risk is determined to be a 7 from

This yields criteria level for that path. Table 3. The data exposure between Confiden-
Security requirements and associated protec- tial user and Top Secret data from Table 1 is
tion mechanisRs for each path must be determined to be 3. Bused on this exposure,
analyzed and validated. System A risk level the Yellow Book would recommended a B3 class
becomes the worst case path. Thu analysis is (as with Landwehr-Lubbes, open environments
repeated for System A criticality threat, are assumed). From Table 4, the Landwehr-
Finally, the process is repeated for all Lubbes approach (with network propagation
systems in the network, effects factored in) recommends a B2/B3 level

of criteria.
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Evaluate Sys'cmAwi respecttoB &C U. * Evaluate System A with respect to B & C I-AN
(Potential paths are BA and BCA). (Potential paths are BA and BCA). BA% rLAN N

tInitial Parameters User at B Systemx B I System C System A Initial Parameters User at B ISystem B System C System A
Min User Clearance C C S S Min User Clearance C C S S
Max Data Sensitivity S TS S Max Data Sensitivity C T(, S S

Trusted Absorption No No No Trusted Absorption No No No

User Capability P JP I P User Capability P P

Risk Calculation for Patth BA (BCA is not a valid pathi in ttiis case). Risk 172tcutitpinn fili Path BA Rik or Path CA

Max Data Sensitivity (rule 1): mas (A.B,C) .. TS Max Dais Setnsitivity (rule I): max (AB) - S Max (A,B,C) - TS
Min User Clearance (rule 2): nin (A,B) = C Min User Clearance (rule 2): mrin (AB) = C min (AB.C) = C
Path Data Exposure (table I): (5,2) = 3 Path Data Exposure (table 1): (3,2) = 1 (5,2) =. 3

Comm Path (rule 3): 1 Comm Path (rule 3): 3 3
Process Coup]. Risk (table 2): (3.1) -4 Process Coupl. Risk (table 2): (3,3) = 6 (3,3) 6

System Ext. Risk (table 3): (3.4) = 7 System Exi Risk (table 3): (3.6) -.9 (3,6) 9
Orange Book Level (table 4): (3,7) - D2iB3 Orange Book Level (table 4): (1,9) - B 1 (3,9) - B31A 1

(Yellow Book => B3) (Yollow Bock ;> It 1) (Yellow Boo; -> B3)

Figure 11. Risk Evaluation Example (1) Figure 12. Risk Evaluation Example (2)

We purposely went through this first example References
step by step, relating it to the appropriate
rules and tables. If we were to evaluate the [.) Johnson, H.L. and J.D. Layne, "A

network in Figure 10 just with respect to Mission-Critical Approach to Network

system A, we would have co consider each Security," Proceedings of the 10th

potential path from each user and from each National Comrnputer eurIty Conference,

of the other systems to system A. A Local September 1987, pp. 15-24

Area Network evaluation example is presented
in Figure 12. Studying numerous examples and [2) Biba, K.J., "Integrity Considerations

results of the automated evaluation tool for Secure Computer Systems," ESD-TR-

provides insight into network security 76-372, USAF Electronic Systems
problems. One revelation is that the security Division, Bedford, MA, April 1977

design solution with respect to node A may be
not changing node A at all. The solution may (3] CSC-STD-004-85, Technical Rationale

be to insert a more restrictive communication Behind CSC-STD-003-85: Computer Secur-ty

link on the other side of the network to Reguirements, June 1985
reduce A's exposure. Although this is
intuitively obvious for simple networks, it [4) DoD 5200.28-STD, Trusted Computer System

is less obvious in complex networks. Evaluation Criter-•, December, 1985

Conclusions [5] Landwehr, C.E. and H.Q. Lubbes,
"Determining Security Requirements for

We have presented a deterministic ainroach Complex Systems with the Orange Book,"
for dealing with the distribution of isk in Proceedings of the 8th National Computer

connected systems. The methodology is more .ecur ty Conference, September 1985,pp.

qualitative than quantitative, since many 156-162
risk factors are difficult to quantify
precisely. We used as a starting point the (6] NCSC-TG-005, Trusted Network Interpreta-

NCSC Yellow Book guidance and the Landwehr- tion, 31 July 1987

Lubbes approach. The evaluation methodology
described here enables consistent determina- [7 l CTA, Draft AFSPACECOM Trusted System3
tion of network criticality and sensitivity Evalurch on CiterHa, NCCS-86-03-393,
evaluation criteria (i.e., requirements). March 1987
This approach may also be adapted for other
than DoD environments, where a hierarchical
set of security requirements exists. The risk
evaluation methodology described here has
been programmed to simulate many different
system environments.
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Automated Audit Trail Analysis
and Intrusion Detection: A Survey

Teresa F. Lunt
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Abstract

Today's computer systems are vulnerable to both which the user belongs also could detect abuse of privilege;
abuse by insiders and penetration by outsiders, as this approach is under consideration by the research group
evidenced by the growing number of incidents re. at SRI.
ported in the press. Because closing all security The clandestine user can evade auditing by using system
loopholes from today's systems is infeasible, and privilege or by operating at a level below which auditing oc-
since no combination of technologies can prevent Is- curs. The former might be detected by auditing all use of
gitimate users from abusing their authority in a sys- functions that turn off or suspend auditing, change the spe-
tein,, auditing is viewed as thle last line of defense.Whauditing is n ieded ae a toed tlasto ane thdefese. cific users being audited, or change other auditing param-

hast amounteded of audtodated foruous usanzer bhe eters. The latter might be addressed by low-level auditing,vast amount of audit data for suspicious user be.

havior. This paper presents a survey of the auto- such as auditing system service or kernel calls. Anderson

mated audit trail analysis techniques and intrusion- suggested monitoring certain system-wide parameters, such

detection systems that have emerged in thie pauit sev- as CPU, memory, and disk activity, and comparing these
eral years. with what has been historically established as usual or nor-

mal for that facility. At least one subsequent study has
included this approach 12).1 Lntroduction

The last few years have seen a sudden arid growing inter- 2 The Experiments
est in automated security analysis of computer system au-
dit trails and in systems for real-time intrusion detection. Subsequent to Anderson's study, early work focused on de-
There is a growing number of research activities devoted to veloping procedures arid algorithms for automating the of-
the subject, and some operational systems and even a few fline security analysis of audit trails. The aim of such algo-
commercial products have appeared. riLthms and procedures was to provide automated tools to

The earliest work on the subject was a study by Jim help the security administrator in his or her daily assess-
Anderson [II, who categori,.ed the threats that couid be mnent of the previous day's computer system activity 13,4].
addressed by audit trail analysis as One such project used existing audit trails and studied pos-

"sible approaches for building automated tools for audit trail
xthernal ueri s (security analysis [31. Another such project considered build-

the comriputer) ing special security audit trails arid studied possible ap-

"* Internal penetrators (who are authorized to use the preaches for their automated analysis 141. These projects
computer but not the data, program, or resource ac- provided the first experimental evidence that users could
cessed), including be distinguished from one another based on their patterns

of use of the computer system [31, and that user behavior
Masqueraders (who operate under another user's characteristics could be found that could be used to dis-
id and password) criminate between normal user behavior and a variety of

- Clandestine users (who evade auditing and ac- simulated intrusions [4].
cess controls)

"* Misfeasors (who are authorized to use the computer 2.1 The Sytek Work
and resources accessed but misuse their privilhges) A tool that ranked user sessions by their suspiciousness

would allow the system security officer to analyze audit trail
Anderson suggested that external penetrators could be records that are most likely to represent intrusions with-

detected by auditing failed login atLrmpts and that some out having to wade through volumes of records of mostly
would-be internal penetrators could be detected by observ- normal user activity. The Sytek work sought to provide a
ing failed access attempts to files, programs, and other re- feasibility demonstration for such a tool [5].
sources. lie suggested that masqueraders could be detected Sytek's work was guided by concepts from pattern
by observing departures from established patterns of use for recognition theory. User sessions were recognized as nor-
individual users. All of these approaches have been adopted mal or intrusive based on patterns formed by the individual
in subsequent studies. records on the audit trail for that session. The Sytek study

Anderson offered no suggestions for detecting legitimate defined several audit record fcatures as functions of the au-
users who abuse their privileges. To detect such abuse how- dit record fields. For each user, expected values for the
ever, a priori rules for acceptable behavior could be estab. features were determined through a process called training
lished; this approach has been taken in a few studies. Comn- (that is, for each feature, the set or range of values was
parison with the norm established for the class of user to determined from the audit data). The study then tested
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the features for their ability to discriminate between nor- each feature, namely, the number of audit records within a
mal sessions and sessions containing staged intrusions. A session that were flagged by the feature. They then com-
session was flagged as intrusive by a feature if the value of puted a certainty for a session as the sum of the certainties
the feature calculated for the session was outside the user's for all 12 features.
range or set of expected values. Features that successfully In tests to analyze for intrusion-detection strength and
detected the staged intrusions were combined to create a for false-alarm rate, the pattern classifier successfully detected
each user user profile-the collection of the normal ranges all the simulated intrusions. However, the false-alarm rate
for ceaci feature. was high (between 40 and 70 percent). Much better perfor-

Sytek wrote software to collect audit data from a Unix1 mance could be expected if a longer training period were
system that were analogous to data available in general- used.
purpose operating systems, An audit record containing the Four of the selected features pertained to a user's com-
command name, assoclated files, process statistics, and file mand usage patterns. These features were very good at
statistics was generated whenever a user issued a command. detecting the intrusion scenarios but had very high false-

The Sytek team collected one week of audit data and alarm rates. Believing that command usage pat.terns were
generated a set of statistics to identify features of the audit potentially very useful in discriminating between normal
trail that were potentially useful in discriminating among and abnormal behavior, Sytek decided to modify these fea-
users 161. Each identified feature was trained on the pre- tures to improve their performance. It decided to make
sumedly normal audit data to establish a range or set of these features fuzzy; that is, to allow the computed value
expected values exhibited during each user's sessions. The for a user's session to be a certain distance from the range
Sytek team then enacted and audited various intrusion see- in the user's profile before the session was flagged as abner-
narios in such a way that the hiLruiouns were embedded mal. The greater the fuzziness, however, tihe greater the
into the audited behavior of legitimate users of the sys- chance of missing intrusions. For each of the four measures,
tern 71. The intrusion scenarios included break-ins by Sytek analyzed the effect of increasing the fuzziness on
outsiders, intruders and legitimate users masquerading as both the intrusion-detection strength (percentage of scenar-
other users, and users deliberately subverting the system iu ios flagged) and on false-alarm rate (percentage of normal
various ways. Sytek then tested the selected features to see sessions flagged). To reach an acceptable false-alarm rate,
whether they were useful in detecting the simulated intru- the intrusion-detection strength was also greatly reduced.
sions (8s. Those features that detected one or more of the Sytek found, however, that for features proportional real du.
simulated intrusions were retained for further study. ration of command (percentage of a session's real elapsed

Sytek then tested each feature still under considera- time spent in the commmand) and proportional CPU dura-
tion against an additional week of (presumnedly normal) tion of command (percent of a session's CPU time spent in
audit data to determine the percentage of normal sessions the command), an acceptable false-alarm rate was achieved
the feature flagged as abnormal (i.e., the false-alarm rate). with a relatively modest reduction ini intrusion-detection
Sytek found that the features password changed, user idea- strength. Hence, these two features showed considerable
tity queried, and access to system dictionary performed ex- promise as discriminators of intrusive behavior.
tremely well. It found the most effective file statistics were
device on which the accessed file resides, file size, ove rsized
file associated with this command, group id of the owner of
tire accessed file, and user id of the owner of the accessed A group at SRI led by Hal Javitz performed ali exten-
file. The most effective procesjs statistics were time of use, sive statistical analysis on audit data from IBM systems
day of use, user program CPU time, and mazimumn total running MVS and VM. The purpose of tl.., study was to
memory use, These 12 features had low (under 15 percent) develop analytical statistical techniques for screening com-
false-alarm rates and were selected for uise! in a pattern clas- puter system accounting data to detect user behavior in-
sifter that analyzed their composite performance [9,10. dicative of intrusions. A high-speed algorithm was devel-

"Th, pattern classifier flagged those sessions that did not oped that could accurately discriminate among users based
fall within the pattern defined by the user profiles. The on their behavior profiles.
idea was that the resultant set o, flagged sessions should be Audit data were obtained from normal system account-
sufficiently small to enable a security officer to examine the ing records for IBM VM and MVS systems. Because the
set minually, overwhelming majority of informatiomn in the accounting

"1.ie performance of the pattern classifier could be dif- records concerned system usage parameters that either were
ferent from that of the individual features taken separately, beyond the control of the user, bore no reasonable relation-
because (1) if several features individually each flagged a ship to intrusion attempts, or were redundant with infer-
certain session, the composite would flag that session only mation contained on other accounting records, subset of the
once, so the composite could flag fewer normal sessions and accounting data was selected that could be used to detect
thus have better performance than the features taken indi- logon activity outside the user's normal range, execution
vidually and (2) one feature might not flag the same normal time outside the user's normal range, activity from other
sessions as another feature, so the combination of features than a user's normal set of input or output (I/O) devices,
could flag more normal sessions and thus have worse per- and files for which the user is authorized but which are only
formance than the features taken individually, infrequently accessed by the user.

Sytek also attempted to compute a certainty measure From VM accounting records the research group ob-
that would indicate the degree of certainty that a flagged tained logon time arid day of week, logon mode (normial
session actually represented an intrusion or the degree of or azitolog), terminal used, minidisks accessed, connect
suspicion for a user session. They computed a certainty for timse, computer system accessed, CPU time, number of page

reads and writes, number of virtual cards read and punched,
'11ix ig a tradeslark of AT&T.



and number of virtual lines printed. From MVS accounting training set to estimate the multivariate probability distri-
records they obtained time and day of week, computer sys- bution (with respect to parameters such as CPU time, time
tern used, job priority, CPU time, number of job steps, I/O of day, etc.) of normal jobs for that user. They assumed
units, card reader class and type, number of card images, a certain multivariate probability distribution for intrusive
number of programs run, number of files accessed, number jobs. They then used classical statistical paradigms to de-
of changes of index levels, and number of VSAM records termine a rule for classifying a job as normal or abnormal.
inserted, retrieved, updated, or deleted. With this approach, every point in the multivariate space

They created a database containing 4 weeks of audit is assigned a value equal to the ratio of the height of the
data for a set of representative users. They selected a job intrusive job probability distribution to the height of the
as the unit of analysis for batch users and a session for normal job probability distribution. The points with the
interactive users (both are referred to as jobs hereinafter) largest ratios form a critical region in which the probability
and characterized each job by variables such as CPU time of normal jobs belonging to that region is less than a few
used, terminal used, and the number of files accessed. They percent. Once a user's critical region has been determined,
then used these variables to construct a profile, representing a new job for that user can be considered abnormal if it
the statistical norm for the user's jobs, for each user. falls into the critical region, and normal otherwise.

The SRI researchers developed statistical techniques to Because audit data containing intrusive jobs were not
detect jobs that deviated from the profiles develeped for available, two different approaches were taken to determine
each user's jobs. The statistical algorithms aimed to maxi- a hypothetical multivariate probability distribution for in-
mize the true positive rate (percentage of intrusions identi- trusive jobs:
fled as abnormal) and minimize the false positive rate (per-
centage of normal use identified as abnormal). A true pos- * Nonintrusive profile approach: Assume that intrusive

itive rate of 100 percent means that all intrusions are de- jobs have a uniform distribution

tected. The detection ratio is the true positive rate divided
by the false positive rate, The more variable user behavior jobs to develop i probability distrocut:os for intrusive

is. the higher the false positive rate will be. Although the jobs

false positive rate can be reduced by raising the threshold jobs

of the statistical test (so that fewer events are considered For MVS jobs, discriminant analysis produced a true
abnormal), this also lowers the true positive rate. positive rate of over 90 percent and a false positive rate of

They compared the results obtained when the following only 6 or 7 percent. F.•r VM sessions, although the single
criteria were used to define an abnormal job: parameter rules had b:, iar the lowest false positive rates

"* A job is abnormal if the value of one of its parameters (averaging less than 1 ptcent), the discriminant analysis

has a probability of occurring of less than 10 percent method had a much higher true positive rate (over 80 per-

for that user. cent). The false positive rate was shown to increase with
the number of days since the profile was last updated. The

"* A user's job is abnormal if a discriminant analysis SRI group estimated that with daily profile updating the
shows that the probability that the job was submitted results would be even b,-tter. If additional security-releva.nt
by another user is greater than the probability that audit data were used In the analysis, they estimated that a
the job was submitted by the user In question. discriminant analysis would produce a true positive rate of

90 to 98 percer.t and a false positive rate of I to 3 percent.
They split the 4 weeks of audit data into two sets: the Thus, these statistical procedures are potentially capable of

training set (the first 2 weeks of data), used to determine reducing the audit trail by a factor of 100 while detecting
the statistical thresholds for the test, and the verification approAlmately 95 percent of all intrusions 131. The security
set (second 2 weeks of data), used to measure the test's efficer would still have to determine wbethcr the statistical
performance. abnormalities represent actual lntrusions.

Because all activity represented In the sample database
was assumed to be normal, there were no examples of In-
trusive behavior, Thus, for each measure the researchers 3 The Intrusion-1)etect!on Sys-
calculated a surrogate true positive rate (the probability of tems
identifying a user's job as abnormal when measured against
another user's job pi ofle) and a 8urrogate false positive rate The early evidence of the Sytek and Javitz studies wa. the
(the probability of identifying a user's own job as abnor- basis for a real-time intrusion-detection system, that is, a
mal). These are the true and false positive rates discussed system that can continuously monitor user behavior and de-
below. tect suspicious behavior as it occurs. This system, known as

For VM sessions, by far the best indicators were the IDES (Lntrusion-Detectio7 xpert System), is based on the
type of login and the terminal used; both of these had ex- approach that intrusions, whether successful or attempted,
tremely low false positive rates (and low to medium trt'e can be detected by flagging departures froom historically es-
positive rates, but very high detection ratios). Minidlsk id tr-blished norms of behavior for individual users 112,13],
had an extremely high true positive rate, but also a high Another real-time approach, called ke•i;troke dynamics,
false positive rate, The computer system used had a fairly is based on measurements of certain characteristics, such
high true positive rate and a low false positive rate, with as typing speed, of a user's keyboard acivity, Keystroke
a detection ratio of seven. Most other characteristics had dynamics has been found to be a powerful means of contin-
detection ratios of between one and two. uously verifying the identity of the user doing the typing.

Discriminant analysis was superior to measures of job For systems like IDES, different intrusion-detection
abnormality based on extreme values of job parameters. measures may be appropriate to different classes of user,
In the discriminant analysis, the researchers used a user's
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For example, for users whose activity is almost always dur- nerabilities and attacks, and the greatest threat may be
ing normal business hours, an appropriate measure might unknown vulnerabilities and the attacks that have not yet
simply track whether activity is during normal hours or off been tried; one is in a position of playing catch-up with the
hours. Other users might frequently login in the evenings intruders.
as well, yet still have a distinctive pattern of use (e.g., log- Below is a survey of these various intrusion-detection
ging in between 7 and 9 p.m. but rarely after 9 or between 5 systems.
and 9); for such users, an intrusion-detection measure that
tracks for each hour whether the user is likely to be logged
in during that hour would be more appropriate. For still 3.1 A Priori Rules for Normal Program
others for whom "normal" could be any time of day, a time- Behavior
of-use intrusion-detection measure may not be meaningful Paul Karger has suggested what he calls a knowledge-based
at all. name checker to compare the names and types of objects re-

There are obvious difficulties with attempting to detect quested (for reading, writing, creation, or destruction) by
intrusion, solely on the basis of departures from observed a program with the names and types of objects expected
norms for individual users. Although some users may have for the program 11l. He posits as an example a FOR-
well-established patterns of behavior -logging on and off at TRAN compiler containing a Trojan horse that surrepti-
close to the same times every day and having a characteris tiously modifies a user's LOGIN.CMD file while compilinG
tic level and type of activity---others may have erratic work the user's program. The name checker expects the FOR-
hours, may differ radically from clay to day in the amount TRAN compiler to require read access to a file with a user-
and type of their activity, arid may use the computer in supplied name and a suffix of FOR and to create new files
several different locations and even time zones (in the of- with the same name but suffixes of .OBJ and LIS. If the
fice, at home, and on travel). For the latter type of user, compiler attempts to create or to write to a file named LO-
almost anything i3 normal, and a masquerader might easily GIN,CMD, the name checker would recognize that such a
go undetected. Thus, the ability to discriminate between a file is unexpected for the FORTRAN compiler. Other rules,
user's normal behavior and suspicious behavior depends on for a Unix system for example, could check whether a user
how widely that user's behavior fluctuates and on the user's program asks for set-uid privileges.
range of normal behavior. And although this approach Although Karger envisions the name checker being used
might be successful for penetrators and masqueraders, it for access control decisions, it could also be used as a rule-
may not, have the same success with legitimate users who based form of real-time intrusion-detection. Hie suggests
abuse their privileges, especially if such abuse is normal for obtaining the rules for the behavior expected of commands
thosw uerse. Moreover, the approach is vulnerable to de- from information already known to the computer system;
feat by an insider who knows that his or her behavior is for example, in VAX/VMS from the command definition
being compareo with his or her previously established be- tables. For user programs and batch jobs, the user would
havior pattern and who slowly varies their behavior over encode the rules in what Karger calls a special directory tree,
time, until they have established a new behavior pattern which would enumerate the objects on which the program
within which they can safely mount an attack. Trend anal- is expected to operate.
ysis on user behavior patterns, that is, observing how fast
user behavior changes over time, may be useful in detecting 3.2 IDES
suchi attacks.. SRI International is developing a prototype intrusion-

Because the task of discriminating between normal arid detection system called IDES (Intrusion-Detection Expert
intrusive behavior is so difficult, another study has taken System) 112,131. The goal of IDES is to provide a system-
the straightforward approach of automating the security I

officer's job. Such an approach lends itself to traditional of Iecurity violations. whetho r they are iniitiat ed bal out-

expert system technology, in which the special knowledge sers violatt o break to a s istem by isdr

of the intrusion-detection experts (the system security oiii- siders who atttompt to br ivk into a system or by insiders

cers) is codified as rules used to analyze the audit data for who attempt to misuse the privileges oftheir accounts. The

suspicious activity. The obviomu drawback to this approach IDES approacm pis based on the hypothesis that any ex-

is that the security officers, in practice, have only limited ploitation of a code puvstr revi'to vus perabiities entaols be..

expertise. Thus, while automating those rules frees the tie- hayior that deviat'es from previous patterns of use of the
curity officer to perform further analysis, such rules cannot system; consequently, intrusions can be detected by ob-

serving abnormal patterns of use. The IDES prototypebe expected to be c~omnprehiensive, "1hit approach wotuld he ic• based on the IDES niodel developed by lDorothy Den-

more aptly called a security officer's assistant.

Several study Learns are attempting to comprehensively ning 114,15]. Trl-is model is independent of any particular

characterize intrusions (e.g.. MiDAS 121). These systems target system, applical~ion environment, system vulnerabil-
enacode infoxidtlIon ubuu6 known sysLem vulnerabilities and ity, or type of intrus:.on, thereby providing a framework for
reported attack scenarios, as well as intuition about suspl- a general-purpose intrusion-detection system.
reortbedhattack scenrariosaswel asy Th intuition about fuipe- The IDES prototype is an independent system that runs

s behat ir tey(Ine riolde-sendopastuseror system.' ruesare ixon its own hardware (a Sun Workstation2 ) arid processes
in that they do not depend on past user or system behav- audit data rece.ived in real time from a target system [12,131.
tor. (An example of u uch a rule might be that more than The user activity monitored by the IDES prototype in-
three consecutive unsuccessful login attempts for tim same eludes login, logout, program execution, directory modili-
miser id within .5 minutes is a penetration attempt.) Audit cation, file access, system call, session, location change, and

data frora the monitored system are matched against these network activity.

rules to determine whether the behavior is suspicious. A

limitation of this approach is that it looks for known vul-, 2 Sun 'A jr'statioam is a trademark ot Sun Microsystems, Inc
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IDES is driven by the arrival of audit records, each tor interface is implemented on a Sun 3/60'. The security
of which describes behavior relevant to possibly several administrato, interface maintains a continuous display of
intrusion-detection measures. (A measure is an aspect of various indicators of user behavior on the monitored sys-
user behavior.) There are two kinds of measures: discrete tems and allows the security administrator to choose from
and continuous. A discrete measure is one whose domain of a menu of built-in queries or to build ad hoc queries against
values is a finite, unordered set (e.g., the set of locations), the audit data and profiles.
Such measures are generally constant for a particular user
session, for example location and time of login. A continu- 3.3 MIDAS
ous measure is one whose value is a number or count that
accumulates over a user session (e.g., connect time, CPU SRI's IDES prototype detects intrusions by flagging user
time, and I/O activity), behavior that deviates from that user's past behavior. An-

To determine whether user behavior as reported in the other approach is to develop an intrusion-detection system
audit data is normal with respect to past or acceptable that encodes a priori rules that define an intrusion. This
behavior, IDES includes user behavior profiles for the inCa- approach is used in the Multics Intrusion Detection and
sures. (A profile is a description of the expected behavior of Alerting System (MIDAS), being developed by the National
a user with respect to a particular measure.) The profiles Computer Security Center to monitor a U.S. government
are periodically updated based on observed user behavior, Multics system [21.
and the profile data are aged using a decay factor that gives MIDAS is implemented on a stand-alone Symbolics
the data a half-life of 50 days. Thus, the profile reflects a LISP machine. It uses a home-grown expert system shell,
moving time window of behavior for each user. Anomalous capable of 150 inferences per sccord, with a forward-
behavior is user behavior that deviates from the expected chaining inference engine and an explanation facility. Its
behavior for some measure by an amount indicated in the rules are elaborated in LISP, and statistical user profiles
user profile for that measure. Because IDES can be con- aro maintained in LISP structures. The rules are compiled

figured to monitor arbitrarily detailed user behavior, it is for fast performance. At the time of writing, MIDAS in-

potentially capable of detecting intrusions (for example, by cludes about '40 rules.
masqueraders) that cannot be detected by the target sys- MIDAS is based on Denning's intrusion-detectlon

tem's access controls. model 1151, MIDAS monitors at the user command line

The IDES prototype hfas demonstrated its ability to level and logs all commands used. MIDAS uses four types
adaptively learn users' behavior patterns; as users alter of heuristic rules:
their behavior, the thresholds maintained in the prolisles
change. This capability makes IDES a flexible system: it * nimcdiate- -These are hard-and-fast rules that make

does not have to be given rules determined by a human ux- lio use of information of past or expected user behav-

pert in order to learn what constitutes suspicious behavior; ior. They are intended to detect those events that,

rather, IDES derives its own rules. Thus, IDES is poten- considered in isolation from any other iiformation,

tially sensitive to abnormalities that human experts may are suspicious.

not have considered. A nomaly-These rules use statistical user profiles to
The IDES prototype currently monitors a DEC-2065 detect when a user's behavior departs from a pattern

machine at SRI running a locally customized version of established by observing past behavior. User profiles
the TOPS-20 operating system', Sll modified the TOPS- are updated at the completion of a user session. The
20 operating systiem to collect audit data, transform the profiles contain a list of the user's usual commands,
data into the IDES format, encrypt the formatted daita, the usual access times and location for the user, and
and transmit tie records to IDES according to the IDES the expected typing rate for the user. MIDAS also
protocol. profiles the observed behavior of remote systems.

IDES's flexihle system-independent audit record forniat
and protocol for the transmission of audit records make it e Systenm-wide state--MIDAS also can maintain a
adaptable to different host systems without fundamental system-wide profile to characterize what is normal for
alteration (although the particular measures and paramn- the system globally. For example, an unusually high
eters chosen will depend on the system and users being number of invocations of the copy command might
monitored). SRI's plans are to adapt IDES to monitor a indicate suspicious activity.
network of Sun workstations and to monitor a large IBM
mainframe system running MVS. Sensitive path--A command sequence capl be char-

Now that the framework has been established, adding acterIzed as abnormal if its probability of occurring
additional intrusion-detection measures to IDES is straight- is sufficiently low. This type of heuristic rule can

also he used to determine whether a user's corn-
forward. In ongoing work, SRI is implementing a greater ans seq is simina to ethe aracerisinoma

variety of intrusion-detection measures, including sone mand sequence is similar to those characterizing a
".second order" measures to detect behavior trends, thereby known or postulated attack. Attack scenarios are ob-

improving the intrusion-detection capability of IDES. In tained through interviews with system security offi-

addition, an expert system and rule-base that encodes in- cers, hackers, and experts in penetration testing. Use

formation about hypothesized intrusion scenarios and sus- of the sensitive-path heuristic rule could enable MI.
picious behavior is being added to IDES. DAS to detect an attack in progress before tihe dam-

The IDES intrusion-detection processes are imple- age occurs. The sensitive-path type of heuristic rule
inented on a Sun 3/260, and the IDES security adrministra- is not currently implemented on MIDAS.

'DEC-2065 anid TOPS-20 are trademarks of Digital Equipment 4Sue 3/260 and Sui 3/60 are registered trademnaks of Sui Microsys-

Corporation. terns, Inc.
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MIDAS combines different intrusion indicators to decide against the intruder. It does not operate in real time, but

whether an intrusion is occurring. A login time unusual for after the fact (like the security officers It mimics).

a given user, for example, is not alone sufficient to raise an In one test, a feasibility system using 50 rules exhibited

alarm; but If combined with other anomalous data, how- a false positive rate of about 12 percent, but detected the

ever, MIDAS might decide an intrusio~n was in progress, one intrusion planted in the 500 test cases. In addition,
MIDAS'e rules attempt to detect attempted break-ins, it detected at least one problem that had been thus far

masqueraders, penetrators, Trojan horees, viruses, and mis- undetected. A prototype system ic under development.

use. To detect attempted break-ins, MIDAS uses rules in-
volving password failure on a system account, login fail- 3,5 NAURS
ure with an unknown user narm.e, login attempt from out-
side the continental United States, and login attempt to The Network Auditing Usage Reporting System (NAURS)

a locked account, To detect masqueraders, MIDAS uses is used in conjunction with the Terminal Access Controller

rules involving unusual login (e.g., time, location, terml- (TAC) Access Control System for the MiLNET and the

nal type), unusual commands or command patterns, In- ARPANET (18,191.

valid commands, and user logged in simultaneously from NAURS monitors network activity originating from the

different locations. To detect penetrators, MIDAS uses TACs and network access controllers (NACs). it collects

rules involving attempted use of sensitive comnmands, at- data about TAC/NAC logins, TAC/NAC login failures, Is-

tempted use of unauthorized commands, attempted access gouts, open and close connections, and TACs coming on-

to sensitive objects, and attempted access to other people's line, and maintains the data In a database. NAURS pro.

objects. To detect misuse, MIDAS uses rules involving re- vides both background analysis on past activity and real-

source overuse, inactive sesslon, and command out of scope time analysis of current use. It prove'des periodic audit trail

for project. To detect Trojan horses and viruses, MIDAS reports and real-time reports on unusual events, triggered

uses rules involving attempted modification to system files by the events themselves. Interactive query from local ter-

and programs and unusual execution of predictable com- mlnals is also supported. Incident ieports, generated every

mands (e.g., who taking abnormally long), day from the previous day's audit data, Include incidents

A preprocessor on the Multics system formats the audit that satisfy one of three rules about the number of simul-

data for MIDAS. The preprocossor collects audit data from taneous logins and duration of sessions.

the usual Multics auditing program 5 and from additional The threats addressed are twofold: break-in by an out-

audit collection software that was written specifically for sider (who has discovered a valid TAC id and password) and

MIDAS. misuse by a legitimate user (trying to break into various
In its current implementation, audit data are accumu- network hosts). (Authorized TAC users are not generally

lated in a Multics file and dumped to tape, and then the registered users of every host on the network.)
A prototype NAURS exists on a separate machine fromtape is fed into MIDAS. A real-time capability is planned the SRI-NIC host. NAURS is not accessible for remote lo-for a later implementation phase, gin or file transfer by network users. A planned production-

quality NAURS wvill feature redundancy of equipment, dis-
3.4 Ask the Experts tribution of functionality (five dedicated workstations have

TRW is developing an intrusion-detection system for the been proposed), ability to perform real-time detection of

U.S. Government using traditional expert system technol- incidents, and redundancy of the audit database. Plans

ogy (171. The expert system rules attempt to character- include reports on trenda, such as 6-month differential-use

ize intrusions, either in general (what TRW calls generic trends of port usage (number of logins, length of sessions).

common-sense rules), for the particular organization, or for Profiles will be maintained for users and devices. Some

the particular type of system and installation. The rules are of these profiles will be established when an individual be-

obtained using standard knowledge-engineering techniques comes a registered user, and others will reflect observed

such as interviewing and working with system security of- user behavior patterns, Proposed additional incident rules

ficers. Known cases of Intrusions drive the selection of the are unexpected host connection for a particular user, long
rules. The system security officers will be able to add new Idle periods, excessive connect time, simultaneous TAC Io-
rules and modify old rules In the rule base. gins with the same user Id but not necessarily from the

This expert system Is intended to do the work of the sys- same TAC, excessive number of simultaneous logins from
tem security officer whose job now Is to flip through huge the same TAC, unusual time of day for a particular user,
printouts of audit traiis looking for problem areas. The excessive number of unsuccessful logins from the same TAC
benefit from the system is expected to be twofold: first, it and same user Id, excessive number of unsuccessful host lo-
will be able to analyze data that are too voluminous for the gins at diffe-ent hosts, and excessive number of successful
security officer to thoroughly analyze and to spot long-term host logins at different hosts during the same TAC session.
trends; and gecond, it will provide a degree of proficiency
that would otherwise be scarce, because experienced secu- 3.6 Keystroke Dynamics
rity officers are rare.

This system uses the audit trail already produced by International Bloaccess Systems Corporation5 offers a suite
the monitored system. Once suspicious activity has been of products, collectively called Bloaccess System 2000,

identified, the system is intended to be used to build a case that perform Intrusion-detection using keystroke dynamics.
Among these are two products BloPaseword and BioCon-

'Because Multics is a B2 system, its auditing facilities satisfy the tinuous for biometric access protection for IBM personal
auditing requirements for B2 trusted computing systems as enumerated computers (PCs).
in the Departemnt of Defense Trusted Computer System Evaluation OBioaccess, BioPassword, BioContinuous, and BioNet are trade.
Criteria Ila]. 70marks of Intersational Bioaccese Systems Corporation.
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Keystroke dynamics technology is based on the "fist of tomers [201. In such an environment, the customers may
the sender" concept from the days of the telegraph when not be as concerned with safeguarding the security and in-
Morse Code operators could identify a sender by listening to tegrity of the service provider's system and information as-
the incoming signals, BioPassword produces an electronic sets as would, say, those users (employees of the service
signature based oil the unique typing characteristics of each company) who create and maintain that information asset.
authorized user for keystroke-dynamics verification of user Thus, the customer cannot be relied upon in any program
id and password. BioPassword is implemented on a board of security instituted at the service company. The threat is
installed ih the CPU socket of the mother board of 1IM that subscribing customers may give away their passwords,
personal computers; no special keyboard is needed, or lend their terminal devices, to would-be intruders. Thus,

A user's electronic signature is stored in nonvolatile Discovery attempts to detect iniposters who have obtained
memory on the BioPassword board. The first time a per- legitimate user ids, access codes, and inquiry formats. The
son logs on the computer following installation of the board, perceived need was for an intrusion-detection mechanism
the signature is developed by having the user type his or that operates transparently to the subscribers of the ser-
her id arid password repeatedly (about 12 times). Once a vice. The goal is that Discovery become a preventive, as
user's electronic signature is installed, Biol'assword oper- well as a detective, control.
ates transparently to the user. Discovery Is an expert system that searches for fre-

IlioPiassword is automatically activated when the work- quently occurring patterns in subscriber inquiries tc the
station is turned on or reset or when a user logs off, and data and compares these patterns to daily subscriber in-
can br invoked by software for reverificatlon at any time. quiry activity to detect variances in normal subscriber be-
BioPa-ssword prompts the user for ani id and password and havior. It develops a user profile for each customer by type
verifies both the contents and keystroke dynamics of each of service arid access inethod, and updates a user's profile
against the stored electronic signature, letting the user pro- daily if there has been activity for the user access code that
ceed wil,h nernial work only if the verification is positive, day.
Once access is granted, if the workstation is idle for a pro- Discovery is systein-specific in that the intrusion-
specified period of time, BioPassword times out and re- detection rules are particular to the specific application-
quires reverification of the user before continuation of the dependent data fields, or variables, being monitored. Ilow-
idled job. All access attenlpts arid logirns are audited, ever, Discovery also monitors some variables that are

llioContinuous incorporates all of the features of generic to most computer systems, such as date arid tine
Blio'assworrd arid adds continuous real-time verilication of of access, type of access, user location, user identifier, pass-
users. BioCoirtinuous is a single-board component for the word, and port identifier. Discovery allows tile security olti-
IBM PC. With its own high-speed processor, the iioCon- cer to choome the variables to be nionitored arid tire thresh-
tinrous board continuously verifies a user's identity in par- old parameters, so that the system can be fine-tuned ard
allel with the user's work oui the PC's processor, rising over tihe impact of adding new services calr be determined. Trhe
110 typing chraracteristics, including intervals, rhythnlr, air security ofhicer can also modify, delete, arid add variables
analog of pressure, and error characteristics. After devel- to be nionitored as service offerings change. Tile thresholds
oping air electronic signature for a user id arid password, can be set individually for each variable being nionitored
.fioontinuous develops air extended electronic signrature for each user access code.

for each user. This extended electronic signature contains Discovery analyzes the daily inquiry activity for each
additional biometric signature data that match a user's user access code for comparison with tire established pro-
keystroke characteristic., used in niornral work. The learn- file for the customer arid also for comparison with a niodel
ing process takes place over at few days, arid, once the learit of illegitimate access. l)iscovery only analyzes correct it-
ing process is completed, tre user's keystroke dyramics ark, quiries submitted by custolrers; thus Discovery cannot use
automatically anid continuously verified against his or her error patterns as indicators of intrusions, Discovery records
extended electronic signature, all inquiries that fall outside of acceptable thresholds, and

li oCr•tirimuo:•i includes it prograrninable security mnatriz provides air explanation for why tire inquiry is unacreit-
containing inforriation that indicates what actions are to able (these are not used in updating the customer's profile).
be taken when a possible intruder is detected. The action Discovery is not a real-time system, but alerts the security
cal depend erl risk factors, such ais which data are being officer to unusual activity at the end of the workday.
accessed or which function is being performed. Thresholds While Discovery was under development, a prototype
and alarms can be preselected, was used to parallel the work of security investigators, in

International BWoaccess Systems Corporation is develop- order to ensure thamt Discovery would make the same dlci-
ing a product called flioNet that will add flexibility to PCs sions as the investigators. TRW found that the use of' Dis-
connected to a local area network by providing a cenrtral covery resulted in investigative leads being developed inore
storage of electronic signatures. Thlis will allow authorized quickly, and the analysis of Discovery's exception data pro-
users to use any workstation on the network without hay- vided more concise leads than did tire investigators' con-
ing to store their electronic signatuires oer each workstation, ventional methods. Other, unexpected, benefits inchlded
BioNet also will provide for integrated auditing of an in- the ability to perform marketing analysis on detailed, up-
dividual user's activity across all the workstations on the to-the-orinute data using Discovery's customer usage pat-
local ietwork, terns. Trends can also be observed by comparing current

customer usage data with previous usage data.

3.7 Discovery

Discovery is air intrusion-detection expert systemr developed 3.8 Cly 'e Digital Systems' Audit

by TRW to address the intrusion threat in an euviron- Clyde Digital Systems' Audit is a product that audits isers
merit ir which computer services are sold to outside cus- of VAX/VMS machines. Audit can create a complete log



of all terminal input and output and provides procedures ful intrusion-detection system should incorporate several
to help analyze the data collected, different approaches. In particular. a statistical user profile

Audit can record every byte that passes between a user's approach augmented with a rule-base that characterizes in-
terminal and the system, including control and escape se- trusions promises to be an effective combination. Because
quences, and stores this data in a file, although certain they use this combination of approaches, two prototype
qualifiers can be specified so that particular special char- systems-IDES and MIDAS--have the potential to become
acters can later be discarded from the audit log file (for strong intrusion-detection systems. Of these two, IDES
ease of display and formatting, for example). Audit also is particularly strong in its statistical approach, whereas
provides the option to monitor only terminal input (from MIDAS focuses primarily on enumerating a comprehensive
the user). (although site-specific) set of expert system rules.

Audit also provides a flexible capability for selective au- Although, as Linde notes 1231, the more skilled penctra-
diting, For example, auditing can be activated selectively tor can disable the auditing mechanisms in order to work
for terminal sessions satisfying certain criteria, such as for undetected, auditing and intrusion-detection mechanisms
specilic users, or specific times of day (producing an audit are stilb of value in detecting the less skilled penetrator,
trail for the user's terminal session), and the use of spe. because they increase the difficulty of penetration.
cific programs can also be selectively audited (producing
an audit trail for the specified program).

Auditing can be controlled by VMS-format keyboard Acknowledgments
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EXPERT SYSTEMS IN INTRUSION DETECTION: A CASE STUDY

Michael M. Sebring, Eric Shellhouse, and Mary E. Hanna R. Alan Whitehurst
National Computer Security Center Computer Science Lab, SRI In ternational

9800 Savage Road 333 Ravenswood Ave.
Ft. George G. Meade, Maryland 20755-6000 Menlo Park, California 94025

Abstract - The Multics Intrusion Detection and Alerting System The phone went dead in John's hand. "OK troops," he said,
(MIDAS) is an e•pertsystem whichprovides real-rime intrusion and turning to his staff with a heavy sigh, "let's get out the logs for
misuse detection for the National Computer Security Center's net- this weekend and see what we can find,..".
worked mainframe, Dockmnaster, a Honeywell DPS-8170 Multics.
The basic design of MIDAS was heavily ifluenced by the intrusion Intrusion.Detection
detection research of Dorothy Denning and Peter Neumann of SRI
International. They proposed that statistical analysis oftcomputer Audit trail analysis seems to be like the proverbial sour
system activities could he used to characterize normal system and
userbehavior. Given such statisticalprofiles, user orsystem activity grapes; it is so difficult to obtain that it is tempting to dismiss it
that deviates beyond certain hounds should be detectable. MIDAS as unprofitable and abandon any further attempt at it. The fac-
has been developed to employ this basic concept in its evaluation ofj tors that make audit trail analysis so difficult may be sum-
the audited activities of inore than 1200 Dockmaster users. marized into three broad categories: the lack of adequate and/or

appropriate audit data; the inability of system security officers
to utilize available data; and the lack of a precise definhtiom of'
what to look for.

Introduction "Feast or Famine" characterizes the audit trail data of typi-
cal systems. Many systems do not provide adequate auditing

The annoying ring of the telephone jarred John out of his facilities to be. able to detect a penetration orabuse by audit data
contemplation of the Monday morning newspaper. One of his analysis; these are the famine systems. In other systems, the
staff answered, then handed him the plione, whispering "It's the security officer is inundated with page upon page of audit data
Chief". until buried under a paper mountain: these are the feast systems.

"Computer Center, John Speaking." There is a variatt of this lattercategory which allows audit sour-
"I tello, John? This is Edward." ces to be selectively activated, but even this is not the solution.

"I Ii. Ed. What's up?", replied John, trying to sound casual. In such systems the security officer is faced with the unattractive

By the tone of Edward's voice, John could tell he was upset. prospcctfhavingtodecide which teaureStoactivatcattherisk
of failing to activate the audit facility that would have provided

"John, Ijust got acall from Carla in Marketing. She says she tile key bit of data necessary to detect anld apprehend a system
got a message whten she logged oi this nmorning about having penetrator.
been logged in over the weekend." Even if a system were developed which provided iuSt the

"Boy, that's Carla for ya', always so darned dedicated...", right kind and amounitt of audit data, the securitV nfficcr still has
John said, frantically trying to tlhink of soinethiing to say to dis- a formidable task. for only the t ost bhatant of attacks will bedis-
tract Edward,. lie knew what was coming. cernible through scrutiny of a single day's audit data. The

"She says she wasn't." sophisticated penietrator will spread out his activity over a n m-
"She says she wasn't what'?" ber of days or weeks. They will subtly exploit tie dark corners
"She says she wasn't ott the system over the weekend." of a system. Forthesecurity officerstodetect suchattacks would
"Oh." require the correlation and recall of art incredible store of data:

"You people are paid to take care of this system. Why can't nothing short of a IHerculean feat.

you get your act togetherdown there!", said Edward, startitig to Another probletm complicating the task of security officers
get worked up. "Don't you ever mottitor who's logged on'? Carla in their attempts to analy/e audit data is the imprecise defin ition
has access to some of this company's most sensitive informa- of what characterizes the threat they are attempting to Counter.
lion! Why is it that we never know when we've been had Until Anderson 121 defines the threat that monitoring system activity
someone steps upand tells us! We look like blithering idiotsl" is expected to counteras:

"Now hold on, Edward! Sure the system monitors who log "iThe potential possibility oJa deliberate unauthorized at-
oil" heck, it even keeps track of the misspelled commands. the tempt to.
access errors, and half-a-dozen other things. But whi tile hum- a) access inforination
ber of users oir our system, we simply don't have the manpower b) manipulate injortnation
to pour over those logs day in and day out." But ovent as he said c) rendera system unreliable or unusable."
it, Join knew that wasn't true. Not even an army of workers But whratdoesan irtrusion look like in terms of theaudit data
Would be able to make senseCout of the nMountains of log data that generated? 1-low can we differentiate between authorized use
poured out of the system every day. More staff wasn't the and t[ie unauthorized threat just described'? These are certainly
antswer, but John didn't know what was. not easy ouestions to answer, but they lie at the heart of any at-

"Don't start on me again with that whining for more help. tempt to automiate audit analysis aids.
Your departin ei's overstaffed in tihe first place! And top heavy, Studying the activity of a successful security officer in-
too! Why don't you try doing yourjob for a change!" volved in audit trail analysis may reveal an approach. Consider

the process followed by a security Officer in tracking dowt the
hacker that has just scribbled all over his company's payroll
database. First, Ie applied a rule of thnirb, or heuristic, that most
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penetration attempts occur in tile early hours, of thle. morning The basic design of MIDAS was heavily influenced by the
when thle system is unattended, so he coaeentraled his search on seminal work in this area of J. P. Anderson, the intrusion detec-
sessions in that time period. Next, since the (,inly users at that tion research of Dorothy Denning and Peter Neumann of SRI In-
hourw~r-econntecting to the system across anetwork, he looked ternational, and similar efforts at Sytek [13]. Denning and
for individuals whose point of origin fluctuated. His reasoning Neumann proposed that Etatistical analysis of computer system
here was that someone illegally penetrating thc, system would at- activities could be used to characterize normal system and user
tempt to cover his actions by var-ying the network path. These behavior (see [2, 1]). Given such statistical profiles, user or sys-
two constraints yielded a set of potential accounts. From these tern activity that deviates beyond certain bounds shoulJ be
he was able *o pinpoint the account that had been compromised detectable. MIDAS has been developed to =mploy this basic
because the &tudited activities of the individual using it simply concept in its evaluat.on of the daily activities of morc than 1200
didn't feel right" for the particular account. He immediately network users.

shut down that account and had a long talk with the account
hiolde-r %% hio eventually admitted to giving his password to his
roomm~ate, a computer "enthusiast'. From this exarnpie we can
see it the reusoning; process employed by successful system rhtnui
seý officers iii.olves symibolic reasoning, heuristics and
uri(erttrnt *v. This emphasis on knowledge and its application
thtough w'rnbolic reasoning makes intrusion detection at. in- CMpropriate c'andidate for expert systems [8]. C

Net r cfactsF[F STAT

S11 ghe A,~ uf' aniy mil V ion dLUCtiO U systoin must be to aid Multics
systtieN -:u.-;y officers inl thle detection of penetration and R
abu..e Im tc inert symren shi.Jl' provide the knowledge of an

.xeIcv' ýccuritv offiecL rThk is a .MINIMUM standard of per-
torniai,ý for anl intrusiti 3.ltec.tion system: as already dis- ybl cs
cus.t 0,. 'tuman, generahv 'mt-"do a very, iod job of audit trail

uffi c: ith th,ý aid o. the automnated system should be a super-Sybic

et of thos( ltat would have been detected blyflhe security off icer
unakkd.d

Cod ificafioihimtidr' splii-ation of knouwledge under similar System Security Monitor
circumistances--: 1-..'ýsi of-in ex per t sys.temi. This k now ledge
is cncod,:d inl L. f.r o. Yi facts (assertions a~bout the state of a Figui ' I MIDAS Architecture
problem solution) a -il heuristic% (rules which govern the trans-
1.,mnation of the .ol ul'ori state) Expert systems have beon
dJeveloped that have ;wticc~:.pished arnazingzresults in a numiber
of dit.'erent fii: :c~.311 1). MIDAS it. -il examnple of such MIDAS consists of a niumber of distinct parts. including: a
a systenl Zc jo (ýc t-t , -tuionls into a ("--Tmpueisete command monitor (CM) that captures command execution data

not audited by Multics systems; a preprocessor (preproc) for

MN flAS l 12tig transforming Dockmaster audit log entries into a canonical
~ form; a neiwurk-intorface daemon (Net); a statistical database

of recorded userand system statistics (STAT);, aknowledge base

'G~it place and wealth. if possible, consisting of a representation of current fact base (FB) and rule
with grace; base (RB): and anl extensive eid-user interface forcommnumecat-

If b anyir~~ welthing with system security officers. The preprocessor. command
If ot, bany eans. e wat monitor, and network daemon reside on Dockinaster; thea. id place. " MIDAS knowledge, statistical base, and user interface are in-

- King Midas stalled on a Symbolics Lisp machine.
Each time anl audit rccord or command monitor recoid is

The Multics Intrusion Deto.ý. iJon and Ale-Kuig System generated, tl-.eprocessor filters out unnecessary data and
(MIDAS) provides real-time i rtru sion and misuse dtitection for transforms- 1 inder into a MIDA S assertion. The assert ion
ii.: National Computer Security Center's networked is handed to. work interface daemon and passed via local
mi.: .-are, Doc',jasier. Dockinxsver is a Honeywell Multics area network to the Symbolics lisp machine hosting the expert
comoi ier systomi ýnriployed primarily as an electronic coin- system. ~T' %fact is placed into thefact baseof the expert system.
tnoni. ations mecn to:isin for the national computer sec urtty This it~y''cinof a fact into the expert system will cause the
commn i * y. MIDAS was de-veloped using the Production- creatio.' of rule -fact bindings between the fact and all matching
Based L/ ert S':-ienA Tholszt. ':-BU~T). an in-house expert sys- rules in the rule base. Assertion of this tact may satisfy the firing
tern sht'Il tha: )r ý ý. Jes the r-* .,.hanisms for devoeloping, condhitins of one or more rules. Any such rules will then fire,
ce,ýpiling ano debugging very ptveiful rulesetit. The P-BEST potontially transforming the state of the systemr. Depending
inference L ngine controls the ass rt. ion of data into the MIDAS upon the nature of the fact, hicould cause a chain of rule firings
knowledge base, and via its forw,,iid chaining inferenc,- engine, resulting in a number of potential system responses, ranging
directs rule selection and execution. from wainiing the operators of suspicious activity to taking direct



action to stop a penetrator. The system's reaction is proportion- a small numberof data items in their analysis; arid they are static
al to the extent tfat tihe monitored activity deviated from what is in tlat they do not make use of any statistical information. In ef-
considered 'nortnal'according to the relevant statistical profile. fect, they are intended to detect those audit log entries that are,

MIDAS statistics reconr. the aggregation of monitored sys- in isolation of any other information, anomalous enough to raise
tern activity. Comparing norms derived from past activity ag- concern.
gtigation to ongoing actions determines whether the current Figure 3 gives an example of this type of heuristic encoded
activity is outside some standard deviation. MIDAS keeps both in the P-BEST language. This rule concerns attempted system
user and system-wide statistics. User profile statistics, which breakin. The rule monitors the knowledge base waiting for the
define normal behavior for a user are maintained (in monthly ag- assertion of a bad login attempt in which the account specified
gregate form) for each user account throughout the life of the ac- by some user was invalid, but commonly used on other systems
count. These statistics are updated as user behavior changes. to denote a privileged account. When the rule finds such an
MIDAS also keeps curient session activity data in a session assertion it will warn the MIDAS operator and "remembe,"
statistics structurz which is maintained for the duration ofa user another fact; namely, that with high probability, a breakin at-
session. User session statistics tire initialized at login from the tempt has occurred.
data extracted from user profile statistics. Session statistics in-
clude the calculated values that act as thresholds of concern for (defrule illegal-privileged account states
all activities monitored for that user. For example, if an dfre exa faie
individual's user statistics indicatc that during his 350 sessions if there exists a failed -login_item
lie: iggered an a% crage 38 system errors, with a' standard devia- such that name is ("root" or "superuser"
tion of 2(0; a systemerrorconcern threshold .ff58(38+ 20) would or "maintenance" or "system") and
be stored in his session statistics profile.This value would be the time is ?time stamp and
upper limit for normal activity -- if this limit were exceeded channel is .?channel
suspicion wou d be aroused, and action might he taken in the then
form of messages to the operator or by the assertion of a fact (print "WARNING: ATTEMPTED LOGIN TO
noting the st: ;picion into the knowledge base. When itie usr PRIVILEGED ACCOUNT")
logs out, the user statistical profile is updlated to incorlporate the and remember a breakin _attempt
statistical variance that has been develohpd front the user's aic- with certainty *high*
tivitv during the sc,:iuin. Figure 2 illustrates the cycling uf i- such that attack time is ?time stamp
dividual user statis tics, and login-channel is ?channel)

(:R, ,A'lI,. Figure 3 Immediate class rule

L AT I',OG , N) User Anomaly - User anomaly heuristics ,imaw ue of the
statistical proliles to detect anomnalous user xeha% ior. 1 hey en-
code the intuition of the security officer when lie says. "it just
doesn't feel right." Figure 4 illustrates this suit ii rule. Ii Itis cx-

L); S 1R 1 ample, the rule is concerned with user logon analyst..

IPRO[:ILE I (defrule unusuallogin time states
if there exists a login entry

such that user is ?userd and
I. |'l)A'lr IisIU R /time stamp is ?login time

t `-l and (unusual login time ?userid ?login time)ý01.tl 
then

remember a user.._loginanomaly
AAT I,)GOLUI) such that user is ?userid and

time stamp is ?login-time)Figure 2 ULscr StatistiLc, Cy1', Fi,aure 4 Anomaly class rule
il[A S mai itai s si itar statist Ial si um, ure s to determine

S 5. i-h .,Lli', mi ililliis. 1 hise xairiple i neorporaes tie notion of a 'usual" login ii ni
f or a user. I a user accesses Ibie system outside his normial hours.
then an anomaly record would be generated. This would, ini ef

Hauritic5 feet. trigger a heightened level uf suspicion about that uwer.
Si-stem State - System state heuristics are atmalogous to

The logic. -'ruLICture iif he MI I):A L' , .. ýirevolves around atonma I y lie urist ics, except that they characterize whtat is norma I
the rules (heuristk:s) in the rulebase. These ruies may be charac- for the entire system. One example of this type of rule is the
terized in two ways: acciirding to the type uf heuristics they detection of an inordinately large number of login failures sys-
emplo~y, or ,ccordbimg to mi. articular irea of surveillance they tern-wide. Such an occurrence might be indicative )fait aitlenpt
address. to break into the sysiem.

T'lhcre are three basic types oflheuristics employed to review
audit data under MIDAS: immediate attack heuristics, user
anomaly heuristics, anid system state heuristics. Area•...Concern

Immediate Attack - hintediate attack heuristics represent
a superficial level of analysis. These rulLs operate with a very In addition to the categories of heuristics, Denning defined
narrow view of the dala and are, in sorme sense, static in their in- eight general areas ofcontern: breakiio, masquerading, penetra-
terpretation They are narrow it that they getierall y involve only tion, leakage. database infe'rence Trojan horse, virus, and denial
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of service 121. Under M I DAS, Trojan horse and virus attacks are if hie directs hits prin ter output to somne location other than where
collapsed into a single category because of their similarities, hie nornial ly sendsoutl)ut, lie may be attempting to leak sensitive
Also, since our- conce!rn is mainly with operating system data 121. Simple inactivity (loggingon and then wandering away
penetration.ais opposed todlatabasecomprontisc, inference type fromt the terminal), while not an attack, represents wiastcd
arttacks arc not considered. Fintally. denial of service concecrns resotirce and a potenrtial security compromise. As such it is noted
and leakage concerns are combined with misuse cotncerns. and rcportcd by the syvteni. This area of co=zrn .lso covers
Tlogethcr with the heuristics described above, these concerns basic detection of covert chaotic) activity. Under Multics
def~ine a niatrix which outlines thie intended coverage of' thle release 11.0, all large covert channels (bandwidth 1(M BPS)
MIDAS system. have been eliminated. Moderate (10 - 1 (K) BPS) and srmall ( I -

10 BPS) channels% arc captured and auditedi by Multith 141.
These MIDAS rules act ott tile occurrence of audited covert

IMMEDIATE ANOMALY 5YSTEM cliaitnel activity.
Tr-ojan HorsclVirus - This area of coneerti involves thle

[tRlAK-IN 00 detection of-a Trotan horse or virus which has IVeen introduced
MASQlUERAN'~ into thie system. These two areas are not separate because we
PEiNETRATlION t) 0 have not detertoined a way to differenitiate between thetul giveni
MIJSUS the available audit data. llThe key factors which are considered

lR{)JN I lR~~whten addressing this concern are access vinlationis onl systemTROJN' HRSE'U 0sensitive objects, tmid 1eXecutionl statistics which violate ntorms
c stahlk i ed torci senac'mmanad s. Accessviliosnsnitv
objcects m ay intd icate ttte iitr due iioni of at vi rN int til te targvet

o rule coverage s ,vstetir: monlitoring CeCUt1ionStatiStics attemlpts El detctCC their
Presence.

Figure 5 Coveragu of MIDAS Heuristics

Attepir Brekin--IRulafla~e.8truc~ure
1ýon logiin lailutes. Ani cxamiple ottlihis kind ofl heuristic wats Ii-

I istraeted in Iig urc 3.1 li. s rule iiags, log in hailuoresoin rcestricted lin thle discuss ion it)ot, poinmt. thle phira'w' *ii se sus.pi cionii
accomit natnics (suchI as 'supe ru ser' mi 'mi' t*) as, bemr, su spi jjl'ý beenC~ usedk withlout re ( i Ue oe dct IV %41hat is 111ICalt vMOSI
cious. of the rules in the MIDAS Syst101n aleC seinsory rules. Sensory

Antother leVel 01 analysis% nvol s litonlint Ii .pa1jin cters, rules, detect anmonalous activity and asert a (.ozclusiont into the
WhichI e (finc t lie stato of thle entire svs teint at al% iti ll timen . It kniow ledge ha se represenutinig the suspected prob lent. These
thie attacker wecic sinait1 enloughl ito at v the target aeci wi I tilie rules, tia% al so issue o ii int trie ssage. A noict tir at egni of

5iciirules, v% ou till detect the .tbtior ialb a] ICImorby th rse toIs, refIerred toais secntidatv rulesý. operate onily Ott thle nu~t p
In sysietit wide lovinl Iailuies. ot the stilsor.\ inlte. Theseý' mules act like AND tgaic; titang only

tjthcr exaiiililu'. hioti tflis c olicci ni aucai iIItkicd: tiaggoig sstieii CCIdI itill Iloils fulI)II. 1011 Ihit c beIV01 u.d
e\CCst5 p~~s~urd atltesoi asysetitacculm andnoiage. 1ieute 0 ilepiesents thle itiucturir ofEitte MIDAS nile base.

cc.sive -r ihontoit password failure on ilierh aectiulits. FiL I at e.i i ot* cmeein (Iiica Liii. mqii sqerad intg. ntiis use * etc.) is,
Mlasquerade I)% itt to tcn-I jst' ltlt 0 atltse walifftferet set III ride1s. Thie output)U Ot theSC ruIles

11III~dI \lo a~:obacdau,;to col and valid jtec tile ,LLcoidLaIY siles, X% liiCli In twit1 icsoUlI All cOMitICte aeiotim

paissArd% tush do not hloitg to them, IDetecting %uch occutr IC ae
retice% is iagii115ad it is based upon the assiiiptioii that ACTION

lmaeter% g leamied t ron a user's- tornrial in icrdcti on w ith Olie
sys.LteII m1ay IV losei t( Io( spo 1%t Vel av.ttrihuted to) thiat usr but-
\% I lict:I de% iattes trout thle u"ci s. stat isticalI tnt nis. A ti) uber of
tdtisiical iltasures, for aI variey of' factors are collected and

stored for caclt Val id U. cni. S-1e ic at kplcs if these tueC -eul

toit inj:ude: origin oh colliertion (tor network users, l. ogini deon ry

lttle, resource uslage. cioitmtamnd usage. utid commtiand erors. C T
Bothl tme iverale titeasure Im or each factor aiid theC Imirnial devia-
nIon 1iWCcia det. susic2ion.S~pC~

lDuring a l~jin.t sssini. MIDlIAS conitintual ly moitoiisr'; tite
siiic.oh li c1L urrent Ilset[\ and comitpareN Iiilmen against their

use: piotmiles. It' a user's curiment actis'itv exceeds acceptable
limitls s uspic im i is aroused. An exatiti I of this type ofrl r %,tt ,,a
given in figure 4

Penet ration - Pcienetratinticomicemt iiivol yes thedo tecti0it of
a),attempted violation of systemn security mecliatinism. and is [break-i masq- pen. t Isuse trojan

applicable to vatlid users as well as niasu te rader~s. This area (i LIeae rto
coite it i. ,iddresscd by i itinicdiate, aniomaly. amtd systeml wide I
heuristics targeted toward access or atteitpted access of systernnT
senisitive programs urdata. KNOWLEDGE BASE / AUDIT DATA

Misuse - Unusual resource usage tmay be an itndicator of'
ianay things. lItcan certainly increase suspicion that tile user is a Figure 6 MIDAS Rule Base Structure
imasquerader. Abntormnal resource usage cati also intdicate. that a
valid user isetngaged in some utidesirableactiviy, For instance,
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MID J ln which provides a mouse/menu driven access to a number of
MiMIDAcommands: the Warning Pane, which displays specificwarning nessages generated by MIDAS; and the Graphical

MIDAS operates continuously, constantly monitoring user System Status Pane, which is used to display the state of MIDAS
activity and the state of the target system. If it detects anomalies and the targetted host. The operator can adjust the operation of
in system operation, relevant messages are displayed on the ý IDAS, and triggersome specificreport generation through the
MIDAS console. The operator may choose to act directly on user interface. (Figure 7 illustrates the MIDAS window dis-
these warning messages, or to investigate further using the corn- play). The MIDAS user interface displays the ongoing analysis
mands available through the user interface. For example, the of the target system security state.
operator may query the target system status, or a -iser's status, or
trace specific user activity, Based on this analysis, the operator User Pane- Information provided in the MIDAS UserPane
will initiate corrective action. consists of the Login Time, Userid, Project, and Tag for all

As discussed previously, MIDAS is composed of a number processes in the monitored computer system. (Tag is a one
of distinct parns. First among these is the preprocessor, imple- character flag which indicates whether the user is in interactive
mented on Dockmaster, which extracts and reformats relevant mode ("a"), or batch mode ("mn")).
audit data, This data is then transferred to the MIDAS worksta- Two flags may appear prior to the user's name in the User
tion. where it is asserted into the expert system shell (P-BEST) Pane:
and applied to the compiled MIDAS rules and statistical sub-
routines. Any anomalies detected are reported immediately via The first flag, a questior mark (?), indicates that the user
the MIIDAS user interface, is suspected of anomalous activity. This suspicion may be

The logic of the MIDAS rule base is covered in the Architec- generated as a result of the user's having triggered some
ture section of this paper. More detailed discussions of auditdata combination of MIDAS rules, or by independent observa-
preprocessing and the user interface are now presented to tion by the Dockmaster operator.
provide a complete system description. The second flag which may, appear to the left of a user name

is a capital M. This mark indicates that a user's session is
now being closely monitored. All audit data pertaining to

SDthis user is now also reflected in the MIDAS Warning
Pane. This is a powerful tool for de: iled user monitoring.

The MIDAS system acts primarily upon five types of audit
data: logins, logouts, commands, detected errors, and I/O re- Warning Pane - The Warning Pane displays the warning
quests. Thisdata isextracted frornthe Dockmasteraudit logsand messages and MIDAS conclusions generated as a result of
reformatted into a time-sorted series of assertions having the MIDASiuleexecution. Thesemessagesincludewarningsabout
basic structure suggested by Denniiug [2]: breakins, masqueraders, penetrations, misuse, trojan

horse/virus detection, and the reasons why these warnings were
(<subject><object><action><exception> <time- generated.

stamp>)

$ample Messages
For most of the different audit assertion types, <subject> is

list cumposed of userid, project, tag, process identifier, terminal
type, connection source (local dial, TYMNET, or MILNET in-
dicator), and host id. NOTE: FIRST LOGIN FOR USER COLOSSUS

Similarly, <tinme-stamp> is universally formatted as a list (SRC: VT1.0438)
containing the elements: absolute time (the number of seconds
since midnight), date (YY/MM/DD). and time (HH:MM:SS) MONITOR: COLOSSUS EXECUTED CMD "LIST",

The rernainiing fields <object>, <action>, and <exception> CPU .03
have varying meanings depending on the audit assertion type.
For example, a typical login entry might look something like WARNING: FEY EXCEEDED 1ST THRESHOLD
this: FOR CPU USE

(LOGIN (COLOSSUS FORBIN A 03452 H19 VT1 ALERT: COLOSSUS IS A MASQUERADER.
45C) NIL NIL NIL (120 02/12/88 00:02:00)) REASONING IS:

LOGGED IN FROM AN UNUSUAL SOURCE
and a command usage entry might look like this: (3106.4452)

LOGGED IN AT UNUSUAL TIME (01:45)
(CMD (COLOSSUS FORBIN A 03452) NIL EXCEEDED 1ST THRESHOLD FOR CMO ERRORS
BOUNDINFO$WHO 0.2 (230 02/12/88 00:03:50)) (15)

EXCEEDED 2ND THRESHOLD FOR SYSERRS 78
EXECUTED THE INVALID COMMANDS "PRIV",

e "SUID"

The MIDAS User Interface is a comprehensive window- Warning Pane information is generated independent of the
based environment composed of a bit-mapped display which MIDAS Window Interface, and thus can be made available on
presentsfourpanesarrangedwithinoneoveralldisplaywindow, other (non-windowing) versions of MIDAS. Warning Pane
and allows various operator interactions through a mouse menu messages are hierarchically grouped intoclasses ofrelated mes-
interface. The four display panes are: the User Pane, which dis- sages, from notes, to warnings, to system alerts, Each of these
plays a list of users currently on the system; the CommandPane messAge types has a slightly different format orfont in order that
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User Pakne AGsI.. AOT1.

,:3;1 CVpANDN flISNIR. A Ue,~ ,Jolllis' -1, - s. icJct cLIIFY iS now beingJ monitor-ed.
I7 m.,'o, U- X01 v~ti,,'l~~~ L.

MONITOR:DCV I-~~~I, '-cfirdC.m ,4it-,,,.f coms'scrdjc lopSob, ockwO.124, exc,ýptiionNIL
MON/TOO;n t5OIII-~w'. ' vii'IniII'p I?5 a ,u,._wc $ r pu (1 275, excep't ion Nil.
MONITOR: ~ -flSOILII:)Nw 141/Ii .,9,exetinM

unpimG GPL~'' .rI 1- - b-,j-t rw in-. h.s -eed~d ttha ano sCer, th-r.hold
.ANI~ ,. :I05 IP;'\'II 'iI U .e.-.ted cair. t,-vd,. f.:-in,T,,r,,vuin, cp W.Prod, exception NILMO/dITOIIi: O'/~/'' cpc t 1.1:04. Sestiot? d''i,no,, 6,16W61 rin/n, CPU 2t5.0839'28 sacs
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example, MIDAS mlay soon bemiodified to monitor an IBM sys-
"live' audit data that arc now under further review. MIDAS tern running ACF2. Also, althouigh tile MIDAS expert system
reliably [lags a monitored set of 17 different immediate attack wasdeveloped on aSymbolics workstation, the basic system has
activities (For cxarnple attempting to use sensitive systemn corni- been ported to a Suni workstation. E fforts are ongoing to develop
minds). Those rules, which fire based onl overall systen state, a user interface for theSun version which takes advatitageof Sun

anonelm: r lo ut eibe capabilities for graphics anid color display,
Despite the limnited size of the test-bed, we became confi- A proposed enhancement is to implement Markovian

devil that MlIDA S would be capable of monitoring the complete analysis of command inputpatterns. Under Markovian analysis,
l)OCKMASTFI I user base. We gained confidence because each command type is regarded as a state variable, and a state
MID)AS was deliberately dosigned with speed ats a paramtolunt transition mnatrix is used to characterize the transition frequen-
criteria, and because; initial test data timings were very cies between states. A command input transition would be ab-
Fav'orable. normial if its probability (as determtined by the previous systemi

MIUDAS is fast for three reasons. Virst, MIDAS rules a~re state and thle current tranisition matrix entry) was too low. ThisI
C0umpiCd i lilt'is Jirbi0hJCc ý'Oid, n ot i n ltepreted as is tirecase. sing mechanism canl be used, for example, to determine if the comn-
many exIe ret systemili k I Is. S~eruid, w lci ever possible, MIDAS maod sequences of a user are shni lar to those which characterize
I Ules ha e beer geif tI lili/CIit ttl andfleas mi any at Cas of conce rn a petiettator.
ats possible. Minimizin~g the numirber of rules within the system Some mneanis for validating thle per-formianrce of the rule base
in turn mninimizes the number of rule/fact bindings thlat occur, should he developed. Interim measures include thle analysis of
thus rctiiciiig thcL niumber cof piossibilities the systeml must check. MIDAS performanrce under normial conditionis and under
Tiltd. we have p)laced a1 numl-ber oft analysis functions into thle 'stress' conditions. These stress conditions will be generated by
ott-cr interface to be triggered at tie operator dliscretioni, rather assembilinig atiger'team to atteilfipt ioco:t'- omnise therrmonitored
thiw' inl thle rule base to be triggered niondeicrniiinisticly lby system, I lowever, a more rigorous mieth ~'or rule base valida-
natiching fact patterns. For example. thie MIDAS uiser interface tiOn and verificatiotn is greatly ticeded. This repre;sents acurrent
eon iai is at fu net n for ch eck inrg if any users have; been i ttc~ti vo area of particular concern in artificial intel liigence. Numerous
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Auditing in a Distributed System: SunOS MLS Audit Trails

IV. Olin Sibert
Oxford Syslemv, Inc.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the important features of the SunOS MLS auditing mechanism, and how it solves the
problems of performing useful audit functions in large distributed systems. The goals and experiences which led to
this design are described. The SunOS MLS mechanism is compared with other implementations.

INTRODUCTION The paper ends with a section describing the implementation
characteristics of SunOS MLS auditing. This includes some corn-

This paver begins with a brief overview of the SunOS MLS system: paiisons between SunOS MLS and other systems (IPiccioto87l,
its hardware, its software interface, and its additional security [Gligor86]), as well as a preliminary discussion of SunOS MLS
features. Tha. overview scrve. merely to introduce the system; auditing performance.
some familiarity with UNIX and the Trusted Computer System
Evaluation Criteria [DoD85] is expected for complete understand-
ing of this paper. OVERVIEW: WHAT IS SunOS MLS?
The system overview is followed by three sections describing the
characteristics that distinguish auditing in SunOS MLS from more Sun's SunOS MLS product is secure distributed system which is
conventional imiplementations. The section on audit message life targeted for evaluation at the BI Criteria level and which is
cycle describes how an audit message travels from its point of ori- currently undergoing developmental evaluation with the NCSC It
gin to permanent storage, This mechanism was designed to minim- is a variant of Sun's standard SunOS system (release 4.0) with
ize overhead for message generation while s,'ill strictly limiting tie which it has complete application compatibility except in areas
amount of audit data lost due to a system failure. That section also where security requirements prohibit. SunOS MLS runs on Sun's
describes the methods the administrator can use to manage large Sun-3 and Sun-4 hardware product line, which ranges from
volumes of online audit data, and how the data can be migrated 1.5 MIPS desktop workstations through 10 MIPS workstations and
offline. file server machines. It has been under development since mid-

1986, and is described in more detail by [Sun871.
The section on audit analysis describes the audit analysis tool,
which is how the "single system image" of SunOS MLS is imple- SunOS is a version of the UNIX operating system which includes
mented for auditing. This tool has extensive merging and selection compatibility with the AT&T System V, Release 3 definition,
capabilities, and is the primary mechanism for processing audit numerous enhancements from the Berkeley 4.2/4.3bsd systems, and
data before analysis or display, Sun's own extensions. In addition to the basic UNIX functions.

SunOS includes SunView, a window-based user interface, and full
The scctionl onl audit message format summarizes the "Flexible support for the TCP/IP and NFS (Network File System) network
Audit Mcssa;, Format", which was designed as a system- protocols.
independent format suitable for use in arbitrary operating systems.
not just SunOS MLS. This format is being considered by the IEEE SunOS MLS is an extended version of the basic SunOS system
P100)3.6 and X/Open standards subcommittees on security, intended to meet the B 1 class requirements of the Trusted Com-

puter System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) [DoD85], In addition to
auditing, which this paper describes, it includes protection of user

UNIX is a registered tradenark of AT&T. Itthenrit is a registered tradeinamk of Xerox passwords, support of mandatory security labels in the file system
Corporation. Sun Microsystnsis a a regist"red trademark of Sun MJicrosySners, Inc, and in NFS, device labeling, mandatory security for socket-based
SunOS, NFS, Sun-3. Sun., and SunView am tradedrmarki of Stut Microayait•s. Inc.
IK)SIX is a Lradmark of t.he Inaite rif Etlocttrical and Ellctonic linginccrs. X/Open interprocess commnunication, and an extension to the window inter-
is a registcied tradonaik of the X/Opc Company. Lid. face, Secure SunView. which places mandatory access control
'The work ducnabed htrnai was perfonund uader contract w Sun Microsyatns., tnc. labels on all on-screen windows and allows simultaneous display
"The atauwacs and nncehanisma prented in this paper are taken fron a pao-rried and manipulation of data at many different labels. A more com-
version od SunOS.NGS, and do not repmumn.t a cominitnent to any specific plete description is found in [Sun871.
Lmplesnenttion or perfonnance charatelriatirA of tile actual SunOS MLS product.
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SunOS MLS Configuration which machine the process runs on, are accountable to the original
logged in user, For example, the audit user ID is maintained when

A SunOS MLS system is a distributed system comprising one or the user issues the su commend to switch to a privileged role or
more physical machines (such as workstations or file servers) con- uses the riogin command to initiate a session on. another machine.
nected to a dedicated Local Area Network (LAN). Because the
LAN (which uses Ethernmet-based technology) represents the com-
munication path between the CPUs in the disbibuted system, it is
also referred to as the interconnect or "backplane" for the system. AUDIT MESSAGE LIFE CYCLE
Some machines may be referred to as "servers", generally because
their primary purpose is to export disk storage to other machines. The generation side of the audit mechanism is responsible for
In a typical configuration, most machines are "disldess" and use responding to "audit" calls from TCB programs, generating mes-NFS to reference their data, which is stored on one or more servers, sages, and writing those messages to permanent storage for

analysis. Although this is a conceptually simple path, the require-

Because all the machines, their peripherals (if iiy) and the LAN ments for high bandwidth and reliable transmission often make this

interconnect, a:e part of the same system and equally trusted, phy- a complex process. Even in a conventional multi-user timesharing

sical security is required for all those components to ensure that no system, the path far an individual audit message may include

compromise occurs due to violation of hardware integrity. In a several buffers, each perhaps slower to access, but less likely to

fully secure configuration, no "foreign" hardware may be attached overflow. In a distributed system, where audit message storage

to the LAN: it is used only for communication among a sat of may be accessed through a communication interface, the problems

machines all running the same TCB software. are exacerbated,

Single System Image Audit Message Pre-Selection

Although each machine in a SunOS MLS system is a partly The first part of an audit message's life is rewily the decision of

independent procussor running its own instance of the TCB and its whether to generate the message at all. The TCSEC requires not

own set of users, the enire set operates as a single system. Mis is that all security-relevant events be audited, but merely that they be

possible because a user's (and administrator's) view of the system auditable. It also specifies a minimum set of characteristics for

is independent of the machine being used. All machines share the selectingi specific audit messages. This allows the administrator

same file system, and a file name has the same meaning regardless some flexibility in making the tradeoff between what to collect and

of location, the volume of information recorded. These administrative control
mechanisms will probably be different in different systems, but

Similarly, all admninistrative functions may be performed (by an they always rely on some form of categorization of messages.
appropriately authorized user) from any machine. The administra-
tive databases are all maintained at a single point, and distributed Although the most powerful selection mechanisms are available

throughout the system by Sun's Yellow Pages distributed database only at analysis time, some limited options are availahle to control

mechanism. In particular, this is true of authentication data, so that the set of messages recorded. For each user, the system administra-

user identity is unique regardless of location. tor may specify a set of audit event classes for which messages
should be recorded. These are further divided into two sets: mes-

As is described below, this single system image is very important sages to be recorded when an attempted operatior is successful, and
for auditing. This concept allows the system administrator to view messages to be recorded when an attempted opfration falls for any
and analyze the audit trail for the entire system as a single entity, reason. These per-user values actually just modify a system-wide
even though the audit data was generated by numerous independent default; rather than specifying the exact set of classes for each user,
machines and may be stored in multiple locations. Because file the administrator writes specifications such as "the default, plus
names and user identities arc unique through the system, it is successful Access changes, plus all failed attempts". Thus, the
straightforward to analyze the merged audit data. administrator can establish a set of audit class for the whole sys-

tem, and adjust it individually for particula:ly trustworthy or partic-
Accountability ularly suspicious use-rs.

An important aspect of SunOS MLS for auditing is the audit user The class selection mechanism is based on audit message types (see
ID. This is a unique user identity, kept in addition to the standard AUDIT MESSAGE FORMAT, below). Every distinct operation
UNIX real user 1D and effective user ID values, that identifies a generates a message of a different type. One set of message types
process (subject). The audit user ID is stusgned to a process only is defined to describe each of the operations defined in the POSIX
by its initial login through the trusted path, and its value is the same specification, and individual systems (such as SunOS MLS) define
as the initial values of tke other user IDs. This identity is inherited
by all descendants of the initial process, and, in effect, irovides 1Th TCSEC allows QevenL to be "ealeetively udh&td" eth•e by n.akin ow

accountability back to the user whose fingers are at the keyboard. s-tion at gaemtion time (ptm e-la."ion), or by l;cting apecifto msasa•wa out of the
"audit trail it analysti tirnme 4ýot-alactlon). SunOCS MLS provldue uel•ctlon by uas.

Unlike the effective user ID and real user ID, the audit user ID's idntity (aid masasa clan) at both Samimaton and analyas time, bWt *ly providus
value is never changed. All activities performed between login and a-tion by objec•l sarity tabel (and molt oltho s bMbwa) &t analysis time.
logout, regardless of which window they are performed in. or
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additional message types tor their extensions. Additional message and creates a new file into which messages will be written. It then
types can also be defined by third-party applications. The number again invokes its special system call to write messages to this new
of types may be quite large: in SunOS MLS, it is approximately file. No messages are lost on the local machine when this occurs,
300. The message type is a flne.grained selection mechanism, and since the kernel buffers remain full while waiting for the audit dae-
corresponds directly to the operation performed by an administrator mon to find a new home for them.
or a user program.

Each audit daemon has a list of directories (known as "audit file
There is a system-wide table that maps each of these individual systems") from which it can choose a location for audit files. It
message types into one of a small number of message classes. The consults this list whenever a new audit file must be created. Typi-
message class indicates the class of operations (such as "adminis- cally, this list is different for each machine or small group of
trator action", "file modification", etc.) to which the message machines, in order to spread the audit traffic evenly. Normally, the
belongs. Message classes are used to identify subsets of the com- directory is chosen based on a fixed algorithm, but the audit dae-
plete audit trail which are to be recorded for particular users or pro- mon also has a control interface that allows an administrator to
grams (thus reducing the volume of data). Since message classes direct its attention to a particular audit file system, or simply to
are intended for administrative control of the audit mechanism, close out the current audit file and open a new one.
there should be only a fairly small number defined. It is expected
that the set of classes may be different in different system imple- When the audit daemon is unable to find a destination for the audit

mn ntations; in SunOS MLS, 13 classes are currently defined, messages, or if the audit daemon itself suffers a failure, the kernel
buffers continue to fill up. As soon as all 10 kernel buffers are in

Audit Messages in the Kernel use, the machine ceases to perform any auditable operations until
the condition is remedied or until it is rebooted. The audit

A SunOS MLS audit message starts life in the kernel (the hardware daemon's operations while trying to create new audit files are not
privileged part of the TCB software). It may have been generated audited until after a new audit file is available, to avoid an infinite
either by an auditing call internal to the kernel, or by a system call loop, Because the audit daemon keeps trying to create new audit
made from some trusted process. In either case, the information for files, as soon as the error condition is remedied, it will succeed,
the audit message is gathered up and formatted into an audit mes- drain the kernel buffers, and the processes on the machine which
sage data structure, which is then stored in one of a small set of are being audited (and therefore were hanging, awaiting kernel
buffers in kernel memory. It a failure occurs in the local machine, buffers) will resume normal operation.
no more than those buffers worth of audit data can be. lost (up to 10
audit messages). Once a message is placed in a buffer, the "audit This recovery mechanism is important because of the distributed

daemnon" is notified. nature of the SwiOS MLS system. Because audit files are usually
physically resident on disks attached to remote machines, the audit

The Audit Daenlon daemon references them using the NFS protocol over the LAN
interconnect. The failure or temporary unavailability of one of

The audit daemon is an independent process which runs on each these remote machines should not halt the entire system.
machine. Unlike ordinary processes, it runs almost entirely in ker..
nel mode. Therefore, except when handling errors, all the data it Audit File Systettts
manipulates is in kernel memory, and not subject to swapping or
paging. This allows the audit daemon to respond very quickly to Audit files are typically kept in dedicated file systems2 reserved for
arriving audit messages and ensures that it is not a bottleneck. audit data alone. This is done to keep the audit data from interfer-

ing with other user and system files: if an audit file system becomes
The audit daemon's job is to take the audit messages frem their full, the effect is orly to direct audit messages to another location,
kernel buffers and write them to the destination file. In normal rather than the more serious effects of exhausting disk storage used
operation, the audit daemon is awakened whenever a message is for other purposes.
placed in a kernel buffer. It runs promptly and performs a normal
file system write operation to write out the message. This process Audit file systems are also typically kept on a small set of machines
is repeated until all the kernel buffers are again empty, at which acting as "audit servers", and referenced through NFS. This
point the audit daemon goes back to sleep and awaits another mes- allows for efficient and reliable storage because the audit servers
sage. The audit daemon runs in kernel mode to avoid an extra can be chosen to have large amounts of disk storage and high relia-
buffering step and to improve context switch efficiency. Its pro. bility. Storing audit files for many machines on a single server also
cea.sing loop is invoked by a special system call which never speeds analysis, since those files can all be accessed directly on that
returns from the kernel unless an error occurs, machine, rather than through NFS. Although, for instance, audit

data could be stored on the local disks attached to individual desk-
In addition to this normal mode of operation, the audit daemon is top machines, this would be inefficient for access, and would also
also responsible for creating audit files, for handling any errors mean that some audit data would be unavailable for analysis simply
which occur while writing to an audit file, and for monitoring the
amount of space still available for writing more messages. When- A SunoS file ySlLa-n is a tfixod.iz© rcgipo d oifk. or in entir disk, which
ever an I/O erior or a file system full condition occurs, the audit contAng A purtion of the syztenma dixectory hierarchy.

daemon returns to user mode, selects a new location for audit data.
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because the user of some machine turned its power off. Finally, use compress program to reduce the size of audit files; the reduction
of audit servers may improve the physical security of audit data. tool automatically handles compressed audit data, uncompressing
Although the TCB prevents users from accessing any data, even when reading it, and generating compressed data on request.
that on local disks, except as allowed by the security policy,
transmission of audit data to a remote machine in a physically more Finally, audit files can be trimmed of unwanted irhessages. This

protected environment may still be desirable. allows, for example, an administrator to keep a full year's worth of
login and logout messages online, while having the other messages

Recovery From Unusable File Systems readily available in complete audit files on tape. The trimming
capability is also implemented in the audit reduction tool.

An audit file system may become unusable either because it is inac-
cessible (its server machine has crashed, or its network connection
is broken), or because it is full. In the first case, after some brief AUDIT DATA ANALYSIS
attempts at error recovery, an audit daemon simply selects the next
audit file system from its list, and attempts to create a nr.w audit Audit analysis in SunOS MLS is performed with the aid of the
file. Iaudiireduce program. This is used to perform a logical merge of all

In the second case, the file system has reached one of two limits: the audit files in the system, select some messages for processing,

soft or hard. The soft limit is a variable threshold set by the and output them as a stream of messages for processing. Of course,

administrator which causes the audit daeon to run the audi_ warn auditreduce does not physically merge all the audit files every time
ot- it is run - that could represent gigabytes of data. Rather, it selectsconun an d script. A fter enco un terin g th e so ft lim it, the aud it d ee- m e s g s ( y t e an a i nc d ni y) o l fr m p r p i t '

men attempts to switch to using another audit file system which has messages (by time and machine identity) only from appropriate'
not yet reached its soft limit. Encountering the hard limit simply files, and merges those, trimming out unwanted messages as early

means that no space remains, and that either a new location must be as possible in the merge. In this way, it provides the most efficient

found or tie machine will hang awaiting space somewhere. possible presentation of any desired subset of the system-wide audit
trail.

In all these limit and error cases, the audit warn script is run. A
default version of this script is shipped with the product. An instal- No wrtu analsis o rme b atredoess a terfit pr pos e
lation may modify it to take more complex recovery actions. The itote (to s implastream of ms e processingrby
default action on these conditions is suriply to wa~rn the administra- aoteprrm.Tesplteaplisherad rga.defaur t ab nout w hatever conditionhs aisenby toearn din maiand by which simply displays the messages in human-readable form. Thist o r abo u t w h a tev er co n d itio n h as ar isen , b y sen d in g tua il, a n d b y c n b o i i - w t r p a d o h r S n S u i i i s t a e m r
printing a message on the console for die inore serious conditions.
llow,:vcr, the script can be tailored tu perform arbitrarily complex specific selections.

actions as well, such as automatically deleting ot ndving old audit The dynamic read mode of auditreduce, rather than reading mes-
files from a full file system, tenninating user processes to prevent sages already present in audit files, watches all the audit files and
additional activity, or changing the audit flags for existing file systems for new messages and files, and writes them to its out-
processes to reduce the set of events being audited. put as soon as they appear. This output can then be piped into a

program or even a simple shell script to perform real-time analysis
Archriving Audit Files and alarms. It can even be piped into a real-time alarm shell script;

In additiun to the live audit files that are being written by the audit a program has beea developed independently of the mainstream

daemons, the administrator must also niam.age old audit data. The SunOS MLS development effort to take advantage of this capabil-

audit reduction tool provides numerous ways of doing this ity: it dynamically displays the most common recent audit mes-

sages in a graphical form.

The first thing to do with audit data is generally to combine it (a
day's worth at a time, perhaps) into a single file and move it to Merging Audit Files
another file system. The destination need not be a dedicated audit
file system, since the combined file will not grow unpredictably The merge of audit files relies on the fact that all the audit messages

after it is created. Often, this comibination process involves several in a file are recorded in time-sorted order. Because each audit file

stepis and imitenediate destinations, but as long as tile directories is written initially by exactly one process, some machine's audit
daemon, the daemn,,n can easily ensure this. Furthirmore, theaie appr'opriate'ly organized, the rearra'ngements will l.• transparent flnmso l ui ie otsnapi ftmsa~ n

to the audit analysis tools. filenanics of all audit files contain a pair of timestamps and
machine naunel, so that the origin and times of audit messages

Another form of archiving is tape. Although no software is pro- within a file can be determined by efficient examination of the file's

vich.d specifically for managing tapes of audit archives, the ability
to combine and trim audit files makes tape management much 3 This convention is imiptairatod by the audit daeanon and by auiktrad•ca (whan

it writes files), and is ralied upon by asireduce whea raudinxg fim, Audit fllam with
simpler. o&.-r na are incommrvtient to manipultat, and eiertA,.e pm aide a fum;tiom to

rienm e the thrtnamemami. This is importaut for flxing up file which were not cmloed
Two other forms of management for online audit files are available: nomaUly •ecause ot a crah or file system). and whosae enadi tinriaualp still
compression and trimming. Compression uses the standard SunOS indicates 'TO in program".
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name, rather than its contents, the typical compression ratio is only 50 to 60%, but on
SunOS MLS audit data, it generally achieves 75% to 90% compres-

Whenever audit data is generated by independent processes, and sion. These ratios can be achieved with audit files containing 1
more so when generated on independent machines, synchronization megabyte of data. The compression is most efficient when large
of time stamps in audit messages can be a problem. In amounts of audit data are being collected, since when a single pro-
SunOS MLS, this is not a significant problem, because, in general, cess generates many messages in rapid succession, the messages
all of a particular subject's (process's) auditable activities are will usually have significant redundant content which can then be
recorded on the local machine where the subject is running. Some removed by compress.
activities, such as remote login, may additionally be recorded on
another machine, and then followed by a series of messages on that

other machine (recorded as the activities of a different subject, with
the same identity), but there is always an easy way to track the ori- AUDIT MESSAGE FORMAT
gin of the activity. Therefore, as long as normal administrative pro- The final important aspect of auditing in SunOS MLS is the format
cedures are used to keep the clocks in different machines approxi- for audit messages. Because this format offers significant benefits
mately synchronized, the time stamps in audit messages will be rin for third-party software developers, it is being proposed as an
proper sequence. extension to the IEEE POSIX5 standard, and is being considered by

Because a single process is limited in the number of afles it can both the IEEE P1003.6 committee and the X/Open6 security sub-

have open at one time, the merge is performed in multiple committee.

processes. This allows audiireduce to process files from an arbi-
trarily large number't of machines. Considerable effort has been Goals

made to ensure that auditreduce performs efficiently even for very The basic problem which makes audit messages difficult to inter-large configurationshebscpolmwihmksadtmsaediiutt ntr
pret and analyze is that they come from a wide variety of sources

Selecting Audit Messages and contain many different types of information. For example,

SunOS ML.S can generate approximately 300 distinct audit mes-

The other half of auditreduce is message selection: choosing which sages. Despite all this variety, however, the messages contain only

messages will be passed through to the display or analysis pro- a relatively few distinct types of data which are interesting for

grams. Selection options are provided to select on any criterion analysis: times, labels, file pathnames, subject (process) identities,

which can be assessed from a single message: time, type of mes- etc. The multiplicity of formats is caused by thc need to report dif-

sage. selection class, originating user, security label, etc, The ferent scts of these datatypes for different operations.

selections are all performed at the earliest possible point in the
merge, in the subprocesses. This reduces the amount of data which
travels among the family of processes creates by an auditreduce 1) Easy selection of audit messages on a variety of criteria;
invocation. Selection by time is the most important heavily optim- 2) Easy addition of new audit messages as functions are added to
izLed criterion: as described above, at a coarse granularity, messages the system (without changes to audit analysis tools);
can be selected by time based only on the timestamps in filenames,

and without opening a file unless it is known to contain messages 3) Allowing third-party software developers to create additional

from the interval of interest, audit analysis tools which are independent of a particular ver-

sion of SunOS MLS; and

Audit Migration Facilities 4) Allowing third-party software to generate its own audit mes-
sages which can be meaningfully analyzed with existing

Some miscellaneous facilities are provided by auditreduce, pri- sageswi tools.

marily in support of the audit file migration strategies described

above. Messages are combined from multiple files into one using The initial implementation of auditing in SunOS MLS did not meL.
the options to write an output file, delete input files, and read all theme goals. It used an inflexible, fixed-format message, in which
messages from any input files processed, even if the messages are additional data was simply tacked on following the header in a
outside the specific time intervals specified, Input files can be in message-dependent way, As a consequence, both auditreduce (for
compressed format, and output files may be requested to be written message selection) and praudit had to understand the format of
in compressed format. every single audit message. Whenever a new type of audit message

wu added to the system, praudit always (and audiereduce often)
Compression is performed using the standard SunOS compress pro-

gram, which wses adaptive Lmipel-Ziv coding. On English text, s POSIs the IEE.'s Portable Operating System Intetrfae spe•tfication, which is
Wed an cummon UNIX systa interfaces. 1he P1003.6 committe is ddaelopina

'UsiltWd enly by ificorutble ubl sie unliit in thel er". Thme mplementatioen sectduty eaxtesisom for the balc POSIX funtclns suitable for use at &L TCSEC levels.
has worked well with ova 1000fl. Tuanmaberci" fa• which must bea pen at a 6 XOpM is an 1 ntmtmual oa5•s&en ton of UNIX sy•tom vadom which
time is equal to the number of machines which geu sted them: exactly ens Al* at A dvel ortptbility standardt based an its members' systems. The secudty
time fom a machine is needed bcaatss t fin, u wall u the muaagm in Um., subcommittee is developing 'seiuity sai nt* entded primai"ly for oOunWiCal
fin kept in M AOtLima sqM ere. Applications and th. C2 TCSEC level.
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had to be modified to understand the specific message format asso- To a large extent, each audit message, and even each token within
ciated with the new message type. This was clearly undesirable the message, can be considered independently of all others, which
even within the scope of SunOS MLS development, to say nothing simplifies interpretation and message selection.
of its consequences for third-party developers. As a message for-
mat, it satisfied none of the above goals. There are three classes of tokens: Control. Data, and Modifier

(identified as C, D, and M in the table below). Each of these classes
The remainder of this section discusses how these goals are met by contains several distinct token types, identified by the one-byte
the current design. identifier at the beginning of each token. There are currently 17

defined token types.
Audit File Format

Control tokens are essentially part of the audit system's overhead:
In the scheme described here, an audit file is treated as a sequen- they identify the beginning (and end) of messages. Data tokens
tially accessed stream of bytes. The stream is broken into provide the primary identification of a subject or object: a data
variable-length records. Each audit file contains an identifying token should provide enough information to know what the mes-
header, followed by an arbitrary number of records, as shown sage is referring. A data token may be followed by one or more
below: modifier tokens. Modifier tokens provide additional information

- about a subject or object. This information is not included with the

Hedr esage #1 Message 42 data tokens for two reasons, both having to do with the applicabil-
_ _ _ _ _ __ I Fity of this message format to arbitrary systems, not just
0 256 327 361 SunOS MLS. First, an implementation could choose to szve space

by not recording information that its customers don't care about

NOTE: The numbers along the bottom of all the (for example, file attributes or the supplementary group list).

diagrams indicate byte offsets from the beginning. In Second, an implementation cart always save space by not recording

this diagram, they are only for illustrative poses. information that doesn't make sense for that system (such as labels

and do not represent any required values, in a C2 system). These variations represent an implementation's
"auditing style", and may he built in to the system or available to

In the diagrams showing individual tokens, the an administrator as cordiguration options. Because the individual

number at the beginning of each token is its token audit tokens are largely self-defining, an analysis program can work
type, which is a one-byte value appearing at the regardless of the auditing style of the system generating the nies-

beginning of all tokens to ideraify their contents, sages.

Although the size is arbitrary, it is useful, though not required, !o The average size of SunOS MLS audit messages is between 120
keep die audit files to a manageable size by pI'riodically instructing and 180 bytes, with 6 to 10 tokens per record. The compresion
the audit daemon to switch to a new file, typically reduces the message size to between 20 and 30 bytes of

compressed data per message.

Although this format allows only sequential access
7 , and does not

support backward reading or random access, its simplicity is inipor- Example of Audit Message
tant. because it allows audit data to be passed between programs
easily, or moved between systems without regard to internal file As an example, the audit message for an unlink5 system call might
formats. contain the following tokens, laid out in the message zs shown in

the previous diafi ,ms:

Flexible Audit Message Format Header Token

The message format treats each audit message as a string of "audit
tokens". Each of the tokens is a self-identifying piece of data, 12 Message Message message

representing a file pathnrarie, a subject, a label, etc. The token Length Type Time
starts with an identifying byte, which is followed by a string of 0 1 3 5 12

bytes representting the rest of die data in a token type dependent
format. A message looks something lile this: Subject Token

1") ea uer bj Lb l-1 path Audit I Real •Effectivl Real P'roess
ken ok Tokn Token [241 User ID User ID User ID roup I ID)

0 1 1314 2425 5657 0 1 3 5 7 9 10

This restriction applies only to the ,mmplest implermentations. TI6 iRAILI.R 9 The operation risink (PathJ Ymnovas 4 link to tie file named Path, deleting the

tokem type allows backward readin• and bir, ary earching. flte's contentli if that was the laet tink to thle rite.
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Label Modifier Token In addition to these token types, there are others which identify

Two additional token types allow the inclusion of arbitrary text of
32-byte binary label binary data in a message. These are used when the data does not
(Sun specific format) correspond to any of the defined token types, and where additional

0 1 32 data about an operation is required. Text and data tokens are dis-.
tinct types to allow the analysis tools to select on the contents of

Pathoame Token text. An opaque data token is generally intended for interpretation
by a special-purpose analysis tool, whereas the text token and

231i Rootry I Working Pathname miscellaneouslarbitrary data tokens are intended for reading by a

Director Directory Aruethuman auditor.

U 1 (variable) (variable) The table below lists all the defined token types, their class (C for

control tokens, D for data tokens, M for modifier tokens), and a
The first token, present in all audit messages, is the header, which brief description.
gives the type, time, class, result, and length of the entire message.
The second token, present in most messages, identifies the subject Name Class Description
performing the operation. The third ls a label, the label of the sub- ItEADER C Beginning of a message. (length. type, time)
ject. This is an independent (modifier) token to allow the format to TRAIER C End of a message; contains die length for
be used on systems (such as class C2) which do not implement backward reading
labels and therefore would not want to -rserve space for labels in
all their audit messages. The fourth token is the file pathnanma for SUBJECT D Subject attempting the audited operation

the target of the link. SERVER D Identity of server process acting for subject
DATA I) Miscellaneous binary data; includes hnfortna-

As this is an example only, it is somewhat simplified: the actual tionaout datat integer, t.

audit message for unlink) also includes the label of the object and instructions for printing (decimal. hexa.

being unlinked and the return value from the system call (to indi- decimal, string, etc.)

cate success or failure).

PATti D) Complete pathnarre(s) identifying a tile sys-

Audit Token Types tem object (root directory, current directory,
and supplied nane)

The message header token is preseiit in all audit messages, and con- ItPC D System V IPC object (Shared Memory,
tains three pieces of information in a fixed format: the message Semaphore Set, Message Queue)
type, the tine the message was generated, and the total length of PROCESS D process that is target of operation
the message. The total length of the message is used to allow
sequential processing of the variable-length messages. The mes- TEXT D Text message; distinct from DATA in that

sage type is used to identify a specific operation, such as a system length is implicit, reducing the token's size

call or administrative operation (see Audit Message Pre-Selection. RETURN D Return value and-error code fromn system call
above). OPAQUE D Application-specific structured binary data;

generated only by non-TCB programs
The subject token identifies a subject (process). It contains the

process's process ID, audit user ID, real user ID, and effective user PACKET D Header and identifying information from an

ID. For a system with m;udatory access control, this token is I1) packet

always followed by a label token identifying the subject's label. ATTR M Attributes (type, owner, penrissions, etc.) of
The subject's audit useTr ID is an identity which is assigned at login file system object
time and cannot be changed even by the setuid system call (unlike IPt:_AT`T M Attributes of System V IPC object
the "real" and effective user IDs). In a system with mandatory LABEL M Label for subjects and objects
access controls (such as SunOS MIS), a subject token is always
followed by a label modifier token. GROUPS M Group list (supplementary group IDs) for a

subject
The file path token iypc contains the complete pathname needed to NET ADIR M Address (4-byte IP format) identifying loea-
identify an object, including the process's current root directory tion of a subject or object
and working directory, as well as the name which was supplied for
the object itself. All three are always included, even though the
pathnamc supplied as the argument to a system call might be an Writing Audit Messages
absolute patlinanse, making the working directory irrelevant. Simi-
laxly to subject tokens, in SunOS MLS, a path token are always fol-
lowed by a label modifier token unless the designated object does fortal in storage, a function is provided which accepts as argu-

not exist. ments the message type, '- ,ss, and pointers to data to be inserted as

additional tokens in Othe meý,sage. R -cause a file token is generated
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from a name and inode pointer (or perhaps just a name), this allows capability providcd by the daemon. In any case, the maximum
a generating program to supply these pointers without worrying amount of data loss is limited an-1 predictable, and the daemon
about whether the system has mandatory access control so that structure is such that a more reliable transport mechanism (or
labels have to be included in the audit me:sagf,. perhaps one using non-erasable optical storage) could easily be

integrated, whereas such a change might be very difficult in a sys-
This interface is available both within the kernel, for internal use by tem where the kernel dc.,s all message processing directly.
the SunOS MLS TCB, and as a system call for use by the trusted
processes in the SunOS MLS TCB and by third-party trusted Audit messagi ; in SunOS MLS are larger than in many odier sys-
software. tems, because of the additional information they include for identi-

fying objects. This resulted from a tradeoff between simplicity of
Application. Generated Audit Messages analysis tools and size of messages: the less context the analysis

tool has to remember (such as each process's current working
The system allows programs other than the supplied TCB software directory), the easier its job is. In practice, this seems largely corn-
to generate audit messages. This allows an installation to write pensated for by the degree of compression provided by the

progranms that gene'ate audit messages describing their activities, compress progrant. When the audit data is particularly bulky and
Because these messages use the siune token-based format as TCB- contains mostly redundant infoimation, compression ratios of
generated audit messages, they can be. analyzed with the same nearly 8 to I are possible. Thus, although the data is temporarily
tools. bulkier, in permanent storage (after the automatic daily consolida-

ddon), die bulk is comparable to other implementations, The addi-If these messages could mimic the messages generated by TCB toa 1Uoeha o eopeso taayi ii per

software, or in some way overwhelm the audit system's capacity, minimal.

the integrity of the audit trail would be lost. The system protects
against this in two ways. First. all application-generated messages Similarly, die machine-independent format carries a significant
are identified by a spt-cific message type, set by dte TCB when the space penalty relative to other implementations, and again, this
message is written. This precludes programs from imitating results from the tradeoff between audit trail size and flexibility of
genuine TCB audit messages since the message types will always analysis tools. This tradeoff, too, is largely masked by the
differ. Second, application-generated messages belong to a special efficiency of compression.
class of audit messages, and are only recorded if that class of ines-
sages is being audited. Thus, the system adtninistrator can control, The auditreduce program, in combination with seif-identifying data
on a per-user basis, which users are permitted to generate non-TCB in messages, provides essentially all die types of selection and
audit messages. analysis that can be provided when examiining messages sequen-

tialfv. The audit class mechantism provides some capability for
pre-selection, but is not nearly as powerful as auditreduce.

IMPLEMENTATION CHARACTERISTICS The SunOS MLS audit mechanism is intended to meet or exceed
die TCSEC BI requirements specifying, which events are to be

The SunOS MLS audit mechanism is quite similar to other UNIX- te and wa fo n ts seeciv uing may be p orme
basd aditinilerenat ons(suh a (Gigr86 an [Pccito~). audited and what forms of selective auditing may be performed.

based audit implementations (such as (CGligor86j and [Piccioto87l). However, it is also intended to nieet practical needs, beth for

The principal differences are die system -independent nature of Human itors ando automaed a y syst emsc suc h as th the
messge nd ile ormts id te ned or a"siglesystm vew" htunan auditors and automated analysis systems. such as the the

message and file fodmats and the need ora frsingle-systemn view" Intrusion Detection Expert System (IDES) I Lunt88J, which
assembled dynamically (by auditreduce) from a potenthilly analyzes patterns in audit data to detect unauthorized use of a sys-
widely-distributed collection of audit data files, This s'ection dreueaeptclaytm rtnfo

tern. The capabilities of audilreduce are particularly important for
explores those differences and summarizes the performance charac- manual interpretation of audit data.
teristics of die SunOS MLS implementation. The comparisons are
not made with any other specific systems, but rather with general Performance Characteristics
characteristics that appear in many systems.

As SunOS MLS had not been distributed to the field when this
Comparison With Other Implementations paper was written, these numbers are necessarily tentative. How-

ever, they indicate that die size of data collected and the overhead
A daemon process for writing audit data was chosen, despite the for collection is quite comparable to that for other systens. Most
sniall additional overhead it entails, to dc-couple the writing of o h ubr eo eciesz fterwbnr ui aa

audit data from its generation in the kernel. This simplifies use of ompressed s treat e att e end.

the audit trail by non-keniel software, but mostly is important

because it allows the target location (file or otherwise) of audit With a minimal set of audit classes selected (logins, logouts, and
messages to be chosen with great flexibility, administrative and privileged activity), a system of 10 SunOS MLS

machines (workstations and servers) generates about 100K bytes ofThe additional levels of buffering bring a cost in re~liability, by uncompressed audit data per day for the entire system. If auditing

increasing tite amount of data lost in the event of failure, but this ofpfailed at is ded, thi increasesto I- abytepr
seem moe tan onienstedforby te atonati fie sitcing of failed operations is added, this increases to 1-2 megabytes per

sents more than co;tpcntsated f'or by the automatic file switching day. If auditing of all event classes for success and failure is
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enabled, this increases to 10-30 megabytes per day (again, for the work is planned to investigate selection by label, by object identity.

whole 10-machine syý tern). It must be emphasized that these and other potentially interesting criteria. Even so. the current

numbers are generated by the "normal" activity of a software implementation allows the volume of audit data to be adjusted over

development group, which consists primarily of text editing and nearly two orders of magnitude.

compilation. Any heavy file system activity increases the bulk con-

siderably. Because o: the general message format, it is straightforward to use

auditing in third-party trusted software, and to create third-party

The maximum capacity of the audit system seems to be about 20 analysis tools. This has already happened within Sun: several audit

megabytes of raw data per hour on a typical machine. If all audit display tools have been created outside the product development

classes are turned on, and the machine is set to running a test suite effort, and it is hoped 'hat similar efforts will take place at field

which primarily exercises the file system, it can generate about that sites once the product is delivered.

much data in an hour. The mqchine is still usable in this state;

although performance is certainly slowed, normal interactive work As of this writing, there is too little experience with SunOS MLS to

can still take place in much the same way as on a slower (previous quantify the performance impact of auditing, and even the storage

generation) machine, requirements are not entirely clear.

When audit data is compressed (by the automatic daily consolida-

tion), typical compression ratios range from 3.5-to-I to 5-to-I. REFERENCES
When the audit data is heavily redundant (such as when all audit

classes are selected), the compression ratio can reach 8-to-1. This [Denning86] Dorothy E. Denning, An Intrusion-Detection
reduces a daily 30 megabytes to 7 or 8, or the flat-out 20 megabytes Model. Proceedings 1986 IEEE Symposium on

per hour per machine to a more manageable 2.5. Security and Privacy, 7-9 April 1986, Oakland,

Performance of any audit system is so dependent on the nature of California

the workload as to essentially defy characterization. With the [DoD851 Deparutmcnt of Defense - Computer Security

minimal set of audit classes described earlier, the performnance Center, Department of Defense Trusted Computer
inpact is negligible. Performance impact on machines used as file System Evaluation Criteria, DoD-5200.28-STD,
servers is also essentially negligible, since auditing and access con- Deceniber 1985

trol is performed on the client machines. This is less true for

inacltines used as servers for file systems receiving audit data, IGligor861 V. D. Gligor, et al], On the Design and Impletnen-

although even there, buffering in the client machines reduces tGie tation of Secure XenLx Wokb-tfaions, Proceedings

impact. Since a SunOS MLS file server can support an aggregate 1986 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy,
throughput (for all its clients) exceed 200K bytes per second, even 7-9 April 1986, Oakland, California
an additional 20 megabytes per hour represents a small fraction of

that capacity. [Lunt88] Teresa F. Lunt and R. Jagganathan, A Prototype
Real-Time nlrt-sion-Detection Expert System,

Finally, auditing of security-relevant events does not affect the per- Proceedings 1988 IEEE Symposium on Security
formance of CPU-bound progranms. Because a SunOS MLS system and Privacy, 18-21 April 1988, Oakland, Califor-

is typically not resource limited except for CPU-bound jobs or rela- rdia
tively brief periods of heavy 1/0 activity, the most important meas-

ure of auditing performance may be perceived impact on response (Piccioto87J J. Piccioto, The Design of an Effective Auditing

time, which is minimal because of the high performance of the Subsystem Proceedings 1987 IEEE Symposium on
individual workstations. Security and Privacy, 27-29 April 1987, Oakland,

California

[Sun87] Sun Microsystems, Conputer Security at Sun
CONCLUSIONS Microsystems, Inc., Proceedings 1Mth National

Computer Security Conference, 21-24* September
Distributed systenms pose significant difficulties in storing audit 1987, Baltimore, Maryland

messages. Use of multiple buffers and failure recovery algorithms

makes auditing practical and efficient in a distributed system.

The auditreduce tool gives the administrator of a distributed system
the all-important big picture. It also provides the management

capabilities for maintaining and archiving the enormous volumes of
audit data which are created in a large SunOS MLS configuration.

Pre-selection of "interesting" audit messages is important for

reducing the volume of messages generated. As yet, the capabili-
ties for doing so in SunOS MLS se rather primitive, but fu riter 9
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Abstract

Andrew is a distributed computing environment that is a synthesis of the personal computing
and timesharing paradigms. When mature, it is expected to encompass over 5000
workstations spanning the Carnegie Mellon University campus. This paper examines the
security issues that arise in such an environment and describes the mechanisms that have
been developed to address them. These mechanisms include the logical and physical
separation of servers and clients, support for secure communication at the remote procedure
call level, a distributed authentication service, a file.protection scheme that combines access
lists with Unix in te bits, and the use of encryption as a basic building block, The paper
also discusses the assumptions underlying security in Ardrew and analyses the vulnerability
of the system. Usage experience reveals that resource control, patticularly of workstation
CPU cycles, is more important than originally anticipated aid that the mechanisms available
to address this issue are rudimentary.

1. Introduction hough Andrew is no longer an experimental system it is far enough

Andrew is a distributed computing environment that has been under ti.tn maturity that many of its details are still evolving. Rather than
development at Carnegie Mellon University since 1983. An early trying to describc a moving target, this paper presents a snapshot of
paper [181 describes the origin oi the system and preseits an overview of Andrew at one point in time, The point of reference is the dkte of the
its components. Other papers [24. 101 focus on the distributed file officla, inauguration of Andrew, on November It 1986. At that point in
system that Is the information sharing mechanism of Andrew. thne there were over 400 Andrew workstations serving about 1200 active

users. The file system stored 15 gigabytes of data, spread over 15
The characteristic of Andrew that has influenced almost every aspect of servers. The system was then mature and robust enough to be in regular
its d-sign Is its scale. The belief that there will eventually be a use in undergraduate courses at CMU and in demonstrations of Andrew
workstation for each person at CMU suggests that Andrew will grow into at the EDUCOM conference on educational computing. In the rest of
a distributed system of 5000 to 10000 nodes. A consequence of large this paper the present tense refers to the state of the system at this
scale is that the laissez-faire attitude towards security typical of closely- reference point. Exceptions to this are explicitly stated,
knit distributed environments is no longer viable. The relative
anonymity of users in a large system requires security to be maintained The paper begins with an overview of the entiie system and an
by enforcement rather than by the goodwill of the user community. identification of Its major components. Section 3 then discusses the

underlying assumptions and the conditions that must lie met for Andrew
A sizable body of literature exists on algorithms for security In to be secure. Sections 4 to 7 describe the protection domain,
distributed environments, The survey by Voydock and Kent [28] authentication, and enforcement of protection in the distributed file
describes many of these algorithms and discusses the basic security system, Section 8 discusses the problem of resource control. Section 9
problems they address. In contrast, this paper focuses on the design and underlines the fundamental role of encryption mnd pioposes that
implememation aspects of building a secure distributtd environment. It encryption hardware be made en integral part of Lll workstations in
puts forth the fundamental assumptions on which security in Andrew is distributed environments, Section 10 deals with various other security
based, examines their effect on system ,uncture, decribes associated concerns, while Section II examines die ways in which the security of
mechanisms, and reportw on usage experience. Andrew could be compromised and suggests solutions to some of the

possible modes of attack. Finally, Section 12 ends the paper with an
outline of changes that are in progress or have occurred since the
snapshot presented here.

2. System Structure
Andrew cbmblnes the user interface advantages of personal computing
with the data sharing simplicity of timesharing, This synthesis is
achieved by close cooperation between two kinds of components, Vice

Andrew is a joint project of Carnegie Mellon University and the IBM and Virtue, shown in Figure 1. A Virtue workstation provides the power
Corporation. The author was supported in the writing of this paper by sd capability of a dedicated personal computer, while Vice provides
the National Science Foundation (Contract No. CCR-8657907). The suppoet for the timesharing abstraction, Although Vice is shown as a
views and conclusions in this document are those of the author and single logical entity in Figure 1, it is actually composed of a collection of
shsoild not be interpreted as represenling the official policies of the servers and a complex local area network. This network spans the entire
National Science Fouttdation. the IBM Corporailon or Carnegie Mellon CMU campus and is composed of Ethernet and IBM Token .,,ig
University. segments Interconnected by optic fibre links and active elements called

Routers. Figure 2 shows the details of this network.
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lEachi Virtlie svorkslat toi i tis tile UlIIix 4I.MtSD I)operatting systeit il ll is Thie Departmenet of Defense taxonomly of coinpulter systestis dlesci-ibed ht'.
tills ;til autlliltitots timieshiaring UtLde. Mulliple users call coincurrently Scthell [26! c'lassifiest colalputet systems ul110 four tilatol esleliories with
access a woiksiliioti via the conisole keyboartd, via lie nietwork or via Ilumterous subcategories. Security ranges in strength front clas~s DD
lilies titti are hardwiied to tile workstation. But tlie most commuon us of ltuiltima.' Plot'ctioln) to class A2 ll'erified [?tl'tltfifot I. i this
it wtlrkstlion n tilt.~tlte usage itiode m1ost contsistent wilth [ie Andrew classifica tiotn shefinte. Andrew appears to fti best into class C2
parattigiti, is by a single user ;it tile Coslsoic. lotoitallt'lac/ rers) or, possibly, B I (l~abllc'ds.rt'tu,-l0)

A distributed tile sv-seicii [full span l~l %iii rkstat 0115 is tile [rittiaty data- For simnplic ity, we shall restrict ouir ai~ttentio In tlile rest of this paper to
shaili .rileg heeIaiismill i Anidrewv. Ill Virtue, thils file systeiti appears tas a tile model p)11 forcth by Voydock and Kent. We do recogttise. hotwevei.
single targe sttbiree of till' tocýal tile systenit Fices critical to tile thatt a comtplete ainalysis of Anidrew securitiy in telIls of al variety of

intil sa iu fVirtelir seel tl e osIdsk(itewoktto tttottlnitjs would be a valuable exercise fin itself.

and are accessed dJirectly. Atll other filvs are int tile shared mtane space

11111 are accessed ithrougth tin inttemiuetiar '% pricess catlted Vellits that runs A fundaimenttal assumptpion pertainsa to hle questiotn of who etnforcers
oil eaich wtti-kstat bit. Ventus findis files 1)11 itdiviidual servers itt Vi':eC, security fit Andrew. Rathter tsha trustintg thtousands5 of workstatiotts.
cetle ttetit loctally aitd perforlis emiulationt of Unix file systemn security itt Anidrew is predlicated oil Ite intcgrity of (lie mtucti simaller

semtantics. Boith Vice iald Vettus tire tinvisible tol prc~esses itt Virtue. All numtiber of- Vice servers. Thlese semvrs are located itt physically secure

[lie 'v see is a ti Oix file sysitem. tote stibtrce of whticht happents to be iionm, atie accessible ontly to trusted operators, and ruti suoftware iltrt is

identtical ttt till wolrkstatiiotns. Processes oti two differenti wotrkstations above suspicion. No user software is ever run ott servers. For

can rWall anld Write files ill thtis 31ulsiree just as if They Were utwining Oi it operatota rasotis. it is necessaruy to provide Utilit iestataibern(t
sinigle itimeshainltg syslelil. servers to directly miantipulatc Andrew file systemt data. Trhese Utilities

cart be rnil ontly by superusers onl servers, 2 Both access to servers alid tile
A waritt nitiret compulter thtat ruris ai Vettus Call atlso share Vice files. It is ability 1(1 becomte superuser on thlemt must be closely guarded privileges.
miole likely to hatve miultipIle conicurrent uses tits titake greater use of-is
loscal lif Ic Vsfelit ittant a Virtule workstationi. It will probably enforce locanl Workstatitotis mity be ownted privately or located itt public areas, We

resourtce Ustage conttrols lot). Proml tile point of view of securit' in atssumte that ownters miay, nodify both the hiartdware atnd software on iheir

Andrew%, Ittiwover. suchlta inaithaif ci is nto different fromt a Vitrtue workstations in arbitrary ways. It is therefore thle responisibi lity of the

%vitiksuolltii. user to enisure tdat lie is not being comupromuised tby software olt ai private
workstation. Sucht a piece of software, rcferrecl to ast it Ti-tct Jturm hir 191,

3. Ass~umphiitons - is trivially instatlled by a superuser. Cotnsequenttly the user hats to urusi

Salti~er 1221 itatkes ;itl itlpoll th tdistincetioni btetweent a securable tS .-' Vlt'ttl every itndividual who htas tile ability to become superuer ott tile

ttld aspecifie set-tie 0t5tingacs of' liat systetit. cu Pll purowe ill this' Sectioni workstation,. A user whot is seriously eoncertted about securitly would
is iI tlsrb lelvlo etl feedb tsrwai oSaete eure the phtysicall intlegrity of his workstattion atid would (]city all

atsstumtpitions utnder %%,tichi thits is achlieved. Thle degree to which a rettote access to it via thle ntetwork.

seittee Iltse w asutipi Ois. Seuel~ld ~lclY i eefr ae o In tite cise tof it public workstationl. it is ttssuiiied that there is constant
nic[ teseasullpho'.surveillattee by aidtministrative personniel to enisure tile inttegrity of

1i is easiest to efiaracterise Atidrew itsillg thie taxsonlomy iitlroduced by hardwref.tR rtiti soffivare. It is relatively simple !o visuatlly mtonitotr tutu
Voyhok itll Kti .her srvy I28 cltaifis C~ t iy ioat ols iit ietect ftardwatre tatmperitng in a public area. But it is imutch hardler to

Vyonatltiss and Kl.' fiThfeirisurve 1281 classifies sriti of vitolaittionsi. 110 detect at ittiscr-etli becomint g superuser and itnstalfitng a Trojani hotrse.

denial of reutOlrCC usage. 111C sectu ity titeclittisitis itt Antdrew prittatrily Keepitig the superiser password ott a worksttationt secret is itot tadequate

etnsure fthat inftrniatitott is reletised amidl todified] onily in tuiutioriseil ways. becaiuse worksattiions citn be easily hooted up standahoile. witht(tie persoit

Tile difficult issue of resource delititl is tlol fully tiddles-sed. Thec mt tHe contsole taequiring stiperuser privileges. Aniigaitistttiott that is

comtiplexity of this problem it 5 appajIl It if (tilt. ettitider-s a situttiattio whltr serious about security would have 10 phtysically mlodify workstationts so

it dtetective piece of ntet work htardiware I loodN time network with packets. tflat onily authtorized persontnel cull boot up public workstations

Thle resultinig denlil onsfietwork bantdwidth ito legititliale u-sers is Clearly at sttitdtilotte. At Itie present thiite public workstati011s at CMU dfo tot have

ýsecurlity violatioti lin tilC - riCl Sense oftIleC WItii. However, it is tnot clear suci ;thys teal safeguards.

what Atidrew cosuld po.%siblly dto ill StICli Siituaitionts Mexet to bringti lue It is commniu oti fo pool1) of private worksataiotis iii be used] by it sititlil
itrobleitt ii Ithe attetntiotn of systen id ttdtttiisuttraors. This issue of'resource collect iaionf orisers. Wotrkstatiotns locatetd itt shared offices or
conttrol is discussed atl letngth itn Sectiont 8.lboratories tire examtsples of such situationls, Frotit tile point of view of'

Atteritative taxttontnies of securlity ailso exist. Wuifl [30j. for itistancee. security, such workstations ate effectively co-owtted hty till users wlto

cisti~siders tile secur ity of ifie Hydit itoperatintg jystett ill tite lighit otf tile ctall phtysicallhy access titeit. Itis titeir joitit respotisibility to eli~sure Ithe

plrtblemts tif ,tuttsul xmtopicitttt 11ttitt/-tfiic Mi. C011.1 rvatio,'l t';T1iutm'nhtv, itntegrity of the hatrdware ard software oti the workstatiotns.
and initialztion.t't it is tmore dilffiruiit to cttttuteterse Antdrew withini ithis
f anitework - Sittce Vice tand Virtue sito not trust each other until Ia User It ltioultf be enmphatsised dial the precedintg discuissiott of software
successfully execute.% tilhe astitherilheat itti prttcetlue described in Sectioni inttegrity on wvorkstaitions pertainis itt locatl files. Thtere Ire nitimafly only it

5. there is inideed mutual suspicion. But users do depenid on) Vice to fwsc ietpcly ytr rgasfriiialsn ieoklto

prolvide safe, lotng- tertit storage of theit files andtI cieftrce itelilc and for authentticating Users to Vice. All oitier user files are stored in

protectioil policies. Atndrew calt protect aigaintst imtodifictutio'; of' files by' Vice aund it-e Subject to thle safgit~iarIts discussed ini Sectioni 0,.

odher us~ers, but thtere is not safeguard agaitnst itncorrect miodificationts by 'rentokudryn nrwhssget neeybidn l
Vice itself'. Sittce Andtrew sulipoais, rtvvoclitimiit i does address the Th tewok idryn Adew assgensttvrybitii t

proiblem otf coniservationi. But tile problett of cottfitteficii.etti, uxtsivel y CMIJ, including student dormlitories. hI t hisipossible to guairanitee filte

discussed by iLamnpsoti [I SI. is otte thai Atidrew ttakes ito atttemptp I c physical tintegrity of tlhis itet work. It canl be tapped at atty poinit, atid

solve, it is not clear how [ite initticalization prObIlet ilt Wulf's Mode; private workstations with modified operattitng systemls canl eavesdrop ott
applies to Anidrew. tnetwork traffic. A conisequence of these observatiotts is ithat crud-to-end

triechutnisnis based onl entcryption arie tire onily wvay to ensure secure
ctsltin~iiatiott between Vice and Virtue. These nmechtaniisms are!
described in Set. :oi 5.

Uniix is iro~detnrk tiC AT&T. The rouiers shtcwn ill Figuse 2I are dedicated comtputers tllat rurt
2~The servcr, almi lul Untixi 4.Zt5SD. A osupertuse is a Privitcgst Unixu 1se fle of specialised software. The integrity of these routers is ttot critical to

samit ~ctu, rtsfu-tait.Atidrew security. Because Andrew uses enit-to-etid etneryption,. I

comnpromised router caitnol expose or modify iniformationt thati is
tranlsttitted thtroughi it. At wotrst, it calli cause packets to be itisrouted cc
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modified itt ways that cause the receciver to reject !hem. Th'lese arc Membhershrip in a group call be itrltc~ird. The lisA Aenibr'rOJ relation
essenrtially cases of resourrce denial, which Andrew dJoe', not attempt (o holds between a user or group X arid af group G. if anid only if X Is a
address coorpiltely. Physical damnage to a network segment has similar rretnbcr of G. The reflexive, transitive closure of this relation for X
coitrequences. defines a subset of" the protection domain calledi its Cortnrr, Prorccrir'n

Srjbdrrnain (CPS). Informally. lire CPS is tire set of aill groups lthat X is itFinally. [lie dcsign of the Andrew file systemn postulates the use of art mnember of. either directly nr indtirectly, including X itself*. This
inrdepettdentr secure cornnutwdcation channel connecting aill thle Vice hrierarchicarl structuring of tlie prolec tior domiaiti is similar to the
servers. This is used for administrative functions such as tape backups schemes ini tire CMU-CFS file systemn [I) arid Grapevine [3J.
aind distribution of' the protection databatse described in Section 4. This
secuie .Ihannel has Ili be realised either by a separate. physically secure The CPS is linportturt because the privileges that it user uris at airy tinte
network or by the use of end-to-end encryption as in the case of Vice- are the cumtulative privileges of all die eleentets of his CPS. For
Virtue commrrnuication. At the present lime. neither of these of measures examiple, suppose "Systent:CMU'', "Sysleti:CMU.Facrrlty- andi
is used atl CMU. Thle secure commnunication chruurel is tire same as the ''Systetni:GMU.Studcirts" are three groups with tlire obvious
public tnetwork. arid communication on it is unencrvpled. irltk:prelatiorrS. If tlie second anid ditird groups tire members of tire first,

nesw additionS to those groups will autotnaticadly acquire privileges
gratnted to ''Systern:CMU.'' Convcrssly. when a strident or facility4. Th~e Pi-otectioti lDoiaitr miembrer leaves. it is only necessary to retbtove himt front linse groups ill

Thre funrdamteitarl protlection question is "'Cart agent X performn operatiotn which tic! is explicitly taraied ats a tmeirber. hlrlreritaitce of rrtetstbershrip
Y oit object Z?- We refer to thle set of agents about whorit such rt titus conceptually simiplifies tire mrainttctanrce uuiandr u inistrartiorr (if filie
question catl be aisked as the Protection Donrain 1231. Ili Andrrew. tife protection domnaitn. Tile scale of Andrew ttirtks this air imiportant
protectiott domaiin is comiposed itf Usyers and Gr-oups. A utser is an entity. advantarge.
usually a humtain, thirn call authenticate itself to Vice, be held responsible
for its actions, aind be charged for resource conrsumnptiont. A group is a A coinniorot practice in timeshauing systerms is to create a single entry iii
.set of othier groups and users, associated with a user called its Owneugr. thle protection domrtin to strund for it collectioir of users. Such a collective
The nraire of thle owner is a prefix of the name of the group. it is possible etntry, often referred to as at "group account"' or it "project accounit.-
to impose mseanitngful structure fit tire names of groups, although Andrew may be used fur a ntumber of reasotns. First, obtatinring air individual etrmy
ignores such structure. For exanmpte, 'Dovik:Friemrds''. for each humana user may inivolve excessive admrtinistrative rrserlteada.s
"*Boy ik:Fricntds.(7afLovers'', ariud "Bovik Fricrids.Catl-aters" could Seconrd. tile identities of allI collaborating users iray trot be known at
ntsttenrnulically inldicate [lie purpose of' three groups ownted by urser prior:. Third. thle protectiont ittechasrisitt of tire systetit may mrake it
" Bovik'. sirnipler to Npecify protection policies inttrmits of at single pseuido-usNer

thtan for a trurritr of users.Vice intertnally ilenttifics users rund groups by uttiqute 32-bit integer
idenrtif iers. Alir i cannot be reassignedt alter creationr. sucht We believe thata thtis practice shrould be strongly iliscoriraged lit air
rearssignmrectt would require eliminatrioin of all existing ittstances of tire idl envyironrmtent like Andrew. Colleeclive enrtries will exacet hate thre at reirty.
front lrag-terin Vicc data structures, anl operatiottal itighrtmatre ii n a lrge difficult problemn of accountability iii a large distributed systemti.~ 4 ilte
dit triblled systeIr11. User and group namres, ott tire other hiandu. cant easily hrierarchtical organtisationi of' tlire psrotectioni din-fairi. it conjunictioin w ithi
hec chanuged. tile access list rurechlraiistir described iii Sect ion 0. tmake tire specificatlionm

o1 protect iott policies simrple ill Andrew. Ilit spite of this we tireA dstngushd uerrimed"Sst orl i r01t1ipotcirt; Vice rapplies fil lisapipoinitedt to oibserve idrat threre tire sorte collective entiries al CMU.
protectlion checks lto it. Our originalt inienit was tiata "System"' would We conijecture that titis is primarrrily brecntaust~e fill: di tioi of a flew riser is
play tile sairne role that a superuger plays in Unix systems. Ili ptractice we cumrbersoime frt preselt. Ili addition, groups crall otnly be crcrated arid
hanve fowlid it "rlore conivenienrt to defirie a special groupl narnted mrodifient by systet airrrnsiristrators, As discussed iii Section 12. these

'Syseirii:Adrtriiristrators.'' It is miembership itt this group rallier thrant prmoblemrs sire beinrg addressed find we hope that coltlective entries will
aulthenticationr its -Systersi'' that now endows special privileges. Art s(Ol heCotise unrnecessary.
ardvrrtatnge of thiis aipproach is thrat thre actual identifty of the user
exercisinrg tire privileges is avarilable for usc fii arudit trails, Wc cons-ider
this partricrutarly imtportanrt in view of tihe scale of Andrew. Anorther 5. Atitlrenhiclitiotr and Secure ('otnrtttiicaftloit
ardvanrtarge is thart revocratiorn of special privileges can be done by Autrerrticrrtioir is the inidisputarble estarblishrmenrt of identifie is betwueni
miodifyinig gruoup mremibershtip rallier thanui by changing ii paissword arid two nIlutuaully auspicious pairties ini til, lace ofardversarics With] mailic ious
conirniuiricatirig it securely to thle users who are adminristralrtos. intenrt. Ilii Andrew. tlre two parrties rite it user ati a Virtue workstrrtio', turd

Tileproecton oruiu nclues wo the spcia enttie: tle roul i Vice server, wihile thfe nidversories tirre eaivesdrrppers on lire network or

'Sysrein: Arty1ser''. whinch hrrs ail autheniticarted users of Vice ats its moiednt rkhdwe a lestedtabnginiie.
imprllicit iteiribert;. arid tlire user ''Ationyiroris' corrresponrdinrg to art Front a riser's poinit of viesv, using Vi tue scents iio differ err fronl rusinig
111.rirrirtenetrticated Vice user. Neithrer of these special entities can be iruride a strurdatorie workstationr. Ilt response to ai standtardl Unix login pronmpt,
af irareiber oif fifry group. Althoughr the current inplemnertrationr blurs tife tire user providtes his wnme and password. While logged in. ire irray
ntistirrctiorr between threse two entities3, we forsee situations where tile auecess local files as welt as Vice friles located ott mranry servers. Venus
distinictioni would be valuable. For exa-irplc. when the support for establishtes secure. authenticrated connections to these servers as they are
iidpritlti'iret admtinristrative domains discussed in Sectiotn 101.3 is needed. Tlie establishmrnett of a conunectiorn is completely transparent to
oplerationalr it woruld be cornvenienrt to be able to recognize arid grant the user. lIt particular, he does trot have to supply Iris password eachr
specific privileges to all authenticated mcembers of a particular tine a new conunectioni is made.
adtrifnristranive domarinr.

Thre authtenticationt mechrauismo we use is it derivative of' Needhillarirrrd
Schroeder's original scheire [ 191 using privarte ecitryptiont keys. Thre
overall function is decomiposed into three in...ior comrponients:

- a Rc-niorc Ptrrieduru' Call rinechanisrir U~.-1 r.rires suppoirt
for security.

* a scheme for obtaining rand using Aurtrentication Toke'ns.
e an Autihenricatiurn Serv'er that is a repositor~y of" password

Til- 'neiti ill Vice by ;tuluiuitrcriicaled utoer appear ux if they iwere sioeri by inrformration.
-Syqemi:AnYt Cr- rIttierthitrw by 'Annnynroilu.

"Ou tvi of a tile gim~p ''Syr~vniAdmniiairitioni'' rather itiwi fitr p~rudo-s'cr
's Ic " nioijviiied ba panl by titni corwen.
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5.1. Secure RPC 6. The client uses its handshake key to decrypt this message.
Early in our inmplementation, it became clear that the remote procedure If 11KC and HKS match, the first number of the decrypted
call packaL2 used between Vice and Virtue was a natural le -cl of pair will be (Xr+l). If this is the case, the client concludes

that the server is genuine. Otherwise the server is a fake
abstraction at which to provide support for secu.e co4 municahp,.n and B terminates.
B'i'reil's report on security in the Cedar RPC packsige ti independently 7. The client adds one to the second number of the decrypted
confirmed the validity of our decision. pair and encrypts it with its handshake key. It sends the

result. (((Yy)IC + I)Htrc, to the server.
The interface of the RPC package is described in detail in the user 8. The server decr,, )s this message with its handshake key.
manual [251. When a client wishes to comtmunicate with a server, it If INc and mHKS match, the decrypted number will be
executes a BIND operation that sets up a logical Connectiont. Conmections (Yr+1). In that case the server concludes that the client is
are relatively cheap to establish and require only about a hundred bytes genuine. Otherwise the client is a fake and the BlND
of storage overhead at each end. A connectiot- set up to be at one terminates after AuthFail is invoked.
of four levels of security: 9. The server then encrypts the session key. SK, and

01 w~tKio~to~ tneither authenticated ntor encrypted, randomly chosen initial RPC sequence number, tO, with it!hand':hake key. It completes BHNI by sending the result,
AuthOnlN, authenticated, but RPC packets not encrypted. (SK, xO)VKs, to the client. All future encryption on this

HcadersOnly authenticated and RPC packet headers, but not connection uses SK. The sequence numbers of RPC
bodies, encrypted. requests and replies will increase monotonically from .t.

Secto e authenticated, and RPC packets fully encrypted. "Die correctness of this authentication procedure hinges on the fact that
Only tile last of these four levels provides true end-to-end security; tlie possession of the handshake key by both parties is essentital for all steps
second and third levels are provided as a comprosmise between security of t[le handshake to succeed. Without the correcl key, it is extremely
and efficiency, and tie first calt be used when secure comnmunication is unlikely ihat an adversary will be able to generate outgoing messages
",ot required. that correspond to appropriate transformanstions of the incoming messages.

Mutual authentication is achieved because both the client and the serverA client can snecify the kind of encryption to be used whteit establishing arreuedtdctnrt htteypssshestsakkyTe• are required to denionFrtrae that they possess tile Itandshiake key- The
a connection. The server provides a bit ttask indicating lte kinds of use of new random numbers for each BIND prevents al adversary from
encryption it can handle, and will reject attempts by a client to use any userofpne ont numbessfur each revtan advers from
other kind. This flexibililty makes it feasible to equip servers with eavesdropping on a successful IND and replaying packets from that
entryption hardware as well as it suite of software encryption algorithuns sequence.
of differing strength and cost. A workstatioti owiter can make a Itradeoff Figure 3 susunarises the steps involved in the HIND authentication
between economy, performance and degree of security iii determoinig procedure. it is inportant to note that the RPC package makes no
lite kind of encryption to usc. The preferred approach is. of course, to assumptions about the formalat of Clientldent or the inlner in which
equip all workstations with encryption hardware. Section 9 discusses GetKeys derives the handshtake key front Ctientldent. Tile next section
etcryption in greater detail, describes how this generality is used in Andrew in two different ways: at

For all dtie autlenriticatcd security levels. the BtND operatiott involves a login, to conmmunicate with ant authentication server, and each time

3-phase hand.,hake between client and server. The client side of tite Venus contacts a file server. A connection is terminated by an UNBIND

application provides a variable-lengtht byte sequence called Clientldent, call which destroys all state associated with that connection.

and an 8.byte encryption key for tile handshake. The server side of ithe Security in Andrew is not critically dependettt on the details of theapplication supplies a procedure, GetKesy. to perlornm key lookup anttd a authentication handshake. The code pertainitg to it is small and self-

procedure. Autdioil, to be ittvoked ott autlhcittictaloit faihu'e. Tile llter contained. The handshake can therefore be treated as a black box and att
allows the server to record amid possibly tstifar a unusotiittirtor o' alternative mutual authentication technique substituted with relative ease.
suspicious authentication failures.

Al die eud of a successful HIND, ite server is assured that tie client 5.2. Autltentication Tokens
possesses the correct hatdshake key for Clientldeti. Tile client, in turn, Andrew uses a two-step authentication schemte based otl Tokens for
is assured that tlie server is capable of deducing the handsltake key froitt reasons of transparency as well as robustness. This approach provides a
Clienitldet. The possesion of the handshake key is assumed to be primtla number of advanlages over a single-step authentication scheme:
facie evidence of authenticity. 1. It allows Venus to establish secure connections as it needs

The steps performed by the RPC package during BIND are as follows: them, without users having to supply their password each

1. The client chooses a random numlber, X, and cnicipts it 2. It avoids havitg to store passwords in the clear on
with its handshake key. ItKc. It sLeds the result. (X,)iK(., workstations.

and Clientident (in the clear) to the server. 3. It limits the time duration duritg which lost tokens can
2. When tile BIND request arrives at the server, the RPC cause damage.

packag,, invokes GetKeys with Clienttdetit as a parameter. 4. It allows system programs other than Venus to performn
3. GetKeys docs a key lookup and returns two keys. One of Vice authentication without user intervention.

these keys is a handshake key, INKS, and the other is a
session key, SK, to be used after the cotmection is Authentication tokens are pairs of objects whose possession is indirect
established. If the return code from GetKeys indicates that proof of authenticity. Such a pair is like a Capability [141 in that no
the key lookup was unsuccessful, the BIND request is consultation with an external agency is required when using them, but is
rejected immediately and AuthFail is invoked with different from a capability in that it establishes identity rather than
Clientldent and the network address of the client as granting rights. Tokens are conceptually similar to Authenticators
parameters. described by Birrell [4).

4. Otherwise the server decrypts fX)yhKc with its handshake
key, yielding ((Xr)mK(Y•XS. One of the components of the pair, the Secret Tokent, is encrypted at

5. The server adds one to the result of its decryplion, then creation and can be sent in the clear. The other component, the Clear
encrypts this and a new random number, Yr' with its Token, has fields that are sensitive and should be sent only on secure
handshake key. It sends the result, (t((Xr)5XC)liXS+l), connections. Both tokens contain essentially the same information: the
Yr)HK5, to the client. Vice id of the user, a handshake key, a unique handle for identifying the
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tohol.it ti iiesttltmp tha~t indiLvitti w.hlen tile toketi Ilecotites valid. and identity of1the uset matkinig tile modifr-ation. Onl sltartup thle
another linteostatp that indicates whten it ex pies. The seci-et tokent authentication server initialises its cache by reading thle database
conrtainis, iii addition, a fixed string r i ctfsllidentitiication. Thle sequentially. Later changes thus override earlier ontes. Anl offlinec
appearance of this string when decryptitini secret token cottlirtols that program has to be run periodically to compact thle database.
thle right key las been usedl. The secret ioke.i also contaitts noise fields
thiat are filled witht new random values each titme q token is created. 1`ti% Tite key used by tite authenticalioti server for encrypting secret tokents
is dotie to thwart attemipts to break the key uses' ror encrypting tokens. las to be known to all the Vice tile servers. This key should he chansged

periodIically if anl Andrew site is serious about security. The Vice file
Tite Untix program for loggiitg in onl workstat~ons haps becen extensively servirs remember thle two most recen! such keys ai-d try tlietm onte alet
mtodified, althtought its user interface is Utnaltered. LOOItN now contacts anl thle other when decryptinig a secret token. This allows unexpiried tokens
authentiicatiott server using tlie RPC iliectaiatis, slescrihesia it Sectioti 5 .1 to he used evett if the authentication server has Chaniged keys. At prsn
The name and passwotd typest in by tile user ame used as die Cliettddent key dlistrittutioni is mtattual thilsshottid be automated in the future.
altd handshake key respectively. TDie C etKeys routill in tile
authentication server obtaints this password froii anl intertul table. Witen For robustniess, thtere is anl ilIStuLnCe Of tile authentication server rutnning
thle RPC hiantdsahke comnpletes, a secure, authicinicated connuctionl ois% olt eacth Vice file server. Thecse are slaves and respotnd onily to queries.
beetn establishedc betweeni LOrN and the authentication server. LOGIN Ontly otte server, tile imaster. accepts updates. Changes arc propagaltedt to
uses' this cottecetiont to oibtain ia pair of tokens for Ilit, user, The sahtves over tlie secure communnasication chaninel referred to in) Section 3.
autileimt catiott server gettc altes a new liandsftake key [or each pair of' For this specific applicationt. ilotuinliorti picopagation speed antd tile
toketta it creates. It .,ticryplal tie secret token wih ita key known otily to temporary incotnsisteincies that may result do not pose a seriou.; problem.
itself andtlitle Vice file serves. LOGIN Flow Plt5C thle clear and secret For turtlter robstiatess, eacht instaunce of thle authentication server has an F
tokens to Venus, Which retaitns titetn ill n1 ittterttal datla structure. At this associatedt watchdiog U nix Iprocess that restaits it iii the event of a1 :rash.
ptoitnt LOOIN termailtates, and thle user can use tile workstlation.

Each server hilattnce has a log file in whtich alithemtticatiott failures anld
Wheniever Venus neesds to establish ati IZPC conniection to a1 Vice lile unsuccessful attetnpts to update die password database are recordedl.
server onl behtalif Oa 115cr, it intvokes BItND uisitng the secret token for that Figure 5 shows an excerpt froisi such a log. It would rnot be difficutlt to
iser ats C'lienittcent alid the key itt tile clear tokent ias tile han~dshtake key. provide it ntore sophtisticated aund timtely warning mtechattistt for system

inl thec first phase of' tile BtIND, the GetKeys routine ott tile serve is p~ersoninel if suspicious evetnts are observed by authetntication servers.
invokest with Clictitlldett its tite iniput parametler. [Tie server obtaitns the
tiandshak,' key frsoui the seccnn toent after decriyphthg it. *flte
autlienticjtt~ltt prosedusre is criticalIly dlependeiit sitt tile assumliptioni thlat 6. Priotectio i41 i Vi Ice
ontly legi Iiniate servers possess tlie key to decrypt secret tokens. At this As the estsmicisit of shared iniformattiont in Atdidew. Vice ctilores tite
potint Venlus ttns ltie server eaicit have ai key that they twl'ieve 1 to ie tile protection pliclies apecifed by users. The: scate, character andis pl~iostic
collect handshake key. Tile renlaining steps of tilW tiND pritecet tis Change inl thle com1positionlO 1 tie user rommutisnity in a univctsity
slescibesi itt Section 5.1 , leasditig to mtutuial asltlientit issit . If tlie BItND is necessitaite iti rotetioti muthie'titisiii thtat is sitite ito Il se yet aliows
litccesslul. tlie server uses thle isd in tfie secret Itikeji as thec isdentity ol the complex policies to be expressed. A futrther cotnsequenice of theme factors

clien oil thitis R l't connect ioni and sets up lippiopriale iiitCr~iil Mltle. is [fltat revocaition otf acecess privileges is all i inportaitu anid commonttt
operattiont. Ilt tlte light of these considiertations we opted to use tilt Aiccess

Sittce toketns itave it finite lifet inic. at user will tieed to periodically List nitecliatisil lit Andrew. The tnext thrtee sectiotns describe how accesn
resittlienticate hiitiselIf. At present. tokens mre vatlidi for 24 hours .it lists arc iimplemiienited, ltow they lire used for file psrotec tison, ainsI how
CARL. Thle prograria LIOG, which is functionally ideiti cal to LOGIN, call Vice repre~sents and maintaiitins information oi tlile protection domain,

sIusesd for esttl Iclit w ithout explicitly togging oitt. This allowsk
reulinl loggesl-il Conitext.

6.1. Access Lists
m ulti pie users are soggedt tutu Ii workstat sion, Vtittý miaintattitns a The ticcess list niechianism is imiplementedl as it pacekage availaible to anty

sc: aritc secure RI'C conitectiont lor. ca.'lf themt for each of' tile Vice service itt Vice. though onliy ttile idistribute(] file systetm currenitly uses it.
tilt' servers they htave accessest. When ii user logs otilt ofai worksattitont. Art etntry fii ati access list imatps a itteitber sof- the proteteiton domaiti intio a
Veitus deletes Isis tokenls. Ill tile future Vice iplty suppliort oither ser vice's set oif Rights. which lire meriely bit psositionts il it 32-bit initeker mask.
Inesides it dirti huteit filt! system. t7he compniotenits sif such services The intterpretiationt of rights is specific io eacti Vice service. 1 the( total
whlich execute iii Virtue wvill be able to use tokeits for auithtenticaatiti. justt iighits possessesd 1) *Nt user oin lut object i% [lie uttioti iof all the rigihts
its 'etists shies atl presetit. possessed Isy the nil. nbers of" tis CPS. lii Other wotrds. lie ptossesses thle

mtaxinmal rightsa c, ectiveiy possessed by himself and all thle groups sit

5.3.A u It tidl o Scs~tJ~l~~ rttaoitti nuiteilvic titici l. i whichi lie is a dircct or ittdircci inetuber.

The autheitilicat ott server, hc usolatutdVc ahn.i Ai ticcess list is ,;ctually cortposesd of twvo sublists: at list of Posirii r
respoltatible rtti restnictiiig Vice access titid fori setcnti titig wttethIer ;itt Righits and it list tof N'egatiiv' Right~s. Ali entry iii it positive lights list
athtletnticatioin litteinpt bly at user is vaidi5. Tol ied strut these ituictiotia it l~indicates p1105s'5isiot of ii set of' rights. tIn a negative rightts list. it
naititlaitis ai ditabtise of pttssssrsl itluoriniation~ abhouti usei s. Alt exselrIl of inidicates denial of those righlts, Ill case of csonflict. denial overrides
this database is shsownt iii Figure 4. Thle ptssw'ords storesl in tilie shatuthuse possessioti
lire eflectively itt thle clear. hut tire cnictypites witht a Re', kinown iS [thc
server so thatt tion-inalicious systetm pesne itre Isrevsilcil ftoitt Negative liglits ture itriniarity at nietins of rupislly ansI selectively i-evokbing
atccisdentattlly reasltig [ite passwords. This satitabase is used for tptssaword taccess to senlsitive sibjects. Although such revocatitott is mtore pioperly
looskuip wheutevei t am los sgs !iiit ti Virtue wstikstatiott. It it updleditl done by changes ito the protection domtiln. the chutnges may taike ltile tot
whtenever it user is created. sleliete or has his inamte sir patsswordl chatnlged. ptropagasite in it large distributesd system, Negative righlts catl reduce thle
Users caltt change their stws passwordý otlier operaitions cal ottly be winidow of vulnerability, since chtariges to access lists tire effective
perfsormesd by systeiti adiminiistraltors. imtmnediately. As tol esaniple. if illis discovered thait a inieniber of a large

group is mnisusiing his privileges, lie cati be inusinesiately givent negative
Server perfornantice is csnisiderably itpopived by exploitintg the ftict thtat rights ott objects used by tile group. He caii also be deleted frotm allt
quet lesa lre far inore frequent titan updtates, Thir makes it approipriaite fstr groupss that may directly sir itidirectly give him rights ott those objects.
tile server ill inainiaits a write-through cache ctopy of the entire database After the mtemibershtip cthanges are effective at aill Vice servers, lie call be
itt its virtual liemtory. A modificaitioni to thle database inmmediately remtovedt front the negattive rights lists. Negtitive rights thtus decoupte the
overwrites cachied iniformiation. The copy (ii disk is hot. however, problemts of rapidl revocatioti amid propagation of inforntatioti inl a lpige
overwriten. Rather. atti audit trail of changes is manistainied ~in tile sdistributed system. 'They can alaso be usiei hto specify protectioni policies
databaise fly tpplendinhlg it fitiestiiipeih entry indsicatinig the chanlge alid the
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oif thle formi "Graint rights R to all memrbers of group G, except user Each entry inl the database corresponds to a single user or group. It
U. "Rabin anti Tyg;.r. in their recent work onl ITOSS 1211, tndependently consists of at name and anl id followed by three lists specifying
confirmu the advantages of providing negative privileges. tmemrbership information. The first list specifies the grouips to which that

user or group directly belongs, while the second list is the precomputed
The algorithtns executed during an tacccss list check is quite efficient. CP'S. For a user. tile third Pst enumeratets the groups owned by tile user:
Suppose A is an arbitrary access list anti C is the CP'S of U. The etntries for a group, it is dhe list of users or groups who arc its dlirect tnetsbers.
tit A attd C tire maintained in sorted order. 'Etc rights possessed by U are Eacht cotry also hats an associated access list, that is unused at the present

detertminted its follows: time. We inttend to allow users to directly tmanipulate the database via a
1. Let M iand N be rightts masks. itnitially etoptly. protection server. The access lists will then control the examination and
2.For cachi element of C. if there is anT entry inl tIte poitv msodifici,tion of group membership. Figure 7 shsows sit excerpt of the

rights list of A. inclusive-OR M witti tite rightls portion of- database.
thie entr',.

3. For eachi elernent of C. if' there is att enttry itt the ttegative Whetn Venus ntakes a~ secure RPC cottnection ott behalf of a user, tlte file
rights list of A. inclusive-OR N witht the rights porion of server caches thle CPS of the user in virtual memory and uses it onl access
thre entry. list cheeks. Al present, changes to the protection domrain do not affect

4. Bitwise subtract N front M. thle cached copy until the RPC connection is terminated, It would be
5. M ]tow specifies thie rights that U possesses. ielatively simiple to mtodify tile server to invalidate cached CP'S copies

P'rofliing of thre V'ice servers itt actual use confirtmt; thtat the overiteads whettever Ute protectiott dotmain chattges.

due t) cces lit ceck arenegigile.At presetnt, changes to the protectiont dontaitt are inamtally performed at a
central site in Vice. Utilities are available to simplify the creation or

6.2. File Protlchiont deletiui' of a user or to modify the metmbershlip of a group. These
Vice associates ati access list with cacti directory. Thle acecess list applies utilitics nlso preconsipute tlte CP'S by trantsitive closure and cottstruct tite
to all fiQS itt the directory. thtus givintg thetm uniformt protection status. itndex file. Modifications performed ait the central site are
Tite primiary reason for this design decision is cotnceptual sitmplicity. aisynchtrontously propagated to all other Vice sites via Ithe secure
Users htave. ait all titmes. ta rough Itential picture oftlte protectiotn state of' cotmttunication channel mettioned in Section 3. In our experiettce, tilte
ttte tiles they access. Ini ti large system. (tltc reduction itt stale obtained by tmior temporary inconsistencies lhst occasionally arise (tue to varying
aissociating pititection witht directories rathtcr thatt files is considerable. propagation speeds have not significantly affected the usability of the
A secotndary bettefit is tile reduced storage overhead oil servers. 'Usage systett.
experience ilit Andrew has provedl that this is anl excelletnt cotmprotnise
betweent providittg protectiot iat line granularity attd retaittitng conceptttal
simplicity. Iti tile rare ittstasnces whtere a file tteeds to htave at diff'erent 7. Il'totc~tionl in Viirtue
protectioti status front other files in its directoty, we place that file in at As a mtilti-uiser Unix systetti Virtue enforces the usual firewalls betwectn
separate dir~ctory with Ii liropriale protection and Pitt a sytni[-olic link to itultiple usets cottcutrrently utsintg a %. orkstaticit. Itt addition, its role itt
it in ttte origittal directorN. Andrew places olther tespotisibilites related to security ott it:

Stetmtlattes Unix setmantics tor Vice files.
Seven kittd.% of rights are assolciated with a directory: * It etnsures that cachintg is Cotnsistettt witht protection ill Vice.
i~it ''' (r) red n file *It allows owtners lolli conttrol over their wvorkstations. without

ruh ~comtprontisitng Vice security.
itrIit t W) write atty tile *It provides user and prograin ittterfasces for explicitly risinig
looikup (I) lookup status of tany file tile security meettattisms of- Vice.
insert ti) itscrt a tiew file in this directory (only if' it does rio Thle text four sectiotns mlescribe these futnctionts in deutil.

alreadty exist). '[tis is patticularly usefuil inl

cdeleic (d) delete aity existing tile Virtue provides strict Uttix protectiotn semnsttics for local files attd a
tdiniini.sur (a) imodify tltse access list of this dir-cetoty close approx itissioti for Vice files. Each Uttix file has 9 Mode bits,

loicA tk t lock ;ltly file. t]his litis turned out ttot to tic aj associated w itht it. Thiese node hits are, in effect, a 3-etitry access list
particulssrFly u1sefu11lright. bilt cottintues to be speifyinig whether or niot ftit owner of the file, a single specific group oif
supported for historical reasonts. users, and everyone else call read, write or exectute tite file.

The three most cotmmiotnly u~sed cotmbitnatiotns of rigthts aire ii, for read
access. rwi~idk For write access. aitd rwlidka for cotmplete access. Figure Ventis dlues tite etmulationt oif Utnix protectiont for Vic'! files. Ini a
0 slows att exatmtple oll Stie aiccess list ott at Vice directory. Modificatioins prototypie impletmeicitati~noti f Atndrew, tile nmode hits iii a file were
tt ccess lists take effect inunjediately. derived frontt tite access list of its, :,.ectory and could rbio be changed by

to aLppIicattiotts. Unfortunately a few applicatiotns, such its version conitrol
Certaitn privileges commntotly found in tinteshsaritng systems do tiot make software. ettcode state in the mode bits. Its additioni. our users expressed
sense itt the conttext of Atndrew. Execute-only nrivilege. for example, is a desire to be able to prevent themselves front ttccidentally deleting
triit it right that Vice catl eniforce since progratit eaccutioti is. done by critical files in it directory. We have therefore evolved it scheme ilt
Virtue. Revocation of read rights is another area where Vice can do little which the Vice access list check described in Section 6.1 performs tile
since Virtue caches files. At best it catn ensure [hllt tscw vcrsiotis of it file real etnforcerment of protection attd, its additiotn, the three owtter hlits of
arc ritot readable by thie user whose access is. revokedl. tlte file mtode indicate readability. writability or executability. These

bits, which now indicate what can be done to tile file rather than who cats
ito it. are sct and exmnitted by Vetnts but igtnored by Vice. For

6.3. Prt~oect ion IDoinsun Represenhtation directories. the mode bits arc comspletely ignuredi. The directory listitng
Protection dlomaitn informatiotn is tnaintasitned ~tiitda ltabastse (hllst is program. LS, liss beetn modified in Andrew to omit mode bits for
replicated titl cacti Vice file setver. The database contsists of as data file on dlirectosries stud sho~w only tlte owner bits for files. Figu~re 8 Shows atl
disk attdl mitt index file thatt is cached iii its etitiety in virtual memory. exanmple of a dhirectory litting ins Vice.
Thle inidex file ettables id-to-isaritt translations itt eomstattt timse. ansi
ritate-to-id translatiotts in logatrithttic time. For each etntry, tln. index Since the group mechanisms of Vice atid standard Uttix are itncotmpatible
also contains the offset itt the data file where the first byte of infonrsatiotn Venus does ntot emulate Uttix group protection semantics. Our
about the corresponding user or group is storetd. A typical lookup of tite experienice intdicattes thtat no real applications have been affected by this.
fiftabase by user or group rinae involves a setarch to find tile id, followeut From tite point of view of anl application all Vice fMots belong to a single
tiy a seek oiperiationi and a reaid OPerattts onl thle dehu file. Unix group-
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7.2. Cuirlihirr, Protection In1for-naslitirr To guard against this, we define a special Vice user "'stem."' No one can

Althoughr ignorant c (he Vice group mcchiarrisit. Venus cachies be authrenticated its stein, but a system administrator can n.lake stem the

protection information. When a directory is cached onl behalf of a user, owner of a tile. When Venus caches a setuid file owned by stem, it

Vice intcludes rights inrformation for the u.se, and Systeni:AnyUscr. ttirtanlates the owner to root and honlour; lthe setuid property. If the file is

Future requests are chtecked by Venus without contacting. Vice. If .a trot owned by stern. the setuid property is ignored.
different user on rthat workstation wishes to atccess the same directory.
and tire rights Fos SysternvAnyUser are inadequate. Vensus explicitly
obtains his rights front Vice. Prot--ctiorr informrationt cats be cached f-or at 7.4. V'ice lrter-litee
small niumrber (if distinct users onl each directory. tf there are more users Virtda providcs a nutrmber of programs to allow users to use the security

ott a workstation ttte protection checks will be functionally accurate, bitl msechanisrms of Vice. F's is a program to allow users to set artd examine

will take longer because of' ineffective carchinig. Vice notifies Venus Vice aeCss lists. LOGIN, LOC., rind sit are modified versions of standard

whtenever tie protection oil a cachted dtirectory chanrrges. Unix prograrris. They prompt for a password, contact the authtettticatiorn
server, o) tarin tokens aritd pass them to Venus. A modified version of the

Caching itnteracts with Unix semlantics in a counter-intsitive manntrer. Itt Unix PASSWD program allows users to change their passwords by

Utuix. protection failure:; cart ornly occur whten opentirng it file. lIn Andrew. contacting shr itstthenticrrtioitserver.
at protectiotn failuare curt occur wttcen c losing at file if~h p~roecstion ott one
of tite directories itt its patti wats changed while tire file was open. There For other iapplicationts. Virtue provides a library of routines to get, set

is tro simrple solution to this problem because Vice ectttrot delegatte tte aurd dlelete tokens stored by Vconus. An important user of these routines

responsibility of checking access ont store operatiostx. It cannrot trust tire i h nrwvrino h tnadUi rgar a- htalw

access ctheck thaut Venuis perfor tnrs when ropenting at tcached file. urser to execute it prcsgraitt on af retnote workstation. Another imptortant
user is REM, a progritrit thait rmakes idle workstations available for remote

fThis dlifferentce fromr Unix semantics at-fec ta a nunmber ri conttttori Unix us [201. Birth thtese progratrIN extract tokerrs f~rom tire workstation a user

applicationts that dto riot expect the close operatiorn to fail, ;ridt hence do is ivt, turd[ passes thserm to the rerriote Vernus so that it cart access Vice files

tirt check retuon codes frontt it. Itt rare inrstantces, tile user rof such ant Ott behaulf o1'fli thuser. Since ftte clear and secret tokens are sent itt the

applicartiorn rray be uttawatre ttlat one or mrore files wure riot stored itt clearr by these programs. Iltey violale the security assumptions of Section

Vice becau-se of a protectiont violationi. We do try to irilbmr users oif tile .3. Never tteless, thtese progrtrrts tire populrhu itt our user corrrtrurtitly.
probllemt by prinrtirtg if rmesasge ott tlre workstation cotnsole. However,
using tilr Conrsole as anr out-of -bhuir notificationt trectiarisin dries tnot hells 'There arre occasiotns, whern a utser ruay wishs to voluntarily restrict his

in situratiotns wttere there is rio user to act upont the message. Tile otnly righrts. For examsple, lie riay wish to rtrr it programl being debugged in ain

tobulst sorlurtion t10 thris inlsidious failure Muode is to mnodify the errs irortttrtrt thait wilt not allow it to mrodify critical files. Virtuleallows ii

apltpicattiotns to checek returnr cod~es. user toi temtporatrily disaible his mtemrbersthip in one or more groups. Such
nr group -fifty be reetuibled at a later time. We also intensd to allow groups
ttr be disaibled by defautit but this is rrot imspltsemented at the presernt tinme

7.3. Stpcnruser P1 -kilegivs except fror tIre special group Systerti:AdIntitistrtttors.
Certaint sensaitive operattiotnal procedures itn Urrix call ontly lie performedte
by tire pseudut-user rurot' . Workstartion owtners tneed tor licoinse roo oi To irnplemenrt thIis temnprorary disarblintg of member ship. Virtue associates

occasion to pertbrttr these p~rocedures. As a resurlt. toot is lorgically ftutqeitee aled a Piocess Access Group WPAG) wvith each

equtivaletnt tof a group aiccount it n discussed itt Sectionr 4. Atr RP process. When t i lrcess forks. its child intherits the PAG. Venus
connection ott hetritlf of rorot provides rtit knowleudge atinout which aictual associattes secure RPC corncectiotns to at server withs (user, PAO) pars

user it cost esponstol Usually filllie t proe sses~ ifa user have a sintgle PAG. If1it user disables
to, na~~hi fnrettlrctlshii orrf it grottp. tire process itt which tiler disatbling commanitd

A furrther cornplicatiotn is tiat the irri titrisirtiort of a wotkistartior caruse,, it was issuecd acquti res tt tiew PAGi, Eachr l ittle antothecr server is contrtcled

nrumbter of statidard proesse belonrging to root to comet into existnc on bethalf Of tlie rnesv (user. PAO) tair Vetnus mrakes af secure R PC

autlomtat ically. Sirice thsere rtay be rio ursers loggedt itt, Verrus tray itrot co tttt tioll atiti requlests tite server tsr (li-strle titcrrtb-thnp ill tile slice ified
hauve tunkerts wills which to rinake authtentticated cortttect iirts, furl threse' groups. Thre server contstruc ts it redue(] CPS tfor tlritt connect iotn arid

plovtserse. 5  We address these problemrs by treiatinig roort speciatly anid uses it oin access list chtecks. PA~js utlS chatnge whtet i 1.0L6 or sit

grant ingr it tile suItef defaiult access privileges itt Vice ats Constnttatt1d is eXecuLted.
SystcrtAtryl-ser. RPC cornnectionrs mrade ott bhaet~lf of roolt ire

urtttttettiuredatrd inrsecure. U-Sage experience itldiCate!S that Irjis
provides it good comrtpomtise tetweent security arnd ursabillit. 8. R esoL[I I-cc ).ihage

t111" nibsettee of at fscal psoiitt for altlsciationr of resoutrces mnakes resource
Tthe Setilid rtiecntrsistr itt Urtix effectively prov ides amprlslificattiorn of, Conttrorl dtifficul t itt a dlistribholed systemn. P'rocesses itt a typical
righnts 1131. When ia file tmarked sctuid is executed, it aicqutires the ticcess titmeshtaritng. system irre conistriainred itt thre ratte at whichr thtey cart consuttie

lrris'ilcges tof tile twrsver of thfe file! rather tthan tire user executng (ieti file. resorurces bly tilte CPUJ sciledulirrg algorithmn. No sucht throttling agertt
Thre intterprretaitott trnd entforcrtement of' tile' etuist priprpyirs 5 tuiti by exists itt af typicarl distributeud systemr. Antothter sigtnificantt differentce is
V irtute. bitt Vice requtires aurthtetnticationr toketns for the owner of- tile that at process itt at timnteshiarinug systenm Ias to be authertticated before it
ltrogrrrr bteintg turt setuid, Since dite tokenrs will riot be aivailable except citti corisuitte atppreciable iuttournts of resources. In contrast, each
itt rite unlikely case of' tile ownter of' tire file beitng logged inn to tire Andrew worksatttiotn cant be Mtodified to antornymtously cotrsurrse net work
wosrkstatiott, Antdre w etusto! support the setuid miechIantismt itt its getteral bantdwiidtht anrd server CPU cycles.
forma. H owever. manrty useful systleri utliities (itt wortis i;,rorts are nrwrred
by root arid curt sctuid, Since rosot ha$i only Eysitevnr:tyUser privileges As (tistettser itl Sectiorn 3. Anitrew is not dhesignred to lire instkriun to
urts Vice files, arid sitnce RPC conntectiorns for root do trot require tokerts. secutrity virtlatiotis by denial of' resources. However, it dfoes provide
we are ablv to sutpposrt setuit fitt this limrited forrtt. controtul over- sortie of thle resources. The major resources itt Anrdrew are:

9 networrk blritdwidtlt.
if natively imnplemnterdeu. sctuid progruutrs ownted by roirt wouild matuke o server dlisk storarge arid CPU cycles.
Trorjani bousses triVirrl. A User could becotme root oil itis wrurikataticort. Store * workstationi disk storage and CPU cycles.
if rojari hourse pruigrarin itt Vice arid ritark it sctuidr. If Ihis prrogramtt were Ill tlIre frext three sectionts we examnstte trow Andrew treats these

ruti try atry othter user, it wvould tire abrle to comrpromtiise his wrrkstati li. resources.

'Atlmmi, ~ggng ii f 1Kt oul ýqim he mý,md beýtwd ij tle8.1. Nelwrrrk llandigrsiidlh
wAnksrtiinx it tvgirity fisk ' c weiri runwillingr tor piirounird . . t'ndi rmku* Since Andrew does riot provide rtreehanisttis to control use of' network

~wkuar~iiu, t 'eerit irkwe ww u~itl~r~ ' isuirr. bandidsvrth, responrsibrle tire of tlie nretworrk is primarily achieved by peer
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pressure laid social miotes of tile user c-onmmunity. Blatant miisuse, such viable solution for two reasons. First. systetit personnetl Someitimcls faeed

ajs by flooding with packets, is relatively easy to detect. But itis hard to to remotely access workstations for troubleshootintg. Second. anl owvnet

detect suabtle minsuse. For cxansiplc. a malicious user can generate a level rinay wish to access his workstation front home. Out- nodetit access,

of traffic that degrades performance but does not brinig useful network facilities require lie network dacnions to be present.
:activity to aI standstill. Or he canl use multiple widely-separated public

workstations to generate high volumies of traffic. Identifying (fhe user can We have evolved a mechanism whereby tELNRt acccss to a workstation

tie particullirly difficult because hie Canl tiodify workst'ationrs to generate can be restricted to a list of users stored in the local file systemt of that

packets with ar bitniry source addr esses. workstatiotn, This restriction is, htowever, stronger than what most users
(desire. Whent lie is tiot using his workstation, at user is usually amenable

[in our experienice, network-reclated problems have ttot been due to t(o others usitig it. It is also utnacceptable for public workstations,

mnaliciotus activity. Occasiottally we observe htight tnetwotk utilisation and because every Atndrew user should be able to use themn. At thie present

Poor tile tratnsfer rates Oil segments of tfie network thsat support non- ltime we do not have at comtpletely satisfactory solution to this resource

Andrew diskiess workstations. The problemn hias not proved scricaus problem. Tile RE-M systent. metitioticd titt Sectiont 7.4, allows a user ito

ettoughi yet ito warratnt special attetntion. In otte mietmorable ittstattce, at specify tile conditions that must be satisfied for Isis workstation to

bug in file low-level network code on workstations was triggered by a become aivailable for remote use. Although satisfactory to at logged-itt

itiaifarited broadcast packet generated by at oion-malicious user during user. this approacht is harsh oil tite REM user who is "ii contstant dlatiger of

dchbuggittg. Thle bug affected every workstationt in tile etivit onutttttt aitd having his conmputatiott ;aborted at tile remoctc site. A full-fledged Rutdcr

effectively balted all ot 'hemi. ntechttnistn I171 that tmigrattes retmote users rather thatn abortitig Itrentl
would be aitimore acceptatble alternattive.

8.2. SersNer Uisage Thte probietin of contitoltitg workstation CPU ustage will become tacute as

Biecatuse of thle loing-termn, shared ntature of [tite resource. we felt it Atndrew grows. The Ituge pool of idle wcrktisti~ttirs availatble tor ptuallel

imposla ait, to e able to control disk usalge oni servers. Ali Andrew system coil putatioli. and tile developmientt of' applicatmions thtat exploit such

admi ittista or cititspecify tistorage quota for thle V ice tiles o)fit user, The parttllelisttt will tmake rettiote use even] allre attractive ut future.

quota is acittal ly placed otlt a Volume-, tIlt ectatpsulationt of a smnall subtrec
of the Vice file space 12?1. atnd call be changed with ease.

9. Etsctyphfioti
Whenh ao-ittg at tile r n behialf- of it user, a servet will abort at store Security itt Antdrew is predicated on the ability of clientts anid servers to

operattionl if itis quota is exceeded. This cult caluse a problemi sitnillti to pserformi etncryptiont for authetntication atnd secure commnltuication. The
the trit utescribed itn Section 7.1; att application progrttml that does 1tu1 dtesignt and implemntltation of thie encrypt iont algorithttt Itts Ito satistfy

cheock tlie returna codtes frotm it close operatitott will tot report aI ftailure certain properties:
ctiuse(] by tile quota beitig exceeded. But our users attt systemi persontnel * It must be difficult to break - giveti(the cotuput aliotish
corisider server disk storage atl imlptirtaitt etnottgh resource thlat thle), htave resolttees available to aittmalicious inmdividual Iin tI typicel
tolerated t his problemt. Atdidew envjirotttment.

A iitil xpouremicsfrot liemanerillwhih lec -It must be last etnoutgh thatt licthl11r thle latlency perce ivedl by
A mnorexpsur arsesfromithetttttter ti hic elctotnic mai i. clietnts nor tilt ttroughput ol- servers% Ile ttot icetibly degrttded.

imiplemientted itt Atndrew. Eacht user lisa a matillbox directory ott whtich - It miust be cheap enotugh (hill it does not tappreciabily inlcrease'

SystemicAnyUser Itas intsert rights. Matil is delivered by storitng tt file tit [lie cost of a wvorkstatiotn townted by itit ittdividuatl.
this ditectory. A mualicictis user could exhaust tie quotai of anothier user

by seitdintg htimt latrge quatntities of 'jutk tititil. Ilit practice, thtis itas nt~o Baised ott contsideratitotns f sirenttgh atnd stantdarditzt ion, weC hice chioseni

lirtveit to tie it psroblems. the Lato Eno i ,v~pdon Smondaidl (I)ESI 1171 putblishteid ii tlte Nationial

Bureau of Stanldards its tte psreferredt ettcryptiont algorithmt itt Atndrew,
Altimotgh it user callunot execute a proglista oilita server. lis Ventus canl Since thle etncryptiont tlgoritlttut is it ptaratmeter to our RPC imlchwltttsti. it

CottSt'ltie setver CPU cycles itt file system operationls. Excessive is, psssible to use othter algoritluiss. We believe. htowever. that

itetminmids oin it server tire it tomtu sf 'evource denmial to 0otlte users. At sttanidardisintg oti DES is appropriaite ini nut eutvitcttimlenti. This tilgari tittt

preset. Vice iloes tntl const rainttilte atitlotitt of server CPU cycles a user hits beetn publicly scrutittized for tmtany years aind atlthoutgh conlcertns havtee
cauil Luii y. Ii Could (1t0 So. it n ecessary. sinc 1C user- requtests Ciotlie itt oit beeti expiessed atiott its siretngthi 11, we feel that DiES is MIdelulte lot

distitict RtC CottuteCtioltS. tile level (if security we reilitit.

8.3 %orstdo 1s.geAt the presetnt fin huie theItilecy fllr a, s imple ititeracti li bet weetn :t clienlt

8.3. Wt r ks ttt hlt I St-laind server is :about 2i0 to 25 muillisectunds, tutd tlie file litttistcr late is

Atul~rew &t es tnot restrict tile atitnotiCt slpice .sed by loctal files ott tubotit .it to 70 kbyles per SeCOTIdI. We expect theCSe it itutbets io ita urOce

workstai titns. Fist cached Vice files Veflus employs itti LRU algun iitti oyer tittle, its Vettits. Vice ;trial tile rotttcrs ill tile tnetwoirkt tire itlipritecl.
to l itiit disk usatge below at value spec ifiedt at ill it ja1 isaliolt. Tile The fastestcs soft ware itttplettetittttiott of D)ES [flltt we ate itwire oif t1itus itt

algorit hut is ti1t itifallible becatuse read tindi wvriie opertitotis tare tot lees thanu 5 kbytc% per seconittil (iii typtic al wvoikstatioti. Soft ware
tuitercepted by Ventus. It is possible for it piograult to opeti ai mborl file encryptiotn wvould thierefore le titi inttolerable pelc-ortiiiitiie bottletneck in

atid tient append it latrge amtountt of datat thereby exceedinig thle cachte our- systiti; hartdware is essenttial.
limitti. [it Practice this ltts rarely beent a problemt.

Enicrypt itt devices eitabeddedI inl low-tevel comisitit) (tiictltitl 11:trowati,

Sinice it workstatiott cati be privattely owlteit, it Wotuld seen)t ittppropriiite hatve been aivailaible for sonic tititle itt ntttitcfrtuues. Itt mtanuy case,% such
fur o Andirewi to cottstrtmit thte use of its CPU cycles. Htowever. tile devices Provside secure tacinuele lio maitchine cottttnullicatiott over ait

probloti lits pritved tmore cotmtplex than we titticilsatled. The pritllitty insecure litik, but tire lnot accessibsle to htighter level stfifware. Andrew
.source ofI difficulty is tile fart thtat eitcti workstatitot is a full-fledgeid Untix depenids on eutul-to-elti enicryptiotn where tlte eitd,, are ulser level

SYSeIti.1 Ilertce it is Possible his rettlotely access one workstatiotn fromt processes oiit witrkstations ttad Vice serv'ers . Since every cottnectiotn has

antothier via stattndard Unix progiraiss sutch ats TIILNEI tatd RsiMt. Since [tie a distinctt key, ottly RPC Sotftwatre cant determtnte tile key to tise Iit

Vice file spalce is identtical itl till workstaitions, it is particularly easy for at encrypting a palcket, Tratisparett ettibedditig of encryption capaubility a(t

user toi use utty workstation as hils own . Such cotivettiettee will. oif a low level is therefore not useful itt Andrew.
ctourse . it futtimetaiitttl tmoitivationt foir the distributed tile systeumi.

AllthoughI a ntumnber of' VLSI chips for DES tire availtable [2. 291,
1t tilortuttitely. utti indlividuail at .1worksltttiont peiceisn tilte iattemtltu to use itntegratioln of quell chips into worksationi tuPeripherals isi ntu commnstl . A
its cycles Ity attollter user as it secttrity v iolatiotn. Thtis pe ceptioni is cotttterciailly avtailable device lior tlle IBMN PC-AT (11. 121 could be
ptarticulalrly strong it tlie lirst user is jait the conslse tof (tite sworkstattiiot. used itt our IBM RT-FC worksaltionts, hut its perfortmance of 50 kbytes

*totally diiattlitig'tha: networki dalettotts ithat alloiw reiltite atccess is tnot a per secotnd is batrely adcqutate. We have ltherefore built Ii prototype
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device 16] for the IBM RT-PCs using the AMD 9568 chip. Based on our privacy. Guardian hands these tokens 1c Venus and then rorks a
parts cost and labour, we estimate that a comunercial version of this dedicated Unix PCServer process on behalf of the user. This process
device, produced in quantity, would cost an end user between $500 and acts as the surrogate of the PC user and services file requests from his
$800. As perceived by a user-level process, the time to encrypt N bytes PC.
using the device is N * k + C. where k is 4 microseconds per byte. and C
is 470 microseconds. The overhead of the device is thus under a From the point of Venus, it appears as if the PC user had actually logged
millisecond for a small packet and the asymptotic encryption rate is in at the workstation running PCServer. Enforcement of protection for
about 200 kbytes per second, We are currently redesigning the device to Vice files is performed exactly as described in Section 6.2. The main

reduce k in die above expression to about 0.6 microseconds per byte, security exposure in using PCServer is the information sent in the clear

yielding an asymptotic encryption rate of over 1 Mbyte per second. At between the PC and Guardian during the establishment of a session.

the present time, we do not have encryption devices for the Sun and
Microvax workstations in our etivironment. 10.2. Diskless Workstations

Operating workstations without local disks has been shown to be a viable
A difficult nontechnical problem is justifying the cost of encryption and cost-effective niode of operation [161. However, tite impact of
hardware to management and users. Unlike extra memory. processor diskless operatiot on security has been ignored in the literature. To he
speed, or graphics capability, encryption devices do not provide tangible secure when operating diskless, two factors have to be considered. Page
benefits to users. The importance of security is often perceived only traffic has to be encrypted, and workstations have to bt, confident of the
after it is too late. At present, encryption hardwoae is viewed as an identity of their disk servers so that Trojan horses are avoided.
expensive frill. We believe, however, that the awareness that encryption
is indispcnsablc for security in Andrew will eventually make it possible How fast will encryption have to be done to avoid significant
for every client arnd server to incorporate a hardware encryption device, performance penalty when running diskless? Cheriton et ai15] present

data front the V kernel on a Sun workstation indicating that it takes about
In the interim, while the logistic and economic aspects of obtaining 5 milliseconds plus disk access time to remotely read or write a random
encryption hardtware are being addressed. Andrew uses exclusive-or 512-byte block of data. These numbers are for file access, but to a first
encryption in soitware. Although i is trivially broket. we felt it worth approximation we assume that they also hold for page access. Assuming
our while to use it tor two reasons. First. it ex eises all paths in our that the server does write-behind, a page fault with replacement would
code pertaining to security, and allows us to validate our implententation. involve a remote page write, a disk access at the server, and a remote
Second. aithough a weak algoritluh, it does require a user to perform an page read. This yields a page fault service time of 30 milliseconds,
explicit action to violate security by decrypting data. Merely ohserving a assuming a typical disk latency of 20 milliseconds. If encryption is to

sensitive packet on the network by accident will not divulge its couttnits. degrade paging perfornance by no ntore than 5,. it has to be possible to

etcrypt 2 512-byte pages in no more than 1.5 milliseconds. This implies
an average encryption rate of about 700 kbytes per second. For the more

10. Oher" Secut'itv Issues typical Unix page size of 4K bytes, an encryption rate in the range of t.5
We now consider three diverse questions from the viewpoint of security Ito 1 Mbyle per second still seems necessary. As described in Section 9,
in Andrew: encryption hardware whose performance meets these demands sceens

"* How do iow-powter personal computers access Vice tiles? feasible, though not readily available.
"• Can diskless workstations be mtade secure?
", Is decentralised admininstrationt of Andrew possible? Mutual autthentication is a more difficult problem. To perform it 3-phase

Sections 1tt.1 to 10 3 examine these questions, In .ocusing only on authcntication handshake, the client and server need to share at secret
security orr discussion ignores rnanty broader issues and implementation key. Where can this key be stored at the client? Embedding it in the
details. ROM containing tlit boot sequt ice seen,.. the otly realistic solution.

However, this does violate the goal. mentioned in Section 5.2, of not
storing long-term authentication information in the clear on workstations.

10.1. PC Server Authentication based on public keys might avoid this problem, but this
personal computer% (I'Cs) such as the IBM PC mnd Apple Macintosh has to be investigated.
differ from Andrew workstations in that they do not run Unix and oftein
rio trot possess a local disk. They mre thus not capable of being full- Athhough these problems are not insuriounotabte, we know of no
flidged clients of lhe Andrew File System. Since a significant inunrter of intplerrtentations of diskiess workstations tha! address thent. Concerns
Andrew usc-s also u.se PCs, we have developed a mechanism that regarding security played a small but nontrivial part it our decision to
enables PCs to access Vice files. avoid diskless operation in Andrew.

Vice access from a PC is mediated by a server called PCServer. that
makes a Unix file systemn transparently accessible from a PC. Since Vice 10.3. Decentralised Administration,
files arc part of the Unix file name space of an Andrew workstation. Our discussion has assuned that there is a single protection domait for
PCServer autonnatically makes them accessible from PCs. The primary all of Andrew, and that the Vice id and Virtue id or a user are identical.
advantage of this decoupling is that it allows the Andrew File System to While this is true at present, the growth of Andrew makes it increasingly
exploit techniques essential to scalability, without distorting its design to attractive to allow multiple protection domains. The motivation for tids
accommodate machines of inadequate hardware capability, comes from two distinct scenarios,

Cnmmnmication between a PC and PCServer uses a protocol distinct First. an established non-Andrew timesharing system or collection of
front that used it, the Andrew file system. The protocol supports workstations may join the Andrew environment. An existing user of
encryptiot using a key that is randomly generated and sent in the clear both environments may have different user names and ids in the two
when a clietwttserver connection is established. It does not incorporate envtromnenrits. In the merged environment, Vice and Virtue will view the
the 3-way BIND handshake described in Section 5.1, but does support a individual as two distinct users. Changing the id in either environument is
weaker fbrm of authentication. The workstation running PCServer also difficult, because ids are embedded in long-term data structures in both
runs an authenticator process called Guardian. When a PC user needs to Unix and Vice file systems.

access Vice files. he supplies his Andrew user id and password. These
are transmitted to Guardian, which contacts the Andrew authentication Second, individual organisations may wish to administer a collection of

server and obtains authentication tokens in a manner identical to LOGIN, Vice file servers, control their resources, and restrict access to a set of
as described in Section 5.2. The password and tokens are logically sent Andrew workstations. Such decentralised operation is likely to provide

itt the clear, but are encrypted with a fixed key known to Guardian and greater flexibility and responsivene..s to users. It would also allow each

PCServer, Although this is not secure, it does provide a modicwau of organization to have its own set of privileged groups, such as

System;Adntinistrators,
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A itechatlisiti that addresses these issues by) SUllporlittg iiidepettdot 'lhe nio~. damiage is catf.ed when hie Piasword of a user is broken.
Andiew Cells 1311 is binig imiplementted. A cell corresponds to it particularly if lie is a system administrator. However. the password is
complete autoniomous Andrew systemt. Willi its own protect ion domiain, typically used only once ai day when thle user is contacting asl
authentication anld file servers. aind system admtinistrators. The tname autheniticat ion server (fo tokents, The stantdard practice of changing
spaces of two or motre such cells ýan bec merged to formiti unified passwords periodically will reduce the total amnount(it f informat ion
Andrew environmlent. Users see at uniform. seandtlss. file name space available fur* key-bieakinig.
and aie not hindered by thie nmultiplicity of protectiont donltlins.

A well-known titode of at tack is via a Trojan horsc. Public workstat ions
It is Venuis that makes cells transparent during file m-ccss. Each user anid are Particularly susceptible to this. A Trojan LOG IN p1 ograntl tin] a
group idl in tilte cotmposite enivirounment Itas a cell id ats its prefix. Tile Workstatiott could eoutplront se [te paussword of every individual who
Loci Prograum. mertitonted in Section 5.2, allows at user to direct htis uses that worksatt ion. As ruenetiotted ill Sectiotn 3. af concernied site
authenticationt request to a specific cell. The authelteication proceduie is should enusuie that reboot ing at workstatiotn standalooe s- -ntpossible fosr
identiicail to that describted in Sectiotn 5.2. except that tokents are sttittipei niormtal users. Thi~s wouild defeat tlie sintiplest wily to install tt Trojati
with thle cell id of tife authenticautio server who crested thenm. Venus horse.
mnaintajins a collection of' tokens, (oie secret-clear pair for eachl cell to
whtichifthe user hias authlent icated himtsel f. Whett establishiing it secure A mioce subhtle wity to itntroduice at Trojait hot sc is bsy mtasquterading its it
conntectiott to a Vice servec, it uses the toketns ippicOipriate to tlte cell itt server that is temiporari ly down, antd hiantinitg Outt fraudulenit bittarres.
whitcli thie server is located. If tile uiser luas not aiutheniticated himself- it) During their rebooit sequence,. workstations fetch flew copies Of a1 few
that cell. lie gets Systicw:AtnyUser ptivileges itt it, local binaries front Vice over itnsecure contttectionts. To aivoid thtis

'Et tiane utattl psswtnlutftttittlivditl ttaylied ifcrtitiiieac Isobleritl .tutoltitit i updating (ifttireboot should be disabled. Itnsteadtl le
111 M1110 il an paswod o' ;n idivdua ma ti difernt n ech ownter tf tlie worsekiati-'i shoutld explicitly update these files. usintg

cell. Applicationi progritnis that translatte ills to user Ittitite. such as L%. bittttrics fetchted onl his secure RPC coaitectiolt.
httve to lie muodifited to take this itot accountt. Ho10wever. lotig,-ICIlt dualt
struct urea ott disk do tiot have to be modified to allow access to mtultiple Witrkststittios Wiit muti tiple logged-itt users mattke ai rnutmber of' oteUr
cells. Since till Vive files stored oii a server belong to tile sititte cell. thfeir security tltretts possible. A mtalicio~us user withi sitperuiser privileges
taccess lists sp5ecify ottly user's antI groups who tire ill that cell. Thtus it could cauise Venlus to (limtttp corec. examtinte th litisip1111 atnd extitect tile
server does ntot nteedtl te cell prefix whten perftsrit iig tin access list tokenis ol tother logged-in users. Andrew does tot provide anty special
check. Thle prefix is used ontly wheniet awscwc: RPC conettteiont is being mnechaniismts Ito ploted againtta such thrteats. As mlentit oneud in Section 3,
eslafisliaed. users ofa islot ed workstatioit ha~ve to rI-tal. till inditividutal, Whon Could

bectomne sitlertlser ott thait worksattitoint. A suplsicser cant titso retad find

11I. Risk Ainaissis nmodify tll cachele copies of files ont tile wtirkstttliuiti

Ill thtis sec tioit we btriefly conlsidter how seclitri i onl ieth sitbilcrii int Vice is crit icilly depenidetit oit i l~e phtysicali security of its servers andu ott
Andurewa. Our atttlvsis is tnot intetnded to hie exhatative no ir is it t Ilio oiifif carefully rest rcteil sulperuiser ticcess ott thIemt. Fot otas itittit security.

secrit, ts ii lir) pttltis i it sttititi c hetlscissoti it ii' servers should distillow 'tHLNlT' ttCCeSS. PhysNic;ally securte Matchtine

recceditg sectionis of* (Iltia paper. A sccuntitiy gi,'t is Its itustrieI( (lie so~itts andttirustwotrthiy operattors are, of' course, ailso cssetit itt. A
compt~lexity oh aipplyitng relativel St)sitmple security zilgotlitis11 to zi retil mitliciouts indilividuatl Wilit Inuperuser aiccess oit iti asetve could read or
distributedl ettvirtsiaiuettt of subsiatittizl scale tand diversity. ttotdily :ill V ice file Chtld.

A futtdancutcst I sstniplttittt in Attilt ew is' I Iit( crtcryptiolt of sufficientt
.strenaiiI anti speed is available toi Vicc zitli Virtue. O1Ithewise it is tr-ivial Metiltulerstip ill ti te group Systeti: Adittitist iatois tils ito be ctirefully

to violatte security, Fot tife putrposes oft this sectiont. we assturme [flatt all gua~rde'd. A system adtti isistator catl moitiitiy tilt) acucess list int tile

secrver~s atid worksttttioins hive DES htartlwtare, We tilsot assumte that aill systemu. tid catn therefore eiad or write anyw file. He carl also change

R PC coninectionts oit behltIf' of usersu are authtentictated arid fully storatge qutottts tand tmoidify tle owrtershlip of files. For hiceressed security.

etncrypcted. it would be rehlti i 'e simtple to tmodlify Vice Mi gratit
Systent:Adtttiristrator pjivileges totly to inidividuatls wlti atre loggedil i at

Low-levei rittwork tit tcks call. at wtorst , result itt dentialI of service ittt tine iif a spiecific set of phtysicallyI) secure worksitationis, it tdidtitont tit

:iol revetal usetful inftormattion. Mulilati iri R PC patkets wilt ttit violate T el iig l esetv.i hudb (tl htti etoli
.security either. Such tittekeis Wilt tie rejected by tie recipietit becautse To eptinsllesieiv.t imud ettdlstIi econ s
H PC sequenice num bel itt infolintatittt is ecitrypted atnd it is extrettely (M' claettely ntegattivye in tltne. Must of thle scettariois dlescribed here tile

utitlikeiv thttt ;I mtiutilattled RPtC packet will hatve tile correct seqUuelte tightly uitlikely . :futl typict~y itiv~l ye tite v iolatttion of' tile tasstmttipttnts

nutttber whteti decry-pted. discussed in Secetiont 3. A site whlichi tders to Ithose assum pliotswll
hinil Andirew miore secure ltihanitti)' existinig distribhuteid systemt of

Witlit pal ette antd cOiStiidrable C011tnputtilliotttll resources, ta tittiicious etittlitflible fttttctiotttl ity. Further. itt spi te of dthe attentitotn it Ptiys to

intdividual could envesdrop onl clicuti-server traffic uttd breaik [lite key security. Antdrew remauints it highly ustible systeml.
undier whtichi the traffic is ctitrrypled. Sinice if tew rantdonm sessioni key is
generated whietn ati RPC f.ontiection is establishedi, breakittg that key wilt
oitly give access to otie server. To tmasqtueraide as thle user, tile 12 Conitclutsiont

etavesdtropper would hatte to ctirefutlly intersperse fttke RPtc requests As mrenitionted til tile beginnitttg oft his paller. Andrew is all evolvting
ettcrypted uttier tile sessioni key. Tile sessiont key is tiot[ adequtate Ito sysctim. A numuber of chtatnges htave beeti madte since the date of' tile

establisht conntctionts Withi other servers. stitilisIt0t oil which thiti paper is htased. Manty of1 these chttnges httve beeti
imlproivemlentsu to existinig funtictonitilt Y- The protectiuni datatzbase ritow

cireatleic tiatuttg can be done by bretkiknlg (tie key in secret tinid c leatr stores its itndex its part of itselifartther thtan itt ta septiate file. This
ttkikcts. Otte wtty itt dio this is to break- tile key used by lthe authentietation climntiuies tlie occasionatl ilicoinsisiences betweeti intdex tutu uata that
server for encrypting secret ttiketns. Periodic changitng of this key is tisedl to occur when ploptiagititg ptrotectiont domtain iniformaotioti. The
therefore esseittial. Alt tilternatae wily to break the key iii a token pair is rentote Proceidure call ttteetattisttl described itt Sectiont 5.1 has been
to observe it nutinber of' BIND) requests that ;nvolve thle stamte pair of repla~ce(] by onte ithat is tmore stringent in its use oftuetinocy. The primary
tokenis. Thils is unlikely, because tokeins expire rifler 24 hours, antI the reason for this, chanige was the desire to run Venus Ott workstations with
iruniber of BhIND requecsts miade by a user in that period is otio likely to inc severly limtnied phy.sical miemory. The details of the authcirticatiiott
sufficienit to tirount a serious key -bretikinig effort. A connptonised token hundishake are different frorn tt thadescribedl in Sectiont 5. 1. but the same
pair allows tile miscretant to esttiblish secure RPC connections with the effect is achiievedl. We are hii die process oifflesigrtitg it fttster enceryption
privileges of the victim ott atty Vice file server, It is riot adequate.
however. to establisht a secure conlnection to tile authentticatiotn server.
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116 aad Anthony Datiu±

265 5?5c585f5b~b575a maCoq Allred BlUumtein
672 13020&03061909lf ablg A. Leooard. Brown
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131 36595659s5fa5450 abra)ha-a Julia Abraham~
913 5

6
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S5d5a
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5&49 ac2d Arjian Bi joy Chatterilam

28.3 13020a030619091f zubrow David Zubrow
18 0503135c5&G*676f # By I8 at Wed Mar 19 13:09!23 1986
1s 0503l35o5&6*676f N Uy 18 at Wed Mar 19 16:36:55 1906
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Date: Mon Sep 29 09:51:13 1986

09:51:13 Server sucoessfully started
11:03:49 Authentication failed for "Cfot" from 120.2.14.11
11:05!22 Authentication failed for "f.Ot" from 128.2.14.11
11:05:54 Authentication failed for "snOB' from 128.2.14.8
11:09:50 Authentication failed tor "whoa' from 120.2.14.4
11:10:25 Authentication failed for "whoa" from 120.2.14.4
11:12:28 Authentication failed for "aoO?" from 120.2.14.14
11:12:58 Authentication failed for "whOa" from 120.2.14.4
11:20:43 Authentication failed for "ao07" from 128.2.14.14
12:00:26 Authentication failed for "ka2n" from 128.2.13.3
13:58:46 Authentication failed for "dans' from 120.2.243.3
13:22:26 Authentication failjed for "dtla" from 121.2.17.17
16:16:17 AuthChangPaasd() attempt on dh2u by jaco denied
14:19:17 AuththangePsad() attempt on dh2u by j•cs denied
16:24:57 Authentication failed for "akll" from 120,2.14.14
13:56:53 Authantic•tion failed for "Ja8o" from 120.2.17.4

20:46:03 Authantication failed for "JoSS" from 120.2.14.11
21:47:13 Authentication failed for "'clm l from 120.2.14.20

22z20:17 Authentication failed for "Jr43" from 120.2.17.20

23:30:16 Authentication failed for "1116" from 129.2.14,20
23:30:56 Authentication failed for "1116" from 128.2.14.20
23:44:58 Authentilation failed for "ef0u" from 129.2.11.02

23:53:59 Authentication failed for "w10v" from 128.2.36.6

Date: Tue asp 30 09:51:50 1986

09:51:50 AuthentLoation failed for "bkOu" from 120.2.14.12

09:36:23 Authentication failed for "bkOu" from 126.2.14.12

09:57:51 Authentication failed for "bkOu" from 120.2.14,12
10:16:4$ Authentication failed for "JeOx" from 126,2,14,3

11:22!16 Authentioation failed for "1.24" from 120,2,14.10

11:32:02 Authentication failed for "vb3h" from 129,2.14,16
11!35:55 Authentication failed for "la24" from 120.2,14.10

12:31:45 Authentication failed for "kam35" from 12.2.14.9

1lii ligoicdm : Igiw yPoi-i e11i-i Cg"i'li tile lioiiggi~ii: tp. Most Of :11: 0,01"ie Ii': ,1vi:i(IcIiittgtel
itciIjti. ,It•, ili Iy bytiI . k'ilt ' p i l ynis i t : 'i ill Ilii ii plqworti ilii'uleeili. Eilit glittiiv I il'iticiii li e 1L.us r &ll tle
l--mkiilin fi1il which itl" w- slilitil Oil' iii~vi cl. T -w of lm cli111 I- lilt I ild llitr iii y olp ut l 1 i

tlgiil ie t I ii:|illltv'l I U 1ii o lici t il I

Figure 5: Exccipt rolt Atlhlicalittit Log

Mozart> ' Is/cimultdiiyiulsll
Normal rights:

System:ETC1•.ileayatemoroop rlidwk

yate•A:AnyUeer rI

.atys rlidwka

Negative rights:
9ystmnlz1TC.U&*~lets~r9&aaGiup clidwka

Monetrt>

1ilH tigtiie Kions' Iliw Utiul ccil list is ilispitiys'd in Andieiw. flio stitig giotoirtw> is tite pinniilt lyiplie
wno•ikstioo. 'lil1 mglillutlll to- lii' 1lt% tihe xslecllled illec•liiy. Note the une of iegilive riglits: Il gemtherh of

Sysitec0:1CU.e ttricfujii would too.a :' gin glige titils: W11 ircti'y. eve:: thioupit SysiettiAtiyUser lm ta ticti
lud hlookp 1i81ts.

Figure 6: Access List on it Vice Direclory
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4 VOC proteatio", databa.. #

U Lines such as the&e are comments. Comments and whitespace are ignored.

# This "'sle cOnsits of unoe entries and group entries in no particular• rder.
SAn 4empty entry indicates the and.

# A user entry he* the form:
# UserNa-.'e UaserId
# "'s a group I directly beslong to" Lit
# '10 a group in my CPS" List
# 'Is A groUp owned by me" List
# A904ss List

* A group entry has the for.:
*r Qoups•me GOroUpld Ownscld
I* "'s & group I directly belong to" "Lit
* "Is M group in my CPal" List
* "to a user or group who is a direct m•sbor of me", LitSJAccuess List

t A mnpmle list has the $o" ( j 12 ,13 ......

# An accees list has two tuple list&:# one for positive and the other for negative right#:
# ~(÷ (il rl) (J2 r2) .,..a (- (il VI) (L2 r2) ... )

.................
I........................

-...... ,..........-....I........I..............
# W, satyanaxayanon
sat.a 19

-201 -207 -209
-201 -207 -209
-203 -205 )(+ fig -1) (-101 1))

(- )

-1 ........ ............ . ........ ...... .... .......... . .. ..................'• " ' •., .4 • •;+... .. :• ',;,.... ... ... ..................................

427 177 117 746 393 416 64 201 1032 1247 1244 3017 377 239 1(÷ (777 -1) (-Igl 1))

C-)

........... .. ..... . ...........................

'gur't, 7: IE I- runi 'viC
1 'M" Pltoi •,lu Vo lill [)ii1blu¢
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mozart> Is -1 /rsu/itc/satya
total 120
-_rVt satya 1385 Jul 24 14:23 3270.keay
d 4 eatys 2045 Nov 17 1985 411
-ra- 1 eatyc 1979 Oct 3 1986 Duildfile
d 2 satya 9192 Sep 17 1964 Mailbox
d 2 satyt 12205 Feb 8 10:39 Ma£ilib
d 2 spooler 19432 Aug 2 1996 PrintDir
d 2 satya 2048 Mar 3 12986 Templates
-rw- I satya 5219 Ju1 20 16:42 a-tioles.frm
-Wv- 1 satya 6620 Jul 20 16:36 artioles.per
d a satya 2048 Jul 9 11:36 bench
d 2 satya 2048 Jan 5 1987 days
d 10 eatys 2048 Jan 9 1906 dtape
d 2 astyc 2048 Jun 9 17:25 infp
d 2 satys 2048 Nov 25 1906 lib
d 2 satya 2048 Oct 28 1906 ma.lib
d 18 satyc 2040 Jun 12 11:26 misc
d 3 matya 4096 Jul 2 13:47 mr.p
d 3 satya 2048 Sep 10 1986 not
d 25 vasilie 2048 Mar 11 16:50 oldrca
1 1 satya 38 Jul 2 1906 personal -> /aau/itc/satya/privat
d 19 satys 2046 Jun 29 09:32 pgms

-- I satya 728 Apr 7 13:14 preferences
d 2 strya 2048 Mar 23 14:49 private
d 5 saty 4096 Jul 2 16:53 public
d 2 satys 2040 Apr 15 20:38 rp2p
d 5 saty. 6144 Jul 14 14:48 rpo2
d 2 satys 2048 May 24 14:50 rpc2.g
d 3 satys 6144 Jul 23 16:15 all

S3 eatya 2048 Jan 19 1967 scribelib
d 2 satya 2048 Jul 24 10:24 sac
d 3 eatys 2048 Oct 31 1985 une

Milt Is rut example of a directory listing, bs Andrew. For files, tihe status of the owner mode bits are shown as"..r". -w- and ax". 'rfter bits are tot shown for directories, siace mode bits do niot rpply. Note the use of a
*ymbollc unrt to obtain it protectlon status ror tie file anited "personal" that Is dtfferent front other flies in this
directory. lire file is Irhyslcalty lorcated hi the dlre ory "lirivate" which hs tmorte restriclive access thait the
dirctrory slrown here.

Figure 8: Listing of a Vice Directory
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ABSTRACT a The nature of the security engineering life cycle, which

This paper explores various research issues that need to be often is separate from and tmrallel to thc system develop-

addressed in process models and automated support environ- ment life cycle.

merits to bettei build trusted systems for Defense needs. A e The nature of the software &cvelopment life cycle, which
broader notion of trustworthiness of systems is discussed; the no longer fits a "waterfall" paradigm and for which new
shortcomings of the typical security engineering life cycle and process models and supporting development environments
the nature of the software development life cycle as well as must be explored.
tile related trust isst,,s are explored. Tlhe paper then describes
several contributing technologies that, when merged, offer a The tendency of contributing technologies like formal veri-
next generation integrated approach to trusted system devel- fication and Ada tool development to be isolated and not
opment to better support Defense needs. The paper concludes integrated with mainstream system development environ-
with a set of recommendations for research directions to be ments.
pursued.

These aspects will be discussed in the following sections.
BACKGROUND

A significant long-range problem that needs to be ad- VARIATIONS ON THE DFFINITION OF SECURITY

dressed is the critical need for systems to meet major current Traditionally, discussions on scCuIrity have concentrated on
and future Dcfcnse system requirements for security, integrity a definition of security to mean confidentiality, that is, the
and high reliability. Tlhe current generation software develop, protection against unauthorized disclosure or modification of
ment paradigms for producing systems is woehllly inadequate data. Confidentiality was considered mnore important than
for developing and denmon..,t'ating mission critical systems in other aspects of the system requiring more expertise and at-
which we have a high degree of trust in their correct and Se- tention, The activity of separating tile system into Trusted
cure Op)eration. The existing 'formaUll security modeling and Computing Base (TC1B) and non-'TC 13, or trulstcd and an-
specification and verification technologies that have been de- trusted components, \%as formulated sO that More attention
veloped and applied primarily in the trusted systems arena iare (verification, testing, design scrutiny) could h1e placed on the
labor-intensive and inadequately Sutpported with cost-effec.'ale trusted pl't In this regard, such things as denial of service
analysis techniques and tools. Various compLIMuter security Iwo- were not strictly security concerns.
jects in which formal methods have been applied in the past
have produced systems with inadequate performance to meet Although denial of service is not strictly security related
Defense sy'stem needs and with sy'stem implementations that per the TCSE:C. for programs which have a high degree of
bear little resemblance to the abstract prools of securily or mission criticality, the line between security, denial of service
"Irustworthiness" about them. To date, these formal nicellods and mission criticality becomes blurred. In fact. SI)I is one of
have not been coupled atid effectively integrated with other these mission critical programs. In the SDI security approach.
testinl:. analysis and configura t ion M;Inalgemnlt techni q tics confidentiality is only one leg of thile aspects simuhlaneously
into I sound engineering dcvclopmlcnt paradigm for large addressed: confidentiality, assured service anid intceri,V. In
complex systCnIIs meeting future DOD requirements. The this case, confidentiality is concerned with identification and
trusted systems that have heeit produced to Meet the Itighet authletictieation, leaSt privilIege, object etLse. aiudil, dal 'toproteC-
levels of the Tiusted CoMIputer System EvaULu,ion Criteria tion, key management, T'tl 'I-ST, ie'sonnel security, OlI-
(TCSEC) are not widely applicable an d, due to their Iimita- SEC, traffic flow security, trusted facility manaogemeUnClit and
tions. 'tre not replacing less secure and less trusted systCms trusted distribution. Integrity is cone•ened with error detection
that are in widespread use in tnc Defense community, and correction, data authentication, soLIre/recipient aathenti-

This paper explores some of the issues to be addressed in cation, consistency, concurrency controls, and N-mal control.
developmT it paradigxl s and autof .ttCd support environments Assured service Is concerned with both assured comnmunica-
to meet the challenge of current atnd futrt Defense svr ;nmt tion service and assured computing service. Assured commu-
trust reqcirellentsg nication service includes the link level, the network level, and

the application level- Assured computing service includes

hardware and softwvarc assurance, trusted recovery, deadlock
THE PROBLEM and algorithm design, as well as component fault tolerance

and secure failure. This is an excellent example of where a
Although good progress has been made in the last several process model and develoOnlent environment arc needed in

years in producing secure components, extentding this pro- which several aspects are Cequally' important in the competition
gress to building secure 1tulti-component operational systems for design scrutiny and dollars.
has been slow, expensive and complex. Some major a:pects
of the problem include:

THE SECURITY ENGINEERING LIFE CYCLE
, Expansion or variation of the definition of security beyond

confidentiality as it applies to large systems that are mis- Figure 1 shows the Security Engineering Life Cycle as a
sion critical, parallel activity to the system development process. Through-
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out the life cycle of the project, depending on the project size, 0 It is labor intensive because there is little automation
a security engineer or a group of security engineers performs which supports this parallel life cycle. Tool use is spo-
the analysis an1  odtces documentation to support the secu- radic, at the discretion of individual subsystem managers,
rity engineer' h,- system. This begins with the Security and is not well integrated with other project software de-
Requirement. is phase, which leads to the formulation velopment tools.of security ! the security model. o It is fragile. The life cycle does not take advantage of the

Next is the .. st of series of risk and vulnerability assess- true nature of building systems today, which involves feed-
ments to be performed. The second one should be performed back, iteration and interaction as shown in Figure 2. The
between preliminary design and critical design, as important interactive nature involves prototypes, analyzing the ef-
design tradeoffs are being made. At this point, covert channel fects of one requirement or design alternative on the rest
analysis can also be performed, so that any identified covert of the system, modeling and sensitivity analysis. The par-
channels can be addressed in the critical design. Another risk allel life cycle is much more rigid. If any assumptions are
assessment/vulnerability analysis/covert channel analysis changed along the way, the model and design can be in-
should be done when the system is being realized in code, to validated and a "startover" can result.
ensure that no new vulnerabilities or covert channels have
been introduced.

TRUST ISSU--: IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LIFE
After the security model is done, the Security Architecture CYCLE

is produced, which includes all aspects relevant to the security
posture at that point in the design. It should include assump- As a consequence of the problems discussed above, the
tions about the system operation, assertions about the security current typical software development life cycle is inadequate
enforcement techniques, an initial partitioning of the system in meeting the needs of developing complex systems having a
into trusted and untrusted segments, expected operational see- high degree of trust and reliability requirements. Current and
narios, and an initial security design of the Trusted Comput- future system requirements raise trust-related issues for both
ing Base. Next comes the Descriptive Top Level Specification the process model and the software development environment
and the Formal Top Level Specification as specified by the that are not being addressed today. These include the need
TCSEC. Finally comes Security Testing Activities and Docu- for:
mentation, and then Certification and Accreditation activities.

* Effective development paradigm for trusted systems.
There are several important aspects that are inadequate in

this life cycle to meet current and future Defense needs: * Access control, trustworthiness and integrity of the soft-
ware development environment.

* It is too expensive. It costs to maintain a staff of security

engineers and to produce extensive documentation which * Support for the trusted system evaluation process.
must be carefully configuration managed, and maintained. Most software systems today are developed with a "water-

* The parallel nature of the process focuses exclusively on fall" method of software development which was appropriate
security rather than on trust and assurance of the system when it was introduced but no longer meets the needs of de-
as a whole. This lack of integration of security into the veloping complex systems. The waterfall paradigm treats the
mainstream life cycle undermines broader trust and integ- software development cycle as a series of sequential steps,
rity concerns of a system with a dedicated mission, each of which is completed before the next step is begun.

First the requirements are completely specified, then the pre-
* The separation of security engineers from normal design liminary design is completely done, and so on. The waterfall

and development engineering often sets project groups model does not adequately address concerns of developing
against one another as important design decisions are program families and reusable components, nor does it ade-
made and tough tradeoffs must be made on requirements quately organize software to accommodate change. It assumes
allocation, performance, etc. a relatively uniform progression of elaboration steps and does

System Preliminary Critical
Project Requirements Design Design
Start Review Review Review old.ng Testing Completion

System Development Cycle

Security Engineering Activities

Security Security Security Descriptive Formal Security Certification &
Requirements Model Architecture Top Level Top Level Testing Accreditation

Analysis Specification Specification Documentation Activities

Risk' Risk/ Risk/
Vulnerability Vulnerability/ Vulnerability/
Assessment Covert Channel Covert Channel

Assessment Assessment

Figure 1. Security Engineering Activities Parallel System Development Cycle
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not accommodate the realistic evolutionary development of the trusted target system development. Current software
needed to develop complex systems and which is made possi- engineering environments do not adequateiy address these
ble by current rapid prototyping capabilities. The waterfall needs. The [rusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria
model also does not address the possible future modes of were developed for operating systems and do not adequately
software development such as those incorporating program address the trustworthiness needs of the software engineering
transformation capabilities or knowledge-based software capa- environment. Issues identified are the appropriate level of the
bilities. Evaluation Criteria as a goal for software engineering environ-

ments to be used for trusted system development, architec-
The current development paradigm used for trusted sys- tural impacts on the environment and need for tool and

tems is security engineering as a parallel activity to the water- project database integrity in the environment. These issues are
fall development process as illustrated in Figure 1 and only now starting to be considered in efforts to standardize the
described in the previous section. This is an inadequate and interface specifications for software ergineering environments
ineffective bpproach for building complex systems having re- for security applications. More detailed analysis of these is-
quirements for a high degree of reliability, integrity and trust- sues is needed before standardization efforts get cast in con-
worthiness. Whao is needed is a next generation deveiopment crete.
paradigm for trusted systems that effectively couples and inte-
grates a new process model with formal methods and security Currently, there is no effective integration of th, tools to
engineering methodologies and puts these critical develop- support formal methods in trusted system development with
ment components in the context of sound software engineer- other development and analysis tools needed to support the

ing practices and automated support environment necessary software engineering process. There is no support in environ-
for developing large complex Defense systems. This new ments for the appropriate notations, descriptions and repre-
process model should be a risk-driven process model; that is, sentations necdcu for trusted system development. In place of

it should be a process model which can take into account the a consistent design/development notation throughout the de-
particular vulnerabilities and risks and environment of the tar. velopment, tools are applied to different notations with gaps
get system at each stage of development. This enables the between the notations requiring manual translation. For exam-
development process to react to feedback and changes with pie, at the security model and high level specification stages,

appropriate elaboration steps to reduce the identified risks, the notation of a formal specification language, such as Gypsy

for example. additional system prototyping or formal specifi- or Special might be used. Later, in the preliminary design

cation, stage, a pseudo code language such as PSL might be em-
ployed. Since the two notations are different, automated

A second trust-related issue to be addressed is the impact traceability between the two is very difficult. The implementa-
on the suftwar,. engineering environment to be used in support tion is often carried out in yet another notation, for example,

System Concept

Design Engineering Validation Security Engineering
"• Analyze Operational • Exercise Prototype * Analyze Security

Req'irements • Gather Data Requirements
"* Develop Architecture . User ° Perform Risk Analysis

"* Define Hardware & -Tasks * PrototypeSoftware Subsystems Detsign
SPerforrSance t Maintain Security View

"• Define Database -Training
Communication • Perform Tradeoff -

- Analyze Performance Analysis
& Memory/Disk

Feeback •Feedback : .:" i

System Definition. .

Figure 2. Security Engineering/Design Engineering Interaction
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in C, Pascal or Ada. Added to that are the variety of rotation trusted system requirements will be based on coupling these
which are employed for testing and configuration manage- efforts.
ment.

The computer security communhy has focused on security
Without a consistent notation, traceability throughout the aspects in the narro ' sense (as defined in TCSEC) rather

development is v-cry difficult, if not impossible, for a complex than on more broadly defined trust. The need& of computer
systemI Formal specification and verification technology is not security have driven the development of security policy mod-
integrated with and not on a par today with the other tools and els, security engineering methods and formal specification
techniques used in system development, is not in widespread and verification methods, languages and tools. This driving
use today and is not used in a cost-effective manner for criti- force has helped focus the efforts to solve problems in com-
cal system components. puter security but have not adequately addressed trust issues

Another trust issue of software egineering environments such as those to be found in SDI or other mission critical

for trusted system development is the need for a trustworthy systems. It is not clear whether the techniques developed wilt

and controlled environment for the developmepnet life cycle, scale up effectively or whether significant enhancement and
This incltdes concern for trustworthiness of the tools in the redevelopment will be necessary. Current SDI-sponsored secu-

environment and the integrity of the project database, access rity architecture studies are beginning to address sorne of the

control of the developers to portions of the developing target broader trust issues.
system. configuration management and control of the environ- The formal methods/verification community over the last
ment as well as access control to the project database and the decade has largely been driven by computer security cormu-
tools. These concerns are Currently not being addressed. nity needs. The positive impact has been the development of a

Current software engineering environments also do not number of prototype and operational systems with formal
p rovide support for the trusted system evaluation process, i.e., specifications of their security related properties and mcchant-
for evaluation of the target mission-critical trusted system cal proofs of consistentey of specification. with respect to the
against the approprfath Evarlation Criteria. Needed support security properties. The computer security community has

would include evaluation tools in a controlled environment for also funded the development of several verificationt environ-

the initial evaluation as well as any required periodic re- ments that ate largely still experimental. This current genera-
evaluation of a system to retain its evaluation level. Such tion of vcrifi, ion technology cannot in its current form be
automated tools might include tools for documentation trac- applied to large scle systems nor is it considered state-of-the-

ing, covert channel analysis, and configuration management. practice by software developers. This is in large part because

Some of the analysis tools useful for evaluation are part of a the verification tools and technilues have r.ot been integrated
normal suite of development tools within atn environment into the software development process. Although it would
while others are for evaluation purposes only. There must be seem that this integration should occutr 'aturally, it has not yet

access control to those tools as well as a high degree of trust occurred. The U.S. verification community has also, until te-
in thir proper use. cently, ignored Ada verification issues.

The various trust-related issues in develkpment paradigm, The software engineering community has focused on the
software development environmnent and support for the evalu- software development life cycle (methods and tools' and has
atiun process need to be addressed in order to meet the needs largely ignored the needs ot software developt-erit for trusted
ul ftiturre COMeuplex systems requiring a high degree of trust- systems. Research efforts hav.. addres.ted new process models
worthine•s of operationi and integrity of the system. and alternative developlment pIadiv,;s such as those based

on risk analysis, autonmatic programmning, rapid prototypillg,
program transformations and knowledge-based software assis-
tant capabilities. Important software engineering issues such

CONTRIBUTING TECIINOLOGIES FOR TRUSTED as accommodating families of systenis, prototyring of key sys-
SYSTE'M DEVELOPMENT tern capabilities, reuse of previous software and scaling up to

very large systems arc equally important for trusted systems
The broad computer security and software engineering yet they have not been addressed in that context. Issues relat-

communities ha\e a challenge and an opportunity to effec- ing to Ada (e.g. Ada process model, software reuse in Ada,
lively address the issues raised in the previous sections for ...) arc also a current focus of attention. Integration of the
developing trusted systetms by integrating several fundamental computer security and formal methods technology in the con-
contrihuting technologies to achieve a better result than any of text of a sound software engineering palr'cligm is a critical
the components alone could produce. These technologies in- reseatch need to address the problem of trusted system clevel-
elude a new risk-driven process model coupled with formal opmint.
niethods and security engineering methodologies and inte.
grated automated support environments incorporatirii tools The softw-.ie environment comtmunity has focused on the
needed for developing large complex Defense systems. In or- develor-ment of integrated software development environ-
der to have widereaching impact, we propose that this technol- ments but has not involved the integration of formal specifica-
ogy integrationi be (lone in the context of Ada trusted system tion zrnd verifit, tion tools into such environments. Since
development for DoD. environments are to provide automated support to the devel-

opment and analysis of complex Defense systems, if the tar-
While uach of the contributing technologies exist in some get system has trust requirements, the ability to analyze a

tarhion today, most are state-of-the-art rather than state-of- system's behavior through formal and informal means is
the-practice. Nor are they used in art integrated manner in a critical. This means that an en -ironm~nt needs to provide a
unifying framework for trusted system development. In addi- spectrum of analysis tools which include the appropriate, inte-
tion. the communities of interest (computer security, formal grated role for verification tools. This integration has not been
methods/verification, software engineering, software environ- an area of co'centration for the software environment com-
mrteits) have not communicated very much or veiy effectively munity. With the advent nf Ada for DoD mission-critical sys-
with one another. Each community of interest i3 narrowly fo- terns, we have an opportunity to focus attention on a next
cuIsed on only one aspect of what is necessary for building generatio,i Ada environment that would support trusted sys-
next generation DoD systcrns. Positive impact on future DoD tern dev.Ltopment.
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RECOMMENDATIONS for trusted systems.

Since the trust issues raised here have the potential for
having unwieldy or complex solutions, the challenge for the Demonstration of applicability of the new process model
research community is to be able to aim for long term goals and environment on a set of high impact worked exam-
while simultaneously seeking near-term and intermediate re- pies
suits. Results need to be realized in worked examples which Several of these research directions are long-range projects
drive and focus the research as wel! as paper studies, since spanning five years or more but near-term and interim results
theoiy is often changed in the execution of the ideas. can be achieved and be made knownr in a broad communaity.

Progress toward goals could take place in two environ- We can have a positive impact on Dot) trusted system require-
nicnts. The first is to have research in a laboratory environ- ments by leveraging and combining several contributing tech-
ment where the integration of the technologies can be nologies today.
attempted in worked prototype examples which would be
scaled LIp later in operational systems if they prove fruitful.
The second is to attempt limited integration in actual opera- REFERENCES
tional system development. A valuable initial step would be to
hold a workshop or summer study on future trusted systems 1. B.W. Boehm. A Spiral Model of Softwore Development and
development. This would bring together key contributing tech- Enhancement, TRW Defense Systems Group, Redondo
nologists from the coniputer security, formal verification, soft- Beach, California, 1984.
ware entiineering and software environments communities and 2. Department of Defense Trusted Computer System Evaluation
focus on integrating appropriate aspects of their work and Criterta, DoD 5200.28-STD, December, 1985.identifying gaps in the research to be funded. 3. A.B. Marmor-Squires, Multilevel Security STARS SEE Archi-

Research areas and directions for studies and prototype tecture Study, IDA Paper P-1834, Institute for Defense
devclopments that we have identified include the following: Analyses, Alexandria, Virginia, .tune, 1985.

"* Establishment of a framework for modeling and develop- 4. W.T. Mayfield and S.R. Welke. Proceedings of the SecoWd
ment o1' trusted systems including dcvelopment/interprcta- IDA Workshop on Formal Specification and VeriJicution of
tion of evaluation criteria for softwarc environments for Ada, 23-25 July 1985, IDA Memorandum1 Report M- 135,
trusted systems. Institute lor Defense Analyses, Alexandria, Virginia. No-

" Investi.,ation of trust issues (security, integrity, assurance) vember 1985.
with respect to Ada trusted system developmen.t including 5. C.G. lRoby. Proceedings of thefirst IDA Workshop on Formal
impact on development paradigm and support environ- Specicution and Vcr1fication of Ada, 18-20 March 1985,
mient architecture and tools. IDA Memorandum Report M-146, Institute for Defense

"* Research to develop a next generution process model for Analyses, Alexandria, Virginia, Dccember l185.
trusted systems that integrates the appropriate contributing 0. PA. Rougcau. Integrating Security into a Total Systems
techno logics. Architecture, Proceedings of AIAA Third Aerospace Corn-

"* l'rototypC dev0lu1ptIcnt Of "trustworthy" automated sup- putcr Security Conference: Applying Technology to
port environment for the next generation process model Systems, Orlando, Florida, December, 1987.
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COMPUTER SECURITY CONSIDERATIOPS
F(.R

A TACTICAL ARMY SYSTEM

William Neugent
The MITRE Corporation

HQ USAREUR, ODCSOPS, Ops. Div.

APO New York 09403

Abstract: Operational experience with a taotioal countries. At all sites the computers are intercon-
Army system illustrates the need for computer nected via fiber optic Local Area Networks (LANs). A
security safeguards. Tactical environments can Wide Area Network (WAN) backbone is provided by four
require group userlds and distributed control over transportable Defense Data Network-compatible packet
security management and operation. Careful security switching nodes. While the entire interconnected ne%-
management planning is critical. Overrun protection work is operational only during exercises, an
might be needed. Penetrators can exist within mili- increasing percentage is used for normal day-to-day
tary networks. operation.

The most important function provided is electro-
INTRODUCTION* nic mail, which has been adapted into a message ser-

vice employing preformatted messages. The system
The new geuieration of Departument of Defense also provides word processing, a spreadsheet, and a

(DoD) computer security (COMPUSEC) policy does not Data Base Management System (DBMS). The DBMS is
explicitly address tactical systems 1,2,. This is being used in a distributed fashion, with numerous
sometimes understood as implying that the pclicies do applications built upon it.
not apply tr tactical systems or that they need to be
"internreted" for tactical systems, in the same way The system processes classified data. Operation
th-t the Trusted Network Interpretation interprets began in the dedicated securlty mode of operation and
the Orange Book for application to networks 2,3 is evolvipg to the system high security mode of
Furthermore, in the field, there is often a belief operation|.
that COMPUSEC safeguards are unnecessary for tactical
systems, and that physical and communications Security requirements for the system were
security provide sufficient protection. Some tao- thoroughly defined, and the system was acquired with
tice!l systems thus have little or no COMPUSEC the necessary security foundation. The security
protection, safeguards were phased into use gradually, in order

to reduce system management complexity and avoid
This paper examines COtIPUSEC requirements for denials of service, while learning how best to employ

one tactical Army system, based upon analysis and the safeguards. This approach has provided insights
experiences in acquiring and operating the system, on operation with and without safeguards and on phas-
The paper reaffirms that COMPUSEC safeguards are Ing the safeguards into use.
indeed required. In fact, the inoidonts reported in
this paper (e.g., a DoD penetrator) made system users
into a community of COMPUSEC believers, and might be TACTICAL REQUIREMENTS
of similar benefit to users of other systems. A
further conclusion is that, for the system examined, From the above description, the system might not
the Orange Book and its companion documents are appear to be tactical. In fact, it is one of the
valid, but that supplementary guidance is desirable increasing number of DoD systems that must support
on COMPUSEC management and operation in tactical both non-tactical operation (for routine peacetime
situations, work) and tactical operation (for exercises and

wartime). This section identifies system require-
The overall purposes of this paper are to focus ments that oharacterize the tactical environment and

more attention on field COMPUSEC needs and to provide that have influenced COMPUSEC requirements for the
motivation for improving field practices, system. The tactical environment has many

distinguishing require~aents (e.g., pertaining to
communications, power, weight, durability, and ease

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION of use) that greatly influence system definition and
use; the focus of this paper is on COMPUSEC

The Army system from which the observations in requirements. The system, then, must meet the
this paper were drawn is a Command and Control (C2 ) following requirements%
system being fielded in USAREUR. Initial operation
was in February 1987. The system has since grown o Be transportable; support multiple moves on
rapidly into a network, short notice. (Many sites move during exer-

cises; some sites move several times during
By Spring 1988, the system Included 63 user com- an exercise.)

puters operating at about 25 sites in fi o European
o Support roles and functions that exist only

*This paper is derived from work performed under in exercises and wartime, as well as roles
contract F19628-86-C-0001 for the United States Army, and functions that exist during peacetime
Europe (USAREUR), Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff only or during both peajetime and wartime.
for Operations.
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o Support a hastily assembled and rapidly chang- passwords in a distributed manner, without reliance
ing user community. on a remote central site. This distributed manage-

ment also creates a need for a network-wide userid
o Be survivable; operate despite a high rate of naming convention, to ensure that userids are unique.

system and coirmunication failures. Of course, in avoiding denial of service delays,
there is also an operational requirement to carefully

o Operate using only 300-3400 Hertz uncon- plan security initialization of a network.
ditioned voice channels for remote
connections. In tactical situations, distributed operation

'suet be supported to the greatest extent feasible,
o Defend against violations resulting from site since connectivity might riot he available. For

overrun. example, even if userid creation normally is done via
a security server, it should be possible for stand-

The remainder of this paper examines COPUOPEC require- alone or isolated workstations to perform this func-
meats in light of these tactical requirements. tion when the server is unavailable. Workstations

should not be totally dependent on a server for their
security or operation. A workstation forced to

AUTHENTICATION operate without a network or server should sacrifice
neither security nor local operating capability.

Many tactical systems do not use passwords. The
USARF.HR system also was initially fielded without Important authentication requirements for
passwords, but passwords were found to be necessary. distributed tactical environments are that users must
Furthermore, a number of users requested a password be capable of invoking the password change procedure
capability. Passwords have sLnce been added to the on demand, and that security officer involvement must
system, not he necessary. The reason for these requirements

is that users might quickly have to change their
Army Regulation 380-380 strrsses the desirabi- passwords to react to changing tactical situations,

lIty of using individual userids . Although the and that a security officer might not be available to
system has phased in poaswords, individual userids issue passwords. Both requirements are recommended
are not used, since individual userids can be diP- in the National Computer Security Center's (NCSC) DoD
firilt to usc in tactical environments. There are Password Management Guideline 5 .
several reasons:

A final requirement related to authentication is
" People often work in teams, sharing the use the need to authenticate the originator of trans-

of workstations, such that it would be unac- actions, such as messages. Users must not be able to
ceptably cumbersome and time consuming for originate transactions that appear to be from other
individual users to log in and out, espe- users, because this capability could be used to ori-
cially if it is necessary each time to return ginate false transctions, which might cause serious
the system to its pre-login operating state, disruptions. The USAREUR system has had one such

false transaction, and its defenses have been
" The user cormmunity often is hastily assembled bolstered to prevent reoccurrences. Other Theater

and changes rapidly, making userid and systems also have had false transactions. On one
password management difficult, especially in system, a user, pretending to be another user, sent
a crlsis environment. an insulting E-mail message to a third user. The

third user responded by returning an insulting note
For those reasons, group userids are used in to the listed originator, who was unaware of the

exercises, and would be in wartime as well. For initial message. Fortunately, the problem was
peacetime operatior, however, consideration is being identified, and audit trails enabled identification
given to evolving to individual userids, becAusa of of the culprit. The point of this discussion,
needs for improved control and for individual however, is that the threat is real end must be
accountability. Systems such as this one that sup- countered. On a related topic, it is probably the
port both peacetime (non-tactical) end case that transaction Integrity is more important in
exercise/wartime operation thus might have to support tactical than strategic systems, since tactical
both individual and group userids. This does not systems often require quicker response times, and
pose technical difficulties, since userida can be since tactical Integrity violations might prevent
used to support either individuals or groups. The weapons strikes or cause strikes against friendly
i3sue, rather, is a management issue, regarding how forces.
userids are to be used. Where both individual and
group userids are used, care is needed in integrating
the userids with the system addressing approach ACCESS CONTROL
(e.g., for mail).

It is sometimes said that there is no need for
Even when group userids are used, it can be dif- discretionary access controls in tactical systems.

ficult to prepare and distribute userid (and That is not true for the USAREUR system. Although
password) tables in situations where the user com- the vast majority of system users sees no need to
munity is being rapidly assembled. Two types of control "read" access to data, a small minority of
distribution are needed: the tables must be users does require such protection. Furthermore,
installed (and tailored) on all appropriate systems there is a strong need for "write" protection.
and users must be informed of their userids and During exercises and wartime, many users are highly
passwords. This process is made more difficult by stressed and might not be adequately trained. The
the use of classified passwords. In one TISAREUR system must prevent these users from accidentally
exercise, users at several sites experienced substan- corrupting or destroying data. Discretionary access
tial denial of service due to delays in distributing controls help to provide this capability by reducing
and installing userids and passwords. the number of people who can change data.

To avoid such denial of service delays, it As was true for userid and password tables, the

should be possible to create and manage userids and most difficult aspect of managing discretionary
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access controls in a tactical environment is in tactical systems, the USAREUR system is based on a
ensuring that permissions are properly set when a commercial operating system that is familiar to many
large amount of equipment is initially deployed or users and that provides rich functionality to users
when a user community is hastily assembled, who can penetrate the user interface. Even were the
Complicating the assignment of permissiorn a.., ihe system trusted, vulnerability would remain. This was
facts that organization structures chanise in *iartimo vividly illustrated by the penetration of the
and that people switch organizations. Et is impor- National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
tant that this aspect of system operation be Space Physics Applications Network (SPAN), which uses
anticipated, taught, and practiced, an operating system that has received a class C2

rating from the NCSC7. Another example was the
During exercises and wartime, all sites in the penetration during UNIX Expo 1987 of Gould's

USAPRlIlI network operate at the same security level, C2-certified UTX/32S, in which the syste• administra-
i.e., the maximum allowable classification is the tor was duped into allowing an intrusion . (indeed,
same for al.l systems. This simplifies interoperabi- the syst-m administrator might prove to be the
lity among network users. Where communication out- Achilles' heel for many trusied systems.)
aido the nttwcrk is roquired (with systems that
operate at higher or lower classification levels), In the USAREUR case, as increased security is
users employ a floppy disk downgrade process similar phased in, users are informed of what is allowable
to that described in the National Telecommunications and not allowable and of the risks they assume by
and Information Systems Security (NTISS) Advisory being a member of the network. Beyond this, there
Mlemorandum on Office Automation Security Guideline6 . are limits to what can be achieved. It is unlikely

that the risks will constrain or limit network
During, peacetime, many sites operate at a dif- expansion. Like some other advanced technologies,

ferent security level than they do in exercises and networks are volatile tools that increase both system
wartime, e.g., many operate at the unclassified capability and sysetem vulnerability.
level. These sites require the capability to alter-
nate between operation at different security levels, Overrun Protection
in a "periods prooes:4ing" fashion. This is one of
the most impcrtant security requirements and is amps- A final area of access control in which tactical
nially cr1tical for exercises, systems war-rant special consideration is overrun

protection. The threat is that an enemy might over-
Vulnerability to internal Penetrators run a site and access the data stored there.

With the Increased use and size of networks, The typical defense against overrun Is to physi-
more thought must he given to network security and to cally destroy the system and media. This is
tho vUnlarability of the network as a whole to every simplified by having fower media to destroy or by
oue of its users. Dol) system managers often assume selectively destroying only the most sensitive media
that, b.ecuse ill users have security clearances, (e.g., those with current data pertaining to many
there is no penetrator threat. That is not true, sites, rather than those that contain only old audit

data). In extreme cases, DoD policy is to use Anti-
During one USAIIEUI exercise, a person caused nompromise Emergenoy Destruot (ACED) devices to

significant disruption. This person was cleared and accomplish the destruction9 . ACEI)s are dangerous,
authorized to access portions of the notwork, but his however, and can cause substantial damage if saciden-
actions exceeded his authorizations. The frsat tally activated.
indlcation of a problem came when a site received an

l-ert and found that its password table had been An alternative solution to destroy data is to
destroyed, necessitating a lengthy reboot, and encrypt stored data, so that the data can be rendered
resulting in the loss of some data. This was the unavailable (for an estimated period of time) by
first of throe such attacks, all or which required a destruction of the encryption key. This approach has
lengthy system reboot. been considered for use by the Department of State1 0 .

This approach could result in substantial data loss
With the first alert, the site called the net- if the key is accidentally destroyed, but a copy of'

work operations center, which began to trace the the key can be stored at a second site to reduce this
source of tho activity. Meanwhile, the person had risk.
broken into the operating system of one of the two
central database norvers (supporting tha overall While most tactical systems probably do not have
network), and twice attempted to reinitialize the a sufficient overrun risk to warrant special protoc-
large hard disk. Fortunately, both attempts failed, tion, those sites that are at high risk should
or substantial amounts of exercise data would have consider file encryption. The likelihood of acciden-
been lost. tal destruction must be anticipated and countered,

however, so that the safeguard does not cause greater
Network operatilons personnel were able to locate losses than the threat itself.

the person, and the activities promptly ceased. But
signi.icant disruptions had been causid, and greater A second threat associated with overrun is that
difficulties had been only narrowly avoided. The an enemy might use the site's people and equipment to
point to this incident is that the threat exists. access other systems. One technique that can be use-

ful in defending against this threat is a "duress
In this case, because the network was being ini- code," such as is available on the Access Control

tially fielded, some of the internal controls were Encryption (ACE) cards developed by Security
not yet in place. This was intentional, to avoid Dynamics. A duress code is a special Personal
denial of service due to improperly initialized Identification Number (PIN) that allows access but
security controls. The particular approaches used by sets off an alarm at the operator console.
the intruder would not have worked had the full
security defenses been in place.

Even with the full defenses, however, the system
is vulnerable to knowledgeable users. Unlike some
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AUDITING Furthermore, requirements and procedures that pertain
to tactical systems should be incorporated into

Some tactical users have said that auditing Security Features User's Guides, Trusted Facility
might be desirable during peacetime or exercises, but Manuals, Standard Operating Procedures, and Operating
is undesirable during wartime. Such users have Concept documents.
stated that (1) there would be no time to analyze an
audit trail during wartime, and (2) removal of Recent Improvements in DoD COMPUSEC policy and
auditing could increase system performance. Neither technology should result in improved Dot) security,
reason is valid. Audit safeguards serve four pur- but care must be taken that the new policies and
poses? surveillance, deterrence, damage assessment, technologies are properly applied. This paper exam-
and problem analysis and resolution. These purposes ines the application of COMPUSEC in a tactical system.
are at least as important in wartime as they are in Similar field reportage should be encouraged both for
peacetime. In addition, auditing should be suf- other tactical systems and in other application
ficiently unobtrusive that it not impede operation, areas, so that empirical data is used to validate and
whether in peacetime or wartime. There might be improve upon our policies and technologies.
cases in which auditing should be changed or even
reduced in wartime, but it cannot be discarded, Of
course, If a choice must be made between operation ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
and security in tactical wartime situations, the
choice normally should be for operation. For The author is grateful for the review and com-
example, take the ease of workstations on a LAN, meats provided by Mr. Shel Dick of Headquarters,
where the workstations regularly forward their audit USAREUR, and by Dr. John Vasak of The MITRE
data to a central server'. If the server' is not Corporation.
available and audit storage space is exhausted, the
old audit data should be overwritten rather than
suspending operation for want of audit storage. REFERENCES

Security auditing is needed in tactical systems, I1] DoD Directive 5200.28 (March 1988), "Security
with attention focused on how to audit most efifee- Requirements for Automated Information Systems
tively and efficiently. For' example, unless prodi- (AISs)," Deputy Secretary of Defense.
gious amounts of data can be stored and analyzed, the
audit trail should not normally compile a list of all 122 DoD 5200.28-STD (December 1985), qeLarbtment of
authorized user activities (e.g., file open, program Defense Trusted Computer System Evaluation
initia6ion), but must record attempts at unauthorized Criteria, Deputy Secretary of Defense.
activity and all changes to security parameters. The
audit concept cannot assume that there is a security 132 NCSC-TG-005 (July 1987), Trusted Network
officer who sits at a console, monitoring the system, Inter]retation of the Trusted Computer System
or who has time to search archivwi audit files Evaluation Criteria, National Computer Security
looking for suspicious ictivity (although software Center.
might be used to conduct such searches). Instead,
the concept should focus on alerts and reports. [N] Army Regulation 380-380 (March 1987),
Alerts would be sent to the overall system operator Automation Security, Headquarters, Department
or system administrator (if thoro is one), who would of the Army.
notify a security officer if warranted. Alerts might
include such actions asm the addition of a new userid [52 CSC-STD-0O2-85 (April 1985), Department cf
or the receipt of a login from a etncr already logged Defense Password Management Guideline, National
in to another workstation. (In most cases these Computer Security Center.
actions will be normal and authorized, but perhaps
not in all cases.) Reports would be compiled from £62 NTISSAM COMPUSEC/1-87 (January 1987), Advisorv
many events and distributed to the security officer. Memorandum on Office Automation Security
Reports are useful in identifying groups of users Guideline, National Telecomonunications and
with a high error rate (who might therefore need Information Systems Security Committee,
guidance or training). The most requested repor't National Security Agency.
probably will be a simple daily listing of who logged
in and out, when, and what external resources were E73 Marbach, W. D., A. Nagorski, and R. Sandza (28
accessed. September 1987), "Hacking Through NASA,"

NEWSWEEK.

CONCLUSIONS £82 Smith, K. (February 1988), "Tales of the
Damned," UNIX Review, Vol. 6, No. 2.

Experience with one tactical system reaffirmns
that computer security safeguards are needed, not 192 DoD 5200.1-R (June 1986), Information Security
only to prevent loss of sensitive data, but also to Program Regulation, Deputy Secretary of
ensure the accuracy of' data and transactions. The Defense.
required COMPUSEC features for this tactical system
are almost identical to those for most strategic £102 McNulty, L. (1987), private communication,
systems. The main differences are in how the Department of' State.
features are used.

To help ensure that COMPUSEC features are pro-
perly used in tactical systems, the DoD should
incorporate into overall COMPUSEC policy brief guid-
ance on COMPUSEC management and operation in tactical
environments. AR 380-380 already includes some
tactical COMPUSEC guidance, but could benefit from
expansion to address points made in this paperam.
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COMSEC INTEGRATION ALTERNATIVES
John Linn

BBN Communications Corporation
150 CambridgePark Drive

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140

abstragt Figure 1 Illustrates an example of COMSEC integration within a
transparent front end system. The host computer is a protocol peer with

Encryptlion-based communications security (COMSEC) functions another host computer (not shown), accessed through the network. The
can be Integrated Into a network. system in several ways. The "traditional" example protocol stack shows OSI layers 1-3 (physiral through network
approach places COMSEC modules on a communications path, layers) passed through the front end to the network without encryption,
essentially transpareni to the components communicating across that with layers 4 through 7 (transport through application) encrypted before
path. An alternativa approach integrates COMSEC functions within a transmission. This is a typical protocol layer placement for a transparent
front end processor, Interposed on a communications path yet FE.
participating in an explicit host-FE protocol with the host computer it
serves. A third approach positions COMSEC functions within a
peripheral operating under host computer control. This paper explores
the Implications of each approach, with regard to protocol layer
placement, comprehensiveness of security services offered, applicability
to environments, TCB boundaries and evaluation concerns,
transparency, several dimensions of cost, and the abilily of an approach
to provide enhanced functions in support of an associated host Entities

computer. and Host Transparent
Protocol Computer Front End Network
IPeers

In order to achieve a total Information security (INFOSEC) solution
in a network environment, communications security (COMSEC) and
computer security (COMPUSEC) techniques must be combined. Those
techniques can be combined in many ways. Each COMSEC approach
raises a different set of COMPUSEC issues, not only wilth regard to a host Example a
computer's Internal processing but also with regard to COMSEC Protocol
component control. Many COMSEC components Incorporale their own Stack
embedded control processors, raising Internal COMPUSEC ;ssues
distinct from those of the host computers they serve. Some approaches
rely on host computers to perform COMSEC control functions along wilh
the user applications they support, This paper examines the implications
which ditferent approaches impose, both on COMSEC component Outboard Transparent Integration
design and on the designs of tho hosls the COMSEC components (Transparent FE)
serve.

Definition of Alternatives Figure 1

This section defines three categories of COMSEC Integration
strategies, informally termed Ihe transparent front end (FE) approach, the
non-transparent FE approach, and the peripheral approach. The FE
approaches are distinguished from the peripheral approach by being Outboard transparent Integration is the "traditional" approach to
interposed on a host's communications path. This placement assures COMSEC placement, reflecting the development of COMSEC and
that no network communication c(an occur except under security COMPUSEC as distinct disciplines and consideration of COMSEC as a
component control; all communications are mediated through the FE. function within the communications realm rather than the subscriber
The peripheral approach, on the other hand, is invoked under host realm. The choice of the term "outboard" to define this approach is not
control. Its hardware structure does not guarantee that security meant to Imply that the encryption component must be in a separate
component processing Is Invoked on all communications. The FE stand-alone physical package from its associated host. It may, for
approaches are distinguished from each other based on whether the example, be a circuit board which plugs into a computer's bus. The salient
host explicitly requests services and/or receives results from the characteristic is that all network communications accesses must traverse
COMSEC component, or the CompOnent acts as a transparent and silent the FE.

communications partner.
In the past, most COMSEC components have been transparent

Outboard Transpatent Inleorafion link encryptors. These components operate at the OSI Reference
Model's layer I or the lower part of layer 2, and treat any protocol control

In the outboard transparent integration approach, an encryption information of layers above as uninterpreted data. The Internal
component is interposed on a computer's communications path In a processing requirements for an encryptor operating in this range of the
manner which is transparent to the computer. This allows encryption to protocol hierarchy are modest. Generally, the level of internal processing
provide a variety of security services without Impact on existing host complexity In a COMSEG component increases when a component
protocol implementations, but precludes the encryption component from operates at a higher point In the protocol hierarchy. In particular, a
providing functions which require explicit Interaction with the host. As a transparent COMSEC component operating at the upper part of layer 2 or
result, the host computer cannot select or Influence the security the layers above can be a significantly complex embedded computer
functions which the component provides. For example, the set of OSI system. Part of the complexity comes from the fact that a transparent
security services provided by the component may be fixed when the COMSEC FE must duplicate protocol layers already present within an
component is manufactured, or may be loaded Into the component as associated host. The layers below the point where encryption Is
configuration data (with different choices for different destinations, If Integrated must be terminated from the host's viewpoint and regenerated
appropriate), but cannot be selected dynamically by the host for for the network's benefit, making for a relatively complex "two-headed"
individual Instances of commumcation. Implementation.
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Outboard ntearation with Host-EE Prn~tncnl Inboard lntearration as Perinheral

When encryption Is Incorporated Into an outboard component When encryption Is embedded In a peripheral device operating
which participates In art explicit protocol with the host computer it serves, under host software controi, many new and qualitatively different
different Implications arise. The host computer must act as a peor In the functions become possible. Encryption can be applied In a fashion
explicit protocol, meaning that the host computer's software must specific to upper-layer protocois and can distinguish among Individual
operate differently than It wouid operate If no encryption component users, The price for this flexibility Is a trust requirement Imposed on the
were present. If this can be accomplished, then t he encryption host directing the cryptographic peripheral's operations, Invocation of
component can provide valuable services to Its host which a transparently cryptographic processing Is controlled by the host computer's TCB.
integrated outboard component cannot offer. As a special case, a
non-transparent FE could be designed In such a manner that it could
operate with reduced functionality even It no peer for the host-FE
protocol were available. Such a hybnd wouid operate as a transparent FE
If its host did not support the host-FE protocol,.os

Figure 2 Illustrates an example of COMSEC Integration within a Computer
non-transparent front end system. As In Figure 1, the host computer Is a r
protocol peer with another host computer (not shown), accessed Entitles ....
through the network. Layers 4 through 70of this traffic are encrypted. In and
contrast to Figure J, this host computer also arts as a peer with the local Protocol Netwoari
host-FE protocol module In the front end system; two protocol substacks Peers
from layers 4 through 7 correspond to the transit (host-host) and local
(host*FEI paths. In the example, therefore, dernultiplexing between Crypto
transit and local traffic streams Is carried out using network layer Peripheral
mechanisms.

Example
Protocolm -1 11A tc

Ent itles If 0~nta tny9nn~iin tc
and a l-1
Protoco HostFrnEdNtok
Poor& Computer FrnEdNewk

Integration as Peripheral

Figure 3

Fx'cmple -- EI57iiM
Prot.,o

Stac ý M_ MFigure 3 Illiustrates an example ot COMSEC Integration within a
Sck Ttansit Local LOWeIT~aifivi Tirsal~t cryptographic peripheral rather than a front end system. As In Figures I

an ,tehost computer Is a protocol peer with another host computer
(not shown), accessed through the network. Since the Interface

Outboard Integration with Host-FE Protocol between the host and the peripheral Is a local matter, no explicit
(o-rnspretFE) communications protocol applies between these two components. The

(Non-ransprenthost Invokes the peripheral's functions In order to provide cryptographic
protection for an application layer protocol, such as X.400 messaging or

Figure 2 FTAM. While peripheral-based COMSEC integration Is not confined to
application layer uses. It offers a batter approach to upper-layer security
requirements than front end approaches can provide.

There are many variations of the outboard non-transparent Cryptographic peripherals can be designed In various ways,
approach, distinguished by the host FE protocol's characteristics. As offering significantly different service Interfaces to their associated host
wtth tile outboard transparent Integration approach, the choice of the computers. Typically, a processor-less peripheral presents Its host with
term "out board' to describe thle approach Is not meant to preclude the an Interface which allows the host great flexiblity In terms of choice of
encryption module from sharing common physical packaging with the operations but requires the host to Interact with the peripheral at a low
host It serves. One variation resembles the transparent approach, In that level. A peripheral with an onboard processor can offer a more
the protocol layering between host and FE Is the same as that between constrained Interface, and can group low-level primitive cryptographic
FE and network (except for any layers added by the FE In support of functions Info atomic operations. In all oases, any unencrypted
CCMSEC functions). In this variation, the host-FIE protocol Is used to encryption keys should be protected within the peripheral's physical
carry information such as connection requests and authentication data boundaries and should not be accessible to the host processor. These
between the host and FE. In another variation, Iml lamentation of techniques can help to protect the internal Integrity of COMSEC
protucois below a given layer Is delegated to the FE. Independent of functions. While they reduce Important aspects of the trust requirements
security concerns, many communications front end processors have placed on the host processor's TOB, they do not relieve the host of
been designed In this manner in order to offload low layer protocol responsibility for ensuring that CCMSEC functions are Invoked when
processing from a host: COMSEC Integration within such a front end Is a appropriate. The host's TOB must still assure that data which should be

natual etensonencrypted Is In fact encrypted.
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In a multi-level system, the input to an encryption function often Aoolicability to Environments
has a higher security level than the function's output; appropriate labeling
must be applied and enforced at the tunction's interfaces. In certain In some environments, a COMSEC component's primary role is to
cases, it may be feasible and desirable to enforce labeling conventions provide value-added security services when such services are requested
within the peripheral's boundary. by a subscriber host or process. Typically, this paradigm Is associated

with unclassified environments, although it may also be applicable to
Even when all the functions associated with a cryptographic certain classified contexts, particularly when trust levels and/or access

peripheral's outboard processor are considered, they are likely to be class ranges are uniform within a network. Such services are best
significantly smaller than those associated with an FE's processor. No provided by a peripheral or non-transparent FE COMSEC module; a
local operating system or con-mmunications prolocol support Is ordinarily transparent FE, by its nature, lacks a control Interface through which an
required. Often, processing requirements can be satisfied with a associated host computer can select optional services.
microcontroller rather than a lull-fledged processor. In other environments, a COMSEC component assumes an

enforcement filter function, restricting the actions of an associated host
computer In order to enforce a network security policy. Such a policy may

Areas for Comparison be rule-based and/or identity-based. Administratively-directed access
control and restriction of covert channel bandwidth from a host Into a

This section introduces several criteria which are important In network offer good examples of filtering functions which an associated

comparing alternative approaches, and considers the relationship security component may Impose on a host. These types of functions are

between those criteria and the implementation options, most conveniently provided by a FE module, either non-transparent or
transparent. Integration of enforcement functions within the host at which

Protocol Laver Placement the enforcement Is directed imposes severe trust requirements on the
host's architecture.

This criterion measures an approach's ability to provide protection
in a fashion specific to i broad range of protocol layers. While protection TC3 Boundaries and Evaluation Concerns
applied at any layer provides a measure of protection for layers above, It
is not tailored to the special capabilities and needs of specific protocols at This criterion measures the size of the trusted computing base
higher layers and hence can't satisly all security requirements of a concerned with COMSEC-related functions. It is an indication of the
layered protocol archilecture. For example, network layer (layer 3) system-level evaluation task's scope and difficulty. In the transparent FE
encryption can protect the stream of traffic between a pair of hosts, but approach, COMSEC-related TOB functions are confined to the outboard
can't distinguish between different individual users on those hosts as subsystem. In general, the complexity of an embedded system such as a
they send interpersonal messages at the application layer tlayer 7). cryptographic FE (either transparent or non-transparent) is less than that

of a general-purpose hast computer, simplifying evaluation, but should
The peripheral approach Is most successful with regard to this not be dismissed as insignificant. A protocol-oriented cryptographic

criterion. It can be applied at any layer up to arid including the application component may easily contain thousands or tens of thousands of lines of
!ayer. The transparent FE approach is least successful, as it is generally code. When the non-transparent FE approach is used, most
diflicull to apply above (the nelwork layer. tIhe non-transparent FE can be COMSEC-iolated TCB functions remain in the outboard subsystem.
applied above the nelwoik layer, especialty if Irnpleorentation of lower Depending on the capabilities built into the host-FE protocol,
layers is delegated to the FE., bul canno, be easily extenided all the way to employment of such a protocol may or may not imply the need for
thte application layer host-based trusted functions. Integration of COMSEC within a peripheral

places a larger trust burden on the peripheral's associated host, although
Security Service Comoreh nnivenuss appropriate peripheral design strategies can act to bound this concern.

This criterion measures an appioach's ability to provide a Tr ,,r
comprehonslvo range of securily services. While the set Ot appropriate
functions varies deponding on the choice of protocol Into whfich This criterion measures the extent to which an existing host
COMSEC is integrated, some generalizations can be made about comripuier (hardware and/or software) must be modified in order to
different approaches' attributes. To succeed In this criterion, an coexist with COMSEC. Success in this area allows a COMSEC
approach should be able to provide the full range of OSI secLurity services Integration approach to be applied in order to protect existing unmodified
which are appropriate to its protocol placerneot, hosts. Clearly, the transparent FE approach is most successful In

satisfying this criterion. It is followed by the non-transparent FE

A diatinclion can be made between "value -added" t;ervlces and approach, typically requiring only software modification. The peripheral

services which restrict a hotst computer's actions, approach, typically requiring software and hardware modifications, is least
Admitnistrallvely-direcied access control is a good example of the latter transparent.
category. The FE approaches a•e superior lo tile peripheral approach in
their ability o enforce controls restricting a host

On the other hand, certain services are best provided within a host. The incremental costs of adding security to a network system can

For example, the non-repudiation service provides message be evaluated In several dimensions. Unit purchase cost for the security

acccuntability. A host's users should not be expected to accept components is the most obvious parameter, but operational support

individual responsibility for an incoming message merely because It was costs often assume dominant Importance over a system's life cycle.

acknowledged by an FE-based encryptor. User-level accountability Another dimension of cost deals with the security components' Impact on

should be based on a path extending all the way to a user. overall system performance.

No single approach Is optimal for providing all types of services. The peripheral Integration approach offers the potential for

Certain services are best provided by extending the endpoints of significant advantages with regard to purchase cost. When COMSEC is

COMSEC protection into subscriber hosts, most closely approaching the integrated within a host computer's hardware base, less duplication of

hosts' users. Other services are best provided by a device operating hardware components, packaging, and software is required In order to

independently from a subscriber host and immune from its control. In Incorporate security. Both FE approaches Incorporate their own

order to evaluate an approach with regard to service separately-packaged autonomous processors, and are therefore likely to

comprehensiveness, one must first establish the set of services which be more expensive to produce than a peripheral implementation On the

are Important In a given market sector, other hand, an FE approach can be applied to a diverse range of host
computer types, which may allow improved economies of scale for FE

approaches.
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The peripheral approach also offers benefits with regard to Conclusions
maintenance and operational support. When COMSEC is provided by a
computer vendor, the vendor can maintain the COMSEC components Each approach has good and bad points with respect to different
along with their associated host computer. This integrated support criteria. This reflects the fact that different approaches are best suited to
improves overall system availability by reducing "finger pointing" among different parts of the overall COMSEC market space.
multiple vendors of different network system components.

The peripheral approach is quite flexible, offers a powerful service
Different integration alternatives have different impacts on system Interface, and can be applied throughout the protocol hierarchy. The

periormanco. The peripheral approach's impact is direct: processor peripheral approach Is poorly suited, however, to performing

cycles used for COMSEC component control are not available to perform enforcement functions to restrict its associated host. Because of this
other tasks. While tangible, this burden will often be fairly minor. If characteristic, Its cost and functionality benefits will probably first be fully
applied indiscriminately, FE approaches can perturb the operation of apprecir.ted by customers with unclassified processing requirements.

communications protocols in ways which can impact performance Until highly trusted hosts become more widespread, It appears that

severely. For example, introduction of added control information into FE-based protection will be required for many classified processing

transmitted messages can cause packets to be fragmented Info multiple needs. It is possible, however, for FE-based approaches at lower

packets, increasing overhead and communications costs. Careful system protocol layers to be used In conjunction with host-based COMSEC

engineering is required in order to avoid such inefficiencies, providing fine granularity protection at higher protocol layers.

Entanced Host-COMSFC Interaction The FE approaches are more cos~ly, less flexible, and their protocol

layer applicability is more limited. On the other hand, their encapsulation

This criterion considers the richness of a COMSEC component's of functions within a separate security perimeter simplifies system-level

service interface, in terms of the types of control which can be Invoked evaluation. The transparent FE offers a unique benefit; it can provide a
and data which can be passed across that Interface. For example, 'security overlay" at network interfaces, protecting the traffic of existing,
authentication data carried in a peer-peer protocol between COMSEC unmodified host computers. The non-transparent FE's explicit service
componenls can be reflected to an associated host and used by the host interface allows it to provide better support to host-based functions than
as an input to its Internal access control and authentication mechanisms. a transparent FE can provide.
In the other direction, host-resident data can be provided as an input to
access authorization decisions made within a COMSEC component.
These examples illustrate the composition of COMSEC and COMPUSEC Acknowledarmnt
bito an overall INFOSEG architecture. The peripheral approach allows the
most powerful service Interface, followed by the non-transparent FE. I would like to thank the anonymous reviewer of a draft version of
The transparent FE presents no explicit service Interface, and therefore this paper for comments which suggested useful areas towards which to
is least attractive with regard to this crilerion. focus additional discussion.
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Architectural Model
of the

SDNS Key Management Protocol

Paul A. Lambert
Motorola GEG

Abstract TEK=MI C •RYPTOORAPIJC TEK MIS

The Secure Data Network System (SDNS) project has devel- MB KMUA SCATION KA B

International Standardization's (ISO) Open System KEY MANAG MENT APPLICATION
In te rc o n n e c tio n (O S I) c o m p u te r n e tw o r k m o d e l. T h e K M A E ,• A X-.. M A E LA Y E R
foundation of the SDNS security architecture is based on a
distributed key management technique that is embodied in an APPLICATION
application layer Key Management Protocol (KMP). In the ACSE ACSFA
SDNS architecture the KMP provides a uniform mechanism
for the establishment of secure. communications. This paper PRE--SEN-TA--TI--ON-- --
describes the security services furnished by the KMP and PRESENTATION CONNECTION LAYER
examines the relationship of the KMP to the OSI reference
model. Figure 1. SDNS key management model.

Introduction

Key management is defithed by ISO as "the generation, Application Layer Model
distribution/issuance, storage, updating, destruction, and
archiving of keys," The SDNS model for key management Key management is defined within the SDNS architecture as
distributes this functionality into every security device in a an application service element. A model of SDNS key man-
communication system. The generation or distribution of a agement in the application layer of the OSI reference model
key is then the responsibility of each pair of communicating is illustrated by Figure 1. In this model, key management is
security devices. Before any instance. of secure divided into agents that support the user and a Key
communication between SDNS systems the peer devices Management Application Entity (KMAE) that supplies the
must use the Key Management Protocol to establish their communication services. The communication services
identities and then deturmine a key to use for subsequent consist of the ISO standard Application Control Service
communications. Element (ACSE) and the SDNS defined Key Management

Application Element (KMAE). In this model the Key
Correct identification of remnote systems is assured by mutual Management Protocol (KMP) provides the services defined
authentication. The authentication of SDNS security devices for the KMASE,
is based on the exchange of credentials. The credentials
provide identity informationt and information that may be The Key Managementt User Agent (KMUA) and the Key
used for access control decisions. A drivers license or a Management Server Agent (KMSA) are the local and remote
credit card are good analogies to the security devices entities that act on behalf of a user to manage the TEKs and
credentials. The credentials are issued by a central authority credentials. These agents provide all of the authentication
and are subsequently used without any interaction with the and access control services based on information provided by
central authority, SDNS will provide a Key Management the KMAE. The KMUA and KMSA are also responsible for
Center (KMC) that will be the responsible authority for the the generation of TEKs based on the credentials. The
creation and distribution of credential material, management of the credentials and keys is indicated by the

management information bases (MIBs) in Figure 1. The
The SUNS Key Management Protocol is thc mechanism for establishment of a cryptographic association is used in this
the exchange of credentials. The basis of the KMP is a model to indicate the existence of a TEK shared between the
simple four-way handshake. Two communicating systems agents. This association includes attributes that describe the
must first exchange the credentials that describe themselves, intended usage of the TEK and access control limitations,
Each of the peer systems validates the credentials and then
exchange messages that determine how they will It is important to note that the duration of the cryptographic
communicate, This second pair of messages is encrypted by association is normally longer than the duration of the key
a key that each system has determined from the exchanged management association. The key management association
credentials. The ability of each peer to decrypt the second and the lower layer protocols are used to establish the TEK
exchange tests the correctness of the key that was selected or and it's attributes. After a cryptographic association is
formed from the credential exchange. In this manner the formed the key management and application associations
successful validation of the second pair of messages may be released. This allows the use of the TEK to be
completes the mutual authentication of the peer devices, independent of the instance of communication used to

establish the TEK.
The SDNS project has defined specific cryptographic algo-
rithms and data formats. While these algorithims ensure the The KMVP requires the services of the ISO application layer
interoperability of government certified security systems, the protocol ACSE and the presentation protocol. These
definition of the architectural model and the protocols are protocols provide the means for the communication of key
independent of these algorithms. The protocols are capable management information. SDNS has defined requirements
of supporting multiple algorithms and define only the on the protocols used for the application, presentation,
mechanisms for transferring information used in the key session, and transport layers to ensure the interoperability of
management operations. SDNS key management implementations.

© Motorola Inc, 1988
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Communication Protocol Requirements system security may be provided by the SDNS security
protocols SP2 (link layer) or SP3 (network layer). An

The communication protocols required by the KMP are stan- example of the key management architecture for an SP3
dardized for the application, pesentation, session, and trans- intemiediate system security device is shown in Figure 3. In
port layers of the OSI reference model. OSI conformant pro- this figure the communication service requirements for the
tocols are specified by SDNS for these communication KMP are identical to the previous illustration. The user
layers. The ACSE protocol is required in the application upper layer protocols are removed to a separate host end
layer for SDNS key management. ACSE provides services system. Traffic from the protected host is carried on
for the establshment and termination of application subnetwork one. The ISO network layer model defines the
associations, roles of the Subnetwork Independent Convergent Protocol

(SNICP), Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Protocol
A minimal Presentation Protocol is required by SENS key (SNDCP), and the Subnetwork Access Protocols.
management. The presentation layer functions include the
negotiation of transfer syntaxes and may provide
transformations between the transfer and abstract syntaxes.
SDNS key management uses a single standard transfer
syntax. _ KM AE

The Session Protocol provides services for the organization PRESENTATION
and synchronization of a dialog between presentation layer
entities. The KMIP requires only the kernel and duplex
function units of the standard Session Protocol. The transport SESSION
layer provides for the reliable transfer of data. Transport
protocol class 4 (TP4) is required to support SDNS k.y TP4
management. Lower classes of service may be negotiated. "OUT.NG
For example, while TP4 is the default for interoperability, NcUTING SP3
TON) may be used in reliable network environments.

Dual Stack Model SNDCP 1  SNOOP 2

The communication architecture of SDNS key management SNAGP1  SNACP 1

allows the key management communication services to be
separate from the user communication services. This separa- Figure 3. Intermediate System Key Management Model
tion of the upper protocol layers is shown in the dual stack
model of Figure 2. Each stack represents the profile of the Key management is provided at intermediate systems in the
communication services required by the applications. The same manner as end systems. An application association is
tipper layers of this model are logically distinct. The lower firmed between security devices whenever a new instance of
layer protocols may or may not be shared by key secure communication is required. The KMP then uses this
management and user traffic. association to form the cryptographic association. The

association is used to support security services between the
inter-mediate systems.

APPLICATIONS EEll KMP Services

USER MAE1 The KMP provides mechanisms for the following basic ser-

UPPER LAYER PRESENTATION vices:

PROTOCOLS Authentication of peer devices.SESSION * Access control based on authenticated creden-

S TP4 tial information.

SP "_P4_ * Traffic key establishment and maintenance

SHARED LOWER with other security devices.
LAYER PROTOCOL.S Rekey with the KMS to obtain new

credentials.
• Establishment and maintenance of crypto-

Figure 2. SDNS Dual Stack Model graphic associations with other security de-
vices.

This model illustrittes a security protocol (SP) in the path of Distribution of Compromise Key Lists.
user cotmmnunications. In the currently defined SDNS frame-
work this security may be implemented at the link layer, net- The above services are used together for three basic functions
work layer, or transport layer. When the security protocol - the establishment of cryptographic associations, rekey to
needs a traffic key for its security services it makes a request obtain new credentials, and the distribution of Compromise
to the KMUA. This request typically occurs when a new in- Key Lists, Each of these basic functions always provide
stance of communication is to be established through a capabilities for authentication and access control.
remote security system. The KMUA then uses the KMP to
establish a cryptographic association with the remote KMSA. Cryptographic Association
After all authentication and access control rules are validated,
the KMP releases the key management association and leaves A principle function of the KMP is the establishment of
the cryptographic association in place. The new cryptographic associations with other security devices. A
cryptographic association includes the TEK, access control cryptographic association consists of a Traffic Encryption
privileges, and the security protocol that will use the TEK. Key (TEK) and associated attributes that determine the usage
"The KMUA then returns this information to the security of the TEK. The TEK established by the KMP may be used
protocol which subsequently uses this information for its by any other security service that uses cryptography. SDNS
security services. has currently defined protocols that provide security services

at the Transport and Network layers of the OSI reference
The dual stack model allows SDNS key management to be model. Extensions are planned for protocols that wili support
used for ISO or non-ISO user traffic. It also allows for the Link layer security. SDNS has also defined security
support of security at intermediate systems. Intennediate extensions to X.400 fur electronic mail security. The SDNS
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electronic mail does not require a cryptographic association, used ,o transfer lists of credential identifiers that are no
but may use the KMP for the rekey of credentials, longer valid. This Compromise Key List (CKL) can be

compared to lists of credit card numbers at retail stores. In the
Tie TEK usage is determined by an option negotiation per- same manner that a store clerk might check the list of credit
formed during the key establishment. The categories of op- card numbers to ensure the validity of a monetary transaction,
tions include algorithm options, labeling requirements, an SDNS device can compare a credential identifier to the
keying granularity, security protocols, and protocol options. CKL to ensure the validity of a credential.
These selections can be placed in an order to express the
preferences of the initiating device. The responding device To guarantee that SDNS security devices have the latest
then selects an appropriate intersection if possible. This CKL, CKL version numbers are exchanged during traffic key
negotiation allows SDNS devices to support several security establishment, This allows devices to learn the latest CKL
protocols or service options. Defaults have been defined to version number from their peers. To obtain a new CKL,
ensure interoperabiliry. The negotiation enables the device to devices may request CKL from either peer devices or from
interoperate and where applicable provide additional services the KMC, Since the KMC is the ultimate authority for the
beyond the defaults. creation and distribution of CKL, security policy may require

some security devices within a community to poll the KMC
Access control attributes are an important feature of the for the latest CKL. CKL is also delivered with credential
cryptographic association. The cryptographic association is material during a rekey operation.
only formed if mandatory and discretionary access control
rules based on the credentials pass appropriate checks. Summary
During the traffic key establishment Peer Access
Authorization (PAA) is enforced. Within the SDNS project The KMP provides a uniform mnechanism for the
the spe':ification of consistent access policies and access establishment of secure communications in the SDNS
control label for-mats have been defined by the SDNS Access architecture. The KMP establishes a cryptographic
Control working group. association that can then be used at any layer of the reference

model to provide security services. T'hb TEK bound to the
Mainpnance of ile cryptographic association is provided for cryptographic association is installed ont - ;ifL!r the identities
bysi a pnedure to upiate i TEK, and by the capabioii y to as- of peer devices are authenticated and ac•,' control checks
sign a newTEK Wo an existing cryptogriiphic association. based on the authenticated information pass. Option

Credential llekrry negotiation performed during the key establishment allows
security services and protocols at atny layer of the OSI

The KMIP proides support for the electronic distribution of reference model to be flexibly supported. The option
credential nraterial, This capability to rckey credentials is in- r iegot iatiion includes the ability to bind additional access
tended only to be used on an infrequent basis. The rekey of control infloation to the cryptogiaphi assciation. Addi-tional capabilities are provided by the KMP to support the
Caredentials is similar it tile periodic ipsuaries of mew credit natintenance of cryptographic associations, obtain new ere-

for fhe reccrtificatiin of a device by the Key Management dentials from i te Key Management Center, aud obtain the

Center~~~~~~~~~ (KC) T. rla nefc care ieexiali rtest Compromise Key List fronm a peer device or from theCenter (KMIC). Tile rekey in effect changces the expiration KMC.
date of the credentinls. 11 is not intended that the rekey be
inscd to cilatlge the identity or accc.,s control attributes The key management architecture is supported by
Qontaincd withbin tle credentials, commoniCation relquiremTents that definre an interoperable

stack of protocols for use by the KMP. This architecture
Valid crdut dals are required to obtain credential aaterial supports security installed in end systems or intermcdiarteIroin the KMC. To enroll a device into the SDNS system systems. Although tire protocols specified for use by the
mnanual or out of band techniqucs nrc required to insttll the KMP are ISO conformant, usci traffic does not have to be
first set of credential material. After an SDNS device ix carried on ISO protocols.
enrolled all future interactions with the KMC cart be
pIerorined through i conuir ication network.
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tused while itt cipthertext niode. There is also oils hlaintext
IThe ASV'l Int. a itt voi-l poii,. %\ tilt c1t a I ots, Wt; I15r tat Iwr A Ithlicatiot whtichI allowis thle pflain text tratisitlissioni aztd recep-'rii I1 vo-tw tot peuliratiot., (,ili t t'ttt eit in. IThe vluit' i-militil tion of itifotniatioti by tite ASVTl whliile itt plain text inode. Turtn-

il-I,- I 1PoN%''c sit itcht. e ittauli I'o Tlalk (I 'I'l lititciti, aitd :1 lug tile powe~r switch oti brings the ASVT tipl intilte Analog User
ItsI d'. ''itai dial. 'liii poicet'" sItcht Iuw It( ' asvr to start itit Apptlicationi and ready to receive data - that is, with tile

J1 - ed Audio Voice Processor Block Modem Processor Btock
tetercorns, j 7 Voice J 3 -Black Analog

Telephone Modemn Radios or Wirefine
Sets Aeppiques

Voice Modem
Processori OME- Processor

J2 Red Digital Module
Digital Data .14 -Black Digital
and Signaiing ,~~Voice Ltra oeso

Devices C Digital Networks

Modemn j

Figure 3-1. ASVT Block Structure

Analog User Application Digital User Application

niT J3 J,7 Fý 1
Digital Line I Application Digital Line 2 Application

J44

Plisirtest Application

Figure 3-2. ASVT Applications
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RLD..AUDIO and BLACK..ANALOO ex ernal interfaces 4. THE CSP LANGUAGE
hooked up, the PTT button released, and *h.- mode selector dinaloeaioaince'csleaottofsfwr htlt

set n th cihertxt ositon.faces with critical CO&\'lEC functions. This, in turn, reduces
During transmission, Lthe Voice Processing Block pet-forms the amount of software within the COMSEC boundary, a pri-

flee voice processing functions to analyze voice transmissions, mary objective of the assurance task. Piocess isolation may be
thle Modem Processing Block performs Black modem processing accomplished through physical means, by separatinig processes on
functions to code important bits and modulate the resulting bit int poesrrdu ghliclnasbyeaaig
stream, adteCIE MdlBlcpefrsteery- processes using proper programming techniques. The highest
tiou of voice. During reception, these functions are iniverted. dge fCME suac sgie ysprtn rcse
The position of the PTT button determines the direction of the ondisic rcesr.Hgree ofial COMSEC asuac sgie y sefarartihpoesses
flow of data Joc the ASVI1 in each application. In the ciphertext fore, requires the asynchronous operation of separate processors
mlode, depressing the PTT button allows Red unencryptc-d data within the COMSEC system. rhe CSP process description and
to enter the Voice Peocessinig Block from either tlie Red Audio specification language 16] was chosen primarily for its capacity to
or lZeu Digital interface. Releasing Lthe PTT button allows Black describe the concurrent operation of processs atid prprte
eticrypteil data to ecuter tie Modem Processing Block from eithler about them iii a formal manner. Although a thorough
the Black Atialog or Black Digital interface. The Plaintext, Appli- knowledge of (ISP is not necessary to understand the
catiotn does not pierfortm any transformation of information input, specification of the ASVT. a general knowledge is helpful. 'Fhe
Thle details of t ie traiisforttatiot ,t ell app~licatioii performst on a rest of this section reviews the terminology and notation that is
tiessage tave little or tio bearing onl thle situtement, of the seecu- used in thle 03SP specification of the ASVT_

ritypolc ,Y. or aseor xpoitio thse etals re mited.A (ISP process is thle behavior patterti of some object.
TIhom, aipplicationis that use ( lie COMSIIC tmodule require a Each process has an alphabet associated with it defining the set

key for thie encryption and ilecryption of itifortiatioti. Keys wiay of evenits relevant to its description. P'rocesses are permitted to
be insetted intio thme CONISEC tmodule b) thv(le ASVT opierattor communicate through those channels inicluded in their alphabet.

thrughdiekeYpor. Uer's at two% different ASVT terminals The notatioti used in CsP aids in the dlescriptioni of a process in
1ni:ne coniluiiiim airie t lrolighi apliciatiotis other ilimt jilaitmtext, Only terms of the events in its alphabet. Unless otherwise specified,
if they liv hve thle saute kc) ittstlledl All key nuitt:mcnivtiiit anitt the following cotiventiotis are used:
d istributioii for tile ASV'ls is idoiie matnually by ASVTI opera-
tors: nio k evs ire I ranitituttivtid attoima t cunIll he I uceti ASVlS. 1. Symbols in upper case italics letters detiote dist inct
Thi'( A8\-l' is initially couligured with a predefined default key. processes, e.g. ,l-ý.FCUILVOIcL'ETER[AIINAL,

Ani operntor wanisgit to tranismiit data, either voice or digi- MODEA.LI-'OOESSQR, SKIP.
tal onlii *XVT or gietiappira onwil I nit le pwer u. Symbols in upper case bold dentote specifications, e-g.,

switch onl. hxik iup)(the interlace chaniiels for that appllicatiotn, CM..RED-BLACK-SEPAR.ATION,
select the ciihiertext or plaintext modre according to Lthe applictt- INCOMING.MK.
tion, depress thme IPTT'h bitttoii and solid the ASVTl data. hIf thle
operator releases JIT"T dutritig t ranstmiission , iniformtintioni tmay a Symbols iii upper case rottian deniote distinct chantnels

thent be received. Likeweise, ant operator wanting to receive data, through which proce~sses may comimunicate, e.g.,
cithlie voice or diigi tal, oii I me ASVT for at given appl icatiotn will IIEDJAUDIO.
tim ii ilie power swicitchi oti. hook ii1) tile iliit reface rltailnlCS, Select 4. Symbols Iin lower case romiian are variables deitoting. foe
the ciplIte rtext or plait test ttiode accord ing to the applicattiotn, example, Chnel$aiteI, Values Of messa1ges Senit thrlrogh chla-
atid release the P'TT1 buttoti. If the opierator depresses 1'TT duti- niels, fu nctioni unities mapping values to tie w Values, etc.
ing rcepltiotn. inlormnsi ion 1maY thlet lie tratiStoitted- If tile tee- Thte symibol a, however, is reserved to denote arbitrary
initi al is tiot roi igu red properly1' fur one of tile live applicationis. sequteitces of evetnts in whlich a process may etigmige, called
itnformtation miay bie imeitler received iior transimtitted. traces.

5. Symbols itt lower case italics denote event names, e.g.,
ASVT Security Policy pfLoff,

Thle security policy for the ASV'I is based oit the cotncept 6. Tile alphabet of at process P is detnoted crP.
of R~edfhMack separation. It it- split into two policies, an external
security policy, and ati internal security policy. Tile external Processes may communicate through chaninels. "CHIAN-
security policy treats tie ASVIT as a black box aitd specifies NELl ? in" denotes the evenit in which value it, is itipitt ott
Red/Black separation ott its input, and output. More specifically, CINEIad"IANL n e~tsteeei nilil
nill iiformation trantsmnitted by tike ASN'T whent lit tile cipltertext vHalue L t ai tu nd "C IANNEL.in Tueichoite operatorwic
modev of operationi mit-.t be Bl&ak, encrypted, data. Thus, the vlettisotu nCANELTecoceoeao
only way for the ASVT to transmit Red, uttencrylpted, data is allows the behavior of at process to be imnfluenced by outside
when thle mode selector dial is set hi tile plaititext niode. evimits. If' P and Q2 are processes and cl amid e2 are events, time

process (c] --+ P I ef --+ Q) behiaves like process P if el is the
The internmal secuirity p)olicy enforces Red/Black separationi ';, event to ocruir ser bheharveq lik . .. qcesL Q if ef is thme fi-~

Ott Lite comtponents of tie( ASVT. The Voice Processor Block is evenit to occur. rhme process P <1 1) I> Q is definied as P if b
the Red processling partition and the Modemn Processor Block is else Q. This definition is generalized to allow any arbitrary tiest-
the Black proeessýitg partition. Duriing tranismission, the COM4- nig witht bindinig front left to right if not otherwise specified by
SEC imodule takes Red data and etncrypt~s it creating Black data. parenthteses. Thus, P1 <1 hi I> PV <1 b2 1> PO is defined as
During reception, the COMISLC module takes Black data atid the process if bi then P1 else if b2 then P2 else P8.
decrypts it creating Red data. Furthermore, the otnly way data A trace of a process is a finite sequence of events ini which a
ina) chtainge from Red to Black or Black to Red is by goitng process bas engaged at some moment in time. A trace may be
through the COMSEC module. Tile internal policy reqiuires that, dntdb h etrso euneo vnsecoe t nl
wheni in the ciphiertext mnode, all itiformnation tranismitted to the brents, byteg. lettersor sevuencSevt > of efis evett nlsdit o anl
modem proceasor, the Black pmartitioti, must be Black, enucrypted, trackets, isg. dettoed y nd then2 resultS ofrmvnThe firstent oym-
dtans Thus, the otnle way for Red data to enter the Black pro- trcsisdnedbsoadheeulofemvgtleisty-
cessimig partitioti is whent the A.SYT is iii tile plaintext mode of bol is s', e.g., <u b~c> 0 -a and < a,b,r>' - <b, >.
operationi. P;Q signifies a procesis that acts like the successful termoina-

tion of P followed by Q. If P does not terminate successfully then
Q does not start. The trace of this process is s;t where s is the



H . (1 1, : iiI i is I he'i ai 01. Q o '. pro"-Ct suil~si'il'5fI I-it- Tilhls secit-10t spec*ilit'5 :kti I~sttact inttrl'1 Xtt mc.1ii)' for

rwilesiai if lml mil I) if I liw tlmtxiV i'ik Witli SUPx~, A jpttietss slevirt voice tcritiiialm coiitaitiiiig hrjeo cottptilil-tits - at v ace pro-
a nl:t i'iessfu~l II)[rll iut-sit'l anifhd outi) if ilt- proc'ess eus with [I cinwnr, it 0101k li proce.-or. and u, CO,\ 151W iii~tlo he. Au

ivi tt'r p re I atioit tist alit-al's the abst-ract- itodel to titl ASV'T.
lProcefees rnaly be cloelutetl to runi coutletrreut-ly through [lie ' specific iioclel. A fiunctiomal spec'ifclkiioi of tlie ASV'I describes

oix-ralor, e.g., P' IIQ is a provess that rilius proces~s P ill para]- thle 01W ri ion of tile ASV'F. Finially, all iiiforimad arguineat in
lid with process Q. Such t'oncucrell pi-ocemes require sitiultane- givcul that [lie CONNSK(., Iltodulll cotiforitis to [lie securit~y policy.
Oilsptti p 01't of A4 Vlic 1Ie elthailit O(1(111 ill both ni tiiid aQ. Ill tile Following exposition, values of faiic tions maly bit written tas

Eventts ovencrtiug iii I's al phabet' but. uot. Q':, ni y be eugagedill ; .ts of orde red pits, vig.. if I in a filiietoi [lien (tib) C- F if and

by P iiidc el1ettltit of Q2. Th11is ge ie rtid'izs to the sintuaintol itl rtltly if f(a) =h- Specilit' lields or all wlt i ~etn liu. e specified't by
itwhich iauaiy poccin'ti's run iilli ral lel til fltovtious wtty. A tile n-tn ple tianit' followedI by a periodI followed.( by Ufill eldiamin
cent liiIiicatioi call occur lietwevti two ptrocesse's ruim ii g inl for that ii- [itpie, e.g., if c - (fII, P'2, ('3, IA), [lie fl eldl of c is
piarallel if' a11 111oiY if biltti troeesses Ilittl that. cottiinf it catioti sliecilicil .. -il. T able 'I-I Stummarizes ollier titttat-loti usetd ill tli
event,- ill thieIr alphabects atlid both1 pirocesses siliti u tatteously sticeilici lit'it.
viigage illt that teeltt, i.e.. tivleitvt'r oill proces oittpu I-s it vaihne Int~ernal Abstract Security Model

sa, il'ale 01tloiti tliet'Ii tiiiivie protess S'ItlIltlutzyilpstcThe AS\.ii tt'rial socCutrity potlitry liit i ris I t it the '.tt ly
'alic ale fointil, lumel 'Ill'hway for Red data t.o cuiter rdte Nitichemt I roeensor ilhock , the

(u'll ! 1
t)1I (CII " ill - Q(itt)) = CII - .~ v (Pit 4,)) Black pri''s.hig pirt~it ori , is whenl tlie sy'stemt is hil tile phlaitt-vt'

tiode ttfoperatiooi - Cii gotil is tonilirte till abstrtact. itiotlil of Ithisi
If' otil i out' 1 iie.'cs ilit a lcitt~cil en i out iitatictt of trio'i'scs hias policy' ill C'SI [owalri ltiis &(oal, let i-oiICJ'R*cIsCoI-,'-0?

ti ritiliticlliiiccli ttis tlhalt',[leu[utlit~tsstlt 'OMtSEV(LfI);I-E, atillot O tilfCS I be the CSI'
I'ilg ill( volit'(tltlll vtIn tttott (eteit Itialt'pe ilcutlit'y of tlti' ot l(It ir pocesse Ol tile voice tecluiii (" it'sVOjet ptrocessrcall etipolitcii

respec tive ly. We u'siiui in the( existlcure of I lie fitllowitig t'ttiistaii i
''The tlttve aklot ;ii it.t is 111 for t-it' ireticdttil-1 dt'stripltiett (f seI's, fi'uct-olojin ait t'Iullilites

I li hetti'l ~i cr iot Irov' NWts. A ptciit lhit tn of ai tiiiitvst or ,qs'Iu[i N-h is a set (of vttecangeii.
is a to 'licute ili."-:1-''tll otf i lielvi it ks iiiieluided to ltililuvt.
Thei sptcttient icl ii. ,tf pli. -. 'Lsi' lIars [ lie, sit, vttii%'-iitotis lisI et Im.- NIS I5 a1 s(,. of tileatitt ig tiodi'sstilic -hatl pilaitiiaL E N IS.
vtoui'.v atitl iti otatittil thlat I i'l, 'lhitttv jNoittittiit thaitt K is at set, of keys Let ioitial-tIkei C- K lie tiii dlefautlt initial

tue Ito- tisit Iii thev AS\''l spivvti iltclll :1iiid plrtidilt-al tls'vj-hy.

N~valliag Vc Is/( .(., tIre\1 ;-III set ,(ls o tftti v itllufivltit chti atit-ites over wichttl

mvissttgis p ti.ým for tIliv voice pltiticsser/( ON ISIEC

I' N QI' .
t
i(ý I ,i .1 1t1il 1 trte) (11IC i~s at fiuiii-Iitti fromii V' I IS UN It C I IS ' ( (II o (ridhinlak I

W4 i-c11 whtich ilescrilit's I lie I ,ti tp f liessages tha. mtiy bue frrilsitik-
I' Q if I'wl Qh 14-di over ('11 Ihe i leu ttt ill plilui -w Illttie, e.g., ouly Mlack
.*iit xi Pttt I'll z's :tl all It ' ic hat V ilta Miay be t rat.iatilt'it Oled cr litiUuielv (.II if' CIIQC(CI)
till xl P 1"r ;dl X. IP black.
I' sa S pi I*,,i-v a lt' It-tla t 8 t'cSj i':s, Ct 'S l ii' rtts of' '1.1upivts (It 'rilinK tile piossible

- tub ~lit' nai ,,ii' iiaiaitugt theit, tits it, itiitlth C- V-'t Iltt S/NI(I hIS, mInnIv c- DS'.
C ~Is a itit'lit I t of' tsi~tt;l (11,1uifalsi'),

sii ~ I h e' (ltu l rtif st ud -ia tfor t t i c ult i aluitn l , 0 ' i vait, to-ta lk) msig ti e
iitItrir al li i-,%trarvt' ttl ilt' vitýsa sages miay ctomei itt t~hrough iltt-liaii, go ott

t "Illt I,-1 lit' altlictItl Cf I'l il V''u'N ' iiV sth"roug lilite l ititt falltoIto NI ilesrbii b Ie pmm
Ci '! Illtt ltt'i ch m l t0)ti'5'l i t ii al I vah ,rt' ul' iii C10l --, 'h lttt l n the titss
C i to i(2l oI'l if[ I i'ill C2 VT /I' S is i a vse of f ii i ctit' is f rot m footx to lo-I describittg Olu st'i of

/t. fJ P stietesfltilly follouwt' b1 -r CONMSEC mtodulotI t imituformitiaiotis. F-or all T' C CT'S, (iii,k)
i'~~~ ll I' ipraleI WvithI Q2 E NI x K<, ' E(ti -) C %I is thie illitestagi ott pitt by ithe
S~~il' a liro~ce fi-l lt.'os liethitig trml tsforti t tioti lheli I-n ttes:tuge Ittin is tilipt wvit[I key kh

liii ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ VTC-.'/1 ' triittisiteailynsalT. are futictijois from VGS to V'PS/GCC to

( "I'SNIGi o NTSdescriltitig [1w tri-aisfot-tia-
Table 4-1, (SI' Lalg itagi' Stilstt, S1i tti fittr t' -loll tucli t'oilpoueuit coitligo ration p-erform-s

5. CSP SPECIFICATION OF THE ASVT VC'!,/C(3S/.NICS c pie-forilta trtafisorInatioti

ASV'P security reqiren ctseflorcitug both It i exterttl ial seciucity V"I( / I'c)NC'e)Otl Iliessages inputt.
alt"t tul tih' ltitertiai situtrit % J-tdii'v 'T'his sictolet focuses il CIA)1 is a futiciort fr~ot V'hS U C'TS U N-ITS to icipter, dcci-

Stit' CSt sievi lie at iou Of tilit' in turiuUnsvii .I . ifll. sy'st as tiler, plaini rectunitrtti the ty tw of tratisfortitatioi tper-
-I1si'-ilttd ilt 4ect iotn I. 'II' vttiltiletA- ('l' sput-icaiei I., fortimed. 'I'lus, for all TI C \e'j' U CT U N-ITS. TI tpnr-

plrisviti et ill 19). Fortms art einrylitioti if CI) (U') is cipthe r, pierformts a
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dee rv ptioli if Ci)! (TI) is deciphier, aind perforliu if( uno erY p- vPRE.LDBLACKSEPARATION-
t iou or doe~rptioii if Cl)P (T) is plin :II gitC.

(c E VCS

Stince dipI aitstract voice terminail kind11 intsti compoents Call
aot, ill general, decide wheliet~l e ii~i i eceived is Red or Mlack, we ((itt 05 age
inl st rel ,Y oi tife red or- black 11MIek giVVll t0 eClcll difIVh wI by tilie ouliiiessage c OUTGOING...MSCS(tt-.c.lllii-cllatii))
chic fuileiloi 'l'l i T e Sec itv t oo ill el 1liis els. clso le thiat ('i113,
eciry ptedl data filows thlirough eli iiileIs nuiiakd black aind that si'iill-Iet'age, 1.
only uner rypted datta flows ithrough cliankid mcaiarke riied. (t EV'
Blesides in terinal colinitii latioii al iiotlg tlii' i1(li'i liioeev.'Vs thei k VU'cl') =
voice termiiial Call commuiciijate witht its ('slerlia ii li vii liioli r&ii~liew nnsngv C INCOMING.MISGS(trý,c.ialcliailI)
through aill externail tinter'lace. 1511(1' we' have 110 collr t o) ill diiiv iueug)=oiai~a~
exteirial envivroiimlent, wi' nmssi m liv 13t. th rough flie exte rna pla 11'(. in~i

initerface, channels iiiirkeil ired reer ee oji v Re di iat a an dil li.' CIc~e .oui-eliiii) -red)

ridsi marked black rl'cvive onily B lacki dat it .It is lie job of thei A (at I iiinIiesasiti.
sein rjiA' p~olicy Iiiodel t 10 C-ib lese Ilite leeeasarlc d~ilta llow restrnc- ,l-~tlg E INCOMING-MSGS(tii,c.iiieclinitlI

tiols itiernial to voice terniiiial gi ccli thtis HN~Si In Iltitll Cl ( c~~(.itsei- iiiiI) = rild))

Givenl the abovi, stli'llel-tiri' for outh llabt~ract Voile t-eriijlinl, at
niiumber of eittli retne itsi for Red/il~ac k sepl-ls aioti ev;.St. Askiliiitii

I*OK EJ111'(7,i S1s'Q? 1111and 1.~L '0 <s4l have ii0 MPRED.-I.ACK -SEPARATION, s1taes diat, ;I11 iiesagi'S
way~t o1 ver i pleting or decrelt hng dat-a. Redilhlaek selparal iou tha~t. m0il i11 lie ioil~ll ti'l'i"pssI whelei t11t- iiitllitx itiodl' ililisi

rittlires aikt A/t)DliAtLI 1iWf( 'S.''Q illi11 atiil outil t n ti ItI aI In h' roper pli ia iinoiia i of' :t itessagv whic el lite rd thei

VO- *IL 11'?(O( hIh"'OHIlnt 'elejeil-' e dat at throuigh1 its exter.- addlittion, iall imessages inutti. enter t-iel'tiiilolli'it only~ thrioiighi
i1:il ilii crisee, Ilie sveiiirit.c y tiotlel intimla ensutre Ihini. eltaittielvs tiunchied black.
(t2 10. S11( 11 /(01)? '17,1, I cI iy lit all dill it t.rani atsi t-Lei fiotit
VLJOIC In'I'O A~S1 t I AODElA -le0J'1'.'.SS0ll. 'incep AL1t)-~,1qiP/)t I'1'SS01? :il MP-RED.-3LACK-SEI'ARAT[ON
( 0A !SI<( ~.A1(21) WD I A rela i res Re d dai ti or t'ite ryplit (l.

101fih' ' Ifl 'I17)( ''SSY)? Illa y 1111111 mid till tIipil iil :11(lly thiroungh MP-~RED-BLACK-SE1'ARATION
dm11 nie s luitikei lred. Bil mIaAI II I'i Ct I~s(I l v oniily fll.

tillit 1111-1llereflgl clicii i t'l l ark d~ ilitch . rlsllle Cril kLI ISIX ZA (4) 111' (cE (

011ilt4ilitii( idl IsD17 s1iet'ii , Ill ne i'ithreiru's VIA lnt tact' %.Iii tincA 'iiiiles-sigi'o l.OIG.vSGhreii.e~ii

cninCUMoiNG.11SGd stjIll toUTC1. OINGl.JSG l~.)1Lt ri'Atihough flip C- ('1)PGMCS(i.,.ii-i)iii

rc ived MI Ulvy SG (wt~ 10 h id toivii il ruc lllI IC 'I r.i ii-.l'tltil ba ck I

ce- )v a '1i lelielit The sIpii~~i kllu st~itl litn' it ul-li fr Oi W(..A(C)t
thuIN -VIG andi OUTIN OING NI'SGS rvc1iir,l forE.3LC..E~AL1[N ktie' thatl al itlhsagi

Il.. tin'. %Hsage d'' [iti ;,upai eli tel'd oIiu 1" roug a= illiItl ki

tlnli hu U OUTG~iNGMSGSs~eliitl) Ijilinijivist Ciilrlli Il'QrittINGii of tI' ii-esii.itinhyil tt

ICMN MSltOUGI .. MGSS'ctll (s cliin -111111C il 1-diallhil= btlack)iii) e iililliI-i hlilnta

A'it siiilitoif for l-'if... ,lo~~o iil'siti' T hit S~lc(ili( liorthll fiiit 1101% INO ING...M , W t'Tl
dPwDJL oILSEP iU'INOMNG stiSGSxai dint-1AC -LPRTIN mallv diiestall

tht xi Ile oie ~d'-~o INO Iiei tot llaiit',rhIn 1iti111 luitollll iil, fip l'shci'tiel otput. thiollgli iliailitx Iii dm1 1111lies key
ii ~~~ ~ ~qivlil prpe liltil Irnilforll (nilsoolimol of' aI itlilsage 1iii litrel ii11

poiie T GONM t, through thog atiiie iiikinv irkedv red hmll e111181 throut tha coti

pouch 11 throtg ailiia cliliie (he lieiag Qkt'dV( Ici illig adi itlohiIU mllaurked
ii Ut lits th C (hliaihlt t only blac roug exiitedl throughd red.in ake eth rnsou

W-ED VCKS P..ELLCLEARATIONsaetht:ilamae U G IGM spcffrtaemtemtonvsg
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INCOMING-MK (s. chaii, key) - WODEALPROCESSOR
ifs- <> = {iook-.UPOIA2, select-modem, ptLon, piLoff, geLkey,
else if so - (I(CH ? k) BLAOILDIGITAL.m, VOICE..-MODEM.mi,

th-i-i INCOMING-MK~s'. chat,, k) MODUM..COMSEC.m)r
els if so - (chan ? inl)

elsei INCke) OM IN OOMINMK~s c',chan~key wherePIIIA connects channel chli E {RED..AUDIO,
els IOO[N.J4K~',ha~ky)RED-..DIGITAL) to channel ch2 E

{BLACILANALOG, I3LACKcU)IGITAL} for
OUTGOING..MK (s, clico. key) input and output, provided that such at conciec-

ifs8" < > tion result~s in a proper configuration for some
then () application of the voice terminal. Otherwise it
else it so (KCH ? k) has no affect.

'ens OUTs ONaM~' clan it)n1 sedccLraode,5  con figures the system to operate in mode in C-
elhen 1(if~ e~ U - IchanMK3',hain MS so that only if InI piailitext does the system

hen l cbe ) OUTGO INGMKs'chKus,k hcny ey bypass the encryption/decryption of rmesages.

ptLen configures the system so that. messages may be

C0,1qE('_10DUL'sa CMREDBLAC -SEARAIONtransmcittedl by the user.
CO~S&?..AODL~st O RED~BACKSEPRATONptLeff coicligures thle systcem so thcat. messages maty be received

CYLRED-BLACK-SEPARkATION =by (1he user.
all c, oiL-message. key. qcL~keyc notifivis thle system that a neow key is about to he
(C E OCS inistalled.
A. nti V.ncode - plaiciteat oky ntfctiesse thtalwkyhsbenitavd

( ocil -iiessacge key) E OUIT COING.JeIK(tr,c.ous-clicciclinitisie- y)) ekc noiesteyte tatahwe hcbenitlld
poewer-on powers up) tile systeml.

5011ccc~ il~lcccsakC. cwr-off shuts down thle system.
(t E 'PS

& CT~c) - I RCIIFk is a communication Lvezit of key kt over chtanntel KU~L
& t((cc..ccesicgekcy) - eclL~llvsiigeREI)AUDIlO.itc, REDXDIGITAL-in, llLACl(-ANALOG.ii,

&(icimcc'ssge~kvY) E ZNCOMING-MK(tr~c.;ii-cliain,iicitial..key) BLACKIG.)~ITAL~in, VOICEJ\IODEMNl-in. \OIC'l COM~Sl'C:.ci
't. (Cl~t he.oil I-elal) black) MODEN-LOOMSEC.:c are communulicationl evenlts ol' message rin

-a (1)1 (tl Clipher) over th~e associated chaninel.
A' ((Gll'W(e.inchlccc) -. black Thel( se'ts and funcitions defi ned in lie abstract inodel ai rfic'cl cc

A. ('W!C (ccli.01.&cliall - redl) ill Figure 5-1.
-~ ('DPl'(t - &.6l4'ill.1.

&t Itit )ciccciciI) t Ilt' (ecciltxlcacc) Functional Specification
jcUcc)A,1XUI'..lOI;E..'lIU.! is deseril,*d as ticric

iinternal colnlltmcinil -ing prouc~emic thiat exeelie i lc' 'ii'u cccitly -

A voicce lrcinii l (hiiac is ci 'eli led as aitll cneureil cornibin a'- A10DEAIJ'IWCASSOP. Thle iiiiin tichoilligulriction of tile systeic
Icitq cl'of~ Kcc(hQ I)I'I'O!SO? andc is tile Analog User Applicationi withie Il "PTT button 'chvased.
C0114 ).'cA w(111'L cid is ;illot c'rpreutition of the miodel Thlcus the ASVTI is set ill eipcer text. ucocic' ane is ready to rec-leie

ulc:,ccribccc cin thcis sec tin gai aan tees cocifornizuire w ithc the incformiationi. This reqii res tI! initil v oicci proessor
ccl.l lilack itpa acjciiill IccipeclY. coclliguratfioi to be q'pXcce ivenad in, the initial C"O~lSi"C"

miod ule con liguratioci to be oiiczxeccivc , aiid the initial) iodei'I

Internal AiccitrILet M~ndcl lcct'r-pirt'tatiein proc-essor coictigiziation to ic'ip.b cieenlg Occe lic, ccys-
Aic ccS'Ticlc letat cci l Ic cc atrailiicde? Ph eiltetl] receives the pciuer...oc siginal, these processes start exclruintcg
AllAST atrpetlin l li, lirat od &fiedill part~lel. Th'isic conic-urrientI activity c-eicses whieni po iicec..ojTis

-c'ý rf'clcicrc'' clcjjlkcic c ficll cicc is. c'a dud rii,c .. 1 (,1c'~ o-lc signacled Th'le s4ystell theni shuts clowin and waits for fitc
ji!icclcl in ternds applropiriate to thin thpc ASVT applicationc It, coa'crocl eveint to occur.
ciec-ribecl iii section 3. The ojcerationcc apipropiriate to the process
ciescribicig tho ASNT, A-SECL.'REl'OWE-TE1?AIiNINL. aicd
each of its 'omcponcents are delined by each pcrocess's alphacbet. .'lIV0c TEA1 ll

power-on -
e~,SE'U?&O1~E~ER~l1L(VIC1;'J'RO0CESS0l? euo

- /iokup~ seleeLmcodecn ptL-oti, plLojf, yeLkeyj, COMSEC.JyinfODL4.F
goutey, power..on, piower-off, l(CIl.ki, IIED-.AUDIO-ni, A-c MODEM..POGESSRAOR ei.iiLciccci
RED-DlGlTAL.m, VOICCEIODF2M.in, VOICE-COMSECmi, ASCRAOC..~R.IA
MODEMLOOMSL~C~m, BLAOIC.ANALOG-in,
I3LACK-DIGITAL-m} The compconent functional specification, given in Figure 5-2,

provides a CSP operational description of each componcent. Thle
a 1'OIC'E.PROcESSOR occurrence of each event of the componlent's %lphabet causes

-{lcook~up~hjS, seleeLtriodem, lul.-ocn, ptLoff, geLkey, some action to occur within the component, whether it be the
goukey, power-.off, UEIXAUDIO.m, RED-.DIGITAL.ni, processing of a message, the modification of its current
VOICE_.MODE1VIm, VOIC&-COMSEC-oc } configuration, or synchronization with the other components of

tile terminal. The effect each event has on the system as a whole
csCOA!SEC.Jc'IODULE is as specified previously. This formal descriptioii of ASVT func-

-{hooc~up 5515jh, selecLcfinodea, p Len,ý plLccff, geLkayi, tionality corresponds to the informal description of its behavior
goutye~, poiwer-.off. KCH.kc VOICE-.COMSEC.m, presented in section 3. Key to understanding this functioinal
MODENvLOOMSECamn} specification is the fact that processes executing in p~arallel
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M-S = )Cipllcirtext, plal itenl)

CIIC -' (I?EDtk~lDtI) lred), (RII l1)l)GI'IAL. red), ()LlACK-.ANAI.0C1black), (13LACKi) DMITIAL. black),

Vels IS pR')all)iulo. l').)1i'AVOICI..'ODEM, VOICE'LCONISHEC}

Vp'Ji.)civt'falldigi (\'O CE;,.CON-IE A is'; AUIl DIO I lciphiert cxt Cakle) 4),

s'ti-re'eii'e-tlai lit exi I V II~ I R I. i C 1uu~ s) )
VT l.ýyiitliesizv, itiial~y/e, mill)

l'i~ iiii.lcdigitent, nutll), (vi p..lt'eiee-platclio, syti cale)f

c(c5=lls l)A')O I:)ITIIAI., VOICEICONISEC. INIl)ENl ((NlIl*'('
(('S = (emi riin'i,1iit (' - (\OoL IE ID;LONSCcllet't u).4)

ctil..r('evej (N 10 1O) LA LCONtSE'0,O )CE..CON ISEC cipliel text Fiakeu) *)I
CT'S - Ivilerypt . dee r'l,t)
CCT - I-(e i.t r:aleticit. etictyjil), (e ii..-enive, decrypt.))

mcI IS )lI'lX( )1, iE)1IC'lAI, OIPXMI-',l, MOIWNLCONISK:C)

NC . nilpJ rinlinill i t giialo ( N ( IOI)ENL CON -ISEC . 3L ACKJNA ;ITC)( ,clpli-lextI,t ruc) )

upee '..!4llgi mi (40 - (I 1,ILA '( -- )IK; 'PA I.,N 10) D EN UC cm isi!ci .diliert ix i, als'o4

KITS' Var-cto ivirLILIlodlat.D(I. Luu it Ldcoe,,wod. dvA4TI 1111

AS~ iqito' tcciic tIiC t Ii'A i*l li d elgjictin Iiclicu l ilt C).VI tIl-ialil l tdig ii-
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The OOl4t111 NXcT mK ili ( ve.)1 j Io( i , OwIl Iiltl.ktq' i~~l OUICIo. K ti lon'tli.i iti llccue(rnttpc
th ashli1 11cal OUTGOI nCM (Illdi %%tt~lilit 1, Internailky alod luliculigio lie Ilitcp (q,'bet h Iillit a ppe ndk'y Notieng h t. eeit
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INOOM ING..JdI (saritt, 11, ki') = us ng a mechalical leaIrilitat clol NYS ciiie. ýIttit' -ii r goal1 is to sir- I
if citto cltaIziiN Vey existing Vviiilicat-ioii ti'lniqijtis. ral-lier thiii eliginecer Iiw~
lie ujli ey) U INOOM INGA! K (s. eliait. ke'y) oneCs, weC leave. formial ve rificationjil to in xistiiig mittbated tech'

el-ic INCOMINC3I K (s' unitn, key) ni ijiies. Never lieless. tie re ice-( ai alloter of signifticanti, tlvati-
tages, that It am.e arisen frontt u.5ing ilSl ti~iiis project. Dlurcing

OUTGOINCGvMK (Av-ciin. ctrt, key) = the faormilatioii of die MV'' examtiple, 'SI' provtided itnsighit in to
if"Il runnt~t~~ spects of [lie awsitchll otint 'olitlli nitiatjoti01 pof tineises wvit Itit
tli't Jutit ky) UJ OUTGOINC.MIK (s, etiati key) tin ASV' lintha wete tot. hit nititeilyt c otvios frotm its Iinfocimial
ekvt OUTCOtNCAMIK (s. ctait. ke) dlescriptioni Tl'lvi langugage also prtvidedie it voicise itleiitlnt for

review of AS\A''l fit tetona ii ity a'n ' Nvuciti' policy. 'l'Iii CSl,
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eventi Ilteti (1), J2). {;3). tint (-I) are toin for till ttpossiblel' AVl ~~'ida iiIntcnfrtc oisse i t)ie
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tii stittitrý eiittiitl it i vo liioiiik Aftit' sv 1vlltiutti'li'titorv lnilt(. dip

to coiiiititi-t'tittiself, t111 tittlii' ftutlcit iitti sptriilircu nit coniformis to Itictitlly spiccif. a1 biroaidci ulngi t oif tus Wit It Ithis rt'aliziititn
Itt'. 'xi 'rittl seculii , ' litiliv ,. 'T'hise' iteglitt'ile ts jiereilsti' our urttgtesI 'sit' iiiie cittil."a ily.
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Adding Ada' Program Verification Capability
to the State Delta Verification System

(SDVS)'2

David F. Martin and Jeffrey V. Cook

Computer Science Laboratory
The Aerospace Corporation

P. 0. Box 92957
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2957

Abstract
UsterfeUtlts

An approach to, and progress toward, tife addition of Ada program 1 t~srf'ce tlte
verilicatioli capability to the State Delta Verification Systemn (SDVS) Parer
aceT presenfted. lit Eiho past, SDVS has been used extensively to verify Iasr

il( lienfcroprofgrainiffed ini mpitenitation of comiputer inst ructioin gets Pitr
wrcit ten iii the comnpeter description laiiguagc ISPiS. The generalityComn
and inod ularit tv of SI)VS pernift its coilvenienlt extenisioni tuo t herInefc
plogrammffiing languages anfl verification ippliicatioiis. A planf for tilie
increefnftal adapfltatioin of SI)VS to a series of Ada subsets; ofiiircea,.
Iigli selfiffliti Ic(Of iplexi ty is outliined. Ile CSimiplest Of these Aida Sub-
sets is called Core Ada. Infterfacintg a new hinogu age to.9D VS reqtireso
coaist rfctiifg a trainslator fromi that laiiguasge linto state deltas, Mithli]
acE, the seiiiai Lic Ilasis oif SDVS. A general strategy for coniitrilctifg Kernel Translators
sf1 cl t rlfislators via t heir deiiot ational seinan tic specifi catioll aii aI
.st aiglitforwaril ifiafi ff t rflfslfatfff of tile specification intof ft Cofof.
Iiofn llIi~sp pfrfogrlin are ifresrtited, anld the successful ap plicationff Prllace Table
thifs stratejge to Coile Ada is repforted. lFuture work off Cure Ada anad
ifillor comfplex Ada subsets is discussdl. smlfe

1 Inttroduction Figufe 1: Structure of thke State Delta Verificationf Systemi.

IThiis piflirr iesfllfiis ;li fflllifiiil to adintiig Adai Iffigraiff vif .- " .igilii'. Finally, h)i Sectioii ti Ie disciuss tile resealrch anid finiplellelf-

caiii fliffli , vtf to ti' sattii Dlu'taf Verilirat ionl Systiemi (SI)VS) tiliofi issuu. esflevant toI adapitifng S1)VS bleyondff Core Ada, futifre
SI )VS was developed iii the ('onipltite Scililfc(' Laboratory of '[hel( prospectls, afnd coinclusioiis.

Avfosacofe ( ifpof-a Il ill and a Ifriff ifi ion- q esi ty version~ for ifhe ini
(li (.1 op rigrasif velfiticat iou hfas fecefnt ly beeii cofmipleted, That verisionff
of SI)VS is specialhized for the verificationi of tife lflcrolfcogralmlfuied 2 The State Delta Verification Systenm (SDVS)
ifmiflementa~tionhu. 'ccittoel ill the comiiputer descriptionf langufage 151'S,
of compufifter inistructf~io sets. SDIVS is genferal anid modfiu~lar enoufghi
to be! adiaptied, withf ff reasottable allloufit of effort, to other v'erifi. A good genifeal if tioduictioff to SDVS is given Ii (1], evenf thfoughf
cat off fLpflilatioffs anidi prografmfinfg laniguages. Our planI for, anid sonlie illformia tion specific to all older versionf of S I)VS is foulnid thereu.
pirogress towvard. adaptinfg SI)VS to Ada are hfriseflted. Sofie of the following~ description of SDVS is takten froin (2], where

ill tch i foce detail about SDVS calfl be founfd. T'ile structure of SIJVS
SDVS, state deltas, affd tile tranfslationf of Ada statemenets ifito state is shiowin ill Figure I. It is hlighfly fmoduilar; tile components of mnost
deltas are briefly described hli Section 2. Next, our plan for adapftinlg iliniwrest t o us are tife srimplificr affd the translatiors, as they are tile
SDVS to Ada verification Is presented Iin Section 3. Central to this coflfpolieits mlosft affected by the enhlafncefmenft of SDVS's verificationi
plan~ b; tile itncreienetal adaptationf of SDVS to a series of Ada subsets capalibility as at result of tile aidditiofn of flew programmfinig lanlguages.
of iflcreasinit semfantitc comlplexity, All overview of the simplest of
these subsets, Core Ada, is given Iin Section 4. Section 5 p~resents our SDVS is a systemi fof chleckifng proofs about the course of a compo-
apsproachi to the designf, specification, told rapid Imlplefmenltatiofn of' Latioli. SDV5 is based oil a specialized form of temporal logic whose
tie SDVS Ada tran~slastors, a discussiAoI of our experienlce witut the forfmulas are called state deltas. Technically, SDVS checks proofs of
Core Ada translator, anfd reqiured additions to the SDVS ifnferenice state deltas, whiicht provide an operational semanstic representationf of

computation. SDVS call handle proofs of claims of the forlo "if P is
true now thlen Q will beconle true Iin the future". If P is a program

'Ada is a registered trademuark of the U. S. Govuirninent -- Ada Jocint (pferhaps witht Fsome Initial assertions) and Q Is an output assertion,
Prograin Office. thefn tile above claim is an iniput-output assertion about P. SDVS

"Th'iis researchf wss supported by thes National Conrpaiter Security Center call also hanfdflef claims of Life form "if P1 is true now then Q is true
uiider conltract FO 4701-80-C-0086. flOW". Ili tihis ease if 1P is a Ifrograill and Q is a apecificatioll theii the
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t'laiio asserts tite totail correctness of P %with respect to Q. SDVS is e 11, the SD's piccondition, is a boolean comlbinaltion of C( .)-
also capable of hlandlinig proofs that one program correctly iniple- formulas and state deltas;

inens aothr, ie.,inutiltvelcorectnss roos. C and A-I, the SP's conowdiicat ion alld rnodification lists, re-

Ceuttral to SDVS's behavio-al tnodel are places (which call lie viewed sjtectively, are lists (denlothig Sets) of places:
ai ast ralct oincinir locations or even program variables) that conitainl o (, the SD)'s postcorlditioul, is a boolcan comblin~ationl lf E2(.,# I

(abst ract) taluts. thle places' "contenlts". In its simlplest forni, a1 staitefrlllaan stedla.
(of it rotlpulatl tol or ii IiiICl1itlL') is alil aS5OfiatL0ll Of places withl their frua n tt ets

((il htent. SI) S's plac.- faI/r records a state.
IThe miodificationl aiid colnodifiration lists are Often called Iloil atil

A i'omtilaJtniol is speciflied by a state deltia or set, of state dleltals its coznod lists for short. Note that this syntactic specification of Sl)s
al 5V(tlltlce of state chaniges. T[he applicat ion of state (leltas to ef- is recursive; the basis for the construction of SDs consists of those
le-t state clallItes~ is at [01-li if symbol/c r21-icationl. One call facilitate SI)s whose pire- and postconditions contain tic SI)s. Sills are also
((Il oniit udlscii ptionls ofl compu I tatitons5 by in ciluding ill state deiltas~ it dispilayedl as CSD pre : P comod: C mod: Af post: Q3. I're- and11
shecl hcatlioll (If w1hell places potenttially receive new colntenlts. Still- postcoll ditin OillS aeOftein represented by lists of forinul Is; tile list
pos t hat it staste ielll iti 111( (S a chiange fronl t aState IabOtit which reptresenti ttlie logical con~juncItioln of its cleloClts, (IThe slialf idellii
P' is I rne to anoht her tibouii whiclh Q is t rue. Then asnertiolts trite In il~lynage Est) is thle set, of all booleas1 Cull) binlations: sf C( .).formi Ilas
ill the( lP.state about thle conltents of pilaces Whose5 COl~tntl~s do not1 and1 state deltas.

I l tingo are, still trite inl tile Q-st ste. If it is specified that nio places

Ianl Illailge thleir conltellts as the state citanges froto P to Q, thent S tate deltas iiVC the forltuti las of a Variant of temlporal logic, ill-

Q inulst be trlilte in the State satisfying I'; this 15 Silltltly tile stai 2 c terp ruted ais follows. A ceuiipullctionatini ~odr. for L.A,SjD 1s a [Mir-

asser1lioll thlt I) l jimlies (2, .A-1 (T, (7)S)Whlere

Tilt le " -114'' 1lllllilntl'5 with SIMV thriou~gh sieveral Ilanguages. Th1iTi1 tal reedst(ersntn1ie'ih tlatvL
iie r. ill( Il f111 langlqtiny is it self for inlt eract ive Pro roofclst ruc tilll. * 'I' is. anttlyosde e rpeetn t 10 i ii itit(I'

I'. prtfn n~f hi ql'l( is tismi' to (5wntv a ptroof for thle systeml to chleek. Ill it
TIhe Maen ll / i1 nfitysuyc 5 lIsel to eXplesis claits to5 ( be p rltel'I lii an for eancht E T , al : Atjilce- A1101) 111i 1il is t fittic tiolt thiat gives
IIo (lesribv tlie( relevaliti ltgrlllnitt ald ii

1
specificaions11. Fitnally, tlii tlto cstiteits of each pilace at tillie I.

/)~Ijlshsulla In lly/1 nla tlttqls cuivI' l Hel vy 151S and ( ore Adai) aw used 1(5 o

fanlctiotl asq SI) VSs illtelfac'l to tILisl lanignages by I ratislttittg tholil ' srlelteltl il ~A.Fra3 1,O '~l'li tl
il)I 1te state (1lta lanlgttsge. 4 .44, antd for aily plane p, t, -17 = 71 'i(p) deno~tes thle Clite~ti sof p

it Him t 1e. Note lthat we (-litt write 11A ditmplly its p, 5fitl'c placles tillo

'h"Ill'ioof hlagulage conisists (If IW ~ illst: Slittit' hMll d!1/hliilhll. The1 intlýpitvlll d ill A as tl'ivaselves.

saic plart deals withl pitoiing t bat certatit alsstumptionts i "I llI le."I- TPftK al1il'C s)fo111a sdendisrlow Im.,I
tailt oltlcllsl15io15tlls abot ii given'I state(. For sitltl'tliptoine Ilte S)V 'll'tl iiiti i . tsfritlsi lliit a olns i 4

isul~tlwv'. Thie Ilyllailtlie earl contronils tlte, stalte' I rtllsitils lmltli 1) v Callhi e1 t 'ttIRil' ill IWtO fillidallfl'ltl Way.s:

f r strighllit 'i mtde. pioof by, Law~s fir cotilitiottal bt'totclie', and( * tol. each f E 'T, A, el~lloti' tall w(.'IIiI.'eteiilfittg A 511111
pltori by li ilitli I"ll forl loopIs. that~l A, = (7l

fo elit ah1 SI 1. C 7'. A1 j *t Iellottes tall C( . flI. )ttodel 'xtil~ldilig

2.1 State Deltas At st~ek ll A,,.,i cc1l ald~ ii'A''"j = ,.

Let L, Ill' it lirst-ot'der logic Ithat iliil~ldos conlstanlt symblols cal~led ixt 11 < 1. C- '1tool let [li. 1.4 dlenote lie ct-l-esptaldilg tliised I tittiel
pit'ao. C is tao-sotiled (i ath siorts placiLe tol domnitli ); the( Ii rsl itt-vrv'tl. A place 1) ik 'I'pt'scrneid oi'rl [I~1-412 if fir) till 1i 'ý /.X <
-1t lI'tet.'s I11 plIe t s adtitill Il' itiiiller elolts thes doilaiill of vallues Ia, 01 (p

I lie Iht's talw illto'llm't-'i as thllinsi'lees. A is called it bast tioril for Let 0i te til Ls'C -orinllUla and Ml a rontpaitatiollal Itlodell. let I. 11.12 c-

4'. l*ttjl lli', i.155111vii fth 4t ill allgtllentlti witl] Ilaillte. (i1tutrpretetl as T', whvie Iti < j <5 12. We ntow delini' what it nicalts for j"4 to satisfy
kIllvlsllse'lv% fot- all doonin-lvi''letti'ts of A. 'This piovidv'r eonv'utlivilt ' 0! to E 'T, detoted ]=Mjl. 0. ('h o st this, lilt auxiliairy not ioln of

slippoelr for Insitg C itl iqlllliI'utie(11, sNu( 15t Sl) VS, illtvolvitlg ttvtttbolic siit.itil actiion, ihitioted I=M.,,.,, 1i Miust Ite lllltttally deil'ti'lv. ) 1ki,
,-xvirtilill. Strut ly t speal'sihg, tlte lllgtlle'ted'I laneguage oughtt to bte

-Il41'"d CA, -tttt ex'plicit Iitvitliti of A will often hr omitted lit the(
sc'I~llI'l. I. if fb is all C()hrl tll. en =M1 qill' ]=.Ai ,

lIett Itwite lbe two fitncitionl symbols, .("dot") and # (" poun111") '2. if 0i!; iti 1(.,#)-forlltula, thlen HMli. ill df (.4(. 0;

of typie place -dotilaiti, tot itl L:. Let L:(.) and ic(., #) dle- 3f. if 0 lb a ti~tate delta ESD 1'. C. A-l, Q1], th~en I=mjii t, ill' fti vr "' vt
ntote, inesllI't ivel *Y, C2 augmiettted withI dot, anil 1 anlgtIeltitd with 11 ! it) such t hat J=-mj, P an~d all plac's ) E U tire T1'-lrt's~ervell

dlot awltl pound. D~ot atnd piotttd art inlterplretetd itt C( .)- and~ C(., ovet 11o, It], tllieQ eXistF 12 > It suchI ~that Q a) iid till

# )-strincUres ias funtctiotns that yield tite colltetlts ofa place. plaices P ý Akl are 'J'preservstd over [ti.12];

A slatc (cit/a (SDl))is a Npecial formiula of the formt [SD P. C, Ml, Q3] 4. heM~j,,,, [SD P. C,M, QJ ill' I=M.l1 [SD P'.C, 4-f, C)
wlteet 5t. for all arbitrary CLqr-furinttila, I=M,,, attd I=M.it.12 at's extttended

over thle booleatt eolilleCtiVUEs itt the Stal~llard waly.
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Al : Il) is a ilearriptioll of a r lnlsat olo fr-om One coin p itatioil Stiatte list contains ALL anrd w hose niod list is lwietliepty beconiiO uniiusable
to alit her. Its pr'coir dit ifli Ilesciibis ;. state fromn whc fclipth tirarsi- Wlieii it or any ot her usable SI) is applied. To this end, the comiod list
tioti c;,ll Ihe uldo. and1 ii. 11051coliditiiiri descr-ibest the !;tate ciii I Itilig (if cttr'cigenerated SI) is (ALL) and( the mnod list of every generated
froiii lii tiaulsil iln. Thle timkes it ;lil] 1-2 above are called the Sl)'s SI) is mnade iioninleity by the iiicliisloii Ilk it of a, unirpie psla c thflat
Irc'niidr Fion ;oid po~slcordition Ilittl, r-espectively. Ani SI)'s knoll list dJe'notes a iii i in ut I prograioi counter. Thit s tile truth of anly usable
Al spvci lies t hose lplare Cm w 11) con tents aire allowed to chalage be- SI) will becomue indeteriii into whlieu it or any othevr SD is applied.
irveii precotilitioii andn lstcolilitioli tiniii as aI result of tile tr'ali-
sitioll. Tlhie truth IiValule of aiiy assertolol alolit, these p~laces cull un

t

hi ris~ssmcil to be plruscrved duiring tile tralisitloti, 'I'lie coiitoi~ts iif 2.1.1 Translating Core Ada Statemeiits Into State Deltas

lilliris nlot l isted ill the 111011 list iuiilst rrnainulianichanged diii dug tie(
Oslot tranisition. Thek quiailtdifatioii "thiere cexists t2 >_ It" ill clause Seveiral exaitillhs of the trilanlatioll of Corec Ada stateiiieiits iii to tate
,l abiove atssertls thIat tw l wie ci t t osefibid by t lie SD p'rfortius itIs do- diell as will lie given ill t Iris sectinsl. Providjed F lit Lter valitie iif A

ri lbeil Stiatt( trii isitio ll lit finll 1klaiol illt of Lillie. Thuis S l)s issoei- is grevateor t hail z'eo beforeliaii . thu coi~ditiollial eXecutiol l o r the
Ill, total corrie Ftitcss (ill thle lloyd-R1 are sviise) of lirograilts whose, sign liiieiit "'tatellieit .4 A = A + I inl tcra islisted inito tilie fol lowing

tirarisiticiiral be~havior- they cllaracierive with respect to the SI) ple SI)
;tit( postcoiiditioiis (togit her- with thle iniiplicit issertioiis t hat tili'

plarces ill Sl) 1wioil lists liresers'e, titeir Coutents across tile astsociated
st ate tialisi Lions'). [SO pre: (.A GT 0)

corned: (ALL)

'Ilii tole ,fa aits Wls coiiiliil list C'is 110cc subtle and is best explaiiiied mod: (PC , A)
seithli till, vol e"t I of flip SI) \1 systeiri . SI) VS as5Iais t lic Xs tit( 'tiili1 post: (#~A =. A + 1)]
uifa cniriliilit irituil itioli'l. aitrl mel iitrii is a 'rirvent tim Fric ild ill ris.
.ochit lld iii'llit ,taili ur,. A truel SIl) it aipplicaible ill tih' ci-rirret stakie
if its pl-reoiidil iiii ki tU-e lin tie vlicreiit stt.I *ma ýlqa- l) 1llcauiia the assigniielt chainges A's cotiteris, thlis SI) woiild lie in.

plcbl f tgiul ile livil il( t lo l Ifa tievotin rl Reits in inrii.,jt'rtit if A were't liiot ilk its tiio~i list. Q)ilcf this SI) is applhilO, it

Whichi if tlicar SI Is loi nililY. Whteli all SI) is apiliedli, tho S I tate triil. wo t;lusbe

sitliiil thlat it tiliscrihii's ociiirs ;%tll its laistcoiilljtroii becoiiies trule, Sirhilit to thoi rouil it iýii B[(11 < 10. tile issigtlrierit IET ] :- BE13

II'.stilio' iift e conlitilititioui is iipdativd. It is iitlpor't~iuit to I oII thle

following farts:

LSD pre : (.13(.1 LT 10. .1 GE .BFIRST, I1 LE B\LAST)

a As long ;sr t lie, cliti'iits (if nIll plner's ill its oiitiiid list retutlalt ctrod : (ALL)ttI)

I itlliii'lla g~ . I t IiUP SI) will ivliiaiii true anid thus appllicable ally mod: (PCBE .13 .D ] )

tiultie it, plelolldit iou is tim'l. pr; (18,3-.3-3+2

9 If t(le colittelits ofal piteilate illa t ti.i S Vs ciiiiiod list have iis- Illiis e'salliplli indiicates thlit plates call be r'trieurfi d, wvit i coiiulrii
silly bielt ihlusiged i'l. till, iWei rth iifthal, SID is it, iii'iissatl'u' WitSl. that sr' Iloiertselces l)iaI'TS. Ill this case tile Itlure B has arraly
PrIlP'Veld'i, i.e., its 11.111t Ii Iliillllis oildtu-truinotci.Sic siieSchr ank sintu icii' 1 itd is intutdxaill. 'l'li'- place's B\FIRST iitd B\LAST ciltihtal
SOI is liii glilarliltee(I to bei titie, it is iio loilgir. ijijlicailb 'sen thei cuitrielit valuei (if B's, owir rtiil itppi'r inilvx bounds. 'l'lie flurillluils
if it, plrocujillitionl is title, .I GE BVFIRST anid I1 LE .B\LAST ill thei lpi-coillitiiii (of this SI)

art- as qliilisl a gaiiisF ti( liitaisirig iif at (ONSIIA INLE-11011R ox-

Il ho ni-goiullgdili~liitiiiii it state deltas is u'ssetitinlly thant t o[31. low. i'jul mu, li miakinug thisl. Si) hiapuullicablr' if either. is falrsv. Note thait

vvec.. tih. Sit Iut 1uuslir iliotrili'tmii' till thle sIl\'S sH . tiour rao' iliiiri ot tie [Itli elvirierit ofi B. ratter- iiiiii tile iutire airraly B. is ill tlli

gmuumrnill. lit tuartivicals . SI~s atil thIr lire. Ill.(iild pmmstcoiiiilitll 4-11 Sl)'s tiunil list, hiniamuse umilly tha t uleuiruut of B is inoilletdl in thris state

colittrili Iliu, ilit ilimntiiiiis of iurilividiuml Vaurinlls )It bil -IIots place t aiil~lti

mutd iloitmitit. Q llttiallilitliuiiis m'f .oirniait-varialtluls asri iusm'd Iitpo H \alpv it:iattauaiuofs tecis"ll.o-vi
glrll pvruifcivaafiois. The existeOuial (liattlrlitrivaiil of pic~iuill' ~ 'ilu'i Sllll'iils ii alhtui fsntlt~t iiti

is irs,( il lt SIls jil iirieil liy tIhe trillislat Iiii' oAils bilock tiatviiwti'its it) lit'' ill lu'si~'I lit-m tII 1111 til, arle ru-gylli ill wichuml thoter in. cii i-il

ahles upitblo ck lunc itt cc ilil uxit, imspmirtivi'ly. Alsii. thn' opuernutmis (lot it oliti. t herdst Iliori' . learle. iuuidietsr'iring she inv~uivyiu Ilh2lia litl"

niiuIl 1111aiid huhLI IlAli'A" to place-valiues, as- well as toi (olliltiii-vnlllii's. ofut , liii' .jI rau lt i. *I'll. i ol'jll~ltilill statti'ltu'itt if BET] > 0 theou A

'liii plii'isi' &ileliitiiili ahu ilitsstignitionu iof theltl'l).1(:it s Lit 0rgunetal : 0 else A = 1 cud if is iuaislim.i ii~toi~ li i), Sl:

Sql)s are.( SIrlike IsL of otigoiiug eiirl
U$0 pre : (.BLI) GT 0. .1 GE .B\F.IJ'ST, I1 LE .B\LAST)

lit tIlie SI)VS systicit Sl)s knuown iuo be truei are calleid uabshc; otiolr- conamd: (ALL)
Stisl' leg.. wlieii t heir trultll is ill deterIlfiinate)J, t lii's ire lot rsairli aliil rod : (PC)
SI)Vs levlvtvi' thueuum ;si vatildiintes for aippllicationi. 'Ii' ll',priitiiii of post: ( Cooti1
apl vlltiig, of SI)s fatil be risi'i to execuite a vuuillipitatiollt. If ni trule SID
is 11111livii and I irs i tirl S I)s ill its postciiil iit iiiii th li thlemi, at ti'r LSD pro : ( .1 T 0). .1I GE .B\F~IRST, .1I LE .B\LAST')

S l)s lievirne trci' aiiil 'art thvlueli'!Ves hvi applied to fiirthicr admlvrrce corad: (ALL)
thev uinlitiltiitioii. Toi *'xecite pulrely seqjuentil conipiujtatiilss it is mrod: (PC)
stilllickeilt to rettiiire t hat, Ill whli illi SI) is appllied~i its trulth (1/55111 post: cont2 )

if1 nille 0tlit'r !is that wo(' tUi1' lit the SalInt tiiii liPl tha lit' arii~ib'i

S I) wals tnii( also bi'coiies his etefunitiate. I.e( ALL be aI spterial pllhlli wheini - " iol .111 'i logical IlegaLlmlr . uill coot i aiid cont2 lire r'ontuu-

iellroti tig (till list ofl aiIllPlaces. Thui ally uisablue SD wyhose coi oil IMinlnS thaln Yi lit m71ll tine r1auislatioius of tite hissigilrieiit stastemteiits
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A :a 0 alid A -- 1, respectively. Jt is important to emphasize that ad3 - LSD (TRUE)
Conti and cont2, despite their appearance In the postconditionis of (ALL)
S Ds, are not formulas themselves, but rather are continuations that (pc, pnsiae, x)
gJenerate formuslas (containing SDs that thereby become usable) that (COVERIN~lpnamo, 11pname, x) , con~t2))
those continuations represent. This is the sense in which the SDVS
translators are incremental, additional traiislation of a portion of a
program occurs only when that portion is "reached" by the appli- c-ont2 continues incirmnental translation and symbolic execution to
cation of an SD and the additional translat'on is initiated by the thle block's successor. Thew block statement introduces new variables
corresponding continuation contained in the postcondition of the a~p into an Ada programi. and the corresponding SD introduces new as-
plied SD. If both of the above SDs a~re applicable and the first of sociated places. When this block is entered during execution, the
them is applied, its postcondition, which contains Conti, becomes dcaaino h rga aiber- lbrtd d set h
true. Thereafter, both of the above SMs become unusable because existence of a new place x by the suitable quantification of sdl; this
of the intersection of (ALL) and (pc). A similar statement can be new place x is added to the program's universe of places, repre-
made when the roles of thle above SDs are reversed. The treatment sCnted by the unique place pnsame. sdil's postconditioii then aset
of the above two SDs requires a proof by cases in anl associated SDVS that tile universe of places pniame, the places that it contains (de-
proof, noted priame), and the new plao': x are all mutually disjoint. sd2

then indicates in its mod list that the contents of pnsamG and x have
Tile statements while A > 0 loop loop-bodyend loop ;nerl-statemnen chlanged, the formner because of its annexation of x, and the latter
are trainslated inito thle following Ose: through implicit inlitialization. sd2's postcolldition asserts that thle

nlew contents (#pnaxse) of tile univeisal place conlsists of the disjoint,
union of its old contents (.pnaxse) and the neN place x. (Thle reader

adi - [SD pre; ( .A GT 0) is reminded at this pollt that all1 newly inltroducedl place namies are
cosiod: (ALL) fu~lly qualified by tile path ill tise tree-structured enlvironmllent that
nod: (PC) lead-, to tihe program uniti iln which thley are introduced.) This pre-
post: (Cconti )JX ven~ts aniy trlwiblesomle equality of place namnes. The applicationl of

[SO pr: ( ( A OTsd3 "reve3rses" thle int rodulction of tile new place x. 'ni 5 reversal is
s&12 -LD pe (-. T0)all event that occurs upon01 block exit. Tou accomplllishl this, sd3's 1110(1

comod: (ALL) list indicates thlat the con~tenits of posiso aiid x have (again) changed,
naod: (PC) and its postcoilditioii withdraws x from thle prograni's uniiverse of
post: cont2 )Jplaces by asserting that tile "old" universe .priame (containing x) is

tile disjoint unlionl of tile "115w" unsiverse lpflamQ (with x withdlrawnI)

These S~e reprcesenlt tile two possible outcomies of evaluating the loop alnd thle witlldrawll pSlace x.

test A > 0. sd2 allows tile loop) to be nlormally terminilated; tleC coil- eaoedsritosaenta opeeprrya ftetas
tilltationl cont2 inlitiastes tile thle transelationl of next-stolemnent. adi [leaoe(ecitol r ita ll~lt otaa ftl r~s

repirusents tile case where loop-body is executed followed by anothler latioll of to01) aill Wiork statemtents. 'The potential occuirreince of

evaluatioii of tile loop) test to determnsie whlethler further loop) itera. exit statemlenlts ill tilie bodies of loops aind blocks mus1t5 be accwno1111-

elluS nre reqlireui. Tihe continluationi Conti represenlts the tranlslationl dated. Thins is doneC by bunilding a111 ecetalionlaStck which u1po0n 100o1

of loop-body, whic mI y iiei aI icompi~lex statemlenit. [he postcoid itioll and block enltry receives a1 Corresponlding elemient thlat rail be invyoked
of tile ultimate Osn fil tile tran~slationl of loop-bodywill containl colntil- to acilteve tile' proper compl~letionl of thle 'yeclltloll of tilie statelllelt.

nations1 tilat iegeilra'ri to and 111 sd2; hi tit . 5511CC adt is recursi .vcly 1L001 statem~en ts a;re of com1 se I he only statemients that1 canl h' exs-

deineiid. T['he aipp1 earansce of such reculrsively defined S Us requires the Illicitly coiip1letted b' , Illa es il ste ti'il at. bu1t loops call coiltailn blocks

tise of induction in associated 9DVS proofs. tht11111ilst also be Comlelltetd pirit to the exitinlg of thle loops that
cointainl theml. [lie executioln stack (ilementŽl I corresjioidiiig to bllocks

'T'le block statemenet dechnre x: linteger; bogin body end: is tcans- are inlvoked to withdraw, via the proce-ss described above, plaets ill-

lated linto tile e'xistenially~~ qulantifie2d SD) troduved at block ent~ry. Suchi clelmeilts are invoked if thleir blocks airt
left via all exit statllement, in order to effect the necessary adjustmlent
of tile prograisl's unliverse of plains. Uponloop01 ai,d block conliple-

adl - (3x)[SD (TRUE) tioil, eithser via ail exit statement or othlerwise, thle correspondtinlg
CALL) element Ls popped firim tile executionl stack. If aii exit statemlealt
(PC) leaves several initervening loops and blocks, thlen each is left in turin,
CALLDISJOINT(piiame, priame, x), s d2)) innierimost outward, and tile execultionl stack is applropriately popped

as thlis process plroceeds. Tile precise 'details of this process sire too

where comp~lex to be p~resenlted hlere; see1 [4].

sU2 [ SD (TRUE) 3 Adding Ada to SDVS
(ALL)
,PC, PnamQ, a
(COVERINO(*pnaxne, priame, x), Conti)] SDVS has been successfully used to verifyý that ISPS programs are

correct with respect to state delta specificationls of their behlavior aild
to demonstrate an implementation relation between two ISPS pro-

Application of the state delta sd2 elaborates the declaration x: in- grains. Given these successes, it is reasonable to investigate nlext tile
teger; . Tile continuation Conti. represents the trt.nslatioa of body; applicability of SDVS to other programminiug languages, ill particular,
tile postconditionam of the ultimate SDs of this translation contain to Ada [5].

contnuaion tht rpreentThe verification of Ada programs will be a newi applicatioil area
for state deltas and SUVS. Prior work onl Ada verificatioii has bleenl
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donte elsewvhere (6.7]. Our additional contribution to thils body of or fromt nark-point to inanl-kpoint (where a "markpoint" is a programI
research will be to apply SDVS's unique features to (a) prove the point marked by a label), ini which the aforementioned incremntaln
total correctness of Ada programs with respect to specifications, and translation steps that occur between markpoinits are comsposed into
(bi) do inultilesel verification of Ada programs. Two such levelr cf a single equivalent state delta.
scerilicatioii coutld bie (I) proving the correctness of an Ada progranm
witl respect to a high-level specification, and (2) proving that the The current ISPS translator evolved in an ad h'oc manner over a

iiiicrtojrogi aiiiiicd iniplemetatittion of the compiled Ada programs is period of several years into its present form. In order to documenet
it coil,'c irnpleiiiintation of the Ada source program. bettem- the existing translator, as well as to establish a systematic

methodology for defining and implementing translators from other
languages to state deltas, a formal description of the current ISI'S

3.1 Ada Verification in SDVS translator was written [81. This formal description was intended to
he both a reasonably p~recise specification and one that would be a

lit order In nliplv -il)VS to the verification of Ada progranms, there are guide to the im plerrienter. The footmer goal was certainly mnet by

.- venda rese.archi anid Implemenetation issues that miust he sddressed. the specilicn'ion, but whether the latter goal was met has yet to
he ascertaine!d by the actual construction of a translator unider the
-imidaiire of the specification. We are convinced that such translator

3.1.1 Research Issues specifications lead to the production of well-doicumenited, correct,,
and easily maintained translators.

Hie principal research issues that must beb addressed lin adapting
SltVS to t he veci-iicatioii of Ada programs are (1) defining the we- 3.2 Incren-enital Developmnent

oianlv, of Ada (miore pirecisely', thle su hsets of Ada lin which verifiable

ibtimi ptiogdatat, will or rh e ie wriisthan 2 augmioentin nheceVssary ' i'l( process of adapting SDVS to the verification of Ada programs
p 'ort li an iititp l~oiigiiage.wthcmpnet ncesryt will bev doiie inmcreimentalmly. The stages of dev'elopinent will lie keyed

,Ijpj... t th Ada wigug,,.to tite identification of Ada language suhsets of increasing setnanl-

Ou a pproitc It is to spei~fy :anmd imiplement translators fronit verifi cation- t ic conmplexity; each stage will reqluire the implementation of cor-
orsiented siilis,'i of Adi. into state deltas. Mioreover, ithe translator responiling capaabilities iii the Ada- to- state- delta translator amid the-

,wifiicaiiioii sho uldi Inw pw.iw anid st raight forwardly transformable SI)VS si mphlifir and] in ference machinery.
iitwo it coiresiv~oni~itw i lit llli'tn..tat iota. This will providle tOt only alil

il]p-1ollil jtiorii-titeil focmiital speciicaiotifl of the Ada tranisla~tor,
,i il.m, ;a innma iii entsict l of t ie( Ada sitbsets lii teruiis of state 3.2.1 Ada Langunge Subsets

,[,.h ii.. lI hs sp-cilic at ion will alsii proviide tile pirecise and accissi-
ti.- .loctiteiatiioii ne,-vsshrv for thle construction of a reliable Ada lint her thamn trying to dleal all at once with a full veriftcatioim-oriented

,Ycsli l o ss llit. Ait itnitial mvxperiltiviit toward these goals was stibs.t-I of Aia, it is more appropriate to p~roceled by degrees by select-
,,it~m s'i.-ili'imtioii of tiet tranislationi of ISI'S linto statc dleltas inig itciia-ositigly coimplex Ada languiage subsets to intcorporate into

fs*' li.1-iasv oitiiirisiarc I. stnils ate of ours' w-ritinig the t raltislator S IMV. Thiis inct.remieintal applroachi will lead to a miore orderly adap-
pJ.c dittitol andi Imorte f~iliofimol lIIAll ' , %electing verification-iiritsittud tat iont of Sl)VS to imia' newrogramttmiing language. Our prelimtinary

of Adi, to) uaw, If-eSU1setLS are discussed iii miore dletail hv' hirikln-clt of Ada subsets conisists of tilt! followinig:

lcjmv itig t hiiv ro r tic tit tss of a program ltA ritte im i i a Ihigh level Ila igu age Core Ada- Coi-e Aila is t siubset of Ada ititetded to facilitate the

noiitst taw Lon tly a-ith tiliie progratit's flow of conitrol, buat also with initial adaptation iof SIDVS to Ada. This core langiuage wvill

it. ilata t ep-s. Thie abuve-nieimtiotted t ranislator deals with control conisist of asbigiimtent stattemtents and siniple expressiotn evmtlla-
ilowi. bu t SiDVS's i feiut i-lc iiiechlmmosit (its simplifior amid data type t itn st raiglit -line progcain flow; branch ing (if, case), iteration

I W.ii ) i-tomi~t leii-l wcithi Ads~ data typecs. ('lie research issue here is I loojth, anid escape (exit) stateimenmts; sitmple inipuit amid oitptlli

1-%. is,) il-tl - iii em- whichi I'Sihtitig cotiponketits of SI)VS call be directly' (vin tili, (;E and~i PUTl pirocediuros); block st ructure, scolling,

a; I ''ii ii1-l a-i ii Ad a dlat a t yplii'. andiwich vs-I. lieniaemieiits to ajiii variable ifeclarat iomts; simuple packages cotitaittingomily var[-

'I )Vs', I,--i'm-I , e IIao futrv tI IsIut bo' tuinile. ;able dleclaraitions andt( other simiple packages; use clauses; atud
b~asic idata types (initeger, booleami, array).

3.1 .2 1Implehiicmetationi Isstues Stage 1 Ada: iThis ntext layer adds subprogram declarations, sub-
progratin calls. atid record and enunttration data types to Core
Ada.

IIt,' twio In ill, [pmii i in pi'ttim'tat ion issues that mttust be addressed art-
I I tili- roiustrtmction ofa translator fromi our verificatiott-orieiited hub- Stage 2 Ada: Next aidded ace mmser-deflitd data types. atid somne

-I o Aida to state' deltas antii (2) t lie iincorporation. of Ada-specific bighet-ilevel iluita typo"' fronti tte set (characters, striings, fixed-

sliaiitcmi-isv i kito (ilit, SI)VS sitmplifier Land iiiference imachiinery. We ptoint numitbers, floatinig-pobint itumnbei:., access types (pointers)l

sill inow ih,, is., theise issues lin miore detail. Stage 3 Ada: This fimial layer atdded to the Ada siibsets inicludes

I It- misanlaor thiat itirreitidy exists lin the SIMS systeml transaformis advaniced features titat will require conisiderable research. lis.

['I", elvalsit hi ti etaeuvlns ymaso wluded are i'xception handling, overhoadiing, genierics, real-time

p.l inici pil compoine'tits. First a parser parses ISI'S programs accorditng faueadtsig

m!m, ;.ncrot-i yiitmx and. conit sructs comrresponidintg abstract syntax
it's.... Subilusend iiitv, these abstract svitiax trees are p~rocessed by a Thius ideatificatioii of Ada subsets is preliminary. Cote Ada and Stage

litiiiloii-mi jpromjrmi that gejierates state deltas. '[le generationi of I Ada pose tico serious technmical obstacles that would prevent theftl
dda.tieias -aito be done iii twin ways: incremecntally. lit conrert with front being interfaced with SDVS; thte required technology is miature

I[... , a 1 by Ltep sytmhmolic ex'cuttioni of the( translated ISI'S programl, anmd well kitowit. lII Stage 2 Ada, access types (typed poiniters) pose
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sts't greatteMl technsicalh chaileug'., Pointers cerate problems with alias- canti also optionally have a conisdtioni that must hold lin order for the
soq (appmis ull di'stlinct inamses that nevertheless idlentiy the bam"l' escape to occur, Simple)I itIpIUt alid output, via tles text 1/0 proce-
oh~s'ct ), but sonii research has beelt done onl how to verify programs slates GET and PUT, are included inl Core Ada to provide a aleasio
that conitains Pascal pointers [9)]. Finally, Stag� 3 Ada constitutes a -7 formally specifying data hinput to, and output from. Carm Ada
sit of rs'seasrchl opics, as it is not presently clear how to interface programs, Standard input and output files are presleclared for this
Ilssse Ada hangtsiage features to SIMV. As olir research progresses, purpose. GET1 and P UT only hiput and output scalur values; ln*-
Ilii' difficuliity inherent ils adldinag certain features will become ilsore puttIing and outputting arrays require loops,

ip pareit, partculi arly ill Stage 3 Ada. D~etermns ing when enough
Asia lasgiiagv features have beeni incorporated into SDVS depsilds Expressions
u posn ho5w d ilksilt, it is to include t sent &ant also u pons how difi cult
it is toi prov's the correctrness of p rogramiss that use those features. A rs'presc'iststivi' class of Ada expressions is inucludhed lin Core Ada.

'These exspressions ccitii l sin usimeric atlid boolcanl eonst ants; simsple
tanies (identifiers): comtpounsd names (e.g., pkgI1.pkg2.otsi); array

3.2.2 SDVS Itiferetsee Machitnery rs'f(!ressCes [e~g., namefe(Xp~rl, where nlamei is a sinlipic' or comspoundl
w~ime anids cxpr is slits oxpressionI; short -circutilt booleass Operators
(and then; or else); rt'li~tiOltal opesrators (=, /=, <, <---, >, >=~);

Ol )s v~ miodest mod ifications -f ansdi additions to the SI)VS in ference binassry hoolessa ass si arihmt I icl Operators (asnsd, or, xor, +I, -. *, /I
s141 iicr , are requiisred to accommsisodiate Core Ad a. Most of thc'sc sif.- mod, remt, *4): and 5 isiry ar tithmet ic and boolenni operators (+ , --

11ýI Il' sinspl ifier. Core Ada slatta types arc intecqci, bool's s, ans one55- absb, not). Compousioindl namecs permsit iii Case Ada tie concept of
dl sci pIs ioss Ii a m-ars oft Icevs' tVls 's-q Ex plIicit dieclarsations oft hiess' Ly p e cesns etsta rchtdrcl iisc
Iniisst Iii ls i'~lnf 's'sic ii curessticý onlyit s s'tring declaratiosis ( ISPS 's acesn il ttirnodrclyvib.

o'il' s dlats type) exist illthe USsystemi. TIs'l Si)VS simplifier alireaudy Declarations
"csssliain s smost of tilte logical axiosiat uat ion r~elearst to these sdata
1. s's. F' sr bsis ii's i. knwks p sia' muestsst lie aldded asbout thie xor (exs- Cone Ada includes declaratotisnl of objects tha st cats be scalar anid
s-isisis eos') sps'ratisc ;isll( shout Ada's strierisig oss Ltlss issolisails (ll cssie-slissc'iscsissal array conustansts andis variabiles, Also inscludsesi artc
wic'I sshs' 1 '1.:( < cifiv' Fosr i istepigs's. ksuss'ls'uge mstis lie issislssI ahosit fats'g lispe15c ificai tios and use rlss ines ( thle pasckasge 5spesiIi sat oils
(155' ssp.'s'itssr, /, issod. rems atiss abs. The Sl)VS simtplifie'r alriatly flvl~ss'ssslv's vsis c'csstt ill sshjs'ct sdcclsarationis, use chlasses", andit othesr
knitiss abousiit Osslit IisliscsssioisaI ar-1tys hl~insiig us Iciwer bosundc oif elmo; ists'hsgc spcs'licis'ssois). 'Thocse pssrkags' slsscilicstioiss ;itll usiacltises

.srisliu'visg it bisita si V sloser bsouniss moiit ailso bei sscimoisisdsits'sl. ill(, isilsdJisle l Co tirs'si,sAd tss rors'i'''t it asimless Adia enos'istltsiatisit
-'isssallv, at t'lsusiiisiss fsil dulssiisig with tite stopisig hiilereis Ilii bslocki scclsiilisisi,

'-1 rutsc Isis mu lst be adde sis o ii DVS. 'hue uis u stsiucsialificatil ois pi'Ilace
sissies (Insss'stisssss 'slster) is it part of the soluitioss. Tlhe ts'chn~lsties Data 'Typ~es
-if sis1sig s'xists'sstial sillasifiirsstisis sof SI~s to ioutitol tlis' si't si rstics'
plass's. n is tv sisggs'stel Is ,V osir c'olleaguse Tliits Redmstasnd, easti I (ti's t 'sri Adas Includes onls isy very hssis' dili its 5 ) Se is tegssrs8 bMouslss it,
lii' "oltu5lists sif this ip'' '5sleiss. ss-iiss ell~iit'isstal airrays (if inite~gers, sisis sisss'-lisii'ssisiitil airray% osf

4 Ovcrview of Core Ada 5 Constructing the SDVS Ada TPrauslators

sits' Adla is a silsiijle. blls nmisstriyissl. subssest oif Asda. ( 'ssi-e Ad~a is Tecnrcinotasaosfm h aust iottdla
isi 'iihisId iits' b- diss lswsisosi i raid iltliitial wssaptastisiss sit' i)Sts DAbs Iiscsstscis f tsisaos fsislt st ist siosaedla
l's svisliig k1'ac Vli's'tlltisisstioi sI 5 Iss tvci'lstis'lly Scounds hut list 1'sIss wil~l stasr( frms'ssssrisslk (is'.. lilt- 'xisutisg ISP~S trsssslstur will nost hei
is's'lssitsisss: 'isrtiusi (Aila) isttsioi~tcsr SIIil slissl id q 'Piiit~1 tsdisliisd asisi uses), Wilil Will 1CIsIcIslc bsoth fsrDIissl uIltscifis'stisst aniu
'Iiwi di tiaraiss isisi' liettin itlipulssisieitstioit. Ids'ull '. sit 'complehste forimial speccific'ations Wosuld flirst

Is', wr'ittens toi gslisls sltlss'iplts't isis ilsssssvsststioni. llsealistis'tll ' .,issist
)f sIts' fslinsssl sprlss's'iisns si wou'ssld bet s'tittsis first. iiipli'etit'ssticsi

-1. 1 Cote Adis Laistnguag Featur'es %oisilsd srsss's's's nd s iiss l 5 s'sss''loii'vatio anst sisl sisls'iis'itustissii Wosuld ill.
ivris' iris1i II e 5 ~ ti' os ii '.rvssits'osiii. 'less fsormsal sts''sifiiist'ioi. tsr

s'siiii1ls~si'licd1 tit i s'xlslitissiissltti.n sir is' s w55 a ll isfis'to~lsli'a jisi isl

'sIs 'le'li's f's',tsri's asre' isititissises intoii foss'. gisisslsni; sish'inilssts.q
d'e '.ssis.usslsi'1stissis tlsilan slsita tijl's. 'Ilii' Ad~a stilist ts'usslaitssm spilClstiss0IS Wsill IWi scnitisli b.Y 51WH5I55

I' si~~~f (lsi, techniqiues IssisI4 \ill(-105 thes fosmatsl sies'iliscat isas of thu( Isl PS
- Stnteiusetuts ts',isslatun 1841. 'lhe tranislators wrill bets'srgniiiied ill tile sasie wasi'

5 'its Ails stsiiic'it. i'uiititite "strucsturedi flowvchiart' pnigl':uis-
sisisg huisgusgls . lIs'l( kinsis oif statemensits inciusled sire tiull, iissigis- Parsisng: A rssirl''et siiytstix wvill Ilie, writteni fat'acsh sitbss't, aniid an
ssss'sst, coindsitiosnal (if), case. h0oop (While loops With asid withsout ablstracts siilttilx tir's foir 5555:1 prosgrams will Ibes proslsi's'd duirisng
;s r'somlitissi) 1. ilcki. exit. atid s~tiplss inspult atid outpuitt (GE andsic is sicstcIassgo Ifisi llgraLil. WV be U~lU~ us Ict Oss'rfish

ITT),tools to sifeCiý fy sit ill nislditis'st this proTcess1.

CowAdaiisigmet satowlj.ý (til 1)'roril 111 q((J(JJ a~igt. Static Checkinig: 'This first lIlIsISe of setautit:e ansalysius, caslled Phase

Isisit; Lils' lift fpart sif tiss issignolsisst msust relresetist ss eiult' sif- 1 e(cs"ttc rossc t tm nelrdbfr hi
m~~~~~~~we~~~~t (i amtb ~P1LI falira) h xtlttllase, itsappsriopriate' typies , assild semtanstically ill- forisesi coismt rssts.

pmsisiies at ttcu'saiistis tii e'mcape ftotis thes boshy iof a loop statc'uleilt thlfi' lt Ordjhsss s tles trusisslsiasor w~ill be producised.
ls'sii's'iiial3 Irsisi aits iliflisit' loioip (oi5'' withousit a sossiitisiss)J. Ass exit
'latsst'sss't (ail opiticnalaly nassst this' histp frotis wvhichs it es'capess, titis "T'r'anslaticins 'I'hsis htmll hls'ssciN f Sesilalltiir sisily.SiS. CallssI Phase 2,
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inicuenictially generates state deltas that carr), out the synmbolic our imp~i'lementationl of fthe, Core Ada translator, which we nlow briefly
execift ion of the subject Ada programl. rlcsrribe. Full details will appear ill a for throminig techni(cal repiort

Other techniques must be carried over fromn the 151'S experifence, suchl
ais qil ilf ing thle same identifier used lii different scopes, inl order to i'I'l COA1uiiion Lisp itIII jI)NMlciitatoiiol odenots tion al transla tot s pei-
miake theiirc instances unique (CWhets they appear inl state deltas (which ficationscInvolves ti' inii leciectat ion of only two ob jectq, cinmatili
havi e Ilu mopus) f. i ctic'is undic data struc tures. For Core Ada, two maniii Comtmton

Lisp fun cticols atre (defined. one for each of the two phauses. T['le Ii anie
'[ lie presenice of recursive subprograms ill Ada presents at new cial- or each such founctio is used to prefix the names of the remainder of
huige. lucucrsive functions were not allowed !in [SIS; [SI'S programis the Functions definied iii that phase. Common Lisp data structures
weili', ill vlient, block-structured flowhiw art programs. The SI)VS sys are defined for each of the specification's d[ata structures, and addi-
tomi maintained a macp of the association of ptlaces with their values, tional data structures are, defined for subtrees of Core Ada abstract
anld I is Iliii I siiglt hlave beenl updated each time at state deilta wit Syntax trees,
aipplied. WYitI th , timentrodluct ion of recursion, new in(stances Of plcs T 0ifit 1Ipt~ltiIl iel(1 itti rte(ofAatrnltr
Itns I to ;Isubtlp rograim mulst be( crested, or thme assoriation al ;tilLailied 'l leLatrspr ititoliiiitioifth (tr'Ad traittr

b th l co-alu iii' p mu ll mi Ot be mlade Illore colin iltx. mlife names of thme Common Lisp fun ctionis tilt chosen to corres pond~
be te iftire toWitlli t hose of tile denlotational selnian tic' fu erioticls, with at preftx to

ilidiciate whethelir tilie funictionl is froum Phalse I or, 2. i'or'each m-mcaliLir
5.1 Tr nsltor-' S p ecificautions Imic~i, t l operatingj onl ; singfe snyutactic r lass, a (onI nlonl Lisp fii(-

'Urn I icici is deilneil to Ii andile ar-hitrary aye tar ti objects ilk tlist cia us-,

With subordiljati' ficunctiotis (Whose mInles; are, iclcrolirialiily slillixed)
Ilii' formiial sipeci ics ton of tiolit ph ases of the S IM Ad a t ransilat-ors dI 'i mud to hin tull tic' setu antic equlationcs for spfecific' Iyult c'~ic ciases

is writtili ill a rouitililltilui-style idclicutu/iiuna st'iliallcs [Id]. Ile- If' t lii objicts (If thll Syntictiicti clasq (-lii alppear insill M1IlICi's, a111 ;Id-
vaise uof' spin ace lii italionis, thke followinig descriptionis ;it-e ieci'sscrirll difitomitl Comimiioni Lispl funcrtioln is deijitec to ittileieitn flte si'itnht
simiipliliod mtiil skit lthY; full ihitail, wVill iapplear il at forthcomling tech-I- lili titoii flit seqileni-i's. IThe bocliv% of t i'(lttill ti Co mnLispi ftillltiotiu

itc Iwpl .lJ. It is assuimedi th at thle readvi' has succivi famifiarity alei lfii tlei illicit part oblitciiiiil V'iac llirrt truliaoitlttit l. i ll thfie curl
with f ile iritlifial ctilli-i'jcsif leiiotatioiial semnantics as pcres'ittec i'csfmicdimig svttlailt ii eiglijit hlls. 'Iuse ttallisfirlitltii froilii t fdo

orislgccrliiotilii tfhat aeni'iot so dlirecth .Iiicli as tl- fepriesieitation11 of
t1ils5, I collect., flie, vrvirolmnoeit of all citifrr programi [or KillfmsoqeItii~ coiiitiiiaiolt us by liiiictiisis iticl tfit- I rvtitlimilt of tih' ellipsis notationi.
list-ivby'lihise 2. Since' Ads ins scope and visiblity rides shilalar to ire jiistilfi'd inl [II
hose o~' Algol itid PI'scicl, only (S pri itf this enlvir-onmlent is V'isible atl
.I vi'li poiiilf ill ai Iiiiialii. (!otis ueiltly', thle enivirilmimucct, iiiist he, Theii tratislator ittilplemI'l Iitor lois miiir friecolonli il the clioli' of mu-

/I. i, .0str1iiilii it, stid accoi'5 11i lii' IIotiifolleiiiti lutist lie aptproplrialtely 111)1 isp~ dataL atrutintliii' thlii illt heii i'olle of I -iliiiilcl Lispi fiiciiiLiil
if lid ililidmleg ['Iisi' 2. f'lu' oral ecivirciliniemits if tioiiiis'i'rla) II~ll'fitic~lls th1' Ci(iieiitciili sp) filmi~Ctiiiii Illiiit It (r'014Sp~ldci th01inI'orliusS

pin g fidoks aiie itiicof to fie lii cillelfellh fIatllsoIll' tI'trei'-sluctiurm'l directly to tluiir i-iitnte'rpiirs ill Ill.- spi-clicat ion, wliroau thii daita
',liviriil~iltic ii. If' (ltn Namie lci'l ltifi-' is1 declared ill Itwo blocks, thieni struclturies uitiv lie chiostil for IclaxinIcunII i'lhic'ii'cy. ()fi'raitocs Ilelilcei
I tM'e I tin itistaliii' oift tlit,'101 We~ill dit lii'r ia11 [meilistiiigiiili'i by li1w outi lthe translaitor slii'Iilic'ctioti',i ilat structmIris liow.ir. ai'lol filll'.-
pal Its ledicfltitoii Ilviir reqtuitivoi' -a elil t'vi rillmmaeeh s. fhorclver, ilic'si Iiiiiecllid by Colelillitl IsI l'ciiicitotis that .11i' unit jiiiccalvy o~i'iivali'ii
ilicnil i-liis aia bie uniuIiNlil qttifir~d fl\ beinig preifixedi With a textcilil to Lilii, riiirie~pndincilg oplanttlrs, st[il wh~o.". iaistiic; are' Iihriveil 11i3ili
I i'IMiSi'ULcticcii UfIlP tin' ci l~is cdiiig to thfiir local ieinviriinmen'its. 'Ithk tIileli~ritlto lits ciis.
If ciliiiquin is iniideedl ti'c.ssncvy Whl tei1c' idilitilil'i's icppvulr. ill stste(

f i llcsi Ilficse 2. as tai , fuldeltas have no0 iiieChlcaibiii to contr-Ol the

cisilil itr iifiiilill'5 3 Com Ado Achuieveuments

CoIilll lliiliiis alti usi'if ill Pliase I of the ((ir Aila iransfator iti aI
%vly hal ciglhthOrward Waiy. ''lii',y% "imiiply he(If elicc Ltlti stilt!i. cfiech. Phaiiseis I aiini 2 ol tile ( 'c.r,' Adlsa riltimi,l iisci ha~ mii'''it ilfli'.- ,'IN

Ictiaratlamltics lh'eli i( 'icckidi If it stat0ic vfii'kiiig erroir occiurs. thn 1talionl of siveracl (Co1l1 Ad ilshicgiicqri' k-ili iiis n%-us 11-sle 1f fiY iicllhl.
;Ill 'iiii iihssag.- is filoIdlirc'cl andi Phase I tirmlinlatv'u, lit Phase 2. ý-tillY oxvc'llting flit, owiactIti ll [fIriigriilis volittilt1ilig t lcisi' hc':11lt e

"feiminir iltliiit it'lc,1 ;tire cIsodili ai Ilion' i'Xfiilt atid Sohsiclticatted cf 1 COW oiolVL lit lilt da~tt. Oli- appiiro~achii lirttiii;imo consinurl imii

ficit CollIillm iciiiiiis iiiiist apilic'l ill t lit! pi. tciiilditicllts ul stacte ieltas uisinig ctl~litlitilt cul Npvv'iliccltiiiiis that are tccjidiiy Iit rciiccii'c hinto Ii
'oHM h i sict %late dla is appliledil. nor, state ideltats ;iii' gvi'tic'citd ( 'iiiiiioti [Asp ltil'i'ldtIi I S lis Pl hic'ii S'iy s ~iii'ssfIIl, 'lIi' ( '01P1

i ,re Olit i lvilt slbili-iiliit appficotiomi raci till Vall]e r Yiifllr ~lic. it Adla traiclaltoir wasi pirodcedi- quimiikly acii its clii'komit rvlccidrc'c a
gI ialc ixecil~tiol. I iilitillcittiii' are also staikeci ti conrot il ecjpficftly titiuiiitIii iif deibuigginig ieffocrt liec-amse iof I ii(' closie icirrispjiieiicfeiii

I If. ocifim I , vocliicioll'ti of clei,'tccl s','ctc'i iif lciips andi blocks. Thell llit~vIstiI spcli'itatlion andl illiplivtii'iititiiiii Wi't'lcc eliri'rs orcciii d
ililtiiti'iil cf l'lasi' 2 iffh C i'(ore' Ada trttitclatiolt alsumties thatt a prc- tI ccli vailisI' ulsuiallY a1 Ilillilio hug ill tile spe-fciral it'iili., Itie corire'ispondi

gramil lois fIll-t stc'cc'ssfI'lla i assedi'cl [ase I. Ill fact, l'lLasc' 2 can &ite ilug part ciftheiiiv f'iiltiili i hiut~nna~ol Ii lio i5 waIIiicltfy ili'ti'riiii,''l andi
Ic

1
P is tfit(' iiiictililliti~lt l foir Ifiaste I. VDIr(T'itI'f. As ic restilt, tict,' (Cc'e Aifa trastlahtoir is wiell fdocumntedll'i

5. 2 r:,,,-s[ntot' Imusplementatioau Addlit ionl, tii thce SDlVS in firn' uce iachiuilii y ri'ifiiro'l by ('Cote Auict iliii
voinc uiti'e acid llitc liveti stlcess~lifly testell. Using thiesce iihhditiols tic
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t rantslaitocr spec'ifhicationis rc' wiriltten iin a style iuiteiiclei to faciliktv ti' tici will he' gaititil by peihrfocrminig Ilucre pr'oof,; It wSit., our clofeciglic'
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LHDM VERIFICATION ENVIRONMENT: AN OVERVIEW

F. W. von Henke, J.S. Crow, R. Lee, J.M. Rushby, R.A. Whitehurst

SRI International, 333 Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Park, CA 94025

Abstract 9. The embedding of these components in a modest pro-

gramming environment with utilities such as version con-
This article reports on the status of the EHDM specifica- trol.
tion and verification system, a state-of-the art environ-
ment designed specifically to meet the needs of security The current EHDM environment matches these expectations
verification. rather well and goes beyond them in some important respects.

1. While the specification language Is based on a typed first-
I Introduction order predicate calculus, it also includes elements of richer

logics, such as higher-order logic, lambda calculus, and
The EIIDM system is an integrated environment for the de- Hoare logic, for greater expressiveness.
velopment and analysis of formal specifications and abstract
programs. It has been under development at SRI's Computer 2. Although the EHDM environmeuL, does not provide an im-

Science Laboratory (CSL) since 1983, with sponsorship from perative programming language, it does include a variety

the National Computer Security Center (NCSC). As its full of constructs for expressing imperative behavior; these

name (Elnhanced Hierarchical l)evelopment Methodology) sug- are sufficient for modeling simple imperative programs at

gests, the development has built on SRI's experience with, and a level of detail similar to Ada or Pascal (see Section 2.3).

ideas from, previous system-building efforts, including the orig- A concrete link to Ada is provided by a tool within the

inal Hierarchical Development Methodology (11)M) 1161 and EI[DM environment that translates imperative code-level

STP 1181. The language of EIIDM and the ElIDM implemen- specifications from EIIDM Into executable Ada code (see

tation are quite different from those earlier efforts, however; Section 4.3).
EIIDM Incorporates many modern ideas and techniques con- 3. We are developingthe formal semantics ofthe EIIDM spec-
cerning language design, specifications, and developmen t en- Ification language, as well as a rigorous description of the
vironinents in order to provide a state-of-the-art verification operations implemented in the EIIDM environment, which
system. together will provide a solid foundation for EIIDM, This

work will be completed during 1989.

1.1 State-of-the-Art Verification Systems 4. The approach to reasoning about imperative features ema-

The capabiliLies expected of a state-of-the-art specification and ployed in EIDM is more general than the traditional VCG

verification system have been summarized in the final report of paradigm and allows users to reason directly with pro-

the Verification Assessment Study 1101, sponsored by the Na- gram fragments (using Iloare logic). So far, there is in-
tiunal Computer Security Center in 1085. That report describes sufficient experience with this technique to determine how

the kind of system that could be built with the technology that it compares to the VCG approach in practice. The equiv-

existed in 1985 and concludes that a state-of-the-art verification dlent.

system should include:

S. The prover component combines powerful heuristics for
1. A specification language based on a first-order, typed mechanically generating first-order proofs, together with

predicate calculus. decision procedures for standard theories. It supports

both automated proof generation and interactive, user-2. An imperative language derived from the Pascal/Algol 6 guided proof construction. Completed proofs can be cap-
family of programming languages, tured as proof declarations for inclusion in the specifica-

3. A formal semantic characterization of the specification tion text and subsequent "replay,"
and programming languages. 6. The EHDM specification language incorporates several mod-

4. A verification condition generator (VCG). ern features that support reusabillty of specifications andproofs. Specifications are structured into named mod-

5. A mechanical proof checker with some automated proof- ules that other modules can refer to. A general form of
generation capabilities, module parameterization supports generic specifications;

this feature is more expressive than, for example, generic
6. A (small) supporting library of (reusable) theorems, declarations in Ada. The environment also provides a

Y. A glass (as opposed to hard copy) user interface, possibly mechanism for grouping standard modules in libraries of
using bit-mapped displays. reusable concepts, theorems, and proofs; such librariescan be shared among users and projects.

8. A single system dedicated to one user at a time (e.g., a c

workstation dedicated to the verification process). 7. The standard user interface of EHDM uses the bit-mapped
display of modern workstations and combines a display-
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oriented editor with multiple windowb, menus, and mouse generic specifications and allows many complex constructs to be
input, built from simple language primitives. The mnodule inductions

shown in Figure 1 exemplifies the use of module parameters,
8. The current version of the E11DM environment is imple. assumptions, and higher-order quantification,

mented in Common Lisp anid runs on Symbolics Lisp
machines and an Sun single-user workstations and timne. The language has been designed so that it naturally sup-

shared computers. E arlier versions of EIII)M also exist f -or ports a high degree of reusability of specifications and proofs.

manrms(Multics, TOPS-20). The inain vehicle for reusability are inodularization and pa-
mainfamesrameaterization of modules. Reusability is also enhanced by the

9. E iwiM is implemnente~d as air integrated, interactive envi. library facility described later.
ronment that supports all activities involved in creating.
analyzing, modifying, managing, and docunien ting spec- -

ilication modules and proofs. An internal database anid

version control m echanism keeps track of the state of indi- i d c i n : M D L d m Y E i s : d mvidual modules anid proofs, and of the nnedpnece nutos OU extdo: fntY, irst: -dam, ]among modules anid libraries. Thus, EII1DM is a fairly ASSUMINGnet utiadm-dm]
complelte development enivironmient. However, since it
does not support a particular programming langu9Lage anid dl, d2: VAR dom

hraq no cap~abilities for compiling and executing programs, measure: VAR function(doin -> nat]
it is, strictly speakilng, not a "progralnun ing en'vironmeni'it."

wallfoinded: FORMULA

The AI!DMI environmetnt provides additional tools anid felL- (EXISTS measure:
tures that are not mentioned in the requiremtents Ilist, but are ýFORtALL dl : measure (dl) < measuro (next (dl))))
equally important:

first-is-first: FOILMULA

* rh'le EIDm flow tool for analyzx ig jinuitilevel sec urity (M 1,S) NOT (EXISTS dl : fix-at - next(di))

is based on the tiunitinterference model dleve'loped aLt SRI 18, reachability: FOMIUULA
71.d2 /- first IMPLIES (EXISTS dl : d2 nnext(dl))

* l PAII)N su pports h ierarch ic al struc ture anid hivlrarehical TER
developmi ent of speciflicat ions and piroofs front ii i h- 1vvvI IER
requ iremencts to code- 1eve ci pc i lications anid Ada text pVA ucindo->bo.
(which can be generated from code-level specificationis). p A ucinLo el

induction: AXIOM
(p(fALsm.) AND

2 The IEHDM Specification Language (FUOtALL di : p(dl) IMPLIES p~huxt(dl))))

and Logic IMPLIES (FORALL d2 :p~d2))

The 1"111) m sp cci fication language i.9 baseud on first-order typed EDidcin

predicate calculus, but includes elements of' higher-order logic, ______________________________ __________

lambda calculus, and Hloare logic. These enrich the expressive
capability of the language. II iglvr-oruler ternis, for exam p li, are' F igu re 1: A Parameerized Module with Assumpionst 11 anid
convyenilent for expressing9 indu1]c tioni scheinui arid reqoireinen t Second-order Quantification
statemients,

The specification language is stronigly ty ped; all entities
miust be declared with their type before itse. Tlhe type systeim 2.2 Hierarchical Developinent
includes subtypes anid function types. Specifications are written
"a definitii tinn arid forino lasi (ax ion is, theorems, anid le1mnni as.). Anr im por tan t aspect of Eli1M (anid its predecessor, 1II)m) is
The expression language includes all the standard expressions the support of hierarchical development of specifications anid
of propositional calculus, polymorphic conditionals, and quali- proofs. In a hierarchical dlevelopment, a system module is spec-
tilled expressions, including quantifiectiun over functions. ifled abstractly at one level of the hierarchy anid implemented

I ~using the operations provided by the next-lower level. The Idea
0.1 Mou~iCs of structuring systemn designs in this maniner has beren discussed

Modues ae te baic uildng bock A no- anid used (in thre form of "abstract maclines") since the late
Moule s r arpres n the basic y b i ding rblock of specifications Ac o d-pt . OC60 (cf. 1141), an early form of associated proof techniques

ae maybrereset dt thpe, thery destrcriint spaecificatione onceptab is presented in (11 The PIIDM language supports hierarchi-

anastract) drgata typue, are abostrac states machineplorian!(ab- cal structuring of specifications from requirement specifications

tract)program. Mxotainodu f nares clos duscoes wihc xliit0 through (usually several) levels of abstractions down to a level
Poratin ad eporatin o naes;modlescanbe nesited, of code specifications. The links between modules at adjoining

Modues ay e praniterzedby ypes costatsand levels of abstraction are established by mappings, which gen-
functions. Semantic assumptions or constraints an module pa- eralize the notion of inmplementatiomi. Demonstration of cor-
rameters can be expressed; these emitail an obligation that must reetness of mappings between levels Is supported by the proof
be justified for each module instantiation. This form of mod-, system. The traffic light example, developed in Appendix A.1,
ule parameterization is very general arid powerfil; it supports demonstrates thre use of hierarchical development in 8111DM.
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2.3 Codei-level Specification ill the Specification text for later replay as fully instantiated
proofs. A proof-chain analysis tool checks for complcteness of

A suhianguage is provided for modeling operational behavior larger proof trees and helps keep) track of dependencies.
and imperative programs, based on the notions of stete object Equational reasoning similar to the use of rewrite rules is
and operation. State objects correspond to "program variables" specially supported by the high-level proof procedure. The
in programming languages. Operations express state transfor- prover also implements the main reduction rules of lambda cal-
mations; they have an effect onl state objects by possibly rhrg culus anid a fragment of higher-order logic; however, the char-
ing their values. The language also include4 constructs for corm- acterization of the exact extent of this support is still under
posing operation expressions that correspiond to the conimon ivsiain
control structures of programming languages. The comibina- tgi
tion of all these features forms a sublanguage that is essentially A special procedure for reasoning about state transformna-
equivalent to a simple subset of the Ada programming language; tionis has built-in knowledge of the meaning of Hloare fornlu-
an example is shown in Appendix A.2. The. semnantics of oper- las, state objects anid state transformations. This procedure
ations are defined by Hloare formulas, which express properties p~rovides the mnain support for code-levetl verification. It per-
of the states before and after the state transformation denoted inits users to reason directly with Htoare formulas, without
by the operation, the traditional Intermediate step of translating annotated pro.

gramns into verification conditions (V~s); the. procedure also
supports reasoning about program fragmieuts, as opposed to

3 Th Therem Provr o EIIiN4 comp~lete programs units (like subprograms). In these respects,3 Th Therem rove of HDMthe paradigm that is9 implemented by the procedlure is more
genecral than the traditional "verification condition generator"

The theorem-i1)rover component of 10IDII combiniies powerlul (VMI.) paradligmi. Iowevin, a tool equivilent to a VCG is avail-
heuristics for mechanically generating proofsi in lirtit-order p~red- al nteEIMeuioietfruei T~dvlpet
icate logic. with efficient decision procedures fur the combination l'abmles ofl th roofs1 with [baren formua are in cluofdevelpIntA.,
of the following standard theories 1191: Exumplos A fpof.wt lae omls r nlde. p

* Ground formulas inl propousitionail calculus

* E quality over uniiiterpri'teil funiction synihols4 4 The E HDM Envirorurient
* llresburger arithmetic, i.e, ,linuar ari thm etic with the usual The E ii M eiivi ron mient 14Implnem~enltedl as an integrated, In1ter-

ordering relations, active system that supports all activities involved in creating,

Proofs (ninre precisely, jiroof steps) are declar11ed Ill Utn piroof, liiiodules andlirying, Thnsandgnarid ue nefc fEMue

part of a moduole; they are expressedI as a coiiclIusion to he tidues hitnnd iros.p lay antiamdahi uise aisplray- or iEnd textedi

piroven an d a list of form ul as (axiomso and ciiimiitu) fromi whili tWbill ipa n obnsadslyoine etei

the coniclusion can he deud tice P roof de irtom mmay also tor (cu(s tomizwei and en han ed E N4ACS) withi multiple windows,
speifygrundtorzi tobe nimtiute fr te Iv( (tchncaly, Ilemi Us, and mouse i itput. (A less eli h nced editor- based i itex.
speifygro m tems o e mii sttiitedforth fre (ec ni aly, face is avail able For remote operation.) All opeurations ccli be

nion-S kolem ized) variables iii formiulats. A fuIlly- i listan tia~t'd Itroof vl' iie yfa h dtoicI iigtebscoeain
(one for which all necessary substi tuitiolns have hem'n provided) inof e pars ii etty friom tu egadityr inrhckudinig tpec baicoeat ionstxt

Can be checked for validity by the ground decision liroleiluliru invoking the theoiremt pirover, anid requesting status inforina-
w ithou t fiurther input fromi the user. A ii exauiplec of' suc ii a tion. In addition to thiese hasic operations, the sys teiri provides
proof (using the Induction axiami from i Vigo rv 1) is shouwn il a utum ilier of further support tools, itnel oiing: the ML C~ (hec ker
F'igure 2,(il

(described ilSe~ctionl 5) the context cud library tools, the con-
figurationi control support, and the IEIIUM -to -Ada translator,

the-result: PRUVE closed-form FROM 4.1 The Contoxt and Library Manager
Induction

(p <- (LAMBIDA z -> bedl The systemn nimintaiiis ani internal datahase for keceping track of
2*sigma~z) -square Ca) z), the state of' individual modules amid proofs (referred to as the

d2 <- 10.c} work~ing context) anid of the interdependencies amtong modules
basisýand libraries; the miser can manipulate this working context or

inductive-atop (I <- dlCPl} switch between contexts. Modules are the basic entities arou-nd
which the EIlDM system is organized, anid the context feature
virtually insulates the user from the underlying file system, The
EHU1M system creates anid mnanages private files, which the user

F'igure 2: A IFully-Instantiated Proof canl ignore completely since all file manipulation happens as a
side effect of user interaction with the E1nVM system.

Proofs that are not folly instantiated can often he completed Telbaymcaitiprisuest ru sadr
by hL ig-leelproer(alo now asth "is~nti~o").rh modules in, libraries of reusable concepts, theorems, anid proofs.

high-level prover employs powerful heuristics ini anl attem lpt to The environment offers tools for creating and maintaining mod-
construct suitable substitution instances for the formul .as )n- ole libraries and supports sharing of libraries among users and
volved; this process call be completely automatic, or it can)
be performed inl Interaction with time user. Completed proofs projects.

can be captured in augmented proof declarations and included Contexts and libraries have been designed so that the novice
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user can completely ignore these facIlities. A user always works between the two languages aro substantial. Many features of
within a context, but when a user starts EHDM for the first Ad& that are Important for verification cannot be modeled di-
time, the system automatically establishes a working context; rectly In EHDM. For a tool based on this paradigm to become
later, when the user leaves EHDM, the system saves the context really practical, the specification language must be much closer
and restores it when work Is resumed. Users need to know to Ada than the current EHDM language; for example, it must
about contexts only when they want to work in more than one take such features as the Ada type system and exceptions fully
context; similarly, they can ignore lIbraries until they want to Into account.
make use of that facility.

4.2 The Configuration Control Tool 5 The Multilevel Security Tool

A configuration and version control mechanism ensures that EIDM provides a tool that analyzes specifications for compli-
consistent versions of modules are used; status checks report on ance with a notion of multilevel security (MLS). This MLS Check.
the status of modules and proofs, and on dependencies among er Is based on the noninterference model of security 18,7,171 de-
modules and proofs. At any given time, a module specification veloped by Goguen and Meseguer at SRI, This Is the main tool
may be in one of several states. When a module is typechecked In EIIDM that Is specific to security applications,
or a proof performed, a "version check" is made to see that the The MLS Checker examines certain types of specifications
typecheck information (type tables) recorded for the transitive and generates formulas (called verification conditions), which,
closure of all referenced modules Is still valid. For example, if true, establish that tho specification complies with the non-
If module A uses module B, then changes to module B will interference formulation of security. The verification condiltions
invalidate the type table for module A. This Invalidation will be are collected together In the THEORY section of a new module
discovered when module A Is accessed during the typecheckIng generated by the MLS Checker, and a simple PROVE or sc ver.
of a module that uses A, or during the construction of a proof ify declaration for each verification condition is placed in the
from .4 or a module that uses A. PROOF' section of the now module. Often, these mechanically

generated PROVE; declarations are sullicient to establish their

4.3 The EHDM-to-Ada Translator corresponding verification conditlons. If not, the user must de-
velop suitable proofs in a separate module: modifications to the

Hierarchical deiolopment of specilications and proofs from re- module containing the verification conditions are not allowed.

quireinents down to the code-level Is complemented by an ex. The verification conditions genorated by the MLS Checker
perlinental facility for translating code-level specifications or ensure that:
"abstract algorithms" from the E IIDM language Into Ada. The
hIOUhD -to-Ada translator has been developed to investigate a 1. The result of an operation depends only on the values
paradigm of code verification hi which the code written in the of objects whose security classifications are dominated by

programming language is regarded as the target of a systematic those of the caller of the operation
development, in contrast to the traditional view that regards It 2. An operatio l'-Ateontially changes the values of only those
as the starting point of a verification effort. objects whose security classification dominate that of the

The traditional approach is to start with program code, aug. callor
merit It with annotations or "assertions," and attempt to deduce
properties of the code. Thus, verification occurs after a piece 3. Values rsslgned to an object depend only on the prior val-

of executable code has been written. In contrast to the tradi- ues of objects whose security classifications are dominated

tional approach, a key Idoa behind hierarchical development as by that of the object assigned to.

embodied in EHDM is that actual, executable code Is the result These three properties guarantee that a specificutlon is secure
of a development process that Involves several layers of abstrac- In the s prope that It does aot require an ucsecure implementa-
tions and refinements. Thus, the EIIDM way to develop verlfled tien; they do not prove that it will not allow an Insecure hn ple-
programs is to carry out the necessary reasoning at the design mentation. Furthermore, since security is a nogatIve property
level, before actual program text Is considered. Tie advan- (it is concerned with what must not happen), a conventionally
tage of this approach is that most, if not all, reasoning is done verified Implementation of a secure specification need not be
in the spocification language rather than in the programming securel The properties established by the form of flow analysis
language, thus avoiding the language complexities that typi. embodied In the MLS Checker are therefore quite limited and
cally result from design considerations such as compiler speed should not be mistaken for a "proof of security" 19), Nonethe-
or ruitime efficiency. Furthermore, this approach leads to a less. this is a very useful class of tool and the only one capable
more natural integration of verification into the process of soft- of detecting covert storage channels 13).
ware development.

The experimental EIiDM-to-Ada translator automatically
extracts the "operational content" of an EHDM module and 6 Applications of EHDM
translates It into Ada code wrapped in a package. An example
of the use of the translator is shown In Appendix A.2. The
translator is based on a detailed comparison between the two 6.1 SEAVIEW
languages. In many respects, EH1DM lends itself to translatiorn Currently, EHDM is used primarily in the SeaVlew project,
into Ada, since central Ads constructs like packages and gener- jointly coiducted by SRI and Gemini, which is developing a de-
ics have a dire-t counterpart In the EHUM language (modules sin fon A 1 multilevelopIn this
and module parameters). On the other hand, the differences sign for an Al multilevel secure database system (6,4,5}. In this
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that define secure state and transition properties that fur- data model, In Proceedings of the 1987 IEEE Symposium
titer restrict state transitions (to rule out uystenms such as on Security and Privacy, 19871.
"System Z" [12]). [16 D. E. Denning, T. F. Lunt, P. G. Neumann, 1, It. Ste.l,

The exercise of formally specifying the SeaView properties M. Heckman, and W. R. Shockley. The SeaView Formal

in thi EIIm language restilted in the discovery and clarification Security Policy Model. Technical Report, Computer Sci-

of many ambiguities and imprecise or incomplete statements in ence Laboratory, SRI International, 1987.

the original description of the model. rThrough this exercise, [61 D. E, Denning, T. F. Lunt, P. G. Neumann, I., It. Schell,
numerous muistalkeJ in the properties of the nmodel were also M. Hleckman, and W, R. Shockley. Security Policy and
identified and corrected. Interpretation for a Class Al Multilevel Secure Relational

Database System. Technical Report, Computer Science

6.2 Other Application Areas Laboratory, SRI International, 1086,

171 J.A, Goguen and J. Meseguer. Inference control and un-
An early version of the 1'II1)M system was used at Sill to extend winding. In Proc. 1984 Symposium on Security and Pri-
the design verification for the SIlT fault-tolerant multiproces. veacy, pages 76-86, IEEE Computer Society, Oakland, CA.,
sor 1131 previously carried otL with time ST'I' system. This ef- April 1084.
fort involved the specification and verification of rather subtle
properties; the transcripts of the specification and proof of the [8) J.A. Goguen and J. Meseguer. Security policies and se-
system occupy more than 700 pages. curity models. In Proc. 1982 Symposium on Security and

Privaey, pages 11--20, IEEE Computer Society, Oakland,
EIIIM is currently also being used to specify and verify the CA., April 1982.

functional behavior of hardware and to formalize completely
the published proof of a clock synchronization algorithm Ilil. 19] Joshua Guttman. Information flow and invariance. In

Proc. 1987 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy,
pages 67-73, IEfE Computer Society, Oakland, CA., April

7 Conclusion 1987,

[101 Richard A, Kemmerer, Verification Assessment Study Fi-
The L1[)M sys4tern as described here has reached a stage where nal Report. Technical Report C3-CR01-86, National Corn-
it can support serious specification and verification efforts, Itow- puter Security Center, Ft. Meade, MD., 1986. 5 Volumes.
ever, the development of EIIDM Is still continuing. We have
already mentioned the ongoing work on clarifying the formal (11 L. Lamport and P. M. Melliar-Smith. Synchronizing clocks
basis of EIIDM ; both language and system are expected to be in the presence of faults. Journal of the A CM, 32(1):52-78,
refined as a result. January 1985.

The EIDM system is perceived by some as hard to under- (12] John McLean. Reasoning about security models. In 1987
stand and difficult to use. We are aiming at overcoming these IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy, pages 123-131,
difficulties by developing tutorial materials that complement IEEE, IEEF Computer Society Press, Washington, D.C.,
the existing user documentation 12,11 and that describe the April 1987.
styles and "idioms" of specifications and proofs in E11DM . A
library of specification modules for standard concepts is being
developed as E11DM is being used more extensively both inside
and outside SRI.
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1131 L. Moser, P.M. Melliar-Smnith, and R. Schwartz, Design The module traffic-light..adt provides a concrete real-
iVerification of SJFT. Contractor Report,4097, NASA Lan- izat ion of an intersection (as an Abstract Data Type, or A DT).

gley Itesearch Center, Hampton, VA., September 1987. An intersection is realized an a pair of colors, whose first

[14)D. arns. il 'bzi~ord' hirarhicl srucure In component is that showing in tile eastweat direction, and whose
I 14 D.Paras.On 'bzzwrd':hiearcica stuctre.Ii~ second component is that showing in the northsouth direction.

Information P1rocessing '74, pages 336--339, IFIP, 1074. 'The change-lights function provides a particular secquencing

1 151 b. Rlobinson and K. N. Levitt. Proof techniques for h i.. of lights at an intersection, using the sequencing of colors de-
erarchically structured programs. Comintnieations of th fined by the next function from the light-sequence mkodule.

ACAI, 20(4):271 283, April 1077. F~inally, the module safafeights-adt establishes a map~

16Jb. obison RN Leitt an 13A. ilvrbeg. he 1DM pin or intespretation from the miodules traffic-light and
[16 L.Robnso, KN. twitandB.A Sivererg 7h 11M afe-intersection onto the more concrete trafflc-light-adt.

Hanudbook. Cornputer Science Laboratory, SRI Interna.- A valid mapping requires that the aziorns of the hilgher level

tional, Menlo Park, CA., June 1970. Three Volumes, modules become theorems of the lower one. This is demon-
[171 .l.M. ltushhy. Thev svvcurity model of Enhanced 11DM. In strated in the PIWOF section of 2afe*-lights -adt. B~ecause

P'roceedings 701/ DuD/NIJS Gornpuer Securily Iniiiative all the relevant properties have been defined equationally, tile

Coniference, pagies 120 1363, Gaithmersburg, M11), Septeni- high-level prover is able to complete these proofs without fur-

her 108,1. ther input from the user.

18 1x ILE,. Shostak, If. Schwartz, anid PM. Melliar-Smnith. STP:;
it muca: i izi'd logic for specification ailsd veiriflication . In
61hi hzterrcmtional Confenrence on AuLtomaited Vedurctsoný
(CA DE.6), Springer-V-erlag Lecture Notes hin Coomputer -

Science, Vol. 138, 1082,

I1101 linberl. F. Shiostuk. I m4iiding comina~iitions of theories, traffic-light-adt :MODULE

Joural f th AGI, 1(l)l -2, anuay 184,USING colors, lighteeoquence, pairolfcalor,colorJ
EXPORTING interucection. easiwoat, northsouth,

A Exampldes initial, change-.lights

THEORY
T(his appjmoidn pr esents sonic siminple examples to doiolemnmtrati:
tilie (eatinn's of Elmw that have been desuribed in tile text. interauction: TYPE IS pair

p; VAR intersection
A.. .1 Trcifflc Light corner: VAR intersection

'(hi' first examiple (lemonstreftes thek use! of hierarchical specifi. vastwent: fuxiction[pair->colorJ -firat
cation amid vvrifivatiou. Wt. presentita very abstract chmaracteri.
'tation of a sife intersection conitrolled by traffic lights, a mnore northsouth: fuzmctionfintorseection->colorJ second
cosncrete rcaliZationi Of sucII tilt intersection, wnd a proof that
the one is a valid interpretation of the other, initial: intersection - ake-pair(red ,groon)

unsafe: intersection

Theli imisolmle colors introduce,, color as aom uninterpreted
type and green. yellow and] red &s constanits of that type. change-lights: functiontintrsrection->ineorsoactionI

In, timis elem'oentary ex~somple, we do inot include the rL'quirernemmt, (LAMBIDA corner -> intersection:

that these colors should be distinct. IF eastwent(corner)-rad THEN
IF northuouthsceorner)-yallow THlEN

Thi' module traffic-light introduces thme uniniterpreted make-pair~msmxt(oastwest(com-ner))
type intersection, and the constant initial of that type. next(northsouth(cormmer)))
Eastwest and northscuth are funictions whose intuitive par- ELSE smako-pair~eutmssot (corner).
pose is to return thle current color of the light in their respective miext(northaouth~cornur)))
directions, while change-lights is the function that. changes END
these colors. ELSIF northeouth(corner) -red THEN

IF cautwest (corner) -yellow THEN
TFime module safe..Intersection is a requirements state- msae-pair(next Ceastwest (corner)),

toent for a sale intersection, It defines the predicate saf elights next(northaouth(corner)))
to be true if a red light is showing in at least one of the( ELSE make-pair(next(eastweet~corner)),
direct~ions of the( intersection, and it requires that the ini- northsouth(corner))
tial configuration of the intersection should be safe and that END
change-li~hts should preserve safety. ELSE unsafe END IF)

Tile module light-sequence defines a particular sequencing END traffic-light-adt
of colors, while the module pairs definies the theory of pairs.
with first and second as the selectors, and make-~pair as the
constructor. Bioth these modules use equational specifications,
which simplify the subsequent proofs.
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aaft-lights-adt: NODULE light-sequence: MODULE

MAPPING traffic-light, safejintersection USING colors trsffic-lightt
ONTO trafficjlight-adt EXPORTING next

THEORY THEORY

traffiejlight~intersection: TYPE c: VAR color
IS trafficjlight-adt intersection

next: function [color->color]

trafficjlight eastwest:

Iunction[traffic-ight..adt.intersection->coJlor] ni: AXIOM next(groen) - yellow

- trsffic-light-adt.esstweet n2: AXIOM next(yellow) - red

trafficjlight northacuth: n3: AXIOM next~red) - green

funiction[trsfficjlight-sdt. intcrsectiont->color]
- traffic-.light-sdt.northsouth END light-.sequence

traffi:..light.initial : traffic-.lighit-.adt.interssction
- trsffic..light-sdt. initial __________

traffic-,light .changt-lights:

function[tr-atfic-light-adt.intersection. psirs: MOoULE~firettype, secondtype: TYPE]
-> traffic .lightsadt intersect] on]

PRO traffic..light..sdt.chango..lighte EXPORTING pair, first, second, aake..psir

THEORY
USING lighteBequence, pairs [color color]

pair: TYPE
WITH lightjiequoecc, pairs first: function Cpair->firsttype)

second: junction [pair->secondtype]
safejinitiaiiy-pr: PROVE safe-iuitially make-pair: function [firetitypc,secondtype ->pair]

remsina-saftpr: PROVE ronainn-safe x: VARL firuttype

y: VAR accondtypo
END safejlights..adt p: VAR pair

sdefi: AXIOM first~nske..pair(x,y)) -x

adef2: AXIOM secoxLd(mako..pair(x,y)) sy

asfe-intersect ion: MODULE
END pairs

USING colors. trafficjlight
EXPORTING safe..lights u______________________________

THEORY

corner: VAR intersection rfilgh:MDL

USING colors
safe-lights: function [intersection -> boolean] EXPORTING intersection.* eastwest,

-(LAMBDA corner -> boolean: northaouth, initial, change-lights
eastwest (corner) - red

OR nnrtheouth(corner) -rod )THEORY

Palo-initially: FORMULA safe-iighte~inittal) intersection: TYPE

initilal: intersection
remains-safe: FORMULA safojlighta~cornor)

IMPLIES safLulights(changejlights(rornsr)) eastweat: function[intersection->color]

lnorthaouth: function~intersoction->color]
END safe-intersection

change-lights: function[intersection->intersect ion]

END traffic-light
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bsearch: operation [IntArray, int, state[int)]

colors: MODULE bsiorm: FORMULA
baearch(A.key,index)

EXPORTING color, green, yellow, red lBEGIN
lb :=1;

ub - N;
T1•EORY WHILE lb<ub LOOP

body

color: TYPE END LOOP

green, yellow. red: color END

Inv: LEXMA

END color { ordered(A) AND O<-Ib AND lb<ub AND
(is.in(keyA,I,N) IMPLIES is-in(keyA,lbub))

body
O<-Ib AND lb<-ub AND
(is.in(key.A.,1N) IMPLIES in-in(key,AIb,ub))

A.2 Binary Search Main: THEOREM
{ N>O AND ordered(A)

The second example, the module Binsearch, demonstrates code- bsearch (A, keyindex)
level specification and proof by means of a binary search algo- { lb-ub AND
rithm. Notice how the text of the algorithm (the operation (is-in(key,A,1,N) IMPLIES key-A(lb))
bsQarch) is broken into smaller pieces, which facilitates rea-
soning about fragments of the code; for example, the invariant PROOF
of the loop body (lemma Inv) is verified separately (InvPr) and
then used in establishing the main property (Main), newiudexLem2: LEMMA newindex CIANGES index

The module Binsearch uses two other module that are not prl2: VERIFY newindexLem2
displayed here: IntArrays declares the type IntArray, arrays
of integers; Ordlntervals introduces the predicates ordered InvPr: VERIFY Inv
and in-in on integer arrays and gives their relevant properties FROM newindex-Lemi, newindexLem2,
in lemmas ILl, IL2 and IL3, ILl {ky<-key, B<-A, i<-lbOPI,

J<-ubCP1, k<-indexOP1},
IL,2 {ky<-key, B<-A, i<-IbQP1,

J<-ubOPt, k<-indexPl}

Binsearch: MODULE [N: Intl (* binary search midule *) MainPr: VERIFY Main

FROM baform, Inv,
USING IntArrays,. OrdIntervals IL3 {ky<-key, B<-A, i<-lbCC, J<-ub©C.
EXPORV0:NG bsearch

END Binsoarch
THEORY

A :VAR IntArray
key, i. j VAR int
lb, ub s tatelint]
index, x VAR atate[int]

div : function [int,int->int]
mean function [int,int->int]

- (lambda i.j -> int: div(i+J.2))

newindex: operation
-a BEGIN index := mean(lb,ub) END

newindex.Leml: LEMMA
0<-lb AND Ib<ub newindex lb<-index AND index<ub

body: operation
"= BEGIN

newindex;
IF key > A(index) THEN

lb :- index + I
ELSE

ub : index
END IF

END
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A.3 Example of a Translation into Ada

The binary search module also serves as an example of the
translation from EHDM into Ada. The translation ignores the
Hoare formulas and proof declarations, which do not convey
"operational content," The function div has a "separate body"
since no body has been given for it. Note that the operations
body and newindex, which merely denote code fragments, do
not appear in the Ada text; they have been expanded in the
loop body.

WITH IntArrays; USE IntArrays;
WITH Ordlntervals; USE Ordlntervals;

GENERIC
N : Integer;

PACKAGE Binsearch IS
PROCEDURE bsearch (A : IntArray; key : Integer;

index : in out Integer);
END Binsearch;

PACKAGE BODY Binsearch IS
lb Integer;
ub Integer;

FUNCTION div (aO. a-1 : Integer) RETURN Integer
IS SEPARATE;

FUNCTION mean (i, Integer) RETURN Integer IS
BXGIN

RETURN div(i + j, 2):

END mean;

PROCEDURE baearch (A : IntArray; key : Integer;
index : in out Integer) IS

BEGIN

lb : ;
ub N:
WHILE lb < ub LOOP

index :- mean(Ib, ub);
IF key > A(index) THEN

lb : index + 1;
ELSE

ub :- index;
END IF;

END LOOP;

END bsearch:

END Binsearch:
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2.3 Proving then Theorem of Implementation

Because there is iio general procedure for deciding the truth of the-
oranis Iin computer verification. miany proof strategies are possible.
An important characteristic of SI)VS I!; that its proof strategy is

S'S&Somrilties I a practical compromise between completely automated prooifs sad
lippr ivi, Iwi completely manual proofs. A powverful proof systemt that requires

no guidance by the user can waste a lot of timc trying approaches
that ant experienced mathemsatician would easily see are inappropri-
ate. Alternatively, at systemn that checks si.ep-by-step proof,. input b)y

Sli~ra.the user executes %,cry quickly, but the( tediumn of dealing with every
V mninor step Of the proof wastes the user's time. With SD\'S. the user

YI ptrovides a high-level proof strategy, additional farts useful for thti
S t proof, andi "hin ts" to aid the sys tern in sepc ific proof steps, whbile tilie

is p tcs~io~s iisystem handles the details of thle proof auitomnatical ly. Thiis coin 111-

,t i.r asl,, ilsc strategy is also successfully used by other formal provf sYstems
[1.31(141. SIMV makes this strategy particularly effectiv'e by allowing
tile user to interact with the( system. 'Ill-t intolecosu to SI)VS wilyji

significantly ii manccd in tilie latest Vorsio i. gi sinlg thle v t in tlie

Ell- abli ity to act as at data- base managter for pioofs.

thle proof language itself is divided it!o, sts it ;inld dvsliiniC pallts
Tile static IPart dealsk WithI proving that rerlaiti 05511 tip otSlii ilYl.

certain coiirliisioiis altotit a giveil staite. liii dcnaiii piell-[ cost rotai
Ilie state tratlisit~iimis Iiiiiiuli llesse.1 i-v,4s(oslcst)

Figure 1: 1o lopv'lille till olCuteo lsPs Vlearifction ats Vl 'll e ilas p-roof Y3tlllcxeiioI 'corres 1oil i' lig to Seci tii'i kial otec tit! oil) .
Sl)%S Te 1,4.1proidv th twoISISdoripiouand"TI' Ian.- prof b c.es (rorrespondling to bil-Aliiliig) . and proof Ii ittullictiiol

laws ithemi into si let ilelas. Tli' user i-lnlstrliets ai itiajliing froi (icorresponintg to loops). When' me(utitiui has srrivied at ai sew st ate.
VaIrialls aiid stal" i''l iii' sqppir-level descripjitoil ii) variables ;1itu(, a stairc proof mlay be needed tii Verify that uiew cc latioiist doin Firiat
st at I' of till liier -lee'') desc-ripionu, SI)'Is cruls h osil imttlemi'ititlt- liotil (ill order !o Shiow titti the postcoadiliton is true and tlii goal is
tion -corr-ect ue- tlu'rii'ii san(il t- ii'sei' iittulus lieoitlidine of the( proof, Wi-useliir (ii iW Show thouat ict'irecinditioni Is trite anidl a new asill & drta
whjichfile .systwu couiiillies aiwl u liec ks for validit.tiiYl' litCl.

uerotiie trilie ill ih lie uo. 11ni'' IfP is a programui I Polhl 1 with Soii~c I-ti sinipli' tlio ~is whets' efficittit ulerisinil piocetlres exist iiii aie

iiiiti'llou-oiilitoils) ill Q isl lii lpl tiii-iiiilitioii-lii (h i' shod' orlaiiii iliiiliktieuitid. SI)Vs ilrivesý all cocitilsiolis without sacl iisl'r-iiiult.

is anl j ipuit-Oltui it assertliii ithout P. qDV\S caii altso prose clailiii of p1001oi. Lxtiiijdi's of' such thieoriies sti' eq(uilitY mer1 uititi erlrelteil
1ie 6111ii "'if P1 is tri-lti itic. Ifties Q is ti re low'" Ill dtiq raus, if fsiir tiot sYiiilols a11d molm" frilgiieuits of, Iaidw' set thieory, liii uilole

P i.' a pow.1iii aiid Q is a tiedlicat loll thieui tile Claim asserts lthe comiflicatitd dotiiaiiis, the sy~iteiji allows ilii' isis Ii) write iii' sfa byv

correct 1155 of P with Iivepecltoii Q. luitiitil te .si'~ill llot~ inie more uiul iot.it)ciuli coilctilsiot. alerte

lie 1t'wlY Ver ified Coit 'lisi o)ils are slioeil an used it iu s losili lasoiisli wichi
A coulilwiiiinai itiI seiquenice of1 stait ctiaiig's I is speifriied to, a st~ 10 t base, the( next ewoictiisioi. hile lerivstioii fi'oii a giveilv set of
leltilor set of state (tellit's. In iordeir to facilitateco1u~mpt Ities(i-iliIsiols. lemiiias to tho next conclusioit ntiit be i iiuourit ii ii Somii cases. oI
hit( user siecifihis Mlitch v-ariables rliaitge valiie its the qumitte chiniges it nlY. requ ire thet user to desigutite thait in axionil or at tpiViionisly

froili oiie ill whicht P is true to oiie, ini which Q is lI ru. Thuiis, thir tinle pr-oveid leiiitnu is to be appilied.
staitumenits in-otsiiig Vriabiles that lit) tot rhailge will reunaiti true

ini tile nl-a state'. fii palitjciitai if it is slierihied ht lit, \o'mcai;les irs'ý SI)'s prtvicies an itistisiltioll iiiechi'liatImai for i'iiiiil tgi lIiclil d' asqum

illoweil toi Chiange its til' stilte, rtiaiies fi-oiii F to Q, then Q miust be of state climlges inito a siiigle state chiange [15)]. This is crucial to
true iii tice state satiqf ,ving P). ;sad( the iieaniing isi simlpl, h le Static manai ngli5~ large Ilitouf. l[ie( svsteii mlaY lie, rtii ill titnteit is' titoile.
-laiiii that PI iltiplie, Q. iii batch'l mlodeI, or lais iii miost tial aulIptli,-L ons) ais a1 loitilltiol (Iiiof

the tsso. Ilti tll, inletact ivc unlcut tit hil ser scrit s the pirootf ill SM)'s
I Iw (ltimrissalit il-o~viue utilY all i ttti~iv'lit lintio ttf stte lii'elt 5. I-or with help 'orin Systemi licolilpta ttit SYSteulu exec1ilt lg Vilti jiMcOf

a rigorousb defiiiition stlld eXattples, see theC SDVS user'sý mlitiiiil [11]. coiiiianid a.s it IS writtrei. 1Expressions ire writteni il Stanidarid iiifix
tiot atioti Xega + qi. In tile aclic niodeit' tt proof is ss' i'dtti byý
itscails of the editor aiid is tien executed liy SDVS with ito further

2.2 Describing thle Levels of Itmplemreintatioin to SI)VS user litteraction. Nfost celtriiiottly a proof is wcritten ittteractlvelY.
stored, aiid late rcerun ain batclh miodle.

TheIi' iechaliaiis of cm-ifs ihg iimpletmentatioti cotreci ut-s rising ) l)VS
iivlellll tie aultomated~~ it aiislation of Speucificaitionls Written Ill ia pro.
glalittiling langiiage to the tiiiiterlJYisg foritial logic. Thius, SI)'sS call 3 A Case Study

lite ;is ililiut the actuial itesciipt los used byý the ion tinter desigin-

(t-s. as wcell as thel actuiad it-ogral to bi le executell'1 tiiitle cillittliti'r.

other systemus reqiriie flinittti ile escri ptil foitI associ ill c cciiniI ietil be Al though several exanmples5 were dcvelop ed and sen bied Ie..(I ti])

seritueti ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ il iii tv didrvigiigtg f iev'iiitm hie urinig the dnevelopmnent of a p~rototypte versiont of' SD)\S. tHie tirst

SI)VS currentlV onlY accepts descrri ptions writ tel iii i IS 11S 1 1211 which signifi cant aplhhicaitionl of SDVS wcas the C /30) \s icorrt i - fei

is suitable altlliglt tot ideal for ticrtpt-ograiii ve!rifictitioii ), ss'e 'Ic- ticatioti Project, beguiu in Octobier 1984. Th'lis picoJoc't, -tiiclI 5tas

centlutIS' d ollt5( lpVl a foniiial techniiique lot spoclfx'l vig t lie SI) -'S t taii sa- conipleted itt N ovemober 1986 [171, used SDIAS Versionl 5 to 0 eveloli ai

tiii of oilier langtuages 1:11. antIt are appls'iig it toi prograllluiiitig aiit
mcdse r-iescciptoilaiigiiages.-
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fr'rnii;l iuoirirri hs iiriof (if 11 8 ii I Iii 12S 1:1tru Iii n, 0il (1 piiu ilin:i'i''i Nbaci:i,

blýrss-C i-¶ir I iouiili~dIl l::0::iiilt II( Ii: 11) ill till C /30 :ooi'tititl'~. Six Itlist r.1tct Oiolsh-----Mcorga
( : it) inllu t OLiiiii were follildi iti hajve hiss: iniipi:eniviti~ii tiivorrtilt Ov'eigi Nicril-gli

siblo iielgilii'i' (Itlilvy Nlel' Cmo eiCted ill iiite: hii.lleaisr (4f f:i C/30

C1:1 /3tt. siecifii'ill ,' diles~iwiuti): serv its aS pi acket switr iliig nodf, E
,Ifi lli'eiiski' I )at a N~il 'iv (I) 1N). is oilr' of aI fam:ily of (-,,III-

plilhits b~~liiill Bo(llt. tt.i';i irk. and~ Nesvaiim (liltN). Thiei C/30) S'1illtie ______

is a I 6.hi It/isk or: li'iar'hI Iii I I- ' i: tIlII( N wordsl (If ril(I 'I'si lt lii(i'li I~lt: ('ai S Il '

it Iii g'li'laIl-pllrpirst, .iya mi' d a sit if 128 juts: riurt on,:, iticli(iii-

ilig sryllisteii-;t i'il re [ii P-uS lor inllljiiii p h I l~iiil ( 1581 d ! 5trllit lres ligi: vi2: M ii'tolroi-igalli Vorilir':tiri:: Ulistg SI)VS, C omuuhu:ie disig::
;:I([ ruin vrliltýi a:: tillli . "iulig. It :rlsi ip ri~: vire a juilliil illlilliilit li'5 ill) ll ll'ii ilt a com iii hI v i i'0st l'ili'tiiil sll IlY ilesag:::uug hit o ( 1 )[11 o ;

.sstei:.xi It i lorI . I/t)-.illu sci-udiullhi ig [iti irru-lpts lire ISP i5 ti'. seit ofi (In; lii jidis ;ItirI assci;uist ill riitt:-i 1iMIArwIvIT) trgiet 1[01- will ;

S r ri rrt m . It,- I */:it if.- It-,tli IuIiar lit I *,v 0ppsIf~'~ Iv,- h It was biased oil: Ill villrjtiglaili I hilt c'Ill trols Ie lniv eimilvill of iuthin witlhii Ii his o

1 2N inlstCrl io ný i in', I !:ttt insitclirll Sli,: s'oe lo i 'liu c lvidoo for m-v' t aurisaitii ni b SMIS(1 in:to for-uali staiir-ilrItai soulnllfiris. Ti[,Jlo'trif

oit l41 C/3 '[Itt w- inl'Is i-imi iris s'i'v lilirriliplirt ill ioliilit'l:fitr aiid rdilicihll rt startr dunit i.

folIoivr inst Ili,' I 'I. ivr'vn linot voriib'ui. 4 Towards Imiplementation Correctness at

lie /:io is ifitlrhilii-iil 1, ,i ae ilir':'rupuognii:: I Ilist r'xiniltrs ~m II (IN * Multiple Levels of Design) Detail
NlIirvmtoprrigr~:tirIri. Ill::11ildlip, I(lock IM Biii ir11 ss) j IN1. 'I'll U[itt

SI itI it(I WI iliis' l h"l ,ir v'i'i li(.i I oll biri'rlrlsl it a::t i telr's i ul'rnuciusi' vr(015 lilii'lii Ilt rirlodcillrr at ally rmol ofi rhilimiliiii: Ii voti-
vI' ri fli ngI itI it ilr siri i of I)!1 tN. ;IoId ua'rlilse of I hr( exisIl('1lii'i' iii bt lin::ol sx'sti:: I-hllt cosieitii ati's ol iii s .pciriic l' of deisig:n iklait

loii:ii;l iNs" i's leripIiol ori ai vo sri-our of' i li1SiM lii. 1'l~is iiisc ipi itiii is Iiwi'ssaur' i.i bu iiiit Slllliviiiilill for nli-dsigl Iil11linflrlig gI' rnf-i-iii.
urjlrilrle lso aIp~oinrsuilrtrlt 30pgit ' ir Iixi t ) I515 paliaiallY vill appicaiwsIiis. Durlillg aullly Itinilenli stll it sioldlli , p'uissilrli iii

iii ij51 'i ,jiiit jilli'. nliii was %irlrliutiril I lIiirrul !i [illiia lalioi aiii nriulfy thai tIl ll'W\, liiwrt-lr'vi'l Speifie'lioll i thait hat,5 boi~il IvlIo5I'ilid
ik-lirugli lisniissioi, xvi il s'II. i5 iiltl'i't ill wit ili th lir lit'hllior- ivel slpevilivstioi:.

II Il tlI C iii plrliwil'aiiti o(llll cm Iir'ss thb'iwirrii is ;i fri, iili I at Almi, 'I", dnill." lot illl ei'rlifiatioiS VSsielills hiav' fnri'u~sr' oil speielic'sIi'1 i ili
sitibi's flow I ht C/3tt is iofplIulilil 1iv Owi NI iii. Ii iig SlIVhS \'rr' thec n'lim-iii'lit proincess. As we sIvaw bolive, SIIVS aIns il'viliilir'.lIn
sion 5. wi., mi'rilistiii'ha t~l:F t hr'otriuu I'vlirihi. Its(il cl'iliri;iiiitlts al-ib' t Fir 111 iv hug-iiu ill riiir'11tlit l At 111 I iilliultirl' tisi 'uli l

an,' i tI, lurwol: m'ls5. 0Q1ir lt lhiral verificiationisxi'ii ill tis:' Iloiv-i ritvol'lit;il-l rd 1

velil.Nfyi1 iitlie skiiihti ip. Still iguilig ho111 all ais Itr slo'6iralitaill:

ISIS rl's~niiliiil iiiii st ii' ilitisl igrI 31 illst isii'ls iFli ivurs is-i' vi
1

-
1

i
11 1 

of atil~ins:g aI luiiI-

-2. 111-1 1).lin ~iii of liii Nllt ii si ' delta,1 jli' tia~ilal'i~ola oit IIr r':iamini'i vissiruil (.1 SOtSS ilvii .S~ilt ju iihliioli'iii'lit~i ion Illrot iii es
ISISilesnc~ciplinii, in: o Matil'.r-i:" Ilivnigiuli t ili',iiiisigla cycle. Til-righit allrriws ill HuI-i ligair' ni-n

3 ii. Ow i i 1,1 Il;i( iii oglin: ill Frilhare i foin iles Snoriv if I t l isr i a rps ;trir pri-Isinlillld lie Inva (5lit i iii ilt i I iii liii ,

it1i (mpit'u 'A fiill, ItlI loil Iiilt and o1w liiip" 'xiv- s Ilivcmi's tisii'p iii (is All jimgili's iirlilt,) liipi'hiy ~isnlalviiii
vh~mvll, 0;11,id lrolitý ill M,-jlidSut .ilj sipv Iot f 15 liinill -d;il1~ ll rw hY tll- 5ruimp~l'laioiii of

11... I,,\ 11 d.-plo Ilici: lelis' ii sion 1ii %.u laveIII of dcr'sis nd a " Cit"I( f

liii iwni~iiis-i :uaili':eiliirel tiius ¶1 lIM rrii~t hs rr ']',,I mlii 5 i lrv llY-ili' rl'si'-ipiiiii.,tuu Ilwl' i'iliiit;lr'i'fiitiias. 5'' iiu

I io:v Ii 'srlitelo u I i, inctl i ri 'I whis nai' of Io)S Il: i r t-i ris lifilv r'liill- III.in I 11i lliwia assiiii:; tir as ioii ol' /Iltl ( 'I' s~ig i lih-.
I ',ioIii-, I15 ;:fiaiiit 'i k lci r i iii ixiit-x iiii .'slit' ill:u I lies innlile lifisill p lot I- eiiithe'lerI-a i

Miimi i 14 i S iitnlr-s si-sir' ofi iml'si' F1;,iguii' i l' di~s -alw h i 'h lr'ssil illt it"iiil lolm f o iil( p~ v l" u iiail' d lg l'
gl' ligr' nutd' r uiiilli'sA ;iiiihriiigrtrrM s IS n ls tiý Ill A:-r'i-i- iii hriikk;iiisltitsi litls an hr DI uhsg: iii-sit.(Iit irr:sciirip stlio ' W imillr

Iwiiv' i ~Tig- i. S'ri j Sn tiwi-lei 'Iutrin li i-si-t' e I. iiii. 1 riiiuiirii hrI- lo :dv p d lil t o,.I li. ~ uid t lt it io " vnin k
ii, om oxi slit grri ... lititiiri 3610 kiii %wii'Ii"g Eg/irs withoiut ' ~ *l i , n~-ii isl i l'ii iiiisil tbi 1 u nliis

sel-I i irni m ll~ilkilrs mu Iiv iliriitriiis d lai to tM' a'irri . i, rsipg:ii a11: i li iirsiull'ic'a irl

I Fri irrlivrit iris tliir'nr-rii 1115 e i-r \I Ir lii' iiipfi litii Orilitiiioi
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Code V'erificationi

RI(idhard P hiltvk

Odl vss, v Ii 'lsciacl Aioiociii tvs Intc.
31A ,\ lliis It. D~ates Dl)ive

Ithaica, NY 14830

11 1liki Inltly lioll- coo' ve''i licit iiol po'ple, I beieve'. Iiigltivi Is Cod Vlfia io esiniahli?
''~vvl vivificaion iis ~ iiplt)Ilit lull Iii o110 to d101131" I hv iI'ekviuill

codlt. 10111 3111LcIi('ivta lilsad 0-1.1il1 tflic'll Ioi sYstc'ia properi'- Yeits lonbg aiS We kimov W0,i1V''t uv~itig. Code vetilica-

tivs. I oll't be1o1v all ILLIiiil ingtHI fys r (osijit gloodjb til hol otblt ol-C ffilecolfdv.v

l' this fit all. Without (1111'S ,I i~~iiii f(31such Iloclittl s113 to v VverificII1tI c.UJojiwu!d
a1LIl %-,iv s, and 130111131 ~ jsoi( kov vmtol( cvt

tI1W('V ailwe Iv'vIs? Also, hligerlvi. vi-fcllioilt 00 ight A numiber oif ittletipts to v'vril' code ( the (Jvpsý' 'P1. oitd
dilo%%' Wivlich plogla 0l Ol itis lin'd Iit) be' vorified to ('ilsl'v it Niessilge bloy Nbouiloitioli to liolie 4 o'o) finid uthltex to veli 'iI\
Aivcli pr-operty. Why Vceil['y 11101-0 tlioli i-ol 11.io to'! hai-dware have IlI'lii suIccesidi3iI. A, Ihas (('Oil polllltId oit.

IHigli ('vvl vei'ivati olt is1 31(Ilot lvalll\ (ilist c j 'lot iii code' vv- hi'tot', tile Chiiii pi-' ii)ell %vit I oilily of thi'L pr1131141 is
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CODE-LEVEL VERIFICATION

(A Position Paper)

Friedrich W. von Henke

SRI International

What is "Code Verification"? the computer hardware.

Formal verification of programs started in the 1970s as verifi- Feasibility of Code-Level Verification
cation of programs (or subprograms) written in a programming
language such as Pascal and augmented by specification con- The basic technology for code-level verification has been in ex-
structs; thus, program verification originally meant verification istence since the late 1970s when the first verification systems
of program code. Later, the main focus of verification work became operational. (In my opinion, little progres has been
shifted to the specification and formal analysis of software at made since then in the verification of code.) Thus, in an elemen-

more abstract levels, and it became common to make a distinc- tary sense coenlevel verification is "feasible, an as eenf
tion between design v~erification and code verification. tary sense, code-level verification is "feasible," and has been for

quite a while. On the other hand, it would be highly unrealistic
For the purpose of this position paper, I want the term to claim that the prcesnt utatc-of-the-art allows us to take an

code verification to mean "formal consistency analysis of exe- arbitrary programs written, say, in Ad:L and "verify" it. There
cutable, operational code, usually with the help of mechanized are quite a number of areas that still rcquire extensive research
tools." This implies that code verification deals with real pro- and development efforts; for example:
grains written in a programming language in use for production
software. The actual language may be a "higher-level" language a Li'cely application aieas for code-level verification, such
like Ada, or a language closer to the machine, like C or even an as real-time behavior and distributed systems, are lacking
assembly language. the mathematical foundations for formal specification and

In contrast to code verification, I use code-level verification reasoning and/or the mechanical support for suYbstanial
to include formal analysis of programs in a setting that is more verilication efforts. For concurrent and distributed sys-
idealized, either by reducing the programming language to an tems, a substantial body of theoretical results ewdsts, but
impractical (and unrealistic) subset, or by using a language that none of the existing verification systems that I am aware
has been designed specifically for verification purposes, usually of adequately supports reasoning about such ýystems.
in conjunction with, or as part of, a specification language. For a Code-level vecification :ýaust support more realistic subsets
example, the EHDM language [I) includes constructs that closely of the actual programming language.
model Lhe main imperative features of (sequential) Ada, such as
objects, assignment, and control flow constructs. e Tools and techniques need to be refined, based on extensive

6xperience, to make them really practical.

Why Code Verification? In short, substantial research and development efforts are still

Code (or code-level) verification provides the link between de- required for rualistic code verification,

signs and design specifications and what gets actually executed In addition, alternatives to code verification need to be ex-
on a computer. Thus, code-level verif.cation is clearly desirable plor, d further. For example, the approach taken in the EHDM
and needed, On the other hand, code-level verification by it- system (1) is to avoid formal reasor.ing about actual program
self is not very meaningful. The specifications against which the text completely. Instead, the specification language itself in-
code is to be verified must have been derived from the require- cludes constructs sufficient to specify concrete algorithms at the
ments on the system and the system design. Indeed, most of the same level of detail (and, if desired, in thf! same imperative style)
modeling and analysis of system properties (such as securlty) as actual code, and all formal analysis is carried out within the
should happen at higher (i.e. design) levels; code-level verifica.- same formal system as the design verification. Once such a code-
tion should be restricted to those aspects that cannot be dealt level specification or "abstract progran" hau been demonstrated
with at more abstra.t levels, but are sufficient to ensure that to be -onsistent- wit' higher-level specifications, it can be con-
the operational code indeed possesses the properties derived at veted into Ada tex. oy a translator provided in the I-IDM an-
the higher levels. Code-level verification also assumes that the vironment.
programming language in which code is written has a formalI Such an approach appears more in line with a systematic
semantics on which the formal analysis can be based. Moreover, development process that involves design specifications and ver-
the compiler of the language must faithfully implemented that ifications; the programming language code is regarded as the
semantics, so that execution of the objecý code reflects the se- target of a systematic development, in contrast to the tradi-
mantics of the verified source. In short, code-level verification tional view that takes it as the starting point of the verification
is one of several levels in the specification and verification of a effort. Hoeever, thls approach does not eliminate the inher-
system that ideally extend from the top-level requirements to ent complexity of code-level verification; what can be avoided is
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having to deal with some of the idiosyncrasies of programming
languages designed for efficiency (of compilation or execution)
rather than logical clarity. (The current EIIDM-to-Ada trans-
lator is an experimental too] and far from being practical, in
particular since the Ada subset that can be modeled in EHDM
is still unrealistically small.)

Like all formal verification, code-level verification is very ex-
pensive. I doubt that this will change in the near term, even with
substantial efforts to develop better tools and techniques. Ver-
ification deals with semantic issues, which are inherently com-
plex (and often intractable, i.e. unsolvable, in full generality).
Thus, fully automated tools that can be used as easily as a coin-
piler will be developed only for small, well-understood - and
well-formalized - areas, and formal verification will remain an
interactive, labor-intensive activity.

This inherent cost obviously reduces the usability of formal
code-level verification. If much of the formal analysis has been
carried out at higher (i.e, design) levels, the additional expected
benefit derivable from formally verifying the code may not be
large enough to justify the cost, except for small, crucial code
segment. For example, correct behavior of the separation kernel
in a secure system is critical and should be subject to formal ver-
ification. Thir example indicates that it may be more important
to focus code-level verification efforts on low-level programming
hlaguages, which are more likely to be used for critical code
segmnent", than higher-level languages such as Ada.

For general applications, a more cost-efficient alternatiwv
may be to use less formal, but nevertheless rigorous, iimethods
such as IBM'a Clean Room methodology or VDM. Experience
with these methods demonstrates the importance of educating
the potential users for the usefulness and acceptance of' formal
rrmethods.

Code-Level Verification and Software Develop-
ment

It is obvious that the real benefit is derived from formal specifi-
cation iand verification when it is part of the general system de-
velopment process and when tie verification tools are integrated
with the software environment. Au a last step in a development
based ou formal specifications, the specifications derived at the
lowest design level can be used to guide the production of the ac.
tual code; consistency between the code and tie specifications
can then be checked by code-level (or code) verification. I'd
hope, however, that future development of formal methods and
associated support tools will shift the perspective from analytic
to synthetic approaches, so that code will be constructed from
low-level specifications and code verification in the traditi ial
senuse will become obsolete.
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HOW SOON FOR CODE LEVEL VERIFICATION

A Position Paper

Richard A. Kemmerer

Department of Computer Science
University of California
Santa Barbara, CA 93106

The following are my responses to the questions I am not necessarily suggesting that one of the
that were posed to the panel, existing tools be used as a base, but rather that the

experience gained from using these tools be applied
Is code level verification feasible? Desirable? to a new product. I also feel that this will be carried

There is no doubt that code level formal out by a profit oriented corporation and not by one of
verification is feasible. Unfortunately, the conclusion the research groups that are responsible for the exist-
that I made after working on the formal verification of ing tools. The stress he;'e is on "development". The
the UCLA Data Secure Unix project In 1978 still holds. know-how already exists, what is needed is the

That is, the techniques necessary for formal development of a friendly human interface, good
verification (both design level and code level) are documentation, production quality packaging, market-
available; what is needed is engineering to produce ing, etc.
production quality formal verification systems. What I Regarding the time, three to five years is needed
realize now is that to achieve a production quality to produce a product. Ilowever, what is needed first is
product will require a profit oriented company to the desire to have a product or the vision to see its
decide that they are interested in formal verification, marketability.

The answer to the desirability question is an obvi-
ous yes. Of course it is desirable to Increase one's How will code level verification fit into the

assurance that a piece of code will perform as software development process?
expected. As was mentioned in the response to the first

question, the only way to develop systems is to use
What applications are most suitable for code formal specifications as the design notation. This can
level verification? be in the form of a rigorously defined language whose

Formal specification and verification should be specifications are machine checkable or in more gen-

used in all software development projects, This does eral notation, such as the set notation of Z, which is

not mean that it is necessary to use a formal not currently machine checkable, These formal

verification system, but that one should reason about specifications allow the designers to rigorously answer

their programs and use formal notation as their design questions about their designs. The higher level design

documentation. Many of the problems that occur in specifications should be refined as the design

software development projects are the result of pro- progresses. Finally, the lowest level design should be
grammers rushing off and generating code without used to generate the necessary entry and exit asser-
thinking about the design. By using formal notation tions for the code. This would be similar to the

for the design documents one can reason rigorously approach I used for the secure terminal with Ina Jo

about the design (again not necessarily with the aid of (See the Verification Assessment Report Volume IV.).
a verification system) before writing any code. When
the code is finally produced, they can then formally How expensive will it be in people time, machine
verify that the code is consistent with its time and money?
specifications. I believe that one of the biggest expenses will be

in training software developers to use formal tech-
How close are we to having usable verification niques. Ilowever. once they are trained the increased
systems for code level verification? reliability of the software will counter any added

As was mentioned in the response to the first development cost. In addition, when the system is in
question, the necessary techniques have been available the maintenance phase the cost of maintenance should
for more than a decade. However, what is needed is be reduced due to the availability of the unambiguous
an Interested party, that Is willing to take the research formal documentation. Therefore, the cosý, over the
tools and turn them into a product. None of the exist- lifetime of the system should not Increase
ing formal verification tools can be considered to be a significantly, if at all.
product (whether they can accommodate code level
verification or not),
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Afterthought
I believe it is worth mentioning that one can not

expect to take an already existing piece of code and
formally verify that it does what it is supposed to. If a
system is to be formally verified it is necessary to plan
for the formal verification from the start of the pro-
Ject. Before any code is written it is necessary to sit
down with the developers and discuss the coding
practices that should be adhered to to simplify the
formal verification process. For instance, if the
developers are planning to use pointers in their imple-
mentation the cost of formally verifying the code is
going to increase, and if they plan to use pointer arith-
metic the task may be infeasible. In like manner, using
a language feature like the Pascal variant record will
increase the cost of the formal verification process.
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How Soon for Code Level Verification?

Stephen D. Crocker

Trusted Information Systctms
11340 Olympic Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90064

Twentyyearshave assedcontains a place holder called "Classes Beyond Al." Th'le criteriai

This panlel was boiln out Of sense Ot frustration and wonder, it's applicable to these classes have not been determined fully, bilt

been two decades since Floyd published his landmark paper onl veritication down to tile code level is clearly expected; '"The TCB

prograin verification. Ir-loyd 671 Shortly thereafter, King must be verified down to the source code...jTCSEC, page .531
comnpleted thle first working program verification systern [King 691,
anid the field was in fuill bloom. Further landmark work followed Thle verification community also turned its attention to the semantics

froml Hobare, e.g. It boare 691 and a number of verification systemis of programming languages. Fortran, Cobol and PL/l dominated thle

wcirc built. With that start, we mright expect that twenty years latter set of programming lenrguages in Comontot use lin the late 1960)s and

prograni verification would be anl established technology. Hloweve.r, early 1970s. Different branches of DOD were using languages of

to my knowledge, not a single programn operating in the field has their Own invention -- JOVIAL, CMVS-2, CS-4, TAClIOL, etc. lit all

been verified ait rhe code level! cases, thle semiantics of thle languages were difficult to forniulize.
Thle only definitive authority for thle. lieaning of a particular

TO be fair, there has been Considerable progress in verification over programl~ was how it executed when compiled by at particulair

thle past twe.nty years. A vetr' substantial fraction of the financial compiler and executed onl a particular computer. A fraction of the

anld intellectual resources of thle field have been focused on two verificatiotn comnununiy focused onl how to formalize the definition

piarticular aspects of verification,. design verification and of programtminig langua~ges and how to design piograninling

progiammining hut guiage semlanitics. langualges With precise semantics. it is perhaps instructive: to note!
that while these efforts have yielded major new itisights into tile

"Designl verification", as most of this audience kitows. is verif~ication miathiematical foundations of programming ianguages, thle two most

of the Consistency between anli ab-tract design of a system and a~ widely used new languages are Ada and C, neither Of which is

f"omiat statillemet Of thle Security policy the systenm must adhere to. widely regarded ats havintg a significantly better defined semantIcs

code level verification canl only prove thle Consistency betweeni the tihan older programingnin languages.
code and a specification. If thle specif~ication is inlColTeet, the Code

level prOOf will nlot be of' much use in establishing the Menwhit'~ile, experience has been gained with uising design

trustworthiness of the code. verIttatUn01 10 provide assurance that a comrputer systemt will protect

informnation entrusted to it. The experience is mixed, and sonic

Onec comunit"'liy thalt recognized thle importance of verification was question whtethier the process adds much assu.-ance ait till. See, for

thle security commnunity. Thle key Coince rn wiithin tile sectirity examiple, ISehaefcr 881 for a disctussiont of this point. But

Community is that systems1 protect intonniationl that is entrusted to disregttfdiltg the Lquestion of whether it's bveneficial, dile process is

thetm. I fecite, li)no atter what else tile sysiteml is suppow.d to CIO, it is undeniably expensive and error-pronie Design verification 'is

obligated to protect thle ilifonoalttion inl it.. It is no surprise, ithen, that necessarily discontnected front the code. This mteans that efforts to

~on'sideralble Atte titon waS given to thle assLllri g that tile overall maintain corr-spottderice depend onl a great deal of labor and at great

designt of a system adhered ito thle security requirements inl particular, deal ot discipline. And, ot course, even With full aj~ttentio and

discipline, the formal basis for thle. design and thle LO~LI setitalntics

This attention ito designl level verification has been so substantial that mniy be incompatible in sonic respects, That is, tile rtsslontpt otis in

it Completely o vershadillowed thle original focuis ott Code level thle furillal designl May not 11ate Is thle facilities proQvide~d by thle

ver-ificaltion. WVhetn thle Trusted Computer Sy stem atEvaluation htardware amid/or Comtpiler.

Criteria ITCSEIl Was drafted, tile techtnology to support design
level verificationl a pelared I tatUre enotigh to inici de in tile criteria, F~ocus of this imanel
bitl code level vevrifcatiotl technology was tot. Thle Criteria

With this hacktroutud, it is perhaps timei to re-exsntlink; tile OK igi tial

vision of code level verificaition. To stimulate disc uss iot onl this

ptoint, I proposed this pattel arid invited at number of leading

verification researchters to participate. Thle invitation inclCuded thle

following:
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How Soon for Code Level Verification? Friedrich von I [enke is the prime architc.ýt of the
Enhanced 11lDM (EIIDMI) at SRI Internationul, and

The exciting payoff' for verification will be its has been a leading contributor to the theory and
application to code level proofs where it will provide development of verification systemns for several years.
strong correspondence between operational code and
top level specifications. The purpos of this panel is The views of these people are sketched in their position papers inl
to bring together prarctitiorners of tire art -- particularly these proceedings. Marny other researchers have strong and rtlcva'st
verificattion system developers -- ansd to describe tilte views. but tite littitations of space itnd time restricted LIS to this
steps toward achieving wide-spread, efficient code panelI. If thle issutes discussed by these panel members tire deemied
level verification. Contrary views, e~g. code level appropriate for further discussion, Perhaps the debate Will continue
proofs art; irmpossibte, code level proofs are in another torumu.
undesirable, code level proofs will always be too
expensive, will also be explored. To provide a My ownl view
cohterenit basis discussion, each panrel tssttbt~r will
arddress the samne Set of qluestions. The floor will then It Shtould Coru1c as no surprise that I amn optimsistic about the
be openr for the panel memtbers to debate with each proslicects for code level verification,
other and to respond to qutestions fronm the floor. The
common questions in~clude: Is code level verifications feasiible? Desirable?

"o Is code level Verification feasible? The defisirable' ptirL is easy, and answered itt part iv tile description
Desirable? of design verification., A very large class of bugs will cease to exist

whent code is verified before it is fielded, atnd the resulting increase

"o What aipplicationts are most su itable in reliability wi!l be. extremely valutable.
for code level verificatiotn?

I low featsible is code lovel verification? I take thle somrewhat radical

"o I low close ate we to having usable view that ptolratrtners, on thre fiverage, know why they write the
verification xystemls for code level C:ode they d%, and that tlteir ktnowledge, althought informartl and oftent

veritication? Unexpressed, conrstitutes thle elements of a proof. Therefore, only thle
1tri viali I task remoains to provide tools to tlhese ptrogratmmetrt to

"o I low will code level verificatiotn fit express5 their knowledge ini a formially acceptable way.
into tlte software developtment
process? iThis view has a nunmber of ramri ficationis. First, it itmpl ies that tilte

vast set of existing progratms. tire fair grame to specify antd verify.
"o H-OW CX ensiVe Will it be itl 11%olle Tlhe argumenclt often lieard that ontly programs writtent itt tnew

Iitrioi, mttehille tinre and mloney! httrgtageS artd 'ol lowing ttew paradigmis tire yen liable is
nnisd ircected. The fundttdanreurtal reasonting processes foi.

l asked fturther thatr prospectivye parleIi sts agree to prepare Short unrderstandinrg programs alIready exist witltitt tile minitds of

position papters.% and] that somec di scussi on aod debate take plaee pirior work-ti-day programnmers. New langurages arid new paradigttrs miay
to thle con feretrce so thtat we Would ptC.Setit relm ed and Comrparable prrovide muodest Irelp, bitt thre tmore utsefurl clrallerrge is to finrd ways to
views, tialthou hr htopefullIy tnot blanrdlIy ident ricarl viewýs. exptress whrat programmitrers alreýady k tow.

Laclr of the panelists has played a mtajor role in rtie dveyeloprrreitrt Anrother ratrrilication is that it is botht pIossible and necessary for'
Iassessnrlertt rird/or usc of verificati ont systcrnis itt recentl years. prograin verificat iort systems to work withI the saitre larigtuage', that
Specifically: pogt slitters urse to build real systemis. If tile verification

commutirr iy inrsistrs thart ttew laniguages arue needed, it lras taken ott tire
Dart Craigen has been leadinrg tile developic itt ofthle extrelrrrely bard problem of cotivincinrg tile enrtire p rogramminrrg
in- EV ES ptrogramrn developmetrr ,ysterm arnd c0trtrtrttir iy to use throse lattgttagC.S. Genrerally -- Ada exce pted --

previously participated itt tire decvoprnelt of Eucid ri i. programmriring lairgirageýs have beert wideiy adopted only whren they
have provided a new level of' expressive power and have had

Dick Kemmrerer worked ott I ajtior effoirt to verify a efficientr trantslators.
version of Unrix, Itas conrtributed various technriqtues Thtird, it seems entirely possible that "ordinary" programmrrers will
for aitnalysis of informartions flow properties andt irse verification systerms. Verificatiorn Special ists -- at least itt the
analysis of Ada prograrms, arid led rtl externsive effort sense of people who preparre specificatiorns and hlrouls for
to assess tire currenrt techrrology itt verification,~ ver-ification systems -- may trot be rnecessairy in tire ftie
resulting iln a five: volumIe report I Ketirmerer 861.

Richard Platek i6 the founder arid presidenrt of
Odyssey Research Associates (ORA). Utider his
direction, ORA lrns become a miajor builder of
verification systemrs.
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What applicationstire most suitable for code level verification? The last two questions, how will code level verification fit into the

software development process and how expensive will it be to use
Given that the central issue in verification is explicating and such systemss, have. beetn answered at least partly. Well constructed

ofomltn theikoler programmtaks ense bostringitoheri the desaigno verification systems will fit into the software development cyclc at
of hei prgras, t mkessene t strt i~l tle dmai of the samec place and in the same mianner as compilers. Code will be

programs that embody the least knowledge: systetms progratnst. All verified an it is writte's or changed, and if desired, reverified as part
programs embody considerable knowledge of computers atid of acceptance procedures. More p~eople and money may be needed
computing. Applications such as weather prediction, inventory ito formalize what programns are supposed to do, but NO ;idditional
control, stock markes analysis, etc. also embody considerable timet or money should be needed to verify programs as they are
knowledge about domains well outside of computer science. System being written. And, of course, tile increase in quality of programs
programls, Onl thie other l~iatd, have far less connection with the real will lead to a substantial decrease in the cost of maintenance of
world and tire Much more easily foriitlized, ptogratis.

How close are we to havinig usable verifleation systenis for code
level verification?

First, it is importatnt to understand what's tucant by "usable." I have References
iii mind criteria similar to thle use of a compiler ot othter tool. A Floyd 67 Robert W. Floyd, Assigtting Meanting to
verilicationl systeml is usable only if... Programss, Proceedings of Symposia in

..It can verily programts written in wieyused pormigApplied Mathematics, Vol. 19, American

lanlguages % ith essentially no restrictiont onl tle use of tite latnguage, Mteaia oit,(16)

i.e. without restricting tlte progratuning language to a weak subset. I loarv 69 C. A. R. Ilbare. Ani axiomiatic basis for

..It comles with a specification language that permits pleasing and Computer p~rogrammliitg. Commu11Lnications of

concise expression tif the imlportant behavioral and pefrac tilte ACM, 1 2(1(0), October 1969.

properties ot prtograms. Keninmerer 86 Richtard A. Kemmerer. Verification

.It comies with Iini al gorithmic, i.e. predictable, proof !:ystemi of Assessmient Study Final Report, Office of
Research and Developmentt. National

sufficient pow'er to keep the proof's short. Computer Secttrity Cen~ter, C3-CROI1-86,

lItnteractive theoremt provers may be helpful0 for tite Saine Library No. S-228, 20)4, March 1986.

reasoti that iiiteiactive programt developmenctt systemls are, but Kig0 .CKngApormvifePl)Ths,
a prograninier should never be in doubt as to whether the Kig6.C.aKnegieAM prlo raUtiversitye, 196 Theis
proof systemu is smart enotighi to see the trust Of. U liattiettlar CmngcMlo nies y 99
assert ion in a given cointext. At the same litte, it is tiot Schaefer 88 Harvin Schae fer. Desi gn Slice l ictatoit and
ac.cep table to achieve Pied iciability atid lose .-onciseness. A Velificat itn Issue Pa per: Symbol Security
ptoof system thtat req iii ires thle user to suppIly every MOCdaIN Condition Considerea Halrmfutl, Tech nical
poncit. and every, i asia tial ion is not usable. Report '115-RP 1 52, Trusted Inuforimation

It is fast ettough ito he used unicitheiat i gly, i.e. as ofteni as the user Systems. Inc., March 19H8.

Would ordinarily twe the comptliler. *lCS IC Deplattrtmen of Defensse Trusted Comptepir

InI speciftic termls. this nissetis a modern day ver ic'iatiots 5200 hivluatiooit Cripteria Secrit
iyste iteeds accep~t a comsbinat ioit of specification, code anid C21111.28TDNtoa CmperScit

proof and check the proof wiitshitt a fttcior of' 3 or so as fasst as
tile compiler woulId comupilIe that prgrm I haven 't check
thle spteed of issoderit day conslpi elrs, butl I belIieve iIscey
compileI telns it) hiutndreds of lines e msi nute. The factor of
three is it y rotugh guess ats to wha; thle user will perceive its
coitparaible to thle sliced of complillatiotn. Perhiaps thle factor
shsoulId be less thtant 2 or as mutch tis 10. In1 any case. mi
verilicatiOnl syStC1n is [jol usable if it takes houts to verify a
prograiss that compiles in mnitutes or secotsds.

Wiht till of these provisos, I believe it is possible to buiild usa;ble
verification systetms in three ito five years. To do so, it is important
to limisit tlse atitlentiont to existing p~rogratttming lttnguiages anmd sot
des ignt a tew langtiage itt ttndens withs designintg the verificat ion
systenis. It is equally important to set as a ground rt Icithat the
yerificat ion systeris will be predictable. Mansy imp ortanit algorihinss
are knowns for imsplemenetittg decisiotn proceduics. and matnty miore
aire yet to be discovered, bitt these are, I believe, less imiportant thsan
providinig tin understatidable interface for tise programmier.
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Abstract

'mnis paper describes a demonstration, To demonstrate the transitions between
implemented as application code executed by a user's interaction with a Trusted
untrusteL subjects in the environment Computer Base (TCB), untrusted
provided by a high-assurance security applicatic.ns, and trusted
kernel (GEMSOS) that provides multi-level applications, including use of a
database management services using a trusted path, secure login and logout
significant subset of the entity- procedures, and changes in session
relation.ship data model. The demonstration level.
inc ides the essential data management
so .... es one Aild expect to find in the To gain experience in the design of
iu.i cxmo nucleus of a D3MS, supporting the screen-oriented human interfaces
concept of entities, relationships between implemented as an untrusted
entities, and the ability to merge data Cu_ application presenting, to the user,
viewed by the user) from all visible data copied from repositories of
.censitivity partitions. The merged data is various sensitivities.
logically integrated into a single data
model for query and manipulation As important to the design of the
(.c•nsi3teot -:'h the security policy) by demonstration as its objectives are those

user. Thu zaignificance of the capabilities chosen not to be demonstrated.
detaonatration is that this is one of the The design simplifi,,ations chosen included
e.- uiest demonstrations proving that the following:
Siguificsitt programs managing complex data

ntructurs3 contai ,:ng dita of differing * The database uses a fixed schema of
on I.--v. t ius can be efficiently three entity types and two

imui.ca tud as ai- o])1 ',cation executed by relationship types representing a
an ucntusted sutjvCLt •:nn•trained by a t ical application: there is no
genuu a igh-ascuaair' security kernel. ca4 .0ility to modify the schema.

1 .ntro.uc 1Lion 0 Only a single user is supported, so
that concurrent manipulations of the

The Multilevel Secure Entity-mBclationship database are not encountered.

DBMS Demoisiritto:: (ER/DUMS) IF a
demonstrati, on :f certain of the technical * The database is low-volume (a maximum

concepts i•t,, 1.. 3 ior the Secure Entity- of 100 items of each type is

Relations' . ),. inbane Management System supported) so that storage management

designl pO.IuL:ed by AOG SysLEmRs, Inc. and is very simple.

Gemini Computers, Inc. under contract to The only concern with algorithm
the Rome Air Do-oelnumelt Center, (BADC), selection and data structure design
UniJt;ed States %,ir earce (Contract F30603- for processing efficiency was to avoid

6-.;-0117). i technical goees cf the a demonstration that appeared slow.
demur a 1 t~on wore as follows:

* No support for multiple, concurrent
* Ic demonstrate that untrouýud transactions is provided:

ap.lications can share aid wn :.npulate essentially, each logical query,
data in the form of complex, update, or addition is treated as an
multilevel, dynamic data str.uctures atomic, sequentially-executed
wilt' a high apparent granula,ity of transaction.
classification.

* No support for the deletion of data is
* More specificall:{, to impl nient the provided.

critical componients of the multilevel
GTERM data model [i], including a * Only two levels of data sensitivity
demonstration of e:,tities with (SECRET and TOP SECRET) are supported.
attributes of diff. ring sans tivity, Thu, irsues related to the potential
relationship, between entities of ex ,,e of very large numbers of
differingj sensitivities, maintenance ack ;lasses are avo16ed.
of an indr-x structure for types of
entities (nasespaces), and the * N- discrettonary access control policy
polyins-tntiat.'n of attribuLes (that .1 supported.
ts, support for multiple versions of
t:he s-nte attri'., t, visible to Although many of the design simplificationc
appr • -0 ely tlc-red users only). chosen allowed issues to be avoided that

are clearly of concern for the design of a
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commercial quility multilevel DBMS, The remainder of the document is divided
(notably, the need for concurrency and into the following sections. The section
transactir,n support) the selection of those entitled "Functional Architecture" provides
capabilJcies to be demonstrated, and those an overview of the complete system. The
not, was deliberately made to support the section entitled "User View" summarizes the
primary goal of the demonstration -- to operations and capabilities of the
explore data structure solutions allowing demonstration from the users' point of
data of multiple sensitivities to be re- view. The section entitled "DBMS Modules"
assembled into an integrated view for an describes the database management modules
appropriately cleared user, and to allow themselves in enough deLail to provide a
the data structure to be consistently basic understanding of how data of
updated without violating the security different access classes is distributed
constraints by an untrusted subject. into physical segments of the right access

class and efficiently re-assembled in
Some of the design simplifications (such as response to user queries. The final
those avoiding concurrency controls) were section contains our conclusions.
made because we felt that adequate
solutions are already known -- eg.,
controls based on the use of eventcounts 2. Fu.ctional Architecture
and sequencers or their equivalents ([2],
[31, and [4]). The demonstration was targeted for a

single-processor Gemini system running the
Other problems not examined (e.g., the GEMSOS Mandatory Security Kernel,
ability to deal with large numbers of configured with a single user's terminal.
potential access classes) are important,
but are not DBMS-specific problems and are The demonstration was developed in the
currently being explored in other contexts. (untrusted) Unix V programming environment

running on Gemini hardware. Although this
In particular, untrusted algorithms for is now the standard programming environment
accessing and manipulating complex data provided with Gemini systems for the
sLructures containing data of varying development of GEMSOS applications, at the
sensitivity, linked into a complex semantic time the demonstration was implemented the
network, have not previously, to our Unix V environment was still under
knowledge, actually been implemented using development (in fact, our project was the
untrusted processes executing on top of a first "user" of the Gemini Unix V
genuine security kernel. At the time the environment. ) As the work necessary to
demonstration was designed, it seemed provide the full run-time support needed

of greatest engineering importance to for C programs in the GEMSOS environment
demonstrate the feasibility of such was in progress at the time the
algorithms, demonstration was implemet'Lod, the

demonstration software includes some
The importance of actually implementing components that would now L9 unnecessary
such algorithms on a genu.ne security because their functionality is availablo in
kernel, is that one may be sure that no the form of run--Lime library functions.
hidden assumptions or programning
"woikarounds" Invalidating the design have As an established goal of the demonstration
been introduced into the demonstration was to embed the DBMS human interface in
code, thereby gaining a high degree of the context of a realistic "trusted"
conf idreisc: that the alaruuithbins and ideau interface managing logon/logout, trusted
being demonstrated are valid, path interactions, and so onl, a relativuly

large subset of the demonstration software
Our criterion of succo.- for meoting this is devoted toward providing this
qoal we defiiid as the ability to functionality. As the DBMS is actually
demoanstrate the cenLtral features that executed by genuinely untrusted subject!-,
difIerentiate the entity-relationship daLa much of this TCB functionality is "r.al"
model from other data models: namely, its (although not meeting the rigorous softwaur-
in esoritation to the usefr of a "rofe-ence" engineering standards expected for a Claw';

fIlol0 onue item to another (rather than the Al or B3 system), in the soene that a
implicit l1 nkiig of data records by means complete environment must be maintained
of comm:on data values), end its ability to that allows the DBMS subjects to execute
presen-t po).yinstantiation in a natural way without trust. For example, the terminal
as an attribute with multiple values port had to be configured as a single-levol
(rather than, as needed for the multilevel device (i.e., not capabi of associating
relao nal modal, by introduci iu dditional labels with input-output data) with a
tilolei. with re. icated data in the noon- multilevel range (as both SECRET and TOP
polyvinstantiated fiu. u). Thus, although SECRET sessions must be available from at
only a subset of th.) 6ata model was the terminal.
supported, it was that subset that includes
the core concepts )f the data model Because all interactionis with the terminal
(entit-es, t ýta representing relationships are mediated by a genuine security kernel,
between enl ities, and the use 3f references and we needed to be able to have the
to link together data items) and that terminal. place its input data in either a
distilnlusish it from the relational model. SECRET or TOP SECRET input buffer

(depending upon current session level) so
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that inter-process communication with the provides a direct interface to tha user in
current untrusted DBMS would work, the order to manage logons, logoffs, and
correct labeling of the terminal port could requested changes in session level. When
not be "faked". Similar considerations the user requests an untrusted session, the
pervaded the design of the "supporting TCH process creates a child process of the
environment" for the DBMS, and for all requested level (consistent with the user's
practical purposes, this environment may be clearance) and acts as anl I/O server for
regarded as a "real" TCB from a functional the child process. When the user presses
point of view. Although the pragmatic the secure attention key this is detected
requirement to develop a "mini-TCB" for the by the TCB process, which orchestrates an
security kernel was not specifically DBMS- orderly shutdown of the child process
specific work, it proved valuable in before returning to the user for a trusted
allowing the resulting demonstration to be interaction.
used to demonstrate various issues
concerning trusted path, login, and sassion The untrusted session processes (whether
level changes as a side benefit. SECRET or TOP SECRET) cre event-driven

transaction processors, providing complete
access (consistent with session level) to

2.1 Process and Subiect Structure that portion of the database the user is
authorized to view and/or update. Both thle

The demonstration is implemented using four SECRET and TOP SECRET processes execute
processes. They are: exactly the same code: the sensitivity

level of the process itself is available at
"* an initial process (iin execution as run-time as an entry parameter to the

the kernel comes out of process. Although the untrusted processors
initialisation); use this information to "navigate" through

the usable segment--s of the database, they
" a (trusted) TCD process, which nanageo are not responsible in any way for

the terminal, provides input/output enforcing the accessibility of data. if,
services to the UBMS procosses, anid for instance, the SECRET untrusted process
manages ell direct user interactiouu attempted (exroneously or maliciously) to
with the TCB (e.g., for logon/logofi); access a segment containing TOP SECRLT

data, the underlying security kernel would
"* an (untrusted) SECRET D13MS process, simply refuse - j request. (In fact, a

which provildU user occus to the fair amount of debugging' time consisted of
database during S-CRET sessions, )nd determining whi :;uch a tLap had occurred antd

nrodifyinj the untrusLvd piuctess code to
"* an (untrusted) TOP SECRET D13MS 05rmmove the uffendilng request.

process, which provideu use. accesus t)
the drtabasu during TOP SECRET Terminal input/outpuL requests are passed
sessions. to thi leC process for sevvico when needed.

The result of iany ie.gotist fur ;,uvice
Both the initial and TCI] procussen exist (whether input or output) maly hie an
for the lifetime of the demonstration indicath toiQ ihu 'fCU that, the truo.;ted
(i.e., from the time thle syetent is booted path was invoked .-- in o~foct, notification
to the time it is turned off.) The SE-CRET to .hut down. When this happens, the
and TOP SECRET procusses exist only tot entrusted procos- swaps the database bark
the lifetime or an untrusted session (i.e., to secondary stoLtgo and conducts an
from the time the user requests sucht a orderLy shutdown1. GEMSOS provides the
session to tile time thie "secure attorttion tmchanisms requiiod for handicshdkitrig lietwouir
key" is pressed). Although their s;tacks, child anrd parant to coordinatoo procoss
code, and data segments arei reused, terminat iorm. Although the ut rLustcrd
logically when a new SECRETl seusion ii; proceus has respons i hility for hi'Ipi ng
begun, a new SECRET p.oce us is begun: the per:formi iln or dir LO to u niat Ion of Atse f
previyus SECR.ET procesa (if there waný • nuIo) al[lure. to mret tho:;u ceuponsfluilitii-; are
was actully telminated40 at the end of thnr not insecure (they lead, at worst, to a
last SECRET seession. denial of srvic.,eu ur loss of doat,. ) Orice

trusted path has been invokod, the TC13
The initial process is o.•ssortially a loader process will not perform I/O until thle
setting trp the initial segment structure in shutdown is complete.
main memory for the remainder of the sy''ter
and cpsw_-ing the TCB process, then

deactivating. It will not be described in
further detail here. 3. User View

The TCi) proceass is trusted over the range In this section, we present a brief summary
SECRET to TOP SECRET. The TCB prccess of the view of data and human itterface
attaches arid controls the tertinal during presented to users by the demonstration.
the lifetiire of the systermr: all I/O Although many viewers of the diamotstratien
requests from an active untrusted process (who have never actually operated a high-
are served by the TCD process using assurance TCB) found the operation of the
interprocess conmmunicatlon and shared "trusted path" with regard to boot operator
buffers of the appropriate sensitivity, authentication, user login/logout and
Between untrueted sessions the VOU process authentication, arid session-level
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negotiation fairly interesting, only the A "relationship" is meant to represent the
capabilities presented to the user during association of one distinct entity with
an untrusted DBMS session will be another. In our version of the data model,
described, as it is these capabilities that attributes may be associated with instances
are central to the demonstration goals. of relationships, as well. Each particular

instance of a relationship has its own
3.1 Data Schema sensitivity (that of the subject inserting

it into the database), and its attributes
As previously discussed, the schema for the may be pol,-nstantiated. Thus, the
data managed by the demonstration is not collection of relationship instances a user
modifiable, Three types of entities will see as existing in the database will
(ordnance, aircraft, and city) and two depend upon the session level the user has
types of relationships between entities specified. The relationship instance is
(aircraft-carries-ordnance and aircraft- uniquely defined by the particular entities
attacks-city) are supported. The data it refers to: thus, even though there
schema (presented in an ad hoc data might be two entities with the same
definition language) is detailed in the apparent name (because of
Figure 1. polyinstantiation), internally a given

relationship instance will refer to just
Although the schema is relatively self- one of them. (This is rather more
explanatory, a few words about the entity- convenient than the analogous case for the
relationship data model seem in order. An relational model, where data is "linked"

only be means of common, stored data
values.)

define entity type AIRCRAFT The human interface presented to the user
primary key SIDE NUMBER is screen-oriented and interactive.
attribute CLASS Essentially, the user may insert or update
attribute PILOT individual records (for a single entity or

end AIRCRAFT relationship instance) or cause the entire
visible contents of a whole entity or

define entity type ORDNANCE relationship type to be printed on the
primary key ID screen at once. Data may only be updated
attribute EXPLOSIVE (and/or inserted) at the user's current
attribute TYPE session level: if the user attempts to

end ORDNANCE update an attribute at a lower level, the
attribute is polyinstantiated instead.

define entity type CITY
primary key NAME A typical display that might exist for a
attribute POPULATION user cleared to TOP SECRET, and in a TOP
attribute LATITUDE SECRET session, when the AIRCRAFT table is
attribute LONGITUDE printed is shown in Figure 2.

end CITY
AIRCRAFT Session Level: TOP SECRET

define relationship ARMED-WITH ..........
role AIRCRAFT I Side Nr.1 Class I Pilot
role ORDNANCE
attribute NUMBER I 304 (S) I B-52 (S) I Kelly (S) I

end ARMED-WITH
1 320 (TS)I Stealth (TS) I O'Hara (TS) I

define rulationship ATTACKS ------------------------------------------
role AIRCRAFT I 327 (S) B-52 (S) Murphy (S)
role CITY I Stealth (TS)
attribute DATE

end ATTACKS
(a) in TOP SECRET session

Figure 1. Data Schema
AIRCRAFT Session Level: SECRET

"entity" is meant to represent an "object"
(real or abstract) with a unique name (used I Side Nr.I Class I Pilot I
much as is a primary key in queries) and -----------------------------------------
some number of attributes. In the I 304 (Sý I B-52 (S) I Kelly (S) I
multilevel version of the data model, we ------------------------------------------
allow each attribute to be 1 327 (S) I B-52 (S) I Murphy (S) I
polyinstantiated: that is, different -.---------------------------------------
values may exist in the database for a
given attribute for an entity, (b) In SECRET session
corresponding to different sensitivities.
(The name of an entity is always understood Figure 2. Initial Views of AIRCRAFT
to implicitly contain a sensitivity -- so
there may be distinct entities with the
same name in the database, at diffarant
access classes, as well.)

These views are what we would intuitively
expect: the SECRET view of the database
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looks like the TOP SECRET view, but with AIRCRAFT Session Level: TOP SECRET
all of the TOP SECRET data filtered out. ---------------------------------------
It is emphasized, however, that what is I Side Nr.1 Class I Pilot I
really going on is that the (untrusted) ---------------------------------------
DBMS is assembling this view based upon all 327 (S) B-52 (S) O'Neil (S)
of the AIRCRAFT data it can find -- it is Stealth (TS)
the security kernel underneath that makes ---------------------------------------
it impossible for the DBMS to find any TOP
SECRET data during a SECRET session, (a) In TOP SECRET session
because that data is stored in TOP SECRET
physical seqments. Thus, with high AIRCRAFT Session Level: SECRET
assurance, there is no way the SECEET view ................. . .. .... . ..-..... .-----
can encode or allow the value of any TOP I Side Nr.I Class I Pilot I
SECRET data to be inferred -- nor does the -----------------------------------------
DBMS code itself need to be analyzed in 1 327 (S) I B-52(S) I O'Neil I
order to know this.

The views presented in the last figure also (b) In SECRET session
illustrate a few points of interest.
Flight 304 represents a SECRET flight -- Figure 3. Updated views of Flight 327
that is, all of the data about this flight
was entered by some user during a SECRET
section. Similarly, Flight 320 is a TOP Similar examples drawn from a relationship
SECRET flight. Flight 327 is more type will not be given here, as
intere;ting; at a SECRET level, the Flight relationship data and modifications to it
appears to be an ordinary SECRET Flight. work in a similar way.
However, at a TOP SECRET level (viewable
only to users with TOP SECRET or greater 4. DBMS Module Descr'-,.ions
clearances) we see that the "Class"
attributed is polyinstantiated: that the In this section, the heart of the
aircraft class is "3-52" is (apparently) a demonstration system (the untrusted
"cover story": the aircraft's real class application modules responsible for
is "Stealth" -- a TOP SECRET datum. This actually maintaining and retrieving
database state could be reached in the information from the database) are
following order by a user cleared TOP described, essentially in "bottom up"
SECRET. First, the user asks for a SECRET order. Details concerning those untrusted
session and enters the SECRET record using modules responsible for providing I/O and
the "cover" data. Then, that user obtains high-level termLnia services, as well as
a TOP SECRET session and enters the TOP modules of the TCB emulation, are available
SECRET information as an update to the in the technical report describing thu
SECRET record. The database system, [5].
polyinstantiates the value (because it is
untrusted, it would be unable to modify or 4.1 Kernel Interface Module
delete the SECRET attribute in any event.)

The lowest level module, called the Kernel
Lot us now suppose that there is a change Interface Module, hides much of the detail
of pilots for Flight 327 from Murphy to of how GEMSOS segments are named and
O'Neil. A user cleared SECRET is accessed from higher level modules. The
responsible for entering this update. That primary goal in designing this module was
user (who has no idea that there is TOP to provide a means for performing unit
SRCRTET data associated with this flight) tests of the remainder of the DBMS in the
obtains a SECRET session and makes the UNIX environment, as project contention for
update in the expected way -- by calling up the target development machine was
the record for Flight 327 and changing the relatively high. The module represents the
pilot data. The new view of the record is database as a small number (eight) of
as shown in Figure 3 for SECRET and TOP fixed-length, numbered segments. Functions
SECRET users, are provided to open, close, read, and

write each segment. The UNIX version ofThe most important point to note is that the module maps each segment to a file.
although the data modified is SECRET, the "Reading" a segment means that the file is
change is instantly propagated to the view copied into a local array and the physical
r.f data given to the TOP SECRET user. The address of the array passed to the invoking
point is that we are dealing not with function. The GEMSOS version of the module
replicated data, but with one version of "opens" a segment by making it known
date properly arranged by access class (translating the number into a preassigned
being integrated dynamically by the DBMS in pathname) and "reads" it by swapping it in
response to queries. It is our belief that and returning its address. All of the
to be useful, a "multilevel" DBMS must have segments are "opened" and "read" by the
exactly this sort of semantics on update: main program during the initialization
the ability for a "multilevel record" as phase of the process, and "written" and
viewed by a high-level user to respond "zlosed" when the process is terminated.
"instantly" to changes made to its lower-
level components.
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4.2 EN Table Managler an <access class, E Table index> reference
to the particular E Table record

The next layer of the DBMS software manages representing the entity having the
tables (stored in segments) representing property. No SECRET proces!s can be allowed
entities and their names (keys). to move the E Table descriptor from one

place to another within the SECRET E
Logically, there is a separate "entity 'ruble, because that would invalidate the
table" (1E 'lable) for each access class, downward reference. There is no way that
The E table may be thought of as a table of the SECRET process could modify the
descriptors, with one descriptor for each downward reference 'to reflect a new
entity currently in the database. The location for thle E 'Table descriptor,
doscriptoi. fur a given entity is stored, of because the SECRET process canncot read or
course, in the particular F, Table for the write a TOP SECRET table. Therefore, the
access class of the subject that added the E Table descriptors, once, entered, are-
entity to the database, so any entitieis never moved: they serve as stable targets
add-d by a SECRET subject are represented for downward references to the entity they
by deal i ph', ii n tIme SECRIT E Table, while represent.
any until I II i ;ildcd by a TOP SECRET subject
ore(. rept.iti, by dewuriptors in thle TOP1 On the other hand, in order to provide for
SECRET I.. tubic, the rapid location of entities by (humvan-

readable) aniam, some sort of index must be
'Iho "'inteuinil. Wdent Lfiet ' for an entity has provided into the S'Table. This is the
two comlponeonts: the access class of the B function of the N Table!. Its records are
'labia it is found in, and the inidex into miliiit-ained in alphabetical order by name.
thu table tor: the entity's deascristor. (A wore scophisiticated indexing technique
Throughout hU1 iepleinentatian, the nume11rals would be used in a genuine DI3MS, but the
(! and~ I we)') aiseii L) encoder the t~wo access p~rinciple is the- saine. ) 'That is, as new
closiaaa* supported, SECRET and 'l11 Sh'CRET, entities are entered, the N Table is
Luznpoc li oe.y. Given tho pai r <aIcceas raorranged and both the forward and
cI as,, indo-xŽ, tiniudnj the actual record backward links to thle F" table are updated
lopreae'lt in a pui~t'icular Untity is as required. This is always possible

z;(iairliLf~ol.waird. (i:01. , SECR"T prVOCess, a because the two parts of the ent~ity record
"un11hpc Iie d" of thle fo.iml <OP SECRET, x> is (a motionless one in tho E table, and a
not uiaeful as attemptinig to access thle TOP movable ona in the N table) are always of
slECRut tabio will reaulL L n a trap. Each the came occess c'ass. If e proccss' is
tuncItjom in -the DlIMS in. writAon to check allowed to move the N table record, it is
thku validity of. input paramet~ura, includingy allowed to update the E table record to
ticiceusi class, to avoid such traps. m atc~h the new posititon in) tho N table,

l*:uhi L Tablea descriptor contains two Functions,? provided to maintain and use thle
fju l do. Trhe firt ie a: anuImieral1 encoding F' and N Tibias ( in concert) include a

1thu, typo of thuIll eliti ty. The ,;econid is .an funcition to add a miamod entity, a function
lindoi: Lu alu N labiao dooscript-or. that locates anl entity given its access
The to are als~o t;wo N Taibles , one for SECRET c-las,-s and name, arid a function that leosates,
anid ono for TOP11 SECREtr. E'ach N'l Table entry an entity gitven i1.ts access class and E
is Iec ip~rorproosentilig thle ( huimian- Table index.

rudoi.a)namei of all lnt ity . ( iroil the
1105 u of vi ow aof tli data iiodel , the-, naiie 4.3 Real tionship Tb bias
of zin oritlity 1:3 S ho value' of a designated
propi: ty o1 theuanti Li, dupending on its Trho next layer of the DBIMS software

ty 1 a::' hi H '[able dauscri-ptI-r collmitets two impl amen~ ta'Roleationship 'Tables", or 11
icd: thu nijili ( key I value it:,self, and 'Tables. As for E and N 'Tables, t~hore are

-111ijnd,lx to the E, Table rucord frthe sameo two R Tables, onci for SECRE ' T relationships
(it)i Lt 1  and one for TOP SECRET relationships. E'ach

relationship is represented by a record
"1'OkUll tarp: LI or, the F tableC arid N f.Vabl coitel ning an .integor representing the type

2'2t5fiat a (Iivan ?2ntlty nay be thoughL of thle rel ationsh~lp, and a reference to
of as doubly- linked parts; of a singlea each of the1 two entities related. Each

lolu.record. This whole record, as a such reference has two parts: an access
roiicoquaioce o-l) thle data imioda I datum Ition, clau.s co)deý and anl E 'Iabl e indev. The
h,;,; a iii.)iuiiii akcrcln; C:lassi so theaco parta access ýlass is required] because a

at hA 1.ortad i n LIo uam anni n! y [cal segmiiimi t refterence mitiay ba dowmmward: it may be. that
1(nowi ii j wh-il:eci.ta part Ls, the other a Pop SECRET1 rol a tionshiip exilsts the t
IMi t ('I; ,mn m i.,k Iy ha fouind by '(cii lowinq a relates a SECRE.T entity toI another entity.

I ik.Without thle access cla;s: field, it woul~d
not be possible to tell whether the E 'Table

'[ha iictivati.on tar Eieparsting an entity reference iii a railationvihip was to be
lut~lp~tinto two plmy~atoa parts was the appliod to the SECRET 13 Table or the 'TOP

Lu I lowingJ. downwa:.' Yrefereoces to sorno SECRET F. labie.
(%t i [.ty -t'co:rdrm wi. I I be maim, ( for instance,
'OP101'I-:CIIL*l pinapart ics for SE'CREr entitiei.s Aa am:I implemmenta tioni choice, no index was
m.1", ha ai a 'd.'ho rocor~ds -api eacutinmg crea tad for relationships as the technique

nr~ P (ma- Inwhiich sootj be st~ored in a had alrcandy been demonstrated for entities.
'111' h~il~ pyui. al nagilie3nLt, cI ron tain One could oE~i ly conceive of tables
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indexing the R Table by their effective for release at a SECRFT level, tho us.er can
keys (the two references). just as the N simply press the "Secure Attention" key to
tables serve as indexes into the E tables, negotiate a session ievel of SECRET and
that would function in much the same way. re-issue the desired query. (It might be
Functions provided for manipulating R noted that there is no requirement, even in
Tables include one to add a new the demonstration, to logout and login
relationship, and to locate a relationship again, as the TCrB is designed to "remembor"
given its access class and references, the clearance of the currently logged-in

user.)4.4 Property Tbles
The demonstration also serves, in our

Entities in the demonstration database have opinion, as a proof of concept that an
non-naming properties as well as names, and adequate degree of functionality for a
relationships have properties as well. For multilevel DBMS can be attained by
the demonstration schema, polyinstantiation implementing the DBMS as an untrusted
of non-naming properties and properties of application on an existing TCB. The major
relationships is allowed: that is, there criterion, we suggest, that a "multilevel
may be both SECRET and TOP SECRET values DBMS" must moot to be useful is that a user
for a given non-naming property of a SECRET should be able to view all of the data
entity, or for a property of a SECRET classified at the user's session level or
relationship. below, and that it must be possible to

relate high-sensitivity data with data of
Non-naming properties, or properties of lower sensitivity in such a way that when
relationships, were uniformly stored in the lower sensitivity data is modified,
one of two Property Tables, or P Tables. these modifications are reflected in the
The approach taken was "brute force": a higher level view of the relatod data.
record was preallocated corresponding to
each possible entry in each E or R table For instance, if a SECRET data item (say a
for each access class. As non-naming Flight with a particular Pilot) has a TOP
properties were entered, their values were SECRET property, (say its cargo), and the
simply stored in the appropriate slot. A SECRET item is modified (say the Pilot is
more compact representation would have changed), the chango ought to be reflected
involved explicit references to the entity in the TOP SECRET view (the TOP SECRET
or relationship having the property cargo ought to remain associated with the
(possibly a downward reference). and an modified SECRET item). This requirement
index into the property table so that the precludes implementations that make
properties of a given entity or redundant copies of low sensitivity data
relationship could be located quickly. for high sensitivity subjects but cUannot

then maintain those copies. The
4.5 DBNMS nterface Module demonstration is specifically designed to

show "that meeting those requirements with
The topmost layer of the DBMS consisted of an untrusted DBMS is possible.
an interface module that mapped the defined
programminig interface for a selected subset The following observations resulting from
of the entity-relationship data model to our experience in implementing the
the appropriato scnquanco of calls to the demonstration might also be oe general
the EN, H, and P tablo managers. interest.

The implementation effort involved
5. Sumlimlary . cils programmers not familiar with iho

implementation and design of trusted
It is our belief that the demonstration systems. By designing the DBMS as an
iieets or exceeds all of its objectives. In application to be built on top of a
particular, it demonstrates and exercises DOMS, this lack of specialized
technilues for croating and maintaining expertise was finessed. In effect,
downward references from one data element the use of a security kernel as a
to another ol lower sensitivity, and the "virtual machine" tranisforms the
provision of high apparent granularities of problem of designing and Implementing
classification by storing small data a provably secure system into the much
elements in large repositories, easier problem of designing and

implementing an "ordinary" application
(It must be emphasized that intrinsic to that wil.l function as specified.
this approach is that the security Working within the limitations of the
indicators presented to the users are not Basic Security and Confinement
safe with respect to downgrading.) All of properties was not a great deal more
the data presented in a TOP SECRET session difficult than working within the
must be treated as 'TOP SECRET. However, limitations imposed by a run-timo
this is not as cumbersome a property as environment that does dynamic bounds
may, at first, appear. If, for instance, checking on arrays.
a user with a TOP SECRET clearance is
browsing the database with a session level It also was not particularly difficult
of TOP SECRET, and, as the result of finding specific data itructure and
issuing a query, decides that a "sanitized" algorithmic sulutions to the problems
version of that query should be prepared posed by the demonstration
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requirements (e.g., how to represent a
"downward reference"). The knowledge
that the use of a "trusted process" to
perform any critical functions was
forbidden was a useful and immediately
productive discipline.

" The most troublesome aspect of the
dasign and implementation was in the
area of human interface design. This
we attribute to a fairly ambitious
desiro to provide a screen-oriented,
event-driven interface with
insufficient thought given to its
abstract specification. The resulting
interface, while reasonably nice for
this particular demonstration, does
not scale up in any reasonable way to
support for large numbers of potential
access classes.

"* Polyinstantiation proved easy to
implement (you just let it happen) but
hard to deal with from a DBMS
application point of view.
Applicacion logic that deals with
polyinstantiated properties on a
case-by-case basis is difficult to
write, particularly for a semantically
"rich" data model such as the entity-
relationship model. This suggests
that high level operators that deal
with potentially polyinstantiated
items and properties need to be
devised for use by applications. The
generalization of report generators
and scruen generators to cope with
polyinstantlated values is likely to
be quite difficult.
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A Distributed Architecture for Multilevel Database Security

James P. O'Connor and James W. Gray, II1

Unisys Defense Systems, McLean Research Center

8201 Greensboro Drive, McLean, VA 22102

Abstract Unisys is currently involved in an effort, funded by the U.S.
Air Force, Rome Air Development Center (RADC), to

A distributed architecture for a multilevel secure design a Multilevel Secure (MLS) DBMS that meets the

database management system, based on the distri- requirements for a Class B3 trusted computer system [2],

buted architecture developed at the 1982 Air Force Our approach is a variation on the D-DBMS approach

Summer Study on "Multilevel Data Management recommended by Group 1. This paper describes the Secure

Security", is presented and described in terms of D-DBMS (SD-DBMS) architecture that was developed as a

how it implements the relational operators. There first step in our design, Although discretionary security was

are two notable aspects of this architecture. First, an important consideration in the development of this archi-

it factors the effect of the security class of the tecture, this paper will ;ocus primarily on the enforcement

query into the classification of derived data. This of mandatory security.

allows tuple level labels to be safely used for man- In this paper, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with
datory access control. Secondly, it provides reli- the relational data model [3,4] and the concepts of mul-
able tuple level labeling without requiring the rela- tilevel security [5,6].
tional operators to be trusted. This makes this
architecture a suitable basis for a near-term solu- 2. Security Classes, Subjects, and Objects
tion to mulilevel database management using The SD-DBMS is being designed to support a set of three
existing DBMS components to implement the rela- security classes. These security classes can be hierarchical
tional operators. levels (e.g., TOP SECRET, SECRET, and CONFIDEN-

TIAL), non-hierarchical categories (e.g., NATO, NOFORN,

1. Introduction NUCLEAR), or a combination of the two. The design can,
however, be e;,sily extended to support four or more security

The majority of the databases in the Department of Defense classes. The limiting factor is that the design requires one
(DOD) and the intelligence community are computerized. DBMS per security class supported. Note that the set of
These databases commonly contain data that are classilied at security classes does not necessarily form a lattice, as
multiple security levels and must be restricted for different described in [7]. For example, if the system is configured to
levels of user access. The most common means of restrict- support three non-hierarchical categories (e.g., A, B, and C),
ing access to these data is to store them in an untrusted data- then data from different categories cannot be mixed since
base management system (DBMS), and operate the system the result would constitute a new (fourth) security class.
in system-high mode. In this mode, every user is cleared to The set of security classes is partially ordered by a relation
the level of the most highly classilied piece of information called dominates. If C 1 and C 2 are security classes, C I is
in the system, and all data leaving the system are assigned said to dominate C2 if and only if the hierarchical
the highest classification until a human reviewer assigns the classification of C I is greater than or equal to that of C 2,
proper classification. Since all users must be cleared to and the categories in C2 are a subset of those in C 1 . C 1 issystem-high, the cost of system operation and the risk of a said to strictly dominate C 2 if and only of CI dominates but
security breach is much greater than it might be. is not equal to C 2.

The 1982 Air Force Summer Study on "Multilevel Data
Management Security" made several recommendations on Mandatory security is enforced in terms of subjects and

the development of multilevel database management sys- objects. In the SD-DBMS, subjects are assigned two secu-

tems [I]. Group I of the study focused on near-tertr rity classes called a read class and a write class. A subject's
solutions to multilevel database security. One of the recom- read class must dominate its write class. A subject is per-
mended approaches was a Distributed DBMS (D-DBMS) mitted to read an object at a particular security class if the
architecture that utilized one untrusted DBMS per security read class of the subject dominates the security class of the

level supported. It was recognized that, by employing phy- object. A subject is permitted to write an object at a particu-

sically separate, untrusted DBMSs, a D-DBMS architecture lar security class if the security class of the object dominates
could provide a high level of security and performance in the write class of the subject, and the read class of the sub-.
the near-term, while lowering development costs and risk, ject dominates the security class of the object. If a subject's
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read class strictly dominates its write class, it is said to be a sidered when determining how to label derived data. For
trusted subject. this reason, in the SD-DBMS the query is a labeled object,

When it does not cause a loss of generality, the discussions and each tuple in a derived relation is labeled with the least

and examples in this paper will use the terms high and low upper bound of the security classes of the tuples that entered

to refer to any two security classes where the first strictly itnto its derivation and the security class of the query.

dominates the second. Since queries are labeled objects, there must be a way to
determine the security class of a given query. If the query is

3. Multilevel Relations submitted by a untrusted application program, its security

The function of the SD-DBMS is to manage and control class is set to be that of the application (i.e., equal to its read

access to multilevel databases, A multilevel database is class and write class). This itas the effect that, for all
defined to be a collection of logically related multilevel rela- untrusted applications, results are returned at the security
tions. class of the application. It should be noted that, if there is a

need for advisory labels, they can be explicitly stored in
Dehaingtion 3,1 ts: A m tievelrela ntion isdemiaed relations as an additional column. If the query is submitted
as having two parts: a tiwe-invariant sAhiar by a multilevel application, the multilevel application can
R(A 1,A 2 .. . A~,,SC), where A I, A2 . '..A are

attributes over some domains D 1, D 2, D., ard supply the SD-DBMS with the security class of the query
SCisanattributes over aose t ofainseui classes CL; .. (providing it falls within the application's security class
SC is an attribute over a set of security classes CL; range). The correctness of these labels can be verified

an a; D -rI g xt of x...xDxCL. Tire sutch that through an information flow analysis of the application pro-
T •D tx D 2 x . • <Dnx CL. The set CL is gram1~ [61.

called the range of R.

An important special case occurs when the application is an
Note that the schema for a multilevel relation includes a interactive user interface. In this case, users enter queries
security class attribute. For each topli in the relation, this directly. If the interface is untrusted, the level of the query

must be taken to be the level of the interface. If the inter-
tained within the tuple. This information is used by the sys- face is trusted (nultilevel), the user can supply the SD-
tern to enforce mandatory access control. DBMS with the security class of the query. This would
The above definition permits tuples to be polyinstantiated, require that the interftcc include a mechanism that permits
Polyinstantiation refers to the simultaneous existence of the user to reliably communicate the security class of the
multiple data objects with the same name, where the mtulti- query. It is assumed that the user is aware of the security
ple instantiations are distinguished by their security class class of the query being entered. This assumption is con-
18,9, 101. In the SD-DBMS, this means that there may be sistent with those made about users of multilevel operating
two or more tuples in a multilevel relation with the same systems.
primary key, These tuples are uniquely identified by the The above approach to labeling tuples is attractive for two
combination of their primary key and their security class. important reasons. First, it is firmly based on an informa-
Although it presents an integrity problem, polyinstantiation tion flow model of security (i.e., it accounts for information
must be supported in an MLS DBMS in order to prevent the flows that can result f'rom sequences of the relational opera-
appearance, disappearance, or perceived presence of' data tors, parameters in relational exprossions. and flows in
from being used as an inference or signaling channel, application programs). This allows tple level labels to be

When a relational operator is applied to one or more mul- safely used for mandatory access control. Second, it main-
tilevel relations, the result is another multilevel relation, tains the important closure property of the relational model
called a derived relation. An important consideration is how (i.e.. thc, result of all rclational operators are multilevel rela-
the tuples in a derived relation are labeled. One possible tions).
approach is to label each tupic at the least upper bound of
the security classes of the tuples that entered into its deriva- 4. SD-I)IIMS Abstract Architecture
tion. For example, when a tuple is selected or projected, its The SD-DBMS architecture, shown in figure 4.1, consists of
security class is unchanged; when two tuples are joined, the three types of components: User Programs, the Data
resulting tuple is labeled at the least upper bound of the
security classes of the original tuples. This is the approach Manager, and back-end DBMSs. A User Program is a user

taken in the S,:aView effort [91. However, as pointed out in interface or application program permitted to issue qteries

Appendix A of [9], these labels do not accurately reflect the against a multilevel database. User Programs can be trusted

security classes of parameters embedded in relational (i.e., multilevel) or untrusted (i.e., single level). Trusted
expressions, or the security classes of data upon which the User Prugranms are permitted to issue queries at multiple
decision to evaluate a particular expression might have been security levels and receive multilevel results.
conditioned. This led the SeaView project to the conclusion The Data Manager is a trusted component that performs the
that tuple level labels are inherently advisory. Our coPCltI- reference monitor functions in the SD-DBMS. A reference
sion differs in that we believe that tuple level labels can be monitor is an abstract machine that mediates all accesses to
perfectly reliable if the security class of the query is con- objects by subjects 12J. In the SD-DBMS, the suojects are
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User Programs and the objects are tuples in multilevel rela- To retrieve data from a multilevel database, subjects (User
tions and user queries. The Da.a Manager component also Programs) submit queries to the Data Manager. The Data
performs query decomposition and execution control fune- Manager decomposes each query into a sequence of
.:ons. These functioas, most of which can be implemented subqueries that operate on single-level fragments. This
in untrusted code, are discussed in detail in section 5. decomposition is done in such a way that each subquery

Finally, the back-end DBMSs are untrusted single-level produces a single-level result, and the union of these single-
relational DBMSs used to store and process portions of the level results forms the result of the original query. To
multilevel database. There is one back-end DBMS per secu- decompose queries in this way is not difficult since all rela-
rity class supported by the system. tional operators, except for union, produce single level

results when applied to single level fragments. The motiva-
tion for this decomtpusition strategy is that, if the relational

User User operators always return single level results, the back-end

Programs Programs DBMSs that implement them can be untrusted.

Once a query is decomposed into subqueries, each of the
subqueries is executed on the back-end DBMS having the
same security class as its result. Since queries executed on

Data the high DBMS often require access to low data, tile SD-
Manager DBMS supports the transmission of data from the low to the

high D13MS. To assure that no data flow in the opposite
direction, all such transfers are constrained to go through the
reference monitor (implemenited as part of the Data

tigh Low Manager). Once the execution of the subqueries is coui-
DBMS DBMS plete, the Data Manager retrieves the results and labels them

at the security class of the back-end DBMS on which they
were computed. The reference monitor then mediates the

Figure 4.1. SD-l)BNS Abstract Arch~itecture return of these results to the user.

5. Query Decomposition and Execution

The SD-DBMS stores multilevel relations by horizontally The previous section presented an architecture for the SD-
partitioning them into single-levwl fragments, which are then DBIMS. This section presents a notation for describing
stored under the appropriate back-end DBMSs. When a query decomposition and processing algorithms, an algo-
user creates a multilevel relation, the system creates a set of ilhim for the recovery (recomposition) of multilevel rela-
single-level fragments in wuhich to utore the relation. This is tions, and algorithms and examples that describe how the
done using the following algorithin. relational operatois are implemented within tile architecture.

Algorithm 4,1: GiveJv a multilevel relation 51 Nutatin
R(A I,A 2 . ..... 4,, SC), with a range CL, for each

security class c e CL, create a fragment We have adopted the following relational algebra notation to
R, (A , A ... , A,) on the back-end D13MS with express the queries processed by the SD DBMS [31:
security class c. it.,,. ( I ) denotes the projection of the relation R, on

tile attribut,., a 1, a2 .. (I"; Op, ( R ) dev|otes se~lectioni (res-
For example, a multilevel relation R with a range {hiih,
low} would be mapped into two fragments, Rihigh anid Rio,,,. triction), where 1P is the selection predicate; R x S denotes

The fragment Rh,,I, would be created ont the high D13MS cross product; R uS denotes union; and fitally, R -. S
n udeitotes difference. The operator +-- is the relation assign-

and used to store the hilgh tuples in R. and the fragmentcr Ri,, ment operator. These relational operators can be nested towould be created on the low DBMS and used to store the reduce the need for temporary relations and to form more
low tuples in R. The multilevel relation 1R is part of an c
example multilevel dalabase, :%minarized in table 4.1, that
will be used in examples thlrughiunt this paper. To express update queries, we use the following notation

which is a modified version of that used in the query
... .. ........ ..... language SQUARE [111, The insertion operator has the

LRelationt Primary Ke~y Range Fre"znicnts form: IR ( a 1, a 2, ''', a,, I'l, V2 , -.. v, )n denoting the
R~~x~a) x losv_,h~ig~h I-I,, ~g insertion of a tuple into R, where a 1, a 2',aar tn

S (x.b) x low'high} Slw" liIh I butes of R, and V 1, V2 -... v, are values for those attributes
[M(x'c) X .low.J in the inserted tuple. The deletion operator has the form:

Tt (/P ), where P is a predicate. Tlhe relation R is searched

Table 4.1. Exatmiple Multilce' Dutabtiiise for tuples that salisfy P, and all matching tuples are deleted.
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The modify operator has the form: Then execute the query T -- Ri on the-->R (a I=exprl, a 2 =expr2 ..2 a, =-exprn;P ), where Rj Fk
a 1, a 2, " , a, are attributes of R, expr 1, expr2, ..., exprn Data Manager, where T,,d is a temporary relation,
are expressions (possibly involving a: a2, - , an), and P and return the result to the subject.
is a predicate. The relation R is searched for tuples that Since this union operation returns a multilevel result it mustsatisfy P, the specified attributes in each of those tuples are be trusted. This is indicated by the star in the symbol 6. Itreplaced with the result of evaluating the corresponding should be noted that (depending on the security class of theexpression, query) algorithm 5.1 may require fragments to be
Since a basic function of the SD-DBMS is distributed query transferred from a low to a high back-end DBMS. This willprocessing, two operations have been defined to describe the occur when c dominates i. As mentioned in section 4, such
distributed execution of queries and dynamic routing of transfers are constrained to go through the reference monacrresults. The operation exec (Q , C ) is used to execute to assure that no data flow in the opposite direction.query Q at component C. The operation The recovery of a multilevel relation is illustrated by the fol-trans (R, C 1, C 2) is used to transfer (copy) relation R lowing example. This example, and the other examples infrom component Cl to component C2. The components of this section, assume the security class of the submittedthe architecture are indicated by: L for low DBMS, I1 for query is low. In appendix A, examples are given withhigh DBMS, D for Data Manager, and U for User Program. queries at different security classes. Suppose a subject with
The above not,,tion is summarized in tablk 5.1. a read class of high submits a query that results in a request

for multilevel relation R to be returned, The system would
Symbol Meaning recover R as follows.

7r Project tralls ( Rl,,, L , D (I.1 Ila)a Select trans ( Rhih, I" D ) (1.2a)
Product
Union exec ( R',,(,- Rtow ký ORhih,, D) (1,3a)

- Difference
Assignment trans ( R, 1, 0, U ) (1.4a)J. Insert If the same query were submitted by a subject with a read1" Delete class of low, the systenm would recover R as follows,
Modify

trans Data Transfer taals ( L, D ) (I.1 b)
exec Subquery Execution trans ( Rl,,, D, U) (1.2b)

Table 5.1. Notation Summary 5.3 Retrieval Operators
There are five basic relational operators: select, project,5.2 Recovery of Multilevel Relations product, union, and difference -- from these, other useful

The execution of a relational operator results in thu Lreation r'Alational operators can be derived (e.g., join, intersection,
of a new multilevel relation. This multilevel relation can be and division). This section discusses the five basic opera-an intermediate or final result. Intermediate results are rela- tors (since all other operators can be derived from them) andtions that are to be used as operands in subsequent relational a generic alpha operator used to illustrate the handling ofoperations. Final results are relations to be returned to the aggregate operators (e.g., MIN, MAX, and AVG). Querysubject. The last step in processing any, query is to recover decomposition and processing algorithms for these opera-
the final result (multilevel relation) and return it to the sub- tors that assure correct labelng of derived results are
ject. A multilevel relation is recovered by copying each of presented in the following sections,
its fragments to the Data Manager, labeling the tuples in the 5.3.1 Select. A select on a multilevel relation is processedfragments at the security class of the back-end DBMS from by decomposing it into a set of selects on single-level frag-
which they were retrieved, unioning the fragments together, mnents.
and sending the result to the requesting User Program. This Algorithmn 5.2: Given a select query ap (R ),recovery process is given by the following algorithm, where R is an n-ary multilevel relation, and P is

Algorithm 5.1: Given a retrieval request on a rnul- the select predicate, let FR be the set of fragments
tilevel relation R, let FR be the set of fragments Ri Ri of R such that i is dominated by the read classof R such that i is dominated by the read class of of the subject. For each fragment R e FhR, if Tcthe subject. For each fragment R1 •e FR, cepy Ri exists, create the subquery T,. i T, u ap ( R )from the back-end DBMS c to the Data Mannger. otherwise, create the subquery Tc +- cr, ( Ri;
where c is a security class that is the least upper execute the subquery on the back-end DBMS c,bound of i and the level of the retrieval request. where c is the least upper bound of i and the secu-
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rity class of the query, the read class of the subject, and Fs be the set of
fragments Si of S such that i is dominated by the

When the execution of these subqueries is complete, the read class of the subject. For each pair of frag-
answer to the original query is the multilevel relation T. T ments, Ri E FR , Sj e FS , if T, exists, create the I
can be recovered (using algorithm 5.1) and returned to the subquery T, <--T, u Ri x Si; otherwise, create

user, or it can be used as an operand in further relational cal- the subquery T, +- R1 x Sj; execute the subquery
culations. on on the back-end DBMS c, where c is the least

The decomposition and processing of select queries is illus- upper bound of i, j, and the security class of the

trated by the following example. Suppose a subject with a query.

read class of high submits the query ,,=to ( R ). The sys- When the execution of these subqueries is complete, the
tern would decompose this query into the fo!lowing set of answer to the original qucry is tile multilevel relation T.
subqueries and operations: The decomposition and processing of product queries is

xec (T,,,, •- ,-a=t (R1,. ), L ) (2.1a) illustrated by the following example. Suppose a subject

exec ( Thigh -- 10( Risj), II) (1.2a) with a read class of high submits the query R x S. The sys-
tem would decompose this query into the following set of

If the same query were submitted by a subject with a read subqueries and operations:
class of low, the system would decompose it into the follow- exec ( T"ow 4-- Row x S10o,,, L ) (4. Ia)
ing subqocry: trans ( R.,.. L , H ) (4.2a)

ce~rc ( Ttow <- (Y,=t10 ( Rio,, ), L )(2. 1b) i-is SVL 1( .atraiss ( Slow, L, tt) (4.3a)

5.3.2. Project. A project on a multilevel relation is pro- exec ( Thigh +- R1?w XShigh, 11 (4.4a)
cessed by decomposing it into a set of projects on single-
level fragments. exec ( Thigh 4- 'ih u ( Rhigh X SkIw ), 11 ) (4.5a)

Algorithm 5.3; Given a project query ntA ( R ), exec ( Thish <-- 7'hish u ( Rhiqh X SiUgh ), It )(4.6a)

where R is an n-ary relation, and A is a set of pro- If the same query were submitted by a subject with a read
ject attributes, let FR be the set of fragments Ri of class of low, tile system would decompose it into tile follow-
It such that i is dominated by thi read class of the ing subquery:
subject. For each fragment Ri e FR, it' T, exits,
create the subquery T, 7- . _, n,t, ( R, ); other- exec C "low ( RioW x Sj(,.,I.. ) (4.1 b)

wise, create the subquery 7". -- n,l ( Ri ); execute 5.3.4. Union. The union of multilevel relations is processed
the subquery on the back-end DBMS c, where c is by decomposing it into a set of unions of single-level frag-
the least upper bound of i and the security class of ments at a single security level.
the query. Algorithm 5.5: Given a union query R uS,

When the execution of these subqueries is complete, the where R and S are n-ary multilevel relations, for
answer to the original query is the multilevel relation T. each security class i E range(R) u range(S) that is

The decomposition and processing of project queries is dominated by the read class of the subject, if T,
illustrated by the following example. Suppose a subject exists, create the subquery T, (-- 7"T, U. (ARi u Si );
with a read class of' high submits the query n ,, ( R ). The otherwise, create the subquery T," +- Ri u.Si; exc-
system would decompose this query into the following set cute th. subquery on the back-end DBMS c, where
of subquerics and operations: c is the least upper bound of i atnd the security

cxec ( Tim ,- n,, Rl, ), L ) (3.1a) class of the query.

exec ( 7
'jigh 4 a (Rit, ). ) (3.2a) When the execution of these subqueries is complete, the

answer to the original query is the multilevel relation T.

If the same query were submitted by a subject with a read The decomposition and processing of union queries is illus-
class of low, the system would decompose it into the follow- trated by the following example. Suppose a subject with a
ing subquery: read class of high submits the query R u S. The system

e.,ac ('Fio *- tx (R1 ow ), L ) (3.1b) would decompose this query into the following set of
subqueries and operations:

5.3.3. Product. The product of multilevel relations is pro- exec ( T1, 4-- Rio USloW, L ) (5.1a)
cessed by decomposing it into a set of products of single-
level fragments. exec ( T . R Shig, 1 ) (5.2a)

Algorithm 5.4: Given the product query R X S, If the same query were submitted by a subject with a read
where R and S are n-ary relations, let FR be the set class of low, the system would decompose it into the follow-
of fragments Ri of R such that i is dominated by ing subquery:
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exec ("F,, - 1, u " ,, I ) (5.1 b) When the execution of these subqueries is complete, the
answer to the original query is the multilevel relation 1T. T

5.3.5. i)i'fercnce. The difference of two multilcvel rcla- consists of a single fragment at the security class of the least
tions is processed by decomposing it into a set of differ- upper bound of all the data used in its derivation.
enices. The decomposition and processing of aggregate queries is

Algorithmn 5,6: Given a difference query R - S. illustrated by the following example. Suppose a subject
where R and S arc n-ary multilevel relations, let with a read class of high submits thie query (X (IR ). The
7tR be the set of fragments Ri of R such that i is system would decompose this query into the following set

dominated by the read class of the subject, and FS of subqueries and operations:

be the set of fragments Si of S such that i is dom- trans ( R1 ,, L, 11 ) (7.1 a)
inated by the read class of the subject. For each exec ( Thigh -•x ( R1,o 0 Rhjiih ), !t ) (7.2a)
fragment Rl C F[. if T' exists, create the
subquery T, <-- T, u (R - u Si ); otherwise, If the same query were submitted by a subject with a low

S, E Vs read class, the system would decompose it into the fullow-
create the subquery T, (-- Ri - U SJ; execute ing subquery:

S, E FS

the subquery on the back-end DBMS c, where c is exec ( 7Tlo <.-- cx ( Rlow ), L ) (7.1 b)
the least upper bound or i, the security classes of
the fragm ent s in h"s, and the security class of the
query. 5A4. Update Operators

When the execution of these subqueries is conmplete, tile The three basic update operators are insert, delete, and

answer to the original query is the multilevel rc!ation T. modify. This section covers algorithms for these operators
that assure that updates get reflected in the appropriate frag-The decomposition and processing of difference queries is mns h rget ob pae eed ftelvlo

illustrated by the following example. Suppose a subject the update, which is indicated by the security class of the

with a reaLd class of high submits the query R - S. The sys- query. Examples are not given for these algorithms since
tern would decompose this query into the following set of their operation is straightforward.

8subqunerieS and operations: 5.4.1, Insert. Ani insertion into a multilevel relation is pro-

tuuus ( RJ?,w, 1,11 ) (6.1 a) cessed by itserting the data in the appropriate flragiein of"

tr, ls (Sm,, I., I/ ) (6.2a) tflat relation. The fragmnent it which to insert the data is
.' 4 - u I (determined by the security class of the query. Note that the

security class of the query always dotninates the write class

e'.'L" ( ,tugh --- Thigh U ( high - (6.4a) of the subject.

U Slow • s.,.h ), l ) Algorithm 5.8: Given an insert query
,IR a 1, a 2. ,'",a,,;v 1, v 2 ..... v, ) ,where R is

11 the same query were submitted by a subject with a low a multilevel relation, execute the subquery
read class, the system AOuld dccomnpo:Ie it into tmie fo0low- IRc ( a 21 , a ; v 1' v2," vn ) on back-
ing set of subquerics: end DBMS C, where c is the security class of the

-L 0,16.1 b) query.

5.4.2. lDelet e. A deletion from I mulIt ilevel relation is p1o-

5.3,6. Agglt'egt'C. Al aggreg tC computed on a mu lt ilC vel cessed by dletiing tu pIes in tile the alpprp)l0riate fragme nts.
relation is processed by clmputing the aggregate over the These arc the fragments htaving a security class that domn-
single-level fragment., of the relat in and labeling the resuIt inates the security class of the query and is dominated by
at the least Lipper bound of the fragment security classes and read class of the subject.
the security class of the query. Algorithm 5.9t Given a delete query 1"R (P),

Algorithmt 5.7: Given ati aggregate query (x ( R), where R is a multilevel relation, and P is a predi-
where ux is an aggregate op•rator and R is an n-ary cate, let Fl? be the set of fragments R, of R such
multilevel relation, let FR be the set of fragntients that i is dominated by the read class of the subject,

R, of R such that i is dominated by the read class and i dominates the security class of the query.

of the subject. Execute the subbqutery For each fragment Ri e FR, execute the query

,-, ( u , ) on the back-ettd DBMS c, "Ri (1' ) on back-end DBMS i.
5.4,3. Modify. A modification to a multilevel relation is

where c is the least upper bound of the security processed hv modifying the tuples in tt•e appropriate frag-
classes of the fragments in F-' and the security nivints. "'li are the fragments having a security class that
class of the query. dominates the security class of the query and is domaitnated

by ruead class of the subject.
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sent to the low back-end DBMS as a high bandwidth covert
Algorithm S.10: Given a modify query storage channel [1]. This attack cuuld take a number of
"-'sR (a 1=expr 1, 612=expr2, ... , an~exlrn; P ), where forms. The most highly recognized, and potentially the
a ,a 2, , a, are attributes of R, most devastating, is that a Trojan horse in a high user pro-
expr 1, expr2 .... exprn are expressions (p)ossibly gram could encode arbitrary high data in the qualification

involving at, ai, •-•,a,), and P is a predicate, portion of the selection query to be leaked to the low back-
let FR be the set of fragments of Ri of R such that end DBMS. A cooperating Trojan horse in the low back-
i is dominated by the read class of the subject, and end DBI IS could then extract the high data from the query
i dominates the security class of the query. For and release it to a low user. The following example, L:r-
each fragment Ri c Fit. execute the query rowed from Hinke [12], illustrates this problem. Suppose
-- Ri (0 t= c pr 1, a 2=cpr2, "'i ='xrn ; ) on the following query is submitted from a high user program:
back-ead DBMS i. retrieve NAME where ADDRESS = "504 Pershing Square".

6. Data Repliculion If this query is directed to the low back-end DBMS, the
Data Manager cannot determine whether it is a legitimateThe query processing performance of the SI)-DI3MS archi-Magecnotderiewthrtisaliimequery asking for employees at a particular address, or

tecture is likely to suffer because of the need to transfer low whether it has been sent by a "rrojan horse in the user pro-
fragments to the high back-end DBMS in order to proce:ss gram, with the intent of leaking the Top Secret fact that 504
queries. In order to lesson or eliminate this perfolrmance pershing missiles are to be deployed. This threat is not lir--
penalty, the SD-DBMS prmits some or all of the low frag- ited to selection queries, since other types of queries (e.g.,
mtnts to be replicated on the high back-end DBMS. Low projections, joins, etc.) can potentially be used as a covert
fragments replicated on the high back-end DBMS can be leakage channel when sent down in security class (e.g., by
used in high queries instead of fetching a new copy from the modulating the attribute and relation names in the query).
low back-end DBMS each time it is needed. Partial replica-
tion (i.e., replicating the low fragments of sonic, but not all, The architecture presented in this paper does not suffer friom

relations) is considered to be a viable alternative because it this vulnerability. This is because in SD-DBMS architec-

is expected that certain low fragments will be needed on the ture assigns each query a security class and strictly enforces

high back-end DBMS more frequently than others, The the constraint that a query is never executed on a back-end

decision of which fragments to replicate could be based on DBMS strictly dominated by its security class. In the exam-

statistics collected by the SD-DBMS. If a particular low pie above, since the query was entered from an untrusted
fragment is fiequently needed on the high back-end DBMS, high user program, the level of the query would be high, and

then the overhead ot replicating it is justified. I lowever, if a therefore the query would be executed on the high back-end

particular low fragmvent is infrequetntly (or never) needed onl DBMS and the results would be returned as high. Illowever,

the high back-end DBMS, then replication i:; not jus0fied, if the high user program were trusted, it could reliably corn-

and the fragment should be transferred to the high back-end municate to the Data Manager the level of the query as low,
DBMS on an as-needed bas:s. Thus, the partial replication and the query could be sent to the low back-end DIJMS to

approach provides a method of tuning the physical database return low results,

structure. 1: shuuld be noted that a covert clhantnI may still cxi st. Thc

The main disadvantage of replicating data (besides the ohvi- execution of queries that access low data on the hi..h back-
ous storage overhead) is the problem of synchronizing end DI3MS requires that data be copied from the low to the
updates between replicated copies of low data. The solution high back-end DBMS. These copy requests can be used ais a
to this problem in the SD-DBMS is to make otne copy (the covert channel, albeit one of substantially lowor bandw-,idth.
low copy) the primary copy, and all other copies secondary This channel catl be eliminated by fully replicating the low
copies. Only the primar; copy is permitted to he updated by data on the high back-end DBMS thereby eliminating the
users. User updates to the primary copy are then propagated need to copy data. This approach eliminates the covert
to all secondary copies by the system. * his technique channel at the cost of increasitig the overhead of propagating
avoids the problem of simultaneous updates to replicated updates. Another approach would be to use partial or no
copies of the data resulting in ait inconsistent database. replication, and simply audit the channel and prevent it fromr
Since all updated must be applied to the primary copy first, exceeding some predetermined threshold (e.g., by metering
ithe concurrency control mechanisms on the low back-end the flow of copy requests within the Data Manager).

DBMS can prevent conflicting user updates. Using this
approach, if a serious loss of synchronization should occur, 9. Summary and Conclusions
it could always be corrected by removing the replicated This paper presented a distributed architecture for multilevel
fragment and recopying the (low) primary copy. database security, The architecture was defined in such a

way that it provides trusted tuple level labeling without
7. Covert Channels requiring the relational operators to be trusted. This permits

A serious problem with back-end DBMS architectures is a near-term implementation of this architecture that uses
that a Trojan horse in a high user program could use queries existing DBMS technology to implement the majority of
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database operations. Another important aspect of this archi-
tecture is that it i'cognizes the role the query plays in the 11. Raymond F. Boyce, Donald D. Chamberlin, W. Frank
security class of derived results. Reflecting the security King III, and Michael M. Hammer, "Specifying

class of the query in the security class of results allows this Queries as Relational Expressions: The SQUARE Data

architecture to provide tuple level labels that can be safely Sublanguage," Communications of the ACM, vol. 18,

used in mandatory access control decisions. no. 11, pp. 621-628, November 1975.
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In step 1.1 the low part of the result is computed. This A.3 Example 3: Low User/Low Query
result is stored in the fragment Tl,0 . In steps 1.2 and 1.3,
the low fragments of R and S are transferred to the high This exuiiple illustrates how the query, shown in figure A.1,
back-end DBMS so that they can be used to compute the would be processed if it were entered by a 'jw subject. In
high part of the result. Note that, if the data were fully repli- this case, the query obviously must be labelk.. Iow.
cated, steps 1.2 and 1.3 could be eliminated. In steps 1.4- exec ( T1ow 4-- 7Cabc ( o=o10 (RIO. x S ) ), L (3.1)
1.6, the high part of the result is computed. This result is
stored in Thigh. At this point, the execution of the query is
complete and the result is the multil-wel relation T. This trans (T 1,,, D, U ) (3.3)
multilevel result was possible because the read class of the
subject (high) strictly dominated the security class of the In this example, the result will be low since the low user can
query (low). In steps 1.7-1.10, T is recovered and returned only see low data. In step 3.1, the low (and only) part of the
to the subject. result is computed and stored in Ttow. At this point, the exe-

cution of the query is complete and the result is the mul-
A.2 Example 2: High User/High Query tilevel relation T which consists of the single fragment Tio0 .In steps 3.2 and 3.3, T is recovered aii returned to the sub-
This example illustrates how the the query, shown in figure
A.1, would be processed if it were entered by a high subject ject.
and was labeled high. In this case, either the subject could
have been untrusted (single-level) and the query was taken
to be its read class, ur tLhe subject -ould have been trusted
(multilevel) and could have indicated to the Data Manager
that the security class of the query was high.
trans (Rj 0w, L, HL ) (2.1)

trans (S 1 ., L, H ) (2.2)
exec (Thigh <-- Ita,b.c (tay=:o ( R,. ) Sto.) ),H ) (2.3)

exec ( Th 4- Thigh u (2.4)

( 7ra.hc (ca.=10 ( R ×Xhi ) ) ), H)
exec (Thish -"Thigh k. (2.5)

( na~b~c (o'a=10 ( Rhi,!. x Slow . H)

exec ( Thigh 4-- Zhh (2.6)

( na;b~c (Oaci10 ( Rhigh X Shigh ) ) ), H)

trans ( Thigh, H, D ) (2.7)

trans ( Thigh, D, U ) (2.8)

In this example, the entire result will be high because the
security class of the query (high) is equal to the read class of
the subject (high), In steps 2.1 and 2,2, the low fragments of
R and S are transferred to the high back-end DBMS so that
they can be used to cornpute the high part of the result,
Note that, if the data were fully replicated, steps 2.1 and 2.2
could be eliminated. In steps 2.3-2,6, the high part of the
result is computed. At this point, the execution of the query
is complete and the result is the multilevel relation T which
consists of the single fragment Thigh. In steps 2.7 and 2.8, T
is recovered and returned to the subject.
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A Summary of the
RADC Database Security Workshop

Teresa F. Lunt

SRI International, Computer Science Laboratory

333 Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Park, CA 94025

1 Introduction 3 Aggregation

On May 24-26, 1988, Teresa Lunt of SRI led a database The aggregation problem arises when a set of items of in-
security workshop at Vallombrosa Conference and Retreat formation, all of which are classified at some level, become
Center in Menlo Park, California. About 25 researchers classified at a higher level when combined. The group de-
working on multilevel security for database systems at- bated the approaches taken in LDV and SeaView. The LDV
tended. The workshop was the firAt extended techni- approach is to store all the data forming the aggregate at
cal interchange among those participating in the following the low level, detect when the aggregate has been retrieved,
projects, most of which were inspired by the 1982 Air Force and mark up (or withhold) the result. In the SeaView ap-
Summer Study !11: SRI's :Lnd Gemini Computer's SeaView proach, all (or some) of the items forming the aggregate
A l multilevel relational database system 121; TRW's Al Se- are stored at the aggregate-high level, and subsets can be
cure Prototype D13MS 131; the Unisys 113 secure database retrieved at the lower level only through sanitization. Some
system project; Honeywell's LOCK Data Views (LDV) participants agreed that storing all the aggregate data at
project 141; MITRE's Kerielized Trusted I)BMS project; a level lower than the aggregate level may not be safe. In
the Naval Research Laboratory's Secure Military Message addition, one attendee noted that withholding data from
System 15); AOG Systems' secure entity-relationship (E-R) one file when a related file has been accessed (as in LDV)
project [61; MI''TRE's Integrity Lock project 171; and the can create an unnecessary denial-of-service problem.
Hlinke-Schaefer secure database project 181. Another issue between LDV and SeaView is that many

The workshop began with short presentations on the of the so-called aggregation problems that LDV is designed
research projects currently under way, and most of the rest to detect can be readily solved through appropriate data
of the sessions were devoted to discussions of the advantages design. When the intent is to hide sensitive relationships
and disadvantages of the various approaches to multilevel between data items that individually are not sensitive, the
database security that have been tried, difficult issues that data can be stored at a low level and the sensitive relation-
have resisted solution, and new approaches to multilevel ships can be stored at a high level. The data are thus avail-
database security. Below we review some of the discussions able to low subjects while the sensitive relationships are
on these topics. automatically protected by the underlying mandatory se..

curity mcchanisms, without relying on complicated trusted
software to detect violations. With adequate database de-

2 Labels sign tools (such as the inference control tool proposed by
Matt Morgenstern of SRI [91), a proposed database design

The group debated the issue of trusted versus advisory Ia- can be analyzed for such problems and restructured to elim-
bels for data. Some projects (e.g., SeaView) return an ad- inate or minimize the problems.
visory label with the data because, according to the star
property, the data returned to a user are classified at the
subject class; moreover, any internal labels on the individ- 4 Discretionary Security
ual data elements have been handled by untrusted (relative
to mandatory security) code, so they cannot be guaran- Dorothy Denning raised the question of whether a database
teed to be correct for the stored data. Some projects (e.g., could be partitioned by discretionary permissions as well
TRW's Al prototype) do not return any labels with the as by classification. If so, stored data (i.e., storage objects)
data, on the theory that advisory labels could be harmful could be appropriately marked with their access control
if they cannot be guaranteed to be correct. Other projects lists, and the discretionary authorizations for relations and
(e.g., the Unisys project) return a trusted label, with .he views would be derived from those of the underlying stor-
mandatory TCI3 extending out to the user's screen, age objects. This offers the possibility of achieving greater

The participants expressed diverse opinions about these assurance for discretionary security than if discretionary se-
approaches. Some said the lack of labels could be confus- curity attributes are associated with views because of the
ing if data are polyinstantiated. Others holiered trus•cd complex mechanism involved in view evaluation. Views do
labels are essential for trusted multilevel applications, and not partition . database because they may overlap, and
yet others doubted that users would make any use of trusted views defined using conditional clauses may map to chang-
labels, whether returned directly by the database system or ing subsets of the database as the data are modified. Ifelena
through a trusted application, because trusted applications Winkler of Sybase explained that Sybase's secure database
are too complex and difficult to build. product (currently under development) associates access
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control attributes not with views but rather with the base slons to security semantics: content (e.g., flights to Iran can
relations, which are mapped directly to storage objects. be classified because of the value 'Iran'), description (e.g.,
Sybase believes that although access to the program im- the fact that flights to Iran are classified may itself be clas-
plementing the view could be controlled, because the view sifted), and existence (e.g., the existence of a flight to Iran
compiler is untrusted no assurance exists that the compiled may be classified, or the existence of classified flights may
view maps to the same set of data that is described in the be classified). For data, he enumerated the following secu-
view definition. rity semantics: data values classified by themselves (e.g.,

self-describing data or ;mplicit associations), data values
Some participants believed that partitionhng the classified in association with an attribute name, multiple

database with discretionary security attributes would mean attribute associations, functional dependencies, temporal
that a repartitioning would be required when authoriza- associations, and quantity aggregations.
tions were granted and revoked. Others pointed out, how- The group also discussed automatic classification of
ever, that no repartitioning or modifying access crntrol lists text. Smith graded the following tasks from easy to hard:
is necessary if users are moved in and out of groups, keyword search, classifying simple references, classifying

Lunt raised some other discretionary security issues for disambiguated text, classifying text in limited domains, and
AI and B3 database systems that stem from the require- classifying free-form text. Some argued that systems such
ments in the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Crite- as G'lJeas, an automated text classification system proposed
ria (101 for support for group authorizations and specific de- by Lunt and Berson 1121, should be pursued because hu-
nial of authorizations. Because the set of users and groups mans are not as consistent as machines that classify text
authorized for an object is independent of the set denied and because systems like Classi could address the under-
authorization, apparent conflicts between the two sets may supply of qualified human experts, Others cautioned that
exist, raising the questions: What does denial of autho- such consistency may lead to a false sense of security 'f the
rization mean, and how do we reconcile the authorizations inconsistency of the humans can be attributed to rules that
granted to users individually and as members of groups? were not captured by the expert system. They warned of

Denial of authorization can be used merely as a conve- the :-tk that the expert system may be used outside its
nience in forming access control lists. For example, granting domain of expertise, in which case the system should rec-
group G authorization and denying user U in G authoriza- ognize this and answer, "I don't know," Untrusted subjects
tion can make the object in question available to everyone in the expert system classifier could tamper with the classi-
in G except U. With this interpretation, if user U is denied fication rules. In addition, many ways of signaling through
authorization by one user but is later gr.nted authoriza- text (e.g., modulating the space width) would be extremely
tion by another, then U becomes authorized. A stronger difficult to detect by automatic classifiers or downgraders.
interpretation of denial is that denials take precedence over Although some participants believed it might be reasonable
authorizations: One user's denial operation could not be to assume that Classi would not operate in a hostile envi-
negated by another's later grant operation. ronment, these issues underscore the need to investigate

In some applications, a user may belong to more than how to achieve a high degree of assurance for Al systems,
one group. In assigning privileges to subjects acting on such as Clasai, that are used to assign access classes to text
behalf of a user, one must decide whether the subject should or data. In the absense of high assurance, a human may
operate with the union of the user's individual privileges still be needed in the loop, but, as the group noted, putting
and the privileges of all the groups the user belongs to, a human in the loop is not an answer either,
whether the subject should operate with the privileges of
only one group at a time, or whether some other policy
should be adopted. These questions should be examined 7 Assurance
further Iti1. 7.1 Balanced Assurance

5 The Homework Problem Balanced assurance has been proposed in SeaView (and
earlier by Roger Schell of Gemini Computers and others

Experience with applying MITRE's Integrity Lock secure in formulating the Trusted Network Interpretation 113]) as
database system to a particular secure database application a means of achieving Al (oi B3 or B2) assurance for the
motivated Rae Burns of Kanne Associates to devise a home- system as a whole by applying all the Al (or B3 or B2) as.
work problem, which she posed to the group. The group surance techniques to the portion of the system enforcing
broke up into three teams to work on it. They worked ltte mandatory security and less stringent assurance measures
into the evening and on the following morning animatedly (comparable to Class C2) to those portions of the TCB en-
discussed the homework problem, as the team leaders pre- forcing the less critical security properties, such as database
sented their approaches to the problem. Many of those at- ronsistency and discretionary access control 114). Accord.
tending considered the homework problem the single most ing to Schell, the idea of applying balanced assurance to
valuable part of the workshop. The homework problem is database systems stems from a qt Pstion raised by Dorothy
appended to this paper. Denning at the NCSC's Tavitational Workshop on Database

Security in June 1986 1151. Her contention was that al-
6 Classification Semantics though views are not appropriate as objects for mandatory

security, views could provide an extremely flexible mecha-
nism for discretionary security, especially for content- and

Gary Smith of George Mason University led a discussion context-dependent controls. At that time, she felt strongly
on the semantics of data classification. Smith believes that that the use of views for discretionary security in IBM's
information should be classified at a level that reflects its
contents. not its derivation. He introduced three dimen- System R (161 pointed to the direction that database sys-
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tems would take in the future and that requirin, Al assur- for a database system, and one for a mail system - with
ance for discretionary security mechanisms would rule out each domain enforcing its own discretionary security pol-
view-based discretionary controls because of their complex. icy. Thus, an underlying global discretionary policy need
ity. (Denning has since begun to examine whether discre- not be enforced by the operati-ig system.
tionary controls should be applied to storage objects rather
than to views for some applications.)

The argument for balanced assurance is as follows. A 7.3 Layered TCB
system X meets the assurance requirements for Class C2 The Unisys project is designing a layered TCB (composed
and operates in system-high mode at class c. Suppose sys- of a system TCB plus component TCBs). Honeywell's LDV
tem X is connected across a single-level connection at class also has a layered TCB, with the LOCK TCB underneath,
c with system Y, an Al system whose range of classes in- plus an additional LDV TCB on top, designed to facilitate
cludes c. In the resultant system, we have Al assurance proving properties about the LDV TCB. SeaView has a
that only information whose class is dominated by c can layered TCB, with the GEMSOS TCB underneath and a
flow to system X. Because system X's C2 assurance was lesser-assurance TCB enforcing database consistency prop-
good enough to enforce its (nonmandatory) security policies erties and discretionary access controls on views and mul-
before 'h.; connection was made, no further threat is coun- tilevel relations on top. Some participants were concerned
tered by applying additional assurance techniques, such as about enforcing the nonbypassability of the database sys-
formal analysis, to the C2 system. Thus, the overall sys- tern. LDV uses the LOCK type-enforcement mechanirm
tem (comprising the Al and C2 components) should meet and "trusted pipelines" for this; SeaView uses the GEM-
tb- assurance requirements for Class Al. If we consider a SOS ring mechanism. Other participants pointed out that
Cl&as Al multilevel database system to be a collection of a Biba integrity category could also be used. Another al-
several single-level "virtual machines" (one for each class), ternative is a dedicated database machine. Several noted
each enforcing discretionary and consistency policies, each that discretionary access controls in the underlying TCB
having C2 assurance, and each executing on an underlying could not guarantee that the database system could not be
Al mandatory security kernel, the balanced assurance ar- bypassed.
gument wouict oe taiat the overall system is Al. The C2
portions of the system are constrained by the underlying
mandatory security kernel and thus can introduce no corn- 8 New Approaches
promise to mandatory security.

The discussion of balanced assurance, led by Bill Shock- The group discussed several new approaches to multilevel
ley of Gemini, was animated. Although some believed that database systems. George Gajnak of AOG described a secu-
users will not want systems that are "Al here and C2 rity model for entity-relationship systems and engendered
there," Shockley emhasized that balanced assurance does a lively discussion contrasting his work with the SeaView
not mean just "slapping a C2 on an Al." Rather, the over- model. Gajnak introduced what he called the deterrninacy
all system should be well engineered. Just what system principle, which requires that references be nonambiguous.
engineering requirements should be adhered to still needs He used an example to demonstrate the principal advantage
to be defined, of his secure E-R model over a relational model, namely,

that in the relational model, one cannot avoid referential
ambiguity when data is polyinstantiated. The problem is

7.2 TCB Subsettkng due to a fundamental weakness of the relational model. Be-
The balanced assurance argument goes hand in hand with cause the relational model matches on value rather than es-
the TCJ3 subsetting argument [17]. TCB subsetting is a tablishing specific references for specific entities, when new
term introduced by Bill Shockley, drawing on earlier work data are added, new possibly inappropriate relationships
by Marv Schaefer and Roger Schellon extensible TCBs [18), are automatically formed. In AOG's secure E-R model,
to mean structuring a TCB in layers, with each layer enforc- even though entities may be polyinstantiated, no referential
ing its own policies and with each layer constrained by the ambiguity exists because a reference is not a relationship
policies enforced by the lower layers. If a previously evalu- but applies to a particular tuple or value in the entity - that
ated TCB is used for the lowest layer, as in SeaView's use is, an explicit link to particular data is required. Thus, un-
of GEMSOS, TCB subsetting allows the addition of a new like the relational model, when a new entity is added in the
layer to form an extended TCB without disturbing the ba- E-R model, the old references do not apply to it. In the
sis for the evaluation of the original TCB. With this layered relational model, the higher the access class, the greater
approach, a mandatory security kernel as the lowest layer the ambiguity.
enforces mandatory security for the entire system without Another of the new approaches was presented by Bha-
the need to verify the entire extended TCB for mandatory vani Thuraisingham of Honeywell. In her talk, "Founda-
security, tions of Multilevel Databases," she advocated applying for-

Several workshop participants argued that TCB sub- mral logic to develop a theoretical foundation for multilevel
setting is the way of the future. The TCB subsetting databases. Cathy Meadows discussed multilevel security
approach allows third-party vendors to build independent for an cbject-oriented data model and sketched how NRL's
products to extend a system's TCB to enforce additional Secure Military Message System might be modeled as an
non-mandatory policy without having to verify mandatory object-oriented system.
security. TCB subsetting also allows one to build a sys- Rae Burns presented what she calls a practical database
tem that enforces different discretionary policies in differ- security policy, that calls for certain features to be built into
ent domains, with the underlying kernel providing domain multilevel database systems to accommodate the require-
isolation. For example, a mandatory security kernel could ments of the applications that will be built on top of them.
support three different domains - one for a file system, one These features include an lnterfac3 for trusted applications
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that would provide trusted labels for elements and/or tu- through a view V whose definition has access class L2 >
pies (depending on the classification granularity), transac- L1, the operation is denied because there is information
tion authorization controls (as in tLe Clark-Wilsnn model), flow from the view definition to the data inserted through
automatic classification and saniti.'ation, automatic en- the view. Consequently, SECRET tuples cannot be inserted
forcement of classification of related data based on foreign through a TOP-EECRET view, for example.
keys (that is, the data that the fordgn key refers to are Asked who should be permitted to browse the descrip-
constrained to be at least as high as the foreign key itself), ti'ins of reJations and views in the databasL, the group
no polyinstantiation, and enforcement of entity and refer- agreed that if a user is not cleared for a ielation or view,
ential integrity inside the DBMS kernel (that is, ordinary he or she should not be able to read the description, for the
entity and referential integrity, not multileve! versions of relation o[ view (the description is the names and types
them). For example, she feels that if a low user tries to of attributes, as opposed to a view definition, which is the
insert a tuple when a high tuple with the same key already query defining the view). The group also believed that if a
exists, he or she should be told that %he data cannot be ac- user does not have discretionary authorization for a relation
cepted. Although some of these requirements (namely, the or view, the user should not be able to read the descrip-
automatic classification of related data, the prohibition of tion (because it would violate least privilege). A separate
polyinstantiation, and the enforcement of ordinary entity 'browse' or 'list' access mode, as in SeaView, can be used
integrity) may be in conflict with multilevel security and to allow users to be independently aumhorized to list the
lead to potentially high-bandwidth covert channels, Burns descriptions of relations and views they are cleared to see
said she would rather live with the covert channels than in a database.
inflict polyinstantiation on the applications with which she The group agreed that metadata (such as integrity con-
is familiar. straints and classification constraints) are classified at least

On the whole, the group had many reservations about as high as the relation(s) to which they refer.
her requirements. First, automatic initial classification of
data must be distinguished from automatic reclassification: 10 Conclusions
Automatically reclassifying related data can create high-
bandwidth covert channels. Also, the advantage of polyin- The state of the art in multilevel database security has ad-
stantiation is that low subjects need no access whatsoever vanced considerably since the Air Force Summer Study,
to high data; thus, rejecting a low subject's request based and the past few years have in fact made the findings of
on the existence of high data is not even an option. More- that study obsolete. Projects such as SeaView, originally
over, the existence of multilevel secure database systems inspired by the Summer Study, have demonstrated that
may change the way world does its business. Instead of manry of the directions suggested by that study are un-
mimicking the current way of doing business in the ex- workable. This is not bad news, however, because today's
ternal environment and translati g the paper world's low- research projects have made possible the introduction of
bandwidth information flow channels into high-bandwidth high-assurance multilevel database products in the near fu-
covert channels, we should be building secure systems and ture. Moreover, the new research directions suggested at
requiring the external environment to adjust to achieve se- this workshop open up exciting new possibilities for the

operation. In other words, today's research projects future.
'AId create possibilities for the future rather than build The general consensus was that this was an extremely

,ound today's limitations. productive and successful workshop. Proceedings of the
workshop will be published at the end of this year. Readers

9 Classifying Metadata wishing to purchase copies of the proceedings should send

their names to Teresa Lunt, SRI International, Computer
The group disc'issed how to classify metadata and views. Science Labor; ory, 333 Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Park,
The group examined whether a query is a labeled object CA 94025. ' second workshop is planned for February
and whether the data in a query, especially strings entered or March 1989.
by the user, have classifications. The group agreed that a
query is a labeled object classified at the subject class and
that a user operating in a range of levels should be able to Acknowledgments
specify the level of the query. Then the level of the tuples
returned should dominate the level of the query object. The We are grateful for partial funding for this workshop
group also agreed that a view definition is a labeled object from the U.S. Air Force, Rome Air Development Center
with a classification at least as great as any relation or view (RADC), under contract F30602-85-C-0243. In acknowl-
it refers to, as in SeaView, and possibly also dominating the edgment of RADC's continued commitment to developing
level of any strings it contains or the level of the subject the theory and technology for multilevel database systems
that created the definition. A classified view definition is over the past fiften years, the workshop attendees unani-
like a classified program: In order for a subject to execute mously moved to name this workshop the RADC Database
the query defining the view, its access class must dominate Security Workshop. The goup gave a round of applause
the class of the view definition. The group also debated to Joe Giordano of RADC (who was unable to attend the
whether the level of the view definition or of the strings workshop) for his part in creating today's research program
in the view definition should contribute to the level of the in multilevel database security.
result of any query using the view. In the Unisys system,
the level of the view definition is a lower bound for the result
of any query against the view. In addition, in the Unisys
system, if a user specifies a level LI for a tuple to be inserted
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2. (5 pts) Design a relational schema for the database.
Include primary keys, foreign keys, ard attribute data
types. Use an "SQL-like" syntax, with any extensions
that seem appropriate.

3. (30 pts) Using an"SQL-like" syntax, express the fol-
lowing application security policy, based on the re-
lational schema developed in question 2. The policy
statements assume only two levels of security: UN-
CLASSIFIED and SECRET.

(a) Some courses are SECRET; all information about
a SWCRET course (including details of offerings,
teachers, and students) is SECRET.

(b) All course offerings at location "Pentagon" ae
SECRET.

(c) If a course has a SECRET prerequisite, then the
course is also SECRET.

(d) Course information may be inserted, modified,
or deleted only by a course administrator. At
least one course administrator is cleared for SE-
CRET data.

(e) A course clerk enters offering, enrollment and
student grade information; however, once en-
tered into the database, such information may
be modified or deleted only by a ccurse adminis-
trator. No course clerks are cleared for SECRET
data.

(f) If a student has taken a SECRET offering, then
the student's transcript is SECRET.

(g) A student's grade point average (GPA) is UN-
CLASSIFIED but may be accessed only by a
course administrator.

4. (10 pts) Briefly discuss the implications and ambigu-
ities of at least two of the security policy statements
above.

5. (10 pts) Specify two additional, or alternative, secu-
rity policy statements that would be appropriate for
the corporate education database.

6. (40 pts) Informally map four of the application-
specific security policy statements from the previous
questions (3 and 5) to a general DBMS security pol-
icy model. Discuss the relative success of the DBMS
model in expressing and enforcing the application-
specific policy. Address at least one data entry oper-
ation.

EXTRA CREDIT!

The extra credit question is based on the article by
Morgenstern ("Controlling Logical Inference in Multilevel
Database Systems," Proceedings of the 1988 IEEE Sympo-
sium on Security and Privacy, April 1988, pp. 245-255).

Define the sphere of influence (SOI) for the corporate ed-
ucation database. Localize and describe the sources of in-
ference channels, Revise the database schema design and
security statements as needed to remove any open inference
channels.
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The reader is cautionted that. any particular rise of the term AIS Protocol Layer Approach
rony apply only to ail individual AIS, to any systern satisf~ying the The TNIEG use the Opeii Systems Interconnection (OSI)
broader definition, or to somte, pterhaps ,,,specified, subiset of thre reference model 151 because it provides a well-understood termnirology.
systems satisfying the broader definition. The TNIEG, however, are independent of the actual protocol referenie

The inge Newoik Sytemmodel used; they are applicable to all protocols.

The S~gle NnetworSystd A network system must fully implement Al policies; but it-s
A rinore corlplex environmrent, including several AIS ntoed NTCB need not be implemented in all protocol layers. The precise

togethrer with a coltertnt netteorl: security architecture and design, is security services and their granularity will depend on the highest
called at nelumerA' sy.51ein or a single trusted systemn. A network system protocol layer at which the NTCB is implemented. For examiple', a
has a network trust-ed compluter base (NTCB). The NTCB is Network Layer (layer 3) netweork such as DDN can. at best, distinguish
partitionied amiong the comp~onent~s of the network, %here a component among host addresses in providing discretionary access control. The
is any part of a system that., t~aken ly itself, provides all or part of thle Secure Data Network System (SDNS) [61, currently, being designed, is
required functionality. A component mray or mav not have an NTC!f3 expected to provide end-to-end encryption (E ) systems at-t tire
partit-ion. Tlhe empeitial point. is that the NTcB ats a whole satisfies Network, Transport arid Application Layer. A proposedl electronic
tlhe mecurity arrhitrrture and designii. Netteork ,ymtenlt* rity be mail specificationi expects to use SDNS ait the Application Layer to
vealulseel agalni Pat I >r I 'A' thev lNI and tirme be given class (-valiuatiotns ptrovide access control that can d ist~inguiish s mong ind ividunal users.
like individual AIS evaluated against Ltme TCSEC The network system evaluator may be faced with the choice of

Nletorksysern comony povid seuriy srvies hat evauating a single trusted system or accrediting the interconnection of
itorirral!Y' do not arise iii individual AI.Ss. rlhese include c .ommnunication AIS. There is an advantage to evaluating a grotip of components as a.
iiitegriy, detnial of service countermeasures, compriromlise protectioni, network systeiti: the design may provide ai distribut-ed NTC13 where
anid satmt-, te ptrimitives sitch as encryption anti protocols. These one cani show that untrusted or less trusted components provide
services4 cainnot lie given a security ratiitg clasis. They are, inst-earl, services that are not critical to security. lii contrast-, acrreditiiig
evaliuatedl against. Part 11 of the TNI. The Part 11 evalua~ior i's interconnected AIS is often constraincd by tire weakest. (lvast. truitted)
dependident ott tile Part I evalunation. in thre sense that. a Part 11 AIS.
evaluation has low assurance if the Part I iting class is low.

The type ofi' etwork that nay lie dlefinied as a. network syst-eni Network System Evaluation Guidance
includes, for example, at group of depiartmiental AIS having the saine This section provides Part I environmental guidelines lot net-work
architertiure conirect-ed 1iy a local area network. Airy coiopoiteit. 'hat system, and discusses TNI Appendix c envirouniient-ai factors for
dtoes not enforce Lthe full; imlplem[len1tationl of all policies itust, he interconnected accredited AIS.
evaluated as a compi~onient, not as at full lietwork syst-nil. Single Trusted System View We now describe the process; for-

InteconnctedAISdetermining the appropriate class of network systemn (evaluat~ed untder
P'art, I) for a particular enrvironrment. They can be evaluated againist

'The most complex eniviroir nent r.is referred to an interconinected tire TNI in the sameini mannter anr AIS is i-v Itlateil agaminst. the 'MSlXC,
accredited AD;. "r si~mply, interconnected AIlS. The term AIS, iii this and therefore the TCSI!'C Environnments C~uidelhinc applicsasm well.
Context, inns tie an .nrivizlual AIS, a netwcrk systemn or even anr T pl h CSCfliioiinsGieie udne b
in itercotiiiected AIS; I.e., it- nimy lie ainy systeen satisfying thle baroadler oaiiyteTSGEi rnmtt h d ie aie
dleflinitioni given abc',e which has communication capability arid which security manaager roust determine the following:
hias; been previonsisy accredited. Another way of stating Lthe difference a. NMaximunr. sensitivity of data pnrocessed by the ietivork
between nietwork sestetis and interconnected AIS in, that a network, b. Whether the network security eavivoittoent is olpen or clojeti.
system exhibits it Cottitimi level of trust at all external interfaces, whiie (Open or closed security ervironinient refers to the conditions undier
iiitmrcoiitertetl AS do not. Therefore. interconnected AIS cannot be which applications programls outside thre TCI3 are developed. Oplen
evaluated anid given ra~ting classes. Instead, they are accredited using and closed enivironmnents are rlefinred in 121.)
Appendix ( .' of the TNI to determine what. sensitivity levels call lie c. Minimum clearance or authorization of iLih' network systemt insets
e'xchianged bietweeni tire AIS. Part 11 evaluation applies to all networks. Trhe term "User' Must be interpreted hiroadly iii a network sat-vit;.

Thlire are several rirruitistiisres that wvould idictate using tire It rail include anyone who nmay be able to obtain clearte\ct
initercoinnected AIS view. insteatl of the sinigle trusted system' v ilo. informnatiotn front a network aird will ordinrarily itrcludc oper ationial
'['ires(e iniciude connrecting AIS with dlifferenrt arIlritctures. conniectiing personnel and users onl attached hos~ts.
Mill an itnditividuralI A IS thiat hias tot been evaluated, irid coninect-inrg A table for mapping user clearanrce aird iraxirn urn senisitiv ity of
two p)reviouslIy accredited AISs. There are other circuiristairces %%here daaImioRniadRrnrsetvl srttie i j
the evaluator/ acered itor lisa a choice: conrsider onie AIS it comrponrenit dalgorinthfor deRui arnd Risk Irespcivl is: cnandin 1 h
of aniothrer AIS. arind evaluate the whole system; or- evaluate each AIS agrtmfrdtriigaRs ne s

separrately arid conirect theiti using tire interrotrnect-ionr rules (Appendix Risk Index =Rmnax - Rinis
('of the r[NI).

SecuityRequremnt eterinaionFinally, the reference includes a table that tmaps Risk lIndex to an

Tlie TNIEG guides the security inianrager ia deterimining the eauto ls fteTSC[1

recomimrenidedl wirirritui security requirements for tire ntetwork. A special situation occurs when E3 is present ir the iretwork.
Followinig tlre TNI, thre securit-y .reqjuiremntea computttatioin is dividedi MITRE believes that two possible Risk Indexes should be considered
into two parts. During tire first part, i-le security inantrger dleterriniies and the larger of the two should be used itt determnininrg the required

the ypeof a-.vik nd ite eve oftrus iuuird Cu th ýJvl e valuation class for the network, It should he noted, howevier, that.
t~retyp ofaeturk ridthelevl oftrut rquied fr- ~ret~ierr N-A has not yet endorsed this approach.

('!rirorrrfeiit. For at nretwork thart can 'te evaluated aus a single t~rubteui'
systetm. tihe output is a TCSEC clam., For a net-work that catnrot be As indicated in the TNI, an encr) ption mechanism is evaluatedl
evaluated its a single trusted system, t-he output will be guidance differently than other mechairisms. Evaluratiirg encryption mecharnisrms
concerning interconrnectiont and a list of other possible concerns. During has a long history predating the TNI, to which the TNI defers.
the second part, the security manager determines requirements for Evaluation of an encryption mechanism is part of communicatiorns
additional security services. The second part provides a list of ________

firrctiomralities, strengths of mechanisms, arid assurances for '[NI Part 'Dr Robert Shiley of the MITRE Corp~oration as acknowledged tor contributinig his

IIconcerirs. thoughts on this mattet
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Table 2 Table 4
Minimum Strength of Mechanism Requirement Part II Aseurance Rating

Risk Strength of Part II Minimum Part I

0 None Minimum C1

I Minimum Fair 02
2 Fair Good B2

> 2 I Good

Functionality of Specific Security Services

The Part II Risk Index for the system described above is 3- This section provides questions about each of the security services
2 = 1. According to the Table 2, a minimum strength mechaidsm contained in Part II of the TNI. It devotes a series of questions to each

would suffice. If the scenaric described above were changed to include securitv service. These questions are designed help the security
an unprotected communication line between buildings in an open space, manager identify the functionality required for each security service. In
the Rmin would be 0. The new Risk Index is 3- 0 = 3, and a good considering these questions, the security manager may wish to
strength of mechanism is required. substitute a weaker noun for "requirement." The questions should be

Assurance Assurance is a very important concept in the TCSEC answered in sequence, unless the answer to one question contains an

and TNI. This section discusses the need for assurance and the ways instruction toskip ahead.

in which it may be achieved. Authentication

One salient property of trusted network systems is the reliance on 1. Is there a requirement to determine what individual, p)rocess or
an NTCB. In addition to its other responsibilities, the NTCB prevents device is at. the othlr end of a network communication'?
unauthorized modification to objects within the network system. In If no, skip to Communications Field Integrity.
particular, the NTCIB maintains the integrity of the progranis which 2. Can you identify the basis for this requirement in a policy, concept
provide security services, thus ensuring that their assurance is of operations, or similar document?
continued. The NTCB provides an execution environment that is
,,xtieinely valuable in enhancing the sesuranvie of security s-rvites. If not, you should confirni and document the validity of this
1)iscrrtionarv and mandatory access controls can be enmplycd to requirement.
svgregeate unrelated •aervices. Thus, service iniplementation that is 3. Do you have a requirement to identify and authenticate the spicific
complex and error-prone or obtail:ed 'roiu an unevaluated supplier can hardware device at the distant end-point involved in the network
Ib lprevicnted froim degiading the assurance of other services commullication?
iniphlmeniuted in tle same component. Furthermore, an NTCB eisures If yes, then you have a functionality requirement for authentication.
Ilhiui the Ibaice prolection of the security and integrity information This functionality may be implemented at one or more protocol
iii rui-etd to the network is not diluted by vario's •,,n)p•rting security layer. For example, a specific control character, ENQ (enquiry or

se rvices. who-are-you) may be used to immediately return a stored terminal
The i',, relionship of the ,Itisk Index to the required aissurance is identifier.

cxlpre.sed ill Table :,. 4. Do you have a requirement to identify and authenticate tile location
of the hardware at the distant end-point or in any intermediate

Table A system involved in the network communication?
Minimum_ Assurance Requirements If yes, then you have a functionality requirement for authentication

at protocol layer 2, the Link Layer or layer 3, the Network Layer.
Risk Part It 5. Do you have a requirement to identify and authenticate the specific
Index Assmurance Rating operating system or control program at the distant end-point or in

0 None any intermediate system iivolved in the network comniunicatiol?
I Minium If yes, then you have a functionality requirement tor authentication
2 Fair at protocol layer 4, the Transport Layer.

>2 Good U. Do you have a requirement to identify and authenticate the subject
(process/domoain pair) at the distant end-point involved in the
network eomnunication?

Assurancc oi the design and implementation of Part II If yes, then you have a functionality requirement fo. authentication
iiechan•sms is also related to the assurance requiremnente in Part I at protocol layer 4 or above.
tuecause service integrity depends on protection by the NTCB. Table 4 7 Do you have a requirement to identify and authenticate the
expresses this dependency. The second column identifies ti • minimum application or user at the distanl end-point involved in the network
Part I evaluation which supports the Part II asurance requiiement. communication?

The reader should note that it is not valid to attempt to join If yes, then you have a functionality requirement for authentication
Tables 3 and 4 to relate the Risk Index to a Part I rating claws because above protocol layer 7, the Applications Layer. The Applications
Part I requireni-ts, as expressed in Table 3, include functionality, Layer provides an interface to the application. Authentication
strength of mechanism, and asurance, while Table 9 only addresse information may pass over this interface. Authentication of a user
assurance. Furthermore, recall from the previous section that the Risin is addressed in Part I of the TN1. Application process
for Part II may be different from that of Part I since many of the Part authentication is outside the scope of the OSI Security
11 protections are oriented towards outsiders rather than other users. Architecture, but does fall within the scope of TNI Part II Security

Services.
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Hav yV' on chosen t~o use Nomte ineeliaknisin other than tilcryptitolt to0 2. I)o )-oti have ;a requitrement i to detect. c01(1 ions that. would ilegraice
pror ide athntienticatioit? 11' so, your lt~rength of torch uni titl imsownt N Sr v ic, below it Ie-selveto miniuml ant Ito re1( 0~ ort sNtct
in Taleub 2. degradaItioni to Ilivi net work operators'?

If your- auutlieti eation teec hanisin in encryptiont batsed. see tilie I1 yes. youi hav Vi requirviluuiet. for at leamtitt Ililiim ii ot ottituitut of
appropriatie elicrypt ion authiority (e.g., NSA for tile Dot)). Even if optrat ions futtt neal jty.
encryp~tion is used sorne supporting processes, mauy teed to satisfy ~3. Coul d failure of' the systemi to operae Iot- sev', al minui tes lead to
the stre ngOh of miechanajst showtt itt Table 2 (dolietitling ohl tile Ilergotial Injitry or large fitiaiieiai Io
a rclittecture) F-or example, a elatabii~se that relates enicryptioni keys

iseifcuer a eod to betutdIf y es. vokk have it requui rettiviti for at lewit. Iair cotiti lii itY ot
Comspeci icauertions Fi el Iteristed operationis futnctional ity.

1. Io v l iv I r q ie e t o p o etCom m unication. Fields~l 4.eri y Do I )oii hav e It requiiremienit for servii'e rkvsiii( iiy tutul w ould

i~o ou i ae a-mlnrenent toprotct ornnihii Rtio agttit. oti I.TtIn _I'--irhiips itt a ilegraded or p'rioritized mtode in the event
littuttthorieed mnodificatiotn? of eqlitm-iti t failu re anid/or utiaut-lorizedl awtions?
If no, skip to Notiieii-pdit~tioti. If ye'. you lits ye at ret iretite ii. for at leamt. fair- con tiueitly of

2. Are , your lurllvetimo reupiireitet~it tile samue for all paurts of t-he ohieratitlvit fill) k.ti";aahi ty.
inomain5. CoiulId failure ocr1 you r systein to oltertuit for Neversi I tininte lead to

Til-I. re %%, iajo rfiehls: Jirotoeol- illforttiat iout, wlucrviti tIii' I. D~o ''o have at requiiretmentt for auttomatittc adaiptal-ioii iupont
ntirwork is ififot wd'i of liw destiliatioti of the intfoirmtatiott neld aiiy dietectiotn of a1 letli al-of -serv ire condit~ioin?

ajuelrid suye u r ice ieiiiirvd; ai us1 ~e r-da lii. Not. every, Iirotoioi-ditudt- If yes, you lave at requiremenet- for good enutfinlit iy of olueratiotis
lii (I)I)v) vOut 5i55 uiser-dalaa, but. lirotot-ol- inforiur.tioti is 'ttiit~

1i1-c"Ns'ill. liii.,I of II- liestjilSk knitV lie dlivuided into addihI~tiaiill
hl'uis dixll-peling ot i~ rom apil~liiit loll. prletutitiolt rqirvilivilettii for Protocol Based DOS Protection
tjl'lu~ls IlY diffelitr. I. D~o yolt luce a 1(11(1irtiitelit to probe' or test, t-le ax ii I aidItv of

1 1) Ylo hw-v11-u ii IIpti ei rill loti hueteii elg lillialitluiorizeld Itiodituitaitnt mervice?

to park or all "Ili II)? If' nto, skipl to Net-work i'aItIIgeituelt ..

ii* II'S. You have ut reItairetliitlu t.fo at VI4 len i ttiiititiuttitltirtotialily 2. 'Ile I' suggests ithat. thle numteber of protocol biased ii-itt it

:1. Io t
c votiu~ 1e1ti: rei qiilenient flit.dt aug na of th il,~iowvitg foriuit roill lbe limed :IN the basis orll iet-vri-iuliliig the reeiliired

,,iis~a I natiV l it'; iilia 1ou : Itteerioli. ebdletOnl. Ot replac'? I'lltliei uiitialil.y. l)o you iave tIll ulterTiutiite ia~iii for estabulish

1' ViAs. lmi II ;e n-quill-liltiiit foi Ai eaht fai- fulnetiotialit v. Il It-in liyr lfre i is

mli~~ptil. vuo ill l utinitionlitY titlist Ix' ilcIiioi-iawt~d ill : coni vlil 11 f is. youi Nhould vililiur[o this tllinterivt biitisis aintd skipl to Netwiork

'rieti- I 'riiloii Malttgelivitut

1, I)ý,.%,I xii requýire loll. if tie-sage stin-itti tiellifirtution ts detIteild, 31. I~i Ylilt iave it reqitvilrelllett t10 (IPHitrt 8 ICle'itiif 0 SVIeeiI' iuditiflltut
n-vo~l-'y (ornutio~slouldbe llltiud W idi CMtitit It liIII iti Y lv l(' lirot(')I i ttlssed AN IMNti of tioltlmii

If' y es, eilt haeir ;I requit rittmitJIto goodlI Itittctiotiaity Y. Il a atditioti,, lilol ltlm

Notu-rupudiation i1 aIii . rut lii not li~kiu :I iiiic-itoils rii-qtirullitiu'i. fol r liioioel lissii
)~u luli hu' a n I ttriiiu'tit i liea~de ii 1101 t ht ii -tI'thti iOlinintiaidiii luul * ,ikiililIsiji Nt' ktorkut- ix-lltarititit

ratisl11-v ai It auir,1111t eait .,poe11 aiiiiwirwri'ill l .l'Ti' 'N sn I't tie f -oilll ving liritiw br im-d ilteemlia tsins:

lpvifw tli'i eii' lit' tievats I lint. ilii' idei'itt-t ofi till- sibut itjii'tut a ct hl.
Ne~ifiiiig ti( ewg- il otcomtputer and~l/or mtail agelii./st'r-v'r,
1 tt'1111. n ilate'. andi icontintis art' all tuniqueiyl aw u nidiialtertably GI l`11il1m a rett'Ipeiit ue ulliti itulatitu sien-it, %i'ri'-

idih'tli ielt. YuI lvi-i , tin' "tu l ''iu -aliui, tilwsages, toi vciril that nii~i l

If' %es. I lieu cot taYu t tiae fittitiniiaullity riequtiriement fur unit- pail uisits letwh'eti tliver vuiio'iiie.

r--i'litlioi wiitithi I pr-rof iiorigit . H ave Vol idlwiiilad title atititiut-iutal iuiechalititiits reqittn-i ltol. Your

3. 1), r oi lt Ituiri rriltitrettittu For piroving 1,iii1 a slut'ifici itle'sagi' Wa
r-etivid" .s-eerifieirsuti ttwiu',tu thitt dii itit'tttIty oif the sitlibjeut. If sui. incuitl tide . addistihtontal tiu'lvuii lisitus it Yone list of iquirirud

tigentit'servr, Ilinii andici Lte . iiiii tcontetnts art' all unit ilitt. ly tit 5. htsi li t'e 1i(,i'rvjiiot quest-ion, Iliiiw Iiittit ltroortiiil Itteucl titu-eieitistii

uniialteraibly id' tif-fi il. ido Int vo (il tee' If'nut ittu wi'ith iI-lne iuxt. t(Itistioltt

If' , ys. t ii- %-olt litite it fimtiu ottulit'' relttirttetit foir iot- It. 1)io iiii IT1reitrt tut Itt a p~r,,otool [)tseilf ituehlattisi Itl deisigitui to
itp lia i lei wii plltul flit vicviry liti. iggravateit Ik~eiail of Su'rvit' icotiditioni?

Continuiny of Operations "or ixamtplte, rett'ittes-rc-sposaes and poilintg ttveilatiistts ai hin ei'ti

I I)1) hiave ;i rvteqtlit euti to unxs.ri tili availiibility itf kntown i0 -taia l Oeit or VIt-huttl itueket switching ntitworks.
Mik Il1 1(t uutemt etusnv ill Ior lCletel'i-it te Whten tI Iviaieit-ri-st:rt ii If so. mill oti( (1) ito your Namtt of pirotocol batsedu tiechli~iii-Sii,

I ')0S v) ldeil it iiusis A dvilm-qiii/efrvii/e condtloitiiits tlfite'i Ilii T'ite rtelatiotishipi of ttitittbi'r ofit'Iivehltati lst and fI'lncI i-onitiit Y
exist wlurtuirer lthimighi~l hI fai lelo aI iuri-Ui'stAI.ulSlII('u Ilitt-sioii. -.Cllr ni slitishowit illTabtle5

.1.v~ititi i I,,s ai vlii i ý et i ti l isitavtui:,l ili'. oir wiii-n rewolteels
MT liii Hot lhi to UNI-.s fitl 111 i'iiuiittiblu basis.

If iw, 4ip ilo Pii 'iu~i' hlacsl I)C)M Plrue( liott.
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Network Management Although a sgl-rst-yteiapproach Iis prefered, it is
I. lDo you have a requiremnent for (at- least) dletectinig a denial r-f recognized that, at least for- thle near termi, existing aN-creclited AIS will

service condcition that affects more tItan a1 single in-stance of hie part of' miany networks. Sincer it is unlikely, that these systemns can
commnunication, or attemrpted coiun iuLlticatiozi? li part of at single trust-ed systemn, at -set of miore-lenient interconnec-tiont

rules has Iceeti estalblishecd. These rules require Lthe exchange of MOA-s
If no, skip to Data Confidentiality. betwecet cognizant, accrediting authorities who are willing to acreipt tile
If yes, you have at functional requiretment for network matittgettentit risk of attachting their systetos to eauchi other. ii, thle crte of a1 ronkition
deieual of service protecticoli - uer ttetwork, at network aecreditor is uinder at fiduciary responisibcility

Wo protert Lthe other ,\IS that have been alttached previouisly- Any tieed
Table 5 to attach aiti AIS that does not satisfy the network attac-litieut
Protocol Based DOS Functionality Mechanism Requirements standards toilet ibe we~ighed carefully against, Lthe additional security

threat which many be propagated to other AIS.

Nuni her of F"itni-tioalllty Part. 1I 1 -f lie TN I is more qualitative thati I 'art 1. Its
-lfllli11 reqail I)-I MIretiteats do tot have the -strong inathetnatical bases behin ld Lthe

Notie1Z.11 Part I criteria. P'art. II applie~s to systemits t-v aluatecl its at siingle trustedl

I system ias well ;is to syatetits of interconineected AIX'. P'art 11 uses thle
2-ii3~ t111 Risk Index its dlot-s Ipirt I, however Lthe P'art I and I1 indexes nii syv d iffer

2;-3( I- or the( samle siystemn because inl somne cases Ilite R11m1 is different. Tlo it
-3 Goodlarge extenta, I'art, I criteria protect users fromt othter systvi-t users,

whi lit Part I1 reqjuirie tiets protec-t ,iscts8 front outsiders. P~ro id intg
etviroi'01tine ittl gi chilCe Was difficult,. Quite fran kly, the gutidancre wats
based oii mecistires thtat. stenied right t~o thie act lthos. It. is thle atuthlots,

Data Confidentiality hope that readers will consider the titetisures ill te mils of thecir own
I D~o yoii have ci reqi-vipt ena to pratt-it any paIrto at rallitaic t dcl Wt-a systemis and they will provide tile aut-hors With fevedxcicck about.c hletlier

fronti disclosure ito unauthtorizted pcrszonsY the itewslires s-ci- right to thltett inl ;1 sort1 of ifctriiial D~elphi
If' to. skipl to irTir iFfcIlow C onfitlentimilit-c lueti-odology.

2. Is your req ireictent for coronimletialilt,- litlioc it) -c t elecit'i field of
user-data withitiia I' DLJ?
If' to, t~leti YOU requkire -otifid'-ttt-iailitY y or Ilthe eittire tInt-a potrtiuot of
each NI')1. Couttinue withl Traffic [-'low ('oit fileiit i; lity . LIST OF REFERENCEUS

31. Is the-re a recesoti to eerc lipt aitly selected fields (cug., iEost sariltigs
legal reqit i relueicitsY?

If y es,. y01 require selectd lield coltficleutiicl ity' . If sio. You ri-rttCire
fall confidentialitY oti-lit'e dat a portiott ofeach I 'l)L. 1. Naioa C olpit-- Sicurittytt t-titer, "T-iisio i- Net-work

Traffic Flow Confidentiality Ititi- r r-leaI'tihl of, the Tritmetei (n dt r ttm kc uatct
1. lo 'you have a requ ireticnti to prevenit an alysia cf uica-ca;Ige letig:ii., Cri tvin-r NCSC JT(;t0r,, JuIc IcI87.
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ABSTRACT

Security in the standairds arena is emierging as at pressinig topic MAP, represeiiting it coiisortciiii of' factory automiation users
for di.seussioit and for iniinileut staindardliziition. The headed by Genieral Motors, and TOP', representing thfe office
Intern atizonal Staid arde Orgaliziin onl/Openl Systems automnation conini unity licail d biy I be ing, fire developing

In terconnlection (S150/05) protocols are being n p lermented specifications of sipecific suhsets of Iso st-n~arcl ds. lIn arcws
andl accepted Iti tilie t~utu ru Standaird for all coilIItill nin letiolls whecre ISO standardls tire not yet, fully miature, tlit(
lietworks. The livedi to prov ide sveilrit ' v for 'ieiih partieipanlt. in corresplonldin g MIAl/TOl comin iit-tees are try ing to accelerate
aft Open systeni ha, 55 io rged ats 010- orlfile imp jortanlit riddles tle prl)ocess or (Iefin jig 051 stand ardls by developing"'Ii vi imust hi solv ed 1wfore 01;1 will lhe used whole-l ar teilly . MAP/'1'oF solutaios wIicli, aire liien g 11(i in to thle appropria te

ANSI committee. InI ad dition, MIA I /1''O' is drawing onl the
TII is paper suii aiziloeva (ltie secuirity alctIivitirs, as ot' Maiy I988, standards being developed tit the NtIS iltplciiiciitor 's
oif thii v arious stalldiardls bodiesC whIichi ire dlevelopinjg svenil riy-v Workuhiol and using the I tit Ileiieii t or's A greem elis.
relatted stand arids with in tie eon temt of tli I.SO/OSI referenlcemiodel. Ili Order to provide a colherenit de~scrip~tion of the Theli N[3S lipeittr \Vork~diop hits Ill mu'I t he SIl lie goids 15s
various activities, timl! structunrc of the st-anmdards orgu Ii ation s Well ats the s ~ame laiti iIan Ita as N-IAl ',/l'O'. Thle goals of tilie
is shiown, tit hi n trarlions a liolig die orgaii ieat~ioils tire workshlop are to proinote in llti-veildor inite rope rlil~iity qiciik ly
en plored, and the work Iirogreisiiiig WithIiin encli organiization is by developing lii 1) lemnict tor's Agreemient 1s for a slievilied subset
sn itiniiarized- Ill taddditi~on to at descri iticll of' tIle- scu rity work of intern ation al security sta nil rds' oiptionis. T'hese a grveltilei 1 Is
pirogreassing in t he official stun dards organ izatioiis, f~i overiC ew wi;l formi till, basis for sec-urt vntV pabiblit ivs wvith in thleof p rogtrails within the I)oI) whIiclh art, p rolilloling t-hi e Governmien vt 051 lmofi le ((].oSII'), wliichi are the qicc ific
staiiidardizat ion or 150051O sreciif *i t is pion idvI. I-ili :111
conclusiosi la re d rawn ab i out tilie progress (,f stainllardi atiou of
security.

1.0 INTRODUCTIONINENTOA.kAI 
-

'I'lere ire' several iliterntial icst an1d fiatioiild Ltililit(l States ECMA CCITT
standard~s hod ies as well Itas 11ito S'l tates govenmCentiiC
organiz atioins wichiaI ire working to (levelopi ,ecuil, r t stallohild is t~ N LIAIý nG
fo r th ei 0 81 bla s ic l Hc fe rr -im e i- M o d e l I ll A ll o f ' tie (irg a ni mit l~ i o n s-5excli aigi in formait io about11 the iriir wok tihrouigh speiefir, %vell-IS
definled cliaiiels V~igilre I shows t111' vardios olrgaizai on/.l Oalid
their official workiiig relatioiislips

'Ihle iliteinaltionall 4tiilandalM erirgniii-/;il 011 hiuch atu Iork itunulO inio miii
oit the i s~eenrite atshects of iopen s steiiis are lili t lCl1 iill, Internainlfral Ulv.
Stnii1d ard-s Organizaliont (ISO), thle il ii ritii'i ( olin pii ter otis, ial
Manufacturer's Association (EGNIA), aiid Life In ternationail w.icn rlbutor
TFelegraph and TeLecphone Cýonsultative Ciommiittee (0011'T). NATIONAL
ISO ilas been imaiiijior contIribliit1or ill tile area of sIecur ity w it
staiidardn for rien rile archl ittewt re aitim1( for security ANSI MAPITOP
ianaiigeiienit . lCMvA andi C301-1' lhavem parall-l ccninii i ttees t-o
thiose inl ISO; they colltributeI to Ilie ideielopimllelit of 150/051
"security stilnidards via liniisons.

1I'li v U ait ed States' ni tionaIl organizatlioins whic tliire lssoci ated N85 Imptemento Wor shopWith the ISO security work :ire thii Aiiriciaii National us use ilts
Standards I nsti tute (ANSI), tlit( Mailuifac tu rinig Automnationl GOENMN inlgralion a D.D Policyl'roticol/Techn cal Office Pirotoriil ) MAP/I-Oli), and the NA-SN

ANSI is the formiiil UI.S. repiresenitative to ISO. Within ANSI,
there ire parallel eoininitteps to those in ISO. E'inrh Comlmittee
is tile fornial UIS. represenitative to the corr'espol~lilig ISO
Commiit~tee.

''liii Manufartu ring Automiation I'rolocol/'I'eclinical Office F1,igiirc I - Interniatioiial aiii U.S. Orgaiiizatioims Working ciiProt~ocol (MAP/TOP1) his user orgaiiizations world-wide mand ISO/OSI Security
IIIs timl! status oif officiail conmtribuntor to the ISO commliittees I
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subsets of international standard protocols to be procured by
the Federal governmenlt.

GOSIP is being developed by the IDefense Communications
Agency (i)CA) fo; use int the Internet. Tihe other United
States government agency which is developing security lntgret,msinTmehnoloy Standards
standards based on the OSI inodtl is the National Security (JTC1)
Agency (NSA) Their programn is the Secure D~ata Network
Systen ISMNS) program. Lower Layer$ Text and Offie Systems

(SCGI (S018)
Bloth the interniational and United States national standards 1. Transport Layer 4 Security (WG4) 1. Mosag. Handling Systems
organizations are eominpoltc of comiotittees which are devoted 65c~rily
to particular topics. Within ISO. the T1echnic~al Committees Data Encipharsmesi Architecture,('ICs) which hive significant securit~y activities are Information (S020) (S021)
Tech uology Standards and Blank ijg. Recently, the 1. Sere Key Syslema(WG1) 1. ArchitoCtare (WGI)
international Electronical Commission (IiEC) hoas formed a 2. Public Key CrYel9SeateeMs (WG2) 2. Management (WG4(
specific liaison with the ISO 'P097 committee (Inforruatioti I Lay'er 4 Socanly (W03) 3. Directory (WG4)
I'rouciting) to sponsor tile Joint T(echnitcal Committee 1 4. Uper Lovers tWOS)
(J'l'QI). The lEC is an adjenct of ISO whichi addresses the
standiardliz'ation for electrical anti electronic eniztneeritni Ranking
equi pmtent. (lC66)

Etectronic Finds Tron~for Information ExchanegThe five Subcommittees (SCS) wvithtin these T1Cs whlich ihave (SC2) (Scu)active security subgroups anrc Lower Layers, Data 1. Wholesale Banking (WG2) I . SatCordi (Wad)IEn ciph le r mnen I., Arch itectuer, In form ationi Intrhange, and
E'lectronic Funds Tlranstfer, [Figure 2 lists these groups shlowing

Information Processing Banking Figure 3. ISO Working GIroups Se"''ity Activities
(JTC1) (TOSS)

Lower Data Architecture
Layers Encpermnl (01
(SC6) (SC20)

ANSI Committees ISO Committee&
Text and Office

Systems Eiectronic Funda Information Dula Comneellualiwi. Lower Layers
(S 6) Transatr Interchange (XS313 tJTC IISC61

(SC2) ($051 iNetaerk arnd Transport Layer 4 SocurIty
(X~383-3 (JTCIUGMaw4)

Tali: Olilco and Pubtlishing Ststem' Test and Ofice Systems

Systems Technology, Duta Encryptlonr Data Eaciphe -mostFiur2. I-SO Comminttees WVorking ott IS0051O S'ectiity (X3TlI) (JrCltSCOO)

witielt slibcorit itittecs4 belotng to each technticatl conttttittee. Thei Out ArchitectureWorking Girotups (W~s) within these SCs whitcit specif'icaliy are (X3T5) (JTC11SC2t)
tu lIi'-11 tesitgiecri ty innues it, OS! arv shown it] inFigu re 3.
Within ANSI, there aire severai groti pe whitcit contribute to the O~t A'chnooture Architecture
1'30 Workintg Groutps addressintg security. Figure 4I lists those (X3TS.i) (JTC11ISC2iAG1)
ANSI -dtlm ilowitng the c~orresp)onditng 150 Workintg (irotp. Osi Manaement Protocols Management

(KaT 5.)(JTC11SC21/WG4t
''The list of' groups Workintg ott 0O;1 security issues is extettsive. Asp~l.catins ,Presentation. and Upper Layersas at La~ra(JTC1/SC2I/WG6)ilowel-ec, tile group~s do tmake attettipts to work, together so (X3T5.6)
thitlt work is tnot dupticated tinless slich dttplicatiott is Flinercal 3gQvlcoa m~~ntecessary. 'Il'hns attiotig the etiriolts groult , titere lice mtanuy (O
liaisotn efforts which are progresintg security mtandartis. F~igu re WoeaeSkn
5 tatd F'igutre I show the miajor, current littisoit activities of tOQ TC68.6C2/WG2l
citchi groutp ats of May 11388. X9E17 Smart Cards

(TC66ISC6,WO4)

Te1 followinig seetiottaSi itt tltk~rize tlte pairticula Insecturity
ict i ities1 of each work iittg group in dhe con text of their
ilt I'ttt at ott al ttr ttatiotial orgattizalion ain'td givt' a brief
stt itt t ry of anty stanitedads wlhicit thte group i is Iov elop inig. Figure 4. ANSI 0) roups Secturity Activ ities antdt Correspon dinig

ISO Groups
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2.1 Information Technology Standards (JTC1)

The purpose of JTC1 is standardization, including
terminology, in the field of information processing systems

JTC1IsC6,V04 Jrcl1SC211W0l including, but not limilied to, personal computers and office
acS r. equipment. Figure 7 shows the organization of JTC1 security
dtprotectiona Somc\Minti'~~ont activities. The following sections describe the activities of each

5.ric S.te Working Group within each subcommittee (SC) as shown in
JTC I S020 .JTC11l/sarWoo Figure 7.

JTCI1/6C21N04 2.1.1 Telecommunications and Information
Exchange Between Systems (S 08)

Wdo Ac21 ~ cSontrols

17c , ina, pa titirlaI. In 1 2.1.1.1 Transport, Layer 4 Security (WG4)
o.y M. 3.rir nns" 0. oag doni 0 l nch *. An

-W ~ a' mio4rant The working group is developing protocols which incorporate
TC66C C21/WG1 SC20 data protection services at the transport layer. The model for

this protection of transport data will be taken from the wvork
ac ontrols R.0 *a1 was being done in SC20 or SC21. The members of SCG do not

ng controlO t. "do .0gsnori intend to develop the model in their group.
italil1. MC...A Matl/0001,15 2.1.2 Text and Office Systems (5CIS)

JTc~CaI, 1WQd The SC18 group works with ECMA TC32 and Nvith CGITT on
.. the Message Hiandling System (MIIS) standards. The security

AI~~~~ri- :rno uli1. pisooloa ~ portions of these staendards present a security policy 121, a
0. ...'k sol .urn5it;e security tnodel a3i security service definit ion for the mess-age

in ~~La. nr.',ji.i.iu 6 transfer service (4I, and a sucurit,% service definition for the

Plon~tI oyr Irhth,~ at-a mes ncsage store ~(

Information Technology Standards
lJTC1)

Figure 5. ISO/JTICl Liaisons

Lower Layers
(S06)

ECMA Transport Layer 4 S urity (WG4l

T ext and Office

Goal Is to stab sh I Is s to provide Systems

- S t prov(SC 18)
Securi St~an ards ur 4Message H-anmdling

Oata Encipherment Systems Security
(3020)3

JTCl/SCiB JTC11SC20 JTCI/SC21 CCITT Secret Key Systesns(WGI)
Public Key CryptoSystems (WG2)
Layer 4 Security (WG3) Acl~tf

(SC2II

Figure 6. ECMA Liaisons Archiectr (WG 1)
Management (WG4)
Directory (WG4)

Upper Layers (WGS)
2,0 INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

ORGANIZATION (1SO) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The goal of the Open Systems Interconnection activity of the Figure 7. ISO/JTCI Securit~y Activities
International Standards Organization (ISO) is to promote
atarndardization of those functions, needed to support
communication between open systems. ISO is a voluntary
organization whose voting rights are given to the nationai 2.1.2.1 Standards for Message Handling

standards bodies of participating countries. For example, Systems
ANSI is the United States representative to 1S0. The Message H-andling System standards are a, set of standarda

which define the systems and services which allow users to
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exchange messages usinig a store and forward architecture.
The basic functional entities of the Message Handling System
are the User Agents (UAs), the Message Transfer SystemOrinAteicio
(Ml'S) which is composed of Message Transfer Agents (MTs)Mese Origin Authentication
and thle Mesag,3 Store (NIS). The User Agents9 are applicationMesg OrinAtnicio
processes which submit and receive messages onl behalf of the Probe Origin Authentication
user. The Message Tranisfer Agents transfer messages anl(l Report Origin Autthentication
deliver messages to the destination specified by the user via the Proof of Submission
User Agents. The Message Store, which is an optional Proof of Delivery
function, can by used to store and to permnit retrieval of Secure Access Management
inessages between the User Agent and the hlessý.ge tI'rasfer
Systems. The security itodel for the system defines services Peer Entity Authentication
which Would allow tee ntte orcmoesto Security Context

protected. Data Confidentiality

Tlhe security invoidel has two views: Secure Access Manallgemfent Contnetio Confidentiality
sail Administratioii and Secure Messaging. Secure Access Conentg Fo Confidentia lit y
M~anagement and Administration addresses "thle establishmentMesg lwCnlftily
of an authenticated association between adjacent conmponient.% Data Integrity Services
and] the setting upl of security parameters for that association.'
Secure Mlessaging "covers the application or' serenrity features to Connection Integrity
pirotect iliessagvs iii thie Message Hanidling Systern in Content Integrity
accordance with a defined security policy 12J." Message Sequence Integrity

The services provided] for Message Hiandling security are basd Non-Repudiation
onl ISO 7.498/ Part 2 [If . 'Thlese classes of services i-rc: message Non-repudiation of Origin
origini niithen tication ,report origin nuiten -icatioli p robe origiii Non-repudiation of Submission
authentication, proof of delivery, proof of submission, secure Non-repudiation of Delivory
access inaiiageincn t, content integrity, con tent ounfidentiality. Message Security Labelling

1message flow confidentildilty, mnessage secquence integrity, nol Security Management Services
repuadi ation of origin, non-cc ni diat ion of delivecry', Lull( lio1- Cag rdnil
repudiation of Submtiission. Reagisecrednil

'Ilhe services with in each class Wre d efin i'd it, idet all in X .402 13]
and are listed ill Iligure S. The security patrameters for tile
services provided by- the Message Tlriansfer systemi and1 the
Message Store tire idefi ned Ii X. ll I'll and X.113 51I F"igu re 8. Message Hianlinil lg Secuirity Serv ice's
respectivele. 'Thle Classes Of thireats whlichi these services
add revs aro access tihreats, init-ee-inessage th reals, in tra- niwssilge
threats. and data store threats,

Thlie treatmnent oh sicil city in ( lie' Nlosiige H andl in g Syvstemi is 2 rprNm

on e of tie mnost tiorou ghi defi nitions and set of services in tiny 3. Rtange of Applicat ion (services p rovidedi
Of lie ISO stand ards.

4I. Modes of Operationi

2.1.3 Information Processing Sysitetnis Data 5 rporpi nefc
Cryptographic Techniques (SC'20) a rporpi nefc

'The s-i'ciiity activiit v in ISC)/'l'IV/SC2th arc taking tiacer ill. Te~st, of Words

\(I, WG'2 aiid %W3 ill tilie a Cliv oh, protojil dclv ioli Ilicili 7. flaiten t In formiationl
sald algocithli registration. 'I'lit ISO) excxi'ii -e' colitniiittec Ia.,
votedl thlit algod iiiins can not tbe stanaidizst~ed by ISO3 8. Rleferenlces to Standards
coimmnit tee's, thu tia le work ill S( 20 mai b3le slowinig downi.
AlItihiugh thierei is work progressing ill the arews of secret iKey 9. Name of Sponsor
AlgorithmIls anid A pplicaion~is ('NOI) andi in P'utie Key
Urev pios , steins alid Modle of 1 "me (WG2), these activities arteIftnto eciigteagrti n h tegl l
siin lIar to tIiose of ISO/'lCthS in tile banuklng commn iiamity, aifor iathmis o t desuribig for' algosri th ii d h t igilo

2.1.3.1 Use of Encipherment Techniques in The work to he done iii Illis ares is to defille 'olhlipktei'iylie seo
Communications Architectures (WG3) of procedures as wxll as to ilefine thle teriiinology, such ;is

The security activities of WW3 are thle definuitionu of "EiileriiLAloih.

uroceidure for regis4tering algorithms anid the developimeni of 2.1.3.1.2 Standard for Data Cryptographic
stanudarids for cryptogiapilic techniqmujes Ii coiimetioli-orileiiied Techniques. T'he first workitig draft of the staiidard for

throtocolAi aind for pnublic key emnccyption. ''l'hie followiiig data cryptograiphic tecilehailues was develiopmed it. of S8epteniber
sections sulrninarini' each of the~se effoirts aiii point out areas 1086 atie as the introduction states, *'tile text is pirovisional

where work is still to be done or pherhaps redone, and riubjeec to radical change 161." 'Tlis stanudard will aipply to
the connection-oriented protocol specification DIS 8073 atnd

2.1.3.1.1 ISO Register of Encipherment will define all elements of cryptographic based data. protection
Algorithms. A set of procedures- is beinig idefinied for muechuanisms except for the Cryptographic aigoritlitmis. '('le
registering algorithms. '('li following list is a filst draft work being done in the group is evolvinig toward a tranlsport. to

definiitioni of what compises5C tile registrationi Of all algorithimi. nietwork interface where encryptioni iv a siiblayer betwccii thii'
transport atid nletwork layers.

I. Unicque Identificationi (assigiied by SC02()
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The intent of the standard as it is currently drafted is to architec!ture, security management, (lirectory security, and
provide Miechanisms to Support the securit3 services defined in security in the upper layer protocols such as presentation layer
I)P-7498/2. These services include peer-entity authentication, protocols.
connection confidentiality, and connection integrity with and
without recovery all at layer 4. There is a proposal foe new work to develop ali ISO

Authentication Framework. Four arcas would bi. investigated
Tbe elements of procedure or faciiities which provide the for this Meta-Architecture definition: Authentication (WGt$),
mnechanisms are listed below. Acc,,ss Control (WGI), Security Audit (W04l) anid Non-

Repudiation (WGI) with WOO tracking the efforts for
Connection E stablishiment consistency. WCO has done somic preliminary work in this
Peer-Entity Authentication area which led to the decision that there is a nieed for a

Data Enciphermnent framnework in this area.
Integrity The current efforts in security standards are listed fin the
Unique Sequence Numibers following sections,

Theo classes of end-to-end transport protocol layer services to 2.1.4.1 051 Architecture (Wal)
which the standard applies ace 1, 2, 3, 4. Class 0 is not W01 addresses the architecture aspiects of 081. Their piresent
incluled because it is designed for miiinimal functionality and effort is to develop an OSI security architecture.
the required cryptographic llaranicters cannot be
accommodated fii the variable header. The following lists the 2.1.4.1.1 OSI Security Architecture Standard.
types of cryptographic p~rotcctioni for each transpcrt protocol Th e standard for the OSI security architecture I81 is intended
class, to extend the field of applica~tion of PRO 7,108, the Baesic

a. Class I: Basic Error Recovery Clases Reference Model for Open Systenis Interconnection, to cover
secure coinmunications between open systemis. The standard

Unilateral l'eer-Eiitity Authentication has progressed to the level a D~raft International Stanidard, 1)15
Coiifideii iality of' U.ser Data 7,198-2, as of May 1087. this ehoca meat. is beiiig revised to

progress to full hIiternational -Standard (IS) statusa in 19J88.

b. Class 2: Multiplexing Class The security architecture for the Referenie Model is defined ini

Mutual Peer-Entity A uthientication Lterms of the secumrity services and thle relat-ed iii cclixiisnis
Confidentiality of User D~ata whlichl can be provided with in the Referen cc Model frainiework.
Manipulation Detection for all The definition and place meii t Of tlisf- sevI'iCes 11nd iii Cc1liansins

types of Transport Protocol IDat,L Units formn the core of the docuiiinit. hIn addition, the securit-Y
Replay, insertion, anid (deletion detection arch itectu re st-and ard ciefinesx the mm-eliitetoi re for seenucity

for normnal data streami inatagenient ats well as providing ait tuonial oni security, it
justification of security service pluceinviait particlar la~yers,

c. las 3 ErorRecvey ad Mltplein Clssaiid a guide for placciiieii of enimejlivriieiit in iipplications.
c. Cass : Eror Rcovey ad MutiplxingClasThe security architecture aiid the security ziiaiagenimemt

Mu tua Peer-Eu tity AiithIenticationi atcliitcctu re are discussed mere.
Coltfideii tiality of User Data ''i euiyacietr apot h olwn aeoiso
Manipuilatioii Detectioni for all types Tescrt rhtcuvspot h olwn aeoiso

of Transport Protocol Dauta Uinits evm
Replay, inmsertioin and deletioim dctectioimAniu iaiu

for all user dhata Acctess iContiol

d.(w..Elrror lWtectioii and RI ovciro Cr (lass lData Conl fideiitiality
cI. Class IDaita lIntegrity

Same .9ervicen as for Clitss 3 Non-Replidint-ion
Recovery froin detec(ted( initegrity errors
is prov ided iusming nin cclanmisnia froni ci cnu: Thme ialloca tioii of theise catiegories of' serv ice to eachl ayc- i~s
4 checksuini failures, shown ini Figure 9I.

With in each of tli cxc categories, specific servicesn are docineiied.
TIhe data cryptographic technimqiues to be defiii~d in t.his Mucli of thle differentiatioii betweetn services is to arromnmnoiate
standard are for cud-to-end protection of time data, Although connectioii-orientcd versus coonectionless service provided byv
no algorithms are specified, only certain algorithrinis are suitable nn underlyiiig layei. 'L'est, services arc listed, but iiot
for use with these techniques ~!~;-relevant to protection Oil described iii Figure 10.
an inidiv idaual cci t. to-eiiu coilncectioii basis). JIn ad dit ion , thle
techniiiquesi defined are onily as secure ats the see ii i t inhIieren t ini The typles of Iniech ansnins whic cd an lbe inivoke ci ly thle security
the mnanagemnent of the cryptographcic keys. services atrc:

2.1.3.1.3 Standard for Public Key Encryption. Enciphermenti
Trhe standard for public key encryption is DEA 2 which Digital Signature
specifics the algorit-lini to lie used for public key encryptionl Access Control
protocols 171 Data In tegrity

Authienticationm Exchange
Traffic Padding
Routing Control
Notarization

2.1.4 Information Retrieval, Transfer, an d The mnapping of the mnechanismrs to the categories of services
Management for OSI (SC21) which art allowed to inivoke eachi iechanisin is shown in

The security activities in SC21 arc being addressed iii the Fimr I
wouking groups WGl, WG4, and WOO tit tlit areas of security
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There are some additional mechanisms; which do not provide
any particular service at a given layer, but which are defined
as "pervasive." These pervasive security mechanisms which
appear to apply to, or would be used by, services provided by

Lyr7I 'ithantication. A0066s control, security management are:Layr 7J41a Cfldoldafilalty, Data Integrity,
Application Non-ropudiation Trusted Functionality

Event Detection
Layer 6 Security Audit Trail

Presentation Data Coritceidsnallty Security Recovery

Layer5The basic framework for Security Management is included in
Layer 5the standard to guide the development of subsequent more

Session specific standards on managing security [0). Security
management is defined as the management aspects of OSI
Security that are concerned with those operations which are

Layer 4 Authentication, Access Control, outside normal instances of communication, but which are
Transport Data conficientil-4hy, DatalIntegrity needed to support and control the security aspects of those

communications.

Lyr3Authentication, Moasse Control, There are four categories of OSI security management activities
Network Data Confidentiality, Oats intagirty which are defined.

1. System Security M.anagement
Layer 2 2. Security Service Management

Data Link Data Con~fidentiality 3. Security Mecuanism Management
___________________4. Security of OSI Management

Layer 1Daaonietly
Physical Ca otsiltySystem security management is concerned with the

management of the security aspects of the overall OSI
environment such as security policy oi event handling. This
type of management controls the pervasive mechanisms which
apply to all layers, not a particular layer.

Security service management and security mechanism
Figure 9. Allocation of Categories of Services to Layers management are concerned with the management of particular

fl'rvices and mechanismts respectively. The manaigeiment of
- , services and mechainisms also applics to the circumstances

Authntictionunder which a service is allowed to invoke a miechanism.

Security of OSI management protects all OSI management
Peer entity authentication functions and the communication of OSI managemenit

information. This type of management may be the
Data origin authentication embodiment of Truisted Functionality and can be defined as

the environment.
Access Control

Data Confidentiality

Connection confidentiality
Conneotlonless confidentiality
selective field confidentiality
traffic flow confidentiality 5eNIs cm OvA N~ on seudosaron

A.A mow contai cOvdfld.lasy Swgrny

Data Integrity ____ ____ -

conhection Integrity with recovery DO"~i siow.m Y Y Y

connection Integrity without recovery Ua uCo-ft V

selective field connection Integrity 00Ae -1~1 - yY
connectioniema Integrity "hvV - - -

selective filid connectionless Integrity 7Tafi ""Y

P.Awo c..n V
Nont1ropUd lotion Y

Non-repudiation with proof of origin- _ ______

Non-repudiation with prood of delivery

Figure 10. List of Specific Security Services Figure 11. Mapping of Mechanisms and Services
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Although the Security Architecture standa,d is declared to be Management needs to be discussed in the grout. The omission
ready to progress to the status of a full international stan lard, of Security of OSI Management is legitimate as this type of
there is some work which would make the standard mor. management includes Trusted Functionality which will be
useable, Currently, the security architecture is described in specific to each system. Other items to be included in the
terms of security services, mechanisms those services can use, service definition, but on which work has not been completed
and the layers in which the services may be available. There is are: a) model for security management; b) conformance
no attempt to describe which combinations of services provide kequirements; and c) aunnexes which provide background oil the.
a particular level of security. For example, if reliable concepts and requirements of security management.
authentication is a goal of the system, then not only is the
layer 7 service of peer authentication desirable, but the layer 4 2.1.4.2.2 Standard for Directory Security
service of connection confidentiality is useful to assure that no Services. The lireetory is "a coll-ction of open systems
one has unauthorized access to the authentication information which cooperate to hold a logical database of information
as it is transferred across the network. about a set of objects in the real world (I I]." These objects are

application entities, people, terminals and distribution lists.
Thus there is a need for an appendix or an accompanying The services offered by the Directory are service qualification,
guideline to provide some recommendation c! how to combine directory interrogation, directory modification, and error
security services within layers and at different layers to achieve messages.
secure communication among open systems. The service qualification services address the security

2.1.4.2 OSI Management (WG4) requirements of a directory service. There are three services
which make up the service qualification. One service is service

The two security efforts within WG4 are standards for security control which sets limits on the use of resources such as the
management services and for security in the directory services, extent of a search requested. Another service is security

parameters which protects directory information by indicating
2.1.4.2.1 Standard for Security Management security level or type of protection a user wishu,. The third

Services. The Security Management Standard [91 defines the service is the filter service which defines cotiaitions that must
specific services required to manage and to control OSI be satisfied so that information may be returned to the user.
security. Currently, a working draft of the eventual standard
exists and is being developed within the Security Management The directory interrogation service provides for reading,
ad hoc group. It is expected to progress to a Draft Proposal comparing, listing, searching, and abandoning it query. The
(])P) in 1988. The security services are being defined so that. directory modification service supplies services for adding
they can use the Common Management Information Protocol entries, removing entries, and modifying entries. The error
(CMII') 110] for information exchange, messages are errors and referrals to another service when one

service fails.
The basic definitions and the architectural concepts used in the
standard are based oil tile Security Architecture Standard 181. Two directory protocols ac defined. One is the l)irectory
The way the service definitions are structured is along the Access Protocol (DAP) which defines the communication
categories of management activities defined in the Security between users and the directory. The other protocol is the
Architecture Standard as Directory System Protocol (1)SP) which defines the

communication within the directory; this protocol addre.,ses a
i. System Security Manlagement distributed directory service.
2. Security Service Management
3. Security Mechanisms Management The specific security standards being developed for the
1. Security of OSI Management Directory Service are not curreittly included its part of the set

of standards, but are in an annex. The rationale for keeping
For the activities of System Security Management and Security the security portions out of the standard is that security can
Nfechanisn Management, the following aspects are defined: a) be considered as at local matter whi-hl dCpends on the
the facilities used to manage those activities, b) the functional particular security policy of the local system. This justification
units (general service capabilities), c) the prinlitives and appears to cover up a lack of knowledge about security. Effort

needs to be expended to define it ulceful and uscable set of
parameters required by the service. The current list of specific services.
activities which the group is investigating is listed below.

'I'he model of security as proposed currently 1i121 consists of
Event Hiandling management two aspects: access control and authentication. The control of
Security audit management user access to information is based on the use of access control
Security recovery management attributes such as user/application identity, authentication
Key management information, or lal",Is and the use of access conditions which
Encipherment muanagemnent relate the attribute.s to user operations oln information.
Access control management
l)ata integrity management For access control, no particular services are defined. Ilowever,
Authenticatiou miantagement mechanisms are suggested. These mechanisms are information
Traffic padding managemnteim on access conditions and access control lists; authentication
Routing control management information such as passwords; capabilities; and labels.
Notarization management
Digital signature management For authentication, three types of services are defined: no

authentication, simple authlen tication, and strong
The activities of Event Hlandling Managemeit and the Security authentication. For both access control and authentication, an
Audit Management have very similar definitions. Either the operator defined as BIND is to be used. The BIND operator
activities will be combined or Event Management may he for appears to associate the user-supplied credentials with the
the control and reporting of events and Security Audit may be user's identity and deny or grant access as appropriate.
for the logging of events and the controlling or groups of
related event reports. More work needs to be done to define a security model and an

appropriate set of security services for the Directory.
Currently, the Management Information Service Definition for
security only addresses the management of system security and
security mechanisms. The omission of Security Service
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2.1.4.3 0S1 Session, Presentation, and
Common Application Services (WGG)

N'lithil, %VGG, there tire two standards activities. One activity
isa I~roPOsed security addenduin to the Presentation Layer Banking

StancidrdIs. Tlhe otlier activity hus been the developmnent ot an
auiithieniication frainiwork. (TC68)

2.1.4.3.1 Standards for Security at the
Presentat~ion Layer. '['he Security Addendlum t.o thle
Presentation Layer 1131 presents ain argtinent for pilacing dlata
en~cryp~tioni at, the presca tation layer. Th is p~rop~osed adedenidum i
is a p)reliminary Ydiscuission pap~er. T[he p~aper asserts that data
encryp~tion is a legitimate concern of thle presentation laver.
'T'le service offeredl by tile p~resentat~ioii layer is pirotected data Electronic PWnds Transfer
teaccsi'r. '[lee unwlianisiii suggested for suppllying this service (SC2)
is eaicrypltioll.

'['le issues which tile p)aper raises lire tile following. Wholesale Banking (WG2)
Information Exchange

I. 'l'e eiaryri t ion funcntion sholdoih be invoked onl all user G5
ilata il it sp~ecific p recece tat ion context ratlic r than oil06
all ILier data oil tile presentatioti connection. Smart Cards (WG4)

'2. The trainsfer syn taxes and niieehanisins should be kep~t
separate.

;I. (oni p recusiolc shoulId be aci'oiii l sIc ed berore
encrypition so thcat data is iiot d uplicateul.

.1. WVell-kiiowic algorithmes fcc comipression anid Figure 12. TCI[8 Security Activities
eacirypciion should be registeriul.

2.1.4.3.2 Standard for Authent.ication, 'The 2.2.1.1 Wholesale Banking (WG2)
pucrposce of this in ianduhrd is to aclId scre eis for Jill trhe ii 1ic('iit 0
to ISO S6i.19 w hilh is the Ascu!oc ialicii Control Se 'vice Fleiiuetit %VG2 hias p)rod iieed two standards for securcity to defhine

( c le)nfiinitionl. 1I'liis 'ilint dIrart 11II outlines tile definitionl iessage aiithicnticatioii tisilig elicryp~tjol aiidI eae(ryptioiu
of a frali cwork. for auiithentiicat ion by prov idii g it 110o(- I andl algoritli ams to be usedi for the lin casage aulthlenticationu. They
sj ~cir'' ic' vir-'iies requi irid for, ant ien tivi'n Toh'l'iis d raft cilsu art, working onl key in alnageniuen t to distiribhute tile eneryptioii
wiull be; iiicouoraiu'd inito tile Auithieii 't~ioii Framiework. The keys.
review oreli his eiociiuieiit is acpiluenhhe to tile Authentication
Framcewocr'. 2.2.1.1.1 Message Autheziitication Standard.

Thliis staiid ard [151j [uieC'ih tes lion t1l Nilessage Au iiei cii atiiin
Thle s!opeC of thle standarnd, as cista'L ini thle icafl.ot ileniiiit, is (ode (MIAC) is calciilated. Thei setandiardl sceiie'lit~iy dteFlivis- i
to slvcf tilie OsI coin inu mm eat em, sec mcis nie'(es4sar%' io ciii pOrt MIAC as "at damta field attacheel toe aI set of data (i.e., in e.sagi.)
ApqlIca'aioio Linyer auhniti'tiest cii for con aect-ion-orie'ateul pumsicig biitwieeni c'irrc'spcdiul'it finasicciil u intitutionis aiud
iclieraiion. The auiheticiitiation services %A l hi' availabule for lise transNIlitteul aLIO1ig with that ne:t o1 f ihiet I"'SSic t ally, thei
Witll) :isSOeiati lla e'stablishimenit- and S it'lii'iitie'itioln onii radlvly a tlienii tietion codle is Jill'iicry~tveh e'hi'elkcirii
esat llishic li isesociat eiaw. FourI le~e-l, AI' auhnt [icataioni aceV
1uiceint ic Iii'siihehcrti'le i imtde:I i i idenic Iivl''t.iiiofllore' T['le level of security prol'eiioeu jmcovidedlmlIy this NIAC(1qel 11ieiul

mmmiii' v pe.,r tuntic cnlY, mI'. miitblI reil'iriC:ut cii; sicpli'1 ont the [Icoiuctiouu (if the autlmenitii'atioii key ande ilie' stre'ngth oif'
Iiii tlic 'S ( ica cuce (msworils); :1iid Stroncg iii i1-h1iii iatiiili Ilie algorii-hiii use(] ci'o eiicryiltieii.

(vei'rifcutionuisiniig cryptogrmmphiie technuiqiuis).

'T'le jecoblhhiii which this addenleuin to 1StO MAU~ needs to 22112M sae A tetcto loih
rcsol vi' is the clrose b inin i ig or' services w'itlieh i an[ Ths ''ie 2.2.1.1.2 M['eissagid Ard thentiPcafi on i At lgnoryitihm
del-i'iciiimi of mliv servie'i' iiicluiesi the' de'finitiion oii (ieStnad Thstnar jjmiefcteDtaE ry io
iiierhai isins tilie ser'vices sholoid in vokei. 11f the eleliniiticils of Algori thim (DlEIA) to be uiseid in tli e einlciulatioii of the Miessage
acvre' us and i of rum elianisins v'an lie siparal eel thmeni the Aiitlie'itiation Code. The DE'A is also pnblisheel it ANSI
sli) :cm -iea z ationl of alltlmeintie'ationl services shcildl lie '-tili X3 .02 whIich is k nown ats thce D~atn Pu crylitloi StILD~a m Ld (DRhS).

siuiml'r2.2.1.1 .3 Wholesale Key Management
22 Bnkig (TOS)Standard. WC'2 is u.,ing the ANSI stanidard for key2.2Bakin (C68 Mna~gen[len t 117] which sp~eciries the key unanageluienit for

TIhe scrurity efforts by tii' bankiiig rounilnunity crc' well wholesale financial inistitutioins. Inrludekd is at specification of
aim airecm and( 'iiov inig inito new areas of techniiology. Th'e y in aiageintent of eciicryptioii keys amid distirileuitioni oh en cryincioll
hiave nuleresseii tile use of enceryptihon for c)reweetloim of datta keys.
eiiid ace loo'uiiig ait inime'iae isrut for ailthenuticationi such is 2.2.2 Information Exchange (SC5)
suirirt cards, F iguere 12 shows tiue organiuzat ion orf '['Oi
XsCiciecuy. T[he fuellowiug sVI-tions! dt'Seiii thle Racivitiesi Of eOach T[his sucmeomnmittee lisa no idranfts of elocimnents available.
wierk ii g groil)I withIiin v',i'l sii ,icc iiiiit~tei' (SC). IHowevcer, ,ionic documinen tation of thle work s4hioii d be

2.2.1 Electronic Funds Transiferp (SC2) forthicomniug ill six mloniths. Tl'ei two areas ill which 5C6 is
workinig ,re applications for finanucial miessages aned security iii

'['le scuritY ac'tivities ice aS /l('8/i' ire tcakinig iee ll rel ationu to mirn r cards.
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3.0 EUROPEAN COMPUTER 5.0 AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS
MANUFACTURER'S ASSOCIATION (ECMA) INSTITUTE (ANSI)

ECMvA is a regional organizationi in Europe. Its forty-five ANSI is the United States industrial standards organcization.
ircembers are European coinputer vendors. The security ANSI docs not create standalirds, lint does accredit.
activities within ECMA are paralleling those of ISO. Th'ec organizations sand conimiltees which dlevelop the stancdarcds.
clicreict focus of security in ECN'IA is within ECMA TlC32. These commiittees are Anceriecci Nationasl Stc candards
lice groups within T[032 which are doing security work arc Coiniittees (ANS~s). 'Thlere are four ANS()s: 'lce Coninputer
listed below. acid Business Eqicipticent Manic fctic rrcs Associationi(lIEI)

the Exchanige Carriers Staulcircln Asociation (E1'X,8A), ill(-
'I'2 - Security Aspects of i)istriibuted ILiiteactive Priocessing Electronics Indlustry Association (EIA), and the histitut(' of

'G - Security Aspects or 051i Managecucant Electrical anrd E-lectronlic Ezcgiicees TIhe.''lc security
TM - Security in Distributed Office Applicationis activities which support IS0 are taking phIce inl CBBEIA in t0wc
T06I & 'I'7 - Security Facilities at Lower l~ayers of OSI Model X3 cocoitnittee.

'I'M- Scuriy Iaineorkfor penSystinm5.1 Data Communications (X393)
OtheCr elciiinuts in ECN'A which are ad1dressingK see arit~y lire
listed below. X3S3 is responsible for developing standards at, .1w lower

layers, tranisport and below.
-02- Security or [)nt W Base' Sc steins

TONI - Security Aspects of Docuenicts 5.2 Texti Office and Publishing Systems (X3VI)

XUM A ias sitated their goals of establishing lii isoics withI the X3V I is respocisibi I for stanid ards whi ch havle to do withcthe
ISO) groups of X1I'CI/SC I , J'l'C-I /SC!2t, and ITUl'I/Sc,21 andi office elivirocccnlent, such cms dnexssag hiandcling.
with C011' to proviude security stucidards 1181. 5.3 Systems Technology, Dacta Ell. !ryption (X3TI')

'lIte ninost- visiwc ispet. of tlio 1' EON-IA work in ISO hans been
their pruoposedm seen rite addendutiic to 1S0 7,10lS 11 to aiddress X3T'I develops standcards for seenurc syst cuis bm rid oni
geccercil security screices reqired bclIy distributed applications4. encrypctioni niechunlisiucs.
Th'le pcirpccs of thcis work is to define general services in order

to 1 Coio ~c extensisve security definiiiticis which hacd to he 5.4 Information Processing Systenis (X3T5)
done for the( specific diist rib it d applications of N isticigeX15i i tc smsclci ttersois ieo pnSs c'
I llund Iing Systemi cudI 1)1 rec'tore serv ice.\35iClosadrd nute oplshe o Oe Syvl-

Ii tercoci ieetioli (01). .X3'I5 corresponlids it) *l'l(!I /50 21 and
is orgaic cccl into tusk- cominiitteos which eli lciclcl Ilic St('~2
organilZationl.

4.0 INTERNATIONAL TELEGRAPH AND 5.4.1 051 Archliiecture (X3T5,.1)
TELEPHONE CONSULTATIVE
COMMITTEE (CC ITT) XihIT5. is respconsibtle for thIe dccc' Ip civl ,1'c 0cf '!S Alt ie'ti IIc'

X3'S. I corresponds to lSO/.l''(I jS('2I1 W(;I. 'Illce c'circ'ic
(('I'll is Cccllccboraticcg With ISO to prcoduceitcc series ocl ionccecli (f X3TI'.5I ill mecmcilc it icc ci' ssicri' iwl Ilvi
dcr lioenin ts wh ich wou ld lorict parts of itIi oitlt- ipcitrt (iled'eolimc'tlt of seccurity stiicdiicils con ccii's ccc iii akvs 11it
lIntercnatioinal Staindard icc ISO, cand at series or' cent ulse of tile lificiteci secilrity ishcertisc ill ccci wcinklg. Toc
Iteri'cnineiiiatiunis icc CC I'l'''. The ciirrenit focus hiss been onl this cUld, X3'l5.1 I:I SIca cggc'St~i 11t l Vc(ci iecrLY i'\lri'l xc sholciId
tlcio dlirector' . 'T'Ie seccrintyv aspects of thle udirectory work lhcve Ice coixlicolicteil into cc sincglce sicicriti gloli p. ill I lie forccc of :

conciclt rctcci oci thce auctheictiecation fraiccewccrk for lie 5i'ccitit. i ippccictc'iis groupc~, iii SC21 /W(:.1 iT he 111c incc cgs, I,
drclc ocry. t his groilp sholdii IIc' lcccclc'c cilccrc'vc' clrivnc ii' rk i,

ocruiceilg iii soc'iiiilA. At prexvict. till' wccrt illxci N((lii v cccviic'
4.1 Authentication Framnework for the Directory occures ill upper lavers icl X;I'IX'i5 andii SC(2tWti 1211.

'i'('oil ec'gen cc' )occuicc ccct for I) irei'torY' Smicuc ) I It 1111 5.4.2 051 Mancagemenit Protocols (X3T5.4)
clmicri bcs ilii' role illce directory play's icc uiser i~itlii'iet Icaicc0Ic be,

proviicng creil ectin Is to icucrs. Th'encrc are two lcspea't' to thiis X3'lT5.' is rcespoccsible i for tilie cievilopicilcct of1 OS! N1 I1:c i gecic 'ci
cliii Ientiitcation: sirtvievs ccclist lie auithceniticacted IcJy thc' l'rotO1 oco 1d cicliocicbuchic) for OS1 cclannagunicccct . X8'l 5.1
drct ore* il order to Ohbtacin c, mdnct i:cci Of at uscr Md cc ticle corcespcond s to and'' I/(!j Oi- ici works oic ccanyxe
crc'oilccclins nblitciniic fironi thei clircimory cire ised to (l hli 'di urface ici Wv(l. ( cm-eci tleX;''fy i4 sichilli ilt
aicthcencticatre thil' user. revisions to tilie Secci city Mhla ccgc'cicc'ccl Screici' l)c'l'cit ionl, Pa cc

7 101.
TWO trill's ; ItcUt~lcciiti~i'tincc crc' li~ficiccI silciplcl
authen'cticaitionc and stronig acuthiencticcatioin. Silciplce 5.4.3 Application, Presentationi, and Session Lacyers
auithientIicatioci is dlefinied ;us Lice use of at cuir ccicice ancd cnc (X3T5 .5)
cc cciere pteil pacssword. Stroaig cccl Ie ccticicticic is definced Its thle
icev of piubilic key cuyptographly, specifically the cryptosystenic X3'l5.5 Is reSpocisilclI for ticl" di'Cc'lcc0iici-ictI Of 111,4ccsi4x :it Ill
specified ic 1)1' 030)7, iccoce corci cmiily kniowti uts ItSA (cc ciccec tiippecr laycers of tice os I archlicc cci' XXI'S .5 cc cc-c-cc l cciic o
after ice( cacuthiors ltivest, SIc mciir, acid Adelthan 120)1). ISO/.l'lC I/SC2lI/W( ii.

Although -.he title of the doecil iceict is cacithceniticationc
fraiccieork, Lice. coccnienccit onily decscribes two Icarticul lr 010 MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION
cinc'ciaciscccs for accjieiitication, a simnple nice 111cd a stronig 0one. PROTOCOL/TECHNICAL OFFICE
Withcin the defiiiitioin of Lice cicelchaniscis, tice typecs of PROTOCOL (MAP/TOP)
niccchacciisiics the directory wouldc be requicired to supiplly ccci
deifinied. Thec re is 11o sepacrate d efini itioni of services or of' wihich Currently, th eltre' is cc grocucp vi'lIciii NIA I'/~l'lc whidiin is
serevicc's thce dliruectory could sicpp ly. or'ganccized to liook at Ncccii iy. buit it Ims ccci i ucitIpuit cccii is Illit

Very active.
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7.0 NATIONAL BUREAU OF' STANDARDS 8.2 Internet and DDN
(NBS) IMPLEMENTOR'S WORKSHOP Tlie Initernet antd DON are reqjuii~cd by 1)CA to traus-itioni to

Within the Iniplementor's Workshop is it Security Spiecial OS! protocols by 1000. Thle vehicle for D~ot) transition to 051
Interest Croup, the Security SIG. The goal of Lthe Security protocols is the Government 05I1 Profile. (COSIP). This profile
SIC., as stated by the group, is Lo develop ait overall osi is to be Lthe standard reference for all Federal Government
Security Architecture which is consistent with tile 0SI Agencies to use when acquiring and operating ADI' systems or
reference model and which economially Satisfies tae mriiary services and communications systems or services intended to
security nerds of both thle commercial and (Jovernienei sectors, conform to the OSI protocols, Currently COSII' (Vcrsiont 1,

April 1987) includes twoo applications: File 'Irtens-fer and
T[he arenas currently being addressed by the Security SIC are a Management (F'l'AM) andi Message lluildling (CC I'lT X-400)
general secuirity model (extension to DIS 7-108-2), a secnurity and four networking teholgis long-haul network
mainagemnent mnodel, security activities at the various layers connlectivity (CCITT X.25), CSMA/CI) (El 802.3), Token
such as the proposed Security Plrotocol addendum to DIS 8073 Blus (ILI-EE 802.A), andI Token Rling (EI802.5). Th'le ,peciric
for transport security, and application security. The areas of options and parameteis Specified for each protocol aie Itaset oii
application security are the Mlessage liandling Systeiii agreements reached at tile National liurenill of Standards

aipplication and the Directory Syst ens applicat ion. ni plemen tor's Workshops.

Tlhe Messalge II andlIin g System Standatrds, according to thet
Security SICG's review, will provide at comprehensive 9.0 SUMMARY OF ISSUES
specification for message handling com prising any a iiiibet of
Cooperating openi systems. Tli! Message I lancilitig System :1:1( Standcards for security bused( onl the 150051O model are a
aerevices enable users to (ellhan ge messages onl it tole-ut d- fledgling area. Work has bcgan oil these stmianl rtla, I it. there
forward basis. is liacli left to do before seuL1rity stittidards reach the

International Standard st-atus. Fi-gure 13 stimimarizes Lthe
''llt e I)ir',ctory Systritis stanid ards, taccord inig to t he Secu rity'e curentt activities in security Standaurds for Ltlte organaizationts
Ml (A's review, faiili tate tile initerconn aect ion of in form 111itt showna in F igiure I. Mlany of tlht i'e standilards art, in Itreliitnin ay

-ovitssinig systteni to prov ide dti ectory Thvi-s ''ie director t draft paper forim; there is add itioitai wvork to b)le donte before

poide s the directory capib Iit itt irequiret! by oSI they Call be usefulI evenl as :I guiide for how seecucity cull be
applications, tainiagemient, ottier OSI laytr vattit~is, nad initegrated into the Basic OS! Jiefetecitee Xlodtd.
teleconi Itn unications services.

'[The area where work is coin Itlte is Lthe I istiotg of, tilt
desirab il ity of tilet securcit~y services cINi eit id in 1)15 7.19t8-2 in
erchltavner. A ratings of II ighi, M-edti ni or i~owv is determiniietd for
ecah service at eacht layer. Thu matrix which describes the.
tdesirabnili ty enalt be used ats aI guide for chioosiing Lite applroptriate -- iess T LAN~ P, Nf C A NSA
se'rvices for variolls ap plicationis. LA0 en - ]s0 ECMA ~C fr ANITOP G

The security siC; has; tile opporutit it to itfluentce Lthe security ADIc~ 40 t 0
of all tilie SO vsitnd ardli. The 81 IC i L4 establtIislited aI core ofr'~e'co
people to followv thle wok iti various areia-- antl to kcell the 81(; Sao
apptitsetd of liiy clevelopuients while they- work o)ii tile scetii ity -

stand(1ardsa to be inicludied in Lthe OSI I inpileteneti r's Agreeiviicits Gr~v~ 0 001221. i - L 7
8.0 DOI) PROGRAMS

'The DoD programs which are goinig to unse ISO/OSI pirotocol.,
htave onily committed to use, the sectirity tarchiitecture
tdocumentt. 1)15 7.1118-2. Thus thtey nice couiiititte'h to tile liasic tit sitiit-

preminse of tilie seecuri ty are iiitectli cc, hat ntot to lthe specific Figurecc 13. Sen-ti it.% Stat;t ntlr ActvtSwlar
standards bteiitg developed withitn tltis artchiitectrteIc. Ili the( face
of iio roniiiittiineii, it is presumed that thle Doi) ptrogramns will 'T'he -trens whtich htave iiot vet. Itei tadtdressetd are: .AIN
tdevelop their own security standards. Security antd tany s.pecific security contcernts which tire ilifferettL

BA Seure ata etwor Sysem (DNS)from Lonig Ilaul networks iatd Network L~ayir :"eciirit~y or- at-8.1 ecur Daa Newor Sysem SDNS lest, little work Itas been dlone here except ty the Uttited

SI)NS is a research )rogrnttn which promnttlgates tine design of States' lDo[).
the text genterationi of secure conmputer comimnunicationts Tite areas whnicht nteed maore work are: ait the( appllicatitont layet:
tnetworks. The current efforts tire the architecture, tileSeuiyNaarn tDecoyeuiy;tLtepmnain
services, the protonitle, tand the products. T'he SI)NS ni-oduitct euiyMoaeetDrcoy euiy t-i c'eiaii

willbe tevelped and ieldd nttle NSAs cili nieciullayer: mnore analysis Of Whait security tit thlis tiians althonught
willMbC developsed nde froeraed undr SAs omeria thtis does appear to be the aippropritate layer iii whticht to

perform enicryption as it is nieant to trainslate fronm otie
SI)NS is defininig staitdtard security se-rvices tii layers 2, 3,, representtationi of data to another; ait the archiltecture level:
and 7;, these service definitionts are claimed to be consistent frameworks or models of tlte security services.
with those defined in ISO 74118-2. There are mniiy working
groups within the SONS project tryinig to resolve Lth! varcious The work it security standiarcds which is progressintg well is thle
issues quchl as access control, key inaragentent. andi protocol Message I landlinig Security which mnakes a valiantc attiatlit lit a1
definitton. The intent is to promote Sl)NS in the OS! arena so thorough definition of security. Thle ECMIA work for securit~y
that clenired United States' veitdors will build Sl)NS troducts. service def initioni of distributed atplications is a tinutch-neceded

uffort which shoculd be ant area foeimnmediate contcentratioit.

The Bankinig comnmuntity loias mtade the ntost pnrogress at
addressing securcity problemts ini tie tarea of einrryptiotn ainu iti
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protecting their data using encryption techniques. The
Information Processing ares shtould follow their lead in 10. ISO/TC9-/SC21/WG4, DP 9596/2
addr.sning manageable problems and not try to solve Management Information Protocol Specification -
everything. Part 2: Common Management Information

Protocol.
The overall status of standardt for security based on the
ISO/OS| model is reflected in the NBS Security SIC whose 11. ISO/TC97/SC21, Information Processing
purpose is -o develop Implementor's Agreements. The Security Systems - Open Systems Interconnection .. The
SIC is instead discussing models of secure services, because Directory - Part 1: Overview of Concepts
there are no standards on which to base Agreements. This Models, and Services, ISO/DP/9594-1, July 1987.
area is moving quickly, but more expertise is needed to
contribute to the efforts. 12. ISO/TC07/SC21, Information Processing

Systems - Open Systems Interconnection - The
Directory - Part 2: Information Framework,
ISO/DP/9594.2, July 1987.

13. ISO/TC97/SC21i/WG6, Liaison Statement
Concerning Development of Security Feature in
Upper Layer OSI Standards, December 1985.

1.t. ISO/TCO7/SC21/WG0, Initial Working Draft

Addendum for authentication for ACSE Service
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ABSTRACT

Sun Microsystems is currently developing enhancements to its SunOS operating system to create a
Trusted Computing Base (TCB) to be evaluated at the BI level. Since the Sun system is a
distributed collection of workstations and servers connected by a network, network security is a
crucial part of the design. This paper describes the problems addressed and solutions found for
secure packet routing and for passing mandatory access control labels over a network while
remaining compatible with the existing SunOS system and with existing networking standards.

1. Introduction TCB Perimeter
Sun Microsystems is currently working on a secure version of the
SunOS operating system to be evaluated at the B I level. In this
system, security labels are used to provide mandatory aucess con-
trol (MAC). This paper discusses Sun's solution for passing MAC
labels over a network. The Secure SunOS architecture considers a
collection of workstations as a single distributed TCB. For evalua-
tion purposes, an entire configuration of Secure SunOS Hosts is
considered to be a single "system", all of whose hardware must
be physically secure. The mechanism used for network comtmuni-
cation in this system is sockets, A socket is an end-point for com-
mounication that will have a MAC label. Just as MAC in accom-
plished in the file system by labeling the files, so will labeling the
sockets facilitate MAC ftr networking. In fact, sockets contribute
to the single system image of the SunOS system.

Because the system is distributed, there are problems to be
addressed that do not need to be Wddressed by single host systems.
While the end-points for comr.iunication across the network (the
sockets) may be easily labeled, the problem of getting this label
information across the network needed further investigation.

While researching secure networking, Sun also found that custo-
mer acceptance imposed conditions on the design. A major issue
is that of trusting foreign (non-Sun) hosts on a network. Sun has
received numnerous requests from customers who wish to attach
other vendor's hardware in a secure way to the Secure SunOS .ys- _j
tern. This configuration would not be covered by the NCSC
evaluation but it is a highly useful and desired product feature. By
attaching foreign hosts, customers have an easy migration path
from the existing equipment to an evaluatable Secure SunOS sys-
tern. However, this addition does raise serious new problems
which must be dealt with in order to maintain a secure system.

Figure I: The Evaluated Configuration

SummOS and NFS are registered trademarks of Sun MiCrosYstcmms, Inc.

UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T.
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Another desirable feature is the ability to limit the level of trust of To compound the problem it must be possible for privileged
a network. For the evaluated configuration, all networks would be servers (part of the TCB) to bypass the access control decision of
trusted at the entire range of security labels in the Secure SunOS the socket mechanism and instead make access control decision on
system (system-low to system-high). Other configurations may their own. In other words, label-cognizant servers must have a

,find it useful to be able to reflect differing degrees of trust on dif- way to handle multiple clients at different labels. Finally, it is
ferent networks. For example, a network completely made up of highly desirable to have unprivileged servers be able to respond to
Secure SunOS Hosts might have a higher degree of trust than a multiple clients where the clients may be at different labels, and
network which contains Foreign Hosts. Again, this raises new these servers should be able to run securely with no modifications.
issues. One such issue is secure routing. Given that different net- At the time of this writing, Sun knows of no available products
works have different levels of trust, how does one machine send a that overcome these problems and accomplish these goals.
packet through several gateways (IP routers) to a remote destina-
tion and guarantee that all intervening networks and hosts are
allowed to carry a packet at that level of security? 3. Original Solutions Which Were Rejected

Sun looked at and rejected several solutions to the problem of pro-
2. The Overall Problem viding MAC information across sockets. This paper will briefly

The Secure SunOS TCB is made up of a collection of workstations touch on some of these.

as shown in Figure 1, It is very difficult to ensure security on a
system which is distributed over several hosts. Performing access 3.1. Restricting Socket Usage To Privileged Processes
control decisions between processes on the same host is relatively
easy since the operating system has all the information necessary One of Sun's first proposals was to restrict sockets to privileged
to make such decisions. For processes on different hosts, this is processes only (only the super-user could use sockets). This would
not true. The current SunOS system uses sockets and the have allowed some important SuioOS programs to continue work-

ARPAnet standard low-level protocols (TCP, UDP, and IP) to do ing (NEtS, rcp, riogin, etc.), though in those cases the server and
network communications. The operating system on one host client programs would have needed to be modified to do a label-
knows about the socket on the other host but does not know about checking handshake before perfoming the requested operation.
the remote process and its label. This label information must be This was not considered a serious problem, since those clients and
transmitted front one host to the other. Compounding this "labels servers are already privileged and would have required
over the network" problem is the issue of Sun's stated corporate modification regardless of the approach chosen,
objective of standards adherence. Thus there are constraints posed The disadvantage of this simple restriction was that it broke (A) all
by the goals of the Secure SunOS system. unprivileged users of the Yellow Pages (YP) global database

look-up services (such as 1,s), (B)suntools and SunView in general,
which use sockets to communicate among window-using

2.,1 Tlt G jals of SECURE SunOS processes, and (C) all miscellaneous unprivileged uses of sockets
(perftieter, user telnet, lpr, Unify, Alis, etc.). More importantlyA summary of the goals of the Secure SunOS system are listed this solution directly conflicted with the goals of conformance to

below. The goals also formed design constraints. As presented in standard SunOS and tiniimal external changes.
ISun87], these goals are

[ I] Conformance With NCSC B I Criteria

121 Conformance With IEEE P1(X13 ('OSIX) 3,2. Restricting Socket Usage To Single Hosts With a

131 Conformance To Standard SunOS "Forwarding Daenon"

This proposal required that the operating system associate a label
141 Maintenance of UNIX "Look And Feel" with each socket (the label being that of the process that created

151 Functionality in Government and Commercial Applications the socket), and check that this label was equal to the label of any
process connecting or sending to the socket. This check would

[61 Minimal External Changes have been pcrfonred only for actions performed by unprivileged
[7i Operation In Standard Sun Network processes, and unprivileged processes would only have been per-

mitted to communicate with sockets on the same host. In this case
[81 Extensibility To Future Security Offerings since both processes would have been on the same host, the operat-

ing system would have had all the information it needed.
2.2. Constraints Driven By These Goals To extend this mechanism beyond a single host, a "forwarding

daemon" was proposed which would have been a privileged pro-SThese goals tue in conflict wita each other. For example, a 10SIX cess which allowed communication between hosts by doing theconforming secure system which is backwards compatible to the mediation itself. The disadvantage of this proposal is that applica-
existing SunOS system with the same UNIX "look and feel" and tions would have had to change to use the "forwarding daemon".
minimal external changes may not be possible.

The Secure SunOS system must conform to the standard SunOS 3,3. Restricting Socket Usage to system-low Processes
system and there must be minimal external changes. The current

. system uses sockets and the ARPAnet low-level protocols, yet the This proposal built on the proposal above by allowing muld-host
protocols currently defined are not sufficient for a B I system. The socket usage if both processes were running with the system-low
current protocols do not provide the label information necessary to label. This permitted existing applications to run as long as the
make the torrect access control decisions. However, a mechanism users or processes were at system. low. While this was seen as an
must still be found to pass labels across the network using the:se improvement to the above proposals, it was unduly restrictive and
existing mechanisms. In particular. custor applications which of limited utility.
use sockets must be made to run securely wita NO modifications.
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4. Chosen Solution Host A Host B

To overcome these restrictions, the chosen solution associates
labels with packets. Thus, the label information is provided to the
operating systems on both hosts. Since the IP standard already
provides for options in the packet header, this mechanism has been process
chosen. The security label is put into a new label option in the IP unconstrained
packet header, This label option is a requisite for secure commun-
ications.

Sun's solution sets a label in the socket to the label of the process
which creates it, This label is appended to the packets as an IP
label option. The destination host then checks the label on the process
packet. If the received packet label is equal to the label of the des- label b
tination socket (the target process), the packet Is delivered; other-
wise, it is dropped. If the packet is dropped, an audit message is
generated, and the sending process Is notified that access is denied,
All socket communication is considered to be bi-directional in Figure 3: Privileged Socket Communication

some sense (either explicitly, or in the form of acknowledge-
ments), so unprivileged processes may only communicate via Secure SunOS system, tnerd is modified to use the new uncon-
sockets if their labels are equal. Figure 2 shows communication strained option on its sockets, It gets the label from the packet sent
between processes on two hosts. Only the two processes running by the client and invokes the appropriate server daemon at that
at the same label are allowed to communicate. label, Thus, any application listed in inerd's configuration file will

be able to securely communicate with clients at multiple labels
with no change to the existing code. In Figure 4, inetd is used to

Host A lost B allow communication between an rlogin client and its server,

process icress denie procesa A

label D a ... ....... .. labels blgn 
nirlogn ________inetd

u onst B

label a unconstrained

process

rlogind
label a

Figure 2: Unprivileged Socket Communication

As mentioned earlier, it is necessary for privileged servers (part of Figure 4: Multilevel Socket Communication Using laced
the TCB) to be able to make access control decisions themselves
instead of being constrained by the socket label. For example, the
network file system (NFS) needs to be able to respond to clients at This solution rcquires no changes to either existing user or server
any label regardless of its own socket label, For this reason, applications. All applications may run if the processes on either
privileged processes are allowed to override the access control side of the socket are at the same label. For servers that serve
decisions made by the socket code by setting a new socket option, clients at different labels, again no changes are necessary, since
the unconstrained option, A privileged process is :rusted to make inetd will do the access control decision for the application.
the appropriate access control decision. A privileged processes is
also allowed to send packets at any label. New system calls are This solution has the advantage of using well-understood protocols
provided to send at a different label than the label in the socket. with fairly localized extensions. This solution will have the look
New systems calls are also provided to return the label from the and feel of the UNIX system. The only difference seen by users is
packet so that the privileged process has the information to make that they will get errors If there is a label mismatch between two
the proper access control decisions, The existing routines get- processes wishing to communicate,
sockoptO and setsockoptO are modified to set and get the socket
label and the new unconstrained option. Communication with a 5. Non-evaluated Extensions
privileged process is shown in Figure 3. The solution stated above is necessary for the evaluated

configurations but not sufficient for the existing customer base.
It is also desirable for unprivileged servers to be able to respond to Customers require that investment in existing hardware be
clients at varying labels. In the SunOS system, there is an existing preserved. In particular, the Secure SunOS system must work
server, nemid, which connects servers and clients. As it exists, safely when connected to other vendors' gear (Foreign Hosts).
inetd gets information about servers from P configuration file, The desired configuration is shown in Figure 5.
lnetd listens for connections to the services in this file. When a
connection is found, it invokes the server daemon specified. In the
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TCB Perimeter Host B

Host A label b

process

,....... I.,..... . . r c s

Figure 6: Communication With a Foreign Host

Obviously adding a Secure SunOS system to a network does not
make Foreign Hosts secure. There are rules that Foreign Hosts
must follow in order to be considered safe. They are trusted not to
read packets which are not addressed to them, They must act
benignly if a labeled packet is sent to th em. Foreign Hosts are also
trusted not to communicate with each other if they are at ditferent
labels. Foreign hosts are trusted to be well-behaved in general:
they should not pretend to be another host and should not try to act
as a server to Secure SunOS Hosts which ame booting or asking for
Yellow Pages information. Despite these assumptions about
Foreign Hosts, the problem of how to coexist safely with hosts that

"Ut t do not understand the IP label option needed further investigation,
Host A

5.1.2. Rejected Solutions
Figure 5: Extensions For Connectivity The first solution considered for this problem was to define that

Another desired feature restricts the label range of a network, This Foreign Hosts were always at system-low. This seemed unduly
allows customers to restrict communication with an environmen- restrictive. It also did not address the real problem of determining
tally less safe network. Communication over the restricted net- which -hosts were Foreign Hosts and which were Secure SunOS
work would only be allowed for originators within its range. Hosts. Since it was already necessary to keep information about
Packets at labels outside the network range would never go onto which hosts were the Foreign Hosts, label information about those
the network, hosts could also be kept. In fact, information about all the hosts

had to be kept in order to distinguish between Foreign Hosts,
Both these features raise new issues. The following sections will Secure SunOS Hosts, and hosts which were unknown.
discuss the issues and how they are dealt with,

This raised the new problem of how to keep this information. The
next solution was fairly obvious: keep a database which had infor-

5.1. Foreign Hosts mation about every host on the internet. This was also quite res-
trictive since it meant that a host could only communicate with

5.,1.. The Problem hosts in its database. Adding a hort anywhere on the internet
would have required updating every other host. Along with being

Foreign Hosts will not know how to send or receive labeled IP an administrative nightmare, this restriction would have meant that
packets. Thus, Secure SunOS Hosts will need to communicate connection to the ARPAnet would never have been allowed since
with these hosts without using packet labels. The Secure SunOS it would have been impossible to have a database of all other hosts
Hosts will need to know what label of informatior to use for each on the ARPAnet.
Foreien Host and will need to only send and receive information at
this label, Figure 6 shows the desired result of communication
between a and a Foreign Host.
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5.1.3. Chosen Solution 5.2. Secure Routing (Allowing Networks With a Restricted
Sun's solution allows broader fteedon ef communication. Each Label Range)
host is not req1uired to know about all the other hosts on the inter- The other desired extension to the Secure SunOS system is the
net. Instead it uses the SeCuire SunOS gateways to take care of ability to restrict the range of communication allowed on a net-
access control decision for all hosts to which it is not directly con- work, This feature might be used for a network which includes a
nef-ed. If H-ost A is not on the same network as Host B3, Host A Foreign Host. It might also be used for a link between two build-
will send at labeled IP packet to at gateway. This gateway will for- ing networks as shown in Figure 8.
ward it on to any additionil gateways until the packet reaches a
gateway which is directly connected to Hlost B. That gateway will
determine whether Host B is a Foreign Host. If Host B is a
Foreign I lost, the gateway will determine whether communication
with Host B is allowed at the label in the packet's IP label option.
If communication is allowed, the IP label option will be stripped
from the packet, and the packet will be delivered to Host B. If C Network A Network B Network C
commntttication is ttot allowed, the gateway will return information Sy ]System-tow
to Host A that the packet was not delivered. Finally, if the gate- to System-tow to
way determines that Host B is a Secure SunOS Host, then it will System High mHg
forward the packet to I-lost 13 where the appropriate access control
decision wvill be mnade.

H-ost B
I lost A Gateway label b

lae .. ~.sd.e.....scei....:..... rcs Figure 8: Extensions For Restricted Networks

C process5.2.1I. The Problem
NIZI)b__When an IP packet is transmnitted from a host, tlte lowest layer

J software module must Ohoose a network interface to ttse. This isFigure 7: Cottmrunication With u Foreign Ilost easy if the packet is addressed to a host attached to at local net-Th'l'ough a (Gateway work. If the sending host does not hove a direct connection to the

Correspondingly, it' a SeCUre SUttOS gatewaly receives a packet destintation network, it must select another host to use ais a1 gate-
fron ta Foreign I-lost, it will add to the packet an IP label option way. T'his choice is more difficult: there may be several catndidate
with tlte label ot'the Foreign Host, It will thetn forward the patcket gateways, ncad able to correctly deliver tlte packet, bttt some of
through internieditite gateways until tinally it reaches a gateway these may provide better (shorter) paths to the destination than oth-
directly connected to the destination host. This gateway will mtake ers.
the access control decisions as described in the paragratph above. A routing protocol is used to help make these decisiotns. Routing
Note thtat if there is just one gateway between two Foreign I-losts, dutenons on every host exchange in.-ormation about known routes,
the gateWaly would tiot need to add an IP label option and then at short intervals. When these daemons start uip, they otnly know
.tiip it, about networks to which they are directly attached. This informia-
This allows Foreign Hosts to act as single-labeled gateways. tion is gradually dispersed among all the routers in an internet so
Since Foreigtt Holsts are trusted to only communicate with other that each router eventually learns about routes to all networks,
t'orc-ignl I lusts at their owt: labels. Secutre SunOS Hosts can assume In the existing SunOS system, Sun uses the distance to a host, or
that any packet recetved fronm a single-labe gateway should otnly hop count, as a measure of the cost of a route. Sun can use this
be accepted for processes running at the vonetsponding label, information to reduc.e the size of local routing information, by only
These Secure SunOS 1-lsts will also only send information at the storing the best route to a network.
gateway',s label through the single-label gateway. In the Secure SunOS system, each network has a label range asso-
I-losts ate not requtired to keep information about every host on the clated with it. Hosts attached to the network are only prepared to
intertnet. Instead, a htost only needs to know about hosts on its own accept traffic which contains a label within the network range.
tnetwork, Gateways provide the needed access control checking Herein lies the routing problem in a secure network: a packet
for other hosts. Tlte following decisiotn is made by each host and which is sent along an otherwise correct route may be discarded
gateway in determining wltethcr to add an IP label Option to the before getting to the destination because it encountered a network
packet: if the immediate destination of the packet is a Foreign whose label range did not include the label of the packet in transit.
Host, do not label the packet, otherwise label it. The immediate As illustrated in Figure 9, a packet labeled f sent from Host A to
destination is the final destination if the hosts are on the same net- Host B will be dropped by Host Y, so it must be sent through Host
work, otherwise the immediate destination i.; a gateway. X. Since both paths have the same cost, the existing route protocol
One interesting point is diskless machines, When a diskiess will only know about one of the paths.
machine is booting, it has no knowledge of any hosts including
itself. This is solved by treating diskless machines ais Foreign
Hosts at the system-low label w~hile they are beating. Once the
diskless machine has sufticientt knowledge about labels, it is
returned to its status as a Secure SunOS Host,
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Another approach was to use static routes. Each forwarded packet
could have used the IP source route option, which would have

Network I Network 2 fully specified the path to be taken. An administrator would havelabels a -f Host B -7T --_ been required to set tip routes for particular label ranges. This
scheme was quickly discarded due to its inflexibility. If a gateway
along a fixed route had gone down, packets would still have been
sent to it, and lost, even though an alternate path might have
existed.

5.2.3. Chosen Solution

It soon became obvious that the existing routing protocol could
also be used to propagate the label range of each reachable net-
work. The routing daemon will initially know the ranges of all
directly attached networks and these ranges can easily be distri-

Host X Host Y buted to all daemons in an internet.

Each time a router passes along a route that it hits learned, it incre-
ments the hop count metric, reflecting the extra network that must
be traversed. The same idea can be used with label ranges. In this
case a new metric is created, which Sun shall call the "route label
range". This range is the most restrictive range of all networks
along the path; that is, the intersection of each network's label
range.

Network 3: labels a - f The routing protocol must save all routes to a given network which

have different route label ranges. When a packet must be for-
warded through a gateway, its label is compared to the ranges of
all possible routes. In this way an appropriate gateway can be
selected for the next leg.

Network Label Gateway
Host A Network I a I

Network 2 a - f

Network 3 a I-lost X, 1-lost Y
Network 3 a - f I-Host X

Figure 9: The Routing Problem Figure 10: The Routing Table for Ilost B in Figure 9.

5.2.2. Rejected Solutions This scheme is very flexible. Each gateway is free to make new
routing decisions, reflecting local conditions near that gateway.

Initially, Sun thought the problem could be solved by making all Therefore, a poor choice of initial gateway need not mean that the
gateways trusted, in some sense, This would have enabled them to packet will be discarded.
pass traffic, which would otherwise not have been allowed, along
into the host containing the gateway. Forwarded packets would The new routing protocol will be backward compatible with exist-

never have been passed to higher level protocol modules, or out of ing Sun routers, so that coexistence with Foreign I-losts is possible.

the operating system, so a user process could never have acquired When routing information is received from such a host the single-

them. label label of that host can be attached to all paths through it,
reflecting tile restriction plarced on the use of Foreign Hosts as

The problem with this approach was that it disallowed isolation of gateways.
physical networks using purely software constructs. If an intermet-
work had a small set of networks which required strong security
measures, such as hardware encryption, it would have been neces- 6. Conformance to Proposed Security Additions to lP

sary to take such steps on all reachable networks. Since the gate- As mentioned abovz, Sun is using an IP Option to include security
ways would have forwarded packets in an uncontrolled manner, a label information in tile IP packet header. There is a draft under-
fault in one of these secure networks might have caused traffic to way for revised Internet Protocol Security Options; however, these
be redirected through another, less secure, network. For the exam- options are not appropriate for Sun's use. Both of the standard
pie shown in Figure 9, traffic from Host B to Host A at label f security option specifications ([DoD831 and IRFC881) use part of
should go through Host X. Using trusted gateways, it might have the option to indicate an accrediting authority and use the rest of
gone through Host Y. There would have been no way to isolate the option as defined by this specified authority. Since the Sun
Network 2. label option would need to be usable by any or all of the authori-

ties, it is not appropriate to chose a particular authority's
configuration for the label.
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Sun plans to provide translation functions which will allow map-
ping betweer, the internal label and the security information for
each authority. Any mapping which is specified in an RFP can be
supported. Note that the label option is only used internally in the
Secure SunOS system. The translation would only need to occur
for communication with external systems.

7. Summary

Sun Microsystems is committed to excellence and standards. In
this particular project, the standards involved are POSIX, the
ARPAnet low-level protocols, and most importantly the Depart-
ment of Defense Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria
[DoD85]. In many cases at the start of the project, these standards
seemed at odds with each other. In particular, TCP and IP were
not designed with security in mind. Thus, backwards compatibil-
ity and emerging technology became serious de•,ig, problems.
With considerable effort and help from, a number of areas within
Sun. the Secure SunOS system has come up with a unique solution
which fits into existing environments.
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Abstract prevent wiretapping because a large number of nodes all
communicate over a common medium.

Local area networks (LANs) are being widely used for a large
number of applications. However, LANs arcs vulnerable to several Masquerading: LANs are also vulnerable to masquerading
security threats including wiretapping, masquerading, modification attacks, It is easy for an unauthorized node connected to a LAN,
of data, and denial of service, or for a node that is authorized to rise a LAN but which is

This paper describes Ethernet Enhanced-Security System, a untrusted or compromised, to masquerade as another node, Many
system that can help provide security for an Ethernet or extended LAN adapters allow the source address of LAN frames to be
Ethernet, The Ethernet is secured at the Data Link Layer and the selected or changed by tile node, making it easy for a node to
system is transparent to network software operating at a higher perform a masquerading attack.
layer. The system consists of Digital Ethernet Secure Network Protection against masquerading attacks requires the
Controllers arid VAX Key Distribution Center software. A DESNO authentication of frames transmitted on the LAN. Physical security
controlier is an encryption device that provides node on a LAN would only protect against masquerading by intruders,
authlietication arid privacy arid integrity of Ethernet, frames. The riot by nodes that are allowed sorie access to the LAN.
IDC software annages the DESNC controllers on an Ethernet or
extended Ethernet arid enforce a LAN access control policy. If the
access control policy allows, nodes protected by controllers can Modification: Another possible attack on a LAN is the
commuunicate with nudes riot protected by controllers. modification of data, Nodes may modify frames sent or: the LAN

arid transinit tire rmodified versions. This attack can be used to
compromise commu nication between trusted nodes, even when

LAN Security Threats some level of authentication is used.

Protection against modification attacks requires integrity checks

Ethernet[lj arid other Local Area Network (LAN) technologies on frames trarnmittod on the LAN. These checks should be
provide the means to interconnect cromputer systems conveniently, cryptographic functions of tile frame, or cryptographically

LANs are used in many environments, but there are many protected. As with masquerading, physical security would only
situations where they cannot be used because of tire requirement protect against against attacks made by nodes rnot authorized to
fur a higher level of security than that provided by any use the LAN.
commercially available LAN. Some LAN security threats are:

Denial of Service: T'he operation of a LAN can be prevented or
Wiretapping: Tire most obvious LAN security problem is slowed with denial of service attacks. Denial of service includes
wiretapping. This security pioblemi is most serious for broadcast such attacks as physical dlamago to LAN components (e.g., cutting
LANs where every node connected to the LAN is able to read all of the cable), disrupting comrmunication by not using tire correct LAN
the data that is transmitted on the LAN. It is easy to attach a protocol (e.g., sending the wrong signals, or sending signals at the
LAN traffic monitor to any broadcast LAN and read all traffic on wrong time), or overloading the LAN by flooding it with traffic.
the LAN. In addition, some LAN architectures define a mode of Protection against denial of service attacks requires physical
operation, typically referred to as 'promiscuous mode', which security for the LAN components to prevent physical damage, It is
allows a node to receive all data frames transmitted on the LAN also necessary to use LAN adapters that are trusted to follow the
regardless of tire destination address of tire frame. LAN adapters correct LAN standard, arid to monitor th- LAN for attempts to
that implement this feature make eavesdropping easy to disrupt communication by flooding the LAN with traffic.
accomplish and difficult to detect.

Tire wiretap threat can be addressed either by physical security
for the LAN or through encryption. However, physical security LAN Security Strategies
requires close monitoring of the LAN components, including all
cables inside and between buildings, and cannot protect against
unauthorized monitoring of the LAN by nodes authorized to use While all LAN technologies have these vulnerabilities, and

the LAN. For Ethernet and other broadcast LAN technologies, especially all broadcast LANs, Digital's LAN strategy is centered

standard Data Link Layer encryption techniques catnot be used to around Ethernet, For this reason Digital has developed the
Ethernet Enhanced-Security System consisting of Digital Ethernet

Copyright @1988 by Digital Equipment Corporation Secure Network Controller hardware and VAX Key Distribution
All Rights Reserved. Center software.
The following are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation: There are three security strategies that could be used to protect
DESNC, VAX KDC, DEC, DECnet, ThinWire, VAX, and VMS. a LAN:
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higher layer. lor example, )EG'iret or TLCP1/ll' software does riot
require moodification to be usedl in a LAN protectedl by lDESNG

Client (21 n conitrollers.
Node Node The controllers are iiatiiged by VAX KI)C software runrninrg oil

specially designated 1(1) nodes onl the F1.he~rnet, T1hese K1)C

Unencrypted Prairies niodes mrust be running the VAX/VMS operating mystcrr. 1(1)
nodes do riot perrorm all parts of the 1(1) operations, they requiriec

__ )ESC------------------__ DI<SNC Li-the support of anl attached [)ESNG controller. These 1(1)
controllers are physically the sairne as other DESNCO controlleirs,

Encrypted I'muesii but they store mnore information and perform additional furncthios.

Under niorniral operating conditions, as node protected by a
IlEthernert controller canl onily commnun icate with other nodes whlen thre

coommunication is approved by a KDC). When a node atterrpts to
commnniiicate, thle controller that receives the lirst, framne requests

lligirce 1: Simple Network D~iagramr al 'association' front a 1(1) node for the pair of nodes that wanit

to comlimunicate. Associations always allow commnniiicatiorr in two

Llhyslciil sveru'li~y. Maintaining tight controls onl access to the directions,

LAN cominininication meidiumir does prcveret access by unauthorized Up to five XD1) nodes are, allowed on anl Ethernet or extended

nodes, but the security beconmes hsard to orlirlrtaini in extended LAN E~thernet. Multiple Kl)Cs increase the reliability and availability of

errv in onrtic it-itsind 0. does noithrinRg to preveillL wiretappinrg, the LA N because they incrcease the probability that a controller

mlasqureradinig, miodlification, or denial of service attacks by will be able to coniinrnicate with a 1(1) when Ltie cont~roller wants

aruthioriz'ed uivers of the, LAN. to set-IIp Anl associaistoi.
If an extended Etherniet im used, sprroadilng thre ll)Gs (oeer the

ý.Lrtnratrr LANK: l'Urrritiairiig at LAN into phlysically separate ex tended LA N also imiproves avail abillity. IFsa prol rlinii carises thle
LA N fo rlllrrri lier ro p~doe pr~en atack friiinoes ex tended I A N to he segmnented , it is miore likely chrat Pach

a~inm tor othler 4"crit lev ls, ht it, (]ties not preen attacks :onrtroiller will be ablie to commniiir icat e with snortie I)O if Lthe KD1)
grtiiv~dU rrQ ; Plfty leveC ls, i pae lm orcli nodes are distributed across the extenide'd LAN.

Coiiiiuiiicationi that ale iiot plracticail iii imaniy eneiconivinrlis. PoetoglitL NSwrtTimt

Eii ~p trim: A relI devg ed igrtisr~o r isriti i g eys10(1 The Ethernet Enhanced-Seen city Syst-em priterot against
ilcry ptinrg com i muir Iation on, :r IAN canl pievenia wi recappiirg miasquerad ing, w iretappiniig, andn' mod ificationi attacks, and I, to at
ililasli aerad tug ri (ilt] Odifil i oln altariks., midm allow a Ili's blri LA N lminted i'xteit, somie denial of service attacks.
niecvvs control po licy to he iiiorplelrwiv~il e. Uilrrsv all Crlrrilrnmint Oil
thre LA N is lvarignied L~o onrcrypil. arnd decryit, Hoiiies, acddi tional Ms.ucidbitc:g Nodles protected bjy con trrol rs art! not, allowed
hardware is required ito irlphIciiit, Ilie cncryption. It, is also m m '-

In'cessary to have u facility Ioc generarting aid diatribnintrg Lite to riiasqlleradre as other inodire bnecaiuse the conitroller~s cheek the

eric ry ptioil liuyl, nrecigsiry for encrypt in iLthe frAirld irs.9 0'talitltAd rLIS
miiust Ile applrovedl by at KDC), conitrorllers will dletect rmasqurerad inrg
attempr Its by niodes not protected by at conrtroller.

ApEpLI-C 1. If toinltiprle noldes arce ttur-lied to Onie irmrle porrt on a conrtrorller,
till con~trollIer wvilI not Ire abile to rIirrtii gi ili betwveeni the nodes nor

()f fltheS trfttegirsg 11irertirolird ahrirer r'rcryl)i(rio IS t~re only be abrle to dorted~t atteimplts bry one ofriftie. nodvrs tor miasquieradle as
in terirrti ye thait. bu thlri'rienticrt nordes conmerlerd tor tihe LA N ainl apother. lor this reavonr it is rccoimnnirmred chti liornly one node be

allows a1 ljes ij~ a.cceqss cjrit cr1 policy to be r hrpl reniie Lrfl or t Iris; altachied to rra-linodire porti , brr mu10tuanllIy t rrster nuodes ( air be
rmn nr) Irtiori is thre oly reasnabl aipproc urcrto arddressin rigN OlOe ot

Imorst LA N se i ri ty tI nreabs.
l De)ES NU rcornt.roller is ir hrardware devsice thart :-,ite between a W rtps r Cciiitrorilers ensre irc'the p~ri vacy Of cour rr111iiii catirra

nrode arid the Ethernet, aird eircrypts fianies tIrausitirlter by Ltire betweeii arry two nodes attachred to Dl)SNC conntrorllers by

riode ranid decry liks frrineiresceci vedl by tilie ncrrlr (miet figuire I). Then encry pting tire Ethernerrt frairres %(e ut betweemi riue nordes,

Frames arve circypIred usitiri thre D)ES enrcrypItion algorithim. A No iattemilpt is miade tr idrue the length of elicrepted E.Lhrtriet.
miiir iril atlior k' tLectionl code (MD)C) is aiddedrr to the Frames whrein frames. Bhecause the original hreadler of tire Ethernet fraiire is useful
theiy are enrcrypited arid verified when they aie decrypwtrI. 'rite frrr LA N iiirnargemenrit,, it, is Senrt ii ltirrcricy pted froriir oii the

cow rollers also venriy Ithe sorirce ridrierth oil erach frarime tranismiittedl Etherrnet. H owevec, the hieader is protecterr againist imordification Iry
by rhe node. IhacaURil Of thue fcaliir procressinrg requir ied, crrrtrollers prlacinig criotlrer corpy of theleicrader in Ltei enicrype p ol-hIriciron of tile
are srtore-rirrrlfrrwarri devices. rressage.

Contritollers hiave orir( prort that is connetrrerdr tor tire IAN and four
parts that trie conrrected to nioders. '~rie Four node ports on a Modificatioin: Thre manaipiulat~ionr detectioni code that contriollers
controller are. seplarate security doriainrs. A norde attachred1. ton(ie add to Etheriuct Frames when thre frairiem are encrypted allows tire
norde port cannrot read Frames trarisrmitted to a node. on another conitrorllers to drieLect at~eniptH to tinidify aii E'thernet. fragie. in
inode pact. Multiplern iodes can bit conrnected to one node port. Thie adiditioun to thre uireurrypted copy of thre header of each Ltlrerirot
four ports canl orrpport il1) to 20 nodes iii airy comrbinationr. frame, the header of each lPthernret frame is &alsr, iniclruded in the

The interface used by the ports is standirard Ethernet (or enrcryprted portioni of thre framre exchlanged between controllers, so
IEEE 802) forcirat frames. DESNIC controllers lire desnigired to the [readrer iA prurticted by Itle mnrriprrlatiron detection code.
iritercollrate with aiiy eqrliprnierit thrat rises tire ELihernet or rlite mm) is as 1(1-bit 0110, blut tLirt! MD)C value is trrnsi Usned iir
IWEE 802 staindards. rThe conrrtollers mrperate at tire Data L~ink thre encrypted IlcrtioO~ iil thin Etherner t franmer. Because Lthe
Layer, and are tciaiuparcrit, to any netwrrk software Oprrlating at a inforrrnatiorn being prontected aid Lthe NI)C value ace both
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encrypted with DEIS, determinlistic changes cannot he mnade to thle Multicast Framres

encrypted data or the MDC. This mneans that there is a low
probability that. anl intruder will be able to modify an encryptead Because framnes sent to a niulticast4 ((Jr binadeast-) destination
frame without tihe rmodificationi being detected when the frame is address are intended to be read by inany, if not aill, of the nodes onl
decrypted and the MDC cliel checked (i.e., a huge number of a LAN, it is riot possible to encrypt omolticast framtes in the samie
a~ttempts will bie. required before one frame is successfully modified). manner ais other Etirernet trallic. DESNO controllers do not

oenrypt miulticast frisnies.

Mula of ervce: ESNCconrollrs ae nt inende toControllers pass ioulticast framecs without, any mnod ifi cationsilinbt

deilo7erieatck.hwvr they allow, at Lthe request of a 1(1), at node to be prevented frontpiroviide ptrotection agtainstdeilosevcatak.Hwvrtrnmtigm tiatfaeIism ne okevrnetitsnodes protecteid by controllers are isolated fromt tile LAN arid so trnecssaityiii itlticalt frames. Loi t sinore netwokeivis roamers itca ise
thle elfect of any attempts by these nodes to jam thle Ethernet or mnecsay ntwor all toow ls Iodespend ranin uit nstcast frames bocrecaus
disrupt the Ethernet by riot obeying the E~thernest standard will not oprianyntworkno.osieill munnliatfam o orc
be allowed to aflect nodes other than the itodes protected by that operation S , o~olrsaedsgndl ok i A
particular controller. w.here only sotmte of Lithe trafflc is curry pied, it. woldihi m, lie

ptissible to simpi~ly emcryp1 t nrititicast titessages wiith aCo11i1ni0i1
Access Conrirol Policy Ethierrwt-wide. key -- it, would lie iieressary to send tLnt messages inl

irrieicrypted form its well as erncry pted forrii to reach the unicies
Th~e mietwork security miarrager for anl Etherrnet secured by that were not connected to l)ESNC controllers.
comntroillers ranl determiiine whichi pai rs of modcvi are allowed to
ciiom muniicute. 'Thle ability to cormmunicnate is decterrniiieu by sriM II
rirnitas c lass range fur the noles atid by lie Utbili ty imf at node to '''ts
coiiiiiiiiiinrtv liriencry pted.

,rlite itetwork assigns aii access class range to each node onl the Wih ti iny sicuirrity miysten~ii it. is imi portant. to know wha'ich
IAN. Thlwaes U cUS lass8 rangesCt are fromt at Bell and La~aitdi utl2I / vmiirrpuliieiits itirist lie I-e mstec I, and i th! degrie of trust. requinrei.
B)ibha[3j secrecy ainl itteg i ty lattice, with 25(1 sterucy atiid inte~grity Ethernet Senmiri ty -NIhiaceul S'ysteit i was devsigne'd to hliii the

lecels taind 64 secrecy antid integrity ctutegories . degree Ithat aii individuail I)1 5 NC 1 ciiitrolk- licuceil toi lie trumsted(]
treatevd nodes itmay lie assi gned it range (rif access classes, but The comprlromiise of at I)ES NC cotitrohiec may iscoiipromiue Like

iinirursted nodles are assigiviid at sintgle ac-cess clatss. TIwo notdes are nodesl prOtected my tL oirii itt-' COL'10' LWill not ciimpromiise anly
oily allowed Lto commn iiinu ne if they operate, at the sarirs access otlier coritriollees or nodies oil iivr LA N. Thiiis irranra that it
class, or if time rces.s iclass ranges for the niodes overlapi iii itt least contiroller tmist lie lirutectmii,, es ell asmtmy if .t(me nides irotmedti
0i1V coiririint ticcess class. by the eoirtrtmller.

Thle access cltass raiigos itlonet detorminin if two nocdes lirotected If mulItiple tn'odes aret-i rc e to Imle swilule ii le 1)(1 rt ifa

by coinitrollers UITin al loweml tO ennu1111i in i cat. IHowever, if oiily one controller, thre nodes call iii squmeram it, va tcli iithi . llThis inieatrs
nude is liruittct(i by a 1)1-( NC ( orit-rol Icr then rutl addiitiouniil factor tliitt tile unut It ( the ies imust. bii ni miii iul trustlng. If this is level
is cinsisdiered: Tlhe network securrily manager ca;n specify whiichr of trust is not apipropriate, a site eiiiu usev I ESiNt cuintroiullrs with
nodes irre millowed to communitciiate wi th nodes that mire iiot onitIy title node attaclrmutl to each of hit' (onr tiou, p~ orts.
pinter ted biy Cuntrolliecs find Wilicl nroides Ciill Only coUmirno imurlate If a 1(1) noue or thre ciirtrolv le itht s ulpiueis iL 1(1) uroili is
when (K, tranismiii liii frameus will be enicrypted. conilrmriiiied, thme security of thu IA N ranll bii iirlitoiiiisi. Thuis

mevans that 1(1) niodes arid 1 C(1) ,ont rolhli-s imiist, bei irotveedte s

Dyp'rss ()puw-tt ton1 well its amiy niuide iii 1e L.A N Whilei 1(1) niiils can lie mseil for
iuiiltuiple pi1 lioses, thev security of the riutliorlt is iiiiprovedl if the

For iiiriial operari~iu, controllers mist, lie abile to ciiiimiitiirate 1(1) noides are Ilimiteul tim network mattnageimenit futnctionsu andi
with ttt least, one 1(1). If a ciiittroller caitiot coiirnitiirtirte with access Lo hum- mondes is limiiited tii t~rmust'il individumals,

ally i XIýS, it will nit, be able toi iletrirririe which paues iif iiiiues
sitituil lte alloiweid tio counuriuuict~u. Ethernet Eub anced-Security System

To hiandleI situ titions whliere thme IC )0s% on an Etloriret ari! inut
ioperationtal, us JE'SNC controller ctiri lie placed in Bypass state. Archiitectur-e
'[lhii is idorte by pressing a Bypass pushubuttoir onl the front, panel of
each c.ontroller. Eiicryp~tlon Keys

NVleu thke By pass puslibu ttiii is pressed(, a controller will enter
Bypuass sattte if it, ciatnrot coimmr unicate w ifli tiny KDICs. Noides arc! Messages exchiarnged airrrirg 1)1( NC: rontriillersan t i DC Ds tire
only tlluwed to aennu arni reveiv ccFramnes when tire cointroller is ini encry ptedl usinig tire Datta Enirry ptiiii Standa trd (I)hS ) encrytiiii
By pass state if tile eiirtroller hias previously buein inuformieu by a tilgoritlinijI,fij . ''lie! tiwasages tire emc ryphttil iising( the C11 ipher Illmk
IMC1) that the node is allotwed tti coimmouniicate in Bypaiiss state. dhial iiirg i otitle tif D)ES.
%*'hren a controller is iii Iypuss stitte it will iiot. ecrrypIt any Several difIferenut typles iif I- )eSncurry ptionu keys lire mused biy
Ethuerntie fratmes. Even iii Bypass state, tile contriullers check tire controllers and tike KD1) software.
source aiddresa of franies transmritted by a mode arrd only sanid a
rioude tile Et-hernet framres diat are addressed to thre node. KDC Master Roy: lhis key is irseul to enicrypit keys that are

Tire nuetwork security riariagee may choose which nodles are stared onl IMC1) nodes. Th'iis key is only kniiwii Iny the network
allowed ito romiuniiiiiate wlien the controller that protects thorn is security manager arid] tile IUC controllers.
uil Bypauss state. 'Tle iretwork security rmarnager shrouldl determnure,
for each itode, if it is rmore imrportant, for tlea nodie to be able to Key G~enseration Keyr If keys are generatei], this key is used as
commniii ciate whenever possible (allow coinoorurticatiori wlien thre part. of tile process to genieratei tire keys. Thlis key is only
controller is in Bypass), or to Ire secure whreriever possible (disallow known to tike network security rmarrager arr il te 1(1)
curimtunicat~ion wliurn the conitriolier is iii By puss). controllers.
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Initialization Key: Initialization keys are used to initialize a changed, the changes can be done remotely from any Pt.D,
controller. These keys are used to distribute the master and DESNC controllers retain the distributed information during
service keys for a controller, and are then never used again, power-off or power interruptions for a minimum of 72 hours.
These keys are only known by the network security manager, Operational controllers will request associations from KDC node
the controller initialized with the key, and the KDC that as necessary, and encrypt and decrypt Ethernet frames sent by

initializes the controller, nodes.

Master Key and Service Key; These encryption keys are used
to communicate between controllers and KDCs. A different set Dowrillne Loading Controllers

of keys is used for each controller. '['he key for a controller is
on1ly known by the controller and the KI)Cs, and they are only The operational firmware images used by DESNO controllers is

stored in encrypted form on I()C nodes. These keys are never downline loaded over the Ethernet using the same mnechanism used

handled by any person in unencrypted form. by other DEC productW. This allows the controllers to be duwnlino
loaded by the same downline load servers that load other products

Assoclatlon Key: These keys are used to encrypt. communication on the Ethernet. The integrity of the hinages (and the security of
between ntdes protected by controllers. A different association the LAN) is protected in the following manner:
key is used for each pair of nodes that communicate.
Association keys are distributed by KDrs wlen controllers 1. When a new firmware image is installed on the network, a
request associations. KDC generates an encryption key and a cryptographic

checksum for the image. The KDC generates a different key
Il)C controllers will generate encryption keys as needed by the and checksum for each controller on the Ethernet.

1I)C nodes, or the network security manager can have tLit tDI
nodes acquire the keys that they tneed from a user-supplied source. 2. When a controller is initialized, the EDC distributes the name
A small H mount of user programming is requireod to use a of tite firmnware image and the appropriate chiecksuit
user-supplied key source, as well as a large supply of keys. informtation to each controller. If the image changes after a

controller is initialized, any EDC may distribute the new

Initillizing Conitrollcs image name and checksunt information to the controller.

Before a controller can operate, it nmust be initialized. Tlo initialize 3. When a controller needs to be downlite loaded, it requests the
a controller, tire following steps are retiuired: appropriate inage. After the image is received from a

downline load server, the controller calculates the chmielsum" The network scourity mtattager enters informiation about the for the image and compares the value against the stored value.
controller and the nodts protected by the controller into a If the received image does not have tite correct checksum then
KDC node. This information includes the addresses of the that image is ignored and a new image is requested.
controller and the nodes and the access control policy for the
nodes. 4. The DE•SNC controller stores the checksum in memory that is

" On the request of the network security manager, the KDC preserved oyer power failures, Because of this is is not
node selects anr initialization key for the controller. The key is necessary to distribute checksum information to all controllers

nodeselctsan nitiliztio ke fortheconroler. rit ke is after a power failure.
either generated or taken from a supplied key source.

" The network security manager enters tire initialization key in Assoclations
the controller,

When two niodes try to coinittninicate by exchianginug Ethernet" The controller communicates with tire KIMC and the master We w oe r ocmuiaeb xhnig1"hre
encryption I ,- lirte controller iin ct s distt ribte d Ts a tmesmaster fraimes over the LAN, controllers will not allow the communication
eticryptiont k'i for the controller is distributed. IThis ntessage unless the 'association' is allowed by a EDO. Thtese associations are

is encrypted with the iiitializationt key that was entered into

tlte coitroller. The initialiatiion key is ttot used after this step. granted upon detnand by KDCs.
There are three different types of associations:

" The controller communicates with the 1(1)C and the KDC
distributes the information that tite controller needs to * Associations between two nodes protected by different,

operate. This information includes: controllers. Frames sent under these associations are
encrypted while they are on the Ethernet.

- The duration of associations between nodes.

- The namne of the lirinware that the controller should be * Associations between two nodes protected by the same
using, hen n a cryptographime ck ifor the firmware th thcntrontroller. Frames sent under these associations are never sent
using, and a cryptographic checksurn for tle firmware on the Ethernet so there is no need for them to be encrypted.
image. The controller only sends the frame to th . node port where

The addresses of the key distribution centers on the LAN. the destination node is attached.
-- The addresses of the nodes supported by the controller.

T Associations between a node protected by controllers and a
- Information about the supported nodes. This includes node not protected by a controller. Frames sent under these

such information as whether each node is allowed to associations are not encrypted (because there is no second
communicate when the controller is in Bypass state. controller to decrypt the frame), but communication is not I

- A list of the events that the controller should audit. allowed unless approved by a KDC. 1

After these st.eps, the controller is operational. Thie controller Examples of these three types of associations are shown in figure 2.
can now communicate with any KDC on the LAN. Once a When two nodes communicate directly (without any intervening
controller is initialized it is not necessary to manually enter any DESNC controllers), controllers and KDCs are not involved in the
additional information. If the distributed information needs to be communication.
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Unirestricted Call be1 restricted

IN o dre Nud Node Node Node Unseicured
UneOncryped 12 3 4 ~ Uecrp~c

l)ESNLC l)SN(T DlESNC

(;aii hc ri4)NricLed (,an be rest~rieted

Noe6od od Nd Secu red

U ile'icryl Itedl L 6r E 8 Fliry pied

Fizguire 2: Tyl)p!m or AssociatiLons

Assoc(I iation1 Svl-Iiji:'Ii protocol I'xIIiiiiiII used betw~een the cointroller that originail ly req jelliecd Ow 11 Ss ci atioli
l~iSC i~i~rliesand K I Cs to st-i..ill assoieiiLiiiis is simiilar Lo (coriLioller C hin this examlple) will recqutst. utiouter Lmoi5i~illioni

the prlorowl lused in Vuoydock and K~el.uL[6j horn is all4 oPuiilipe iif before the first asociaiuli expires.
hlow all aissloiatlio ml Wdi ! be isi ubl ishi'd bietweentlv L no des thatL

lire 1,441.1 ((illnecedtoi DELu I) NC contirollerts, Ene ryp tvd Fm alue Formint.
(,'0niidor ()it LAN shown m fIgure. 2. sv~I.ilig 11p all aissociationl

beu~wvt% widel 7 mitid node 8 (withI nude .1 ar iiig is Ute KDIC; nude) Whenw Ethernuet, frhid is sentI. by iridos are' encrypted by DI.KS NC
in1volv1es the follow iiij U.ps1: controllers5, the framer, are protected iii several dilfiroiil. ways:

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ NThe llsa t iri' rui40t ic ~~'' framies tire enicrypteid to prevenit ilise i~slile. 'f L11,'
1. N-oe 7svn14 ll -;jvrnL fameto idoS.contenits, anid also to prevent preedictable .imodiflicationi.

2.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Coi ohrCr'ev' h ~iritfriendvrfes tlie
Conlreelli-ies of r 1.110V rI IW tII-o. ran ndVr a siriieiiee inumibers art! includeld iii tie euncryh~lid port ion of tlie

smievmltvý r Ie rae.fran ii Lu daructL relfiliy and
1 

reflectionl (send ing Framles back Lo
3. ( :w-lklr.Ilr C rii(144wt :il rlSS(14irtioil from4 tlhe K3C~ (1141111 4). thii senider With Lill! soli4cc an11 lli!5ti1111L11111 liddldeSLSe 8WallIeCdl)

-1. '1'l11 KDC I lwcks ~ Lhe w0155 coarol~ri policy and (141lterrtilliis (Uat * A IMalliulllatIIioll hDol.eCCitiu1 GCode N l is lilllpllen l to the

iiocfos 7 and11 8 are allowlu I, Lcommunllllicaite anid sm'irls an1 frame beiforer it. is enicrypteid. Thlis hel~d is chleckedl whuin who
Associaioi 41 por me4 ag1 tlls o c4 onitrollIer C The Assocjiaticuii ectryphted franic is decrype juit du4eLerini4111 if the framle was

Opel mlessaige Iis vllrrypteli wiLli lhe mlaslter key of Illoililled.
1,111 roller C 'Illei 14 lesslage 1("11tai.n s aii 4155111iaitioll key, Irithilr Several other clian geq are i nade Lo LIhe foriniit of Lthe [raullis wheili
genleratedl by Ol-u K D C coarlltr1Ir or taken front supplii ed keys. Le r lryle

S Coal4 114110 C seniif au1 A.,.4,liuliwai Folrward mescsage Lo A necw lITEK 8(02 livae.-le is added04 to dipe art.ir of L.iIO fratie.
cnroirilfer. 1). Thei A.-ollItilll I llrw;irll ilsmage is enicryputedl Tlhe protoiol idviLilicr ii tlie frairiw header allows l)KSNC
"a Li the ii uliStLe key oif lont rolle r 1) an1d4 was gelml~ated by the (:ontrolleret to determin~ue whichi of tlhe frames it receives are
K DC' anid int :iel4d ill I. lie Associ ationl Ope 0141wessago senit. to encryphtedl
coul~rolilr C.

"* A iliossage typ11 is placell after Lhe header to disLur giiisli
b. ColrId *'lm C anid 1) co011411iriva14Le alto111- lturyllilii Lthat they encrypted fraiiies senL by lililes froiii oither encrypiwd control

sImr a44 co1:114411414 asýiiirilatioi l key. mlessagesi. A coipy iif thei Iliosage (ypeis pSI laced hi I(lie

7. Controflur C' vit-lit >111 m~e essage sentl iii steji 1 with1 Lile enc~ryptedl pirortoi orf LiI frallue i11 allow rcianiges Li the

associa1tio ii ky ;i.ii! 5441iI the enicryptedl frlulll Lo1 coiitrollier I)L Mesag Lyp t1oL lie detectLed.

"* Ani enc~ryptlionl idirtLilIire is also added to allow thie rozitrol Icr to
S. Con14troiller 1) recties s 0ll t~enci:ryptedf framie, deicrypjts Ltie framei, detiorriiii whc delicurypftioni key shiouId lit iised LtI decryptl. tile

chiciks Ltie 11411 iiililationw i(Le(:t(ljt~i iode , and11 LraLrisznits the triunec. ('Ph11is is juslt aL performiance opt imiaaLion, iL woulId be
framre to4 lode 8. possible for tlie cioitroiller toI determniile thei apipropriate key

Onc ffc asocatin i esablshe, n futhe ineratiol wthfronti ther frame adilreases alid the inesitage typle.)

LiIte KDIC is requ~ired and14 all commuic4li:ationl bietweei 11011c 7 and 8 * Twso copiesi oif the original frarure header (oflier than1 Ltile
is ewirYptell with the is9sociuf ion key miitil tilie asauciaL~iofi expires. ELliernet adidresses) are placed ill the frrimie. Otte copIy is
AL that poin1., anothelir assorciationi is requles'.ul by the cointrollfers. unencry ptel alnd call be used! by LA N mallagemienit tools, the
Theii iluratio 41of asoiatlionsiiill is dutevrmiijleri by thei nuetwork security other copy is encr ypjteid so t hat any aLtemiptas to imiidify lhe
4444144ag4'r. If .1111 asoiati ont4i4114I is: aLi e ad applrolciiif iwg ex ;iiration, header will 1,0 detected.
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________Soft~ware Design
D~estination Address
Sou rce Aikrcss Tlhe VAX KDC software is a layered product that, runs, undier tile

sIEsNN 02Hede VAX/VMS operalting system. There are two pairts to tLhe
v, rllVAX 1(1)0 soft~warc:

En 'crypt ion Ident~iier
Orgnaglen lenader *A K 1)0 Server thait, MlIN continiuousl y. Tlhu s programi respiiiidi

.i'iiieii Numinlir to association requtests4 for tile conitrollers o l' th [,A N mlid
Message i yp11- Copy records audit, cevents genierakted by controllers nodi tite KDl)
01-~igii ii li'iUd,-r software.

Paidding -'.A 1(1) User nt erlace that. is nsed by tile network ssr'i city

NIDG0 maliager to enter and dispilay coiifigiiraLio iniformaition,
Ii eit ' i ~S 1manIage ~onitrollers, and revijew contirol li-tc stat-us aond aticdt

J iniformaitioni.

Il iick' I-lhe iiicryp ted Hoelds. Th'le followinog data files are used by tim D(; ) software:

F~iguire :l Elicryivite loitiiie h'uciiiat LAN Cionfiguration Fill!, Thlis till, cooitins iiiFornIIHioii about11
the con figuration of covl rol hers, K lCs' andi other nodes lea ii I he

1,/tN. All 1(1)0 nodes muilst lives Wti samle ~informiationi ill their
Tll cliu ri * vlteil iirtiini if tilleC raiiii is iiailil'i to a imuilti ple of icon ligtiirationih Illi lfor curicec opitrlmm.iii
the D)NS blicki s-i e to alilow thet fIuiime to hveincry ptedl asmi;h
0110 Iinile. 'Ilii' padinillg is reiiiiiviwl whii'i thle Fraiiie is (Costrollpr Stiittis Filmt This fllhe ci-i njus iniformiation alboult!1li
dicr ytitc. 4tatils orf conitrollers andi their .''iitiiwith this K1(1).

A separate file is mauiintainieid by inc., i'C
* i'le ci rec-t i'~tlierut Friamie Check Seuj iclice (I-* CS) isAui 14oyFl-T sflcnttstllfteadi vne

apitiiiiuli'l iim Owi iewly cerated friiame. 'l'lli' ,irigiiini "lGS will AdtHsoyFl:''istl oi~ii l fteadteet
li), i.,,ued wiantu ' owframu' is tiriuisiuittwi to the destiination liois. cecorideid liy tOils KI)C. Tl'he' levl if loidlitiilpg i:aji lie selected

8ecparaltVly for vcail i'iit.riillvr iir K 1)0.
Tl'l f oriiat oif till (iiiryliti'i fraipuu it; shiowni in ligtiie :I.

EverI'ivllong loinl thlt seqielice iumuiii
t

oc the NiD'M C is elii'r:,liti'i. KDC D)FSNC Conit'l'u

'lhe software works tiig'itlir withl Owi l)ESNC coinitriillei taltl-lii'il
Frolgiiii'utatliii: ticcause audditioinal livids are added Lo frate.4 toi the KDI) tudi' toi fiiiict~iiiias it KIC. Usinig tliA~ KDlC IEK
h~yl[) ESNO ,ý-cotriittllsrs., muatles thLLat e utc o.e: to tile' (ltiltsilliili ciiitciiller to help tine KDl) nods has sevi-iil d nivauuines:
leiijgtlu %%ill be, exteiiilsecl beyold thel( pliilaulnii alloiwed Ilelfitl for
KtLluii net, fraioei. 'lo hanidli' di is ,itmiation, l)1KSN(C ciiitrollvrs 0 Missiuwgi's bi'Iut, iiy thet KDC) iinli'tire enri plmrii'l by tile K I t
friagi-ii't.' lonig 1-tliertcet frattius aiii tranlinlit tleisii ill two ciintriiller, 'l'lit is iiiichi faster thanLI IuSillg software enlcryphtion.
clirryjiti'i EtAliertiet Framues.

'lids frugiiueiit~at-iiiu andii ii'nsu'iville alli'eti tile lii'rfmii oce uir * lKxcoi'i for tile lii)' lthat iii ilailillLyi'l Wh~l' aciut C illi'c1( is
iiiiiiliiiciulu t lull. bit the f-uiii-itiiiis iaiidli'i biy cointriillers iniiiializEeil, there o lii 'rid' kiyý stiileu oii Lili! K DC0 niodi. All
niiil triuinhipri'uilii I' iOiiw iiiviilviil. 1-tliercrit. 1wl'orfiriioce (,lill eincrylptioni keys al-c, pi'c'yliti'i %%livi'i *1reliiti ti ll' 1() node.

be, iipriivi'd t1r it niiili' tf tieiitwoiik siiftwwilio' iiitlii' niiiie is Whenii ki'y is uiiei, it is lercmpi.c'i by lie Ký IXc ~onit.riiller
muiiiiitii'i to alwcays -w1 

fralieis that lice shorter Lhlui 1 '180 liytei. uisiiig a key iliat. is url ' ykiiiwn toi lii KD 1)0iolt roiler. Il'lis
hlrevt'iitv solilcoeil witLl ri'in-onl aicessi tio [Ow infiirmait~iioi onl

OCCUr, and dletaileil infirniilu-iiii abiout Homlie uc'i'uts is recreidili by lii'ti presaent- Thi s t 4o prvKt keys nude.l

tlii' KD o)Cnec 5r. 'I'lu! swirms events can lie diiipl uyed liy th his retA)i ie j~e

network setiirit)' iii olage
'T'hii lvvi of iuiiit in (tllt b'uile seclected by lie( net work seculrity Hardwire Desi8lgni

mlamiger by choigwhich cotitrollers and l(DC's record wli~lu,1
classes iil' evvints. 'T'here are 18 nudihitlble, evi'nt~s iiicliuilling: A l)ESNC, coiv-rolli'r call i' cotisjui'nU'Od k) lie it i'01-1 iljat iii of Orutl

vi'e'ryllting t';li'riit. briilek and a h'luituWire tiri' ciiiceiitratnor.
Coniiitriiller iitaltittl(- ili t;i'ui lt'ld gtrilt. st aleliieis. Thle cuinceuiatoru tilc i . the noie elili. oi[ a Dl'SNN cniitrolli'r is deosign,

AsoratonrelustL ijuiike a niormtal c-icintiratLir, sri (liat a. Fraiie l.ranriisi:ttii lii inn'

iiois iiur;. is inot aituiuiiaticiully traiisiuii d tI i dii t a' her hurts.

0 It cjertced iussoci:al~tiiil rrsplestsA. Thlis till ws the coiii i ii ec to suhirre thet I A N acriss Cliiitriil policy
hii'weei iiiiiei iii dilterciut poirtsi.

* Invalidl framtui aililesses4, st-ijiiuiilct iuuinlii'r hr MODs.9 ( iiu.rollers are compilatibile with thll E'theirne't and ll;EK 8012.2
standaurds to allow inlteroilerability Wi lu aiiy prodiiuicts that i:ui lfiurnil

''ll', ui' tork security loan ager ciii select whlichi evenlts are tou o se stianiiarids.
i~icliided Ili aiiilit. roports, utiiu it is hiossilile to lines the, 1(1) server Con.-ýollers cillt amts a Molitorola 680001 ClTiU chip and RODM
laend Sejlerti'iI cla.SVss of lecilts Lii iL fllyiticis alrini idevice (e.g., a cait~intn ing Lt(n' rude that, is i e-itu when a conutroiller is first useiI.
tirminiiul iir a prilier) Thetre tire ialso varioirii ii'tiniics to s.9urs dcuwtilitne loaded iroile,
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ilfuroilil ;I ... ttaloiatjonsi code inl ROM N, RAM for codif, RAM L~,01)Iiipoiiet Ev~aluaitioni: Ai in d ivid ual I) SNC controller call
for assifriatioff Storage, and( RIAMN for Iflikel. Storage. bel ViewedI its .1 fleLýwork fvoil ponviffii of type 'N-IA', providfing

S01114! Of till' IlielifOVY ifl it ~onitroller is pret~vrvedf (over power fifiiliii~ o lC 111adt tSifl aif h iijlti

ff1 lill's of Iv-'- than 72 houliirs thirough it'e uiff off vallactrsi.u, 'This I II clas.' reqii i'i-v fft~s ffor Nil) comiponenfts- If the comoll~nenit is
If al i or', I Iis usedLII prrserve etiofgh Iinjformfation~ So that, I-lie restricted to fontifcrtillg one single' user workatatioll to each port., it

iotrollk r dlfis ijlftI lirvc to Ill' iffa~ijially init ialized lafter a power wouldI also p~rovide fiunictioniality for I)AC and ide'ft~i ication anfd
fails rv. 'I'll(- iri-surve'i iniformfation~11 ii df~s L1w oiastv'r key f1 r the aufthenitication, awil the~refore satisfy lie ol jnioflim 1I clatis
lolltIroller, sqvlifene' fill ifibfers uised ls'tw,'en Ow t conf'ltroller anid thet reqffirvitiv~!iI. fir `vI IAD I)omponlifients.
KDlC'si oil th Ln .AN, and ti(! c1 rypltographfiic chCcksumfi for thei As ii i fl fItVI MM, DICI1SNC conitrollelrs and a set or imCs can, Ile

ilw ioi i if 1i:1idi fiffg('. If a I IS NIJCI lfftCllf'C is ofll'il'f, poiwer is viee as'ff af netlfwork rfliffj -tifi'f to pllroside thle sflffl fi~ Itic ffif I ty.
removedftt~ from1 Il his witi''ory to reduc LC ife' chaiv Li tLifite
illnformaion11, wil Ia'- usid tucopomfIflffise OwSf t oii s flill 1M' il~it Luf tohet References

front' paf ihiel off it O)EMN ('tfullller cOnifit~fl lights thalt

fIj~ltlj. tlt. df'State o'f (lie i', llitrff~le', it ff k'y filIM-L is I1511 tol III The 111herCra ct, A Local A rea NIetmsek, Didta Lin k Layer and

1f11f.I11,i1?fV I hll C0111,trl14-17, Mfid it ke')sw1itcl Cht is UC, to Li il ., iViLf' Lthf' i'lysiiail ba,fir, Versionf .11, (D~igital, Intfel, anid Xerox),
t,'t- % o l(ie is also' a llyllaSs 1fiiullii~tonf OWL (-fi Cll alw~yS lIe Noivemfbeffr 19)82.

l~rss~I I, 'f'lfi's. Il~f th Cliirfflir iiiiCr hyasSSt~e.121 I .N. htell anlfIJ . Lal'auhila, Sceufsv Cashpu- 'r Systems:
i:S Nt: clfl roll irs f'xvi'fi compffiletef. self' test. clidf whell tile) tniirid Nx~roliatifion 111f an ul/n's Initerpreltation, ESD.-'lR-75-3116,

Staff -Iwiat fill. and1 s'eve'ral tL!51 a, rluff ri'gflmfly lilriig MI'lTRE Cffilmraiilfion, Marchi 1976.
"Ill ~-, ,';l `oiriififlker fo Ilef-ti. anly fa~iluires biefore tiff sccifits~

If'do fififfc Iffliif'iLi'fIo fIi tl oit~rfllur. 1:j 1 KA Blletfi IlgiiCCy (Iffsiflrrfi/oifs forSeue S CI om(luputecr

Sy 1ins ESIVI'l'11-761-372, MI '1I1I1''l--3 I 5:i, lvIT tIC1
( lrpffaL'ioff, Apiril 10)77.

Il~l~lIO~liiI~ii) 'I~ 1,11 Oto1,Li rrlptiifI S~taf1
1

fndar, FeiderailI Ilnffrmai oil 111 'riftsing
'I'i'usted Net~work IniterpretatXion 1fIlfilaf-fl' PlfilicsaI~lifm 46~ ( FiPS PUB11 415), Natioffuld 111Ct'lfi oIf

AlIthoulgh Of, III I ifrif lSifii-ll'Slfit' -f'ltli w~its notf

flfl~i~if'fif~f llyf h~ti, saisl~iy frypjtffgralflii ri'fifiitf'fff'iti fCo 1. the Fl).S' Moie. of ()pcrfflilffl, In'llCa fofrmaition Priicessinig

pIfl-'mi f J,11i litsiliffi lifwfinaiitffl, the C IC'' lllflrl' andif sel-ifity 1Staniudiifs Pullfvlcltiofi III (FP1S PIJ1II 81), Nat~iofnal B3Ireall 1ff

1-11, 1 of Owieif slstffl lvfrffll iiý l'1ill ',itfii-o if, lfflffflatlfl' withl till' StiULMiIM&, 2 D)11' inlfr 19180.
I'ulld N-ilwo)rk lfflihlrfotliotifI",l ('iN I) ill a v'uii-ll , vif dil~leii'lit 161 V.I,. V1 fy tiflfk anfdl S.'l'. KeflSeuityffird ofi Highcer hevde
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ABSTRACT
Trusted distributed systems differ from trusted monolithic systems in that the medium linking
the components of the distributed system may be subject to wiretapping threats. This las
led to a misconception that the primary concern In covert channel analyses of distributed
systems should be the misuse of protocol fields as a means to covertly signal information to
wiretappers having access to the communications medium, Depending upon the network's
environment this may not be a problem at all. However, all networks do have internal host-
to-host channels that must be analyzed in order to satisfy the assurance requirements of
distributed systems at ,he B2 level and higher, This paper describes a layered approach for
analysis of these internal channels that is consistent with the way in which communications
networks are actually designed and built, Additionally, the use of embedded, network-based
access controls Is proposed as a means to prevent certain host-to-host channels,

1. Introduction 2. Background
This paper addresses two distinct ways in which information The National Computer Security Center has developed the
contained within a securo distributed system or network can Trusted Network Interpretation (TNI) [1], to be used In the
be covertly compromised. The first, the threat of evaluation of trusted network systems and their
wiretapping or compromise of the network medium has components. The TNI reflects two different, and sometimes
been discussed in the literature although it does not seem conflicting, perspectives on the overall security problem:
to fit the traditional definitions of the covert channels, It Is (1) an extrapolation of the trusted system principles
pointed out that networks, especially Local Area Networks from the Trusted Computer System Evaluation
(LANs) are not necessarily subject to this threat, but if they Criteria (TCSEC) 12] into a distributed environment,
are, the threat may require the redefinition of the term and
covert channel as well as changes In the ways that such
systems are modeled. (2) a communications serurity perspective that Is

echannel in concerned with protecting the integrity and secrecyThe second mechanism is the traditional coverthnnli of communications within potentially hostile

which a system resource not normally used as an object to environments.

contain information is used to signal information between

subjects or users of the system. Both the desire to evaluate The TNI addresses both areas, with Part I ratings defining
components for use in building network systemb and the the security policy, authentication, assurance and
complexity of such systems (and even the components) documentation requirements for loosely-coupled distributed
makes It difficult to anaeyze networks effectively with computing systems, and Part it ratings addressing the
traditional covert channel techniques. Further, the security of the interconnecting communications paths.
interconnection of multiple trusted computer systems raises The differing emphases of these perspectives has lead to
the possibility that a flaw In one system can be exploited by confusion in the area of covert channel analysis. The TNI
users in other systems leading to the possibility of a covert continues the requirement to address covert channels within
channel that spans the network, the Individual computing systems and observes that there
A layered method of analysis Is proposed that closely are additional instances of covert channels associated with
follows the ways in which such systems are designed and communications between components: i.e., the exploitation
constructed In practice. If such channels must be of network protocol Information.
considered, techniques are available to reduce their The evaluation of trusted systems must provide for the
bandwidth. This section concludes with the discussion of analysis of both overt and covert channels. Within trusted
one such method based on the introduction of host to host comouter systems, overt charnels result from the use of the
access controls.

o 1988 ESCOM Corp.. Computational Logic, Inc.. Grebyn Corp. All Rights Reserved.
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system's protected data objects to transfer information 3. The Wiretap Threat
directly from one subject to another. Analysis of the system The TNI seems to assume that the primary covert channel
must lead to the conclusion that all overt channels conform threat to networks results from attacks on the network
to the system's security policy. communications medium by wiretappers who are not
On the other hand, covert channels usd entities not "subjects" of the network, Both of the references cited by
normally viewed as data objects to transfor Information from the TNI In this area, mention the existence of covert
one subject to another in violation of the system's security channels from an untrusted subject to an external
policy. Storage channels result from an exploitation of a wiretapper. [6] addresses the inability of end-to-end
shared storage resource, while timing channels result from encryption hardware to protect against malicious use of
the modulation of the system's response time. address, length, and timing information by untrusted host

software. [7] defines the same three mechanisms within a
Sprovide following environment and describes the results of ansuch channels: experiment to measure the bandwidth of the addrossing

channel.
Covert Channel As described In the following sections, we believe this

A communications channel that allows a process to emphasis on covert channels involving wiretappers is
transfer information that violates the system's security somewhat misleading. Within LAN environments, at least,
policy. A covert channel typically communicates by wiretap threats can be addressed in the same way that they
exploiting a mechanism not intended to be used for are addressed in any other trusted facility: by physical,
communication. procedural, and administrative security mechanisms,

The mechanisms Identified by [6] and [7] involve the
Covert Storage Channel modulation of protocol fields or other externally visible

A covert channel that involves the direct or Indirect aspects of the communications packet. Girling identifies the
writing of a storage location by one process and the following three methods of exploiting conventional LAN
direct or indirect reading of the storage location by Interface devices to covertly signal Information to a
another process. Covert storage channels typically wiretapper:
involve a finite resource (o.g,, sectors on a disk, device
status flags, etc.) that is shared by two subjects at
different security levels. LAN Address A cover storage channel is possible

when a high-level hos process can

Covert Timing Channel address packets to multipleCovet TmingChaneldestinations and a wiretapper can
"A covert channel in which one process signals observe thi sequence of packets.
information to another by modulating its own use of oberv the sequne of packets.
system resources (e.g., CPU time) in such a way that Packet Length A cover storage channel is possible
this manipulation affects the real response time when a hIgh-level host process can
observed by the second process. determine the length of outgoing

packets and the wiretapper can
observe the lengths of these

Historically, most methods for dealing with covert channels packets.
within computer systems have been ad hoc. 13] describes
the approach used for performing a covert channel analysis Inter-Packet Delay A covert timing channel Is possible
during the Honeywell Multics evaluation. Mechanical covert when a high-level host can
channel analysis tools have been developed for systems modulate the delay between
characterized by formal top level specifications. These outgoing packets and a wiretapper

tools, typified by the SRI MLS Flow Tool [4], are based on can observe and measure these

the assignment of security levels to each TCB resource delays.

attribute and the genelation of formulas which, If proven to
be true, ensure that all information transfers within the
specification conform to the system's security policy. The 3.1. BandwIdths
Shared Resource Matrix (SRM) methodology proposed by Both [6] and 17] point out that the bandwidths of such
[5] is an Intermediate approach (betwe%,n the ad hoc channels may often be in excess of 100 bits per second. It
methods and information flow tools) that can be used at a appears that these estimates understate the potential
variety of different levels of abstraction, bandwidths that could be achieved using current LAN
The development of covert channel analysis methods, such devices.
as those mentioned above, results from the TCSEC (1) The IEEE 802.3 specification defines a six-byte
requirement to perform covert channel analyses beginning destination address field and packet lengths from
at the B2 assurance level. Since there are only two local 64 to 1518 octets. Assuming all addresses can be
area network components known to be under evaluation by generated without detection, the width of the
the NCSC at the time this paper was written, there is not a address channel bandwidth is potentially 48
significant amount of literature available on the subject of bits/packet.
covert channels In LANs.
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(2) The increased performance of readily available The significant point Is that in the first two cases the vendor
LAN hardware means that Information can be and the NCSC assume that the system will be operated
compromised at a proportionally higher rate. according to the assumptions In the vendor's Trusted
Ethernet boards are available with typical Facility Manual. If the monolithic computer system can be
throughputs of 500 Kbps, and should be able to considered a degenerate case of the general computer
generate packets continuously at a rate of 50 system, the corresponding intrusion would be tantamount to
packets per second. the removal of the cover from the computer system, and

allowing the wiretapper access to bus signals and other

From such assumptions, the bandwidth of the address backplane activity.

channel in an Ethernet-like LAN could be on the order of If the operators of any trusted facility allow unlimited access

2400 bits/second. As higher throughputs become to the internals of their system, then there Is significant risk
commonplace, the potential bandwidth of these channels of data compromise at a very high bandwidth, Conversely, If

will further Increase. It can be assumed that the facility and its equipment are
sexist Is not In dispute. properly protected, then the covert channel analysis can beThat such signaling mechanisms exs snti ipt, limited to potential channe's between authorized subjects

Whether they need to be considered In every network opedato potential c f the auth e c

system is open to question. If the system or component operating under control of the TCB/NTCB.

being examined Is subject to a wiretap threat, there may be
implications that require modification of the system security 3.3. Security Compliant Communications
policy and the definition of a covert channel. The TNI references appear to make the assumption that

networks are necessarily subject to wiretap threats, and

3.2, Is the Threat Universal? ignore the traditional physical, procedural and administrative
solutions to physical tampering used in trusted computer

Are some networks exempt from a wiretap threat? We facilities, but Appendix B of the TNI describes three
believe that this is certainly true for some LANs, but It may different methods for ensuring security-conpllant
not be the case for geographically distributed network communications.
systems. LANs operating within a physically controlled
environment or routed through protected wireways should (1) Documenting constraints in the Trusted Facility
be relatively immune to wiretap attacks. Manual, thereby deferring an assessment of

compliance to accreditation.

In order to clarify this issue, consider a series of tour (2) Providing suitable end-to-end communications
different systems', as follows: security techniques.

(1) A trusted monolithic computing system, as addressed (3) Administrative restriction of use of the channel.
by the TCSEC. If the assumption Is made in the Trusted Facility Manual

(2) A trusted tightly-coupled multi-processor, multi- that the network Is operated in a protected environment,
programmed computing system, as described in there should be no need to consider covert channels to
Appendix B,4,3 of the TNI. wiretappers. This explicit assumption Is made implicitly in

(3) A trusted, loosely-coupled distributed computing the evaluation of trusted computer syr'.ems. For local area
system, with individual host computers operating at networks, in particular, it appears to be a reasonable
potentially different security levels. The host computers assumption to make, considering cost and benefit tradeoffs.
are interconnected by a conventional IEEE 802.3 LAN,
and the computers and medium are maintained within
the same protected facility. 3.4. Policy Implications

(4) A trusted, loosely-coupled distributed computing This still leaves open the question of whether or not
system, with individual host computers operating at information flows from a subject (user) of a system to a
potentially different levels, but with each host computer wiretapper constitute covert channels In the usual sense of
separately protected, the term, The answer depends upon the definition of

security policy, since a covert channel Is defined as "a
For each architecture, consider the implications of allowing communications channel that allows a process to transfer
an anonymous wiretapper, with arbitrary equipment, access information in a manner that violates the system's security
to the backplane of each of the four systems. Does this policy". The TOSEC further defines security policy as "...
access constitute a potential for a compromise of the set of laws, rules and practices that regulate how an
information, a violation of the system's security policy? organization manages, protects, and distributes sensitive
Using the broad definition of "policy", the answer would information". This appears to categorize theft of computer
certainly have to be "yes". Clearly, each example provides tape containing classified information as being a covert
the potential for unauthorized disclosure and modification of channel; however, that Is clearly not what is intended for
data. the covert channel analyses performed by system vendors.

Covert channel analyses focus on the use of entities not
normally viewed as data objects to transfer Information from
one subject to another (subject] [5]. Subjects, in turn, are

¶ The TCSEC/TNI terminology Is used here, so that the term entitles that operate within the control of the TCB (or NTCB)
"system" refers to a collection of computer and communications nt
hardware, software, and firmware that performs all of the functions en behalf of human users. This appears to have at least
defined In Part I of the TNI. Specifically, a system Is capable of one of the following implications:
identifying and mediating access at the human user level.
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(1) The wiretapping threat is unrelated to the subject of 4. Covert Channels Between Network Subjects
covert channel analysis (and requires a physical, This section describes a method for identifying and
communications, or administrative security resolving the remaining Internal covert channels within a
solution); or network system, Within a distributed system, internal

(2) Wiretappers can be "subjects", and consequently channels tend to be between processes existing on different
must be addressed by the security policy model for hosts, where such channels would occur on a single host in
the network system; or a monolithic computer system. The level of complexity

(3) The manner in which covert channel analyses have resulting from interconnecting arbitrary hosts running

been done for monolithic computer systems must arbitrary applications programs may appear unmanageable

be changed to include threats to the physical at first, because of the potential for large numbers of
security of the system. interactions between heterogeneous host computers,

operating systems and processes that must be considered.

We dismiss the third altelnativo as unduly overloading the
notion of covert channels. For a system to be secure, a
wide variety of potential threats must be countered. When 4.1. Layering and Abstraction
the evaluation and accreditations are properly carried out, Fortunately, most communications systems (even untrusted
this will be done In such a way as to cover operatinnal and ones) are designed and built In a highly-structured manner
environmental threats as well as architectural ones. There that can be used to reduce the complexity of covert channel
is no need to include all such threats under the umbrella of analyses. The ISO Reference Model of Open Systems
"covert channel analysis". The choice between the first two Interconnection (OSI) provides a framework for defining
alternatives is less clear cut. communications protocols, The actual layers of protocol

At the B2 level of evaluation, both the system's security that are Implemented differ from network to network,
policy model and the covert channel analysis are rather however, the purpose of each layer Is to offer certain well-
informal. The search for covert channels Is usually based defined services to the higher layers, shielding those layers
on the system's Descriptive Top Level Specification (DTLS) from implementation details. Figure 1 depicts the network
which may be somewhat Imprecise. At the Al level, covert architecture used in this paper, based upon the OSI
channel analysis is conducted with respect to the system's reference model, Name of Unit
Formal Security Policy Model (FSPM) and Formal Top Layer Exchanged
Level Specification (FTLS) using "formal methods", usually
with the aid of mechanical tools. In either case, both the 7 ...tcan rsno Application Masseage
security policy and the system specification must define the
domain of the analysis. If the covert channel analysis is to
include wiretap threats tnen the policy and specification Presentation Protocol
must include wiretappers. We know of no cases to date in 6 presentation----------------------- PPsentiot Message

which this Issue has been explicitly addressed in network
security policy m~odels or specifications. Session Protocol
These observations lead to a conclusion that while sso .................S.-.... Session Message

information compromise via wiretap channels can be
performed using techniques similar to those used for covert --'-' r Protocol
channels, the mechanisms are not covert channels under 4 Taso tr Transport Message
the definition quoted above with the usual policy definitions
and specification paradigms. In this case, the fault lies with
the policies and specifications. If a system or component 'rk- *-NetworkProtocot Network Pk
will be subject to a wiretap attack and it is desired to 3 Network........ Packet

evaluate the threat as a part of a covert channel analysis,
the policy for the system must clearly consider the LirIk ProtoinkFolm
existence of wiretappers and define the extent (if any) to 2 Data Luni -------- Li Fme

which they are permitted access to information contained in
the system. A system specification subject to covert
channel analysis must also explicitly consider wiretappers I Physical Bit
as potential subjects and describe their accesses In relation
to other system entities. These additions will clearly Impact Host A Host B
the usual security analysis of the system as well as Its
covert channel analysis. Figure 1. Network Reference Model.

Without going too far afield. It Is helpful to review the basic
principles that are used in the design of communications
networks, for these same principles can, and should, be
applied to the development of trusted network systems. As
described in [8], the identification of protocol layers is based 11
primarily on the need to deal with a different level of
abstraction, with each layer performing a well defined
function. Strict layering is usually observed, In order to
encapsulate the services that are performed and to provide
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some degree of protocol independence. Without such access or modify resources used by lower-level protocols,
abstractions and layering, It Is unlikely that a network as except through the vocabulary of operations provided by the
complicated as the DoD Internet could ever be made to run. protocol Interface.

In the following discussion, layer.n protocols exist between
pear-level entities, while service interfaces exist between 4.3.1. Layering Within LAN Systems
layer n and (n+l) entitles. Most distributed systems in use today rely on a combination

of physical and logical separation at the interfaces between
4.2. Trusted Protocol Design and Implementation certain layers in the protocol hierarchy, A typical LAN

architecture (Figure 2) consists of multiple hosts, each

Unfortunately, the emphasis on protocol layering and having a dedicated LAN co-processor board that performs
abstractions in the communications world is not readily packet transmission, reception, limited error control, etc.
apparent in the TNI 2. However, such a layered protocol These boards generally implement the physical and link
view of the world is not inconsistent with the TNI, and layers, and sometimes the network and transport layers as
indeed provides an excellent model for analysis of trusted well. The traditional rationale for this separation has been
network systems. performance rather than security,

Consider a trusted implementation of a layered network
component. From a communications perspective, this Host A Host B
component would Implement protocol layers 1 through n,
which would provide layer-n services to layers (n+l) and
above. From a trusted system perspective, this component User Processes User Processes
would have its own security policy (and model), which ...........................
would define access of layer-(n+l) subjects to objects
existing at the service Interface between layers n and (n+1). Network O.S. Network OS.
For example, a trusted network layer (and below)
implementation would mediate access of transport layer . . ".i.. . her igher.
subjects to network packet objects. Processes and files do Protocol Protocol

not exist at tho netw ork layer of abstraction; only transport- ........ . ...... .. . . . . .

layer protocol entities and packets (or datagrams)3. Layers La•ers

It must be realized that many networking Implementations
do not necessarily use a separate process for each LAN Co-processorA LAN Co-processor B
individual layer of the protocol hierarchy, For example, Lower
UNIX systems commonly Implement TCP/IP within a single ........L ...... . ..... , Lower
process rather than as separate processes. When a single Protocol Protocol
process is used to im plem ent m ore than one protocol layer, L" ''Layers I. ', ,-.. ,,Layers .

the combined layers must be treated as a single layer for
the purposes of covert channel analysis.

4.3. Covert Channels Within Protocols
This same model can be used for performing covert
channel analyses of trusted network systems, Each Figure 2. Typical LAN Architecture.

successive layAr ot the protocol stack could be analyzed
with respect to the covert channels that exist within that Such physica: separation provides assurance that host
layer and lower layers. For example, an layer-n analysis processes do not have direct access to the physical
would concentrate on the existence of covert channels transmission medium or any data associated with the
through the layer-n implementation that can be utilized by protocol layers Implemented on the co-processor, unl=Ls
the various layer-(n+l) entities (subjects) through the the co-processor interface explicitly provides such acc•ess.
service Interface. User-level processes do not have any other means of

The covert channel analysis for a trusted layer-n component accessing the Internal registers of the co-processor board,
would be concerned only with the identification and analysis observing the contents or addresses of individual packets,
of unauthorized Information channels between pairs of etc. The net effect of this separation Is to limit the available
layer-(n+l) subjects, It would not provide for the mechanisms for covert communications among legitimate
identification of covert channels within higher layers, and it hosts on the network.
can not be responsible for auditing or resolving any
channels that might exist within higher layers, It is a basic Given an appropriate software architecture In which
rule of layered protocol design that a lower-level protocol processes are permitted to communicate only through
should not read or modify the contents of higher-level carefully controlled mechanisms managed by the TCB, the
protocols. Similarly, higher-level protocols should not same degree of assurance should be possible using logical

separation. In either case, careful definition of the service
2 For example, Appendix A (Network Components) does not Interface between layers is required and the Implementation

include an example of a layered, distributed component, but rather must ensure that it is not possible to bypass this Interface.
shows monolithic "boxes" Interconnected with wires. Note that the mechanisms used to Implement a layered

3 Oonsequently, it Is not possible ior a trusted network-layer protocol securely will have much in common with those
Implementation to quality as a TNI "system", since It does not deal with used to implement TCBs.
the Idenllflcallon and mediation of human-user entitles.
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4.3.2. Analysis Techniques hosts, It is possible that information could be covertly
signaled from P1 to P3, using the allowable

If the Shared Resource Matrix (SRM) methodology [5] IS communications path from P2 to P3. Extended channels
used, we believe the SRM operations can be identified by such as this (Involving multiple transfers) are equivalent toclosely inspecting the service interface between the trusted those described by [5] Involving multiple attributes, and it islayer-n component and the external layer-(n+l) subjects, A believed that they could be Identified by the same method,variety of resources must be considered, both those visible i.e., a transitive closure of the overall network matrix. In the
at the service interface and those embedded within the analysis of covert channels it is not sufficient to determine
layer-n component. However, it Is not necessary to the security flaw that allows information to work, one must
address any internal resource whose attributes are invisible also be concerned with the nature of information that may
to the higher-level protocols. For example, it would not be be leaked through this flaw and the places in the overall
necessary to address the number of retransmissions system where the information might be extracted.
required to reliably send a packet to a remote peer entity, if
the number of retries is hidden within the abstraction of the
lower protocol layers. The possibility of composing
matrices at the individual levels to provide system level
analysis is an interesting subject for further research.

P1
4.4. Host-to-Host Channels
The preceding discussion has presented a general
approach to addressing Internal covert channels within
individual layers of a trusted network system. However,
protocol layers may be addressed as a group having a
common hardware platform or run-time services, for
example, the lower level protocols that normally reside on
an Ethernet LAN Interface board or the higher-level end-to- Single Host
end protocols (e.g., FTP, Telnet) that normally reside with
the software of individual hosts. Thus, within local area
network systems having dedicated LAN hardware, it makes
sense to consider separately the covert channels4 that may
exist within the underlying network layers from those within P..---------
the individual hosts. If this approach is taken, one can then
categorize Inter-process covert channels as either intra-host
or fnter-host: P2

Intra-Host Covert channels that exist between subjects
on the same host computer can be identified
ard resolved within that host, independent of
any host-to-host connections. The Network System
Identification of such covert channels is
extensively treated in the literature. If a
mechanism Is identified as providing a Figure 3. Example of an Extended Covert Channel.
potential covert channel, then that mechanism
should not be used either within the host or In -ven with these additional possibilities for extended covert
conjunction with network transfers. channels, the layereo approach described above has the

advantags of being conceptually easier to follow than
Inter-Host Covert channels between subjects on different attempting to address all the channels within a distributed

hosts can be addressed in two steps, with network system at the same level of abstraction. By
host-to-host channels addressed at the lower dividing the potential covert channels, a separation of
layer, and process-to-process channels concerns may be made, and the two distinct cases may be
addressed (as above) with!n each host. solved individually. As a result of this separation, it is

possible to use network-based controls within trusted
It Is possible that a security flaw that has been deemed lower-level protocols to significantly reduce the ability of
acceptable within a single host may not be acceptable higher-level protocol subjects to interact in a way that

when the host Is connected to a network. This is because violates the system's security policies.
the overt communications channels between hosts can be
used to extend the number of processes that can take 5. Network-Based Controls
advantage of such a flaw. Consider Figure 3, which shows To
a covert channel between Processes P1 and P2 in Host A. The fundamental problem to be solved in the covert
If Host A Is then Interconnected with Host B, and peer-level channel analysis of a network system Is to prevent arbitrary
communications protocols are established between the host processes from interacting In ways that may violate

security policy. As described above, this process Is
" This Is the case if the underlying network Is being developed as a potentially complex because of the need to address

trusted component, and Is also probably true even If untnisted LAN channels between arbitrary processes running in arbitrary
components are being used with trusted host software. host computers.
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One way of solving a significant part of this covert channel The architecture of LAN-based systems lends itself to
problem Is to embed network-level access controls within Implementing access controls within the network hardware
each LAN interface board, so that only certain host-to-host Itself in order to prevent unauthorized host-to-host packet
interactions are allowed. If a particular pair of hosts is not flows, This reduces the scope of potential covert channel
allowed to communicate (at the packet level), then it follows Interactions that must be considered In a network system
that covert channels cannot exist between processes in analysis, Once this capability Is provided, It has the
those hosts. additional benefit of eliminating most or all protocol-based
This mechanism will suffice by itself in single-user covert storage channels by preventing individual host
workstation environments where all processes within each application processes from having direct access to the
communicating workstation are cumulatively allowed (or packets on the LAN medium.
disallowed) to communicate with all processes In another
workstation. However, if some (but not all) of the Acknowledgements
processes within a host are allowed to communicate with
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Secured Communications for PC Workstations
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Abstract This application example integrates the iKGM-100

The iKGM-100 1, Tepache, Advanced Key Generation into the INA 960 (Intel's Networking
Module, Is a member of the National Security Architecture) software structure to provide a
Agency's family of standard embedded COMSEC secure architecture as It relates to an personal
products. The attached application example ties computer networking environment. The objective
the iKGM-100 module with Intel's INA 960 and of this application is to use an ISO based LAN
Microsoft's networks (MS-NET)" software to with Microsoft's Networking Software (MS-NET).
support a COMSEC local area network (LAN). One
of the key advantages of using the iKGM-100 Is Overview
its high-performance, open architecture. In
COMSEC LANs, datagram and virtual circuit The IKGM-100, Advanced Key Generation Module, Is
communications are key to a network's successful a member of the National Security Agency's family
implementation. Thu iKGM-t00, as compared to o; standard embedded COMSEC products. The
other competitive products, can handle the high attached application example ties the IKGM-100
demand of LAN communications as well as support module with Intel's INA 960 and Microsoft's MS-
datagram and virtual-circuit service NET software to support a COMSEC LAN environment,

One of the key advantages of using the IKGM-100
Backoround is Its high-performance open architecture. In

COMSEC LAN environments, datagram and virtual
As a result of a "National Security Directive" circuit communications are a key to a LAN's
NSDD 145 signed by President Reagan in 1984, the successful Implementation. The IKGM-100, as
National Security Agency was given the charter of compared to other competitive products, can
securing the Nation's tele and data handle the high demand of LAN communications as
communications network. As a result of this new well as support datagram and virtual-circuit
charter the NSA created the "Commercial service
Communications Security Endorsement Program"
(COEP). The mission of the CCEP Is to provide Intel's communications software supports the Open
Communications Security (COMSEC) equipment to the System Interconnection Model (OSI) at all layers,
market as quickly as possible. Traditionally, The MS-NET software Is an aycepted standard of
the designs and development of COMSEC equipment data communications for Xenix , Unix System V,
was done In total by the NSA, through contract MS-DOS and IRMX (Intel's Real Time Multitasking
awards. The traditional approach required a 7 - Executive software). The MS-NET protocols provide
10 year evaluation effort before the product transparent access to files anywhere in the
reached the market, The goal of the CCEP Is to network. The MS-NET software is similar to the
reduce that time to less than 2 years. The IKGM- MAP 3.0 upper layer protocols and represents
100 is 9 ne of the first NSA endorsed CCEP layers 5-7 of the Open System Interconnection
devices. (OSI) model.
The purpose of this article is to describe how a Intel's ISO certified (International Testing
personal computer (PC) workstation can be Institute validated) software is MAP 3.0 or TOP
integrated into a secured communications network 3.0 compatible. The ISO software from Intel is
using the iKGM-100 module, The IKGM-100 available in two forms; MAP (layers 5-7), or iNA
integrated component must provide six basic 960 software executes on any Intel processor
funntions for data communications. These (8086. 80186, 80286 or 80386). The MS-NET
functions are: 1) a security fault architecture software communicates with Intel's iNA 960 ISO-
with complete complements of cryptographic
alarms, 2) an optimal architecture to support complaint software,
packet switch and local area networks
applications, 3) a controlled cryptographic This application example Is based on a smart PC
bypass, 4) a robust instruction set to support LAN board, The PC LAN board uses the standard
key distribution and management functions, 5) a MS-NET software and provides a NETBIOS Interface.
key cache for simultaneous open cryptographic Modifications are made to the INA 960 software
associations and 6) a low development Integration base to allow the incorporation of the iKGM-100
and product cost. The key to obtaining NSA module Into a smart LAN design. Figure I shows
endorsement is minimizing the additional security the Implementation of this module.
firmware/software to interface the COMSEC
component. The IKGM-100, an NSA endorsed device, Hardware Architecture
Is fully compliant with this criteria. Four areas need to be addressed in the hardware
The direction of the secured networks is to design. These four areas are:
support commercially available protocols. Even
though the mature protocols for LAN's are based . split internal bus design using the iKOM-
on TCP/IP, there is a need to provide secured LAN 100 (Inline design) A

communications implemented on International • Duplication of the bus interface to be
Standards Organization (ISO) protocols, The compatible with PCLiNK2
focus of this example Is to review Intel's IKGM- - Maintain or improve system performance.
100 as It applies to a Type I secured data - Maintain software compatibility.
network architecture.
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The overriding architectural design criterion was datalink card must flow through the iKGM-100
to maintain software compatibility where module. The CPU on the controller card Is an
possible. In order to fully understand the Intel 80386 with an integrated protection
hardware requirements, each of these areas will architecture and the appropriate i5terface
be reviewed, devices to the iKGM-100 module.

The controller card design has enough horsepower
to handle the secured communications software
overhead, and the iKGM-100 Interface. The
addition of the direct memory access (DMA) unit
may allow the use of a less expensive CPU.

THERNTLAN USING IKGU.O ..... However, due to the nature of the hardware
-..... - ,, architecture, a CPU with a built-in protection

.. .... ., I architecture is key to this design's success.
One of the main security functions of the

t $-b" iicontroller card is to handle the key
,KGA•.1oo manipulations to/from the iKGM-100 mocule, and to

tcontrol any unauthorized access to the module.4 The 80386 and 80286 central processing units
(CPU) meet protected code requirements, providing

cý A KWcA' instruction trap faults when Illegal operations
are performed.

AEC -_U-. The datalink monitor card contains the ethernet
FIGURE I component (82586) and a 12Mhz 80186 device. This

In-Linge_....Q . board Is designed to handle the reception and
transmission of data packets from the Ethernet

There are two methods that can be used in a network and the iKGM-100 device. There isn't a
dese with the iKGM-100 Key Generation module. need for a fast CPU at this end, only for a CPUhepssig that can handle the network layer and routing
The possible methods are a c o-processor mode and overhead. The split bus design using the iKGM-an inline mode. The co-processor mode is for10alostedalsprto opoesrsn
trusted systems where the module Is use as part 100 allows the Ideal separation of processors on
of the communications kernel. The trusted system the BLACK and the RED side.
environment controls all communications and Each of the CPU designs contain RAM and EPROM.
levels of access. Hence the system environment The control software may be ROM resident or RAM
has the level of trust necessary for the resident. The hardware design can support both
communications traffic. In trusted environments, situations, but do to the environment, the
there isn't the need monitor all traffic from the software is Implemented in ROM. Figure 2 shows
computer system to the network. the proposed implementation using the IKGM-100
The inline mode Is used for systems that do not module in a split PC board design.
provide a trusted environment. The Inline
implementation blocks un-authorize access from SECURED COMMUNICA TIONS
transferring data to the communications medium.
Hence an Inline design need not concern itself : - ).ATAL-N'FG
with the classification of the user, since
classification is a function of the key access. tEPACHE. CONTAOLLEA
In all cases, the iKGM,100 module blocks the user
access is to the outside world for clear text.
In some cases, there Is a need to transfer clear
text. the IKGM-100 management facility allows ...
accountability by controlling the data with
bypass features of the module. The IKGM-I00 SPLIT BUS LAN DESIGN WITH IKGM-IO0
module is designed in such a way that the level FIGURE 2
of classification is a function of the key
initialization process, Typically, with out
power supplied to the iKGM-100 module, the device System Perform;
Is viewed as controlled cryptographic product, arigg:
that meets Type I applications. Classificationof the device exists once the system Is The system performance must appear to the user asinitialized with its key, if the XKGM.100 module does not exist. The dual

processor design allows for the maximum system

The inline design essentially splits the bus performance. The dual processor implementation
separating clear text (Red aide) from encrypted uses an Intel 80386 at the RED side to handle bustext (BLACK side) witf the IKrM-100 module. in communications, IKGM-100 management and transport
the PC design, the bus split Is accomplished on packet redirection, The BLACK side contains the
the PC-controller card (figure 2). The bus split 12Mhz 80186 processor. If needed the BLACK side
altows the division of hardware between the processor could be changed to an Intel 80286 or
Controller cdird and the Datalink carde The 80386 which is object code compatible with the

Controller card contains the iKGM-100 module. 80186 device.
The Inline design does not allow the IKGM-100 One ot the additional features of using an Intel
module bus access, All data traffic to the 80386 is the capability to isolated security

features from the network applications code. In
any endorsement activity, the speed of achieving
endorsement is a function of Isolating the iKGM-
100 access code. The Intel 80386 CPU allows high
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performance and a protected architecture that - minimize software that Interfaces to
Isolates application code, and improves the the iKGM-100
overall efficiency of the communications system. - minimize software required for

endorsementSoftware ComeatibilitY: - provide a platform for SDNS
development

The main Issue for software compatibility is to absolutely no host operating system
support MS-NET, NETBIOS and ISO standard changes
software. Figure 3 contains an IBM PC compatible
ethernet communications card's (PCLINK2) software Each of the above objectives require that the
architecture. The PCLINK2 architecture allows communications software be flexible; to meet the
applications programs to communicate secured data network requirements for today and
transparently with a network based communications tomorrow. In order to fully understand the
server. This means that any software program implication of the design, each area will be
that uses NETBIOS or MS-NET on PCLINK2 may reviewed.
execute across the network using ISO standard
communications protocols. INA 960 PROTOCOL MODEL
The PCLINK2 architecture will be the basis for REQUESTBLOCKS
the secured data network design. Using the . -. --

PCLINK architecture, current directions In ENVIRONMENT IND. TASK
communications security piloes the data ........ .. ... . . .
communications encryption engine below ISO --------

transport layer. By using a software TL EDL
architecture as shown, user applications are NMF _ _..... LAYVI Soo
guaranteed 100 % software compatibility. Hence, NL DL
any hardware changes to the IBM-PC environment
would be restricted to the front end processor,
The user would be able to access any off-the- ". .. .. ., ,
shelf software packages without affecting the APEX EXECUTIVE
security capability of the secured personal FIGURE,4
computer.

PCLINK SW R3.0 Architecture Programmatic Interfac•
(111M MICT. NoV9L.,= OSR•C) One of the few areas that users tend to ignore is

the maintenance of the programmatic interface.
IF, . ..n All MS-NET, NETBIOS and LAN-Manager

Implementations are fully compatible with this
PCLIK .SWR ... ,,,r design. The application software must be able to

execute on the system without any changes. For
example, in a networking environment, the DBASE

PCLS.K,, h Ill or Word Perfect software packages must be
able to make NETBIOS calls, and access data
"without any problems. In order to accomplish
this, the programmatic interface must remain

""--- unchanged.
, Intel's PCLINK2 Release 3 software allows this

FIGURE 3 capability. The user will have full access to
all of the NETBIOS features, This means that the

The software compatibility may be simply IBM-PC networks program must be able to execute
redefined as a hardware communications without any errors. Hence, the user will be able
architecture that does not affect any PC software to use any applications software from the user
application packages. The split bus design with community.
the iKGM-100 has successfully Isolated the
hardware architecture from the applications
software. Software required for the IKGM-100:

Software Architecture The INA 960 architecture allows the creation of
user tasks to perform functions. Figure 5 shows

The major design effort required Is in the the INA 960 architecture. In this diagram, the
communications software. Intel's Networking INA 960 software was split. One processorArchitecture (INA) allows a simplified approach. handles the transport layer, the other processor
The iNA design is around a kernel, with separate handles the network layer. The IKGM-100 module
protocol units performing the transport and data sits between the RED and BLACK sides.
link functions. Figure 4 shows the protocol The software required to communicate to the IKGM.
environment of INA 960, a subset of INA. INA Is 100 may be separated into two different tasks.
the key software design architecture required to One task, on the RED side, handles all of the
Implement a secured networked workstation, communications to the modules as well as key

initiation and management. The ApplicationsThe objectives in the software implementation of Programmatic Executive (APEX) task coexists with
the secured network are as follows: iNA 960 and performs any needed communications to

the iKGM-100 module. The RED side task Ismaintain programmatic Interface to simplified, handling only the data input to the
MS-NET and NETBIOS. IKGM-100 module. In the software design, the

80386 CPU ring protection module Is used to
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further segment the user access, The actual and the hardware performing the data encryption
network communications software on the RED side would need to be endorsed. As a point of
is contained in the lowest protection level of reference, INA 960 contains 20 person years of
the processor. This access level grants all code development. (18,000 lines of source code).
users access to the communications facilities. In general, a design that has not been evaluated
The fighest level of protection is given to the to the rigorous security analysis, must
iKGM-100 management functions. In figure 5, the eventually be evaluated to that standard, The
level 0 privilege functions are shown on the RED current evaluation standard Is a time consuming
side, and level 4 privilege functions are given process and any error noted will require a
to the ISO communications software (Intel's iNA redesign plus reevaluation of the product.
960). Potential products submitted to NSA that do not

conform to the CCEP standards, may take up to 10
iNA960 Architecture with IKGM-100 years to receive the officially NSA endorsement.

PFEX -EX

COWSEC BOUND.ARY Secured Network Platform:

1 The secured network communications architecture
;,--,, .- requires flexibility. The goal of the secured

_J__. j network architecture Is to support current
R, _. *JBLACK8416 communications technology and the next generation

systems, In order to meet the flexibility
- ,requirements, the software architecture must
,6l ' '@',1 g,.,",4l allows the testing of different communications•:•__•,•,.,•c•. • • _' ,,••.•I•Ihypotheses. Flexibility requires that the

?1. . encryption module must be configurable to support

today's communications needs as well as
tomorrow's. Intel's products, iNA 960 and the

FIGUREb ...5. IKGM-100 key generation module are extremely
flexible In their design. INA 960 allows

The second task, located on the BLACK side, is multiple user tasks to interact with the software
responsible for transferring information from the protocols. The iKGM-100 supports multiple data
iKGM-100 module to the network layer. The BLACK encryption schemes for .reater software
side task is also responsible for handling any flexibility.
re-synchronization with the iKGM-100 module.
This entails the transfer of network management The secured data network Implementation needs to
,,formation, encrypted keys and data received be able to create a management task, (as shown in
from the network layer. The BLACK side task does figure 5) to perform COMSEC functions. The ISO
not need to have the same level of trust do to software product, INA 960, allows the user to
the structure of the Inline design. An example create multiple management tasks. In the
of the software architecture Is shown in figure creation of these tasks, the user may Integrate
4. multiple applications based on transport address

ID's. Likewise the network service access ID's
The final area is the issue of Key management. may be used on the BLACK side as well. In
The structure of INA 960 allows different addition to communicating to the protocol
application tasks to exist. The key management modules, the secured network implementation
task executes as a function under the APEX architecture needs to use a dual tasking
kernel, in the 80386 privilege level 0 and architecture. In the COMSEC boundary, one APEX
outside of the ISO protocol as much as possible. task (transport and network management) can
A simplified 41ew shows key management as a execute on the RED side and the other on the
function of network management. BLACK side (network and datalink).

Endor@rnenýt: The use of iNA 960 together with the iKGM-100
module allows maximum flexibility. Any securedThe major advantage of using iNA 960 is to network Impl'mentation may be readily prototype,

minimize the endorsement process for the secured tested and put into production, INA 960 and
LAN. product. The COMSEC boundary, (shown in IKGM-100 meet the needs of any securedfigure 5), limits the software required for communications development.
endorsement to the RED and BLACK tasks. The RED
and BLACK tasks are structured to handle iKGM-100 No Host Operating System Chances:
management and various encryption management
utilities. Due to the communications structure The major objective of the software design was to
of iNA 960, all communications protocols are not to change the host operating system MS-DOS.
limited to distinct task architecture, Hence, All additional commands necessary to Initialize
the only endorsement that is required is for the the communications module may take place as
interface software to the IKGM-100 module. This application software running under MS-DOS or
is the case due to the development of the IKGM- Windows-386. The application implementation
100 as an endorsed NSA CCEP device, described allows the user to purchase an off-the-

shelf personal computer, with the COMSEC module,
in contrast, if a non CCEP module Is used, the and connect It into the network. The goals In
COMSEC boundary may be extended to the entire this design are simplicity and flexibility,
software task structure Identified In figure 4. Since the communications software Is restricted
As a result of the new COMSEC boundary being to the intelligent LAN board, all software
defined, the endorsement process will be longer, changes are contalned on the COMSEC module. Off-
For example, if a product like INA 960 was used the-shelf application software packages may be
on a module that Is = endorsed by the CCEP used to access network Information. The
program, the complete ISO protocol implementation applications would only see the MS-NET or NETBIOS

interface (figure 3), not the IKGM-100 module.
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Alarms - The iKGM-100 provides securitySummary protection in the form of internal alarms
to detect intrusion and internalOverall, a design with iNA 960 and the iKGM-100 failures. These functions can be

allows the greatest flexibility in a secured data utilized in various methods to insure
network. Due to the iNA 960 internal design, system security,
splitting the communications software can be
easily accomplished. The INA 960 software Controlled Bypass - a particularly useful
executes under an APEX kernel. The transport and feature incorporated into the design ofnetwork interfaces are isolated to a few the iKGM-100 is "controlled bypass",procedural calls (buffers, information, and This feature is used to bypass clear textpackets etc.). These procedural calls may be such as header information or controleasily broken down into their Individual parts, characters.
specific to the communications Implementation. All of the Features discussed above have bean
The software environment of the PC would remain endorsed by the National Security Agency forunchanged. There would be new utilities for key all levels of classified communication. Bymanagement, but the base operating system would utilizing the IKGM-too In COMSEC designs anot be touched. This Is extremely critical. The majority of the security design criteria haveuser that would execute software on this been approved as implemented. This is theworkstation would be able to use any off-the- major reason for choosing the IKGM-100 for theshelf MS-DOS product. Hence, the secured network Secured PC LAN controller.
objectives could be reached with an architecturesimilar to PCLINK2 which would incorporate the 4 The current implementation of the TepacheiKGM-100 module: that Is a Secured PC LAN card, module does not support a firefly exchange.easy to use, with minimum performance losG, and a This capability is being reviewed for the nextcost effective solution. generation module. The goal of the design is

to allow firefly exchanges to be processed In1 IKGM-100, iNA 960 and PCLINK2 are a trademark less than a second.
of Intel Corporation. 5 Xenix IS a trademark of Microsoft Corporation,Unix is a trademark of AT&T Corporation.2 MS-NET is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

IRMX is a trademark of Intel Corporation.
3 The iKGM-100 Advanced Key Generation Module, 6 PC/XT and PC/AT Is a trademark of InternationalIn addition to providing an NSA developed Business Corporation,

encryption/unencryptlon capability, also has a
robust set of Agency endorsed SecurityFeatures. These features are outlined below:

.3.. f'r. ncoe Documef•
Internal Storage - The iKGM-100 has
volatile storage for up to 255 keys. Intel Corporation, iKGM- 100 "Advance•This feature allows simultaneous JInfrmi" DQ• .qb",March188--
connections in supporting various key Unclassified, --
management schemes,

Intel Corporation, The IKGM-100 Advance KeyKey External Storage - In addition to Ge__.tio ._S. .rIt .•.--_having storage on-board the IKGM-ioo, Unclassified.
allows external storage of the keys inthe host. This feature allows keys to be Intel Corporation, INA 960 Architecture Referencestored in the host for later use. As Manual#t1_2 .- FMarch 1987--- Unclassified
with key storage this feature is useful
In key management schemes. Intel Corporation, Aex _Users Gulde n•_Lernaj

erwL0Lupct Sp_ Lc iEfn#427. March 1987 -Remake Keys - The IKGM-100 has the Company Confidential,
ability to electronically distributesInitialize vectors to remote users. This National Sucurity Agency, Teoache,_Jplodacofeature Is useful in key management of .ptrol Dogcument (ICDQ. N. __•L_:31D. M 1geographIcally dispersed environments. Unclassified.
CIK Support - Support for a "Crypto National Security Agency, T_p.ach._qEmddingIgnition Key" is available on the iKGM- H___n~kd.•JJkKn4dJAp.Atl. _.t November 1987 -tOO. This featura Is particularly useful Classified.'
In the workstation environment. it
allows a COMSEC environment to be locked
and unlocked cryptologlcally.

High Bandwidth - The IKGM-10O has 6
cryptographic operating modes plus a.Message Authentication Code (MAC) mode.
The maximum thruput Is 7 MegablIts/second.The iKGM-toO transfer rate is based on
the cryptographic mode selected, In the
application discussed in this paper the
cryptographic mode selected will operate
at 2.87 Megabits/second,
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ABSTRACT

The Gemini family of high assurance trusted highly-assured, trusted components that can
computing base (TCB) products is described, be used as stand-alone systems or as parts
Tha manner in which these TCB products, of more complicated trusted systems, or
which are designed to be Class Al, address which can be modified or extended by third
different operational requirements is party vendors with a minimum impact on re-
addressed. A selected list of current evaluation. (In particular, the security
applications and projects in which the kernel itself rarely needs to be modified,
currently available products are being used and can be treated av a high-assurance
is presented, in addition to a description "sealed unit".) We call this concept an
of several research projects that "open security architecture".
illustrate the product's current potential
and future directions. Because of the importance of the open

security architecture for the design of
GEMSOS, the next section discusses our

INTRODUCTiON reasons for believing that the concept is
appropriate for a commercial product. We

The purpose of this paper is to provide an then present a technical overview of the
overview of the GEmini Multiprocessing GEMSOS architecture, followed by a selected
Secure Operating System (GEMSOS) product list of applications and projects in which
line, which includes a variety of hardware the security kernel has already been used.
and system software components. The major This is followed by a description of
components offered commercialIv are a several research projects that indicate
family ol hardware systems in a variety of more advanced intended applications for the
configurations, a high-performance GEMSOS TCB, emphasizing projects intended
multiprogrammable, multiprocessor security to provide some measure of compatibility
kernel [i] to control the hardware systems, with existing standard (non-secure) system
and a TCS designed to"'eet Class Al that interfaces.
includes the security kernel and hardware
systems. This family of products has been PRODUCT STRATEGY
under developmental evaluation for several
years as the design and implementation has We view our corporation as a supplier of
proceeded. Advance versions of the primary high-assurance (Class B3 and Al)
hardvare base and secu-ity kernel have been components to system integrators requiring
available as commercial, off-the-shelf such components to meet the needs of their
products for several years and have been end-users. We believe that for a viable
selected for incorporation as part of high-assurance TCB market to exist, it must
several development projects that will be be based upon the shared use of the
independently evaluated as Class B3 or Al critical technical component required for
systems. We anticipate enterinq the formal any high-assurance system, a security
evaluation process with the entire TCB kernel. In order to be useful as the basis
within a few months, with completion of a for a self-sustaining vendor/user
successful formal evaluation lator in 1989. community, that security kernel must

support a wide range of applications, be
As for any fanily of commerical products, cost-effective from the standpoint of
key architectural characteristics common to performance, support the construction of
the entire family can be discerned that distributed and networked systems, and be
reflect the beliefs of the designers as to available to, and usable by, value-added
what will be needed for a commercially and third party commercial vendors so that
viable system. In the case of G8MSOS, an the creation and maintenance of a large
emphasis has been placed on the use of an body of usable application software can be
identical security kernel throughout the fostered.
current and future product line, the
achievement of a low cost/performance ratio Our overall strategy, then, for
using a multi-microprocessor hybrid CPU participating in the market for high-
architecture, the careful structuring of assurance systems has been to first,
the TCB into separable, and independently develop a security kernel with the required
evaluatable TCB subsets [21 enforcing technical and commercial characteristics;
orthogonal security policy components, and second, to build a TCB based upon this
the use, wherever feasible, of industry- kernel and complete its evaluation at Class
standard components and interface Al of the Trusted Computing System
specifications. The result is a family of Evaluation Criteria [3], and third, to

foster its utilization by as wide a variety
of vendors, system integrators, and
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software developers as possible. We have The complete GEMSOS TCB, which is currently
completed the first task, are engaged in under development, is, of course, based on
the second, and intend to continue the the GEMSOS security kernel. Our product
third as vigorously as possible. line, which includes hardware components

and the security kernel, and soon will
Because our security kernel is the key include the remainder of the TCB as well,
technology around which the remainder of is designed to support four major
our product and most of our technical categories of use:
activities are organized, it is worth
taking a broad look at its design a a dedicated application market,
characteristics before proceeding into a comprising custom applications written
more detailed discussion of our activities, to serve a specific end-user
The GEMSOS security kernel SP (which installation or requirement, (i.e.,
includes the hardware as well as a software for a sponsored development project),
component) is: c a value added market, comprising

* always invoked, (that is, cannot be customers who wish to add significant
bypassed by any Pon-kernel programs or software applications (e.g., message
by users): handling systems, file servers,

communications software, DBMS
& tamperproof, software) as secure applications to

the TCB, without disturbing the
a small enough, and well-structured internals of the TCB in any way;

enough, to support evaluation at Class
Al; a second source market, comprising

customers who wish to market their own
* built, for the most part, from TCB but avoid the cost of developing

industry standard hardware components their own security kernel.
(Intel 80286/80386 processors,
Multibus I backplane with third-party an embedded component market,
circuit boards, IBM PC/AT hardware, comprisIng customers who need highly-
etc.); assured components for larger systems

applications (e.g., network
* supports, as feasible, industry components).

standard interfaces (RS-232, Ethernet,
X.25, EGA, Centronix, etc.); All of these potential markets have

differing needs: the one thing they have
* is, therefore, portable; in common is the need for a highly-assured

security kernel whose development expense
* organizes the remainder of the is alreaoy being amortized.

software system into eight
hierarchical protection rings which The dedicated application market needs a
makes it extensible, (i.e., TCB wide range of configuration and performance
subsets enforcing additional access options, so that the delivered system can
control policies and supporting be tailored to the precise needs of the end
policies can be erected "on top"); application. In addition, a custom

application typically will require
* has a low cost-performance ratio customized discretionary, identification,

(because it utilizes inexpensive authentication, or audit policies, or a
microprocessors); combination of these. The GEMSOS kernel is

therefore designed to support a wide range
e has flexible capacity with a high of hardware and peripheral options in both

maximum performance (because it loosely-coupled and tightly-coupled
utilizes up to eight processors in a configurations, and the GEMSOS TCB is
proprietary architecture that reduces composed of subsets so that individual
bus traffic substantially); policy components can be modified without

disturbing the software or evaluation
* is accompanied by a UNIX * programming evidence already available for the rest.

environment providing the basic tools
needed to program the system using The value-add-.i market needs a widely-used
modern high-level languages (Pascal, equipment bash with a stable interface so
C); that there is a viable market for third-

party applications. A secondary (but
e and, last but not least, is done. often, important) need is the ability to

(The security kernel has been bypass general-purpose operating system
available and delivered as a functions in order to attain performance
commercial, off-the-shelf product, for goals. By making the details of the TC3
over two years.) interface available to third-party

developers, both of these neads are
fostered: this is the "open software
architecture" policy which has been widely
successful in the microcomputer industry.

• UNIX is a trademark of AT&T
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The dubious benefit of "locking in" end GEMSOS Security Kernel
users to a sole supplier (by concealing the
details of important system interfaces) is The GEMSOS security kernel supports
foregone in favor of fostering the multiprocessing as well as
development of third-party add-ons and multiprogramming. The kernel virtualizes
applications in order to build a self- all system resources, providing service
sufficient community of users and vendors, calls for the required process management,

segment management and device management.
The second source market is served by
making our technology available under The GEMSOS security kernel enforces a
license. If, for instance, a vendor label-based Mandatory Access Control
believes that there is a marketable "better policy. The commercially-available GEMSOS
way" to provide discretionary controls than kernel supports both secrecy and integrity
we supply, or can beat our price, it is at access class components, each with 16
least straightforward to procure the hierarchical levels. GEMSOS also supports
requisite OEM license in order to use the 64 non-hierarchical secrecy categories and
security kernel as the basis for a 32 non-hierarchical integrity categories.
competitive TCB. Licenses for the For licensed or OEM systems, the non-
utilization of our technology are available discretionary security module of the
under a variety of different business Security Kernel can be customized to
arrangements, including source code support any lattice security policy,
licenses for the security kernel itself, including Clark-Wilson [4], trusted

pipelines [5], or policies needing multiple
Finally, the embedded component market is secrecy and/or integrity hierarchies or
served by providing a high-performance extended numbers of non-hierarchical
security kernel based on commonly available categories.
microprocessor technology that can be
ported to new hardware environments. The Hardware Configurations
intrinsic portability of the kernel has
already been demonstrated by porting it to A "Gemini System", in the most general
the IBM PC/AT * hardware environment, which case, consists of multiple loosely-coupled
proved to be a relatively inexpensive hardware enclosures. A typical
effort. Should the end-user community configuration might consist of one or more
provide sufficient demand for a lightweight Gemini central host processors, together
(aerospace) or tempested enclosure, for with as many secure workstations as
example, the technology could be licensed required, communicating via Ethernet or
to a prime contractor or commercial vendor RS-232 communications channels. Where the
and ported to a "design to specification" cost of an "intelligent" secure workstation
enclosure, could not be justified, a smaller Gemini

host configured as a terminal concentrator
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION could be utilized to support communications

between multiple "dumb" terminals and the
The Gemini family of computer systems central hosts. A low-end, multi-user
provides a powerful combination of configuration might consist of a single
multilevel security and multiprocessing Gemini central host, .,zcessed by means of
capabilities. The adaptability of GEMSOS "dumb" terminals connected directly to the
makes the Gemini systems attractive as a host processor.
trusted base for a wide range of concurrent
and real-time computing applications A single Gemini enclosure is either a
including command and control, Multibus-based, tightly-coupled host
communication, intelligence, weapons, processor, or a MLS-AT workstation, which
networks, and office automation end uses. is the GEMSOS configuration that executes

on PC/ATs and selected compatables.
Within each enclosure, tightly coupled
multiple microcomputers communicate through The Multibus-based systems are designed to
shared memory segments to provide high- offer a wide range of configurable options:
throughput performance. Up to 8 Intel three enclosure sizes are offered, offering
80286 or 80386 based microcomputers can be support for from one to eight processors
served by the same Multibus to provide the (Intel 80286 or Intel 80386). Together
required amount of processing power. GEMSOS with memory options, the throughput rates
avoids bus contention by locating data and available span a range of from 0.5 to 24
code segments in local memory of each Million Instructions Per Second. A variety
microcomputer whenever possible. of secondary storage and I/O options are

currently implemented. An "open
Between loosely coupled enclosures, architecture" approach has been designed
processes communicate via ethernet, X.25, into the system from the beginning:
or RS-232 based multilevel channels. industry-standard components and non-

proprietary Multibus I boards allow
customized and tailored applications to be
considered. The single Gemini proprietary
board for the Multibus system is the Gemini• PC/AT is a trademark of IBM. System Controller, which uses proprietary

technology to enhance bus performance as
well as providing certain peripheral
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devices (e.g., hardwaro DES encryption printer port.
support) required by the TCB.

NON-KERNEL TCB DEVELOPMENT
The Gemini Multibus I s:ystems provide
access to supported peripherals through Gemini is currently implementing the GEMSOS
(possibly tailored) third-party interface non-kernel TCB elements, which include
boards directly connected into the discretionary access controls,
Multibus. Under GEMSOS control, authentication, security administrator
microcomputers share all devices interfaced support, audit and support for inter-
to the Multibus. The system supports enclosure communications over multilevel
various combinations of hard and floppy channels.
disks as well as streaming and half-inch,
9-track tape. Non-volatile memory is Multi-ring Architecture
available for "core resident" applications.
Additional devices include 8-port RS-232 The extensible nature of the GEMSOS
serial I/O cards, ethernet and HDLC. Each Security Kernel provides designers great
Gemini system includesi a real-time clock flexibility in the design and
with battery, a data ancryption device implementation of trusted computing base
using the standard NBS-DES algorithm, and a capabilities on top of the kernel [6].
system-unique identi!ier. The system also Gemini has separated the non-kernel TCB
contains battery backed up CMOS for storing functions into five distinct protection
operator passwords and encryption keys. domains (rings) [7]. In addition to the
Business arrangements are available for obvious "least privilege" benefits, this
technology licensees to add application- approach allows Gemini to offer customers
specific device drivers to the system: the the ability to tailor specific non-kernel
range of commercially available device TCB functions with minimum impact on the
drivers supported by the kernel is, of basis of evaluation for the functions
course, continually expanding as Gemini allocated to other rings. In particular,
adds device drivers to the repertoire of the basis for evaluation of the most
supported interfaces. The TCB and kernel demanding component of a high-assurance
device drivers are typically low-level (as TCB, the security kernel, is completely
required by a "minimized" TCB architecture preserved. The intended use of this
for Class D3 and above), architecture is to support the capability

to tailor discretionary, identification,
Each sLngle-board CPU includes local memory authentication, and audit functions to
(allocated and controlled by GEMSOS) as specific installations or applications
well as a bus interface unit, and several (e.g., for a dedicated aerospace or
local I/O ports. GEMSOS virtualizes the military application) without incurring the
hardware configuration by making the complete cost of building a special-purpose
allocation of local and global memory to high-assurance TCB from scratch.
segments transparent -to applications: it
is also relatively straightforward to in addition to the five rings dedicated to
construct multiprogrammad applications that the evaluated TCB, three additional rings
are independent of the number of processors (for a total of eight) are made available
available as well. Inter-process to the applications. Nominally, Ring 5 is
synchronization is identical for processes allocated to operating system or major
executing on the same processor and system applications (such as DBMS run-time
processes allocated to different modules), Ring 6 to "approved" applications
processors. The TCB supports the creation (i.e., those that have passed site-specific
of remote processes (in a different criteria for correctness of behavior), and
enclosure) with the same mandatory and Ring 7 to "ad hoc" applications (i.e.,
discretionary attributes as the creating those that are under construction, or whose
process in order to support distributed trustworthiness is unknown). It would be
applications without impacting the validity possible, in many cases, to enforce site-
of the system security controls. dependent security controls (time of day,

separation of duty, etc.) in Ring 5 as a
Gemini's family of TCB products includes a refinement to conventional discretionary
MLS AT Workstation, which is a and mandatory controls without disturbing
configuration of GFMSOS that executes on the evaluated TCB in any way whatsoever.
IBM PC/AT hardware (and selected
compatibles). The intended use of this The GEMSOS Security Kernel uses the four
configuration is to provide a low-copt hardware privilege levels of the
alternative where a secure, "intelligent" 80286/80386 to enforce the ring constraints
workstation is required by a system on a process-by-process bases. Each
architecture. Although the specific I/O process may have only throe of the eight
devices available at the workstations available rings active at any given time:
differ in detail from those available for a a typical "application process" will have
Multibus I enclosure, in all other respects available two rings for the application
the MLS AT Workstation is simply a single- code with the most privileged of the three
processor GEMSOS system at the programmer's rings dedicated to the TCB. Thus, within
interface. This GEMSOS configuration the address space of each process one finds
includes support for the standard Enhanced code for accessing services through the
Graphics Adapter (EGA), keyboard, serial TCB, code for operating system services,
I/O ports and the Centronix parallel and the application code. Service requests
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are typically handled without the need for architecture. The evaluatable design does
expensive inter-process communication or not specifically address the needs of more
context-switching between processes, dynamic networks of enclosures linked by
Transfers to and from secondary storage are unreliable, or physically insecure,
handled (transparently to application communications channels, though the
programmers) in the course of making underlying design is extensible to support
segments accessible, such systems.

Multilevel server processes (such as The non-kernel TCB uses the inter-enclosure
terminal servers and multilevel channel communications functions for TCB
servers) have two active TCB rings and one communications among enclosures within a
active ring available to non-TCB functions, system. In distributed systems (viz., those
The active single-level non-TCB ring in containing more than one enclosure),
multilevel server processes will typically certain TCB databases can be centralized in
contain non-security relevant operating an enclosure that provides TCB services to
system device driver functions that can be the remaining system enclosures. Audit
customized without effecting the TCB. records are collected at a central point,
Application procosses communicate with and the difficult problems associated with
multilevel servers via inter-process concurrent user permission databases are
communication. Single level devices can be avoided.
directly attached by application processes.

Distributed systems containing multiple
Distributed TCB Interface loosely-connected enclosures inter-

connected by multilevel channels can be
Programs external to the TC9 gain TCB vinwed as a single trusted system having a
services via a program interface with the single TCB. Thus, a distributed Gemini
ring containing the discretionary access system possesses a coherent Network
control mechanisms. This ring is referred Security Architecture and Design, as
to as the "distributed TCB" in that it is defined in the Trusted Network
distributed (in the address space) of each Interpretation [8). The anticipated formal
of the system's processes. The TCB evaluation for compliance with the Class Al
supports a high degree of concurrency so of the TCSEC [3] will be for a generalized
that more than one application process can multi-enclosure, distributed architecture
be "in" the TCB at the same time where so that the evaluation results will be
multiple processors are available, immediately applicable for applications

making no modifications to the TCB, but
Inter-Enclosure Data Communications requiring a distributed architecture (e.g.,

if MLS AT workstations are used).
The GEMSOS non-kernel TCB supports
communication between enclosures using EXISTING AND PLANNED APPLICATIONS
multilevel communication channels. These
multilevel channels are used for both TCB Unisys Defense Systems
and non-TCB communication between
enclosures. In his oral presentation at the 1988 IEEE

Symposium on Security and Privacy 19J,
The C=4GOS TCB provides applications with Clark Weissman of Unisys stated that the
an interface that allows an application GEMSOS security kernel was used by Unisys
process in one enclosure to send and Defense Systems in their design and
receive information to other application implementation of a federal communications
processes 'ixecuting in Another enclosure. system called Blacker, meeting the
The TCB also supports the remote creation requirements for Class Al.
of applicuition processes with the same
security attributes as the creating In his presentation at the lOtfi National
process: thus, it is straightforward (from Computer Security Conference, Jon Fellows
the application programmer's point of view) of Unisys stated that the GEMSOS kernel,
to provide a remote processing capability, along with other trusted components, is
while the security enforcement of the used as the basis for trust for critical
distributed system is not compromieLd. If, cryptographic and key distribution
for instance, audit logging is centralized, functions that maintain communications
the creation of a remote process and its separation by cryptographic means. [101
subsequent astivity will be correctly
logged by the TCB and associated with the SACLANT
user identified with the original process
by the TCB without the application designer Multiprocessor Gemini systems and 50 MLS AT
having to make any special provisions for Workstations configured in a "star" network
this to happen. were included in the accepted CDR presented

by Contel Federal Systems as part of
Tne abstract inter-enclosure communications Contel's contract to develop the SACLANT
capability provided to applications Command and Control Information System for
programmers may be described as an NATO. The design includes the GEMSOS
enclosure-to-enclosure, connection- security kernel and a subset of the GEMSOS
oriented, transaction based communications non-kernel TC8 elements 11)].
system appropriate for use in a distributed
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IBERLANT CURRENT RESEARCH

A configuration of Gemini computer systems In addition to supporting applications-
similar to that used in the SACLANT oriented projects such as those described
architecture was part of Contel Federal above, Gemini is involved in several
Systems' winning proposal to develop the projects oriented towards increasing the
IBERLANT Command and Control Information number and range of environments supported
System for NATO. by the same underlying security kernel.

The projects described below differ from
Message Editing and Preparation routine product maintenance and enhancement
Demonstration because they are oriented toward expanding

the base of customers interested in using
Astronautics Corporation of America (ACA) trusted systems, primarily by providing
has developed a multilevel secure message standard system interfaces emulated using
editing and preparation demonstration on an unmodified underlying security kernel.
the MLS-AT Workstation configuration of the
GEMSOS security kernel and a subset of the Oracle
GEMSOS non-kernel TCB. This demonstration
includes message creation with message Oracle, Incorporated, has undertaken an
masks, message editing, transmission and internal research and development effort to
reception of messages over multilevel upgrade their relational DBMS product to
communication channels and message Class C2 and to investigate a further
printing. [12] upgrade to the B division. As part of this

effort, il; is expected that a prototype
Grumman Data Systems version .f the C2 Oracle DBMS will be

ported to the GEMSOS TCB. Later, a
At the 1988 AFCEA International Conference follow-on port of the B division prototype
and Exposition, Grumman Data Systems will be ported to the GEMSOS TCB. Oracle
developed and demonstrated m front end engineers have also been reviewing the
secure communications processor that design documentation prepared for the
provides users at terminals access to SeaView Secure Data Views project, an Air
information at multiple levels while Force-sponsored effort awarded to SRI
maintaining a single system view for the International and Gemini to design a Class
user. The secure communications processor Al multi-level secure DBMS. The near-term
allows users to connect to one of multiple design produced under this project features
back end host computers that run at the utilization of an architecture similar
different security levels. Users may also to that which is expected to result from
establish multiple sessions with hosts at the Oracle port to provide enhanced
different access classes through the use of security functionality.
multiple "logical terminals".

If completed, this architectural approach
The demonstration included security will provide multilevel relational DBMS
administrator support, system manager functionality to customers requiring a
support and auditing. Class Al level of assurance in the form of

a conventional Oracle DBMS executing as a
Martin Marietta Information and secure application on the GEMSOS TCB.
Communications Systems

UNIX
Martin Marietta has been using Gemini TCB
products for over three years for their Gemini is currently developing a UNIX
internal multilevel security development emulation that will present the Unix kernel
effort, and has developed the following interface to application programs. The
demonstrations and capabilities: GEMSOS TCB has been designed from the onset

to include those specific features needed
Trusted Network Access Processor with to support an efficient UNIX kernel
Trusted Ethernet Interface implementation. The UNIX kernel functions

will execute in a ring less-privileged thanTrusted Terminal Gateway the underlying TCB but tamperproof with
respect to UNIX application programs.

Trusted File Transfer Because the UNIX kernel functions are less
privileged than the TCB, they do not

The following projects are in development compromise the evaluation of the underlying
at this time: TCB. Because they are more privileged than

applications, the integrity of the UNIX
Trusted End-to-End Protocol kernel cannot be compromised by application

programs, just as one would expect for a
Trusted Guards conventional UNIX-based system.

Integration of Gemini Trusted Products It might be noted that at Class B3 and
with a Secure Local Area Network above, the TCSEC requirement to make the

TCB "minimal" precludes the competing
architectural approach of lower classes of
making the Unix kernel and TCB interfaces
the same interface: many Unix kernel
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functions are not security critical and our major advantages as competing Class Al
must be implemented outside of a Class B3 and B3 systems emerge.
or Al TCB.

we hope to concretely demonstrate the
MS-DOS additional potential of an extensible

security architecture through some of the
Gemini is currently developing an 80386- research efforts described above.
based virtual machine monitor and BIOS
emulation that will allow selected standard Our product plan includes a UNIX emulation
MS-DOS applications to execute in the implemented on top of the commercial TCB.
environment of a dedicated MS-DOS virtual At the current time, we also expect to port
machine. While this approach has some the Oracle DBMS directly to the TCB
intrinsic limitations (MS-DOS applications interface (not the Unix emulation
that bypass BIOS will not execute interface), primarily so that the good
correctly) the availability of executable performance characteristics of the TCB are
applications is believed to be sufficiently made available to the Oracle DBMS.
broad, and to encompass a sufficiently wide
range of funotionality, that this is
believed to represent a cost-effective REFERENCES
approach to obtaining access to a broad
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Abstract The purpose of this paper is to focus on the need
and method of achieving a secure SDS Software

A major challenge facing the Strategic Defense Library. This will be addressed in the remaining four
Initiative (SDI) program and tbe development of the sections, each presenting the security issues in
Strategic Defense System (SDS) is the use and aucceedingly finer levels of granularity. First, the
distribution of reusable software. The need for requirements for a secure library is examined.
reusable software has clearly been established by the Second, a conceptual model outlining the required
ever increasing cost of software versus the cost of operational capabilities is presented. Third, an
hardware. This cost disproportion is magnified in a implementation is suggested. Finally, the previous
program with the scope of the SDS. A SDS Software material is summarized.
Library will be created in which reusable software can
be cataloged, accessed, and distributed. A key Security
attribute of this library is security. The software
in the SDS Software Library must be protected from The success of the SDS Software Library can only
unauthorized access and modificadion. This paper be assured by the proper application of proven
demonstrates the need for a secure SDS Software security measures, A failure to do this will result
Library and the means by which this can be achieved, in a library where hostile agents can siphon national

secrets without detection. The library will contain a
Introduction concentrated data base of software revealing a great

deal of the capabilities. and vulnerabilities of the
The Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) program is Strategic Defense System. This concentration of

an impetus to technology developments on a wide defense software in one location makes the SDS
variety of fronts. Two of these fronts are computer Software Library a high visibility target, The data
hardware and software development. The SDI program is tables that are included in many classified simulation
computationally intensive, requiring tomorrow's software packages are a high motivator for illegal
supercomputers today. This technological pace must be penetration into the library. Unauthorized access to
matched by equally intensive software development, the SDS Software Library can result in the compromise
The trend over thc past decades has shown us that of information or corruption of software, thereby
software technology always lags behind hardware resulting in a severe impact to national security.
technology, Total software costs are rapidly growing
as machines become less expensive, and as we uncover In a recent tutorial [4], a majority of papers
more and more problem domains that demand an automated addressed the design and structure of software for
solution [1]. Second and third generation software is reusability. A lesser number were concerned with the
hosted on fourth generation machines, Furthermore, actual implementation of a software library, Not a
when new hardware demands new software solutions, old single paper addressed security.
software is frequently "patched up." More often than
not, systems fail in their promise to be extensible One reason that security is not a principal
and maintainable. In response to this software concern of software library developers is that the
crisis, the Department of Defense sponsored the principal beneficiaries of reusable software are the
developmenL of thU Ada erlamming Imni,,amoe oin with software developers themselves. The savings may be
it, the true potential of reusable software, passed on to the buyer (i.e., the government), but the

actual software development and savings through
The SDI program will make great use of reusable reusability are an "in house" issue.

software, There is neither the time nor the money to
develop a software system "from scratch" for each new If the particular software project is classified,
project. In addition to developing new, reusable the development is usually accomplished at the system
software, the SDI program will make great use of high levil where all users are cleared to the highest
legacy software, especially in the initial phases of level of the asta. The programmers and the
the program. The use of Ada is only a partial development system are collocated adding to the amount
solution to the problem of software reuse. No amount cf security which can be enforced through physical
of software, whether written in Ada or FORTRAN, will means. The situation in the SDS Software Library is
encourage reuse if it is not accessible. For code quite different due to its handling of material of
reuse to be attractive, the overall effort to reuse various classification levels and its distributed user
code must be less than the effort to create new code base, therefore making a system high implementation
(2]. Reusable software must be organized in a central inefficient.
repository to which authorized software developers
have ready access. It must be organized in such a The software stored in the library and the users
manner as to provide rapid response to requests for of the library will span a wide range of
reusable modules to meet the requirements of software classification levels. The flexibility necessary for
developers. Otherwise, software developers will the library to be responsive to all classification
design expensive, mingle application systems rather levels eliminates the option of system high
than waste time and manpower scouring the countryside operation. Since the SDS Software Library does not
for a module that may or may not do the job, This actually execute ýrograsms, the security treatment is
requirement for a repository where reusable software different from that of other computer systems, The
modules are accessible to the SDI software development true problem is how to enforce security when such a
community has resulted in the Strategic Defense large number of users have access to such a wide range
Initiative Organization (SJIO) mandating the of storage.
establishment of a SDS Software Library at the
National Test Facility. (3]
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Conceptual Model level requirements for the library. They are not an
all inclusive listing of functions and services.

Tile DS Software Library is a storage facility However, the required operational capabilities must be
for reusable software serving a widely distributed comprehensive so that additional requirements support
network of users. The library enables the SDI the composite system without compromising any
software development community to efficiently produce individual operational capability or degrading one
complex software systems by providing access to an another. The following is a listing of the minimal
existing software base. The library is the central required operational capabilities.
point of access to these reusable software modules. A
conceptual model of the library is an enumeration of Fundamental Capabilities
the services and functions the library most provide.
The services and functions exist independently of the Most computer operating systems enforce a
library's actual physical configuration. It is, relationship between the users and objects such as
however, difficult to create an abstract functional files and programs. These relationships are usually
concept without first defining the physical components expressed as read, write, and execute capabilities.
that constitute a software library. The following In essence, the SDS Software Library is a system with
will briefly describe the physical elements of the a large number of users und objects, As a top level
library, specification, the fundamental access capabilities

apply as follows:

The core of the software library Is the computer

system, Its software, and tile associated storage Read: The library users and administrative
system, The computer system provides on-line library personnel will have read nccess capabilities as
services to th(: users by executing an application specified by their individual access righLs.
program referrtcd to in this palper as the Sof tware
Library ManagemenL System (SIMS). The SIMS is tile Writet Only the administrative personnel shall
aser Interface to the information stered In the have write access capabilities as specified by their
library and is the system by which the adminlstintlivy indLviduul access rights.
personnel operate the library, The SIMS provides such
.services as cataloging, trucking, version control, and .App.d: This is a limi.ted write capability to
integrity verlticuiton of software Items, allow the addition of information to an existing

package. The SLMS will account for updotes.
It is lapurtinat to note that the library is not

exclusively tin electrunic stortag=e facility. As in a :xecute: The SDS Software Library shall not have
conventional i.brary, information eon be maintained in the capubIlity Lo execute any software item stored In
the form of printed material or mirrofflJm. A user the library. The SDS Softwaro Library is a software
could request the mal 1L1g or in the case oa" extremely repository, not. a software development center, The
sensi tlve information, Lhe transfer by courLer of the only software the library will execute is the SIMS.
requostcd mnat.eriul. This nonelectronic extension of
the litrary dlviUdes the storage medLo Into two Access Modes
groups! on-line and off-line. Materlal In on-lilne
storage Is acceslible to the users through the SIMS. The users of the SDS Software Library shall tove two
Material in off-lit n sLorage is Lransmilitted through modes of access to the library: system and retrieve.
mitore trad Lr i onol sealls.

System: In thiLs mode, the user communicates with
The administrative pirsoteil of ithe library serve the SIMS. A typical function in the system mode ]a

two puriposot, '1hI' ftrat is ill the comliutoer system accessing the SDS Software Library Catalog. This mode
operahit lag stil f f. second function Is the entry may however have access limltations (e.g.,, an
pIoint for sotLware submii toid to tile library. uiucilasHl fted user will not tIe able to scan classified

summarlios f class ifled items).
So fillr, we, have viuwed thu litbrary as an

In|formation source, Prior to beLng a soiurci, the eRt.r leve: Thlis node grunts the user direct read
tibrary must acquire sif'Lware ILem.s. ThitIs .1n1111iLtl.or atcuss to a software item. Notice that rind access Is(

phiuse is a continuing process. The S1MS is the filter a defacto retrieve mode since it is impossible to
for Iliformat lon flowing from the library to the control a situation where a user at a remote terminhal
users. The filter for material being submIltted to the chooses to download the inforsation appearing on his
library is the admnl.istrative personnel. The reasons terminal.
for a nonautamated mechanilsm are both technical and
ptuilosophical. Current technology does not enable the Access Paths
creation of a system which can examine a piece af
code, analyze it, assess its worth It terms of The SDS Software Library shall support the
usefulness and reusability, aiid t.ntelligently catalog following means through which users may access Lthe
It. The second reason involves the human element, library:
The degree of confidence users would have in software
obtained from the library is dubious if there is not Local.: Authorized users aL the library facility
some intULLIve issurance ithat a human has at least should have directl access to the library.
reviewed the sufiware for content and potential.

Remote: Authorized users will be able to access
A conr~eirual model of the library is derived from the library via commercial telecommunication links,

u detailed look at the services and functions required
of tie library to operaoc smoothly and effticleifly. Dedicated: The SDS Software Library shall
ThiLs Is formally expressed by a set of required support dedicated electronic communications links. In
operational capabilities. The required operational the case of classified material, these links will be

iapablllLites are a functional decomposition of the SDS encrypted.
Software Library. They state what services the
library provides to Its users and specifies the Other: Authorized users may be able to
interaction betweea tile users and the library, The communicate with the library via telephone, mail,
required operatlonal capabilities determine the system courier, and other nonelectronic means,
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Access Cointi-ols submitter of the software Item must provide the
following:

In accordance with the Department. of Defense
Trusted Comlputer System E~valuation Criteria (TPCSEC) Header: The header contains the authors,
[51, the library shall1 Incorporate discretionary and organization data, language, system, and system
mandatory access Cont~r~il and labels for an Al configuration on which and for which the software item
system. There will be some dittferetices between the was developed.
TC.SFC anid the 1implementation In the library due to the
fact that. tho library users have no write capability Pedigree: A clear and detailed development
and thai. the ibhrary Is not cupable of exocuting history of the module. This will specify the current
stored soft~ware thoms. version number am well as previous versions,

independent of whether or not those previous vers ion
Arrounitabil ity exist in the library. The pedigree shall also stnto

the program for which the item was developed and the
The SOS SoftLware Librury shall incorportite test atid verification/valideaiin history.

meichaltisniq to enfor-ce Lthe identificatit-on,
autheit icail tioll, and audift. requirements as specified FucinlSpecification;: A textual document
for an Al uyst~em byv the WCSW. detailing the precise function of the software item.

hiltogrity Cootrols Interface Control Document '(ICjD) : A formal
document indicating all entry and exit; points, dfata

The SOS5 Soft~ware Library shalt omaintaill software structures, data types and any other operational
Iiiiegr it. fhttgrit.* rinechanisina ensure that the state requirements necessary to execute the software item
of at soft ware Itemt Is ideal:ienl (I.e. tias njot been per its spec iicationS.
moit fled) t~o its %ta to afi. a prey ions. tiao. 1 he proper
its(, of acces4s colitruts riad nteLgrity l1ocks enmare that. Cuirrenit technology does not permit the formal.
soft ware Is wa Iitainoil ani0 updated ondcr st~rict, verificat ion of software at the code luyal. T'ho
rconlt ro,. ability to automatically arnttly~e soft-ware and

determine if it contains trojan horses, viruses, or
TO un1sure tha~t datai Integrit~y ira mctlltained, the other maliciousj functionality Is ttili years away.

ticvess to thatt data must- bie von]Lrollud. Thp SOS Th is leaves iio other alterniat ive hut Loi diistrust all
Stilt warv 1,1 bravy access conttoLts arce taken from thla suftware entered hInto the library. 'rho savittg grace
T(:SEC. Dlayvid Clark and Dtavid Wilson, hli anl lEESI' of this bleak fact Is the rionexeci.ttable nattire of thu
puler , "A Comaptr iwit of Commercial and M1ill tory 1librory. Programs cont-aining at vi ras cannot. pripaoteut
Cotaputitr Se':urIt y PotII loS." argue that, the military to other prugrums stored Iin the library sIntce they
st-cir it. * v po i:cy onily prottects hin orination froti will not be executed Iin the library, tL is the user
oa n lldharkI nildt dUION,10 Ut; lo11oOW*LIowVOr , a user is Who ass Limes res pansi b.i .1. y for t he to rrect. oir
autI lor Izeul to arccess a lmirt irilcur daunto Itecm, there Is inlc r reeoL fane ut ion g aof' a so f tware Item uta intod fromt
nto rvst ri t ott oit) how thi dat o i ll bem 11tiho mn Ip tli4M0 the library.
f6. T he protec t foni fria unoutitor I ed moil if-knit ion

cant be Imtptotenivtil~e It onl,, of two ways. The first. l..s Diat~ribu ot-Ll
to p ii ce Inite r it 'v p rot. ctLiii mt han iwsms betwoeti the
usr- itid the iiifotirirli 101. '11hi&! priitettitiu would bie Ina Soft ware diist~iin too o Is the trausnilas-Ion of' ti

itiddti iion to cx 1s i ng Alceisen coalt-I'' s. 'Thu e corut is, moftware item to tine or mire aut~horizeni users vi a lti
Io viiitIlihii l Lto iv the ser 'a albilitiy to modit fy a pp roveid i-tcesau path.i The lib nrary shall prov ide fcor
informtitotln 'The luut~t r methc~od is tinheront Iin the t-rusted clist.ributlott (if software.
reaii otnly fitinct tonal Ity of* the I Iltrary.

InteI grit y l ocks uletorin i ne If Uaforma~tonit has bieen
im id [L IIed . Ali IrtI.egr ity) test (alltie to erforirad itt The Iilibrary will tint iitil I1 Cletutlnug tOf all
-101r 1 ftV thait thle proseiit. .titi at af uit sfware It emi is software 1.tetits stored l[ h 11 H ie tt-re, 'Cit "Th litl-tiry
[ ic i i:itigett finsti some preViolus 911ate. A~ddit-lionully * shall contaitIn procedutres thalt help coiu.rivtd-t (tilr tes
atiflor a iuf t~warir it em Is tilstr lbilttid to one( or miore anid evaluiateo Uhe revirLeveil sampille for 1tot-etittl
Users, thle stame cit muibility must, exit nt t. the remote reUSalbll1ity. " [ 2
1octa itio iLt vert iy thatnt the state of that item matches
t-he sat , atof- Its pttretit iii tite library. Physical Sectir it

The SDS Software Library central host. comuiputer
system must be s~titated 1-1 a physically secure area.

lie St)S Soft ware Library will he required to Protection mtust be Offeretd to prevent oniuthithrizued
stotre soft ware modules having dilfferenit levels of uccesa3 to Linformat. ton and to ip-event the malictbits
Itlsal fitirt ion (I .e. maltillvel sec~ure st~orage) . dest~ruct loti of hartdware, software, or athlir liIbrary

Al so, certain I.Leuus may be uttder strict- control elementis Lin an at~tempt to deity serv ice.
ittdependenit of classificationt level. Items tinder l ess
st. r ingetit contttroi should have a wI do avaiilabilIity Imtplemuentst ion1
while those under strict cotntrol must have very
ltimited distributioit. In order for the SOS Sojftware Library to

simultaneouisly process information of different.
Stnre the SDS Software Libirary is ut software sensitivity levels the Depart~ment of Defetnse requires

st-orage facIlitly, itot a software developimenit center, the library to be a trust~ed systein. The TFCSEC detituca
till storage will appear to be of the a trusted system an "A system that employs sufficient
srI t-once-reed-many type, hardware and software integritty measures tot allow Its

use for processing simultanieously a range of' sensitive
Software Entry or classified inforlmation." [5] The SDS Software

So~wre emsare nteed ntothe DS oftare Library must be designed as a secure system while
Stifwar itms re nteed ito he OS oftare preserving the required functionality. What will tie

Libratry ontly by tie administrative personnel. The presented here is an informal implementat~ion out-lliie.
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7TEW-
* This icrplemecctatien f-ulfills the operational The final level of security to conrsider is the

requirements through the proper application of communication channels linking the user ta the
* information security mechanisms. It will examine only library. These links must be secure fin order to

the electronic portion of the library. The transfer classified information. This requires thle
nonelectronic areas are addressed by existing policies use of secure gateways to the library. Dine
for the handling of classified material, possibility is to locate the library within ian

existing classified data commucnications sysLtem.
At. the cellter of the library is the computer Sections of the National Test Facility provide thIis

system which coetrol~s till of' the' Information between capability. Locating the SUS Software Liblrary within
the users and the storage. No user has direct access the National Test Facility will provide the SDS
to the libirary storage tac ility. All access is Software Library With secure data communication.
mediated by the Central Computer system. Iic addition
to eniforcing access controls, it incorporates other Conclusion
security relevanit functions such as audit, trails and
user authentication. As stated previously, the fact In this brief treatment of a comples subject, we
that the libraryi users and thle Information stored in have stated the necessity for al ir SSSofiware Library,
the library span aill clusslftcet ion levelir mandates cited its required operational capabrili ttes, and shown
the central computer to icc a trusted system, thle mandatory role that security must plary to create a

successful system. A software library is the only
The rerquiremcecrts for the type of trust~ed system method by which the 501 prrogramr, or any program of

cure derivedc from the pcrrii ccrtircc Cutriccce for Applying such magnitude, can accomplish its challenging
the TCSE-C In Specific Ervic raincoats [71. This standard software development tasks. Thle 11Iotio Of reasable
icrovides gicidoirice to determine tire minitmum evaluat ion software demands a central access facility. A
clairs reqluired for at syste etirr spec ific software library must provide at broad ranrge of
lccplercrecrtcrt In The valarritiornr class deterririrat tilu is services to entice soLftwre rievelopers to mrake giooi
basedon c three factrrrs; tiri minaimuri use clearance, Use of reusable code. None of these ser-vices Sirould
the ircax iarm data senisitivity, crnd thle typce of Ns'ysioni be degradedr unnecessarily by tire proper incorlporat iorr
(i.e !., opncr ocr closed). [in tire: crase oif' thet SO)S of security.
Sof twrrr o.Librairy , the rcirrinrcrrc user ci ertnrrcrc is
ucariissi[fled. We will crssume tire mcraxtincrucc data The SDS Software Library must be o socure,
sensitivity to ire top secret, The type of system to trusted system to allow thle library ro ahiandle
hei used in theý library will be considered a clrsed software of vrl-oirs sonsli] city levels. This places
systemr. This sierras. ctreit librarir wil 1ntot ex~cut~e Strcinigent requcr1circoir ts arc tire Ss y t eris tr1r wirole
apiriui rt tor~s sof'tware frocmi irrtsit 1c souc~res. Tire orcly spranirinrg thle arreas of' Al level L rrrniid diiir nf'riows t'i
arpiclicat ion soft~wire whch I h rire br[ary will oct unally creating rand standard izicng securv micud cur llIfib ue
exot rte is tice SIM.S Th'irIs w ilIl be delooi ped by Iirntegr it.y lock inrg mechIa nitsins. Theor are' man y
clbaron porsrrirci raider a L Igilt, cccii I guurat. tolr cmllenges to hie met fir taLc ev iag at secure 51)8
ccoctrcolled uccvi rarrccerri Applyilng tire guc Irccice Soitwure Librirry. [cr1turie Lor icnimil lto Io Lict, sc'irrr i
stadrdrrlrrt)cc threse factors results tic a criteria dloss of tire SDI; Softwarre 1,!if [criy will resuilt. Iic rrrrcscrhce,
requiiiriremrnt of err AlI crystvll Ori * c ver mal iciurus , to Irle r thlc iii ciisci ii so ftmoire.

The SIMS Is tilel- ii npircito lairkg r hki o icstedi ru tire Hefrcirclcs
trusted sysleici. 'lie SUMlS in I lt'e rit-orfirco tirrargi
w~ic Ih t ice users arch ijcciricicii st-inttiso icorsirrjel Iaccess it) (1 ochtrai So ftwcrro Emriglvecr tI g withi Aria. T lIce
andii cr1icniage tire 1luracy . Its4 ftncct ionis I nf cilae I hose [leirinrin/Crcerniccgs l~ir.I itComrrpcrny , ccc. , I 9m1,
l ibrarry icrococlcres crit tInherecnt Iir tire opreratincg p). 7.
scat ecu of rAic LUI. cceid locic11crrt i rg ircsi.' * lrhvH
crococlitros urn rtich thire ccci cicigincg, i cac~kticgc curd [2] R. tc'Lc't-.u-ttr, 11I. Iroreeicci, ''ai icsIfvting Scl~if clr'
ovornl i(conctrocl of tlce ccciwart' i tecicc scored fittlce for' Recusabilitmy, 2 EES.'- Sictwirvwr, voli. 4, nnc. 1
I I hins. lire ceccich ' v tentcure of tire, SIMlS is ct'e pp. 6-16, Jainccary 1987.
hirtegril t cki<icg ccf cii I []fc rmnric a r f i c tIre f i( library.
'Tiece is, cucrcrt I y [it) ctarrciccid ci nor ithiric or cievi ce [1! St rideg Ic Dofc'rrse, I Ii I i ri I vo Orgacrc 1 zat lucri,,
ccviii nile to icerforcic aliiIlc intgr lv lick. [cificl "Strcat ogir Deel arse Sstaricc Scctitrscci 'ci icy,' ic.
*ctgccntlrcc or dvlc~e bceccomes irvciiiitcic, It woucid Ice Aprril1 7, 19)88.
intecgric toil tico t ire soltwa si braricicy icy o t~irire

saftiware or hicrriware. [41 11, ireomuric, Tcutoril.l Socftware Rtecsaicrclivy.
Computer Society Press ocf' tice ]FEE, Nrcvemcber

An Al sys9toli cifourcis the dcii i sojcircii 1cml 1987.
nvC e5Scic tc Lo allow ccicll algocrith Lccto Icn, ccriclecccecrioil
ciiinccly withSin r tilc[e SIA'S. Th'ir i plrca ciuric Coould appcienrd [ 51 Doepart-mtnect of' Doefoinse, Dpiocr ticclctio t Io t cisc
at ccylctogrcrlcic Ic icticeriticc~ct urcod c to tilt soinftwcire Trcnteci Compicicir System FSvcclcccti cccl Criteriar, [Icc)
in.emls enftered [cintilt-s tlcbrary . 'The alt ernactive is it 5200.28 S1D, Decercber 19815.
hacrdcwcare ccecc inrg systeci in lin bcheitween the compcinictIcg
syste a1cned the library storage9 f~lire ity . Any [6] 1). 1). Clcark , D. R. Wilsoni, 'A Compar isonic cit
ricciccece vcc itemcc passing franc tiie cyst eri t.a tile sticrage Commercial cicci Nillit city Cociptitcr St'c icr tty
1c; aipcpendeid wit tic l adnuicecta icat lair carte. Wiccn fill lites Piicll ces,1' IEEE' Synciccsiccm aic Sercrri ty cindl
is trincnsferred frocm the storage furc ii Ity It must pans Prlvsgc, April 1987, pp. 184-!1)4.
throccgb tire hcrrcworc systemc where aic Inctegr ity test Is
Icr f-Iorsifeci . Any Itemcc fairlincg the irritegr iiy test woucd ri 71 Departmecnt of' Defenlse, loan i cicect cit Defense
ice I larggedi acii ccircnined Uccava Iluile until. somie Comput~er Security Rectuiremonts--Ca dnncrc for
Coriect Ice actc [tcil Is tcnkecc. Applyiong t~he Deparrtmcent cit Itefo!nse 'irccstoc

Coccpu ctet Sysatmci Eva Iccit ion Cr Iicr[ii tic Spc t fr:1ftc
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Abstract

The multilevel secure automated exchange of directives and whether controls are correctly
military message. has been the subject of much implemented. Reference (1] proceeds to describe
research over the past fifteen years. During the three deficiencies of the Bell and LaPadula model
last decade, several attempts to implement military that prevented the model from providing this
message systems with Bell and LaPadula security guidance to SIGMA users, implementors, and
models have been characterized by security kernels certifiers. Those deficiencies, as described in
with poor performance and a resulting security model [1], are as follows:
which does not accurately describe the real
behaviour of a military message system. Prohibition of write-downs. The * (star)
Consequently, the Naval Research Lab (NRL) has property prohibits the writing down of information
developed, and is promoting, an alternative approsch to a lower classification level. However, under
that includes an application based security model some circumstances this action would be secure for a
for military message systems (11. These facts have military message system, It was assumed that user
prompted Magnavox to pursue the development of confirmation by SIGMA would prevent security
verifiable security kernel alternatives capable of violations when this action was needed but because
enforcing application based security models. so few understood the security policy (a phenomenon

derived from the numerous exceptions forced by the
Our resulting product is the Trusted Military nature of the application) users tended to always

Message Processor (TRUP(NP) and the Military Message permit these actions without understanding why they
Embedded Executive [((E2)]. The TRUHJP is the had been questioned.
hardware base that provides the performance and
isolation characteristics necessary for the (IE2). Absence of multilevel objects. The model
The (NE2) is a security kernel alternative that has recognizes oinTy si- leTg evel objects when inas goals: enforcement of "configurable' application reality, objects for a military message system are
based security models, and real-time performance. inherently multilevel, An example is the multiple
At the heart of the (ME2)'s ability to provide paragraphs of a message, each of which has i'..s own
enforcement, of a "configurable" application based classification. By treating a multilevel object as
security model is a state machine architecture that a single level object, some information is treated
provides for rigid domain separation and strongly as more classified than it really is.
typed data flows over secure connections.

No structure for aplication dependent securitqrules, The ' oU-T - conTa ns no itructure---6r
INTRODUCTION app-TTcation dependent rules, A military message

system typically must enforce some security rules
The Military Message Experiment (MME) w&s that are unique to its application, An example Is a

joint research effort sponsored by the Navy, Defense rule that allows only users with authority to invoke
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and the a release operation.
Commander-in-Chief Pacific (CINCPAC) to produce and
evaluate the feasibility of developing multilevel Reference [1] continues by stressing the
secure military message systems, That project deficiencies of approaches that attempt to fit an
produced SIGMA, an operational system that was used application on top of the general purpose Bell and
by military officers and staff personnel. Later LaPadula model, The need for application based
evaluations of the system by the NRL demonstrated security models, as opposed to Bell and LaPadula
the serious deficiencies that arise when a military derivatives, is emphasized. Such a policy ismessage system is implemented with a Bell and defined for a military message system.
LaPadula model. For background, a brief summary of Implementations are purposely omitted so that
the NRL findings and their solutions are presented implementors may use current technologies (1]. Our
here. Our description of the NRL findings are taken product is one such method that may prove useful in
from [1]. the implementation of application based security

models.
Reference [1] argues that a security model

should enable users to understand how to operate the
system effectively, implementors to understand whAt
security controls to build, and certifiers to Magnavox is coordinating with the NSA/NCSC as
determine whether controls are consistent with to the certification of TRUMMP and which criteria is
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to be used. The evolution of our product suggests enforcement of this process security requirement is
an interpretation of the TCSEC or TNI that is as important as the security requirements related to
"unique" to the processing requirements of military the unauthorized disclosure and unauthorized
message systems that contain multiple embedded modification of data.
military message processors. As a result, our Survivability is another fundamental process
security architecture group has prepared a technical security requirement for a military message system.
report detailing issues associated with an Each computer resource, embedded or non-embedded,
interpretation of the TCSEC for this type of system must continue to function/recover in the presence of
(7]. In any event, using the context of the TNI. as simultaneous jamming, destruction, and nuclear
a minimum, our goal is a component rating _ M blackout. Ironically, it is in the face of these
(Mandatory Access Control) implying the product tobe pplcabe t th BIthrughAl iviion ofthe very conditions that the system will undoubtedly
be applicable to the BI through Al divisions of the face the largest volume of formal message traffic.TCSEC. Verification issues are not addressed in Performance under these stressful conditions becomes
this paper but we have a security verification and a process security requirement for the embedded
validation group that is working along with us to coprocesourity Anqirtant derithe ofbeddeassess the security assurance aspects of our computer resources. An important derivative of this
adevelop het se y aprocess security requirement is denial of service
development [6], protection. Denial of service protection ensures

that no one process monopolizes resources so as to
delay or prevent other system functions,

This paper is organized into six major Finally, the objects of a military message
sections: (1) the functional and security system must reflect the multilevel nature o a
requirements of military message systems; (2) an military message. A military mess age is often
overview of attempts to implement these requirements composed of paragraphs of differing classification
with security kernels; (3) definition of a securi.y with the overall classification for the message

kerel aleratve () implementation of t~.s wikernel alternatihe! )iml esen Ebedded equal to the highest classification of any part of
alternative in the' Micludintary Mdssage Embedded the message. To treat the entire message as

ta and classified as the most sensitive portion causes some
process security enforcement; (5) a description of information to be treated as more classified than it
the Trusted Military Message Processor (TRUMMP); and really is. As a result, an information structure
(6) our conclusions and future plans. that is capable of representing the multilevel

nature of a military message is required. Reference
1. FUNCTIONAL AND SECURITY REQUIREMENTS E1] refers to this type of information structure as

Systems that are used to process military a "container".

messages are concerned with the handling of 2. EXPERIENCE WITH SECURITY KERNELS
different message types. Ono type, the formal --- -
military message, is at the heart of Command, Until very recently the security kernel, a
Control, Communications and Intelligence (C3I) reference monitor implementation, has been promoted
systems. Nearly all military operations and as an appropriate foundation for meeting nearly all
policies are communicated through a formal military security requirements. By enforcing a multilevel
message [4). Military standards which govern the security policy, the security kernel creates an
format of these messages typically require a TO, abstract machine upon whiLh it is impossible for an
FROM, INFO, DATE-TIME-GROUP, TEXT, SECURITY, and application program to commit compromise. By
PRECEDENCE field for each message. A formal restricting the role of security enforcement to a
military message must be maintained for long periods small and simple mechanism such as a security
of time and be capable of being quickly retrieved, kernel, security verification is much more tenable.

Another type of military message is the In a military message environment, however, the
informal message. In contrast with formal messages, first attempts to implement military message systems
informal messages generally do not have the same were faced with a practical problem related to the
storage and retrieval requirements. nature of the application. Although many of the

required actions are commonly defined as secure,
The systems used to process these messages they violate the general purpose axioms of the

consist of both embedded processors and non-embedded security kernel (i.e. the *-property). An example
processors. An embedded processor refers to those is the classification of the message header
orocessors that do not contain a direct information at security levels lower than that of

uman-machine interface (HMI) but are still a vital the associated message text. To solve the problem,
processing component (e.g. a message switch). these systems relied on numerous trusted subjectE
While most non-embedded processors are concerned which are effectively exceptions to the general
with the unauthorized disclosure or unauthorized purpose axioms.
modification of information to users (data Security kernel performance was an additional
security), the embedded processor must also enforce problem. Some kernels yielded performance as low as
what [3] refers to as process security. 10-25 percent of their non-trusted counterparts [2).

With good performance a critical requirement,For an embedded military message processor, a security kernels did not yield adequate results.process securit requirement might be related to the Yet another drawback of security kernels was their
precedence of the message. In a military message, absence of attention to the process security
the precedence specifies the maximum delivery time requirements that are present in DoD embedded
for a particular type of message. Consequently, a computers,
process security requirement for a military message
system might state that higher precedence message Thus, some alternatives for security
processing will preempt lower precedence message enforcement in a military message system are: 1)
processing. Enforcement of this process security develop a special purpose security kernel that will
requirement by the embedded computer allows the enforce a model tailored to military message
system to respond to high priority traffic as systems, 2) use a Bell and LaPadula model with
quickly as possible. In a C31 environment numerous trusted subjects, or 3) use a security
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kernel alternative [5]. The first alternative is Sink Station - The tail of each arrow in figure 1.
extremely costly, and the second alternative yields ata TF- received on a sink station from a source
a product with the problems that SIGMA experienced. station. A connection attached to a sink station of
As a result, TRUMMP uses a security kernel a node is called a source connection for that node.
alternative, (ME2), pronounced as "ME TWO", to Each sink station represents an unbounded FIFO
implement application security models specifically queue, the tail of which acts as the sink point for
tailored to military message systems. Fundamental source connections, while the head acts as a source
to our approach is the concept of a state machine station for sink connections.
architecture.

Workstation - The heads of the queues associated
3. A SECURITY KERNEL ALTERNATIVE wwith the si'nk stations of each processing node.

The security kernel alternative that (ME2) will Container - A typed information structure that is
use to enforce an application security model is categor-Fzed as single-level or multilevel based on
based on the concept of a network of communicating its typed value. For example, a message container
finite state machines (CFSM) that operate under the is a multilevel information structure while a
control of a State Machine Executive (SME) [5) . In control container is a single-level information
our development the (ME2) is the state machine structure.
executive that provides domain concurrency, domain
separation, inter-domain communization via message Data Security Labels - Container labels which
passing, as well as enforcement of application based in--Tcate the leN-"-of damage that might result if
data security and process security requirements. the container information is subjected to
The general architecture is referred to as a State unauthorized disclosure or unauthorized
Machine Architecture (SMA). modification.

3.L Definitions Process Securit• Labels - Process labels and
contner labels that are used to enforce the

The following definitions are provided to process security requirements.
establish the required terminology for discussion of
the Military Message Embedded Executive (ME2). In the State Machine Architecture, the heart of

security is the domain separation mechanism known as
Processlnj Nodes - The nodes of the graph in figure the State Machine Executive. In our implementation
I . Thee n-nod6es represent a processing domain. In the State Machine Executive is the (ME2). The (ME2)
the context of a military message system a is the foundation that supports the enforcement of
processing node might represent the processing application based security models. In addition to
domain responsible for displaying a message while supporting application based security models, (ME2)
another node might represent the processing allows an implementation that enjoys performance
associated with the network interface. advantages over traditional security kernel

implementations.
Connections - The arrows of the graph in figure 1.
YTh_ arrows represent the communication channels 4. THE MILITARY MESSAGE EMBEDDED EXECUTIVE
between processing nodes. Connections may be
external or internal. An internal connection refers The Military Message Embedded
to a connection that nas a processing node for both The2 Militry M sage Embedded Executive
its source and sink points. Connections that do not [(MEn)], pronounced as t Me TWO", is an
have a processing node for sink and source are implementation of the state machine executiveexternal connections, described in the previous section. This section

describes the (ME2) Implementation of each of the
Source Station - The head of each arrow in figure 1. state machine architecture concepts described above.
-ata is s-e"f from a source station to a sink 4.1 Processing Nodes
station. A connection attached to a source station
of a node is called a sink connection for that node. Processing nodes, also called logical

processors, are the components of the state machine
architecture that refer to processing segments which
operate independently of each other. In a military
message system, one processing node might represent
the processing associated with display of a message

EXTERNAL INPUT PROCESS MESSAGE CONNECTION while another node might represent the processing
PNR OE associated with a network interface. The

SA MESSAGE NODE 2 fundamental requirement that must be supported in an
ECTIimplementation of a processing node is domain

CONCTTO RO CS ETRNLOTT isolation, The resources of each processing nodeCCO )NýN EC T 1N P O E S EXTERNAL O UTPUT •

CONTROL must be isolated. In a single computer
implementation, this means that the (ME2) must
insure that the computer registers, flags, memory,

C,,.RO •ONTROL GENERI'; and code of one node are physically inaccessible to
PROCESS CONNECTION CONNECTION another node. Not only must the (ME2) establishRO .�ESOSCESS domain isolation but it must also ensure that once

CONTEcrION established that the processing node cannot alter

the domain isolation characteristics.

Usually, hardware support for domain isolation
and domain switching has been rare. Time consuming
operating system software has traditionally been
required to save the current processor domain in

Figure 1. A State Machine Architecture memory and to establish or load a new domain. The
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overhead associated with this single, but frequent, 4.2 Connections
operation has been cited as the source of many
performance problems in previous security kernel Connections, also called virtual channels, are
implementations, the communication mechanisms for process nodes.

Controlled data flow over these connections is
fundamental to the (ME2) enforcement of application

Furthermore, the security assurances placed in based security models. Our implementation of
the system are rooted in the correctness of the connections requires the (ME2) to enforce strong
software used to implement the domain isolation typing rules over the connection, as well as data
principles. The more complicated this software, the and process security rules. Verification that data
less likely we can be certain that the software is flows are maintained according to typing rules is
implemented correctly, and the less likely that the expected to be useful for verifying certain types of
software is worthy of our trust, data integrity.

To combat these problems, the Intel 80286 In the (ME2) implementation of connections,
microprocessor was chosen as the TRUMIP CPU. The each connection has several associated attributes
Intel 80286 is unique for its ability to provide which describe the size of data that the connection
single instruction, firmware based, domain switching accepts, the type (e.g. control, data, or message
in as little as 16 microseconds, With the Inte. type) that the channel accepts, and whether or not
80286, the (ME2) can perform an entire domain the connection is internal or external, In addition
switching operation by executing a single privileged the container has data and process security labels
instruction designed to change the current task that must dominate the data and process labels of
register (see figure 2). the sink before a transmission can occur. In the

(ME2) implementation, the connections and their
As shown in figure 2, the Task State Segment associated attributes are contained within a (ME2)

(TSS) is a hardware recognizable, and hardware data base that has been burned into Read Only Memory
manipulated structure that defines the contents of (ROM).
all machine registers, flags,code, and memory that
are physically visible at any one time. In the 4.3 Source Stations, Sink Stations, and Workstations
(ME2), each processing node has an associated TSS
that completely defines th node's domain. At the (ME2) implementation level, source and
Contained in the TSS is the address of another Intel sink stations are the heads and tails of data
80286 data structure called the Local Descriptor queues. Because the (ME2) provides
Table (LOT). The LOT is the 1SS component that first-in-first-out (FIFO) processing of queued data,
defines the memory resources and code segments that a source station Is always the queue head while sink
arp associated with a particular processing node. stations are always the queue tail. Workstation is
The ISS and LOT data structures are made invisible a more general term that refers to a data depository
to applications in two ways. First, these critical at which a queue element (the sink station, the
data structures are contained exclusively within source station, or some other element) is
(ME2) LOTs. Second, their access is governed by a accessible.
hardware protection mechanism that restricts access
to "privilege level 0" code, i.e. (ME2) code. In the (ME2), a workstation is implemented as a

permanent entry within a process node's local
descriptor table. Effectively, this permanently
defines the virtual address of a workstation, To

I N TTE L aaPHYSICAL MEMORY access data contained at the data depository (i.e.
80TE 286CPU Sa particular qtteue element), application programs

PROCESS access the virtual address of the workstation. As
CURnENT NODE an analogy, consider the workings of a photographicTASK REGISTER slide projector. A queue of slides, present in the

NODE slide projector, are viewed individually by the
projector's movement of a slide through the lens

MESSAGE oath. In much the same way, the (ME2) must makeI f, OCAL ICONTAI.NER

DESCRIPTOR individual containers visible at a fixed virtual
TALL PNODE address for viewing by process nodes.

CONTROL The descriptor table based memory management of
CONTAINER the Intel 80286 microprocessor provides the

lSAIL LESCRIPTORA PROCESS efficient mechanism for making a new queue element
NODE visible at the workstation. Because the local

MESSAGE descriptor table is actually a table of physical
CONTAINER addresses and access rights associated with each

PROCESS virtual address, the (ME2) can efficiently make a
NODE new queue element visible at a workstation by

CONIANER copying the physical address of the queue element to
S" the local descriptor table (see figure 2). As a

S-DESCRPTORMESSAGE consequence, the elements of a quleue might be at
[ESG TAL CONTAINER many non-contiguous physical memory segments, but

J PROCESS are viewed, because of the actiols of the (ME2),
NODE through a workstation at a fixed virtual address.

NV 80. D3A The (ME2) implements application based

ImAIeB restrictions on workstation access according to the
access rights declared for the queue. A workstation
may be declared as read only, write only,
read-write, or no access. (ME2) provides these

Figure 2. Intel 80286 Domain Isolation access restrictions by writing the applicable value
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to the local descriptor table entry associated with from a system design based on a state machine
the particular workstation, architecture. Because the system design is based on

isolating data flows and processing, the set of
In the (ME2) Implementation, because each work possible data security labels that a workstation may

station of a process node implies a unique local accept is known pre-runtime.
descriptor table entry for that process node, the
number of work stations is physically limited by the On the other h4nd, because containers are
maximum number of local descriptor table entries reusable, the values for the data sensitivity labels(approximately 8000). However, we expect the number of a container must be assigned as the container is
of workstations to vary greatly based on the input used. Initially, at the time the (ME2) provides a
and output requirements of the node. For example, a container to an auto-refill workstation, the data
node responsible for message storage might segregate sensitivity labels of the container have a value
message! based on data and process security iabels known as obscure. That is, the (ME2) and all
and thus require a large number of workstations, process nodes recognize that the container In
while another node might only require one question has not been labelled. Certain process
workstation for an internal data structure. nodes may request the (14E2) to change the value of a

data sensitivity label for a container from obscure
4.4 Containers to some other value. The (ME2) will perform such a

label change if and only if such a change is
As previously described, a container is broadly consistent with the process security requirements.categorized as either a single-level or a multilevel That is, just as only certain individuals have the

information structure that is transmitted over a authority to downgrade a military message, the (ME2)
connection. Like the connections that they are ensures that only certain process nodes may change a
transmitted over, containers have attributes that container label.
describe their size, type, data security, and
process security attributes, Examples of container, From a (ME2) implementation perspective, data
type, include message containers, control sensitivity labels are always contained in memory
containers, and data containers, that is accessible only to the (ME2). Consequently,

data sensitivity labels are only changeable if the
In the (WEe), containers are implemented process node is trusted and the change is requested

according to user configurable allocations of through the appropriate (ME2) service request.
physical memory based on container type and size.
Consequently, a container is actually a contiguous
segment of physical memory that contains data of the 4,6 Process Sensitivity Labels
typo declared for the container as well as data and
process security labels. Potentially multilevel Process security requirements ensure the
containers, such as message containers, contain a prevention of undesirable and potentially
data and process security label for each individual catastrophic events in an embedded computer system.
unit of information. A general example is the requirement that a certain

The (ME2) distributes containers to weapon system be fired only after a ' -uence of
workstations based on the value of a workstation controlled events has been implemented. .n example
attribute known as the auto-refill attribute. If a taken from military message system domains is the
workstation is defined as an auto-refill requirement that the processing of more important
workstation, the (ME2) will associate an empty messages preempt the processing of less important
container with the workstation at system messages or the requirement that among equal
initialization and at any future time that all priority messages, messages should be processed in a
workstation containers have been transferred over a first-in-first-out (FIFO) manner.
connection. An empty container is defined as a
container whose contents have been set to zero or The Naval Research Lab suggests that one
some other Innocuous value by the (ME2). At system approach for enforcing process security requirements
initialization, all containers are empty. Later, is the approach that is currently used for enforcing
used containers are emptied by the (ME2) and become data security requirements. Specifically, the NRL
available for reuse as they are sent from the suggests that to enforce process security, a system
application back to the (ME2). be structured into a set of functions that affect

process security and a set that do not 13]. By
4.5 Data Sensitivity Labels verifying that the functions that have the

capability to violate process security do not
In (ME2), data sensitivity labels are violate it (they are trusted), process security can

implemented with a secrecy component and an be assured,
integrity component. The secrecy component of the
label provides up to sixteen hierarchal levels and This approach is the one we have taken with the
sixty-four non-hierarchal compartments within each (ME2). As a result, the (ME2) is the function that
level, Integrity types will, of course, be enforces data security and process security. As
different among applications. Specific definition mentioned, an important process security requirement
is dependent on a particular application based Is that the processing of more important messages
security model. Two integrity levels, high and low, preempt the processing of less important messages,
are supported. As mentioned earlier, (ME2) and that among equal priority messages, messages are
enforcement of strong typing rules is also expected processed in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) manner,
to be useful for verification of certain types of Just as the (ME2) provides sensitivity labels to
integrity, enforce data security requirements, a similar label

is used to designate the relative importance of a
The assignment of values to a data sensitivity message so that process security requirements can be

label differs depending on whether the data enforced. In the (ME2), this label is referred to
sensitivity label is for a container or a as the container's )Necessity". Five necessity
workstation. The data sensitivity labels for values are supported in the (ME2). The structure of
workstations are static. They reside in the these values is application configurable.
read-only portion of the (ME2) date base and result U.,uI 6.u ,I, III ILL.I
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"By assigning necessity labels to each domain isolation that is at the heart of the (ME2).
container, containers may be segregated according to Specifically, the Intel 80286 defines data
message necessity. This eliminates the need for a structures that allow the microprocessor to perform
shared queue of multiple necessity levels. As with firmware based domain switching in as little as 16
data security labels, the (ME2) uses the necessity microseconds, The TRUMMP also contains interval
labels to restrict the flow of containers over timers, and interrupt controllers.
connections. The (ME2) will transfer a container
over a connection only if the necessity label of the Because the usual application of the TRUMMP Is

, container dominates the necessity label of the sink. intended to be as an embedded processor, particular
Consequently, the segregation of containers coupled attention to the expected operational environment is
with the (ME2) process node preemption based on the required. Figure 3 illustrates a sample
arrival of a container at an empty workstation environment. In the figure, the TRUMMP is the
provides assurance that the data that has arrived is primary trusted computer resource responsible for
of greater importance than current processing, and sending and receiving military messages to and from
that the arrival will cause preemption, This the telecommunications network(s).
enforces the process security requirement that
higher priority message processing preempt lower Figure 3 shows the expected subsystem
priority message piocussing. interfaces that the TRUMMP accommodates. To meet

performance objectives and to simply the external
The other type of process security label that interfaces to the TRUMMP and (ME2), as figure 4

the (ME2) provides is a comand label which lists
all of the authorized (ME2) commands that a process
node can request, An earlier example illustrated
how the command label is used to prohibit all nodes,
except the authorized nodes, from changing the data
security labels of a container,

The final type of process security provided by TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETTWORK
the (ME2) is denial of service protection. Denial
of service protection is provided through
application configurable parameters for each process
node and a TRUMMP interval timer.

4.7 The (ME2): A Summary 
A SYSTE

The Military Message Embedded Executive [(ME2)] COMMUNICATIONS COPROCESSORS

is an executive which also contains a security _._ COMMUNICATIONS
enforcing foundation based on the data and process MCOME TRANSCEIVER

security requirements of military message systems. _C .. .. , ,

The key to security in the (ME2) is a state machine
architecture which divides the system into process C L l I/O INTERFACE
nodes. Information is stored in strongly typed SUBSYSTEM

containers which are transferred over connections to S YT

strongly typed workstations. The (ME2) implements ......
traditional data security labels as well as process
security labels. The deficiencies, as descri bed in TRUSTED MILITARY MESSAGE PROCESSOR TRUS T
[I], of SIGMA, a security kernel for the Military COS TEM
Message Experiment (MME), do not exist. I ' ' E ....
Specifically, (ME2) provides the capability for
authorized downgrade, implements multilevel objects
(containers), and provides a structure for HUMAN
implementation of application dependent security _I MACHINE

requremets.INTERFACE
requi rements. C3 0' SUBSYSTEM

S. THE TRUSTED MILITARY MESSAGE PROCESSOR Figure 3. Embedding the TRUMM N 01... 102A

When complete, the Trusted Military Message 2MM"'

Processor (TRUMMP), pronounced as "TRUHMP" as in
playing Bridge, will be a militarized microcomputer
specifically coesigned to support the Military
Message Embedded Executive [(ME2)] and its
applications. Design objectives include high
performance, architectural features that directly [(ME2)]CODE- ROM
support (ME2) functions, and minimum physical size [(M2)} DATA-ROM 112-SERIALI
and weight. Mil-SpeL and ruggedized versions will F BiL]ME2)DATA-RAM iAPXNNE8
be available. TEMPEST and HEMP requirements can be F ROM BASED SUBSYSTEM POLLING
accommodated. [APPLICATION CODE RAM AND BUFFERING

At the heart of the TRUMMP is an Intel 80286 AND DATA STORAGE FIRMWARE
microprocessor. The Intel 80286 is a high MILITARYMESSAGEQONTAINERS [ RAMBUFFERS
performance 16 bit microprocessor that provides on m__
chip memory management, descriptor based segmented MULTIBUS INT MULTIBUSINTERFACE
virtual addressing, and physical memory addressing
to 16 megabytes. These attributes support the MLTIBUS SYSTEM BUS
functio,,al requirements of a military message _ _ _ _

processor, From an INFOSEC perspective, the Intel
80286 was chosen for its unique capability to
provide the type of efficient hardware enforced Figure 4. TRUMMP Components .Ma
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polling and buffering data to and from each of the
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TRUMMP and the (ME2) over the Multibus system bus, McLean. J., Naval Research Laboratory.
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(1. 5I~i~'t'l lin I 'litleNiarlngs ,,,I 1SLI-idod" 13 kl~yi deally "I InId Ns(o lideiilt'i ll (14label and

7. )3 g~il gI)''lh5 Iltuld "i (~lCliassilico by'" c 101iU513c rqiredl~ lolor [Iveadi acess) eve it tI ii tug Ldie p~lvsi tal
i'vl~cki hll,* 51ctorligl! rP011111 '0'iiellt's ]tinly be Illol'e akil ito l"() l st() (53' hh 1).

s~. Act Ii tnoll N'Iirilcicgs. (ii' Somerile 1)13 CoutieLIs ho:ve (lilly tiVoi levelIs: Sec15(1 < Tlop~Se L.I

~ I)TA ~'Thlerefore, anly U.S.5 Conlldeiitial doeclanllcit. (ill wll-cwtve

ht, R"l~l'~,'lIJST'1'IT.lE'l'D D)ATlA N~otatiLon. liplgtiadedill(c then'ixs.ssn 35elolo a3.5ees') ( lit :311 riel:31li (-I 1 eV(-l

IN'll'~ll~l~'~N ;E OUIII 01 MEI 10)5 1153 retain lis U.S. (C3l~lidelitlial labl.l~1 'I'lie atLIIIII1
N33lati33n,((Jil VaII r'11011s iihl.id illlin t alof' 11WS 1-S III' ti't (' W II lI-,

1. 1)1.S1-\INIlNAlI ON ANDI) fl'-I'I Ol)LCTION ilgni'elh3'lI1t3l33'LWO1'i 11thei'Ollitl'iv'5 11vllvl''e3. Al in.tl1c1ilig hIIls
NoTlICEIý'. ally requ(ill' a N'l ni Lillnt. ( laliwly (M ,Nt ), tt Trii 15(3 NI't'.ivor

,'oHIEl( N C ýOVl*;1 MEN'' INV Nll ATI, lsti)'liie 1(,1'llI\' or T r0'13ltistudU nuhgBt 10)t il

1'. TI IS Is )OM i\ NIKN'l (!ONTAINTS NATO C. A 11313111 thal. is 1133. ve'il~ly par, if'l(. 3!It I i.S. ('l:3151i3Nil~i(I,Iol

INI'ONIA'FON. 5'iwlle'l( is "Fol. 01l1k.111l 11.4i Only'. A1ltl.(.k1iatel :14 '(ot 0C))
for1 l'33titlll (ptil'elgrapll) lai'lii-nlg. 1.'01 k( ) le 31,1.3 (

For our purposes, it is helpful to reorgaii ize the Iilforcaalitli tilli dlI- llot elliassilled III(IL st-ill i'vpir'sr ItSo1311e degree
J abovo as: ol' pl'o~vlxooll: it's fl ou l(lIll ll:I l3Sv~ss, li31 Ior Ke3'vil3''

A.. Clastificaticon Label's (2-0 above) ittlaltI3.milied c- 3'ra'sts iiiist. lIIe illirke(It 'T'I't ()lhicitl 15Is' 0111y"''

2. Instructionls It Is 0i1ly'', whlile tile 3,XtI~lIltt3'l p311illSol. III 31.5. It, 113111103Io

3. Control Channels (D)issemiinationc) '(lst-elO)'l. (ASee I. g. .)lel dull1 sex le illoinat I:ko porflollon~ll

C. Authority Statements loiy re('IIlii3' cilltilgi ig iii1c ofls t itl .13 port~l.1ll whlell It. is

11ll311'h'3 iinto lltiot~llr fill- n io 'lmlngijig I.1w' .security profile
1. ClassifIcationl Statements (Classi fled by of tieIm'v l 4vl'cj ig lilt. evenI IV 1111 lI Il' it'"Mll; Igtile l( iiil

) .uIliellssifled''. 5:1h131, by44liVtlilionl, lIce sec~iurity profile of' a
2. Declassification Statements tloe I11li3'tI hiitl33tIi allI II tiki igs, 1. ilie ise'tiol or(I a lalteh'tl

(lRegradl'/downigrade/declaissil'y to piortiol cli 3iti~ltltes ;I eltiigt 'Iin div ecuri~ty~t~ projiiei lwpit'it.lil
by <date/event>)

1). Ownership (Mlust approve dissemnination or ff. Wotodwardl 11, I111 'xitloitt Ih,' duall 315013'. 31f ttIseit i~i.Y Lit': )
justify classification) t13m31wi1iviky illc~t3I3'31131 31d (2Al Mitilbom33y Ac-C onS3(131 tro L.11133. A,

w3j3:ptrii lubt-1:t. di 1.1 u olila' w 1tliori3(11 II3Ittl 3' 3t r3'. Ilot1-I, i33i(t.'er.l
tirt ",'3'lisijvliy nobt' , 11.Add uriily prmtidex

1.3 Security Profiles. Se 15111 City- Ilew prvdeat. ii. tt- I3'i3l1.333f %VII.S33113 I (llitl. O tiI~t3tilig 31 13131133r1, 331ttic. 3

IsIN. the50 InoI'ttji *liitiii~1 A3 abovl. NitIitc Ito~ ictirkug ofi' 333.E
It~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 13_g 1t'1~3lII1LiIli tth'.I tt33 3t(i t . Fl313113l. Hivedtk'im 133 till- 3331'. lVtt33 1I -lt3tig" W53 1. 101 111Vlitl

;111'01 11MIi Lill3 Iii Mitllk ig isSl411WH'ilIUictS. 1"(t1' C't'3I 13w ltoktizudtI fly a3 d(hitll'' 331 lbwordel'l HT'tt' ",um. Ifiliti ils onl3331y

'err II tlit'I of a \,ar'kitiig. tlere is soliil no~ition thatl. liry Ili' (o.1idllt-vili Ii sertl S'3t.

i:ik- ()it 1 or13 wthl ti , LI a caitopy rloci1111' it, Intlt require'; tbtil, 11. St0jit.1 og3'3336IrSJU jSily1 "()lliCji~l I. J,0((ti" toll3 "(0I,0)'".

('311ltllipo eil. (l10511illy il I oijOilil tio3Llll WWIt odl~els) ill (30131' t33 V1. F01.10 C3331l3 Ile 31133'31 astll 3Itlvdd hItLC fot t1ltiili-'t 110013333131.tio31, Wti.

1ii116111.l m-cillily 311(1 iilt1iniately iio prvteii. 1i13L131it3Itt 111'31lit'OlId be.''.. ll3'Qtkl33 iiml3W.s b tflltol

1:1 F lj lit Illti't l 3311C ttilaI'idpo it. tFt3' 1 is. t Ii ler~v llo wtv't . 11.13 1i33Jel

7. Ibid.. I lIt-.. rt*12. 33 sillso'. of, tUlid -frdS I hall a11311 13t'jilte33 311,V .
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here Is that the overall document marking must change as simplifications, when focusing on other security mechailisms.
well. As we shall sec, such extraction-Inport problems tend But not even Dorothy could remiain forever In Kansas. We
to be more difficult and, ipso facto, more serlous, with higher propose, Instead, to tell the truth and nothing but, the truth.
levels of classlficatIon. Notice we do not propose to tell the whole truth. An

exhaustive treatise on the way securilty profiles and
clearances r'eally work would be longer than the Greater

UNCLSSWM SECRETArmageddon phone book and duller than tofu. Such a
tL1n1:i`astfie-d _ Uncluassifed treatise might also be classified. Nevertheless, we providt

porton.(U) portion. (U) sufficiently detailed examples to bring home the most
outstanding and Interesting (not to say amazing) ways In

UNCLASSIFIED SECRET which each of the three assumptions above fails, singularly
and collectively,

I ~Not surprItilngly, the three ELAs are related. Aftev all,
For Oficil UseOnlythey provide three views on why secure MIS's will need ito use

security~ profilms Thus, If a real security label, one that
Undwlledsuffices to Insure correct handling of data so labeled (In other

portin. (OUO)wordis, a security profile), Is complex, contrary to ELA 2,
then thc simpler mechanism of a sensitivity label dotis not

For ffical lse nlysuffice, contrary to ELA 3.

Figure 1. Receiving Ifile remains unclassified, but
markings onl imported portion and on the 2.1. ( ELA 1 ) Sensitivity labels on data (classification)
file must change. and on users and their processes (clearances)

are drawn from the same partially ordered set.

Also), ileckisilied hintorinalion, nuimrked or unmnarked, must 2.1.1 Clearunce & Sensitivity I.-Abels. 'T'he degi-Lo of
still be liteel tsntfrpbi eesuls trust and dl, 6ree of'.sensitivity inrniklngis arve usually exprmsscd,

aulthorize(d bLw the agenlcy responsible for It. RV unto larkcd, we w ithllu an hierarchical scheme, with the sanic l abe'ls:
miean It Is not i pralle it tiat it, Willi once claisl lied. If It Is 0claran';e Label - Clilssification L~abel. E.g., at Top Secret
i1i11Mruitlied, but. not. relenal'Jle twothe public, therie obviously clenrattiiix Is autlionried nccess to Top Secret i otrinnt~i'nm,
niec Is to be somue IniciIation: e.g., 'For Ollicial Ut!s Only" or Bcuio h ieaeb cee h ihrelaaielv
'l,iniitcd D~istribution". canl also accesu (read) lower chassiflcation level.,, bilt, the, lowerl

clearance level cannot access (read) higher classification levels.

2. EronousAisuptins.2.1.2 Clearance Labels. However, life would be hill
2, EronousAsuptins.wltliottt esc~eptions. Clearance Levels can be modilled lýy

One way to illustrate omue (of the problems that Becurity labels that nave no equivalent classificationm labels, [or
profilea will a~ddress is to consider three popular hut ra rely ex amptle, a eluaranee canl be ntodified as an i uterlin dclirmi iiCe.
valid iisswnpl~ton about labels. We refer to these (We think you'r., OK, and YOU call have soni1C limiteWdace,

assuptions as, ELA 1, 2, and 3. 'VL,A' (pr mnounced 'Ella") but ant to the good stuff ummtl we linish ehecki eg you okit..)
"ErHironeous Lidbel Assuvmption". A poison w~tb an Inter-In 8er'ret el~~ic alinol aceresb

Erroneous ~ ~ ~ LblAemtosInformnation classiflied, under the authority of thme At omic
Erronous abel seumtions [;mer~v Act, ais Restricted D~ata (10) or Formerly Restriiend

l~tiit (111I)), but a p~ersoni with either a Secret or hitorini 'ol'o
ELA I ) Sensitivity labels on data (classification) Seciet clearance can access both typen of Information at i lie

andi on users and their processesi Secret Levvel ur lower 171. DOE 5631.^ 2 (Chapter 1, Sýclltioi 8)
(clearances) are drawn from the some permits a very restricted foini of interimi access itiimimi
partially ordered set; Accordi-g to a reliable DOC source, D)OE does not recropiize

interim cleariuices. But the DoD dues, Hence, it appears that
ELA 2 )Security labels are relatively simple, having~ a person with an Interim TS clearan.,e nIlght be granted

only an hierarchical part and a non- access to S-CNWVDI (a subset of RD) by the DoD. Whether
hierarchical part (partially ordered by set this actually happens we cannot say. The cleatr and
inclusion); Important polInt here is8 that usually no label onl a classified

ELA 3 )Sensitivity labels and their associated rules document specifies whether a person with anl lnterimni
suffice to Insure correct handling of the clearance call access the documnent; I.e., there is no "Intcili"
data so labeled, classIfication label corresponding to an Interim clearance.

There might be a Itation that prohibits interim access,
howcver. (See Sec..n 2.3.2 and the Appendix.)

Whether these EL~s are erroneous or rather, if you will, Similarly, persons with contractor-gene rated confidential
how erroneous, depends on context, I.e., the demands placed clearances cannot have access to classified foreign government
upon a given AIS. We are not saying that the computer Information, RD, FRD, or ACDA (Arms Control and
security community to a whole Is unaware of problems with Disarmament Agency) classifted Intormation, Again, there Is
these assumptions. Rather, we hope to Increase that no contractor-generated confidential classification levei.
awareness and believe thik 'is essential as the demands on These situations are handled by other administrative
secure AIS increase. Finally, the above assumptions, even procedures: just lea..n the rules--unless 'you' are a computer
when erroneous, are sonmetimes conceptually useful ytm
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'lice iicw Mincited Access Authoc'i'iat~loi's (LA.U) that areC Neither tile ISM4 iin DON~ 5631.2 is trciwispal'eit.
nlow l.Issued to Inc ccilgc'alt atlienls anid fccrcigti 1icitioccillIs i in po"se Accordhig to otir DOB1 sotiicce, the disthinctin hetwee n Q8 and
veryI' stude. a evess wind liced-to-klO nitowIiictioccs. Ail QN is lairgely Irrelivaict. Most people ~iietlier know nor car'e

ii Isilic '5I fictii illidi'ci LAA 0 imist hbe detellriiihild oil it W hichi Q (CIloliliec thd 'hley ' Iie.Th dRifference is not InI tile

eitcii-bly-eiis(, lid itioct (iNiltO yoi iielbsis. III cIflieeL, bac'kgroccccd hi vest~igatioii lonev, hut w ho did it: arc 0 Offie of
Icuei acre ciii Cleli'icciees for nlot-(t 1.9. citiv /ellst, onily lie(coss Pvmcoim el Miccitge inent (01 M) investigcticuct canm yield it QN

Ilithi iii ?cttlis 1`or 81ped Ic' pilrpose~s. A 1101111 ti/ill ivolibat'iLCw vivicc'in ice; It QS (i('iluirviii(i1 pillccs the FI,! SIciive the Walker
C n plciV (c011( c -oCuld eici c g)v'I'llonCe ut .1ucthnrI'Aation1 for flemess clise, tile Wittuiaticic 'is ccvi' slimpler: i)01ý' Branch Chiefs Ilnd
to spwinlie uclcrn ~iio, Asetrcull ned by neved-to- knlow hitused above g(et QS; everyonie else gets Q N. (We lifer t-hit. 13awi'c
onl jobc retinilriclucitis, 1'or a1 speci lle contrat uicly. Chiiefs 11111 I 11ov 1hve b)id l"13i iii costA igtimus.) The

2.1.3 DOE Example. Th'Ie lDepartineot of lccicocgy liicc'iisois cl clitid hillecence cc'twvi'ec Q ccc1ilgi Q tric g noti 11lccctherI'
i1)0i.C) loSe Ci icSsi ihCii lion labels that1 1c- no0t IPINdahcLI wVih i~tc'is.) citdht o lec liicg u rigt ictu t
'lci'll'alll'cc In his.",c Frill Iit, . fol Icwinig t:1ble1 eleacci ciecs iiiths.

vil.'si cactciolls Cle;Irly differ ti~t tleast ill cia lii'. ('olsisteit, withi 'I'alv I , iiIWe I iiic'i 31Iii hcee tll i'UsirI 01tic

t-ce cii lftrlce Iu'c l i'tV1li QS wilcl 9 N is ccciiciii porwant hc'einusfe

Table 1. Sourcec DOE 5831.2/11-13-80. I)Ol', loisIl't getieraIte (siccicii riciili ol' sncit. iewe) T-I.
______________-______________--- -Ally 'I'S-Il)lililli lit, Is 11c1ili -siii'i'I li (ililipiliatilll o~f 11I)

Clearanct- Hlighcest Classification (Read) (Neeict, or belowx) With cictcc tilict wits licrecildy 'I'S fici'sonlit
v ceucu Prn ýi d tci lie cecc.'; cccw. 'IlIii' p~icoiitlc in cucki cg,'c iii hi' clefir how the

(Ž-ccisl AHi' 'l'op svc'c'rt ifl), hill). k NSI 'iccuiilgciiiic1tIocl wvivi lorii'vi'i. l)0l' cIicici hio. (to fioctioci

Q-cioiiisccisitivc 'Iopl Sevire-I-'liI) S, N.SI cici'iiiiig or4f srictly i III) i ociciccits,

vecret Ill) "1'CIce D l'o Icci t~o cicciticigicisilc icwi-we ill)/1"11i)

'l'opi seeceit 'Popi ',c'iet Ns'l &i VIMl icticricic1tacim i'lmsi'ltlec ccci icc' , athecidioi~cty oif 0ic Atoitile
- -*-- lcccergy Act. ccii N.Sl (Niltlioil Sccciii-I Ly lifuoic'intioal) elacissihied

Sei-vi'ii NSI& PI iiichl Ner 'ca'i~ve t0c'iiirs. 'tccil iigcci'c ;t, dilt-.-lillieka "Yiiitll"ar it
(ciiilildii' 1 Hl~l VO)_________Mci liutc'r s'cycctc'ii, D)011 cifso l~iv ino prcotect, U.iachccssiiii'd

sveret, Si''c'.recl. N'l k~ VIff Ci iiticil icc Niweci'I ccii ci'cc thiccilo (UC N I). Thecciica'lils1
a ~~~~~~I cctwececc clc'ciiiiv ccccciii 'lisisi licicticiioclii kh lsI.i va'isold Ill part,~ by

Q(X sve-v Ii hei icvc11ilcci~ccg. cciolfiihca-c'hieccil iiat~iic'c of, Luisic ch'Alc.cihatiicii
Ivilio ic'11 cI ec'i'ci jccc'coii.) reljilirccci icts wvli'hichc jw~igs iccc to till? wiixt, I-'lA.

h.(N) ( icilicvic ci l W? ) 2.2 ( ýIA 2 ) SeeuritjI laiiclc are relatively simple
(:I.ýstwellvdit) liv:Ic ecs ponilln wi h ,it riurlchical part aind a nonc-Ilerarchical part

(citrtLilly ordered by clot inclusion).

We'V 11i' ill citri i' Ilii nctcecstc's cccliii icc wil i1 i'ilcicc 2.2,1 Nocuiilevachir cal Sys temcs . cccl iitsi lied Naloiltciic

vleccvicciwevi lic flitriw 2. 01' 1i hicci clci icirici's Q.SriicciiJj.iVc, Sc'cvvwii-l-I vIc:i I-i'c (INS-li) (plccoiicciincc illserimi") iccl'occicct-ioci is

Topi Secreiti 11)( coc (icic'. :elCcciii cc 'Ic cil'swc iccll t.11k cicucicl it liiiimil ncitigi iiic iii Ililliiolt'ii thicic Is icocisicee tco ice

cii's'rlci'cl. 'I'liccic elc'cnc wvicic' cud vIici'cil!(;Iii'ciii dccilki'l iccicc Ill AU o IS cc' iec'cciccill lificwic'ioi ci icis ils iol. kcire v iciiclilendk ic

I'llmllit 111e cilitoiiiciciIit hv ccil'i'i-I'li',' iciecitas. 1,h'lerv is cci icilcel 'Icr
iii icaicil'~ I Nslf? iiicrmlcciiicctc hill hicrllics fivii'' -ilciccihc i c ill

Fc'IS'iT I.. TSl' 'si ccc1is of, cic cuilis ccc I ivuliritiiy, F(1 i(, cti'.

I Fcciii cci c)c N li.Ici icicilci Iii' hiiii'i:irc'iiciil. hin11ge lccilccietclt'Y cci

Level Mod ifiers. Iccic ciciic iccacs, dii cclvel licce hi 11' cicct hiv
cioi~i ciiic- otlo w cilc l et cc v ad' ci c diied skiclllvity of' t.ile

a. Q-Sccnstlive b. Q,-Nonvjenscitlvci 2.2.2 Owtiershcip M4odifiers. Ill fric'iily ibricigic
i-cilcliiil, wili-ci'iiiv eliiiiidcs cr iicti'riicticvicc paelt

iws hcidt i 'tic' c It( lvicir ccl' Uhe infoticcmuioii. For exalicilie, lii

t -lv I.. soilcic I... pic deidici'c Wit it c I iiiiic'il Kicigdcciil Secret.
1 ccIII)II. 111C CVii ctIi 'icLW Icilil iniiclccclv: UXiKScei'ct,. NAlO'

[ lcvi.-i . tici for ii aoicc'~l exccciiicli. Ticcist, Ivlie hieleci COSMIC

Fil1cNI11) F IuS. -11 S i'-i'iccccIi~iic icic cci i c~iccci ccci.s, ccc i llcrs Ici)icl) wimic 'ich' cliciulcr

c. Top Sere Nd it.) Secret 111114 tillL Nd!di) LW ximl.Mvl n
c 'l'cp Saret c. L c. Scc'icctcoiciviccic' fici d ccii [iii mice - oficc (j liei' eti'lcics ict Ilce iciliecl. No'iCcioVt'r.

Figure 2. Somse DOE clearances are notI just a level ccc' ~lcj-te v1cc'irc'ilil -c flcwccc wil ccic i niicc-c'i wicir t hjsclcii eachsii othe

with comcpartmetnts, cicciccgictiiiii'.(ciiiyi
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To01) Secret, NATO'( Sevret, NAT'IO Confide nti l, or NATlO Coliilidentbdi Criyplti. Thiis rqi'ttt i'ielicit eVeII etend'i~s to
m Restriewtd, ~is up pli' able. Not-ice thait miodiftiers tony be in tc aissi flied inaberhil: Unelaissified Crypto aind Por Olichial

i nealnsi1steliL: Top ~C'i'crt' is Iliudi lled ~y "cosmlic", iot, Usei Oily Criy pto. Aniid, ol eourse, tile i'eqnii'eiiit'nt aiapplies to
"NATO")'." 5 It's it Ilti tlie le Iaininog -,tit 'irrgithir ver'b -lniess atll nimirkinig levels: documiiienut, Inigi', luiid poriition, iV.g., '1(ij
..you .. ie a compuhiter system. Cr'ypto)".

A modified level dloes niot ,iecessmai'ly trantsfer- when :I a estrit-ted Dltna (RD)) 1.s IIIAnol.hiI kivi' Lhi bI illoli lies
docuentlell pi'toiiL0 is cop~ied Into) imoithe l~'iioiiient. lVor ellussi Ileletioii 'labels. Moreover, thij Ilabel inidicates both

e I~pe i' NATlO Secret hi'ormttio lhs copied into ll U.S. owinershiip and ,9e usiti vity. lResti~iCtf~ I I) tii iS -pIIt'I)II Li)
doe ii inelit, the U.S. Is obliged to ch lassify tile docili unit Seccret, iiforilinatloni i'lisitiedl undier the Atonte hnt'i~gy Act, wild thuls
(utL least), bu notlo NATO Secret. hI steitu, the U.S. doe itieiii t. "ow tied'' by DOEi -,veuil If It is ii Io propri'etar y to :and(
Iu ust bear- the watrninig notlev: 'TIlIS' D)OCUJMENTl "Ow I~li b)Y al colltitintor. 1i1) Mi so I idlcatevs flit Liii'
CONTA INS NATO INF"ORMATIION"; aind the porwtionl ifori'iiiioii is extra iseisliLive 1i1cl 'eql 'aes add~itionud aic-e-ss
contialimii g Ow NATO h il'orninatioa tiii i bebi lttbet'ii( "(NAT10- I-t'st-rit' ionu. The sniIt(e bis i trote 1,61 Fn l--.y lResLI'Icted Da~ta
S)"'. (See 11g. 3.) 'io Imiportit ) ontioi, fniii oneL "Ile(, into (Ii1M). RD wl 011 11) iloiiody lut, oiily (lociiin itl, ;1d( linog
tiiotitei, 3'oki lemi'i tile) ii mic -.itifis'ss "you" are it ('0111 ipitei' I iblsi, Inut illso piii'loii Ilabels: 'IS-i Di S. lRI, C1-Rh), 'IS- "IID,
systemii. Suich roles invoilve Itoni' tfiaui se ulsitiitwy w Iie'h is S-" I,~lul C-i"ID , There it; no unle iiissiied R lD or M'lID.
ow'v finail hLA. As previouisly mnentioned, iuowevei', there is ;at1 Ifi uulssItlk'd

Contirolled Nuiclear lIiformnation (1 JUNi) label. (JViennilly, RDI
is uiysics,, widll UC Ni Ls f miit'sad operntui ions, 11C(NI

SERTSECRE1. I (S'eclh 1ii1It ol' tile A tonnil Biiergy Act) is ii iiilgi'eisiiiiinl
NAil) I iesjinisv to tin nt, Im% mth 01 V pi'ovide no legnid stI~dnliug lin

res.'istinog at lPeuedoin of' I nfori'nut-ini Avt reqeqn~t., I I( NI

iiil( oipt'i'itiiiiis thut wouldl prei'ioiliisly linvi' bween uno'ku'

SECLT" LCETA 4tiliset Of' RDI is Critical] Niui'lmiii Weaipons D~esigni
SiuCI~~lid I udrimui-oii ((CNWi) i). (CN\VI) Iis tilmyis kl-(l('le 'Top Suvetet

SECRET i'ii'Li'il I):iu~. At. tih' uieniiimiiii (wI pipg ievvl oIi' inailkiuig
I here 'iN n~ o biet lot' ( 'N\\'I); I L1i-4 ii' is ( N\NI) I io Ia ion

SE ~CRETli 'eqpirld-l oil 0iii iiicii,i'iit.. 1,1 (Niore oil uiiiftithiis later.)
011r tlleiti-kig.I lowuer'i, (CN\lDl cii 1wi Itsedf nsn a bl~d Loi iioill'y cemieai'aee

THIS'l5 DO UM N A 'u'soui eellie i']w '' TlS-CN\V'II; ii'., Itinsi T IS

NATV1O f'imrioe. (NA'1O-S ele-'m-ace with at ( N\I) ales iiithlwiioi'z ll (and11 hii'efd).

'I'ET olipre isd pii orii I-) u''es iii.ii'l'i/avii (iiprev iii' to MIX hiuist i

SECRtET one0 Might iuiulerst.itiiu&III.v 1111e'(4 111V iii(TITi'lneh V111l) < RDI <
N. lit uiwt.. hit the' sillsof.sviuse, I-lW) < RD) mid N < RDI)
buIt VR) ;11id ('N\Vil :it- geueu'udly incounpau'ahh'. According

F"igure 3, Importing Secret Portion froin NATO F1ile to oni' soiii'ci. D)0l': (ruiscalsvinAiis RI) to i"HDI whle 'It. nieeds
into U.S. Secret File. Lti II' siiiiri' with1 Ii'00ilgii uiMi-1I-81 iRiD iito'islisiusIl

'NW'il wtu'ii it iieeds to Ile ;luiii'id with the lDol). Since
lIM does iiiit pii'ci'lide munees liv lDil) (i)ol) Isi '"tonls'" of'
VIM), wt, iiit'u' I st CNWi)I, like PDl, pree lndvsuiiuecss fly

2.3 ( ELA 3 ) Sensitivity labels uand their toreCigotilotial011s.
associated roles snfilire to insure correct handling A'lOMId, 1, H((Ldv-h( i dl' :i~ss'ViLt4(I wit.1 RVIICest'ie iI Dta1

of the data go labeled. T M LiII eeise

2.3.1i Sensitivity Modifiers. As some iii'of Limei(iivvlii; de.sigmi lt oll i d biy NATO l' to diiinti' v ly i'stri eted Mimn or'
exampitllts ll listraIte, sLe isIti viy liw is biy tli'iisall.(vl nos Ii t Formiierly Rcs.i'iltc cti'iI at li l'ou'ii iatioi i'elviilsed by tlie( U.S'. to
slifiile for a vii 'ity of' re~lsoins, suItch is lie i I ubisiol i ut v:1ioi is NAT'lO.' lieo-ufone tue i'i lois to ibe :i ietlii 1,0i lt' tatiskainig
iiioi1lier's, docwu'nu.1~l no0U).0ionS, :oid tlit' iIIUl~e'Ili'pIuVi~luInivS i)' RDI Or V~~I) ti ATlONMAI: 'IS-RD C)OSMIC 'IS,-
ON% ill i'.siii1) Rull Cli~ihiSS atlIIloll antliori1 iiS. lFIT11'it ildy, A'l'MAI . S-Il) - NAT A 'I')-AT'OM'AL.
u'la'.i'ifleltioji labe'ls nuotsL lie illshiliedl to show Lthai. the ini on'ssage t-i'~lh', tli ''1i1, ~ s lied" ''IV VaIII ian In' utnudified
irnfieiition is extrai seisitive' ami el uii' ii litv, diouuml Iiy I'i'IO, whiiclm stands fori l'>ic'iy. iiivt loi n' l'siaiitissiol ii )uly
pioteition., (blut u'10i e Iwtoied ll phlimit iAxt). Alipmai't'iy, Ytui have to

Ill the CONVEXC worldl, etiervptioii keys :11e coiilsidem'v'1  exthibd why tineicasilied ihiejonnaion 'is taking uIII S~iLS' ill It
liitn'i-svi'isitix'e. Mateilitd ciintailuiiig aI key liiilist. 1wi 1:11wi'll ('lissillvdi en'iroiyiiiitiui. Ll'''( can uldo ant uts aI u'eiiidvi'i thait
w ithi the appro priate clms~siflietuiii Ivvil mudiodied lby L lit'le alitil text. coulid mwivu' asm asonilce fbi' cryptai alysis.

"1'0 IL'TO label 'fopl Seece(t COtypto, Seev'it Cu'yp ti i, orl

i5. I)IAM M5-19, ite' 3,:-07: "C '0)Sulltc ' rav,'. iiilrto NA 'I'0T0 10~ Ii. At itue peonio granaimlimti (paiuognipglis, it.), 'oct iou fuutes mus1t. bei

puiouw'dliru-' ill hadin~itig :1iid tsruimminatinjg dot~im'(iit'iiL' nim-e "~e. ()ii* 111))(N). "N', tmiwe'vr, :uppu'itu tuu, heian mrii'etji'. or Ii-hi ISM mnot- tied
(Iu,"Cmii-ii.1 i'iIi~tiii.'lrI S lf1 idii,'. by tto,' IX )l'
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Some other labels that may be used to modify however, are specifically required In addition to certain label
chassification labels Include: NOCONTRAOT,17  modifiers. If data or Information Is extracted fr-om a

*PROPRIETARY,' 8 and LIMI)IS.'9  document to which such a notation applies, then theth
notation(s) must accompany the extraction. Some o h

- ompartments usually have access labels that modify current notations required by the ISM are as follows!2 2

classIfIcation labels that modify classification labels, Special (a) Restricted Data requires the following notation oil the.
Access Programs (SAPs), Special Access Required (SAR) cnann ouet
programs, and Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI) cnann ouet
programs usually have cods words or other designators that RESTRICTED DATA
modify the classification: Top Secret/codeword or Top This material contains RESTRICTED DATA

*Secret/codeword/codeword/ - , where each instantitation as defined In the Atomic Energy Act or 1Q54.
of "codeword" is distinct, Usually, these markings are either Unauthorized disclosure subject to
classified or, if unclassified, considered very sensitive, and administrative and criminal sanctions.
lprotected accordingly. Hence, no samples. 20  (d) T1he following Notice that reproduction of any portion

NOIFORN is a label miodifier that is sometimes used (e.g., of a document Is absolutely prohibited without permission
*Serret-NOF'ORN), and stands for No Foreign Nationals. may require knowing a chain of command*-which might.

Whon NOFOR1N Is used, the document should be marked prove difficult for a computer system:
with some niotation that specifies that access Is limited to U.S. REPRODUCTION REQUIRES
eitizents anid excepltionms must he approved by such-and-such APPROVAL OF ORIGINATOR
agency. Other po..~siblillities are the exclusion, inclusion, or O IHRG V R M N U H RT
hoth. ol a groulp or nationals. For1 i nellasion, the group mtay
ok,mmIIA. of oiI(e eomnnty; e.g., NOCONTRACT/RP81. (c) FOREIGN GOVERNMENT INFORMATION.
Al ISTRAL1 .2~1~j Where appropriate, this mnarking onl U.S, doeuimmntsi cmitures

TIhe lmmht' inodillem' WNINTE1 is sommietimnes used to label that such tifl'rination Is not delerhsilled premnaturely, or tinade
imfoumuium:so iceI. t tie wani g ntatin *V~nri rg acebssble to nationals of a. third country tvithout thre consent

infrnit-ln sbjet t th wanin notiton'arnngNotice of thle originator. Iumporting a portion thlt, containts suie I
InwItli gonrc Soureces or 1%ethods Involved.'' Wheni used, this Information inmto a 'file" that didl not, poses for a eorm Inter
imodiler is usually tit, thle portion level (granularity); e.g., (S- systeni at lemwt time two problems enmphasized by thelitalics:
\\'NlNTh.1l). correcting time declassilication date (see. helow) and correcting

Tlhe rdhItionshi ps between coin) partmctilcied ci assi liation the dissemiinatlon controls.
labels amid clearance labels c!an be very complicated, (See
Appendix.) Coiupartmenitalization is consistent with necd-tc. Time notation for COMSEC miaterial Is contained in Doi)
know, It helps prevent all but the most trusted from getting 4220.22-S-1, at supplement to the ISM. The current
the big picture. In the cominmerdal world, coinpartmlent~s requirements for COMSE C material include:
romld be considercu equivalent to separation-of-duties a. Keying mnaterial requires time caveat CRYPTO.
requirements.

2.3. Noatins.Nottios ae dcumnt odiier, 1. Otherwise, the Notation: COMSEC Material-

Tiey p~lace seime warning, restriction, or explanation onl a Accss b Cits nsH oldn Firsnael Go esrnm ten to
dIocumen01t, Notations are not labels or label modifiers per se US Cleara nsce.igFna oermn
Tlhere is- no such thing as Secret./Notation. The notation Cerne

must appear once onl the document, usually on the cover ORYPTO Is a label; It modifies a classification. COMSEC
anld/or tit~lt page, and "maerely" provides additional is a Notation; thus there Is no Secret/CONISEC, for example.
histructlions onl how the document Is to be protected, (This Yet in an AIS, such a label may be needed. For clearances,
poses problems for computer systems.) Some notations, COMSEC is a label (ELA 1). A contractor emiployee must

have a Secret/COMSEO clearance (Secret clearance with
17. Not releasable to contractorefcoasultanto no matter what their COMSEC access authorization) to access Secr~et documenits

clearances, containing COMSEC information. A government employee
18. Proprietary: Government does not own the information. Approval curnlwodnednyaScetlaacendaed--

must be obtained from owner for further dissemination.curnlwodnednyaScetlaacendaed--
10. Limited Distribution: Distribution is limited to some specified control know. (Will computer systems know what kind ohf employee

channel or program. LI1MDIS should be accomnpanied by some each of us Is?) COMSEO access also requires U.S. citizenshilp
notation that specifies what distribution is acceptable, and a final clearance; no Interim clearances, except anl interim

20. Nor can we offer examples of codewords that are no longer used. To Top Secret, can have access to S- or C-COMSEC. COMSEC
do so might result in this document's being clsassified. While we are oni access authorization Includes access to CRYPTO; there is no
Lite subject of who-huh-what-label?, there exist compartments, that we
can or could mention, that have always been unclassilfied sand whcse longer a CRYPTO label for- modifying clearance labels (ELA
meaning we now can or could provide. although at one time their 1 again).
meanings were classified. But, while we can discuss such
compartments and their meanings in an unclassified document, if we A Notation required when Information is believed to be, or
were to do so, we might not be permitted to indicate that their should be, or It Is believed It should be classified, Is:
meanings were once classified. The fact that the meaning of a specific
compartment has been declassified tends to be classified or, at least, CLASSIFICATrION DETERMINATION PENDING.
sensitive. PROTECT AS THOUGH CLASSIFIED

2!. We are unaware of any one-country exclusion group. However, as anaporat lsiiato ae]
(hypothetical) example with (real) labels: NOCONTRACT/REL(aportecslfainlbl]
AUSTRALIA/ NEW ZEALAND/ UNITED KINGDOM rould be
upgraded to the more restrictive NOCONTRACT/REL 22. DoD Indsdterial Security Msnual for' Safeguarding Classified
AUSTRALIA/ UNITED KINGDOM. (Such an upgrade could be Information, DoD 5220.22-MI, September 1987, paragraph lt.b.(8)
driven either by a change in the document's contents or by external ADDITIONAL MAIRlINGS. The Notations themselves are verbatim,
eventa.) the rest parsphrased from the ISM.
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0 iee iiot~atdc, fliir domii nent in ist bie protcectel fit tie clian nehi for the distri butioni of' thteir intoriiiitioll, Men i
designated c lus ifieiition level, hult it does5 not hlave to halve deeonied ap~jmiopviite, doctinoi fits ill these clhannels mai y h~e
ainy o-Itei' Iabeh, Iiltlc.)Iigllit. colni Ide 112 i irckcil IVItLi reqtilred Loi be labeled wiv i th statemient sp~ecifyltig tile channmel
appu'opu'ate private. or- proprictaiy labels. Any appIArent requifred, nuch uil Handle via XYZ Control Channels
pcu'imdlel ImtWeeliti a ildi iit ci res-i llbrcti gil d FLi i nter'im Only. Control c hiamiiels call be imiciipdt: sonie COM'VSEC
cll-tear e 'is pIii'cly ill iisor~y. Inaiti'iiai it'ý t'oiitpoiletd thrloulgh tile COMSICC Mvaterhkil Control

A r tntion:'eiiied o Soiredoen tnts e~g, G~vIEC) System, butL this is isiuti lly lnot explicitly hr l)e'It';1.'is a
is: Not reletwabie to the Defense Technical iiiiliiii-emiiilt oiii tile imcitrimil. (it mayn-, e l iic( boIe c'x~lic'id~y
Informnation Center per IDoD Instruction 3200.12. labeledl li a coitilmerntic ystem.)

(W'ill couilh)Itter systems nct, oil time b.,is or suchi Noitatonil?) 2.3.3.4 Accreditation Authorities. Aceicolitretioi

2.3.3 Authority Statements. Claussiflied doctnmmmens aisthilO tis simi iilii noit I.clieCifOtisi wil tli cirsifilctotloi
''''stIl aIIi-e 'it uacus-itemivt Utin siweiuies whlat aicthirpitis, (lrcs.silircitioll i atioitrrtjs deteriiinet what, is

iiiitliici'i y dlr.'isIhellied I cii do ii eiits. t '. l tlsikilo't eiiIssi ieil:aiecroit-i m aiiimojtm ' ViAN cieteriIII Ic11

st.'Itut'iii' it. i niii tlii('C delmi';"i~it !ortni stitiiieii , nil' eicI iliiicei i into I ietlier ni iiiti.0iilni' ii3Ystell ill Cliiejs cirmiisi lic I I uicniimritaruiil

011v stnte iiiC lit, hult liere %% ~c sliiil I t.Peat tli1ciii sC lc,1lateiY. aiti1 at hiat level. O1ce at !ystel ni is ac-e difted, tilme
ilicitel tor i reIS l sfi )iiielh fui-i e'li-i zg that airy c'llmssI hin

2.3.3.1 Classification Authorities. Variouis i nformiation Imi0cesse(I,,l ipp-pll'iati fy protected azii 1,6r
('(lixi pinii'i of the goVeni iilii iii- iiiTiexigiiateil cimissi licationl issimi ng tile al)iirotii'1. ale scellrity miiles lot operatinig tIiie systelli.
oiftlitri tivs. sonie hiy Inn' (e)g, 1 ()lw iidei' the Atomic Eiiergy A sy.st-ce ii mini t~e licer'uditei Iy Icy mii uie th olie 11i1itholi'ty.

A ct i mid sirm fl' y lX(Tic itt e Uji i'iY" '1' lie ic tO r miginial Some~* ileelt' miii Ill' '('Cf cc cush1ile he)I ace 'edithing IMl
( mia'eitietion Aiitliniities Ilidc l)c'u-iV;ti~ve ChUx1ýifljcatioiissestlil wvxiitIltclm ileoy(

'IlattIer' is (uaid) I'eqcim'ii ltomW'eix'pelt .lglll s to l utwii'tl cc's maylnsoirtim' io' rit~gci'V oh elisiltiiiiiclli c
nntlisirlei'izc tiveioiik is. wii loo (,1.1tbin.'alymýL1lecidlo-tyr

Aiiyoune wliii waiffs to kniow. fow iman oiiii 2.33.35 Declassification Statements. All e.isis'rlicd
cluissi bien n ithuirm thi's tien' ic 11-v(.Ill read ii timlenl'l'il jimittin oh xlii ciii c1i IsV min iked wi tli downgirading w id
lRcgistv. m' ild tieli 11-y Io dlVI'tm'iiliii Ili w liimi iy ciilivi' ciiicinils dcciussilieaifioi 1ustruilc Lioris, ','',f 1)~ murp'ia lte.
linvi siwn dc'lvgrii'lthud mml, idi i'ItY ()p dhey coIi ask tile Downgrade to < level > on < date or event >.
liii eci i t iou i O~vursigi it Olivc ill C411i' si Sii mvircs. Declassify on <date or event>.
At Iit kIiisiIst'itio I (W ;Sl ): Ill '''i'S 1I, lii nIn I ti II V vI., tt,SIKI2-1 Alilireviit~iciis inc'liiik': I)N(;/8/ <dimte oii i'vii> miiid

"Classified by" line. ()rigiiird (.lceoiiviaItioi aiul-iolr'itr('s i')kL, < ilatv or evenlt>.
lin'c N'espimmislic' Il clevelojic ig vin'lcIVlhiomi lc i glillcIeiliex fori t'lluc11 tlii- is noi dite o.cctl'eiit, tcit( fiotuitioli I' 0m'igiiictimig
dh''vciYi~ivi 'a'slis.t %liii n(i11iri1i) ic(ilice iiiccst cr1 tilt,

ir', illt iii'oliiirtituii l"Y'S'ii: .11. u.ig n-iml, tii d invcit-iV-i'. Agtiiiy', Inl)ct-ruinimirciocc Rc't~iiii'c.d' or OAI)R should 1wi ulsed.
'ilcs'gcleliiii'sv shiould spicil'y tle vlcm-ssiliea'rtth aiu otimo-inty Ii 11main sy'iti'mi ii'e tifu" nt dcclesiltodie ]] tzmeut illyeis mo)(11,fr.

stcliviciicitl i-o icw iisi'i oiil irctiiiieiis i'int'iti iiiidi'i. its nhV'uIIIr cxiiiel.ts A~iluc'l *1 ituuut decai' Icririi' ccii iii iltpl x11ciii''ist

ciliti hinty, Foii' v'cicti,*Io'Iitc ti't.o1tcuie sliccuilciliIII IpmoVidhc' Poew (oilci'iumiits ii ctle-iic'k'i with the( oi s 'IIII1)e strincstily e
N lii' (.l 'Coldtucuct oveilm'ii ( I:Lqsillcatfioll Sts'ihicnit io (M)) Idli'tc'ciiuivnilt iccuIIc.II-cIwt11d lot vti~k

l'i-iii 2.")-I). iEcii i'livis':i ld ulnciim-it. (i'egco'illess' ot' mumuleillii) e -111:1!ol

is i'eI'iiiii'iIm tic licivc :I m kiiii'iig: Classified by W~lc'i Iiiiit.('vIiI iliidwiigi'iili'il iii' ilelcissiticcI, lii'
< soIIu~iothig> , \% Imeic someuithinig c'u.ilci ke thle i2i11iv of' anl Vi'ceSMiictt0cui Icliells :1111 cctle.lii inrtckiligs will lie elminiged li
cai'icc'y. I Ilie Iunduie (W c i'n'iictmi guiuic., iiiiltlikili'v mllc" OO soltiti m lnti. Niie Id that 11:1s lienl ileehussilicI uilimst, still lit

i.e,., Icci mc:iuiy ton list (hutt Ii i''eviuini wast- 1ce kep~t. liwidvd'ii'lm o dice lgiec'l ofucintectionl, lkvclnix';ifiieicmmol rdcs nmot
.scniiwm ;Ii pciii (.110:1i wbldirllei ItS' eniuulcuiNl' sYsti'icis, uuin ''l'iclcl tI Iit 1,iililh'. PIII iihc i'tl('ii.5i is :I sejc'ci-:ct u
csctrI~vt~ di Ii-ibiiwd cImes) ii 1) 1) 25.1I 'icc (Contc'ni- <11) >, dIerim'iiiirt-ioui.

1\i's.sccg's [lomit luilvi' toc lreive a Chceili hidl Icy' line; thle 1aeo,0.gllil.''ls IIC0MCIl `11Si MT11VI
bYil'i.I'cl uL is oiltsmilereul to hle thii elcwsshlheatiomi ailntoh C oign i-ici del'lcs ho(e icyouly rmn i aeIia

cut licel-i ty FPI iw ilr iic6singt'.

2.3.3.2 Owtvirshitip. Erie -lit' dixissilecI dii. icic' lit is 3 nedpnece fScrt ae onoet
.rIc ci ccld tc ki ia-c nor k idi Lit I w A t e anidc'Oi :I&IIi iess ol' 3.ltdcoine btfSeuiyLbl o noet
cdl'igimcitidl;ali itycc 4) clit aiiltnd w toII'-lirse (e.g., Ccciitcnivit Rehlclcuis alccling seccii'h1ty lii tel kpu'rlile) c'illildiiiiciiis (ligliio
iiciic1 tir) cc which it wV:cs gi'uii'i'tec. I icnily, 'stit'ciiily ill 4) cwi Icc iII IlieUt. oci exp~licit. InIiieI(t.: chicilige ill one Relti's
c'n~ii'cic'ol'S, ill- iicccicuiiiii sh1101ld iimdic'rt-l roti dLce litrtlm'pci'i laobtim c'riii isi rI elialige ii coinluer item1 colniuinist-paIt-ively bIL
:11A wiloilir it cccix icIcclI)I-iric c,6'., WIth~itit ii elicligi' ill lriel'. E'~xclic'It: Change. ilone 1i. im will

2.3.3.3 Control Chaicnels. Viren ýiiq labi lcbt, ri'la.ic cru ciiv ii l tiacillclwl lesily "o micaigicoym also lili(irc qc''ttii.

ci ~ Li~cc n itlcicrtipsilliY i Iaig ate c clnd i ic~itor clvcwc'citi'roici c irpiticcis, iii wirvic . i in cilicit rat' i I1 o ilcs iiy
huciv tic ie cliciigeil tc c'Xjrlivit cciiis cniti not iic'c'esar'ih' ill ;IIl231 l""t'c'civic Orderi t1235(1 'I.e icti' fccr. i )eigici;ii (!lmmis'itc'tioli isS

Aiitioifiiijcs Prvmdenttii Agvic- 1icl :11ci fi~ittiItS ctc'scgcicIcc'ct 'It' Itic' Vlss
I '-csjcc'ii c ti' t''tt'-ri ?c'gw'c i. I itliicctsctci'5ciiil, I liii 11iithotitiit' - __

2.1. ''AicIcircl: RIRMuc. wiitc I'w c~'i rii mci'. ticici,0maiciiijc siccirity i"cticicici Opi'cccciI'L -SI 77.vr-ltr kt iiil vwo
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- 4. Further Implications for Computer Systems

Authorietyitliii t ~t 4.1 Messages. In mnessages, the title, page anti portion
t markhngs are usually considered text: the author is requirped

ILevels to Include thiem Iin the body of the mnessage. 'The page
numarkings are also in thle text, top and bottom, hill tile highest,

Ipaige inarking mustw also be attached to tile voiit:hier,
Ownersip Sel., ývil~yenvelope, packet, etc. that transminLs the inessage.. lii nthei

Modifers.u. \,1' NOLUIAI wods major portions of what many eventuallly iced Lo be part,

of' a (trusted) security profile awil therefore inay need to
residle Iin (and be controlledI by) the Tl'13, resides, wVit cilurrult

it pIII e)CI litat)iols, ill thle cotite nt'g of thle nlsicasuge h fleal ly,
Chifanzel - Medilifit coniptl1 r socin'ity and specifcally the avoidlance or

uniaut-hori zetl tliselkcure should not, depe ne oil aultoma ited
Figure 4. Which Security Label Components Affect Ina'Sage eoilt-enith, i.e., dlata integrity.

Which? 4.2 Distributed Systems. InI a distributed comiputer
systemn, users mnay be able to access remnote resources,

ao xnilI Warning Notice or RehIvk vI 1 )11>l h ii~ies Labeling reqttireniellts will vary according to the granularity
(1) hatU ie, ofmcPiryAc - nld(IIidvil transfer. We Ill istrate thle problem Iin figure 0. Inipertling

(1) icthitth Authority~'1 r,y Act k ia DOI- udi I ici>l~ LIit 11 portionl of a1 ''Ile" 'into another (Onl a dt if~ere nt host or lile>
Clasifiatin Aithri t, () tat )0 ~ a o.11(11 lt srve) mlay result Inl the( loss of thlat security-relatted

Owniership, antIi (3that thle lilerarcheniva level (0lasS licaitioti) hiiiornintlaton and co~ntrol provIIledl by thet title in arki ogs
In ay also helf; ,l' -3)prt ion2 'Into [Is "ife [)ll afec Rmu Is iati w0i0h tile f'eiin ile"'. W l)Ilt t01v sanie pro'blel iI

comportngentso S-ll) irtciing i ailo's seuity prol' lietnl .1 coild( oecinr In a. ItItnloliitl~i conliptiter syvstenil, it. seemls almuost.
row oiieitsof te redy g tie asecuityprofle.I nevi table in at distri b itri I qsysetin, wnd it La sol oticti nioro

B~ecalms of) theiv 1terilepe)RndeCIeS of' Coln ha tle Itll . citIN icr l'eote (no 111 lt ititowleil).
trallsv4hLssifyilg or downlgrading a1 dlocuiliniet (or 'Ill"') null

-oliplidicate its >iltiiiiato d('clnssifiiationl (fig. 61-b) In tilt sa1111
way thlat ol'Wiiiaio dotei lts (fig. 4-1->), iin~ieily. by
iHr 1111 hug mlore ow : saIlI elasi livatiojl il iott-la iest 'I't Iv fOla Hoslj~*Ibt

hiowe'ver, l)0lý tralisclassilies the (locliltlvltt 'ie' to 11I) or _

(NWIAl, thien "dvellussiticationi to ott 10 wi relillirv tdt
app~roval of boti tilie 1)01- awd l)(4), cbev h' (it) I'lfl )1 orlit "I"l t'Altll 1,1
CNWI)l Implies thiat i)ol) h.a included Ili owner'sib :il) and ."' ,1011
rlassI licaltioln lauthority.2. 7 lrni I )ol) Ni (Tt Ii It N O 1ROLEM

licasyilig' at CNWIl)l dlocuizniit. Illy be' nlort. ciltitlicate(I ResVl iZv5OIe
sill> ply because tile I) OEis the (IC rigi leitilf Igrilglley. lis
indicated( by the required IRcsl-rivti'l I )at~i tawlli nl, :111d

PolS-RDPrtal (DOe 1,) 0l~V1 lll

(DOE &. DD S \, .N D )"tah~i lt'Et. Secret til.'

TS R OADRt) ) ____ ontio l~~i
(DoD) (DOE) (D)OE & Dot)) PHUol O~3~~~ NIlV till'itktle llltrkills

(Downgrade) 011 O011
(DOE & DoD) (DOE) tI)OE & DoD) Figure 6. Loss of Security Label Components in a

8. AmnalgauStnaton Can b. Transcassfletkalonz May Distributed System.
Complicate Downgrading, Complicate Declassit~catioa.

We illustrate Lt(, prtitlelit 111105 conicretely Ii figure 7.
Figure S. Expanding Ownership Compl icates Tl'lcoii ' ((i 1. could hiie iiioiiolitli lor (I listri' ill-ed. 'rle 'file''

Re-C I asshfication. real illti tii i ni r a aei s ( l11itctiI

Atiltllorl't. 'v es paindele to the union of' tile two seplarate
alltlitrtil'. 111' (WII( l riiitrltili the( saille if' no

prpit~lletal'V minfoliiritioni,spe'ral requIireowilets, orl

261. A .ouuiaoon ltwi.llllllelliuioutid O Ila-IDOE t1 s )01. l ls. HDt or U NWI)l ilnte'rdcpe odenliies (0.5 Iin nor l)OE,/Dol) examiple) apply. ''l'hi'
Iillipli2O at Cast ýI..crlt. There ko p'vll.) of '-PIl) ai' S.IM it)(l~lt resuliting Control Chian uci will be per agreemellnt aniong aill
relatively little 'i'-Itt). CNWI)I call iltol Inl U, S , wll S. Ill wiltiol)l 11. 1bnnI it Intcsivol ved . 'The resulting Declassiflication Stater went
CNWDI iamy tbe eateorizeclr( ws Sigita I Itheutllnnla 111-t. stills 2 will lie lthe ilore restrictive. (We =9oswne OADR is miore
Ilissiell). etc. restrictive thati 2 years.) Fi'inally, any Notation applicable to

27. tor b~revity. w' its' the potllioll 11(11k fr~l thel Ik.V~~10114.i thle lii torted portion Iiistat lie i llt'llld(d lin the result.
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SECRET have cooiftdeitre in the sweclility of till exciel tage and ril laili
coinf'oi'table with al liistinetioll bletween sharian g lides anld

r trthat interfaces with tile Dl~o). As atttolilateli, iilitei'%-nifey
C ~~Secret traffic cl-e llroses (bosth thll tt'tdii a nid mo Isr Iisha ring

Warniing Notice: agenioies), each agency onay itniderstanihibiy b~ecoit nio re
No Notations Portiiion Illj~ 1Suc Clconcerned abontit whlat. agencies thle agenvies th ey share wit 1i

or ~share with. A genera!, 5tondardized security mnechan-ilsm .suchi
as seecuriIlj projile~s mnay then he iietojiickd by stich agencies-

SECETor linandatcd froml above; ViIA tile cdi)tiilctjlot i'tweeii shiaring
L SECR~liocunivielt and sharing tiles mnay nt. longer he viable.

IAt tile top, level and 1)1' nioli~toitiic coihitluter systenma, olte

sEUIEQTl Enqt 1kr progrLeti0r hCoilcinol muttiniay be stated shilij)!y eniough: Idetii fy till gap~s

Alit1, 1, 4, 'r-ai eicilr c~elienres.between secuirity iliocedilies for clearances and ci usia led
:lglcil~lt btweiu tet ~hardcop~y, onl the one hand, oind current AD-,' practice oil tile

,oill4l3i cctii__fi'; then close these gapsx by Iiiciuding tile roqiiiredl

NtoiL restrictive Dclmajlc.inloi intion ill a genuine 8eccuriiy labal ittc Iiniai~t.

Warniiii; Notice. Obviously, this is etisict, said ttlan done.

l~1lj 11 ol~'C. - iril~iil~iI~ll 0 tle orton.Sun piy what contstitult-e at coilt piet list 1' ga.i isnot, itl

geilerial, knewni or aigreed uponi. T he "lis~t" 1,vetiii ter cali be
exipatided. lriii D, as it Iartilig silo t, 'onsidert tihe 'etc lltiol

ii'liiiI lesiN91led badoyIIYle WKS~OVlilte' withi it

-iir cl'(ontracIden.iiltiflied, sm', 11.s 11111 let N, Sal oni tract,
F ;gure 7. Problemn eveni in a Monolithic Computer hits ioi1 estlinateti eXIpilatiolt (ooiplifetioli) (late, ll'1iD (ef. iDD

System. ioriii 254i). lDepe odi og oil eolittactitd irelatitons ilS %~~lV.'0 i)Ttil

dlatis 5tLo go 110:11 OltO Lonit itIny to ano1 tlicr ". lierissio nI ull

or in ny lot be ieliee~le toI export ( atti Irn t11 lie 11101110lit, U. ;I
5. Conclusions docolillt'ltt asoia5C('ted Withiia ti dider lintractliVt. ('listoninl t'i

tWt si l pin. 'ise abidoi-Lit c n'liew- lhid acciltv rlabels i lit Ist ithe 'D ellther~' I the HNL 'iD~ iio I elite il'. tV I dc~i iy utilt ii

Hot lllItii ki. NeThey 1viio lilcaii'itillit 511 odav lco (ittist.Idti iiastrne iitililS) llit imlied 5(iiiliit 'y'kiva' 00 dlnyiit, ti

11oill' tol thil1 c lit ptrse l tl.4I Ity lille. Ev.in'itiiilil 5 il ii i'(l titti('5 or11 i iiu-it ait , sorl t cai y g11et l1r ii e i 11:10k s. ( \Ve sayl

'ep-diiac . Ni thern as l pos i bk. sinictulo 11il ti: ltk 1,111MS (Il tilr p.Iitt'idi it datat~ 11111iii' 1 111s ill il ti he~ ii till' t lsv ' 00 lit.

01' ('ilIl 111111 diirett lyo goietro te ile Y oth leiriThellIS licitlos (les tidlal o'ki coll ac li'idenil 11t'itliedivltut tinlt Linci) asll'i

sysolit. thnr ou g)lettn ytvill' l~i'c ay be lu':1t lln t til lt V.ilt, lii tcilly o c lIsit iilci loailigs a itoliai c le ge10S itilitt b cila l'sl (\ily. n

d Wus i~~lllpe thal wih ll Siide tail, iii :t11 fhtP~tltl' iluS'' (lil 111t' kloii g iid.lttll ~o lilo' 111lei)1-ilivlt

whatever(' l. 141011ageltor l~illy l't1i t1 i itiyll Io oi' -y it i 'L i d Vi l' i s owo oiiilio ine t vvig11 alol:1o in e ul~.Il
actions;are"quick aitd secrit-y" n lliiorl~lo'oiilihivdJ oi ti a Sloloit

1
i seuiykcico'ilv~o~ ouitil(%,I 1(e11:1 l(

systelli),te. F nt I larty cin t-lt Dvt hxii' ic~ tii U'C S1' t v~i ilg' t heisWrn oil'Wsl o,111,41g i h

w Liiln li's ijol) at0wid ted r itiigl oste. rndlllt'i ill, it 110 t ltint tiiMo ilev Dol.in t o 5toete Ii Its 11W hra-iYd flwrv 111:1YIte'il'

trl'iklit, bi tts tue tl ll~ istnw orlw sug e xti lit l -t goi hI I wii is , tallreina to We sieee t ii I i(~1caioll -)n ii Ii lloi by.) \ i c c4111 holi i hO 1 (

dilliloit lie sstlit I ah e thelil iia'y [lo et tile flthle I , i's'iotr' nttgilg us t ieelln'((iit tlt. ili. tvllglil'r athw iich s ';oi a nd~rac

Wes wit e lto NA. ;ui) ill agi'taly. il il ii l the pI )k tltI ttst (All klarl Kle o iliI ol 11 iisIlIva'it es

--ugi~ oi5 -~ish( -itol o"olco'tepohIl
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MANAGING TH-E ACCREDITA PON PRUC[ýSS:
LESSONS LEARN RD

J-nnie Stevens

Booz. Allen & Harmil ton Inic.
4330 East West Highway. Bethesda, Maryland

THEPLANNING PHASE'
INTRODUCTION LAYING THE FOL N DATION FOR SUCCESS

Accreditation: A coli';y decision by the responsible Solid, up-front planning estiblishes the foundastion for 3
Designiuted Approving Authority (DAA) resulting in a smoioth anid successful accreditation experience. While this
formral declaration that appiopriate security may seem intuitively obvious, there are etiough "war-i-tories'
couniter' 'asures have been proptwiy implemented for around of accreditation snags and mix-ups to indicate that
the ojnipiitr IADP) sf stern or network. the rudiments of thit; phase are -frequently only given lip

service or are altogether igno-,ed.
I he !iprocess involved in prepa ring for thp at dic tt

a coniputur ststcni or facility is, in many ways. alkin to (1) D~efine the Poles ond Resposib~i0ities of All
doing? your fcideral incoire taxces -- it is a labor intensive Part 6icaiILan
procoiss. rtqui reis a rin as of support ing doc.'nitn tat ion, and is
Ailnos I clr'i ;"n to ErostIrate tilt most eventometiiorid Ac c rvdi tat inn requires the part i(i:ipat ion of nun e mnus
povtic ipin it. fact. it sceems theat the less o rgalnizred you are. people. Those most intensively invwolved ame I he
tilt! Illo i ffi . .ramtini-ino expe rience you will have - - Ili bo thI accreditationi iteatn I ede i and tLearn in cinue r~s. Thei asseombl y
Lt'Xes andl maclcrcditotiuii! of a niul t idiscipt mai ,a ccredit at ion team is essential if alt

facets of accreditation are to be. aidressed with a high leval
Thfe. prinmary intent of this paiper is to help) others avoid Of contjdeiirce. The, team should kit muininlmilmm, have expelisert

W,&CIýSs~vi~itfrs "I loll by shairing some of lin lessmw'sthat in; the following area,; of sucurity: C0o1RiPcrter JIy~iCil and

d'A'tat ion 'snw ;l . We sharei i rcomnnio'ic cRu~nc i resi'"nsible foI- teach of these are as throughuto Ut th itroncess.
neyld through our oh oit'en t in com put er scur tit y as civili

ýuvumans ni, utai -~~mii and cunsultasrits who liave) helpesd But anside front the accredit atiiin toant, there are a
mci:!syztemis - the Depur- nont of Defense, sclomoed rumber of other key people who must be Idenitified ciarly onl

S. ci' ilialn alGe;l'. a. od the Departmeint, of Energy. Based in the prooess and wcitht whonm accreditatiotm requiremenmts
(.n thust!e xlerion;ies. we believe that the success of a mnust be precourdir'ated. Senior (lecision niakpis responsible
coioipiter systum .iccreditadion (or certification) is, in very En; approving budget expenditures and labor assignmients
large part. J tnwiiU~itt upion tilt we_ _ nian !Ld froln the should be b~iefed at the start with regardl to iesource
start, requirements, milestones, and any special neeods t~at the

team anticipates. If that individual or group of hidividuails is
Uie. in t. ' many different agencies antt departments not fully' conversant with accreditation specifically arid

we have eiwne. ser ed in or sulp~oited, it is hope t that there security getiirall. a brief overview of the process is also
is broad appti;:a t l)h ' to xic the le,.ssons presented here. They worthwhile. This is particularly true if accreditation
should be usef-ýtý ariyoie. inside. or outside the governmnttt resource requirements are larger than the allocated security
wvho find, ht;; : rsulf involveid in planning, mranaging. or budget (which Iin most tcases is true since security is rarely a

oantI::pii ) inary port.ion of thii ictci ed. ta Lion process. The dollar-rich line itemn in the operating budget).
ucsir.: 'o ,ive rioncy anid red-ice wiute is also -another reason
for th;% ;; lpen': it is 'aeithat dollar depleting Other key Individual-, with whomi early contact miust he.
;vheel-spitriiint, cant be ovoided liy applying somte of the established include the:
lessons offered. Finally, while accrprdi~al.zn is an exl'crience
ilwt the defenise c.omtiiiwdty has lived tithi for a long time. .Computer facility manager anid principal systemn
Ili, c vilian agencies have not, for tt' mosit part, had to operators tto coordinate scheduling of the risk

m~~pywith its mnany reqciretenets. RIOk assessmont, annual assessmenprt and ST&E with the objective of
loss expectancy, contingency planning. security tests and minimizing system down tiunes, as well as to
,valuations, etc. may !.t foreign lo mnany of the federal coilect. all systemi/facility background information
government's unclassifit.d yet, critic..: -omputer operations. relevant to the accreditation]

But the rclirnate appears to be changing -and conce'n for . System security )fficer (SSO). if one has been
computer security in dtiv sector is u". increasing. It is selected (to participate on the teami or to assist
therefore also our inter.: to share our ., perienice with those the team in collecting all necessary data during the
in thqt comrnrinit-, wh~i a.-e gearing up for an accreditation or irvey, risk assessment, and ST&E phases)
certification. The paper Is organized according to the key
phases involvedi in tlie accreditation process: initiat  Agency or headquarters security office (principally
preplaatnimiig. risk assessment. security telst and evaluation, for coordination on physical and environmental
and the finzc phase of preparioig and presenting the formal security concerns and threats)
n--creditatlon pac:<-je. The remainder of this p'aper
nikhli','s miany of ',n mr It frequently cited problem areas Agency or headquarters engineering office (to
'hilt L-1 4,.,.per each ;' these phases, and offers sigqe~steci address faciiity-releted desigi,. co ns truc tion,
approac;hes for avoiding *hicse glitches in lutiure accreditation environmtental. and electrical issues and/or
0 '"erts. quest ons throughout the process)
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Local latv itnftrcmieiitit ape~ntie~s or re isti tiis Informaititon. assembled as part of the daiily operat (teat
(in the es cii that add itijonalt h rat dri t at is regi men of a facility, can be insvaluablea to fihe acc reditat ion
neit-iessary) teaml.

Nearest Miiita ry Int elligence (M 1) Group (for (4) Collect. Read. and Analyyet All Ajliciablo
up- to-date TEM PEST thiroat and espionage dota LInstructions. Regulations, and Standards Iin
and so \i-v cy! tst assist ance). Theiri iirtEryO

Sinict formail TEAI tENT' surveys antg. : al schedulod based While this statement also seems So patently obvious thet
Oil thelt! illpoutionce of I ha m ut faci i t y'sopera tions, this it should not merit discussion. war- stori es die tato ot herwi se.
Lee t point is partricularl y crtucial if acc:redi tat ion must be To avoid surprises, it is prudent to c~ii eet and thoruoughily
achies ed within at certarin puricdl at time. Ono team leader read all documented requirmrimnts thlatI pertain to) the
Lri iefed h is superov"isor I, hlat acc redi t at Lt)ou could be accreditation of the given sys te b e forer doi)Lng anpyth 'ing else.
m im I pt shed in 4 tian thIs. only to discovyer thLiat there was a This early famii La riza tion period alIlows the leaii manager
signinficanit va itIing puriod0( forI the reqoI it (I -ld sourvey! and monembe us t o identify whe ther ie thoe'iui losgv aini
(Foirtunatenl y thiiio no s iS happy Lrndinig to this stir iy - - he was a pproachets set forth in the document ation fit the teal t y of
oh it to pigliyhau:k itis suri vey is ithL one that htadt bumi scliedulicad their penrt rula r accreditation situoat ion. Add itiLona lly. it
far a nearby facility wit itma higher priority operiition)r. allows them to pinpoint any arear wvhere guidanciie i s

ambiiguous or nort-existant. This will also allow the uteami to
12) L)reccordinatut anid Preschedule As MouLth As Possible strategiize in advance regarding how they will address anly

-. . . .. . .-. special accrditation issues that aire riit Speci fitcally coveroui
B~ased onl thLe pre cerdin g discussiont noif ie Lws and in their ulispec tivo agency' s acce tei tat ion gurditauc. F~inaolly.

rtmspirtisribiIit iis. it is c(Ilea I wh v 1 -co :rdiurmi It inn and in those cases involving multiple agencies. agency-spoite ic,
presu(Awiuliitg art worthtwhileI. roin [lit- statilpotrt of the~ acrociditation standards must bet iiitegrimtod1 intr ia
arcurumbl atiott team. it also provideis for wetll - couitdilit imd 111iruarioarloni Of understanding that seits forth Lt(!t agreeid
n11trrfaci~o With tie nirriernuils Offices and penoriii'te with upon aiccredi tatiotn needs of tire iritlht-useir system.
whom theIly will haos :Iimitoct. No onle Likcs to answmer the
sanum questions it-peiuteid by diffiotret inetmibrs at' the toaiml. (5) V.sti the "Tuols of tire *rrode- to Mtaximize
nor r1 fio ily aililiii~iat C reilundajit requests for datil whinch Etficienciy
could it hasc hitt provided dluring oneu. sriughum Session. In Other
words. it is cr-itical to Ll-p klI alan.l survey rjwrst ions to hie Thre acucrtmtrttit ion teaml (:eol iast ly siiiplrfy its taitm if il
i~shmel by utehi titatitl raerribit in ordirti lit rrimitiiii/o mupoi itiot I ptlans In and prvcoo-rdlrrliiteIs the uset -)f selected acc:ri~ditat trot

* meuaimduid bickfu nockiig. and SUet~imSSIV4!. LIOStly Slit! Visits. toouIs. " or instarnrce. if liiriiiissiLbli durin~g thlt -%ite fillivuy.
till use of a hand -hied dictaphioin tor nto tt tiking gruir t ly

'i1w developror) oif a ucoimipelirmisit %csrtuduLi! arid .I mpoitts Opl an otherwise tediours Loi~ci5ss. ]Iliu! usel of a ttirirr'
ucomipiuenn acci; tedittiou dJiary" is Also iiitogial to at icarnira hrits also proven to hi! risefl Int ii '.utail slit ot,1rr1s.
%*l pelalil~iliii 1!a foil't. I hiy sive vU t o priovitllit a rlimri lLotus ant not intended for jiutlicat ii'' in till! I iiial package
inirrmrstediihig of (lip~ a*;I;iodI tit ioli t rilftabili ilirig wiithr till as at role. but rather art usied by ti',na imiiettmrs to tog tLilii
igieu upih oni respunihi' itit 1: of twteh person Involved. Tlt!i inririmortes %,hiell developing surciey ai'd tiii5,liitrestilts. It

filimiy St1liuld owiiilit d(iite" when iil udml o 1i1twtuiiigs Or canh mlwj hit- irvaluable Iii t racinrg ha! pirigriss if riitiiir
Conlilultm looik tilis'. the lrwmii(sL of tire! Iitiivirtual(s) l th Systemr citinges over time that hatvirLiart itile. tilli siruiart y.
shornl til. rrir ier~l ii establisho. lilt] till- doit es) iof anld provides a head st art orm this Systutir s (itd ttono
t il, ptaite.'d twit i rigs.L !1h1 sunsv %. risk ilssumst-iiwlut ST&E l c iert i fitatioen.

(A.Atsi~iie sctatduhirg Of ciuiti:au finiutreig' ii its-erts is
ospmiiiLly tiipixotatrt. partitrumlti il whulin thiý irio~sit sii ior Hie team should als4o jasil it self ot tit latiest I voulotidol
hia;loiIsrilntiukirs of erril it Ia sugar tcdiiil tic':mirilel strc~h is 'l Prodmuts Limst LEPLI whiutLi invei-mm-is ail :iriiihiotr soritr~i i

ss~ir stuttrwin~Li:till S*l.~ lAnd fmarilM, aI wiadr to till, prioducts aprprovedl tor use by thet LXII) c oipliuti- secruirt\
is:all titet ruigs shoohld he'((i toli rirwl I da o1r two ill Cmitet e as wetl as the latest Dat apro trplouts witn;Lh List oill
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Abstract
This paper addresses two multilevel security problems to simply not propose the mission at all, than to risk human

that appear to require write-down of data. However, much life. The verification process has the responsibility to determine
write-down would incur risks since it makes visible to users whether the result computed at the user's level is valid or invalid,
data that is derived from information for which the users
are not cleared. The proposed approach essentially avoids and to produce a yes/no decision as to its use. The primary
write-down in both cases, thereby increasing the level of stages needed for this enforcement of consistency are:
assurance of the system. The first case arises in a multi-
level rule-based expert system, where we need to ensure Spiral Consistuncy Enforcement:
that a low-level user will not be given grossly inconsis-
tent or harmful advice due to higher level rules and data 1. Primary Process: Execute the rule-base of the expert
not being available. The second case arises from use of system at the classification level of the usvr, generating
rules to assign classification labels to new data entering a what we call the primary result P. Since this process omits
multilevel database systeni, rules and data that are not dominated by the user's level,

the primary result satisfies all security requirements (as-
I Consistency for Multilevel Rule-Based suming the original classification labels on existing data

Systems and rules were assigned properly).

Rule-basad Expert Systems currently operate at a single classi- 2. System Process: In a separate process, execute the rule-
fication level. However, there will be increasing need for rule- base at system-high or at the highest level deemed nec-
based systems in which the rules themselves may have classifl- essary to ensure that the secondary result S produced by
cation labels, as well as the data on which these rules operate this step is completely eonjistent and acceptable from the
Examples are discussed by Berson and Lunt 121. Only rules at viewpoint of the application - i.e., that critical application
or below the user's clearance level would be invoked on behalf requirements are satisfied. Call the level of this result Ls.
of the user, and only data at or below the user's level could he
utilized by the rules. 3. Verification Step: At this higher level Ls, execut- a ver-

An important problem which arises for such multilevel rule-based ification process V whose task is to determine whether the

systems is the consistencyj of the results. By consistency, we primary result P produced at the lower level violates any

mean that these results would not seriously conflict with require. essential constraints of the application relatine to the more

ments of the application. Such consistency could be achieved, complete secordary result S. This process V only com-

but at the expense of security, if the results were initially pro- pares the two results but makes no changes to either, The

duced with the system running at system-hligh Lnd then an at- sole output of V is a binary yes/no indication of whether

tempt were made to sanitize these high results. However, run- it i; acceptable to release the primary result to the user.

time sanitization generally would not be acceptable due to the For cxample, if the primary result is so far afield that It

complexity of such a sanitization process and the need for It to could endanger human life, thmn it would not be released.

handle a very wide range of information. It ih not likely that

such complex sanitlzation could be sufficiently 'trusted, 4. Release of 'Results: If this verification fals (i.e., indi-
cates 'don't release') then either no result Is produced by

We propose a method which we call spiral eontidteney enforce- the system or, perhaps, a cover szory result is presented.
m',nt to essentially avoid this write-down problem. A key aspect If the verification succeeds, ther. just the primary result
of this method is independent execution of two similar expert P - which already is at the user's level - is presented

system processes at two dilflerent classification levels. The sepa- to the user. It Is Important that these four steps operate
rate results are then compared by a verification ;process to ensure as an atomic unit, in that no data is released except at
that the recommendations formed at the user's level are safe and the proper completion of this final step. Any system Inter-
consistent with the technical requirements of the application. rupt or suspension of processing during these steps must

For example, the expert system should not propose a mission be safeguarded to not release data directly or Indirectly.

with advice to use sunglasses (a glare shleid) when in fact the This approach avoids the direct use of the higher level rules in

more highly classified details of the mission actually require thick creating the mission plan, thereby avoiding a potentially serious

lead radiation shielding. It would be far better for the system downgrading problem. When primary results are released to the
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user, we know that they were generated only from use of the This Classtfier would determine which of the potentially large
lower level rules.' set of classification rules may be applicable to data about to en-

ter the database, and would evaluate each rule to determine aThus this procedure for spiral consistency enforcement avoids the classification label for the data. In partlcular, it could find that

problem of downgrading or major sanitization while at the same several such rules apply, and that different rules recommend dif-

time providing essentially the same application safeguards. The
ferent labels - thereby giving rise to the problems we investigateverification process cannot release data above the user's classifi-

cation level, Its purpose is to ensure that the recommendations below.

in the primary result are safe and consistent with the technical The problem of write-down will arise if the tool consults data
requirements of the application. While the verification process at several classification levels, or if classification rules are them-
does operate at the higher level, its output is through the very selves assigned classification levels. In these cases, the tool may
narrow yes/no channel. need to operate at the least upper bound (lub) of such levels. If

the tool assigns a classification that is less than this lub, then
In particular, the only data that is a candidate for release is teto sin lsiiainta sls hnti ute
tn particmlar, r lthe onlydaa tt is g rat ca atthe fers rleasel. i writing the label at a lower level would be a form of write-down,
t he primnar y result P, and it was generated atcte user lev which might be considered a potential violation of security.
Whoa the primary result is not deemed consistent or safe, then

it would be withheld. Furthermore, if the simple absence of

output is itself a covert channel of concern in the application, 2.] Classification Rules
then a cover story could be offered. Classification rules may apply to data objects at several lev-

A cover story is an explanation that can be presented at a low els of granularity, including relation, tuple, or element level.

classification level to explain conditions that actually arise from Mandatory security requires h1.at in order for information D to

higher level data. Such a cover story must be generated by a be available to user U, t, .uthorization of U must dominate

trusted subject. For example, if flights to Iran are not visible the classification label of D - which may be represented as

due to their being classifled at a higher level, some explanation U.vstl > D.level, where U.level denotes the authorization level
might be offered to divert attention from the actual reason that of user U and D.level denotes the classification of data D. The
such flights are not shown. The cover story might be that the term level is traditional terminology although it should be noled
airfield for Iran is undergoing repair. In general, a prespecifled that the set of classification "levels" actually forms a lattice due
set of cover stories might be used, with limited run-time tailoring to compartmcntalivation of data.
done by a trusted subject. It is worth noting that the use of cover We assume completeness of the classification rules, so that at
stories is similar to sanitization via adding noise (perturbing the least one rule is applicable. The new data to be classified will
data). be referred to as the target dota. To determine which rules need

to be executed for some new target data, relevmut rules first are
2 A Rule-Based System for Multilevel Clas- selected based upon the nature of the target data, such as the

2 ARl -ased Sytmthe type of the data, etc. Rules are selected ds relevant without

sificatlon referring to current date values stored in the datAbase. Then

As multilevel database systems become available, the process of the condition part of each relevant Ale is evaluated relative to

classitying large volumes of data at appropriate levels will be- actual data. In general, t he condition parts for only sone of these

comni increasingly complex. Not only will the initial database rules will be fully satisfied - these art, the ezeertable rule.i. We

need to be give]i claltsification hlbels, but new data entering assume here that several rules could b(: executed for one data

the system will require classification. Manual classification of object.

ma'sive amounts of new data likely will not be feasible. Titus If the executed rules access existing data at different levels ... or
autoniated techniques will be needed. it the rules themselves are clasaified differec:tly -- then additional

A good framework for such autotnatec techniques would be a questions arise:

rule-based system in which the rules recommend classification s If high level rulew and data need to be co:nsulted to rec-
labels based upom' the type of data, its source, value, and pus- orimended a lower level classification label, we have the
sible relationships te other data. Such rules have been callird problem of writing down when generating tie low label.
clussification rules by Denning in !he SeaView project [31. We Can .tits write-down be avoided?
call the oveial! systen vwhich produces classification labels for If tho recommended labels arc different, which lel or
data the Classifier Tool. This Classifier could assist a security combination of labels should be used? Generally, taking
officer or database administrator with the clas-ificatii;u prol,'is. the leat lipper bound of the labels would be appropriate,
An analysis of other asAects ot such a tool, including the ptob- although otLer possibilities might h• to prioritize the rules
1er. of accounting for I.gical Inferences by users, can be ouund

or to sigi.al an inconnsteney requiring manual intervention.
in Murgenstern 14]. The decision may be specific to the application.

SAlthough wre adeatldressing inalsdatory security hers, this proceduii call
bI gpmeralised to include discret,,nar.u acurity. The prtmtryt remuiR P depeds In the next section, we focus on the first question above, namely
upon dataI and rules to tlhicih the user leKgitinuat-ly hos acc'ss, while the can we avoid, write-down when high level rules and data need to

verificatkiu process can opet ite at a higher tulsificatioe anud with additioial be consuired to determine that a lower l,'ed c[asificatlon would
-c, pu~ri~Il~ge, be appropriate?
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2.2 The Write Down Problem In both cases only a high level process can determine whethor

inethe Classifier will need to write labels at all levels including high level data and/or high level rules apply. Hence it would
system high, one might wish to operate the Classifier at system still appear that write-down from a Classifier process operating
high. However, writing labels at lower levels then would present at a high level is needed to fully ensure that the labels assigned
the write-down problem, to data t4ke into account all relevant classification criteria.

There are twu cases where the classification process maty need We propose A spiral classification procedure which essentially
to operate at a high level in order to properly determine that avoids the write-down problem. Since it executes a classifier
the label for some data should be at a lower level. For the first process at successively higher levels, starting with the lowest
case consider that all the rules are itnrclas&I fled, If a rule Is given level, It creates a "spiraling" effect, The properties necessary for
somne targtrt data, then the label It assigns may depend upon the spiral] classification are;,
classification levels of related data thitt the rule noeds to access. Spiral Classificationt
TLhurs if the rule Is ruil at a low level, it may not be able to see
91)(11 rehileilý h1414, andL thus niay incorrectly conclude that the 1. Monoitorsleliy: A classifier process is executed first at
label should I,1 10iot the lowest classifivatioil lav'l, atnd then executed at each

IL iligt scinnec~ssry hen forthetul tobe un t ahig~ar of thle other classification levels. The order of considering
It([ soigh it itO ncossar dthectfo thes rulaed dto arnd mat e a tihler the levels must be In a mnonotonically twri-decreasing or-

lervel dso o th to ast g col dtcthish raelatotied dargta and oaevter der In the classi fication lattice. That is, each subsequenit

ifoerule deis run ato ahssga highe label bto thetret.N Ilo hig dat classification level to 'be examnined must either dominate or

Wic he ruei t hs ihrlvlbtthr sn ihdt be non-com parable with each preceding classification. A
whc s related, then the. rule may appropriately recommend

abe . Snce he ule s oeratng t a ighleve, hparat,. executable process could be created at each clas-
a iow lev el laol Sic h ueI prtn tahg ee, sleto level.
genierat ionjiof a low level label creates the write-down problemn.

'thle Second case arises if the classification rules themselves are 2. Atorikicity: T[he data to be classified is not made available

(AerlliSe'lI, With different rules having potentially different clas- to users until thle enitire spiral classification procedure is

silicatiojis. ["or example, sensitive values may be represented comipleted at all levels. This requiremert will he satisfied

in sonic rules ini order Lo assign higher labels when these val- If tlw overall process is atomic. That Is, either it coroplotes

aes urise. .Suich ruins mright be classified higher than other rules without error, or elIse the systemn ensures that there i.4 no
becauie, of cthe contents of thete ruleh, evidence of an incomrplete execution. Atornicity ensures

that if high level rules assign a higher rlassification label
]tth is case thei, ,thu relevant high level rules ioust be Invoked to th an previousl 13execu ted lower rules, then t lis higher level

d(ie-ierIVinv their vial~e-(llpciident conditions ate satisfied anid laiel Will t ake precedence before any data access is allowed.
whether they recommnend a high lInbcl. If such roles do not rec- Thlis approach maintains thle tranquility pr-operty of Bell
orir1nci1d a high label, writing a lower label would be a form ofn a'dl j bcueueswl b rsne iha
write-down from this hfighet' level procoss unichaniing classification for each data object,

Th'le i~p proach p resenlted below wid resses both oi' these c~ases. It. .LatUprBud hntecasfa eoired
,:on.qdrs t(- t~vv atwhic Lh ckisifcatln pocos !i OxvUL- a new ciastillicatlcm label, it should bie at the level the deas-

Jil. regard liv. o of' ct b 'r this a riiws from (Iithe level of rolated
I.,~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~ i i tIneitobiisprtdr heletlerUIcr hm si tier is then operating at,. Thus thei'o is no write-clown

da v casti cd wilh akIJsto belisietd orwivilh. to6deti from any iteration of th? classifier. If the data already has
a curren t laind (c), t hen the leaqit upper bound (lub) of [lie
new label (hr) and the current label (r.) should be used. If

2.3 The r6plriIa Classificatlon Procees we have. a st~rict lilerorehy of levels, or' if the ht dominates

O'iw rii - tht. rortsrhr 4L-; u firsNt step in addressing tive write-down c, then the lob is just h. Thus any writing of classiliication

probtlin cth e creM iot of a steparate (lassifietr poe.at. eack si tabels by thn classifier raises th.h data object to at least the
kent v wvv'l. Eaci1 Citaseifier orocessý would be allowed to write level at. wlitch [lIe clasisifier is executing.
a iwt wioly for its % orrenit level of operatini,. A Classifier' pro- q.ntiedHru SoccaiIerto fthcl4sivist

cvs; cou,id utlire~ role;; and accesa daita at. lower iev-.:¶s but not a( ~ '''se eni. ic ahIeainoftecasfe aa

llighvr lcvols :13. a Hingle lev'el thein iN no write down. The ourtermnost super-
viscry p.-ovess that initiates each iteration mnust. be trusted

I low; %er, thli:: apprunclac does not iolve the write-down problem, io exec'lte thp levels in monotonically non-decreasing or-
i1 -:,i, [lie derision as tco whethier sortie target data warrsnts a lo~w den- to prevent reIate o" data during tie proeest%, and to
or a hiigh casrsificaticti could logica~ly depend upon the premence allow labels to be revised only upward.
or nh.ct'nce of higher trrvel datta. Secondly, thle labeling deciblon
riot, dolitpeid upon whether any higtids level rule~s exist thAt aipply We obsarve that atomsicity guarantees that data is not rcleased
to dfih tuark'-;1 data. 1l'l1a1. a low lavel rule is apphicahllv dooc not Until 'it hias been given [tic highost. level label that Isi applicable.,

prvenit a htigher leIvl rutle from kniowing more and toatichatng a anid then it is released only at that ltvel. The trusted kernel
Ii iV11 lab-el. giarantiees [Ciat intermediate stages of the iterative proccwi do
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not release data, Thus lower level rules do not release data, References
they only could cause the classification labels of the data to rise.
We also note that the trustworthiness of a rule ;s essentially the Ill Bell, D, E., and L. J, LaPadula, Secure Comnputer Systems,
integrity level of the rule rather than its sensitivity. Unified Exposition and Multics Interpretation, The MITRE

The spiral classification process cart be applied during initial CopBdr6MasRertEDT-53,Mrc19.

loading of the database to label all the data, During run-time [21 B~erson, Thomas A., and Teresa F. Lunt, Multiletiel Security
it cant be reexecuted periodically to label new data - each such for Knowiledge-Based Systems, IEEE Symrposiu-.n on Secu-
execution must be !in a trusted partition and must be atomic. An rity and Privacy, Oakland, CA, April 1987.

external concern is that new data should arrive through a secure 13 D~enning, D. E., S. G. AkI, M. Heckman, T. F. Lunt, M.
route so that it is nut accessible until it is-classifled appropriately Morgenstern, P., G. Neumann, anti 1R. R. Scholl, Views
(for example, sensor datiý could be encrypted at the source and for Multilevel Database. Security,, IEEE Trans. on Software
decrypted when C1 It enterit he classifier). Eng., SE-13(2):129-140, Feb. 1887.

Thus far it h'as been assumed that a new Classifier p recess is 4 ogntrMateLgclIfeec hnesi Mul-
created at each level. One might wish to iterate a single Classi- Wtil el Database Systems, IEEE Symposium on Security and

* fier process at successively higher levels, rather than creating a Privacy, April 1988, Oakland, California.
new process at each level. Since the spiral is upward to higher
levels, it might be considered adequately safe for some systems. [51 Morgenstern. Matthew, Sec urity and Inference in Multilevel
However, due to the partially ordered nature of the classification Database and Knowledge-Base Systems, ACM International

lattice, care must he taken re-garding nun-comparable levels. Iii Conference on Management of Data (SI(IMC)I-87). San

particuliAr, use of Lthe same process at such non-comparable lev- Francisco, May 1987.
eh, cretates the danger of wrifteacross - which is the counterpart 16! Trueblood, Robert P., Security Issues in Knowledge Sys-
of write-down but for nuon-comparable class ification8. teins, Proceedings of 1st Int'l Workshop on Expert D~atabase

Systems, ed. L.Ke.-schberg, October 1984, vol.2, pp.8.34-840.

3 Conclusion

B~oth spiral claaeiflcati~n of data as well as spiral consistency of
output from rule-based expert systems share the spiral proceiss
Of Iteratively executing at two or more levels. The monotonically

non-decreasing order of e.xecuting the levels ensures that data is
not passed from it high level to at low level because the higher
level executes later.

The spiral process further d-com~ioscs the computations at dif-
ferenit levels in such a manner that interactions amnong levels are
essentially eliminated. Only the trusted kernel persists over the
multiple iterations.q

We have discusseod how Lthe spiral process (:an ensure cons!istency
of the results from a multilevel expert system in that a low level
user will not. be given grossly inconsistent or harmful advice due
to lack of access to higher level rules and data This spiral pro-
cess executes at two levels, the user's levol and a higher system
verification level. We noted that the remaining low frequency hi-
nary (yes/no) chanmme~l, with one hit per problem solution, could
he fu rt her reduced lby use of cover stoi irs.

We. then considered how a spiral process could bE utilized to
execute classification rules wit~hout write-down so as to assitt a
security .lllcer or database administrator by generating classifl-
catlun blshtls for data.
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BUILDING A SECURITY MONITOR.
WITH

i,'ADAPTIVE USER WORK PROFILES
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2860 Zimnker Road #210 525~ Middlefieldi Road #M0
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Abstract front theise work profiles may Iinicaeite anl Intrusion or insider abase.
The mId outor coait! nects and moalintains t he historical work profi les for'

Issues re'levanlt to constructdon of a security itionitor for Oiach tasur anld compares them With currenit activity in real time. '1
useý xic Itrusioli Coun~termeaesure IEqiipmteilt to detect syse sy stemi security policy is regarded as at tniversiLt profiale to which all
tent intrusion., and abuse by ngI tlniate users uro lpieIiitxiil. users lullst confaranl,
The monitor compares current activity against adaptive , Users have rlcognlizable usage patterns which leave at dilitinrctive
user Work probles and system SOIllaity p)OlCY, and( a1iki't -inauiarc onl tie audit trail. Naturally some users are more regular
the security operator to maly significant. doviatolois. This~ t hal others, but for Hotme large percentage oft users the patterns will
approach 6iscrhimiiiatts data alggregittion attacks anid lin. be cloar enough to be exctractetd by somec analysis migina[13] [9]. thilor-
sider abusee as effectively as it detects Intruders, i~iid ailso imn daly, detecting Inatrusions and insid er abulse by analysis (if audit
s upports it stiandlard commitercial system us well as a s~ystemn imii s is not a trivial exercise. A liuiman caninot read iiy review a sys-
cilitoinlimd for seuraIty. Design detalhli I-over pritii ci Pis of [vin aid it, trall and Isolate clatrac toistic usear work patterns. WA'hat is
(iii antalys4ts engint' to extract sysitemr policy violattionand tlimekded to make au dit trails usefil for sacu~ri ty puirpusaus is ICE to alisist
historically abn tormald usage patterras fronti the audit trail, in t(lide itectioii or alioiiialoiis aivii'ti l. ldvl ly such1 a tool would rail-
it high level design of tite security mon itor, a dii le iiioli ah lil idert tilie Olirlitor Wh len inutrui oni or albise was ar tuaily oct11 iiing
of Ilist Al lationl specitir voivriicrs, andi dlitl-0olis for 51111. ois the copup itor systemn. Realistical ly, Ole tool Will ,alert tit lSectuurity
iiitioi liatli ii pp1 lit flo 11 mis a(letecti ve devrice. ohorator t~o ia i~rohuer Or abI~LiP10L10l actiVity, ill clouse to read timie, 11(1(

aLssWs ini rIew0 aLii( d IiVOStigati Ion Of Ran1mItOiUS Vvent'S.

I Introduction Revie of statist ic'illy di'villat arivi'ti 'It t ra5 table n j ailtanaguable
for large systemls inl real tIl no, Arii analyris eagi no peirforming this

Wh11i14, the tiiuohigylo nai'4dm toIc closigit and(1 verify'secure muclii ils is; task rain deitectt alin1 orriiiil (ir- limprolrwir behavior by 1) chmeckinug thle
adaijyoi-g Steaidily. there c now eXISts a1 masslive Inistalled bitse( un b-ie h an lit records, for direft Virolation of the( system securitiy policy and
tail efltlleit ily peif -runi ag tie everyiday tausks u~ivedei to sill'pirll 1111, 21 coimparing ia statisti cal analysis rif tile audit trait 1! i1t Ii leorical
govi'rulu'a t. aind (ili, .'etrci-Ia hIntr- striact a o' It is not practicl to ri- %%ork '~rofllus. A userr Work lirolle ii uiglit (.onsist of a ho mtLd des, rip tioam
place' 111ils'itisi m Ve sy-Ictuei lli uject to In truder or aggrega tion tlirvmz, ilm i]veil from his or tivir jot)i lescri p1 io., lagigloen i'd with a1 ecouthiii ally
Wit si e c ystviuie, Yet nevil tier Ist; r i iir much hope foc ret rllt. svcml , %- u a platud summaiary of Ito user's ii,! vidua a historical activity. Theiire
oin commi i nral otieratitig systic i e Integrat ing at reference imon itor [ill iii y illso be grou p or systemi iWide ll~age pcofiltIis. Somle ac tioiis or
whii ch Is liervasli'via nloigh to preventliv 1 pass Ill di fli ult uid d it 5pi'iict svjii urnes lire imlii put i tilyspiclouse clearly dtgen-eiiug tiw liper tor 's

robling boithli i perfo'lloin i andi funictioniallity. itteititoii withloiit aireroi'tm to tia, uisir prifilei.
Th'l' talli'itge ill toi ueviloli periphevral flitii lsion ( ',unutitiuue';sui . Aud it aiillYsIs l IC. Should 1110 llo P i'secur1itY officer to ri'at ( tviti-

Eqiluipiin'mt ( l'E) for the' mainstroanli DI' sitrips Whichloit a mHitiin111il plates d~iti slg thoe lttrs auund statijet cii itea~suoes tou !Iutuly to th ;ill-
iniiupst ust Ilii- stemsui. yet is; ul-epy rooted iii tho system to dis'oii- tilt tcMiil. andi tlV ri'tuttiMi Sigmilfialuluri oiif eviat allis. Il-'ili-e.th lie 11,imsic
age byp&-~. \l-s of thlie inforunut ion pravil'le by exil'tinig a1li !t atulyAls riu1glel hauil for Itlamiiit 1141ii10t :111( sa 1ttuoilV uii pileii g(I hu soVi'

facilliti" fits theieee crita'ra. Moiiiificatiotn of the- operating s'stvinu or aý at pouwerfuml ili'ertive tool lor investigation of' SnepIimiouls activity.
ihitdware is nit raqiiired, pertlornan ca is jot ulegradled heyever'ly. liod 'The criilt oflii torltatioi ii sifuil tona coup rel iensi yeamuiitit reductoion

the nuachiaii ellis are ext rmmly hard to bypass i-nitt i aconiig Inforimation oiiu anailysis tool cani lie separated hiito t he followinig fl ye ma tegories;
is collec ted deep Wi thiin the operating systems fill has been1 simppoc-t i'i System Specific
l)i-v Himiecal haridwareu fia'anvi;rsfor utacades. TI'tl is ispeciallt- up iio- fltav/ ttya is von arctedm to at u-al on i miodemo.
p nit.' for Inastidliations with iisem irlive (fatl& vialneirable to aggrega t ou /11lb Is it dilrectory or ceail- otuly li braries.
atil. ks lIiit with scant resources, to spare. 1i)

Ime anuthlrs have' wonikeu oil itecin aiid dauvttohletil of tw vauindit po sIc d ise ii lacuity. relaiIcte i-maii natd
tVE tm MS011 hiili limpe-r coiitat15alitou thoagtfitit oil buiildling if els maiy not) sanil sytoldaaf to at trinter.

ithcrty anotliltor Wth aditalt Is user work tprofiles, based urpan asr
ii'm-rh' andt iiii x lirivinie andl coniilderting the flii i work of our iuiens Usse Activity
lirosenite'( at ii ihizti anothlir lorlinas( I iij. 'liii goal of t his isio'r in to Ni-i Smiiith has ti eer previously loggedt in late at ntighit.
lenid Idueas and simsistaiice to ciurrent and fitt uv pdievelopimient ifsaicirimlt)- N-Ir. toneas, lIn acconuntinig, has nyevr iisi'i the coiia ltille befit ci.
monitors iir WE'-. User Spe.!ific

Mr. WhSmi te is oil ii Ii eee weepk vlat ltou.

2 Appivach Mrt. iBla, k iA tea-inints d as of J lily -I t~h.
Worldily

TIhis plapvr prrseauts at desiagn for ICE basted upota a usage tionlitop 'The comapanay will be closeid ove. the Ch~ristaaas II olialav..
w hlrt icompares cutrrent, activity against adaptive laser work profileis itesoirlau deapt. Is i aisililaig up a lpri)opoql, exptt t tar'o ugh I.4
aiad syctata security policy. t'roflleit of work patteurnis ctaaram'temrchig
individual usvers c~all hei derived from audit trail aitatyisi. D~eviation
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3 Theoretical Framework This list describes the kind of activities which should be recognized,
measured, and evaluated for detection of intrusion or insider abuse.

Audit trail analysis ICE allows a System Security Officer to develop a These features are examples, not as it definitive list or a taxonomy.
rule base describing system policy, user job descriptions. and templates Time
for construction of historical user profiles. These rules define a set of time activity takes place
conditions which match some audit records, what data is desired from
these records, how to interpret this data, and where to record the day of week or month status reports
derived information. A rule base for ICE need not be the colossal web date end of quarter activity
of experience that is seen in an expert system, and the rules can be laid length of session
down at a high level which is accessible to human review or discussion, time between actions

last use of this command
8.1 Characterizing Intrusions and Insider Abuse last action in a class

Intrusion and insider abuse is defined here as the use of a computer last action of any type idle time
system's resources from which you would normally be prevented or Command
for which you do not have privilege and ethical reason to use. The first use of a command
following is a taxonomy of misuse we are concerned with: frequency of a command In a session

Trespassing Access the. system job rate

tourist hacker breaks in as hobby Job mix
ratio of one command versus another

Browsing Look (t the system ratio of one conmmand versus total ativity
passive multiple login
active scavenging with go9al in mind specific command sequences
aggregation ac'curutoltion it¢ar spcii cman sqeneaccess to certain files or directories
inefrencing distillafiol increascs value other common command sequences

Malfeasance Misuse the System permission denied, file or command
leakage of classified data login denied
non-work related use of systemi invalid password

Theft Steal from the system unusual terminal
general suotware multiple login
specific seusitive data Resource Usage

Modification Change til system CPU cycles per minute
data CPU cycles per command

data di,ldling Disk space
false data entry Virtual menmory

programs Printers
"Trojan horses, logic bombs General I/0
round-oif attacks
viruses

system behavior 3.3 An Abstract Model for the Analysis Engine
access rightsi/password Files The key to successful audit trail analysis is constructing an applicable
owntrship system security policy and locating the key discriminators In user work

histories. Building a successful analysis engine requires a broad, rich
Destruction Destroy the system language for description of general system activity. Our effort started

data out with an approach laid out by Denning (31 and we adapted it to fit
programs our experience on actual systems. This work outlines a small language
accounts 'or processing of audit records, including definition of variables which

Denial of service Degrade service apply some statistical analysis to audit records selected by pattern
locking accounts matching. The variables describe which features of the audit trail we
degradation of system response want to measure and evaluate. The reader should be familiar with

Denning's work to get the most out of this section.
Our Initial research was based on our knowledge of audit informa-

Note that misuse may be accidental. A system flaw may give un- tion available under Unix and IBM MVS systems, considering a dozen
expected access to a well meaning user. Mistyping could produce an scenarios of intrusion and insider abuse. We found that analysis of
unintentional malicious result. A new user may even be unaware of individual actions (single audit records) would not reliably discrimi.
certain aspects of the system policy. We make no attempt to divine n at any iof o sample ario re workd t featur defini-

note many of our sample scena~rios. We reworked the feature definl-
intent or malevolence; the System Security Officer must use the inves- tion language to better support sequences, combinations, and timing.
tigative tools to determine this. These capabilities extend the descriptive power to effectively deal with

problems one encounters during system modeling. We also added his-
3.2 Features tograms, a special storage class to capture historical time relevance.

Identifying these kinds of misuse requires a sophisticated review of the
audit trail. The ideals to measure particular features of the audit trail, 3.3.1 Events
and compare these measurements with the historical activity record Events are the actions which may be measured, Events are composed
for the same usur This comparison does not directly reveal misuse, fr'om audit records. Events may be represented by a single audit record

but rather indicates a degree of concern or a warning count. Some

combinations of violations are cause for more concern than, the sumr of or a sequence of records.
the parts would Indicate, so detected features should be considered Ii Single. Records wili be treated as events when one or more of the data
context. fields match a specified pattern. The pattern description must
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be flexible, including wildcards, character range's, and alternates. 3.3.5 Evaluation

Sequence. Sequences are meant to capture at single event which is~ Ivaluation displays violations, determines degree, and provides
broken into many audit records. Some systems associate a striag weighting between the features.
of actions with a sing-le parent process, and this intforination insi Voain rteei il in ie esr xcestepoie
be available in the audit trail.Vilto.Teeiaviltowhnatksu xcdshepfl.

Th'le warning count of the violation increases as the measure
3.3.2 Metrics and Measures grows.

'Mottlcs are the "yardsticks" for various evenits we are, interested ill. Weighting. When a violation occurs, the significance is Computed by
Measures are numbers which ofcauctify activities. Applying a mnetric to a simple formula. This formnula includes a scaling factor, which
a record sequence produces at measure, a single number indicating how takes into account the domain of the measure stild the relative
much or how iziany, importance in thiR installation of the violation. The weighting

Counter Cycle. A counter mectric tallies tit, occurrences of anl event fruapoue h ann on o ahfaue

within a timne peelodl (see Cycle Siruicture). A counter could track Alarms. Sonic violations deserve more than simply increasing the
sessions during a dJay, number of tinmes a transaction is executed significance. Alarmns are presented separately, inl addition to the
during a session, or failed logins during three mninutes. warning count.

Quantity Cycle. A quantity mietric iceasures the amitount of resource Grouping. Mletafeatures work with thle romputed warrning counts of
consumied by events of a specified type during a titne peLriod (src Other features, compared against limilts. This grouping of fv'a-
Cyvle Sirclumtr). Resources are reported in a variety of units, tczres allows increasing the( Warning count when mnultiple related
Quantities are ink like unlits, for evaluating anything from l 5 12t1 violations are in evidence, Grouipin hig cruases the session warn-
milliseconds to printer page counts. lag count whenever several features in a set are present,

Ratio Cycle. Itatio of one record type coumpared with another over 3.4 Writing systemi and user profiles
a timle period or session (see GgclI sr Sfcturri).

('onstructing and( updating profileti of user work patterns anid the sys.
C.yclc Structurr. A cycle structutre is the st ructu re tisrd to store cou n1- vin security I~olicy- is at sophisticatil anid detailed tusk, A database
term and quantities. A cycle refers to the occurrences of Some evenit (jiery language such as SQI. is cowicneiciit for se'tup and investigation,
within a repe~ating tiitin intervall. Thlese intervals arc ex ported to be. but thle overhead of' a ia tabasv ctiwry laniguage is too high fur run-
stored as segnielits withliin a cyclic periode Such as hours iii a clay, days tlo i anc ialysis andc profile updicatinig. 'I'll, installation and imiai atcnance
ill a week, months in a rear, A rycle mcay also be tile variable length Of (if this design needs at siniall I miignage for clefi n iti on of thle desired fen-
tirac botwecic logini and logou t railed a Sessi`Oni The period is d ivideid tires. 'rimi, paragra phs below arce not at coninplote hlanguage, but a1 terse
iitO eU Itii SegHIcietS. and a timeasurvimient is imade for each cof tficw N'e ig' 1)res viitill oil1 of thle con cepis, iinvolved.
meit s. Wev oft el refer to these' as Hlistogratmms becaulse, the struictucre is Tlie elenen ts ccf profile, ciscriphtion ale coccIdit records, evemit ilefi iii-
easily dIispclayed or conceciveil ab a st rip l rart. t ioul, featucire dcfili ition , golill dc Ii nilionl, anld 11rofile dlefin ition . 'Theme

cliciinats lbii ld a pecti eacu cithecc as follows.:
3.3.3 Models Tosrcueo IadtI-i s
Mlodels arc' t lie fu l(t oilS whiciih comprare thle pcrofile valic' witic the Subljert : (uiser] [orizi cal) [inioeinj
mneasured values, and produlce it violatlion. 'I'lie, vioclationz is miii t iplied Objec'ts: [filecs] Idi rectori c's] (ports) (peripherals]
by lie WeiOghti zg (below) to prodcei~ a sea eel wacrninig 'omiec Ifor the(' Actcioni [cccnimiamicl] [parameters] [error codes '
timei pieriod, Separate ti mie periods !ii the cyrle arc added togethier toe Recsomurces: (( *P't I dc') I 1/0() cicci ts) (page COluzits] ct c.
produmce' the featuare warnding counzt. Thle stiaictiire' of inl ci-iact dt-fitcitioic is:

Limit. 'Tle mneasure valute for e'achi feat are is roithparedl agaill lst th Evemit- innie]) [Fii-lef(s I; amiermz( all...
orval ue iii the profile. l~veid-.narre) ]~cztI).

Dev iations. Thle bcasic average is zaictai tnied to deteriminie' dieviationl 'Iil( stin ci rmlire' of it fent a ii du~nif jilto is:

from th l eian . 'lO sav;, spiice', a chime, approxlimaction isl bile' [Feat ore-uncitmcc] i ccii t) N-civiric] I Nlcclel [ U pd ate)
conmiputed withI tho old average a ad the' nc'w value. Thie le'mngthI ((Cyc~l (l'c'ridcl [We,1igltitigim (1imlitiall
oif the history needs to lie recorded to etnsure proper weigiltiicg Our
uf the new value iiito the average. [Feat are-risaoe) ]l~vatizri'hs)] ...

Varianmce. Variazice Is at Ccucrp[iitautiesi cif consistemiry over tizic'. 'I'litlic Inuctre' of' at gvscip clfinitiocn is:

Whereas Deviations -orrpares the( mieasuire for oneii zi t lat i 3 l iz t ui aGreof -a uoike [eIviilwes) is:

against thie profile valiue, Var'iance comnpare's the timie %lot stuseur~e]Of A atiirt'(s)-or.Grouplsi]

zigaizist adjawct timle slits, se-ae

3.3.4 Profile Updates Audilit rewordsi are re forimattch Icy tI hi E b(hefore' prcocessing. JPat tern

Fixd. fxedvale ay e uedforLimt rocssig.iziat clii ig on aiiidit re'cordlfields is not relevanit tlii', aiuthzors prefer
Fixe, A ixe vale my beuse ForLimt ~)ocesimfilte extended reula'hr e-xprc'ssiOus fatimiliar LOe Use'r of UNIX (Umep, but

High Water Mark. A fixed value wiay lie timed for Limit or Vari. should include wildiards, character range's. and full regular e'xprebsiomi
ance p~rocessinig. lleniveminber thait thle 550 is c'xpi'ciu'l to verify alteriiates. Th'le first formii of alci event pastterni miatche's onie' or miiore
siibstanztial chamiges. Useful for locatinig reasonmabsle fixed hlmis. fiields iii azi audit record. Thle secozid forni is a .srejutizce of audit

recorids, each duleli mites azi mi ugh ' rec~ordl evenit. A gensup is anl alias
Decaying. A decaying value miay lie used for Limit or Vasriance foir miultiple features (features wzay Ibe fin sevcral groupls). Th'le profile

picsig A deraying value isc a high water miark thiat slowly% le'iuitiozi is timed to create' tiii' actual proaelk data structure'. Thlis data
Moves back dowin. struictuzre is. then izcaltitaiiicd by the pirofile updater.

Average. 'hehi average over timeic it, iiaimilti~iie' for Deviationm or A clew user profile contaius a list of the features amid a rolcy of
Variance processinig. tlhe' Limkiiis reft-rre'd to iii the profile deliniiition, 'Thieme Ilimiltsb zIiay be
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changed over timre by thle Profile Updater, depending upon i-le Up- profile is more common and of less concern than a combination of
date field fromi each feature definition (see Proflc UpdAtes). The prrofile violations. The more stable a user's system usage pattern is, the more
also contains a running total of the warning count lin evidence at ther likely that any aberrance front this pattern is evidence of intrusion or
end of each session, which is decayed over tjime and Usage inl tile Sal abuse. Users in a production environment more likely to exhibit these
manner as, a Decaying profile update. consistent and stable work patterns.

The sessionp warning count is the sumn of all feature warning ('001115 'rue audit data collected on most computer systems is not useful Iin
during a session. This value indicates the calculated significance of all its rawv form for manually identifying intrusions. Existing commercial
profile violations. The further out of profile a user is onl any particular audit facilities are difficult to bypass. but are a possible burden for thle
feature, the higher that feature warning count will he, Out of profile target system; expect to negotiate with the system administrator.
is definked as being over L~imiit, outside Deviation from histolic nrrsnn, The audit trail features described above cannot be derived from a
or excessive Variance from adjacent time periods, depending upon thle quick reading of the audit records. The ratidit trail must he distilled,
Model. Since these differing counts are suninied for evaluation, the( sturtnarized, and crrccs referenced to derive useful information. Local-
Weighting of each feature serves two pririrosen: weighting indicates ing features which ,--at discrimninste users fromt intruders (or proper'
the relative significance of each feature and also converts eatch feature rise front abuse) is more difficult still (see Usage:- Installation).
to the satme scale.

3.5 Samiple Feature Definitions 4 A Design: PUMICE
Logn illeSysemPolicy. Users at Ar~nie Widget, Inc(. loginl The design of anl ICE usage mionitor is demsonstrated through prie-

Loging shmet hoystonly u a o nasol.svrltre ly sentation of a Prop~er Usage Monitor for Intrusion Countermeasure

T1his feature watches for thre extraordinlary late ntight logi ci. 'Thre event Eqipmeand , or PiUMoICEs n orms. lsigmopelives forpiac tU MICtEn ar:
is the ftime stanil) front a login record. Tite mneasure is a counter, onl iyadue itrclnri.Dsg betv8frIU-IEae

a daily cycle, half hour plerioids. Thew update is decaying. so that tile Interactive Usage Analysis. A graphic and flexible user interface
profile adjulsts to the work hiabilts. 'Ihel( m-odel is variance because we that alerts air operator to suspicious activity and fascilitatstu ef-
are Isearching far a anl evemta well away from other recorded events. Trhe fc'ctive inve'stigaltiont A stittuzary of system activity, policy vi').
weighstinog Isi high, ats this is ex pecte'd to he a strong discrimridnartor onl lation , and arinoalous uiser work patterns coupled with a flexible
thle target inl quesitioni. A login itt a new timrie bsill. close ito t it( hi stun ivii merans Iin whiich to irivestigati' anmina laous activi ty -- for inrstarnee
t-inies would ie( flaigged, but with It alower warnring rcouit; thu hits worker te ability to graphIiically carpitre cr rreit versuis protfiledl artiv-
Who stays a bit late one claly to fiirinirh one lost thinrg will he not iced, its'.
but nut heavily stressed.

Evolvinig Profiles and Rulebase. Contintious agimng sailudairtdinrg
J1ob Fi'equecncy, Acco unuting. The taccounitintg staff ati Ac r e ttseA of ituer ptrofiles to reflect tvol utioni of tlte ruser wor~k patterit. As
tire databiase for inrventory contrirol and ticot's ti far a rrtolr lit'a repo 4t guel. t lei 0)ralt-ru tu areet rt imire abiout [lie syst eta cliaracteriatirs andri
oratiott, hut they are' not sc',-}iistirat'dti computericr liners. ThIis firitirrev theit(,usrs Itabits. the riilubaue amid ptrofile templahrtes nitity be fine
mronritors theii t rarisintioii ratie iwr mirlnitte. lootkinag for out (if itrirlile tun ed.
worik. Thec eve nst is liliy Johl or piiiiti's. 'l'lri' ineeasure is ;I ettiliter, (ii .

it sessinrir letigt Ir cycle. twenty ni nit te periods. Thre up date is anvirnge, NIiniiinial Impact oil 'Yarget . Nit iiorli Ii cccions to tire target
so tie Dirolile adjI rSts HI liemCniI and satndardla deviatitia airntintoilaicaiv itrlr ciri's osperattinrg system.i W ilrl lrifirsirnital 0ihicatiustIS to t ar-

TIrle model is; devitartio. Irraki ig for si gnificrant di Ilecejice fron ti - gil riadltine's rituditinig Iireflinriistil. 'I'livre shoiuld Ire little pier-
rsrstiThe''lc weightiniig is; low. biecaiuse tihi niscrs rrrv i e I 1 f' citrunci' degradaionl oi, i thre tnargiet niciirrlie.

fr-om tlrr'ir roititles sorriewirat or iticcasi' in rind we are not irirerear rd inl Telihlvldsg Fgl-t )Alw lljt soasAl il
nriinlrionr ol. ofthIis linuS . If ii cI'ij;rri horse wris at-tivaic'c jirvisihilY, -isi Iits i leolxes.Adigi Fo irmticc I suies, th agtsstiliict asuoia t trildh
sicairilitg sthe file sysieir for execir utabica whichr it ituili3,t rItrl tefii es sbxs rdrlrrritirelnvsrt are yru rdtIrl

the t ciransaction calte wourldi soar aind tihe fiat itt war-ni ig ioncirt woutild randi enritcs it into tlie bug tormr Audriit Dlabwncrse. 'liiiattlit rerorrls rc'

go high, ret ked rIrtaitst S~s r'i V IcrII liQ' Iy' Paol ilv Ilcevew antI c-otimiad wilthI
vari users iprofile' Icy % l'rajl It'IiView . BocthI review piroceses mioilify H ie

Job Mix, Order Entry. Orilier , rI-)r at A(cme is it ii I .irli j llcTh ves'toll stlillr rr un s iii 7ic ituorr rry I ).t . iac . A ;n~iiuuliary is c nettled

prroce'duire is pretty urricthl Ile saime aill th ini. ii: query si. eitie clvlili %%ll I's ii rscr opeins it Ssissmni and i8 is i ii alt c until thle aS-S~ian closes.
datbas oce r .1wrefil oit hoordr fll 1111ir.it ., pot lliThe Profitle Updater pnrocesses earli iioriiir ses'sioniiis it closes antd

rn ve t ol r y ar ia 'sfor re q iu e st. f hi ru -t t Iii c rl co k s ifat-u xt r v arii . c i sati an l i i cu l ia te Ith a t iw ti iir's p ro file i n i lie Pro file D a cta b a se . A n omi ia lo u s as's.
I aem trytrasfr i'lirst. 'Is f'it ir litis cs ex r'nr'varic bn I slios mutiih titan rodly app roved before the profile can hie updated.

Ire ror~thie. 'lhe events irmilcler s ciii iy are I It. iiiri,s m rf.otI. iibeodciiet eieii''rr ifairmynt vt'(Otit'iuat c.Teor~a
entry cv suqeute. T'he rneas uris is it ratio, oit a till Inirti t c' cylI'. tell1n en ein eairmyatlvt oneie~i.Teoea

ItI cra1 riciess nll fic ir r tilii hec dalibases. andi iway chtoosie to iniltiate (on
minuliite pecriodls. Tr'li update is fixeii. Icetiis. wi' knlaw tic' piltternir. inibit l fl cii Iteriiii'unirvci'.
Thre mnocdel is at limtti fixied al 3; ttrilc'r icc crclilristriiic'i .lccrirlc tiie
ratio of querrrie's to orrders e'xceedl :3 o ver ac tellr nlil ittie periodi 'lie
weighltinmg is mrr'rinut. If ;til inr urder fiund hisiii way into. fit'[ System,. 4.1 Audit Datas
andn begriri clinig it large miii idir ocif ueries iinto thIe invi'itolry dlatabarse. it , % usig eistinig ac'cunthiiig aid raudit facilities, P Llvh( IC invokes ilo
the' feratire warirning countr wmicr juif irl. cit atigis to lhe target systemit . B~ecause these facilitiesi are, well mi'tali.

lisiced I cspc.cially iii production eiivirmuiilicith)I they cia not piresenit
3.6 Sunimitary it formiidatile political hurdle ;f ac sy'ste'im without them aslready Iin.

A crile liac', for WE'l iii diete'rmine b r'ly deinii'nirg tilme systc'iii ni'clrritY stalled is encountered. Also, because these accouniting facilities are

policy antl 0 rcrig iin inscrimniiiatinig fetit uri's ii cisivr work patrs ens. 'Thiis oild techcnology, they have settled deiep intto thIii operating sysitetit , and

pirocess is crriciacl to sut-'c'sfillICE Inst iaallationt yc't re'iirrn., difficutlt al-i reasonably robust and taiipier prorif in their data coillectioni.
and subtle, Ilr general the conrtenit of tilie audiit trail will affect the( rriie 'Iieadtrilirucdbtleagtsytmwltoth sts
biase. d esiredl for ruir antalysis eningue. Tire Auidit 1-oritmat ItrocesK transformts

''The auditi trail call Ire used to uilmartirct toid uipdati'ia dishtiic-ti, t ice raw audit trail to a tmore suitable forniat. Plerfoirming this work
pirofilec for each uiser, chartcntel-inig biothi peirsonal work hrabits an Oir NUMICE` Isl more secure (see Hlardwarer Requ rine nritsj., lessens tile

tasks niormall~y plerformledI onl Ltic joh. NMi ricr deviationr frntriti awocrk imittacct all In It(,target, and alliows th mo' rnitor to hep instaslled for variousl
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more aerodynamic. access method code instead of at the traditional

POLICY SQL programming level (thus escaping all the requisite baggage of a

REVIEW full DBMS).

4.4 Analysis Engine

AUDIT COUNTER The analysis engine accesses the DBMS at a low level and checks cur-
FORMAT MEASURE rent activity records against limits (absolute as from policy statement,

or derived from the profile), Current user activity is compared sta.
tistically against the users' respective profiles and any deviations are
reported to the PUMICE operator for review. The analysis engine
updates profiles as high water mark, average, or deviation from the
mean. System behavior is kept on a site, group, and user specific ba-
sis. The profiling must be initialized by running in a learning mode
over an appropriate quantity of data. Now users to the system need

AUDIT PROFILE SUMMARY to be given a generic profile from users with similar job responsibili-
DATABASE UPDATER DATABASE ltj~s, and watched closely as their profiles harden, User sessions and

histograms are used as the basis for counts and percentages,

4.5 PUMICE Security Precautions

Although it is presumed that at most sites the system console will be

DATABASE physically secured, security features have been designed into PUMICE
itself. Each operator is issued a unique account ajd password that is
used for access mediation and for auditing the activity of the oper-
ators. An appointed system manager periodicaly zeviews operator
activity. Non-privileged accounts are dedicated to run only the mon-
itoring software, and do not permit access to sensitive files or any
other workstation resource. When an operator takes a break from ac.
tive monitoring, he/she may lock the cousole screen without closinc
the session. This locked screen displays a non -specific dynsamimc in..
cator of the security of the target: if particularly anomalous activity

Figure I: A high level design or PUMICE5 occurs on the target, keyboard bells and the locked screen reflect that

the immediate attention of an SSO is required. Ani SSO must re-enter
machines with minor software modification. Sometitimes an enhance- his/her password to unlock the console. Locking of the console screen
ment of the audit trail may be in order. On some IBM systems, the also occurs automatically if the keyboard/niouse remain idle for some
audit records are associated with a control job instead of a user; the ronfigurable number of minutes. PUMICE maintains a complete audit
Audit Forrmtat could associate job I)s with user IDs in the formatted trail of significant activity on the secnrity monitor itself. Tie audit
audit trail. The information available in thie audit trail will of course trail includes both SSO activity and frequent posting of the systemmi
affect the nature of the rule base. and display stat is.

4.2 Hardware Requirements 4.6 User Interface

PUMICE is designed to run on a workstation class mnachine witi high The manner in which to best distill infotrmation on hiundredds of users
resolution graphics, a mouse, and windowing support. Thcse are re. over thousands of audit records and tens of features to one console
quirements for this particula: design. not ICE or this approach in screen is directly related to thi. success that a lUMIt'E operator has
general. The use of PUMICE as an investigative tool is greatly en. in discriminating anonwlolm5m activity. Effective analysis of anomalous
hanced by a strong graphical interfac-. The hardware shiould have activity for intrusionary intent is dependent upon ,valuating this ar-
enough power to perform most or all of the analysis ill real time for tivity against the assimilated knowledge of what is truly abnormnal for
the best countermeasure capability. By running the security monitor the target system.
on a separate processing platform, security Is enhanced and the target Tile design of the user interface niuss direct full attention to ab-
system is not burdened. PUMICE must have a solid coimimunications straction of information, human engineering and effective visual pre-
channel to the target system, since the analysis Is only as strong as sentation, ease of use, and flexibility to meet differing environments.
the audit trail. The powerful windowing environment afforded by current workstation

technology is essential to an effective console screent Interface. The
4.3 Database following concepts optimize the human interface so that the SSO may

The database requirements differ substattially in two phases, system quickly and effectively assess the security status of the host machine:

analycis/installation and monitor operation. During system analysis a Abstraction of information. PUMICE may be viewed as an audit
large audit trail database Is surveyed for usage patterns which diecrim- reduction tool, which implies that there will be activity flagged
itmate between proper usage and abuse, Possible features which show a that is not alarmingly abnormal and which Is not evidence of an
small variance over time are entered into the rule base. This phase Is Intrusion. Suspicious activity is ordered on warning count, and
facilitated by the high ievdl database query language SQL. During the site specified alarm thresholds enforced so as not to completely
operational phase, processing proceeds at a much lower level. Com- inundate the SSO with a console screen full of false alarms.
putational overhead inhibits use of database mechanisms and puts a
high premium ot usage summaries and simple Indexing for retrieval Direct access to target system audit trail. If an SSO
of related records, Several database packages support both high level believes that a user does represent a potential Intruder, he/she
analysis and high speed Indexed access to the same database records. Is able to easily examine this user's activity In detail down to the
For performance gains, the analysis engine may be Implemented in transaction level (regardless of whether PUMICE believes It to

be suspicious).
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Multiple windows. Separate windows permnit simultaneous access uid fifth fields display the warning counts accumulated for that sersion
to systemn status, complaints of abnormal activity, and results of and for the owner over all Sessionis. The sixth Reied displays all interest
querying the database for inivestigative information, value (Note) manually tagged to tile owner of thle session. The siev,,nth

Stockpilinsg events until manual release. The SSO can not be field gives the ranking of that session over al current flagged sessions
expected to be present at all times to immnediately investigate .based oil the session warning count. Thto Security Sunmmary window
flagged activity. PUMICE displays and saves all suspicious ti is normally updated every 10 Seconds, but this value may be adjusted
tivity until the SSO dirents a manual release. If the SS o iestlC by thle administrator. The Screen may be locked (luring investigation

back from lunch, lhe/she should he able to glance at thle mionitor to preventt reordering of tile display.
console and quickly assess to what degree the system has been . Ordering of the Security Summary may he based on Session warn-

subjected to abnormal activity. Activity flaggod as being gais- ing count, total warning count, session niame (alphabe'tical), imposed
piciolns is not used to update'tlo' user's profile unless the S90~ interest level, or time of last warning count update. Tlhis window is

inaimanaly rc-k'ases it. normially configured to order the flagged session rows on session warnl-
ing count, and may be scrolled up and down using the workstation

User files. A descripticui of each user including: job descrint~iop, do. miouse or keyboard, T he ordering of the session list may be chiangeid
partmlelit, phys.ca dlescription, location, pthone nullil,er, mail. by clicking oin any of the middle 11lue colunmi headings to causse reo~rder-
ilger, etc. is available. The SSO may append notations charac- ilig onl that respective field (e.g., clicking onl Session Status causes the
tenszing tile liner's usage habitsi. sessions to be ordered on time of last warning count update). The

ordrinng chosen is signified by higliliglitliig of the reppective colatnin
insvestigative capability. A flexible means fin which to graiphlically heading. Clickiiig oin tli' SPLIT buttoii in this window splits thle twentty

comilpare ctirrent versuis profiled activity, and the ability to issue row list into two ten row lists, eacti with their own scroll bar iecha-
manual qieries against the database is available. nsiris. Initially both new lists are exactly the samne, displaying the top

Online help. PUMI1CE provides access to loi'nlizvd help fiicilitics tell rows of tile original twenty row list ordered iii the slame mnanner.
froii it ii eah w 1110w A nw pertorsholll ceiuiireoiiy (licking onl a colunil hieadinig now, however, only affects the top list of
froil Wthil ech indw. ne o~wato shuldreqireonl it tell sess5ions. Any plair of orderinigs in possible by clioctiing anl ordering11

shlit siiiervisudi t raillinlg pelriod to l-;ecoilue p roficienit. for the entire list, Splittinig, and then chioosinhg a new ordering for thle

MP1\1NICf Is windows alr' designed to qimlckly focus the operator's 11111 half.

attet'ioil to tilie 1111st susplicilous actIivi ty oil tilie target. Without djn.- lIihe HI' tNI ICE operator ulay inivestigate naly fla~gged session, bl

tract intg tile~ operrator wit Ii detis I.i abou t normilal or ontly slighl y ''ii of thie row ivl itIhis winidow and the Session dat1a di stimied for tilie Profile

tirofile aictiv'ity Th Ile windiows 1111' sc rvei layou, i* ci ilic. an d Iiighli igl - Updakter may not be irclntsed iuntil that Session it; closed by I he owner.
ing tol display lisforniatioiin ai -I (Iiiklviia culrvi'iilinisibli' formii . Acti iti. A closed session ziniy be released by clickinig onl the Roiticell of a session,.
clllnsidlrell poteni'itally o'riolis tiiiegli toI p risen t a thlreat of svstei'ii .1 releasi iig a session, the opetrator will have tble opportuniilty to tag

Comlp romiise in c'iii"glttivai ly hignhlighited t o alvri till opivrator tol Iikte tilen ownher with Ii a interest valuie and attach coniniilelits to his i'curd,

iiiiiieiliati' actionl and hlopfu 
11y 'ciiifront till' user iii questioni5 hill, still bii hlsisoi bmiesitiloner utrs.sauewlllwy

iai t lii act or at least tlei fue iii iv. If tho ioliivraii r reqi'~ie Ii's110r' ilfr Ili' flaiggid regard less oif whelthe'r they fall out sid' of profit( or policy

nliltit m about a sesslion flagged ats d'mouNt rail ig hoi rsioniiarv alitiviti ' i Iutes. 't'his imtechlaismii iillows for increased nion itoring of users wlii

'ekmiieit. ili till' whi51 illi ia'S tmv lie expanidedl by c 1~kik g ()il 11141111 witll: are sew or who lire thoughlt to presenit aii Inicreased rink for exttciiid

tile wvorkst at ioni noll 51. Fe'nl Iici weighitinzg and1 systell variables nuay veasous- If ti iiill-,oprtor believes thlit tile session reflec'ts all i lit cli sioil

bei conigiuliired to ileet Iliii requiienielits of a parircuular ihistallatioi. ai'illpt Ipartlutlarly iL niasqi.'raik', Io ifflivNisi' eslll is IleO lied to lie

Oprst ons a re' 5i'jSrate I itii o ii IIIle'r)O of WIiIIIIWX thint itri' ilii al - picid yet vailid . thev opi'rator will wot rel'lasi' tih' wsti'ioii data to till,'

Iinialod by dlic illil~'li ulkitig ;Imue(ii' theiairopniliuel ,% labelod bltiiii of it proille (ýt!ilter 0 So ;o ot to skew till' !isei's profit(!.

Inlaiis *1utiuuii wiiiilow. I' I E I a %sc Il,' uilliiieni'i''I to) Ilmisi twoil hush

Iiuu'ILus: it iiiiiiiijloing iii,,il''11 Ilii~ly it 'J~lY, ail. Silld m-i'iilt5 teli'vsi Feat ure Grid, 'Ibhis winidiiw is a inat10S displaYing ftutnts dolwni
iinli-mu i'io swlii'rlti'il 1v i-%.iirr''ii aci vi I on Iliii target svsl,'lii andui tlti left 84i.' aniii sestslums (IlaplayPtl ill fll-. Si'ciritY Siimimnsr winiluiw

.ii1 investiijutiv-' inodi' for wli'' Ifiii SSO ()uiliri's addititonial illfortiiia. iiriles thei top). It iitlsists of aI grid made ll' 111if coilore'd cells laluiled

i~ijij -imn divii p;y'l ol frtin tfeilli alit 1)111 MS ih, 'irdsir to iiuv.-.,licit, lwiith warning cliiit va iiesforei'chu felatic'' if l he flag'ged w.ssioas. Th'ei

d ''s'rw'i d'-viauii lwaiiuur Aiiv coiiiu tijnui 11 oii ti''.'' Wiliii'w5 Mayv liillbillth feat ure warninlg coulit thle warnier the cell is paimnted. Se,,
b.'. "[w'luile )II ticv iiis'li' i .11i -lii 1111"an positioinei or o~vi'rlahpi'il i, 

1
'i~ listht las-i' been,1 sele'ctedl aliii highlighted ill thie sein rity .siluiiniary

Iliii 551) Ilisi m's. windlow ar' aii's highlighited ill this windlow. C'licking ioi a flvatut I ell''i
ill t his Wtiliil' opi~lIS it hii wiliimliiw ciimitaiiii ig tlei r(esults (Iif 41 11111ev

4.6.1 Monitoring Wsinidows ili thle ilitn base for a snuiimmaryv if th ti Irainsact ionsi iii this uii's~iouthat11
ilCWIc r1Vd t hat f'a~t il'm'S Wsrali h COlIiiut.

Tlovi Si'ciri iv Simiiiiiai. 4'mit ill' (;lidl. s.'li'tell s''ssiiiii aiiild leer I~latm
wimldiwt, (if t his 1011C.'1 are chisely lieud li'ili ea u thier I liguiinm 21. When Selected Sessions. 'lids windlow suminnarizes thei flagge'd features oif
a itl CV1 li.1 tllii ii Vlilulili 01i tim' SiiintYc Suininiiiii , wiiiowi.', nismiiu,a' ai se ssiou highlighted iii the Seiurity Stimiminary anid Feiaturie Grid winl-

Hli''l.v u w'lt'.'d sessiion row i., iiglilighti'd ill this winidow. ais aeoll ;is dlow-.. Eachl feature' listed Specifies the last tinit' that it caiisi'd an
Ili' Ili itchi-i j olil ulmli ill tie' INl-utlire (ridi Wi iildoW A sunil iiary iif tliii increasi' in that session's warning coiiit duie toi t ransaictioins found to
tvti' liri' that hiave b''u'z fllnggi' for the' sm'li'i i' se'ssioti is siiuini arizeil he out of profiti- by this feat ure. 'T'his pirovides linii iediati' inuforniat ion
illit aSelec tinu Sesi'oniii - iilolA. alnd i uforintiat toil iiih le ow-her of thai onl whenit iatrusionary &ct ivitv last occurred,
eNvssioli is d islaluved ill a Itsi'r Willt wiindow.

SUser Data. 'The Ilser l)ata window ilispliiys general inifor~mationi
Security Summary. 'This wiiidow Ilispllia 'sanl iiriiri'il list f %em about tlhu oiwner of tlhe currently selected Scalsion. 'This informnatioi
shinso ihat are' flagged as diverginhg front t heir owners;' respiectivie pro- inucl iudes such iteris as iamae, officeo location, photie ttuiiiber. nianager,

lii':. Sm'sis lir W liaggRIu as 1ISpi~iui ai o nd ati iilslilayeAll i Ihis Winidiiw aridl aiitIheintication data. This wiiidow mught e'vei display a tdigitized
wti'n 1 l11, si'ssiizn con lit, tot ;d counit, or ;lily indihvidiual fmait lir coiiint pictuire of the user's fare.
exceii'ei I lie, tiresliholit vitatlisluiily fivt(e' system ad inill ist ritor.

lI'llu, first lielil of much row- idisplays all inudvx iiumiiber fur I list la'.4sioll1. Nota, Berle. Th'lis winidow acts as a warning window of activity that

I'l-sesondI and thiridm clo eld. drispln ayli ill'51i isesstill actve 'fho ' uiIini tha clearly violates establishied limi ts, either front systemt security policy
HVIS101 13S VVI C13e. O tht fll'Schti~l s Silla~tVP.Thvfouth or fromi the usecr work proliles. Explanatory text is pincltedl to thitl
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ination. setting thresholds, and defininig generic profiles by job descrip- anomalous activity will always be understood entirely from data avail-
tion and groupl. The trail from a, appropriate period of auditing of able onl tile target system. We believe that external verification such
the target systexi will need to be run through PUMICE to be learned. as phone calls to the offenders ("George, is that you wsorking late?"),
Additional tuninS using SQL will be required to customize PUMICE's their managers ("Has Jane been assigned nwo-k onl Project X?"), etc.
understanding of what is desired to be consitiered normal for the tar- will be standard procedure.
get. Nevertheless, many sites may desire ICE w 'is the capability to

Thu initial installation should not be expectedi to lit perfectly with take action onl its own if systemn activity attains an overwhelming level
the target system anti user base. False slarms are normal until adjust- of dleviance and there is no huma~n authority available. If ICE runts
ntent~s, both manual and at~tontatir, are well underway. Features with unattended at night it tnay be instructed to take action to prevent
no alarms shtould be reviewed, even if expected to be good (liscrciinita- system compiromise while attemtpting to alert off-site personnel. l'The
tors, asý the linfits, may be set too high for appropriate triggers. following is a list of possible responses:

'rTe security mronitor wvill increase inl effectiveneCss thle lon1ge thact * Challenge the user to confirm identity.
it is opetational because tite uiser anti cotmmand profiles develop. The sSlwyte rspn.
local system security oflik-er also contintues to gain experience anti be- Petn Slo syst uem res ommse. s
come mtore profirient at the "art" of tlist it'guislting innocuous abnio nial LoPrethen tcoeeunte.omns
systetn acrtivity from truly offensive activity' for thit site. 'rite exple- Lokteacut
rirect' th- SSO's gain fromtt thteir investigationts will gratLitally becotne a Lock tite entire systenm.
embedlded int tite systems pol icy anti profile tentplates as tile ruleltase
is fine tunedl. Training of tiew operators to the nunatces of PU MICE 5.5 Privacy
and site specifics is intlorttutt. PU MICE is bound to raise privacy issues especially if tusers learn of the

active profiling. Privacy is att especially valid contcern whtenit acro-
5.2 Operation scopic conclutsions about users bec:ome reatdily apparetnt ("J. Iflafra

ICE should be expected to chtange and atdapt :ts the targeted systeam istt't as fast a, worker because lite posts 70% fewer transactions thant
anti tile tstiVi ty Oit it Chtanges. Thte intitial rule base andc thireshtoldls II oL s" A possible solution to titis is to tiap usern ames to
sholdott also be expected to developt aid imatuire as the administrator pseutdrnymns up until it:irusiottery activity forces unveilinug. L~egalities

gain exerincewit th usr bse nd jb mx ol te trge syter. my itt' addrcessed by ltavttsg users signt consent fortos whein thtey apply

Inttrtusiont attetmpts mtay progress slowly over nionthis of activity. frteacut
Thie boolikeeptitg of separate events of deviantt btehavior itt tte Mletmo
and Report Window maY wvell prove valuable as att evidence gathlerintg 6 Related W~ork
tool and as alt aid to subsuqtuent legal atctiont.

Audlitintg compiluter systetms atnd reviewintg the resu~ltintg trals Itas a
5.3 Vultierabilities weli established htistory -- thotught primtarily For tite puirpose of accounit-

ThePUMCE pertorinut e wll ersd i tie ulnrablites llhr_ itg aitd job cliargimtA purposcis, and getnerally by mantual means,. lIt tlte
'Fle P MIE tpertortts~tbe ellvered t: hevtt~teahiicis ititr- past year, itnterest lit itttrusioin idetection has inrreased greatly with a

ent, to tile atdaptilye uiter work profile app roach anti thIe tiepentdentce nit nutmtber of septs:ate effoirts bein:g fuindted. Itt Marcht I 988, S IL Inl-
thie integrity of tlte target's autdit d;,ta. Wltak profiles allow too tinutrl tcrittttiotsul facilitat'-d rounid table discttssiott betweetn titese efforts by
latitudle for thte user work ptatternts. fIn adtditiont to aittenitive histatala- htosting it wvorbkdtop: titere waF a Itealtity exchattge of itdeas antd Futhrler
tiott of lititits antdt thtreshtolds, thle SSO inust be cogntizant of how tts workshtoips art s ch eduled.
p rolile~s chatntge over timnie. The inivet'tigati ye witndtows sutpport display
oif tile profile! limits, averages, aitt deviationse. 'l'lese tlspititvs sltottli Sytek Automnated Audit Analysis Thtist)roject was conuttedtt(i
hi' cross chtecked witit a variety of users to detect profiles thtat have i 1984-5 ant wiiaas fttnded by the Space miii Na% si Warfare (ttiittattt id.
worni lotset over timte. Inittividiuals whIo tiust have a. loose ptrofile tue Itue uiittcivdda h .stlvlofarsac niomn

to he arityof hei wrk hmi e wtchd orecarfuly ecase U NIX nitarliie. Sytek's research establisheid thte legititttacy of iprofit-
thitri accoutti s aire mtore vutliterable to tnt rtstott ant titi ninsittratt. intg utser wvork pattterns coistrutctteid froit Simpijle andtt rt'adlily cotllectil he

'Ci'te stophitstitsatiott ofatt ittr i ci r is ofroti mt a ittajor fa:ctor ill tilie audttit tdata. It deittoitistrateti thIe ability to discrittiinate ltetweet i or-
prtobabtle stictess, of tst tstteniii tt tinitrusion. -lThe foiltowinig ortderinig tit:al atnd abtnormnal systemt isagt'[t3][7[1]8. 'lThis project also Showedi tile
itta bVle matde ont intretasintg potenttial th:at an inittrcudter cit keel: within utility f riin database tools for htatnd antalysi s, p:rototyhi :g, aitti it:-
ill(' profile associated witit anl accounit: fanittii arity with It stoettt fat-

ittii srty i tt s ri rt tt i ta dit ott, fsttil :ti y i tt t: ar vest igal iott of Suispicious activity.
wiiait wthprtcuarintlltinfaillart vwihpart:cla mIser A set of featitres was ti "fineti, wi th each featuttre, mtadet tipl ofonet' oraccotunt, familiarity witht particutlar utsage ptatterni. combiniiationt of audit dataL parameters, describing an aspect of sysitetm

'tecenitral coroctpt of otr approach to taudit trail atnalysis is thtat uae l uoae ui nlssto w eeoe sn l
intusin ad isidr auseloo difernt hanestblihedlegthrate Ingres DBMS to evaluate the viability of utser profilinig and ton chtoose:use. Thtis admtittedly will it'itt' bthe ease for rill iincitdentt% ofirittrusitut or tlte ft'atttrc set. Hard ranges front a "learning periotd" were usetd intet'ad

abuse. Ottr experience intdicates that artfttl dttvoloitntnt ofasystett tattt of otigoimig profile updatiing aitd statistical atnalysis. A set of itttrttsiotn
uaser ;troliles; produces a security tmontitor applicable to a brttatd ranlge stctoiaritts was developed atid pierformtedol nitthe attditedl imachinte, atit
of systetms, tdetecting tmatny differettt kintds of tuistise or imitrusionary tite resttlting tdata from tte. simutlated inttrtusion attenptst examintedi.
attacks. Detection: of itttrutders is mtore certaitn onl tahitites witht a
stable and contsistent user base. SRI Real-Time Intrusion Detection SRil's Itntrusion Detection

Expert Systemo effort shtowed the practicality of autilt trail atnalysis per-
5.4 Countermeasure Capability formted in real time on a separate, dedicated comtputing platfortn[5J[9].
Whent ICE discovers aitotitaloais activity it ittay be itnstructed tt re- Modifyinig a TrOPS-20 operatinig system to collect audit data, the SRI

spottiwitt iiterett evls f stotony. e IaveprseitedIUMCE iitpleineittatiomt examsined thtree feattures: source terminal locationt,
.s foremtost ait intvestigative tool thtat first alerts the SSO to sessions lengtht of a user's session, and tnumnber of sessions in each of three work
with sttinitaries tifationialous; activity and dciti provides himi/hter with shifts, and displayed tite amount of antotmalous activity system wide.
the tools for further investigation. PUMICP is not designted to iccr- Antalysis and reporting is organize~d by feature rather that: by user.
mahly ran uniattettdetd witht expert system Fsoftware ttakitng Orwelliat: Thteir results show thtat much cast be gained from modest dlata. collec-
(eC~isions about pcroper tisage. Our approacitd,, tnesot assume tltat tioct efforts. Time effort fi-atid a graphical interface to lie sit teffective

mteans tof bighligh~tincg intrusions.
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Tracor Haystack Tracor Applied Sciences, Inc. is developing an "Bobby was a cowboy, and ice was tihe nature of his game,
audit trail analysis system called Haystack for the Air Force Crypto- ice from ICE, Intrusion Countermeasure Electronics... Le-
logic Support Center at Kelly Air Force Base. Audit trail volume is gitimate programmers never see the walls of ice they work
about one million events per week generated by Sperry 1100/60 main- behind, the walls of shadow that screen their operations
frames running 1972 vintage operating systems. Haystack processes from others, from industrial-espionage artists and hustlers
audit trail events using statistical measures and pattern recognition, like Bobby Quine.... Bobby was a cracksman, a burglar,
and classifies violations with deterministic and heuristic rules. casing mankind's extended electronic nervous system,

rustling data and credit in the crowded matrix, mono-
TRW Discovery TRAW Information Services Division is developing chrome nonspace where the only stars are dense concentra-
Discovery, an expert system based design for "detective and preventive tions of information, and high above it all burn corporate
control in the on-line environment"[ll]. TRW's goal is to review daily galaxies and the cold spiral arms of military systems."
inquiry activity and detect unauthorized inquiries (out of some 400,000 - Burning Chrome, William Gibson
inquiries per day from a base of 120,000 customer access codes). TRW
has found Discovery to be useful for non-security purposes such as References
marketing and risk analysis.
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ABSTRACT those described at the Al level of the
Criteria [2]. This methodology has been
applied to the preliminary design, detailed

In p£u~ rming verification tasks on design, and deployment life-cycle maintenance
several different secure software projects, phases of system development. Several
the authors have been required to address iterations of a combination of automated and
issues concerning software quality, size and manual steps were used to find logical
complexity. Many lessons were learned in the inconsistencies in design documents at each
course of these efforts about how to phasi. Extension of this methodology to cover
efficiently specify and verify operational both MLS and proof-of-correctness analysis of
systems. Additionally, while evaluating either Ada PDL or source code is currently
characteristics of both programming and under development [3].
specification languages, we have identified
syntax and style that either enhances or
obscures security analysis. In the real world
of large, complex systems where documentation Verification methodology development has
often provides imperfect inputs to the been an evolutionary process. Automated
verification process, we have devised methods portions were developed in an attempt to
for clarifying specification style, automating circumvent both human and resource limitations
security analysis, and improving the while meeting project deadlines. Manual
communication that must occur between designer efforts required comprehensive training and
and verifier. Much of this work has focused were best applied to fails analysis. Both
on the use of Ada both as % PDL and as an extensive explanations of the causes of failed
imp~ementation lanc;uage. proofs as well as justification of the methods

employed were often required in the face of a
The authors used the COMPUSEC Verifica- skeptical attitude towards the worth of formal

tion Toolset to formally verify both the verification. The timeliness and relevance of
Army/Air Force AN/GSC-40 Series Command Post both input documentation guidelines and output
Terminals, and the Army's Regency Net system discrepancy/failure reports wnre also often at
(under contract to Magnavox's Northern issue. Much has been learned in the process.
Virginia Systems Division). For Regency Net,
this involved generation ind then analysis of
a hierarchy of software design documentation
consisting of three tiers of specifications as We believe that the feedback loop between
required by MIL-STD-490. Ada was used as a software designer and verifier must be
program design language at both the B5 and C5 shortened so that more iterations of the
levels of specifications. A combination of verification process can economically occur at
automated and manual methods were used to each stage of the software life-cycle. It is
rigorously analyze Ada PDL. For this system, expected that responses to security feedback
the "distance" between the verified C5 and the reports will act to increase software quality
Pascal implementation code was very small. assurance while reducing cycles of formula
This leads us to believe that the subset of generation and therefore ultimately reducing
Ada analyzed in this C5 PDL could be expanded the number of failed proofs, Once fails have
into one sufficiently rich to be used for been located, it is the job of fails analysis
verification of Ada implementation code. We to then quantify the bandwidth of the channels
are currently pursuing this line of research discovered and determine the degree of risk
under Air Force Small Business Innovation vs. the cost of a fix.
Research (SBIR) contract F19628-86-C-0203.

APPLICABILITY of AUTOMATEDVERIFICATION TOOLS
Automated tools are particularly valuable

We have developed a metbodology for when they allow achievement of greater
formal verification of MLS properties based on accuracy and throughput than is possible using
the HDM methodology and the work of Richard manual analysis. We utilize automation at a
Feiertag [1]. Variations of this methodology variety of points Ln the overall verification
are being used to verify both the AN/GSC-40 process. Descriptions of several currently
series Command Post Terminals and Regency Net used elements of our verifiudtion toolset
to achieve levels of assurance approaching follow:

copyright 1988 COMPUSEC, Inc.
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-ERIFICATIO TOOL DESCRIPTIONS followed by propagation of these labels across I
the DFD allows BTOS to find the least-dominant

COMPUSEC-Enhanced HDM. The HDM tool set (also conflict-free set of labels of all entities in
called "old HDM") was originally developed by the module under analysis.
SRI International. Initially intended to
structure the overall software development TAT. TAT (Trustedness Analysis Tool) is used
procass, it has found a specific application to determine allocation of trust in a secure
in MLS security analysis. HDM includes the system design. Given an input of formatted
language SPECIAL (SPECIfication and Assertion tables representing all possible paths between
Language), a theorem prover, and the MLS components in the system, TAT will identify
formula generator for multilevel security E1]. which components of the system need to be
We have ported HDM from the Digital Equipment trusted with respect to secrecy and integrity.
Corporation's TENEX operation system to The formatted tables that are used by TAT are
VAX/VMS. We also modified the user interface consistent with the Ada PDL and reflect all
to the MLS tool, added a label propagator, and inter-component flow of data specified in the
corrected how the Verifier counts failed PDL. TAT performs a data flow analysis of
proofs. these tables that includes checking of inter-

and intra-component I/O consistency as well as
ATOS. ATOS (Ada-to-SPECIAL) works as a consistency with Data Dictionaries. TAT
security cognizant Ada parser/translator. In determines which design modules potentially
addition to translating a subset of MIL-STD- violate the system security policy and
1815A Ada into an FTLS (Formal Top Level therefore must be trusted to carry out their
Specification) written HDH's specification functionality in a secure manner. Other
language SPECIAL, ATOS generates valuable modules are secure by induction.
discrepancy reports that provide feedback
relevant to software quality assurance. Labeler. The Labeler accepts as input an
Problems identified include: unlabeled SPECIAL FTLS and local and global

Data Dictionaries, and produces labeled FTLS
"* Parsing problems as well as discrepancy reports. It determines
"* Undefined subprograms the scope of data items and assigns correct
"* Undefined types labels to then based on definitions found in
"* Undeclared variables the local and global dictionaries.
"* Type mismatches Discrepancy reports identify problems with
"* Formal and actual parameter mismatches consistency in the Data Dictionary itself, as
"* Illegal assignments to constants well as disconnects between the Dictionary and
"* Missing referenced files the FTLS. If errors of omission or commission

exist between records and their components,
ATOS also identifies local and global the Labeler flags these cases and then

scopes of data items in preparation for relabels record components according to rules
further processing by the Labeler tool. ATOS which preserve the meaning of the security
handles security ramifications of Ada's model. The Labeler can also format the Data
modularity: The constructs "with" and Dictionary and its security labels into a file
"separate" are addressed in a consistent way suitable for processing by the TAT tool.
by searching both current and configuration
management directories for the referenced Labeler-Propagator. We added a propagator
files. Once a match is found, it is then tool to HDM's environment for use in
instantiated into the correct scope. To conjunction with HDM's MLS tool. The
account for capabilities not easily Propariator xassigns security labels to data
represented in Ada, ATOS recognizes items not assigned fixed labels in such a way
annotations in the Ada PDL. Annotations as to minimize security conflicts. The
include representations of the data items Propagator assigns default security labels to
transported in low-level procedures and the any data items within the FTLS which were not
locations of referenced files. already assigned labels by the Labeler. It

then uses a data-dependency recognition
BTOS. BTOS (Bubble-to-SPECIAL) is used for algorithm and a property violation algorithm
data flow analysis and produces FTLS from data equivalent to those implemented by Compusec-
flow diagrams (4]. Data flow diagrams (DFDs) Enhanced HDM in recognizing potential security
can be developed from the top-level PDL in violations. The Propagator writes a new FTLS
order to show the definition of the functional file in which all data items have been
interfaces of the system. Given DFDs that propagated. It also reports labeling
reflect all information flow for these conflicts that occur any time data flows
interfaces BTOS identifies the following: between data items with incompatible security

labels. Use of the Propagator has proven to
"* The shortest path between two nodes be quicker and more accurate than previous
"* All possible paths between two nodes efforts using manual propagation.
"* Paths between two nodes that contain

labeling conflicts Splitter. The Splitter has enabled us to
handle the formal verification of a large

Discrepancies are identified as they occur, system in a timely manner. If an FTLS module
and DFD components can be adjusted is too large to be processed by :4DM within
dynamically. When labeling conflicts occur, system memory constraints, it must v broken
BTOS examines the security attributes of the down into appropriate subunits. The Splitter
entities involved and either relabels them allows verifier-defined limits to be put on
through use of a label propagation algorithm, the size of these units while maintaining an
or shows an unresolvable conflict. If only accurate representation of the original large
external inputs and outputs of a module are module. The Splitter correctly preserves
given labels, the setting of all internal scoping and interdependencies and produces the
labels to the system's least-dominant level following:
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" hierarchicalS r - This shows how conflicts are flagged as potential security
the module is split and enables ease violations.
in seeing relationships between high and
low level procedures. Pi of-of-Correctness Concept, STOF's handling"* Recursion Identification - HDM's MLS of p'oof-of-correctness is based on definition
tools do not accept recursive functions, of a desired transformation that can be
Instanrnes requiring manual response are described usirg formal notation. Sou-ce is
identified, analyzed by deriving and then formally

"* SmAller SPECTAL Files - Resulting files notating its properties. Proofs involve
are not only more manageable, but they demonstrations showing tnat valid translations
remain parseable. of source properties imply only the desired

transformation.
STOF. The Source-to-Formulas tool provides an
integrated verification environment that
operates on Ada code or PDL. STOP directly STOF Comnonents and User Interface° STOP istranslates code or PDL into provable formulas, currently implemented in SUN/Ada and runs on aIt also translates security policy into axioms SUN Microsystem Model 3/60. Inputs, outputs,and rules. The security policy to be applied and major components are shown in Figure 1.to analysie -f the code or PDL can specify Low-level commands to STOP treat operations asdesired system behavior with ruspect to either predicates to be evaluated. Although a PROLOGmultilevel security or correctness, syntax and semantics are sufficient to

describe all operations, a visually-oriented,
Multilevel Security Concent. STOF's window-based user interface is underverification of MLS properties is based on use development for ease of use.
01. i security-cognizant parser in
conju:acticn with a l.beling mechanion. The Example: Star Network Simulao S STOFparser extracts type and scoping information has been tested and demonstrated by using itfrom the source input and creates unique names to verify a small network simulator program.that are formatted in its parse tree. The SNS models identical terminals as an array ofparser recognizes subjects and objects and Ada tasks managed by a terminal controllerperforms path analysis to determine the that is a single Ada task. Terminal tasksshortest path between any subject/object request a security level at login. From thispairs. The collaborating labeling mechanism point on, the terminal controller handlesallows data dictionary information to be added message input and output in a secure fashionto path information. The data dictionary used and issues an audit trail. The current simplesupplies all fixed security labels. Labels security model only allows terminals at thethemselves may be multi-attribute and of a same level to pass messages. A known security
project-specific format. The labeling violation exists in the SNS in that allmechanism transnribes the fixed labels to each message passing occurs using the sameinstance of that data item found in the parse routine WRITE WIRE. The "wire" is unprotected
tree. once all fixed labels have been and therefore has been labeled at level "1"transcribed, remaining unlabeled or floating (low). When SNS handles messages at level "2"label data items are subjected to label (high), a violation occurs because messagespropagation. Propagation is a mniiti-pass are sent over the level "1" wire. STOPoperation that attempts to find the least discovers and reports this by processing inputdominant conflict-free path between all SNS source code and a simple data dictionary.subject/object pairs. The number of Figures 3 - 6 contains fragments from SNSpropagation passes corresponds to the radius source and STOP output that demonstrateof a call graph of the system. Unresolvable discovery of this security violation.

STOF
Aa Ada Security SVerific.0atIo n FORULA Any

Code . Security Graph ConditionTheorem
or PDL Analyzer SGneratOr GeneratOrFRECURITY Prover

FEEDBACK
_______________________ REPORTS

FIGURE 1. STOP Inputs, Major Components, And Outputs

Rqulirements Prim-'. Detailed Coding and Integration DeploymentAas Design Design Unit Testing and Testing-+ Life-Cycli
Maintenance

STOF STOF STOF STOF

Figure 2. Life-Cycle Applicability of STOF
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--1WRITEWIRE: function FINDACCESS (MESSAGE :in SNORTSTRING)

- -/1return LONG-INTEGER is
--1Writes ciata to the simuleted whoý, in , real RESULT :LONGINTEGER

--1application this routine would interfec. to a Lo bgin
--/low level output routine.

-- /1 cane MESSAGE (2) in

--1MESSAGE La output to the DESTINATION-TEN) INAL
w-~ ire. when 1'e

RESULT iACCEGSSONE

procedure WRITEWIRE I when '2' ->
DEST INAT ION_ TERMINIAL ; in LONG .INTEGER RESULT :- ACCESS-TWO
MESSAGE in SNORT-STRING Iis

begin when others -

WIRE (DESTINATION_TERMINAL) t- MESSAGE :RESULT :-NO-ACCESS
end WRITE WIRE

ITO? PARSE TREE

nul~rtur, .IINRESULT)

I n((dentntlo n-teri~nal)Nsnslong integerj~null), e FIND -ACCESS

(1 ITOr PARSE TREE:

otutemont (null, ~~~function hody~findacee)ogitgtnl)

n-ojwir.,ar (n~na.ed*-t)Oation terminelfl) (in))moessagebnae(ohort string),flultuIn

FIGURE 3. Ada Source and STOP Parse Tree for aeseno .(e)Oseeag~o~s~)

Procedure WRITE-_WIRE Hhrce)9H

state ... tlnuil,neeelre..uLt) I- eetreo)3,

(ohers),0

)stateo~ntI null nemoC~rasult) 1. naxoe(# eceos-tl))fl

ntateoent~null, eturn stetensnt(naoe!rqnuit) )I

FIGURE 4. Ada Source and STOP Parse Tree
for Procedure FIND-ACCESS

--iPROCESS _SENDMESSAGE:

-- / Dterins Ha endinvaid, in thin am~ple odd Inly
-/ rermnl' at tharoevl er Al lowe to Peo in ee.

procedur PROLSSSEMD )4tSSAG3E

SOURCE-TERMINAL :in COOS TdTEGER;

MESSAGE :in SNORTITNINO) in
DESTINATIONTINMINAL :LONG_ INTEGER
begin
DISTINAVION_TERMINAL 1 C)(ARACTER'POS (MESSAGE (2))-

CHARACTENRPOS(''
if (DESTINATION TERMINAL C MIN_TERMINAL) or

(DESTINATION TERMINAL ) MAE TERMINAL) then
PT-LINE ( "Server, reads bad detinti address" &

LONGINTEIER-IMAGE (D)ESTINATION TERMINAL)

LNONG ITEGOCRMAGE (SOURCE TERMINAL))

T ENDSADDESTINATIONMESSAGE (SOURCE _TERMINAL)
eLeif ITERMINALACCESS (DESTINATION TERMINAL)

TERMIMAL ACCESS (SOURCE TERMINA-L)) and
(TERMINALE ACCESS (SOURCE TERMINAL) a NOACCESS) thee

SEND FROM NEADER (SOURCE TIRMKINAL,-
DESTINATION-TERMINAL)

--/Thin msiesege ie okey to send to the destination
-1tarsial 1. Server putt the meassage on the wire

WRITEWIRE% (DESTINATIONTERMINAL, MESSAGE)

-- / eoe ntfis h dsination ~tereinel~ of0the .. g"
/inoing esag wth the enr pon "rrio esae

- 0 A ee systee eight use hendehehe. lines, oýr other

-,/signals here.

TERMINALS )DESTINATIINTERMINAL) RECEIVE_MESSADO

PUT LINE

"Server: Tereinel' &
l.ONOTNTXGER'IMAGE (SOURCE TERMINAL) L

to teria
LON "INTEOER'!;IMAGE (DIEST!.INTION TERMINAL)

send m..nege requet denied because of access oioiatnsn.ý

SEND NOTALLOWEDMESSAGE (SOURCE_TERMINAL)I
en d ifj

Ind PROCESS SEND MESSAGE

FIGURE 5. Ada Source for Procedure PROCESS_SENDMESSAGE
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%parse('demo.ada',x).
X - [null,

procedure body(demo,null, i],

constant-decl((min-terminal),name(long_integer),integer(Ofl,

More?
no
% ccnsult('demc-translations').
yes
% consult('demo labelbt).
yes
% propagate(X).
Analyzing flows for: (demo,controller~process message)
Analyzing V~ows for: (demo,controller find-acEess]
Analyzing flows for: (demo,controller,process send imessage]
Analyzing flows for: [demo,controller Iwrite-w-re]
Analyzing flows for: idemo,controller]
Analyzing flows for: tdemo,terminal_task)
Analyzing flows for: (demo]
Pass:

Get label for: object(message,(demo,controller,write-wirefl2
Get label for: object(wire,(demo])l
comparing: message(2) -> wire(1

***Unresolvable conflict ***
message, declared in [demo,controller,write. wire], label 2 -

wire, declared in [demo], label 1
Get label for: object(kU,(flO
Get label for: object(destination terminal,

(demo,controlJler-,process send-message] )l
Comparing: ki(O) ->destination terminal(T]

Label changes: 9
Unresolved :
Pass: 2

Label changes: 3
Unresolved 1
Pass: 3

Label changes: 0
Unresolved : 1
X propagate results((

label-change(object(terminal,[demo, _send bad destination messagefl,l,2),
lab .l1change(object(destination termiinal,[deio, _send froiiheader)'hl,2),
label-change(object(source termlnal,idemo, send from headerfl,l,2),
label-change(object(terminil,[demo, _access-level_chajige_messagel),l,2),

label change(object(my terminal niumber,[demo,terminal taskil,l.1,2)
1abel-change(object(teiminal I dimo, create terminal])7l,,2),

label_'Ehangelohject(console,(]),0,2Y*T,

object(message,Ldemo,controller,write wire]) -> object(wire,,Ldemo])])
More?
no
% logout.

FIGURE 6. EXTRACTS from STOP MLS Analysis of SNS
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Secure system development has only
recently become a practical, applied science
[5]. Two major categories of methodology
enhancement need to be pursued: 1) The
Ecemantics and logical consequences of certain
Ada statements with respect to both MIS and
proof-of-correctness properties must be
specified. 2) Additional automated
verification support tools that shorten the
designer/verifier feedback loop must be
developed. Achievement of these objectives
will result in the means to both quantify and
evaluate the level of assurance of operational
software development projects requiring higher
-reliability and quality.
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STATIC ANALYSIS TOOLS FOR SOFTWARE
SECURITY CERTIFICATION

D. 1?ichirrd Kuhn

Nartionalr Burreau or Standrdsrri
Gairthemrburg, Md. 2080it

301 /tM/53337
kutrrtict~i-se.arpa

ABSTB!AC7'

nins p~aper' describes a suite of tools
lrs9(l ill evaluatinlg software for Security
ccrtifiication. Tile tools trie currently be ing
Used onl software for secure Electronic Fundrij,
Transfer, hin could be app~lied to other api
Caitionis as5 well.

It can on ly be (lone byv a W-rrd men air llYsit Who( takes
1. Intrductionthe Limrre to ir riderstinnld tile sonlv r iCode. Software

(One of the' v':lrrrnbl services plrovided by goverir- tools call impr'ove tire p-rocess !-.. Iel ping reveali the
ritwirt. argeirci es is certi lirat~ioi of' coimmi erci al p~rod iiles. StR nlletU' of tile systell an r d by pielrformin rg certai ri
Famiiilirr ~air v micade invicinde tire r'ertiticrt~iolns or hIooi miechanical cliecks onl synta' and coutrol/data flow
rind mredicjine 1rerloinred by thre F-ood arid 1) ̀ug (e.g. rw proviled by linit [.Iobrr781). UNIX* tiools such
Admrinistr'ationr. To siul I oil. the need for secure dclu- -rl

troiv uir asllfe InFT ofbt idsryn itsj [I1181)801 and awik (A lo7 81 are hecavilIy
firir~ trrirfei(lFl')of irt inusty rnd tsused ill thre evaluationrs. but this jurpe' vi. will usent

ow iral.tl JS rato eprlii'et ilire only riew tools that hrave beeni duve loired to srtp IeII-

Triiviaiir. for w r'is ifylirr vI''l',t te Nationalir (Vuerr87 nircirt UNIX rtallitles atd oirthier' cormmrercianlly available

of Starrndardns (NIIS) irrr5 bien dlivellinupig sour~vcodeiil
a ii sstoolk to aissist Iirl t-ire evill ratin onr i'soltw ire 1. 1. P rototype Toolis

tind iuill tirriT rvei d~irurir. dhise I)liii rri- ink t llit if lire toolis riescrilied hrl this p~aper are rIVlesgured Li
tii iritookr tha hirravres bc'l an pokta sle tire securi ity airalyst mu riersitaurd the systemi beinrrg

evaluated. 1T1vIre irni''ration the1y ~r'ovii icrrruld lie
'lie ICFTl riturpitrrrrt 114ingrt tilt tiel ii'ides griliercl w'ithoiit. tool srr pport., b*lit to rio so) woilild

[A N S IS 6 atrn d A I\'.Sl 0 .17 rt l'r itir': tirr fur ci on'rl l ta lk e, - orsid vibn' rlv loirger. Ai r~ Hild itio rirni rud N4inn ag e is

A V N S I - 1 i Ttj n il e A N S I lnt) .17 Nl lrr r i'rr i r fa ri ' s e c r e th art 0 .z- to n ls Im oiri i eu ai i itie ty io f v i e w s. o if [I)(-Ni syr -

[A:'1SI.1-l J.ces 'lre a'i in lll toner .Vh.1rinirll icrue usingi t-vi'ir. D~ocumenr'rtatiuon is exjiiete'l 1-o colrtluai riuchl iii
iriiiuliocissi arrlinrirt i ii ii i ii iiii~' lt ii isiiktire inifuirliritbirrl tirt ourv goal oif' the tuiol 9irite is toi

iiit Datnia 1-inrycioit n Mt irridaril [NI 577(. Soft wine a~ssist !ir chiecking corraisteircy rand corriecntiess of' diuci-
corrtroils reces.s tio thie vaviriris t '111irrrl is thIroirgir emliiie Inirrrartiorr. Manly of tire fri otirtlris prlovideil by tooils
plaswn iii I p rimet iirror (it- magngeitin i'ardsI. Theli siitta rio riescri bed in thids p a pe ar'e availlable fromi otheri tools,
is ursuarlly small. rrpproximrnitelY -1.0(h) ;*ires ori sirir,'ni
co, I . Tlhe pnimper will 1)oiri t oliit feni Lures of unlr' tools thlit mare

irot p iovide nil y it hers.
(nil ll 'iial nieveirrl~e rs str I i]v'rrrg 1-:-1, i'iuirii1letrrin Th'e tools that hrave belncr developed are designied

ti tire Tireasuiry iDelmrrtiienit ii in reqI'rvdi i i to d't-velop for use mul C sourcer code (Kern78]. C is tirt uppropri-
it. accrdinoliig to spen'i tic nitioris g i ve i il(l 'rea8(i Ii]. The a ate targetlagi efotieirLitlesicas Csa

uinl I ir'at lo ins ( n i naclut e 5 ' U 't. fr a t ire m ri's te ori a id ti ll po p uiii lanI arg u a g e' fo r O '.r cii p ro c esso r a p p if ic a tio rrs
iii-I P L 1 1 SNA t3 j gg~ by rrS8 ) Oiir 'inle n Ji e r e ir 5 ii of til ei M ost of tilt, source code for tile FF1' e pri p iient is (",

v-I ii i rty i r s u ggik St ul b ( N 5 1 1 0 ir m ii o t l e a lth ro ulg h v a rio u's risse inib le rs arue iise dl wi %Veil. TI ile
seri i Vai alstis Lii 'eIPWi t ile sourc rii'' ir to e ristri n

that io'cegs conltrol clineck katr' pci-rrmeiriwnlpoperly arid
tihit critical data are trot, accessible to irunwitlrnrizeil * JNLX is a registered tradiemrrik or A'i'&'t'
riser's. Th iis review clearly caiinrot bre fully nuntonrated;
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tools are written in C and 'Le modular so that it is I
relatively easy to modify them to suppoit other

languages. In one case the code for the equipment Cealls has two phases. First a file of routine

being -valuaed was written entirely in ZSO assembler names and the file where they are defined is produced.

and the parser was modified in an afternoon to handle The second phase reads this file and begins parsing

the assembly code. the C source code. An adjacency matrix D is built,

where D,- is 1 if routine i calls routine j and is 0

1.2. Tool Design otherwise. In other words, D is simply a matrix

IvIost of the tools follow L common dcsign, shown representation of the program's call graph. After D is

in Figure 1. The pre-processor ih a simple parser that completed, ceails builds a matrix I = D', the transi-

recognizes func-tions or macros defined In the source tive closure of D. D is called the direct call matrix

code but, ignores common library routines such as and I is called the indirect call iiiatrix, since I

prinlftj or scanf(). (An alfernate pre-processor can represents the indirect relationship between routines

include all functions called.) Functloin names are through calls. In the example discussed above,

stored in ,inaefile which is then used by the parser in DAD = i, and Da.c = 1, since A calls B and B calls C.

eacr tool to recognize routines of interest. This Also, IA.C ý. 1, because of the indirect relationship

design allows the analyst to remove names of routines between A and C.

that are not security-relevant, such as math librai-y

functions. The output of a tool (e.g. a call tree) will 2.2. Call Tree

then consider only security-related routines, simplify- After the call matrix is built, a call tree is easily
ing the analysis. Of course, judgement is required to produced. A portion of one is shown Figure 2. Ccalls

deternline What functions can be safely ignored. only expards a subtree fully the first time a routine is
Niamncfil can be edited repeatedly to provide different encountered. Thus in the example in Figure 2, if
views of the system being studied, 'prtjIhne' were called elsewhere, the tree would not be

C Pre-Edit

ýd~ited TýtRepo'.

rlaia3 file File,,_

Figure 1. Tool Design

expanded to show 'getjiame' as a subroutine of
2. Cealls: Call Tree and Logical Nesting 'prt.jinc'. This helps keep the call tree display to a

The first task of the security analyst is to under- reasonable size.
stand the program that Is being evaluated. The first The UND, System V utility cflow provides a
step in doing this is to look at the functions of indlvi- similar call tree but lists calls to library functions such

dual routines and the calls they make to other rou- as printqO and getcharO. This results in extremely
tines. In addition to the calls that occur in the pro- large call trees which may make it harder to recognize
gram, the analyst will be interested in the indirect the structure of the program. Ccalls was designed to

relationships among routines. If routine A calls rou- eliminate this "information overload" by ignoring
tine B, and B calls C, then a change to A may affect library routines and printing calls within routines only
C. or a change to C may affect A through parameters once, If desired, a different pre-processor can be used
passed in calls. This relationship can be traced from with ccails to include all functions, whether they are
the call tree, but if a program contains many routines defined In the system under study or are library func-
the call tree may be spread across several pages of tions.
paper, making it awkward to analyze. The tool The call tree lines are of the form routine
peesented in this section, called ccalU simplifies the

analysis of these relationships. Several tools are avail- lowed by an asterisk If the routine represents the root

able to perform some of the functions ctf cralls, butloebyaasrikIthruinrpeetsheotableto erfrm ome f te fnctons f cdebutof a logically nested subsystem (as explained in See-
ccalls is apparently the first such tool to Identify logi- tlon 2.7

cal nesting In C source (see Section 2.7). It also tion 2.7).

appears to be the only tool to extract an indirect calis 2.3. Call Matrix

matrix from C source code, although it Is possible to 2

trace Indirect calls manually using a call tree. Rather than present a large square matrix of is

and Os, cealla provides, for each routine In the pro-
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2.4. Statistics Cals

(-la~l~l also prtovtides suilliv x~ttistCs diati. tIllay beI D! te t !'t 'jzi itt'

uIseful, ifsinaia the( uOiim&lxitv orf the( ptrowa~iii maljtlptlle11-

bil~tig evIII 11514(1. 1gtire .1 shows aIt v'attipiivt. The' *o1( ir ti _ttt e _tlti 111_r

valli I "ll' 'twltillls is ,111ltylu a vil )1itt or thel C fillititolls tt l'ttt S I llai__(' rti'

COPY~~~j~l10111 II I Ix ale 'y

tlt'ltl~l li.I'Figuire 3. iDisplaiy of ('fill Matr'ix

pit.4t -:ttlat 6x -------- STIVAlITWNC S'!------------------

lilt' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ll tl-rveo ;ttIhls AIII td.* o('6Iit'Nith

FigureI2. E) ml fCil al: -I

2.5. ncaled R1ti06
o. r liotilt illS tilIt, oltill' pltl'V l'' lIlittI rrv Itt a'L~YI

vollt r iviltc-frv- I I~vc: ouilvs V l.vall-C;ll/Fllc292: A



2.6. Unrecaeblibk Routines 4

Some routines that arc never Called to18Y Cadll

other routines. These ot jet' routitites will 'not f]wappii'- U -S

oll thle list of uncalled routines even though there-L TnAy

be no pohsibIe execution of thev programt' in whichl they U,

could be c-tlled. R~ecall thiat I =D% Therefore 1, -I '

if and onlIy if there is sonme Call scue(III( rii ccfio i to' j.

Unireachiable routines can he Idenitified simply hy (sn flC 0) r is the root node of a logically nested

hii1ding thosef, w hloch cantnot he reachled by aliy Calling Subsystemn

sequence from mainl, i.e., the rolittinc ind1(exed by j 'is

unreachable if I~,~,e _- o. Note thait it 'is alwa,,ys true Where~

that
(upiallI r~ine) S (ureacoibc rulitc~q. 1 thle set of all reachable routInes in the program

uiictldroiiri~ ~i{ uroici~b~ riiiiic1. ,. the set of routines called indirectly by r,

Unreachable rou ti nes are listed onI the 1llalYsi;* rep' nt. c'orrespon ding to row r of mnatrixa I.

Rou1tines that are called only through function I),*.ý thle set of routines called directly by i,

pointers will be listed as uncalled and unreachable. cor-respondiiig to row i of matrix D.

'Thle analyst mnust check that eateIl such rotit-I ti is

used -and that it, is possible for a function liollitet t~o Figure 6. Logically Nested Subsystemn Identification

be instantiated withI the routine's address.

2.7. Logical Nesting they Can be used sensibly. Fior example, a common

A uscful feature of ercais is thle hletiiteation Or' way to implemient an abstract data type ii C 'is to

logically niested subsystems, imarked with an -,lterisk define a data structure and all functions that access 'it

I iiur 2 -o toctni agi gsa l .iii suin fleIiI. The data structur musn ot be glohbal to
in ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t Fiur 2.Boksrcue agag 6 ie i fw Pas all the flinc toin s in1 the. file. Cr alls allows global v an-

Cal and P L/ I allow ron t6i tis t~o be nlested, t -I')Il able tames5 to be treated as "functions" and( appeatr lit

show their hie rarch iical relations liip. ThIe C I angmittge ecaltv fsefnos)oteaaytcnexme

does not provide this feat ire, s0 hlierarle l'iical arrniinge-tlecalte(slafids)othanyt a xatite

nlelitt of suibrotitities to os't be dedic(Ied frontl the m-;l- the dlifferent ways In which f'uictiotis accessing a glo-

Ill)& st ru cture. Ccealls s avesti tille by peCrforming till. s- bal variable can be reachied. Th le systitialoiii shud lper

task, for t ite atnlys. Th 'licoregiiitialg- for ni niecesilry Validations onl all ciiiIi ttg sequences

cal ly nlested s obsysteii is itiat one Cal itus dy thle sub- whicit cait react cri ti cal 'ariab lea. Inclutinil g global

systeml inodepen d enitly froim the rest, of Olie codle. :IalsL eirndsnthcllre(-imket

We dlile a ogiallyliet-edsubystei a a goupeasLier to t "L'ace Whiltat happlen OilSo the warIN to at fii ietioii

We doutit oici)ynestea ed soIyseita a 1'0 gte ili rwic nips thiiat accesses n Critical daits itemi. Antothier tool,

ofcotc iy anes Ii eidedhr toot isode ot ]ate Of th lilcIi is- descr iibed 'ii thle next sect ion, unitravelIs thle Caillte

calld b an 'nttiic hatis iottar ~i t~e s liys-inito till possible (.alling Seqtte01INeS Lit miake 'it easier to

telj. I'lus eafllolcs i~. rt~tlle ti'itdký]lo 'Clltrace events along" pathis to critical fitnictkiots aitd daita
otheri roultinecs, ate,( trivially subsystemis. I'llie i'i

delinitionii is stated foc-iiall % in 1-igitte 6t. 'The

defiii1itiot itidic'Ii es if a hun iciilar node. r. is t ilie toot 3. Paths: All Galling Sequences

of a logically itestei l sbsystetii E' 'is a s~et, of roultines One clieik that miutst he titaile is to etnstie that

'extec ial' to the soubsysteni (if' Ou' exists hteaded by p tecn iidi tiolis for roitti ica are est ab hiIted aiiid/ ot

node r), C is the set of routitiles (-alle(] by -outhites Ill manistained by routtiines htighiei til) in tilt, cajllingý

set L', antd r an d j ai'e nd~i ces of iou tintes iii thle pro- sequtenice. '1'his is pairticenlarly imniportantt inl assemnb let'

9l-4111. (ca'r ts pi'I utb aii ate risk adjacent to anty roi- lanug iage "a I he ~re 1)(t'iti i ftirste paksse I itl r-egiSters or'

titie t tat. 'is tile root of a logically ticskte stibsyst emi. global vai'iab lea. Ti v.tri Cy that pre'condi iitioils arieu itiet
before a routine is called, tHie atnidyst itiist trace

A programt will typically cont ain 'li brary' roiiiit~ies tupwacid tihrou ghI all possible pat. us in tilie call tree by

that fire used In mtany places. C~calls allow:s the iset' which a routitne cati he reached atnc etisure that regis-

to elitinitate these lihrai'y romitilies, fromn cotisideratioti ter~s are set up coi'rectly onl all pa~is. Trhis process is

when Chieckitig for1 logical neticnitg. nmade easier by generating aill possible calling

sequenices ini which liuttoio, level routines cali he

2.8. Data Access reachled, The list of all sequences is restricted to those

Ani opt~oi allows global variables to be iiicliiied that conitain the routine of litterest by passing the tool

ill tile analysis. IHeavy tise of global variables is poor output through grep. 'The anialyst. can then chieck

programnming pract~ice'. IhoweIver, there are cases where each of the call sequences as far up as necessary to

verify preconiditiotis. Ani examplle is shinwit in Figure
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7. Lists start with lowest level routines and move up to calling structure, The top layer L0 is define 4 to be
the tree from left to right. For example, the first list {main}. Other layers can then be defined as
shows that main calls csm-errproc which calls 4 - {/Aicioiu called from layer L..L not assigned to
send. esm and so on. la•e;, m, m < n }.

key-setup <-csm-macproc <-genedc <-putede <- More formally,

sendjesm <-csm.errproc <-main
LO={main }

key-.setup <-csm jmacproc <-geiin.edc <-putedc <-
send_.sm<-csm..errproc<-plcsmparse<- 4 - { : for some i E L.., i calla j, j L. for
getcsm<-maln Olt m < n ),

key_.setup<-csmrnacproc<.genepdc<-putedc<- where i and j are functions.
sendpsm<-main A call from routine i to routine j Is shown by

"WCC' at position i, j In the matrix. The index
Figure 7. Calling Sequences numbers are keyed to function names and are

displayed on a separate page or another workstation
4. Layers: An Alternative View of Program window.
Structure This type of presentation is useful not only m a

We have been experimenting with different ways way to give a complete cross reference on one page
of displayinr program structure. One interesting (for the size of systems under evaluation) but also to
approach is shown in Figure 8*. The matrix was convey information about the structure (or lack
created by dividing the program into layers according thereof) of the system. In particular it shows the

01 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 61 910111223141516171619l20212223242526127362930313233343536371329404142434410 i xxxx• cX I I I
0..1 = 0 00 3. = I .. . . . . . . . . . .I .. . . . . . .I .. . . . . . . . . . .I. . . . . . .a I I II I I I

4 1 I • I I I
5 IXX I I I
61IX XX I I I

X7 X I XX•DC.= I
a II )0

91XX lXX
101 1 X I
1 XX I

13 I XX I I
141 1 XX I
is I I Xx
16 XX

17 X XX I

18 I

191 1 XX xxI

20 1 XX I I - IXXXO
21 1 1 1
22 1 1 1
23IXX XX I I I XX1QW I
24 1 1 1 I X I

26

2794

29 1 1 I I
30 1 1 1 1
31 1 1 I XX . I

fr321 I 1 1
33 i XX II X
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Figure S. Example of Layers
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Figure ). Example of Illyers

del, de1 h'twe relation a imto g r¢o litines. The relation ls More revenitly it, I103 be(en1 arguled £, I the sa;m111e

very sill ai ' b it, noA 1 u3 v a(11 II lel it, to the ] ' C ' l'ehttlo n 3T rr11.ge lifl t 11. 11)po tlLs (e t rotr Y t CO IC (IM 1, eS l)Cio:ly

definedly P'arwt11 IPl'lnNl, NllSO, Netilum6] because verification [NeuinlS(.
it is (hd eried purely fr1om s itatic aC i lyn si3 ofl soUIce coole W ell ,d esign.ed systn Ills 'are often o 'gaillize. X ii 1

W rhic h c aI (cll ly r, e eognize / nSylit ac uic I lseS of P ll0(4lo t11 . layeI' S, and 118 a reCCX l t it is o ft ell helpful il I ti l er-
N eve rthe less, w e h av e fo l id liell)iu I ll recog nlizi ng stlilldin g -i sy stPil. l to e'ntego li ze .•ilh i-nilt.ilivt s b y Cillnt'-

Icve.ls oi't. 1l1ay no. f) e 1IlCCI ed le tely tionai layer. O f eo nt1 se. mall ny routines m ay bCe 0u5td iI

apparent [110111 53117ce ( 1de lpackagihg, al pro lem that several places lCe g. lladi, h -ibrout itneb), These c:ln be
m3cC tirs in mII a1.11 / a ( .iltl~ tColls, p n irtbeu11 rly ill S eeC lll' considered ge .erall r a- )1.lrpose li brary Iou t il eS rath er

UNIX himPinile t l.aicnIs ISibe871. lia. members of any pa:tIe 1lar layer. Promn ru nli 1g

Ail 4111)01.9n11I priiile of soft.ware elCgiteetinIg the tool on many diiffeiC lnt, systems, it appeals that
holds that1 rel0t11llty is (enhaced by orgalnzing Ia sys- Il2ost0 tend to show It layered arralngelmient, even WhenC

tern into a hierarely of' layem [l)ijkII8}. EIadi layer (,r" this was not Oo explicit design requiremen t.
suibroutithies lprovides a virtual nitaclihht' wihse func- The layers in Figure 8 correspond to nesting Iev- "

timis are used to Inplement the next higher layer. els at which rultines flist appear in the call tree, i.e.

* Fig u~res9 8 511(1 ii are s12 all uhilit~ ic d r, r i~llustrati .m ain w hich first appears at nesting level 0 is layer 0,
functions that first, appear lot nlstilig level I are iI.
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layer I and so on. Calls from I unctions at lower levels 6. Ccomments: Condensed Source Listing
to higher levels (level i+1 considered "lower" thlaii Often, the best way to get anl Idea of what ap'o
level i ) appear in the lower left corner of the grain does is to p~roceed in a top-down fashion, deter-diagram. Calls of this type may be anl indication of milinlg the funiction oi' the top-level routine, then
poor strueturit-g.lokn focaltoohrrtieaddtriig

Figures 8 . :id 0 show an Interesting contrast, thekirg functions. tother r~lloutan ints ad eto conside
The syste'.- in Figure 8 is nicely layered. To gain an aoter thectroutnes. are imothe t parimtes, tod conin-r

understandin,, of this system, the analyst canl proceed aotteruie r h aaees n oi
by studylng; routines !it incremients of reasonable sie nients in the source code telling what. the routine

dot's.
In the system *in Fi1gure 0, 441 of tile 00 functions are
called within the first two layers. 'The analyst must A 'condensed source listing' is provided tha~t
study almost 75% of the functions at on1ce to see how abstralcts this i1forniatilo fr~oml tile sourcef code to
the system works. In -addition, this system contains provide it summinary of the Program. 'The condensed

manyrouine tht ar caledfro sevrallayrs, source listing is designed to manke it easier to study
manyr oui e thet on a1igu e caliled nl fom sev era l rlay rs the fuinctions In a. large program . It gives co nlilnient
w hrt he o e in F g re 8 h s n y a s uc o. header blocks a iid the call jilterfarce to jeac ol inl

tines. The call tree providedl by ceall~s provides a 'roadl 1101(1

6. Asert:Assetion ecogizerof the programr's structure and serves as , guideC to
6. sset: ssetio Reognzerusing thle condensed source listing. Anl examlple is

'lra yDepai-tinen t rqi'ijilrel Incit's [Tr'l' c8(i h s howni in F;igu Ic 10.
specify critical events thait mulst iie performled by the
EFT'1 equipmnent, e.g. ''Inhibit,1 interrup~lts for' crypto 7. Metrical ''Quality Metrics"
processug'', ''' fr iRAM test.'' To mnaike it easier
to check t hat thlese lu tlie ns arc be~ing pclrfor n ed one 111p0~~orilt. collsdi'eatioii Ini evdaluations is the
pro 1eI'ly, so0-c ~c'odie is req oi ccii to) co1j~ii j ti a 111111eredl degree to iv liI l good ProgramminiIng p rac tices hiave
assertions that help the analyjst recognise1g 111Ipot;1 beeni followed. interesting charateril.stics inluelde
poi mts 'in the code. Th le followi iig lissertiomisaire I iti fruilei ulb fci e iicI nhi

required:of declaration linles, ratio of' collillielits to executable
requirdued nme codle, and ''coniiple~xity mectrics'' such as McCabe's

mgo dule naa iuen, cyclolnutie numllber metric 1M cCa76j. Another tool iin
2. lobl dta t~iitile evalunation suite checks andI reports Oil thes."e Still-

.1. local data 'items, faLce characterisics. It al8o gives warnlings lit user
4. module housekeeping prior to r'eturni, eeiile hrsldfolegiyrliiesilsulett
5. requiremeniits performned prior to Ilioule ienct ry, Mill lii lt ts, or cyclolinatic numb111er g reateir thIan a1 User-

B. rquiemets erfrme duingmodle roess- speciflied voillie (typically 10).

lng, S. Trace: Function Call Trace
7. other modules accessed during provessilig (If given It is liiipom'tanlt thiit nwssei'tec events lie perforiiliedl

Mlodulle. !it the proper' order. 'h'lie! tool set also includes mOne
8. othier nilod ul c that call access, the gi veil Ili Ii'e. dy mmiii lilii lysis tool that i st 0111('llis. CI snotce Cuode

For exaimple. the aissertioni formiat for it em 5 to pri'int the 1011111' of' ;. rouiti'iu whIeioever It is cýxc-
above is cuted. Tfhis makes it possible to test aL s 'ystemn and

ASSERi'r 4 53 < category of' evenit> <evi' t> . c beck that crii IAal l'uiictloiis inic helmng lier'forlintl in
lie cori'rect nirder by examinini iig the trace of' fullctlion

Th le categories and events are s peclified ail'd liiil- (IlIs
bered In the requilremients, so, for' example, 'MID) geni-
eration" -s 'old be indicated by

ASSI-RT 4S 5 1I. 0. Future Work
T1he evaluation Suite Includes ai tool to recognizse

assertionis aiid write out the aussertioni, line numbuer oi g.1. Windowing Environment for Certification
which it starts, and the rile !ii whiit'h it occurs. Thew Tools
samne function may also be performed with the UNIX We will be developiing a prototype oif an
tool grep if the assertions are riot brokeii across tw~o iiit('gr:Lted windovimig ciuvironinclut !in which the
or miore Ilums Using additionial UNIX tools such as security analyst cali operate the previously developed
awk, sort, and eniq simple scripts check that, all tools or fany othieis that ar'e ivailable front other
required events have been asserted ini the codi'. 'lie sources (e.g. standard UNIX utilities) or may lie
analyst must then verify that they lare beimig per- developed iii the future.
formed correctly anid at the proper times.
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/ft Source File name =CSMUTIL.C - X9,17 Utility functions 5

/ft Parse KD/IOC/*OC, etc. field and extract subfielda 5

k..fieldspa-se (buf-offset, key-area)
int butsoffset:
struct key...!ield *key-area;

/ft Parse KID field In a G$K Pseudo Message -get aubfields 5

kidfield,.parsa (buf-offset. ki&.areaa)
tnt but~cffset;
struct kit! ield 5tcitarea;

/~Parse SYR field and extract subfields ~
svr..Sield.,parse (buf..offset, svr..area)

int buf~offset;,
struct a;vrtfield *svr ares'

Figure 10. Condensed Source Listing

Thle enlvvironmlent will To uSsist the security analyst 'in evaluatinig Ihl"1'
1. Provide up to four windows Simultaneously, withl software, a tool is being dlevelopedl that will accelpt a,

each winldow able to display or etit a tile g'n- Spec!iei'llcaio of' event seqluences froml the analyst find
crated by tile tools. determune throughi statice evaluiation if the sequenlce

2. lgxecutc a tool frutti any windtow,, constraint is mect. The lollowiiig typefs of event

3. Provide a menum of functions, to performi tund tools Sqecscl eOekdfr

to execute. I - lDoes A ever occur beore 11?
4. Allow escape to thle INI]X shell without leaving 2 - Does A alway~s occur before 13'?

thle enlvirollnment. :3 - D~oes A ever occur tifter U?
5E. Be 'able to reconfligure the windows fromt one to -4- Doeas,, A always occur aifter 11?

four and change their sizes as desired by thle 5 - Does A ever occur immedi~lately before U3?
Security analyst. 63 - lDoes A alway~s occur. limmlediately before 13?

63. C'eat~' IeS and directories to store results of a 7 - Does A ever occur Iinitedintely after 13?
esv~bonl. 8- lDoes A always oCV1ur hitutediat-ely after 13?

9.2.Seqenc Anaysi Tol u in ake thle analysis p racti cal, tile evenlts shtouldt
Allongtil fo tie ET Sftwre correspond to fun titi'nls (or s ibroitiutells) inl thle suli ccc

areci requi remenet-, that. certaini security critical opera- code-. lThis Sh~oulId he a reason llerut a tt ic
tlions are performued 'ill a Speciflied seque tic, inliol di- tedvlpi itrqiell'osilb re Ca l~al]seifyt 'Nunt(a

tionl to thle operations that perfornm tli' enlcryption subreveouti enshul pequrformnt onrly a8singlefuction tand

and decryption jTreaStsbj. Exaniples include thle aSuboreutire assolertions tonl bepace singthe sourceio code

checking of critical routines before they are executed toalssis thue assrioanst in dlaeterminin whesore critca

and the clearing of sensitive data fromi temporary functions arle pafonalyt.i Ietershould thenre possib-le
storage after use. 'rile critical operations must be per, forctthe tire paserfomd questionsd given aboe basedon

formed In lprope Sequence on till piathis thurough thle syntatile oly posnsiber seenesiofi suvnbroutie balsedo,

program.

By using data and control flow analysis tech-
iniqutes developietd for optimizing compilers, it is possil- 10. Conclusioas
hls to determilne if mtany sequenicing cotnstraints are The tools3 described !in this paper are experhimen-

met ~lex~l~l~~e~l. ii ddiionto se n otinis- tal. All appear to be useful, but inure experience is
lug compilers. analysis of this type has been uised fieurdtteemietoeta r uotefciei

evaliaton f sotwae rliablit [P5476. I itusy aiding evaluations, and to determine features that are
also be of value !in evaluating software security. msig ewudlk ooti ot aafo
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Abstract MCP/AS). high-level protection incorporates the principles of
Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Identitication and
Authentication, Audit, Object Reuse, and Least Privilege as

This paper describes how a software-based security required for Class C2 of the Trusted Cotnuter System
architecture can protect itself against programs that attempt to Evaluation Crit ri [DoD85]. At a low level of abstraction,
compromise system security. Methods of program central-memory objects are protected by a combination of
containment are explained, using an example of a software- hardware, microcode, the MCP/AS security "kernel", and
based security architecture: the Unisys A Series with the compilers; low-level protection is accomplished by structural
MCP/AS operating system and InfoGuard security containment (i.e., access is limited by the structure of the
enhancements. The presentation focuses on issues involving environment).
creation and protection of program code and the extent to
which compilers are included in the Trusted Computing Base Although A Series processors do not define a privileged
(TCB). execution state, they do provide a number of protection

features: a 4-bit tag is associated with each 48-bit memory
word; tag values discriminate data from code and various
processor control words. Code and critical control words have

Introduction odd tags and are thus protected from access or modification by
the instructions normally used to manipulate data. Memory is
managed in segments defined by special control words called

System security is usually considered "stronger" when based descriptors. All accessers to data segments (e.g,, arrays) are
upon a hardware architecture that enforces TCB constraints, automatically bounds-checked. A sophisticated stack-based
Therefore, techniques for building a software architecture that addressing mechanism allows each item declared in a block-
enforces TCB constraints are less widely discussed. A security structured program to be assigned a static address at compile
architecture that relies in large part on a software TCB time; the addressed location may contain a simple variable
requires that novel methods of program containment be (tag 0 or 2) or a tag-differentiated item such as an array
developed. The threat of system security being compromised descriptor (tag 5), a pointer to a character (tag 5), an entry
by user-written programs must be analyzed carefully in an point to a procedure (tag 7), or a reference to another item
environment where the hardware is supportive of, rather than (tag 1),primarily responsible for, enforcement of security. The environment of any process consists of its own code and
The next section of this paper surveys the central role played data plus any other items that are provided to it for
by program code in threats to a software-based security communication with other processes or the operating system.
architecture. The subsequent section introduces the Unisys Because each item can be separately described, the
A Series architecture as an example of a software-enforced architecture permits controlled sharing of information at an
TCB. Then the largest section of the paper is devoted to an arbitrarily fine level of detail, Thus each instance of a process
examination of the A Series protection methods that provide (actually, each procedure invocation) has its own execution
program containment; the issues covered include the nature domain in an A Series system; hardware changes conLext
and extent of trust in compilers, as well as the controls that automatically on procedure invocations across process
must be placed on both compilers and the programs they domains. Indeed, it is just this flexibility of domain structure
create. The term "code file" is used throughout in the A Series that justifies involving software in protection enforcement,
sense, referring to a file that contains compiler-generated, rather than relying exclusively upon simple isolation
machine-executable code. mechanisms in hardware. (For an illustration of process

domains, refer to the Appendix.)
This introductory section concludes with a very brief overview

of the Unisys A Series, The basic architecture was Introduced Ancestral versions of the architecture are described by Hauck
in the late 1960s with the Burroughs B6500 (which was itself and Dent [Hau68], Creech [Cre69], Organick [Org73], and
based on the earlier B5500) and evolved through the other Doran[Dor79]. The most significant architectural departure in
B6000 and B7000 systems to the A Series line, Although each the A Series Advanced System Architecture is the introduction
new step in the evolutionary process provides object-code of Actual Segment Descriptors (ASDs) to extend the virtual
compatibility between new and predecessor systems, the and physical addressing space: the virtual segment descriptors
hardware and software architecture does indeed change over that define data and code segments refer to an ASD rather
time. than directly to a memory address [Mem87].

At a high level of abstraction, the Unisys A Series operating
system, Master Control Program / Advanced System P
(MCP/AS), is primarily responsible for enforcing the A Series Potential Problems with Code Files
security policy with respect to users, files, programs, and
processes (some security enhancements are enabled by
InfoGuard, a Unisys software product that is integrated with In hardware architectures that support two execution states,
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privileged and non-privileged, the processor enforces Landwehr cites an example [Wil8l] of how the software
containment of non-privileged code by permitting dangerous controls failed to prevent users from creating their own
operations only in privileged state. However, if the hardware compilers to generate insecure assembly language programs.
supports only one execution state, the system software must be
responsible for supporting privileged and non-privileged
operations, while protecting the boundaries of the TCB. Those Code Modification
parts of the system software that create and maintain a self-
protecting domain of execution must therefore be trusted, Modification of program code after compilation presents
increasing the size of the TCB. another vulnerability (see Figure 1). Changing program code

in memory creates a temporary (or dynamic) capability to
If the hardware has a single execution state, arbitrarily circumvent system security. If the modification can be made to
constructed code sequences are capable of subverting system code stored on tape, disk, or any other storage medium,
security. In such an architecture, one of the most critical security can be compromised more permanently. In the
aspects of TCB protection is the control of executable program example cited by Landwehr, the key to user creation of a
code. Several vulnerabilities relating to program code must be compiler was actually the ability to modify a code file stored on
considered and neutralized in order to preserve the integrity of magnetic tape.
a software-enforced TCB.

Access to Assembly Language

The niost obvious vulnerability of a software-enforced TCB is Compiler t Pg
the ease with which assembly language programs are able to C e Uuer Program
subvert system security. Without hardware controls, any
system is inherently insecure if an assembler is available that -r
can create arbitrary, executable, machine-language programs. Create Create

Read Read

Coercion of Valld Complers

Limiting programmers to use of high-level languages is not a
sufficient means of guaranteeing the integrity of a software-
enforced TCB. As Gligor points out [Gli83],

"Attempts to force programmers to use only high-level
languages, ... which would obscure the processor
instruction set, are counterproductive because arbitrary Code
addressing patterns and instruction sequences can still be
constructed through seemingl, valid programs; i,e,,
programs that compile correctly."

If a compiler provides a user with an overt capability to Figure 1. Code is vulnerable to modification,
generate arbitrary code sequences, perhaps via specific
language constructs, the TCB is once again vulnerable to
subversion,

However, a language specification that does not provide an
overt means for generation of arbitrary code sequences may be .MeamnnVulnerabjlity
implemented by a compiler with less obvious vulnerabilities.
According to Landwehr [Lan87], Constraints on the construction (compilation) of code would be

of no avail if the code were subject to modification while being
"In practice, it is difficult to prevent users from executed in memory, Code-modifying programs provide a
generating, via a certified compiler, progran.s that violate more serious threat to software-protected systems than to
security, because compilers can often he subtly coerced other systems. A program might appear benign on disk,
into generating and initiating execution of arbitrary bit waiting until it is actually executed to modify its own code in a
strings." dangerous way. Such a program might also modify the code of

another process that is resident in memory, thus infecting other
From the above arguments, it becomes more evident that trust processes with dangerous code. A way to stop this type of virus
in a compiler is a critical aspect of a software-enforced TCB. It is needed.
follows that creation and installation of a compiler are points
of vulnerability that require serious consideration. Tape Label Vulnerability

A system that depends upon tape label records is vulnerable to
User-Created Compilers any mechanism that permits the label records to be read and

written as ordinary data. Such abuse of "unlabclled" tape
If a user is allowed to create his own compiler, he has the access was essential to the penetration of a Burroughs B6700
ability to generate any code sequence desired, Likewise, if the system described by Wilkinson [Wil81]:
user is able to introduce a compiler to a system from off-line
storage or from another host, he may go to a less secure "An ordinary unprivileged user with sufficient knowledge
system, alter an otherwise valid compiler or hand-craft his own of the system needs only the ability to be able to modify
compiler, and then import it into the system, perhaps as a machine-code In order to penetrate the system
Trojan Horse. completely. This ability is provided because the system

allows code files to be loaded from storage on magnetic
Lindwehr [Lan87] points out that Burroughs systems have tape. Tape is a standard medium for transferring data
relied on software controls that allow users to program only in between computer systems but has no security structures
higher order languages compiled by certified compilers. to protect it."
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"Although the Burroughs software which transfers files regarding the B1 System Architecture requirement of the
between tape and disk storage does use complex Trusted Computer_ Sstem Evaluation Criteria [DoD85], the
protective structures, there is nothing to Frevent a National Computer Security Center made the following
knowledgeable user from imitating these structures and general observation:
creating arbitrary code files which the Burroughs system
will load and execute." "Hardware receives information from software, and

based on that input it determines what actions are
Wilkinson presented a step-by-step method for penetrating the necessary. Therefore hardware is as trusted as the
system. An important step was the validation of an illegal software providing the input."
compiler, which was accomplished with a program that took
advantage of unlabelled tape access: the program read a tape, Having considered several vulnerabilities concerning execution
altered critical records to validate the intended program as a of code, it appears that software controls, particularly with
compiler, and then wrote the altered information to a second regard to executable code, must play an important part in a
tape. Another critical stLp involved copying the illegal general-purpose, secure system.
compiler from tape to disk.

Imported File VulnerabilitAE A Software-Enforced TCB
Even if a system tightly controls the structure of locally created
magnetic tapes, the threat remains that an attacker with access
to another system can create a tape with any desired contents. The Unisys A Series is a worked example of a software-
Other off-line media, such as removable disk packs, offer much enforced TCB. The hardware architecture supports only one
the same threat, as does zny network or other data executi, n state, making the system software responsible for
communications facility that permits files to be transferred into supporting privileged and non-privileged modes of execution,
the system. while protecting the boundaries of the TCB. Those parts of

the system software that create and maintain a self-protecting
domain of execution include the MCP/AS operating system,

Hardware Vulnerability compilers, Message Control Systems, system libraries, andprivileged programs.
Given the vulnerabilitics describcd above, one may ask

whether any options remain once an attempt is made to exploit The Unisys A Series MCP/AS with InfoGuard security
a vulnerability. Is there a final line of defense in the enhancements has been evaluated by the National Computer
hardware? Can the hardware protect against faulty or suspect Security Center [Fin87I as meeting the requirements for Class
code generated by a compiler or programmer? C2 of the =Trsted Compnter System Evaluation Criteria

[DoD85]. In the process of evaluating the A Series security
Single-state hardware can be designed to help maintain proper architecture, the viability of a software-based, two-state
separation of user domains and help protect the TCB domain architecture was formally addressed for the first time. As a
(see Figure 2). However, such hardware enforcement relies result, NCSC issued the following official interpretation
on registers, interrupt vectors, or other control information [ArcS7]:
being properly initialized. If an executable code sequence
(whether compiler-generated or assembly-coded) fails to "Software-based architectures are able to provide process
supply correct values for base-bound registers, memory separation and a two-state architecture with sufficient
descriptors, or code pointers, the hardware cannot provide assurance to meet the B1 level requirements for System
meaningful enforcement. In fact, when aberrant control Architecture. Simply because a two-state architecture is
information is intentionally supplied, not only is the integrity of provided and maintained primarily by software should
the TCB violated, but system security is easily subverted. not lead to the assumption of its being less secure than

hardware in implementing security features.'

For a discussion of how A Series meets the specific Class C2
and BI system architecture requirements, refer to the Final
Evaluation Report [Fin87]. (Although there has been no

As•embler User-created attempt to demonstrate compliance with additional
Compilers architectural requirements at Class 132 and above, the size and

complexity of a software-enforced TCB would increase the
difficulty of that task.)

Unisys A Series is a viable, software-based, multi-domain
architecture because cooperation between compilers and the

rn-t operating system makes extensive software controls possible.
'- ' , ~One of the more critical aspects of TCB protection is the

control of executable program code: only authorized
compilers are trusted to generate executable code files.

The nature of the software controls employed by A Series and
the integration of compilers, operating system, and hardware to
protect against potential threats to the TCB are explained

Figure 2. Traditional hardware -enforced TCB. below.

Protection Methods

The problem of hardware enforcement being dependent upon
software-supplied control information is not unique to single- Language design and compiler implementation are both
state hardware architectures. Dual-state hardware is also critical to the protection of a software-enforced TCB.
vulnerable in this way. In an official interpretation [Arc87] Languages generally available to users must constrain data
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manipulation and program flow control to a level of references :o data items, ensuring use of valid descriptors for
abstraction that cannot tbreaten TCB integrity. Manipulation the various kinds of files, and invoking the necessary Interfaces
and control at the potent,"" threatening lower level must be for access to database ihems. Although compilers are not
purposely designed Out L' .1 'a: Yages. responsible for access checks on objects, they are responsible

for emitting code that employs the defined MCP/AS interfaces
However, in order to '%a,...". tain, and enhance a system, to protect objects [Fin87].
we recognize the need f, r f-..ms programming capability.
Because languages for'sy-tems programmers do provide access
to potentially subversive -onstructs, access to the compilers for
such languages must be carefully controlled, More
importantly, the programs generated by such compilers must
be subject to controls. r Uer ated

Because TCB integrity is at stake, we cannot depend upon a
user who writes his own compiler to adhere to safe p:inciples
of language design and compiler implementation. For that
reason, the ability to install a valid compiler on the system
must be carefully controlled.

Controls on Compilers and Code Filies

As stated in the NCSC evaluetion of Unisys A Series [Fin87]:

"Compilers in A Series are expected to perform the same
functions as compilers on any other system. Compilers
are expected to accurately implement the constructs of
their lanuage. It is the constructs within these languages
that providc capabilities to users." Programs

Therefore, a key protection objective is to limit the availability
of compilers that implement constructs capable of subverting
security. Unisys A Series uses several methods to accomplish Figure 3. A Series software-enforced TCB.
this objective.

Unisys-supplied compilers for A Series are of two types: user-
language compilers and systems-language compilers. User-
language compilers (not to be confused with user-created
compilers) implement languages designed with no constructs Benign Lg19iage
capable of subverting security. Systems-language compilers
implement languages extended for the purpose of system By design, the Unisys-supplied u.ser languages (e.g., COBOL,
software development; some of the extended constructs are ALGOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, RPG) do not contain constructs
considered "unsafe" because they could be used to subvert that can be exploited to subvert security. In these languages,
security, the user is allowed unlimited access to only the 48 data bits in

some even-tagged words. The tags themselves and the data
Due to the implications of this language design strategy, the bits of other words can be accessed "only with compiler-
controls necessary for the two types of compilers, and for their determined code sequences that precisely support the high-
generated code files, differ markedly. level language semantics" [Fin87].

The Unisys compilers are designed to make the most Not only are the user's code and data strictly separated, but the
advantageous use of the hardware enforcement mechanisms compiler provides access to only those MCP/AS interfaces
present in the A Series architecture. The A Series stack intended for use by ordinary users [Fin87]. Compilers control
mechanism is well-suited for support of block-structured the calling sequence and parameter evaluation code, thus
languages, but the tagged architecture of A Series especially ensuring that a user is never given unconstrained access to
enhances the software's ability to provide TCB protection; the MCP/AS procedures. Therefore, software restrictions are not
hardware supports the use of tag values to strictly separate required for the use of user-language compilers or the code
code and control structures from data [Fin87]. files they generate, Because the entire A Series system is

No Assembly Lanauae geared toward high-level langtage programming, much of the
system software, including the compilers, is written in user

The most dangerous language capability that could be offered languages (primarily ALGOL).
to programmers is assembly language, with its unlimited Controlled Systems Programming Lananges
capacity for controlling and subverting a system. Unisys
A Series avoids the dilenuna of policing assembly language by The systems programming languages (i.e., DCALGOL,
not providing an assembler, thus continuing a philosophy DMALGOL NEWP) on A Series are extended dialects of
established for the predecessor Burroughs Large Systems as far ALGOL DCALGOL includes some system control and data
back as the BS000. Working under the assumption that communications interfaces. DMALGOL is further extended to
software-based systems allowing assembly language include special constructs for database-management and
programming can never be truly secure, Unisys A Series transaction-processing software. NEWP includes low-level
provides no way to escape to low-level code generation, constructs for I/O control, memory and processor
requiring that programming be done exclusively in high-level management, and other operating system functions. These
languages. systems programming languages may also be used to write

ordinary executable programs composed only of safe
As a result of this high-level approach, compilers are trusted to constructs.
properly structure accesses to TCB-protected objects (see
Figure 3), The compilers are responsible for building correct
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Using unsafe NEWP constructs, a programmer can manipulate FILEKIND Controls
all 52 bits of a word, including the tag Nevertheless, these
systems programming languages do not facilitate generation of In the control of compilers and code files, MCP/AS uses the
completely arbitrary code sequences. Even at the level of FILEKIND attribute as an important discriminator.
unsafe constructs, the compiler imposes conformance with FI1 EKIND is an attribute of a disk file that denotes its
appropriate abstractions (e.g., descriptor semantics), purpose and, to some extent, its internal structure. Subranges

of the FILEKIND values are reserved for special purposes:
Conferralof Code File Privileges system files (such as disk directories), code files, program

source files, and data files.
Because the systems-language compilers for DCALGOL,
DMALGOL, and NEWP offer these additional interfaces for Unique FILEKINDs are provided for programmiiný languages
system software implementation, it is possible to write and dialects, as well as textual data, so that the editing format
programs that subvert security. However, not all the code files and appropriate compiler car be inferred. For example, the
generated by systems-language compilers are dangerous, To value ALUOLSYMBOL indicates program source written in
avoid placing overly stringent controls on such code files, three ALGOL, while the value PASCALCODE indicates a code file
mechanisms are used to identify, authorize, and control created by the Pascal compiler. COMPILERCODEFILE is a
potentially dangerous programs. special value in the system-file subrange that indicates an

authorized compiler.

1. DCALGOL code files are dangerous only in the
sense that they may attempt to access system The assignment of a FILEKIND value to a file is controlled by
control interfaces in MCP/AS. However, those MCP/AS. Only authorized system software may assign values
MCP/AS entry points protect themselves by in the system-file subrangc, including the
requiring that the calling process be privileged A COMPILERCODEFILE value, Only compilers may assign
process is privileged only if executed by a privileged values in the code-file subrange (thereby creating code). Users
user or if its associated code file was marked are allowed to assign values only in the program-source or
privileged via the system command PP (Privileged data-file subranges. A user can change the FILEKIND of a
Program) or by virtue of being a properly defined code file to an unprotected (e.g., data-file) value only if the file
Message Control System (MCS). A compiler is not currently being executed by any process.
cannot create a privileged code file, and only a
trusted user can per orm the PP command.
Creation of an MCS also requires trusted user Trust and Authorization of Compilers
intervention.

To prevent the user from generating arbitrary code sequences,
2. NEWP or DMALGOL code files that use unsafe the ability to create code is reserved to authorized compilers

constructs are marked non-executable when created on A Series. An authorized compiler is recognized by
by the compiler. To enable execution of such a MCP/AS according to its FILEKIND. Altheaugh this approach
code file, a trusted user must perform the system eliminates concerns about the code integrity of ordinary
command XP (eXecutable Program) or SL (System programs, it requires that a great deal of trust be placed in the
Library), compilers. For this reason, the ability to authorize a compiler

must be carefully controlled.
3. Certain unsafe NEWP code files can be executed

only via the system command CM (Change MCP), Trusted Compilers Enforce Protection Rule,which is available only to trusted users. In their role as emitters of code, compilers function at a low
In each of the three cases described above, potentially level of abstraction -- next to the hardware. Because the
dangerous code files cannot be executed without an extension programmer has no access to the machine language of the
of trust to the programs using those interfaces, However, the A eries processor, the compilers can play an important role in
greater the number of users trusted to perform such enabling ensuring the integrity of the system, Ho1wever, for software
actions, the greater the vulnerability to human error or controls io be adequately enforced on single-state hardware,
malfeasance, compilers must complement the hardware reliably.

InfoGuard on an A Series system can erect multiple security When a compiler is granted the privilege to create executable
barriers to control the introduction of unsafe code to the code files, it is trusted to rigorously enforce a number of
system. Even though a single barrier would normally suffice, protection rules, A few examples of those rules are
multiple barriers provide additional protection in the event summarized below:
that trust (of programs or people) is misplaced or violated.

Consistent semantics for data abstractions:
On a non-InfoGuard A Series system, there are two classes of Emit valid object addresses; emit code seouences
users: privileged and non-privileged. Normal DAC appropriate for manipulating the type of object at
mechanisms can make systems-language compilers inaccessible each address; enforce type matching on all
to unauthorized users. However, a privileged user is trusted to procedure parameters and results.
bypass file security checks and to exercise system control.
Therefore, privileged users can access systems-language Benign interfaces:
compilers, compile unsafe code files, and install (or make Employ defined interfaces for construction and
executable) such code files. destruction of memory segments; use only benign•

code sequences in creating or operating upon
On a system using InfoGuard, a security administrator role can references. (Safe, properly constructed, A Series
be defined, thus removing security-critical control functions code is characterized not just by the absence of
(e.g., PP, XP, SL) from the privileged users. Even though a particular instructions but also by the use of some
privileged user can still access systems-language compilers to potentially harmful instructions only in valid ways.)
create unsafe code files, he is unable to execute or otherwise
install those code files because the necessary control functions Referential integrity:
can only be performed by a security administrator [SAG87]. Avoid dangling references by refusing to store

reference words in places where they might outlast
their referents and by storing references only where
they can be found systematically if necessary.
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Controlled branching:
Emit valid branch addresses; properly limit the
range of dynamic code selections (e.g., CASE or
SWITCH statements).

Structural containment: -
Limit the potential impact of one process on 0 Variable
another by allowing a process to refer only to other 0 Variable
processes that are structurally related to it, either V
ancestors (including self) or declared task variables Dat Dec
within its own addressing scope; constrain 5 -D
references to objects according to the structure of I Reference Data words
the environment. 7 Etr Poit

In general, a compiler is expected to conform to its language 3 Stack IUnkage
specification and to adhere to architectural principles that
enable the hardware to preserve TCB integrity.

Compiler Authorization3

In order to authorize a compiler, the system command MC d o
(Make Compiler) must be executed to request that MCP/AS Code Doe
change the FILEKIND of an existing code file to
COMPILERCODEFILE. The MC command may only be 0
executed by a trusted user. In a non-InfoGuard system, that
trust is extended to operators and privileged users. However,
in an InfoGuard system, the circle of trust can be considerably 1 RO Data Dome
smaller- when the security administrator role is defined, the
MC command may be executed only by a securityadministrator fSAG87]. t•

Process Stack Code Segment Data worda

Due to the FILEKIND controls enforced by MCP/AS, an Dictionary
ordinary user program is prevented from creating a code file.
Furthermore, a user program residing on the system cannot
become a compiler without the approval or cooperation of an Figure 4. Tags separate code from ,ata.
appropriately authorized person. However, to guard against'i rojan Horse attacks, an authorized person must be cautious
about executin$ programs that might attempt to use a
programmatic interface to authorize a compiler. Only
DCALGOL and NEWP provide access to such a programmatic
interface, but successful use of that interface requires that trust
be extended to the program either explicitly via the PP system Software mechanisms prevent modification of code stored on
command or implicitly when a properly privileged person (e.g., disk in a code file. Tags are rarely stored with information on
the security administrator) executes the program. disk, except for the system-controlled overlay file used by

MCP/AS during memory management operatioos. There is no
opportunity for a user to tag data in a file so that it would

No Code Modification appear to be code. For each code file being executed,
MCP/AS creates a special stack, the Code Segment

By preventing a user from creating or importing a compiler, Dictionary, that contains descriptors to ,he code file's code
we are assured that the user cannot directly create a code file. segments and read-only data ,egmemts (see Fi ure 4); multiple
Hlowever, we must also be sure that a user cannot arbitrarily processes executing the same code file can be linked to the
modify code whether it resides in memo.y or in an existing same Code Segment Dictionary. When information is read
code file on disk, The Unisys A Series systems rely upon a from a disk file into memory, N':,/AS relies upon the
combination of hardware and software mechanisms to prevent FILEKIND and segment descriptor to assign appropriate tags
a user from modifying code. to the information during the read operation [Fin8"].

The fact that existing code files cannot be modified on an The FILEKIND controls enforced by MCP/AS are also
A Series system provides additional protection against viruses eff:ctive in preventing a user from updating or rewriting an
and Trojan Horses. When compiler validation is properly existing code file on disk. MCP/AS ensures that only
controlled, viruses cannot be injected into existing code files, programs with a FILEKIND of COMPILERCODEFILE are
and Trojan Horses cannot be added to existing code files. In allowed to create or modify a code file (see Figure 5). Any
short, virus propagation is prevented, attempt by a u -.r program to assign a FILEKIND value of

code is rejected. A user program is allowed to read a code file,
Separation of Code trodD but if it attempts to modify an existing code file, the write

"The tagged architecture of A Series makes strict separation of operation is aborted with an error.

.,ode and data possible (see Figure 4), Code words and code
pointers in memory are protectel by odd tag values, meaning
they cannot be fetched or stored by the hardware instructions
that normally operate upon data. The user is thereby
prevented from reading or writing code words in memory.
Because the hardware executes only words with odd tags
(specifically, tag-3 words) and the user is not able to
manipulate code pointers (tag-3 and tag-7 words), there is no
way to execute data as code.
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Importation from Storage Medi

Wilkinson [Wil81] introduced an illegal compiler to the system

y yin it from an altered tape to disk. On an A cries
n'fo rsyse.em, there are two barriers to the introduction of

dangerous code files from tape [SAG87):

Compiler User Program 1. The security administrator can set the system securitoption TAPECHECK to the value AUTOMATIC,
ng that tape labels exactly match an existinCraeCreate , entr in the tape volume directory, a central

tdatabase maintained on disk by MCP/AS, before aRea ad.fF Icopy request involving that tape can proceed. If
I ., -... 1there is no matching entry in the tape volume

directory, the copy request is blocked, requiring
voperator action,

I 2. Furthermore, the security administrator can restrict
tape units so that any code files copied from those
units arc marked non-executable, no matter how
privileged the user or process performing the copy.

'Code No ....... In fact, the second barrier, the ability to designate untrusted
.............. file sources and automatically restrict an files from those

sources, is a basic feature of the Mark .7 release of the
A Series operating system and does not require InfoGuard.
(Concentrating the restrictive capabilities under security

Figure S. Code file proteoton on A Series. administrator control, rather than trusted us..r control, does
require InfoGuard.) The restricted designation can be applied
to tape units, disk units, tape volumes (reels), removable disk
packs, remote (network) hosts, and even to individual files. In
effect, these restrictions define the logical security perimeter of
a system (see Figure 6).

To preserve the contents and attributes of disk files being
stored or transported on magnetic tape, MCP/AS uses a
special tape format called a "Library Maintenance tape, which
is distinguished by a field in the volume label; these tapes
contain images of disk files including their defining header
records. Only the library-maintenance utility of MCP/AS can
create such tapes or transfer disk files to or from tapes while
preserving such attributes as FILEKIND; that utility rejects
attempts to read from ordinary data tapes.

In ordinary use, all tapes are written with standard labels,
which are used for automatic assignment of tape files to
processes. (The tape label convention also prevents reading
any information past the nominal end of tape, preventing
access to residual data that might follow the labelled contents
of the tape.)

A program that reads and writes "unlabelled" tapes could both
bypass and forge tape labels and disk-file header images.
Indeed, the Wilkinson penetration used just this technique,
achieving validation of an illegal compiler by changing the
FILEKIND in the tape file header to COMPILERCODEFILE
via unlabelled tape access [i1811. An InfoGuard system can
be configured to meet this threat by requiring operaitor
intervention to assign any tape to a process for unlabelled _ __
access [SAG87].

Code File Importation Restrictions

While we have explained how compiler validation for programs Figure 8. Code file importation restricton,.
residing on an A Series system can be carefully controlled, we
must still address the issue of illegal compilers (or other code
files) introduced from off-line storage or from another host
system. Rather than detecting which programs actually
threaten system integrity, A Series software provides the Once a code file has been marked non-executable because it
means to control imported programs, thus helping the security originated from an untrusted source, only a system
administrator etnforce security policy; the securit administrator can remove the restriction from that program
administrator then uses his own judgment to decide whic and make it executable again. Copying the restricted file to
imported programs to release from controls, another unit or to another storage medium does not remove

the restriction.
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Any comprehensive security policy for tape files requires 2. System libraries must be installed with the system
physical security on the tape volumes, InfoGuard provides command SL (System Library), a command that
tools that can be combined with sound operational procedures can be restricted to the security administrator under
to effect substantial barriers against abuse via tapes or other InfoGuard.
media.

3. Compilers must be validated with the system
After attacking a Burroughs system on several fronts, command MC (Make Compiler), a command that
Wilkinson and his colleagues concluded that "a B6700 system can be restricted to the security administrator under
which disallowed the loading of code files from demountable InfoGuard.
tape or disk pack would be very difficult to penetrate," The
Unisys A Series systems that evolved from the Burroughs 4. Each Message Control System (MCS) must he named
B6700 have responded to this challenge -- the ability to restrict in the data communications net% rk definition
code file importation greatly increases A Series resistance to (known as Datacominfo) for that system. A new
penetration. The robustness of the Unisys A Series security Datacominfo must be installed with the system
architecture is further enhanced by the InfoGuard features that command ID (Initialize Datacom). The ID
support a tape security subsystem and a security administrator command and the privilege to update the active
role. Datacominfo can both be restricted to the security

administrator under InfoGuard.
5. Portions of the data-management and transaction-

By prudent use of code file importation restrictions, a system processing software that use unsafe DMALGOL
administrator can erect a barrier against Trojan Horse constructs must be made executable with the system
programs that might be trantsported via tape or removable command XP (eXecutable Program), a command
pack, In u similar manner, restrictions can be placed on code that can he restricted to the security administrator
files imported across a network. under InfoGuard.

When the system security option HOSTSRESTRICTED is set, 6. Privileged programs must be marked as privileged
any code file copied onto an A Series system from a remote with the system command PP (Privileged Program),
host in the network is automatically marked as non-executable a command that can be restricted to the security
[SAG87]. Again, only a system administrator can remove that administrator under InfoGuard.restriction from a program to make it executable, Enforcement of the many software controls on A Series
If a user were to breach security on one host in a network, enables greater assurance than mere procedural controls could
somehow obtain a valid usercode/password for each remote provide. By virtue of the fact that the software controls are
host, and copy his Trojan Horse program to each remote host, well-integrated in the system and mutually reinforcing, they
then those hosts that had the HOSTRESTRICTED option set provide multiple barriers to penetration or compromise.
would be protected by MCP/AS. On the protected hosts,
MCP/AS would mark the code file as non-executable,
effectively containing the Trojan Horse until the system
administrator had the opportunity to scrutinize the program Summary and Conclusions
and take appropriate action.

Thus, the HOSTSRESTRICTED option enables a system In exploring the concept of a software-based security
administrator to erect a barrier against proliferation of Trojan architecture, several vtilnerabilities relating to program code
Horse and virus progranis across a network. Ihis option can were considered, and methods of program containment that
severely limit the ability of a virus to propagate beyond its protect against those vulnerabilities were presented in the
original host, context of the Unisys A Series as a worked example. The

threat of assembly language programming is avoided by
providing no assembler and no escape to ;ow-level code

Protection ofnstalled Software generation. Coercion of valid compilers is prevented by
language design that provides benign user languages, while

The integrity of the TCB code is protected by the same relying upon compiler implementation to identify "unsafe"
mechanisms that prevent unauthorized modification or programs written in systems programming languages so the
introduction of other code files. The TCB domain is further operating system can enforce controls on those programs.
protected by the fact that installing or changing any part of the
TCB software requires execution of privileged commands by The software architecture of A Series requires and provides
trusted users. On an InfoGuard system with the security for careful controls on compilers and code files. Through
administrator role defined, those privileged commands are FILEKIND controls, the operating system ensures that code
available only to a security administrator, files may be created or modified only by authorized compilers;

only a system administrator can authorize a compiler. Through
The A Series TCB software includes MCP/AS, system use of hardware-enforced tags and segments, code In memory
libraries, compilers, Message Control Systems, and privileed is protected from modification, and execution of data as code is
programs. The privileged methods for installing or changing prohibited. Code files exist on tape only in special, protected
these software components are summarized below [SAG87I: formats. Importation of dangerous code files or illegal

compilers from untrusted sources such as tape or remote hosts
1. MCP/AS cannot be installed or changed except by a can be restricted, with enforcement by the operating system.

system administrator with physical access to the In combination, these controls provide an unusually strong
system. A new MCP must first be compiled by the defense against the introduction of viruses or Trojan Horses
NEWP compiler, which automatically marks the into existing code files, raising multiple barriers against virus
newly compiled code file with a unique, non- propagation.
executable FILEKIND. Then, the system
command CM (Change MCP) must be executed to Cooperation between compilers and the operating system in
install the code file, requiring total interruption adhering to architectural principles can significantly enhance
(HALT) and restart (LOAD) of the system. the protection afforded by single-state hardware. With system
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software supporting privile~ed and non-privileged operations, a Apni
multi-domain security architecture is achieved. Together, the Apni
operating system, cornpilers, and hardware are able to protect
the integrity of the TCfl. To illustrate the A Series concept of process domains, we

consider the situation where a process invokes an entry point
of an external program. The A Secries system allows binding of
external program references to be deferred until execution-

Acknowledgements time through use of the "library" mechanism, in this context,
the term "library" refers to a process that exports entry points
(procedures) for dynamic lnking by MCP IAS ta client
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As each block or procedure of a program is invoked, a new"activation record" is built on the stack; an activation record

contains the control words and data that define the state of a
procedure once it has been activated (invoked). For each
declaration in a procedure, an appropriate stack item is
allocated in its activation record. In Figure 7, the activation
records for the client process are delineated with brackets andannotated "Outer Block", "Procedure P", and "Procedure Q".

The Outer Block of the client program declares Q, A, and P.
Because Q refers to a procedural entry point declared in an
external library, the client stack item for Q is a tag-I reference
to the actual tag-7 entry point Q in the library stack. Array A
of the client is allocated a descriptor to the data segment for
that array in memory. The client's local Procedure P is
allocated a tag-7 entry point word.

When Procedure P is invoked from the Outer Block of the
client program, the activation record for P includes a tag-0 data
word for its local Integer I. P then invokes Q, the library entry
point, passing the value 7 to O's formal parameter K and
passing the Array A to Q's formal parameterF.

"T'6 show the domain relationships between the two stacks, the
execution domain of the library entry point is depicted by
shading the relevant activation records (Procedure Q on the
client stack plus the outer block of the library stack) and the
data segment (Array D) belonging to the library. Even though
Procedure Q executes on the client stack, its domain does not
directly include items in the client's other activation records.
However, Q can reference Array A of the client indirectly
through the formal parameter Array F because A was passed
as the actual parameter to F. Array A is shaded differently to
indicate that it is shared by the client process and the library
entry point 0.

To summarize, the execution domain of a procedure is defined
by its addressing environment, which includes the procedure's
own activation record, all activation records global to the
procedure in its declared scope, plus any items passed to the
proce Jure as parameters. In addition, the domain is extended
to include any data segments (arrays) referenced by items in
this addressing environment.

In a similar manner, a process can invoke entry points of the
operating system. An MCP procedure can execute on top of a
users process stack and access the user domain through
parameters, but the MCP domain is protected from any direct
access by the user's procedures. While executing on the user's
process stack, the MCPprocedure itself still has access to data
in the operating system domain.
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ACCESS MEDIATION IN SERVER-ORIENTED SYSTEMS:
AN EXAMINATION OF TWO SYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT The second layer is the collection of system servers,
each managing a particular type of object constructed

This paper discusses access mediation approaches for a from the kernel-provided primitives. Examples of typi-
class of computer architectures termed server-oriented cal servers include file, device, and mail servers. The
systems. The focus is on the architectural issues in- consumers of a server's services, i.e., the clients, consti-
volved in designing a server-based system that remains tute the third layer of server-oriented systems. Servers
faithful to the concept of a reference monitor. In addi- can also be clients when the services of another server
tion to general concepts and concerns, two specific arch- are required.
itectures are examined.

We have found that many server-oriented systems,
though not initially designed as trusted systems, have

1. INTRODUCTION potential for evolving to B2 or B3 systems. The primary
rationale for this conclusion is that the inherently layered

Over the plast several years Trusted Information structure of a server-oriented design philosophy results in
Systems, Inc. (TIS) has been involved in analyzing a a system architecture that incorporates many of the
number of computer systems to determine, in each case, fundamental architectural traits required for a highly
the feasibility of evolving the system to a B2 or B3 trusted system (e.g., modularity, least privilege, abstrac-
trusted system as defined by the DoD Trusted Computer tion and data hiding). The primary task in evolving
System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) [1]. All of these these systems to trusted systems has proven to be the in-
systems are designed to operate on a coll,-ction of multi- clusion of a complete and comprehensive reference
processors, usually a small set of tightly coupled proces- validation mechanism that meets the criteria of a refer-
sors with shared memory, Although diverse in size, ence monitor (see [2]) while maintaining the systems'
complexity, and targeted application arena, each operat- strong architectural traits.
ing system exhibits a similar set of organizational char-
acteristics that strongly influenced its potential to evolve In this paper, experiences with developing trusted
to a trusted system. These characteristics center around versions of two server-oriented systems are discussed.
an object-oriented design philosophy where system re- The first system, Aspen, is a prototype system developed
sources are presented as a set of abstract typed objects by Amdahl Corporation to run on Amdahl 470s, 580s,
that may be manipulated via a set of predefined opera- and other IBM 370-compatible system architectures [3].
tions. The set of operations for a particular object type Aspen's design is strongly influenced by the server-ori-
are collected together into a siu:gle, independent object- ented philosophy with most system resources only acces-
type manager or server. Hence, these systems are char. sible via object-type servers. The second system ex-
acterized as server-oriented systemns, amined is Mach, an operating system kernel being de-

veloped at Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU) [4].
Generally, the server-oriented systems that TIS has Mach is designed to be transportable across a broad

examined are partitioned into three progressively more range of computer architectures, from monolithic proces-
abstract layers that typically have a direct correspon- sors to highly parallel architectures. Though Mach is
dence to privilege layers provided by the hard- currently only a kernel. TIS is developing a prototype
ware/software. The most privileged layer is the kernel, trusted version (called TMach) based upon the server-
which directly manages the physical machine providing a oriented design of Mach's precursor system, Accent[5l.
limited view of the system resources. The kernel encap-
sulates the physical machine providing for resource utili- The experienced gained from examining Aspen,
zation via a well-defined set of primitive operations, Mach, and other server-oriented systems has led to the

identification of several general approaches for access
mediation within server-oriented systems, The remainder
of this paper will discuss these general approaches and

© 1988 Trusted Information Systems, Inc.
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the specific solutions used in the trusted designs of both number of access mediation approache., for server-ori.
Aspen and Mach. ented systems. All of these approaches are based upon

the locality of access control mechanisms within the
system's architecture. In the first approach, access medi-

2. ESSENTIAL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS ation is performed within the kernel. This kernelized
approach, which is most like the classic "security kernel"

Several architectural characteristics, which server- [6], treats both clients and servers as subjects external to
oriented systems tend to exhibit, play a central role in the reference validation mechanism. As such, the servers
determining access mediation approaches for such sys- can augment and extend the kernel's access control
tems. These characteristics result in an environment in mechanisms with a finer granularity of access mediation
which servers and clients can operate in a controlled and and the addition of supporting policies (e,g., audit), but
unambiguous fashion. The architectural characteristics the fundamental access control enforcement is provided
that are most central in the design of a trusted server- by the kernel. A kemelized approach to access media-
oriented system include: lion is not particular to server-oriented systems and has

been the common approach for implementing a reference
(a) Protected and Isolated Executiolg.J2.Waj validation mechanism in the past. For example, SCOMP

[71, KVM [8], and KSOS [9] all have a kermelized refer-
Servers and clients can expect to execute in an en- ence validation mechanism.
vironment free from interference by other servers
and clients, Typically, this is provided through In contrast to a kemelized approach, the inherent
address space isolation and memory protection. structure of server-oriented systems suggests the pos-
For example, servers and clients can both execute sibility of a distributed approach to access mediation.
as distinct processes within the same hardware Given that servers constitute independent object-type
privilege state. However, we have seen other managers, it follows that individual servers can be ie-
methods for providing isolated execution domains sponsible for mediating access to the objects they man-
that are also adequate. In Aspen, for example, age. This approach is consistent with the object-oriented
software engineering principles (e.g., modularity) concept of object-type managers that are responsible for
are used to provide separation among trusted all actions related to their objects. Unlike the kernel,
server domains while hardware protection mech- which for the most part is only aware of the primitive
anisms are used to separate untrusted server and resources it offers, a server is aware of the unique nature
client domains from other untrusted and trusted of its more abstract objects and can provide a tailored
server and client domains, access control policy for that object-type. This observa-

tion is especially true for discretionary access control
(b) Resource Isolation policies where, for example, the access control policy for

files may differ greatly from that for mailboxes though
A fundamental concept of server-oriented systems both are essentially derived from the same primitive
is that all manipulation of a particular object is resource (e.g., disk storage).
controlled via the server responsible for that ob-
ject-type. As such, primitive resources used by a The distributed approach results in an reference
server to create more abstract objects rrAust be validation mechanism that is distributed among the vari-
isolated from other entities in the system. In a ous servers and not centralized as with the traditional
strict server-oriented paradigm, the resources man- security kernel approach, However, we have found that
aged by one server should only be accessible by such an approach can be used to design a reference
clients and other servers (either trusted or untrust- validation mechanism that still meets the criteria of a
ed) via the managing server. reference monitor, namely tamperproof, always invoked,and analyzable.
(c) Controlled Inter-Domain Communication

There are two variants to the server-oriented ap-
In order for clients to request the services of a pioach for access mediation that strike a compromise be-
server, a communication mechanism must exi.t tween kernelized and completely distributed access med-
among clients and servers. In order to maintain iation. These approaches provide server-based access
separation and isolation between server and client mediation, but in a centralized fashion. The first of
domains, this communication mechanism must be these approaches involves the notion of a fr-on-end or
controlled in some manner (usually directly by the name server, This approach assumes that all client
kernel). Depending upon the level of access accesses to server-based objects is via a common, global
mediation incorporated within the individual serv- naming sphere, managed by a name server. The name
ers, this communication mechanism must also server logically resides between the clients tnd the other
unambiguously provide the servers with identity servers, or at the "front-end" of the servers. Requests to
and privilege information of all clients requesting access objects by name are routed directly through the
services. As will be seen below, both Aspen and name server, which performs access validation and, if the
Mach provide sophisticated message-passing mech- request is allowea, passes the request onto to the ap-
anisms to facilitate this type of inter-domain com- propriate object-type server. Thus, to establish com-
munication, munication with a server and access the objects that that

server manages, clients must first pass the scrutiny of the
name server. The name server approach provides cen-

3. ACCESS MEDIATION tralized access mediation while exploiting the nature of
servers. The name server, which operates at a higher

As a result of our efforts to develop trusted ver- level of abstraction than the kernel, can address many of
sions of several different systems, we have noted a small the idiosyncracies associated with the abstract objects
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offered by other servers. Conversely, the name server in virtual addressing mode, is present in all sessions
may require considerable richness to address the media- simultaneously. Supervisor code and data stnictures aretion concerns of all obJect-types. Hence, information protected from modification and observation by Native

that would oth,.rwise be maintained solely by the object- layer code via the 370 architecture's storage protection
type server must be available to the name server, keys. Supervisor layer memory and processes have a

key=0 and native layer memory and processes have a

The second centralized server-based approach in- key>0. Processes with key=O may access any page
volves the notion of a back-end or catalog server, addressable while processes with key>O may only access
Unlike a name server, a catalog server logically resides those pages with the same key. Thus, the Supervisor
between the servers and the kernel, or at the "back-end" layer is able to coexist within the same virtual address
of the servers. This approach assumes that in order for space as Native layer processes without interference from
individual servers to access the kernel resources that they them.
manage, they must reference a "card catalog" managed
by a catalog server. Thus, the catalog server intercepts The Aspen Supervisor layer is organized primarily
all access attempts and, if properly designed, can per- as a collection of interacting servers that together pro-
form access mediation based upon a combined ser- vide most of the traditional operating system functional-
ver/client identity. A back-end, catalog server approach ity (eg., files, devices). Additional system services are
to access mediation has many of the same pros and cons provided by Native layer services and routines.
as a name server approach.

In the systems that we have examined, the above 4.1.1 Aspen Concept of Servers
approaches were all considered. Most often, the idiosyn-
cracies of the particular system strongly suggested the Servers are a well-defined and fundamental con-
selection or rejection of a specific approach. In Aspen cept in Aspen. The Transport Manager. which runs in
for example, the kernelized approach was rejected be- the Supervisor layer, provides the features and mech-
cause it would have placed access mediation at too low anisms that allow servers and clients to interact. Servers
a level to be meaningful with respect to server objects. are essentially processes that make a collection of ab-
Performance issues were also of concern. By contrast, stract "object-identifiers" available to clients via an oI/er.
in Mach. placing some mediation in the kernel appears Servers may be executing in either the Supervisor or the
to be the approach of choice. In most cases the realities Native layer. All servers are accessed via a single glob.
of the system architecture suggests a combination of al naming space of object-identifiers managed by the
approaches. For example, in Mach, a combination of Transport Manager. An object-identifier consists of five
mediation in the kernel and in a name server is currently 8-character qualifiers, which are referred to as store,
being targeted. In the following sections, the approaches owner, group, type, and name. A fully qualified
devised for both Aspen and Mach are discussed in more object-identifier is of the form:
detail.

storeowner.group.type.name.

An offer is an object-identifier which is usually
4. ASPEN only partially qualified. For example, an offer can be of

thle form:
Amdahl developed Aspen to provide a lower com-

plexity, higher reliability alternative to existing 370 A.B.*.* * .
operating systems that would be compatible with most
existing application software. Though Aspen was never
marketed many of its design concepts were innovative, Such an offer means that the server is offering to handle
especially for large, mainframe operating systems. requests for all object-identifiers where the first two

qualifiers are A and B. An offer also has associated
with it an "extent", which determines its scope of visibil-

4,1 ASPEN ARCHITECTURE ity. Extents may either be local or global. A local-ex-
tent offer is only visible to processes within the same

Using the 370 architecture's features of execution session as the offering server. Conversely, a global-
states (supervisor and problem). protection keys, fetch- extent offer is visible to processes in all sessions.
protect bit, and virtual addressing [101, Aspen is orga-
nized around three hierarchical privilege levels. The A client process communicates with a server by
most privileged level is the Monitor. which is Aspen's issuing a request' with an associated fully qualified
equivalent to the kernel in the server-oriented paradigm. object-identifier, The Transport Manager supports two
The Monitor executes in supervisor-state in a portion of types of client requests: independent and rela ted. In-
real memory below that allocable for virtual memory and dependent requests establish a one-time communication
is responsible for all low-level machine management path between a client and a server for the issuance of a
functions. The remaining two layers, Supervisor and single request and the reception of the results of that
Native, both execute in the problem-state in virtual ad- request. Such requests are unrelated to any other re-
dressing mode. Virtual address spaces in Aspen are quests sent to the server. Typically, independent re-
multi-threaded, that is, a virtual address space, called a quests include DELETE, DEFINE, and RENAME opera-
session, may contain one or more threads of execution, tions on an object. The one-time communication path
called processes. Each session is a distinct address estabi -hed for an independent request never outlives the
space with the exception of a portion of high memory
which is common to all sessions and contains the Super- A request is actutlly a software crienited Interrupt (MC or SVC
visor layer. Hence tile Supervisor layer, though nrnning Mtn 1fan Isi tr peby diC Monitor anforwarded to die Transport
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life of the request. The exception is the CONNECT nymous. All files in a catalog are owned by the userlD
independent request, which establishes a connection to a that is reflected by the catalog name.
server. A connection is a long-term communication path
to a server that exists until explicitly destroyed (either by The File Server is actually a collection of servers
the client or the server). Connections are used for re- and associated offers, each server executing the same
lated requests and allow multiple requests to be associ- Supervisor layer reentrant code within different contexts
ated in an ordered fashion. For example, a connection [ill. There is potentially one of these servers for every
to a file object can be used to do multiple READ re- store and catalog combination on the system. Each of
quests such that each successive request reads the n=x these servers, which make the offer:
record (relative to the record read in the previous re-
quest). The Transport Manager manages all current "store-name" . "catalog-name". * * *connections between clients and servers. are dynamically activated and deactivated as references

When the Transport Manager receives an indepen- to files in a catalog are made. Since all file servers ex-
dent request with an associated object-identifier, it deter- ecute the same reentrant code, it is convenient to con-
mines which (if any) server has an offer that matches sider them, as a single File Server with multiple offers.
that object-identifier. If several offers match, the Trans- The remaining three qualifiers of a file object-identifier
port Manager uses the following precedence rules to (group, type, and name) have no particular meaning to
select the appropriate server: the File Server other than to uniquely identify a file and

may be arbitrarily specified by the client. All files are
(a) The most fully qualified local offer first; then grouped by the File Server based solely upon their store
(b) The most fully qualified global offer. and catalog qualifiers.

Thus for example, a local offer A. B*. * *. * would take The remaining Supervisor servers offer other
precedence over a global offer A.3B.C.*.* even system resources in a similar fashion. The Device Serv-
though the global offer is more fully qualified. er directly provides all primitive functions for physical

devices (e.g., disks, tape drives, printers, terminals). The
When the Transpotl Manager determines the ap- Volume Server presents tape volumes as logical exten-

propriate server, it forwards the request to that server for sions of the file system using the Device Server to ac-
processing. Based upon its own internal logic, the server cess the tape drives. The Terminal Server accesses
may (1) reject the request, (2) fail the request, or (3) terminal devices (via the Device Server) and re-offers
accept the request. If a server rejects a request (1) the them with value-added functionality. The Scheduler
Transport Manager forwards the request to the next Server accesses terminal devices (via the Terminal Serv-
server which has a matching offer, If no other server er) to initiate the logon process on all interactive term-
has a matching offer, the Transport Manager fails the inals.
request as "object not found." If a server fails the re-
quest (2). then the Transport Manager passes the failure
back to the client. Finally. if the server accepts the 4.1.3 Catalog Manager
request (3), the Transport Manager returns the results of
the request to the client. If a server accepts a Supervisor servers must be able to maintain des-
CONNECT request. then the Transport Manager estab- criptive information about their objects across system
lishes and manages a connection between the client and initialization. To facilitate this ability, Supervisor servers
the server, use object information blocks (OB), which are objects

offered by the Catalog Manager. Typical information
stored in OlBs include location, name, type. size, owner,
and creation, modification, and reference dates for ob-

4.1.2 Supervisor Object-Type Servers jects. Though the Catalog Manager is a server, it only
services Supervisor Layer clients. Native layer clients

Object-identifiers offered by a server have no access the catalog infortnation associated with an object
intrinsic meaning, nor do they necessarily represent some through the server that manages that object-type. For
actual resource or resource abstraction. Actual mapping example, a file's OIBs are made available to client ses-
of system resources to an object-identifier is accom- sions via the File Server as part of the its offered ab-
plished via servers and their internal logic. The Super- stractions.
visor layer consists primarily of privileged object-type
servers. The major servers include File Server. Sched- As its name implies, the Catalog Manager man-
tiler, Terminal Server. Volume Server, and Device Serv- ages OIBs in groups called "catalogs." For example, a
er. Most of the Supervisor layer servers are designed File Server catalog described above has a one-to-one
around the conventions implemented by the File Server, correspondence to a Catalog Manager catalog. The File
which is discussed in detail below. Server maintains the necessary information to describe

all the files in a file system catalog in one Catalog Man-
The File Server manages disk storage as files, a.er catalog. Thus, when a client makes a request to the

which are organized into stores and catalogs. A File File Server to access a file, the File Server mnakes a
Server store is roughly equivalent to a logical disk vol- request to the Catalog Manager to access the catalog of
umne. The first qualifier of a file object-identifier deter- file OIBs in order to determine the existence of the file
mines the store on which the file is maintained. A cata- and locate the file on the appropriate store. A similar
log, which is represented by the second qualifier in a file interaction occurs between the other Supervisor servers
object-identifier, is a collection of files all with the same and the Catalog Manager.
"owner." The owner's userlD and the name of the cata-
log in which the owner's files are stored are syno- The Catalog Manager has a special relationship
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with the File Server that is different than its relationship cation and as such, a session with its associated Native
with the other Supervisor servers. OIBs must be stored layer processes are treated as a single subject. All ses-
in some fashion. Since the File Server manages all disk sions have an associated userlD and (for the trusted
stores, it is necessary for the Catalog Manager to use the design) a security level. The major objects of the sys-
File Server's services to store and maintain its catalogs, tern are the abstractions offered by Supervisor layer ser-
"Ihis results in a recursive relationship between the Cata- vers (e.g., files, tape volumes, devices, scheduling
log Manager and the File Server, Thus, the Catalog queues).
Manager and File Server are required to cooperate in anenvironment of mutual dependency. 4.2.1 Ownership and Discretionary Access Control

4.1.4 Native Layer Servers Aspen was originally designed such that Super-
visor servers determined whether a request to access

Aspen's server concept is fully exported to the their objects should be honored. The Transport Manl-
Native layer. Thus, Native layer servers can be created ager, which controls all client-server communication,
that act and behave exactly the same as Supervisor layer determines which server should receive a request, but the
servers. However, because Native layer servers are sig- individual server determines whether the request is ac-
nificantly less privileged than their Supervisor layer cepted. As before, most Supervisor servers imitate the
counterpart, the Transport Manager levies additional conventions used by the File Server, which includes a
constraints on the offers that these servers may make as rigid concept of ownership in which the file's owner
discussed below. implicitly has all access to tile file. A file owner, re-

flected by the second identifier in the file's object-ident-
Offers may become overloaded with several offers ifier, may either be a user or an account. Accounts are

matching the same fully qualified object-identifier. For groups of users and members of an account have implicit
example, the File Server may offer object-identifiers access to files owned by that account.
A. B. * * *. * while a Native level server may offer ob-
ject-identifiers A. B. C. * * In this case, if the Native Associated with each file is an access coaitel list
layer server s offer is global, it would intercept all re- (ACL) that provides the ability for the file owner to
quests to access file names with A.B. C as their first specify lists of individuals (userlDs) and group of in-
three qualifiers. In general. the Transport Manager only dividuals (accountlDs) with specific access modes (e.g.,
allows Native layer servers to make global offers that read, write, delete, execute). ACLs are kept as file 0113s
overload Supervisor layer servers if tile owner (second) managed by the Catalog Manager. Servers enfokrce dis-
qualifier in the offer is the same as the Native layer cretionary access control decisions in two manners. In-
server's userID. Thus. Native layer servers may only dependent requests are interpreted separately and
intercept requests to objects for which they are the own- accepted or denied based on the client's userlD. Related
er, essentially a form of discretionary access control. requests, however, are mediated in an entirely different
Generally. there are no restrictions on any local offers or manner. When a connection is established, it is created
those global offers that do not overload a Supervisor with an associated access mode, which is either read or
server. write When a client issues a CONNECT request, it

includes the desired access mode. The File Server vali-
dates whether the client has access to the file in the re-
quested mode and if so, accepts tile request. Once the

4.2 ACCESS CONTROL IN ASPEN connection is accepted. the Transport Manager maintains
the connection's access mode and makes it available to

Aspen incorporates many of the server-oriented the connected server. Thus, once the File Server allows
characteristics discussed earlier. Separate server and a connection in a particular miode, it need only ensure
client domains exist through the provision of distinct that all subsequent related requests associated with that
address spaces (sessions). Aspen further extends the connection are appropriate for the connection's access
concept of domnains by providing tile Supervisor and mode.
Native layers, allowing for servers and clients at dif-
ferent hardware privilege levels. Inter-domain communi- From the above description. it would appear that
cation is facilitated via the Transport Manager-provided Aspen incorporates a distributed approach t) discretion-
concepts of offers, requests, and connections, While the ary access mediation, However, the details of how
Transport Manager does not maintain descriptive nfIor- Supervisor servers implement this mediation is more like
Tratnsabout object-idoesntifie ainta doesarbiptrae allt c a back-end catalog server approach. As previouslymatwon about object-identifiers, it does arbitrate all traffic described, the File Server interacts with the Catalogbetween clients and servers, making it very similar to a Manager to access catalogs of file OIBs. Thisinteraction is actually via a connection between the File

Server and the Catalog Server to the appropriate catalog.
ce p enof ownership andoreinatl disretionaw acess con- It is via this connection that the File Server accesses thecept of ownership and related discretionary access con- fl lsascae ihapriua aao n ee-"

trol mechanisms as its primary means of access control, tile Ol.s associated with a particular catilog and deter-
Incorporating mandatory access controls was a major mines whether the file exists. For example, if a client
issue in developing the design for trusted Aspen. requests access to a file A.B. C .1I. E. the File Server
Aspen's architecture requires that processes in the Super- first establishes a connection fif not already established)
visor layer be trusted, hence Aspen's TCB roughly in- to the catalog A.B managed by the Catalog Manager.
eludes all of the Kernel and Supervisor layers. plus The File Server then requests (via this connection) the
selected processes running in the Native layer [12]. OIBs for file C.D.E, If the file does not exist, tile
Sessions in Aspen are the basic unit of resource allo- Catalog Manager informs the File Server which inforns
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the client. For independent requests, the File Server in- represei.ted by an object-identifier associated with a
cludes the client's useriD in the request to access the -request and not the offer made by the server.
file's OlBs. Using this information, the Catalog Manager
makes the decision whether the client can access the file. In order for the Transport Manager to perform
The File Server only enforces the Catalog Manager's mediation based on individual object-identifiers, it must
decision by assuring that related requests received across possess the appropriate information (e.g., security level)
an established connection are appropriate for the access about the object. Further, this information differs de-
mode associated with the connection, pending on the object-type (e.g., multilevel devices

The major exception to this approach for dis- versus single-level devices). In addition, the nature of a
cretionary access mediation is the Scheduler server, request is also dependent upon the object-type and re-
which does not use OIBs to maintain information about quires an understanding of how the managing server
its scheduling queues called transaction tables. Rather, implements the request. Thus, to facilitate the Transport
the Scheduler stores this information directly in private Manager's ability to perform access mediation for Super-
files (of course, via the File Server). Thus, the Sched- visor servers' objects, it must maintain (or access) this
uler enforces discretionary access control on transaction information about the objects. Unfortunately, the Tran-
tables" directly, without direct interaction of the Catalog sport Manager was not originally designed as a true
Manager. name server, rather it was designed to simply resolve

overloaded offers and to facilitate client-server communi-
cation. Its design did not encourage the addition of this

4.2.2 Mandatory Access Control added information, which would essentially be redundant
with the logic already provided by the individual server.

Since Aspen relies heavily on servers for provid- An alternative was to have the individual servers per-
ing access to system resources, the major task for in- form mediation themselves.
corporating mandatory access control into Aspen was to
control client-server interaction. In this effort, all four of The final design proposed for Aspen incorporated
the server-oriented access mediation approaches (kernel- mandatory access controls for Supervisor server objects
ized, front-end, back-end, and distributed) were ex.. in a fashion as was originally designed for discretionary

namined. A kemelized approach was ruled out quite access controls, ie.e, via individual servers interaction
early. The main reason for this decision is that the with the Catalog Manager. In addition to passing the
Aspen Monitor was nearly completed and Amdahl pre- client's useriD when requesting a file's OIBs, the Super-
ferred not to significantly modify it. Even so, Aspen visor servers would also pass the client's security level
was designed such that access mediation for server-based allowing the Catalog Manager to determine whether the
objects was not meaningful in the kernel, The architec- client may access the file in the requested mode. For
ture of Aspen strongly suggested a server-based approach related requests, once the Catalog Manager validated the
for access mediation, creation of a connection, the individual server would

need only ensure that the connection is used to access
The initial approach attempted to have server- only the associated object in the associated mode.

related access mediation performed in a central location
by the Transport Manager (i.e.. front-end mediation). It
was apparent that the Transport Manager had to perform 4.3 ASPEN SUMMARY
some access mediation. Since servers and clients can
both be untrusted Native layer subjects, the Transport Though the upgrade for Aspen was only partially
Manager's server-client abstractions provide a major implemented at the time the effort was discontinued, a
mechanism for inter-subject communication. Additional- multilevel secure design for Aspen had been nearly coin-
ly, offers made by a server may contain up to 40 char- pleted, Discretionary access controls were included in
acters of inforniration which, if global, would be visible Aspen's original design and were implemented as a co-
to all sessions, Thus, the Transport Manager had to be operative effort between the individual Supervisor servers
modified to associate security levels with all offers madc and the back-end Catalog Manager. The multilevel
by Native layer servers that could be used to restrict design of Aspen split mandatory access controls between
communication with such servers. A global offer made the cooperative relation of the individual servers and the
by a Native server would only be visible to Native layer Catalog Manager for trusted server-based objects, and the
sessions at the same security level. Thus. since a client front-end Transport Manager for untrusted server-client
may only send requests to offers that are visible to it, interactions. Though this approach to mandatory access
untrusted server-client communication is controlled by control resulted in a distributed reference validation
the Transport Manager. mechanism, its highly-structured architecture appeared to

allowed the mediation mechanisms to be a faithful iri-
However, extending this notion to Supervisor layer plementation of the reference monitor concept,

servers proved more difficult. The nature of the Super-
visor servers demonstrated that they each must be fully
trusted servers, servicing requests from clients at all
security levels in addition to other trusted Supervisor 5.0 MACH
layer servers, Further, the problem with Supervisor layer
servers is not necessarily controlling access to the serv- Mach is currently an operating system kernel that
ers. but rather controlling access to the resources the is designed to be transportable over a range of differing
servers manage. Thus, mandatory access control for hardware from microprocessors to large parallel
Supervisor servers has to be based upon the resources machines. Because of this design goal. dependence upon

specific hardware features is minimal. Although most of
the h,:atures of the Mach kernel, as specified in the Mach

"Thu nature or this xritcy is oin of at. scope of ittim poper. Kernel Interface Manual [13], have been implemented,
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the nonkemel servers that will provide the bulk of the Message passing is the primary means of corn-
system functionality are currently being designed by munication both among tasks and between tasks and the
CMU. It is expected that the CMU design will follow Mach kernel itself. Thus information flows in the sys-
the general pattern of Accent, the precursor of Mach. tern is the result (directly or indirectly) of the kernel
Mach is still a prototype system in a state of rapid evo- processing message send or receive requests. 'The only
lution. Under DARPA contract, TIS is developing a commands implemented by system traps are those direct-
Trusted Mach (TMach) prototype that will provide a ly concerned with message communication (msg_send,
proof-of-concept for the transformation of a fully kern- msg receive. and msg_rpc) and a few others
elized, server-oriented Mach system into a trusted operat- (t ,relf, a sk _ing sstem.(task self, task data, task notify, and

thread_self). The rest are implemented by sending

messages to a task-port or thread-port, all of which have

5.1 TMACH ARCHITECTURE the kernel as the receiver.

TMach is structured as a kernel which provides a 5.1.2 System Servers

small set of basic objects and services, and a collection The bulk of TMach functionality is provided by a
of system servers that provide the bulk of the operating set of system servers. The most central of these servers
system functionality. Since Mach is designed to be is the Name Server which provides (with suppory from
transportable, little is specified about the mapping to any the kemel) the mechanisms by which servers and clients

one hardware configuration, however some assumptions can interact. The Name Server essentially manages a
are made about the hardware base. It is tacitly expected hierarchical directory structure of server-managed ab-
that any hardware will have at least two execution states, stractions called items. The Name Server maintains
The Mach kernel executes in the most privileged state certain descriptive information about each defined item
and the system servers (along with untrusted user ap- including its relationship within the directory tree, its
plications) execute in the unprivileged state. Address relationshiplwithine ireco tree, itsspac searaton rovdes ystm sever prtecton rom name, and its item type. All defined items are an instanl-
space separation provides system servers protection from tiation of an item type (e.g., directory, file). Each item
each other and other system entitiesh Additional hard- type is managed by a particular server which is iden-
ware protection features are used if they exist, but are tified by a port, called a server-port, to which the Name
not assumed by the CMU design. Server possesses send rights. "the Name Server itself

directly manages all directory item types. Client tasks
5,1.1 Th• Kernel access a particular item by sending a request to the

Name Server which in turn routes the request to the
The Mach kernel handles process management, server-port for items of that type. Other system servers

interprocess communication, and memory management. that will be included in our prototype include File Server
In the fully kernelized system it will also handle low (mass storage management). Verification Server (user
level I/O and device management. Currently the Mach identification and authentication) SysAdmin Serverer

kernel supports four basic abstractions. A task is an (support for system administration), and Audit Server
execution environment and the basic unit of resource (collection and query of audit data).
allocation, Each task is a separate virtual address space.
A thread is the basic unit of execution. A task may Architecturally, TMach's trusted servers avoid the
have several threads executing within its environment, all mutual dependency problems that Aspen possessed, The
having access to the same set of resources, A port, the Name Server is logically the most primitive of all the
most central abstraction in Much, is a message queue trusted servers. Therefore, the Name Server will only
protected by the kernel and also act as the basic object depend upon the kernel fur its correct operation. The
reference mechanism. In addition, ports are also used as kernel provides direct support for storage and retrieval of
the primary mechanism for tasks to communicate with the Name Server's internal database ensuring that the
the kernel. A message is a typed collection of data used Name Server is not dependent upon the File Server. The
in communication via ports. A message, which has a remaining servers may depend upon the Natme Server for
fixed size header and a variable size body, can include storage of private information (e.g., the File Server may
the transfer of access rights to ports. store disk addressing information with each file item

record maintained by the Name Server). Our current
Ports have three types of access rights associated plans are for trusted servers other than the Name Server

with them: send, receive, and own. A port may only to depend upon the File Server for mass storage require-
have a single receiver and single owner but any number ments.
of tasls may possess send rights to the same port.
Receive and own rights to a port also imply send rights
to that port. Threads and tasks are represented by 5.2 ACCESS CONTROL IN TMACH
special ports called tasksports and thread ports. The
kernel holds both receive and own rights to all In the current TMach design, access control is
task-ports and threadports. Any task" that holds send provided by the kernel for basic system objects (i.e.,
rights to a task-port or thread-port can issue commands ports, tasks) and by the Name Server, in conjunction
to the kernel for which the results of the command will with the kernel, for server-managed objects.

affcto th Isiated task on ctivea etity par5.2.1 Access Control in the Kernel w
In a ver real sense, ports are similar to capabil-

"A. thiourth a wakI x~m flr an execution envirownent, for sirn teiciy or Wtes 114]. Re kernel maintains the euvlent of__________Iaye rlsneptsreimaro e aab-
disco~sgion. "lak is being WTd as an active entity in this, paper. We• more capability-list for each task that defines =hc ports the '
correct wordins Is "thread within a task." task can name and in which mode (e.g., send, receive).
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However, Mach's implementation of polls avoids the in- used to enforce a more traditional discretionary access
herent access control inabilities commonly associated control policy on server-based objects or perhaps a more
with capability-based systems [151. Specifically, tasks interesting identity-based policy.
can not pass port-rights directly to other tasks. The
"capability-list" for each task is implemented as a global, 5.2,2 Access Control in the Servers

kernel-protected hash table called the T-P table. Port-
rights for a task may be added to this table in only a For TMach, the locus of access mediation for
few well-defined ways - primarily via the message send server-based objects will be within the Name Server,
and receive kernel primitives (i.e., msgsend, which will be a multilevel task which possesses the
msg_receive, msg_rpc). The kernel recognizes transfer-send-rights privilege. The Name Server will
when a message contains a tramsfer of a port-right and enforce both mandatory and discretionary access control
updates the T-P table accordingly. policies with the assistance of the kernel provided con-

trols discussed above. Since all interaction between
In TMach, the kernel will mediate all transfers of clients and servers must be initiated via tile Name Serv-

port-rights to ensure that no task possesses a right in er, it provides a central location in which the kernel's
violation of the system security policy. This is accom- security policy can be extended to more abstract objects.
plished by mediating all messages that contain a transfer rhe controls enforced by the Name Server are of two
of a porl-right. Once a task obtains a port-right, it may forms, those placed upon the server tasks and those
use the port without further mediation by the kernel. In placed upon the client tasks.
this manner, access to ports and therefore the flow of
message traffic is guaranteed to be consistent with the Servers offer items by registering themselves with
system security policy. It is expected that the addition the Name Server. This registration consists of two
of this mediation on port-right transfers will have a very phases. The first is to create an item type by defining
small impact on the perfonwmce of the Mach kernel, an type-record to the Name Server. The Name Server

maintains these records along with the userlD ard secur-
The kernel performs two forms of access media- ity levels of the creating task and a specified access

tion, The first is a mandatory label-based security policy control list (ACL), The second phase, which can occur
that is ;in interpretation of the Bell-Lalladula model [16]. concurrently with the creation of a type-record or sep-
The kernel maintains security levels for all tasks and arately (i.e., for permanent item types such as files), is to
ports. Tasks have two levels, maximwn and mninimnum, provide the Name Server with a port over which tile
that define a rangc over which a task may possess port- server will receive requests for items of that type. In
rights. The actual security policy enforced iR a direct order to register this port, called a seirver-port, the serv-
derivative the Bell-L~aPadula model's simple-security er's task must have the same userlD of the type..record's
condition and *-property 1171. The majority of tasks creator and have the exact samre maximum and minimum
(e.g.. all untrusted user ta.5ks) will have their tiaximum security levels as stored in the type-record.
and minimum security levels set exactly the same (i.e.,
single-level subjects), Client tasks access all server-umanaged objects via

the naming conventions implemented in the directory
The second fornm of access mediation within the tree structure maintained by the Name Server. Client

kernel is an identity-based security policy. The kernel tasks cannot directly access (and therefore directly name)
maintains a userlD for all tasks and can determine which items maintained by servers. All references it server-
task currently holds receive rights fur all ports. Using managed items, inr:tuding their creation and deletion, is
this information, the kernel entfrces the following addi- directly managed and mediated by the Name Server.
tional constraints oh the transfer of port..rights: When an item is created, the Name Server ensures that

the client is both on the ACL for that item type and has
(I) Receive and own rights for a port 1 etnrlot be maximum and minimum security levels within the range

transferred unless both the sending and receiving stored for that item type (this prevents illicit communica-
tasks have the same uscrlD ; and tion between clients and servers). When an item is

created, t(ie Name Server associates with the item the
(2) Send rights for a port P cannot be transfenred security level of the creating task (or for multilevel

unless both the sending and receiving tasks have creating tasks, a specified security level within the task's
the same userlD, or the sending task arnd the task maximum and minimum security levels) and an ACL
which currently px.qess receive rights for port P specified by the client. To subsequently access an item,
have the same userlD. a client task sends a request to the Name Server specify-

ing the name of an item and a port over which a re-
The first constraint essentially disallows the transfer of sponse is expecte'i (called a reply-port). The Name
any receive right except among tasks of the same Server will mediate the request and, if the request passes
userlD. The second constraint ailows a task to transfer access mediation, will forward the request along with the
send rights to another task only if it, or another task reply-port (hence the need for transfer-send-rights priv-
with the same userlD, has control of the port. TMach ilege) to the server-pon for items of that type. In the
also provides two privileges that may be associated with case of single-level servers, this mediation (along with
tasks. Transfer-receive-rights privilege allows a task to the kernel's controls on the transfer of port-rights) is
violate constraint (I) and transfer-send-rights privilege sufficient to ensure that communication is in accordance
allows a task to violate constraint (2). These identity- with the system security policy. In the case of trustcd
based controls are not discretionarv as normally associ- multilevel servers, the servers arc expected to function
ated with identity-based policies, "but rather are ,man- correctly but arer not expect..-d to enforce any additional
datorilv enforced by the kernel. They. along with the constraints. For example, the File Server, after receiving
associated privileges, provide the "hooks" that can be a request to open a file for "read", must ensure that it
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ABSTRACT

The LOgical Coprocessing Kernel (LOCK) is a Trusted Computing Base (TCB) that
is designed to meet and exceed the requirements for a Class Al secure system.
This paper describes the results of a study that determined how to port the
Unix* System V Operating System to the LOCK TCB, while maintaining maximum
compatibility with the System V Interface Definition (SVID) [SVID86]1

1.0 Background of the Problem The LOCK TCB is a MLS computing system currently
being prototyped at Honeywell Secure Computing

Over the years, Unix has, gained widespread Technology Center. It has been designed to meet
acceptance as the de facto standard Operating and exceed the requirements for a Class Al sys-
System (OS) within the U.S. Government and tem as defined in the DoD Trusted Computer Sys-
private industry. During the same time that tem Evaluation Criteria (the Orange Book)
Unix has gained in popularity, a demand for [TCSEC85].
Secure computing systems has developed.
!Dcently, the demands for these two technologies LOCK is the third phase of a continuing project
have created a dentand for secure Unix systems previously called the Secure Ada Target (SAT),
within the user community, which was started by Honeywell in 1982. The

first phase of the SAT program (SAT-0) resulted
To.hýip meet the demand for secure Unix systems, in a high-level requirements specification
we decided to port Unix to LOCK rather than (HONE83]. The second phase (SAT-I) resulted in
develop a new OS. This is very appealing from an intermediate specification (HONE86]. The
both a deyeloper and user point of view because third phase (SAT-Il), renamed LOCK, will result
of the large amount of portable Unix applica- in a detailed design specification and MLS mini-
Liunt tbat already existo. computer prototype in 1990 (SAYD87].

1.1.1 The LOCK Solution to Multi-Level Security
1.1 Background of the Solution

The LOCK system takes a hardware-oriented
Traditional approaches to providing Multi-Level approach to providing a MLS computing system.
Secure (MLS) computing systems have emphasized
implementing software security kernels that run This approach should enable the system to over-
when the target processor is operating in come the disadvantages associated with purely
privileged mode. In some cases, security has software approaches.
been provided by redesigning the OS. These
purely software approaches to providing multi- The security policy of the system is enforced by
level security have four primary disadvantages: a physically separate, multi-processor, copro-

cessing unit called the System-Independent,
Domain-Enforcing, Assured, Reference Monitor

1. DECREASED ASSURANCE since a software mal- (SIDEARM), The SIDEARM has its own processors,
function could cause total security failure memory, and mass storage. All security-related

data is stored on the SIDEARM mass storage unit.
2. DECREASED PERFORMANCE to usually unaccept- All security policy decisions and access compu-

able levels because of the high overhead tations are performed by the SIDEARM.
incurred by performing the security access
checks in software The physical separation of the protection-

critical from the non protection-critical ele-
3. LOSS OF EXISTING APPLICATION SOFTWARE ments in the LOCK system makes it physically

because of the extensive redesign of the impossible for a user process to access or
operating system, and temper with the SIDEARM firmware or its data,

giving the LOCK system a high degree of
4. INABILITY TO FUNCTIONALLY ENHANCE the OS assurance.

without requiring expensive and time-
consuming re-verification and revaluation The LOCK host processor provides TCB-mediated
(SAYD87] . resource management and computing power for user

applications. Since it performs no security
access checks, the performance deg-adation

*Unix is a trademark ot AT&T. imposed on the system by the security mechanisms
should be minimal.

The results reported in sections 1.0 through 4.0
were supported by National Computer Security
Center contract MDA904-87-C-6011.
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The security functionality provided by the rity policy enforced by the underlying LOCK TCB
SIDEARM is generic in nature, and largely should have little, if any, impact on the major-
independent of the characteristics of the host ity of existing Unix applications.
processor. The security policy that the SIDEARM
enforces is configured through the use of spa- We feel one major result of the study is our
cial administrative tools at system generation approach for implementing an untrusted file sys-
time. Virtually any security policy can be tem (see section 4.0) that will manage the
defined to meet the needs of an installation, multi-level data. Internally, our file system

implementation will be quite different than in a
Other than the physical hardware connection standard Unix kernel. However, users and appli-
between the SIDEARM and the bus of the host pro- cations should not notice the differences.
cessor, the SIDEARM is also mechanically
independent of the host architecture, A funda- Our file system design was originally intended
mental design goal of the SIDEEARM was to design to support LOCK/ix. However, we feel that it is
it in such fashion as to allow it to be ported general enough that it can be used to support
to other non-LOCK systems, other (non-Unix) LOCK applications, or be

applied to other non-LOCK TCBs as well.
The LOCK OS will not be responsible for enforc-
ing the security policy of the system, and 1.3 Overview ot the LOCK Architecture
therefore, it will not be part of the TCB and
not have to be verified or evaluated when it is The LOCK system consists of two computing units:
updated. Further, we make the assumption that the SIDEARM and the host processor. The major-
the OS, and other non-TCB software for that ity of the TCB functionality resides in the
matter, are hostile proqrams that will attempt SIDEARM, whose firmware coordinates with a small

(TC8) software kernel (the Supervisor) that runs
to violate the security policy of the system, on the host processor.
As a consequence of this assumption, we follow a
least-privilege design philosophy for all LOCK The resultant LOCK TCB provides low-level ser-
software and rely heavily upon Type Enforcement vice% for subject, object, and dev.;e manage-
(see subsection 2.2.2) to limit the objects ment. The TCB is restricted, for rea.'cns of
application may access. verifiability, to minimum functionalit1 . It is

intended to support, not replace, traditional OS
Since Unix is not part of the TCB, we will not services, such as a hierarchical file system.
have to modify it to provide security policy
enforcement mechanisms. These capabilities are The Supervisor (see Figure 1) functions as a
provided by the underlying TCB. low-level resource manager, and provides an

application visible interface to the TCB's capa-
We do plan to extend th6 Unix interface in a bilities. The Kernel Extensions are a set of
non-intrusive manner to make the MLS features verified, security-relevant utilities whose
(e.g. ACLs) of the LOCK TCB available to users capabilities cannot be provided by the SIDEARM
and applications. With the implementation in a generic fashion.
approach we have developed, we should be able to
maintain a great deal of compatibility with the
SVID and, hence, with the existing base of Unix
applications. uW 0,.Wd $hall

1.2 The Study Goals and Results 3Per Appit01

During 1987, we performed a study of the Unix
kernel to determine if it could be (relatively 0 Lb,"P wFcde
easily) ported to the LOCK system, and if so,
determine what the effect on the interfaces co'Pt, .
would be, To enable us to determine if it would LOCK• Opwatire 4rCnww-
be worthwhile to port Unix, we established the SueIysedflIl s8ysm -.,

following research goals: , AppliCSI1WrWe 6
* 51'cUly FuncOtS

a The number of modifications to the Unix ker-
nel should not be extensive.

e The TCB could not be modified to "tailor" it HaW'wwo A
to running Unix. Petl SIDEARM uUn't

* Unix had to be able to service many con-
current users running at different security FIgure I
levels without becoming part of the TCB.

1.3.1 The SIDEARM
a The file system had to be able to manage data

at different security levels requiring The SIDEARM implements what is called the Refer-
trusted servers and without introducing ence Monitor (RM) concept (see Figure 2). In
covert channels, general, an RM can be thought of as a guard

between people, and the information they would
* The resultant system must maintain a maximum like to access. There are three important Cri-

compatibility with the SVID. teria for an RM:

The results of our study indicate that these
goals can be met. The application visible 1. It must always be invoked.
interface to the LOCK implementation of Unix
(LOCK/ix) is nearly identical to that of a stan- 2. It must be verified to be correct (i.e.,
dard implementation of Unix System V. The secu- properly enforce the security policy of the
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3. It must be unbypassable. The portion of the Supervisor that runs in theprivileged mode is only that code which is

4. It must be tamperproof. forced there by the hardware, such as the inter-zupt handlers. Other code, such as the subject
scheduler, runs in user mode of the host proces-

The LOCK hardware-oriented approach (see Figure sor.
3) provides a good match to the RM model
[SAYD8 7.1 Reference Monitor in LOCK

Refercnit, Monitor Concept

ReCePUc Mondto M

A Reference Mon itor Mut Be 4. FuncitosnaDi
1. Away Invokeig ur

Figure 2 addressable only when the processor is running
in privileged mode, thereby making it tamper-

proof. Other software, such as the OS, will run
Security Coprocessor Component Approach in user mode on the host processor.

2.0 Overview of the LOCK Security Model.

The LOCK TCB enforces a MLS policy. The policy
is enforced by mediating access between sub-

ecurlty jects, the active entities of the system, and
Processor objects, the inactive entities of the system.
component

To enforce this policy, the SIDLARM maintains a
large database called the Global Object Table
(GOT). Each time a subject or object is
created, it is assigned a unique identifier
(UID). A GOT entry Is then created for the new
entity where the UID is used as the primary key.

HowASecuryCopcr'aaorMuitlRetere MonotCfitwl* A GOT entry will contain additional information
I. Always noked-.NoWsaTo Byusi such, au the level and the creator.
2. Verified Correct - S&nper. Machine Indepndent
3. Tamperpiof. NoWayToAack SecuarityCoprooessor The LOCK TCB provides Discretionary Access Con-

trol (DAC) and Mandatory Access Control (MAC)
mechanisms to enforce the system's security pol-

Figure3 icy. tn order for a subject to be granted
When the system is booted, the SIDEARM is booted access to an object, the request must be allowed
and initialized before the host processor beg:ns by both the DAC and MAC mechanisms of the sys-
to run and continues to ruii until the system is tem.
shut down. All security-related data and most
of the security functionality is implemented in 2.1 Disc.etionary Access Control Policy
the SIDEARM, thus making it possible to verify
that it is correct. And finally, since the A DAC policy is discretionary because its
SIDEARM is physically separate (see Figure 4) administration is up to the discretion of the
and maintains its own memory and mass storage, system users. The LOCK TCB provides Access Con-
there is no (physical) way for a user process to trol Lists (ACLa) as the mechanisms for provid-
tamper with its firmware or data. it is ing DAC.
unbypassable since it is the SIDEARM, and not
the Host processor, that has exclusive control ACts allow a user to specify, for each named
over the Memory Manaqement Unit (MMU). object he is authorized to control, a list of

named individuals and a list of groups of named
1.3.2 The Host Processor individuals and their respective modes of access

to the object. Additionally, for each named
As mentioned previously, a small software kernel object, the authorized user may specify a list
(which is part of the TCB) runs on the host pro- of named individuals and a list of groups of
cessor. This software kernel is responsible for named individuals for which no access to the
preserving, and not enforcing, the security pol- object is to be given. The currently supported
icy of the systaia by performing correct, low- modes of discretionary access are read (r),
level resource management. This software ker- write (w), execute Wx), and null Cn).
nel, called the Supervisor, consists of code
that runs in both privileged and user mode of One aspect of the LOCK DAC policy that should be
the host processor. noted is the Zact that there is nu concept of
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object ownership, or any special privileges A domain is similar in concept to rings in
associated with object ownership. Rather, the ringed architecture machines. Unlike rings,
security policy the system enforces is cunfig- though, there is no hierarchical relationship
ured to indicate who can control (change the ACL between domains. Moving from one domain to
of) objects of a specific type. This typically another does not necessarily imply an accumula-
will be, but is not limited to, the creator of tion of increasing system privilege. Rather,
an object. each domain has a set of privileges different

from other domains.
2.2 Mandatory Access Control Policy

To represent the domains and the privilegesA MAC policy is mandatory because it is always allowed in them, the TCB maintains a SIDEARM-
enforced by the system. Unlike a DAC policy, resident data structure called the Domain Table.
the system users have no say in how the policy It contains the following information:
is administered. The LOCK MAC policy is
enforced by Labeled Security Protection and Type
Enforcement mechanisms. * The UID of the domain.

2.2.1 Labeled Security Protection * The human-readable name of the domain.

The LOCK TCB enforces Labeled Security Protec- a A list of special privileges.
tion as required by the Orange Book. The policy
is enforced over all system resources (e.g., * A list of domains to which other subjects in
subjects, objects, and I/O devices) that are the named domain have access to, and the
directly or indirectly accessible by subjects modes of access (create a subject, destroy a
external to the TCB. subject, signal a subject, etc.) permitted.

The LOCK TCB maintains a SIDEARM-resident data
structure that is a partially ordered set The special permissions that are allowed in
(POSet) of all security levels (combination of domains are the ability for a subject to take
one hierarchical level and a set of non- exception to the DAC and/or the Labeled Security
hierarchical categories) defined in the system. Protection mechanisms of the system. Since it

is the type enfnrcement mechanism that allows a
The LOCK POSet is a generalization of the Orange subject to have these special privileges, a sub-
Book concept of a security lattice, The differ- ject may never take exception to the type
ence them is the fact that the POSet has no enforcement rules of the system,
lowest or highest bound. For example, two lev-
els may be equal in classification but have a The domain of execution is an attribute of a
different (and incompatible) category set (e.g. subject that remains constant throughout its
TOP SECRET.A and TOPSECRET.B). Hence, one can lifetime. In other words, a subject can only
not be said to be "higher" than, or dominate the execute in one domain.
cther.

All objects have a type associated with them.
When a subject oc object is created, it is The concept of type is similar in nature to
assigned one of the levels (nodes) from the types in high level programming languages. The
POSet. Access is then computed using the level TCB restricts operations on objects of specific
of the subject requesting access and the level types based on the domain of execution of the
of the object being accessed in the following subject attempting the access.
manner:

To represent object types and the operations
allowed on them, the TCD maintains a SIDEARM-

" To read an object, the level of the subject resident data structure called the Type Table.
must dominate the level of the object (the It contains the following information:
Simple Security Property).

" To write an object, the level of the subject * The UID of the type.
must be dominated by the level of the object
(the *-Property). * The human-readable type name.

* Allowable object sizes (minimum and maximum).

As used in the rules anove, the term dominate
means greater than or equal to. For each * List of domainr from which subjects have
required access computation, the POSet is con- access to objects of the named type, and the
sulted to determine if one level dominates modes of access (read, write, etc.) permit-
another. ted.

2.2.2 Type Enforcement e Default ACL.

Type enforcement is a mechanism that is unique
to the LOCK TCE. Not required by the Orange When a subject requests access to (or attempts
Book, it is this mechanism that will (in part) to create) an object, the TCB consults the
allow the LOCK TCB to exceed the Orange Book Domain and Type Tables to determine if the
Class Al requirements. Type enforcement is access, based on the domain of execution and the
based on two attributes: object type, is allowed.

Both the Domain Table and Type Table are ini-
"* The domain of execution of a subject. tialized at system generation time by the System

Security Officer (SSO) and are inaccessible to
"* The type of the object a subject is attempt- user processes. It is this ability to configure

ing to access. the Domain and Type Tables that enables the LOCK
to support virtually any security policy an
installation desires.
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As mentioned earlier, type enforcement can be e The subject manager (within the host resident
used to grant special privileges. For example, portion of the TCO) maintains a data struc-
it may be necessary to implement an appiication ture called the Active Subject Table. Each
that is allowed to downgrade files. The list of active subjeut within the system is uniquely
* special privileges in the Domain Table is used identified by subject manager by its entry in
to grant such privileges. The Type Table is the Active Subject Table.
used to restrict which object types can be read
and written in the downgrade process. * A user subject may execute instructions if

and only if the host processor is operating
Type enforcement is also useful for integrity in user mode. (Only TCB subjects may operate
reasons. For example, the system may grant sub- when the Host processor is in privileged
jects running in a system administration domain mode.)
read and write access to objects of type
username_file. Subjects running in the OS
domain may be granted only read access to User subjects are created as a result of a TCB
objects of type username file. With the Domain Create Subject request. They come into
and Type Tables established in this fashion, the existence as the result of a user action, per-
system will prevent unauthorized modification form their function, and are terminated by a TCB
(integrity) of objects of the type password Destroy Subject request at some later time,
file. When a subject is destroyed, the subject ceases

to exist within the system. All objects allo-
The type enforcement mechanism can be used to cated by the subject (contained within its STT)
support a variety of integrity models such as are closed, and all resources (e.g., GOT entry,
the Clark-Wilson [CLARK87] model, and as memory, etc.) previously allocated to the sub-
described in (BOEB85], the Bibs [BIBA75) model jeot are released.
as well.

2.3 Subjects Typical LOCK/ix Subject STT

The basic execution (active) entity in LOCK is LOCKAx Kemel Text Segment
the subject. A subject is a process that exe- LOOK&/x Kernel DataSegment
cutes in a particular security context. The LOCK/ix Kernel Stack Object
security context comprises the level of the sub- 8h Text Segment
ject, the domain of execution, and the user on
whose behalf the subject is executing. In maay sh Data Sw ent
ways, a subject is like a Unix proceses it eh Stack Segment
shares the processor with other subjects through 0 0 s
timeslicing, it has access to a "file system"
that other subjects also have access to, it can emacsText Segment
open and operate on "files," and it has limited amacs Data Segment
capabilities for comnmunicating with other sub- emacs Stack Segment
jects, File I

There are some notable differences between sub- File 2
jects and Unix processes. There are no e e e
hierarchical parent/child relationahipat each
subject is independent of the subject that
created it. For Unix processes with the user ID Figure 5
of superuser, the entire system is accessible;
there is no corresponding notion of superuser In
LOCK/ix. Under Unix, multiple processes can be
writing to the process control terminal simul-
taneously; LOCK allows only one subject to per-
form terminal I/0 to a given (process control) 2.3.1 Relation to Unix Virtual Machines/Unix
terminal at a time. Processes

All subjects have associated with them a Subject The differences between Unix processes and LOCK
Translation Table (STT). The STT contains an subjects strongly influenced the way Unix
entry for each object that the subject has processes are represented in LOCK/ix. To
opened (see Figure 5). In LOCK/ix, objects are cleanly support Unix process mangement func-
used to represent Unix file system objects tionality, each subject represents the
(file, diroctories, etc.), text segments and equivalent of an abstract Unix virtual machine.
data segments, process stacks, and kernel level
data structures. The STT is similar in nature To provide support for operating systems built
to the Unix per-user open file table. Each on top of the LOCK TCB, as well as multitasking
entry in the STT identifies an object and the applications such as an Ada run-time environ-
current access that the subject has to it. The ment, a oubject has periodic software interrupt,
STT is resident in the host processor's memory similar to a timeslice interrupt, available to
and provides the first level of address transla- it. A "beginning timeslice" signal is sent to
tion for the M4U. all LOCK subjects from the TCB when they begin

to execute in a new timeslice.
Subjects within the LOCK system are character-
ized by the following: To take advantage of this feature, a subject

must enable a signal handler, in much the same
way as is done for Unix signal handlers. If a

e Each subject is uniquely identified within subject does not wish to take advantage of this
the SIDEARM's security database (the GOT) by signal and does not define a handler for it, the
the UID the SIDEARM assigned to it when it signal is ignored and the subject is allowed to
was created. The GOT entry represents the run without the knowledge of receipt of the sig-
security context of the subject. nal.
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Unlike the Unix signal handling mechanism, the LOCK object operctions are analogous to Unix
LOCK signal handling mechanism provides to the memory management functions in many ways. Open-
subject its context (register, stack pointer, ing an object is similar to allocating a region,
and program counter values) when the signal in order to obtain memory for a process.
occurred. There is no way for a subject to con- Objects can expand and shrink, as can regions.
trol the frequency of this signal. The fre- Open objects are memory regions associated with
quency of occurrence of this signal is each process.
unpredictable. 2.4.2 Relation to Unix File System and Files
The use of this feature allows a subject to per-
form its own process multiplexing. Each subject Objects provide the foundation for building a
can run its own process (or task) multiplexing file system that will appear to operate similar
algorithm to provide multiprocessing support to Unix. However, from a programming stand-
within the subject, point, object operations are quite different

then file I/0 operations.
2.4 Objects The LOCK/ix kernel is responsible for providing

One of the most unusual features of LOCK (at the functional bridge between the LOCK TCB and
least for those accustomed to Unix) is that Unix applications. It provides the functional-
there is no notion of external files of or a ity necessary to support a Unix file system
file system; instead, there are objects. built on top of LOCK objects.
Objects are containers for data that reside in File creation requires that an object be created
the virtual memory and can be (physically) and cataloged into the file system in the
stored on disk, tape, or other media such as correct directory, with the inode table provid-
optical disk. ing the linkage between physical storage and

external appearance. Open and close operations
All objects have associated with them a set of logically perform the same function in both LOCK
attributes that are similar in nature to Unix and Unix, making the objects "known" and "unk-
file attributes. These attributes include the nown" to an executing process.
object type, size, security level, creator, ACL,
permanent location, and the present location (in LOCK/ix will map the Unix-style access opera-
main memory). tions into their LOCK counterparts. Unix-style

I/O operations will be mapped into open object
Objects are a generalization of a segmented references and updates. File deletion removes a
memory system. The TCB Open Object operation reference to an object from the file system, and
maps an object into the virtual address space of if there are no references remaining, the object
a subject and returns a pointer to a memory will be deleted from the file system.
address. Datum with an open object can be
accessed by referencing offsets into the 3.0 Process Management in LOCK/ix
object's memory range. I/O is performed on
objects by modifying the contents of memory The Unix process management services provide
addresses in the open object. One object can be
open by multiple subjects simultaneously, with process creation and deletion, program execu-tion, and synchronization between related
the object mapped to different virtual addresses processes. The Unix model of process creation,
in each subject's address space. using the fork() operation, enforces parent-
2.4.1 Relation to Unix Virtual Memory child relationships between processes and

2 ensures that a child process is initially
All memory that a subject references, even the created to be an exact copy of its parent. The
subject itself, consists of open objects. The Unix model of program execution, using the
virtual memory space of a subject is the union exeo() operation, provides for the inheritance
of open object virtual addresses. LOCK imposes by the new program of part of the environment of
a limit on the number of open objects a subject the process that executes the program.
is allowed, which is currently 256. The maximum
size of on object is 16Mbytes. In contrast to Unix in which all user processes

are managed and coordinated by a single kernel
Disk I/O is performed by LOCK without explicitly entity, the LOCK/ix Implementation encapsulates
doig I/O (i.e., issuing a command to a device the management of processes for each LOCK/ix
driver). The M±U provides the mapping between login session within a single LOCK subject (see
memory references and modifications and physical Figure 6). Each LOCK/ix subject contains an
I/O. If a piece of an open object that has been (virtual) instance of the Unix kernel that
paged out to disk is referenced, the MMU causes manageo only the user processes associated with
the appropriate piece of the object to be its login session. The LOCK/ix kernel is in
brought into memory. To an application, the reality a shared text segment that is used by
entire contents of an object appear to be in all LOCK/ix subjects. However, at any point in
memory when an object is opened, and the con- time, the kernel only "knows" about the single
tents disappear when the object is closed. LOCK/ix subject that it is currently servicing.

Referencing a memory address that is not mapped Although this approach to process management is
to an open object generates a buis error. A bus a bit unusual, it does provide an implementation
error will be interpreted by the TCB as an of fork() and exec() that is, from the viewpoint
attempt to violate the security policy of the of an executing process, compatible with Unix.
system and cause the termination of the offend- The set-user-ID modes of file execution are par-
ing subject. Although termination of the sub- tially supported. They effect only the user-IDa
ject seems to be a bit harsh, under similar of an individual process, and the the user-ID of

jectsees tobe bi harh, ndersimlar the containing subject,

circumstances Unix would terminate the offending

process and generate a "core dump".
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LOCKlix Address Space OrganizaVon 3.1 Memory Managemt.it

hUnix kernel memory management functions provide
r' CK 80s19 cod LCK&Su user processes with an expandable data area that

(UAW 1)- (U 2) ican be used for dynamic heap allocation. The
na V o I heap allocation algorithms are supplied by theL___J %WLfl _ .run-time library and provide a generalized

VbW Mmemory block allocation scheme to user programs.
k--- They call on the kernel to expand the data seg-

L'-- "ment of a user process as needed to increase the
pool of memory that is available for allocation.

Although not explicitly visible at the user pro-
gram interface, Unix memory management also nor-
mally enforces protection over the address space
of a user process from access by other
processes. The address space of the kernel istie• • WA also protected from access by user processes.

IProt- A __-These capabilities are dependent on the charac-
cd teristics of the MMU. in LOCK it is the TCB,SA $Mand not LOCK/ix, that has explicit control over

.a the MMU. As a consequence of this, such protec-
tion cannot be provided by LOCK/ix.

The LOCK/ix kernel manages memory via calls tothe TCB storage manager. The physical alloca-
Figure 6 tion of memory is replaced by requests to

create, delete, open, close, and expand the LOCK
There is a problem that is encountered when try- objects that compose the address space of user
ing to support Unix set-user-lb applications in processes. Each user process within the subject
a MLS environment. Unix maintains both a real- is assigned a text segment, data segment, and
user-ID that indicates who logged on, and an stack object by the kernel which are open as
effective-user-ID that indicates on whose behalf long as the process is executing. When a pro-
the process is executing, for each active pro- cess terminates, these objects are closed and
cess. Under normal circumstances, these user- deleted by the kernel,
IDa represent the same individual, When the
process is an instance of a set-uid application, Expansion of the data segment is implemented by
the effecttve-user-id of the process is set calling the TCB storage manager request Expand
equal to the owner-id of the set-uid applica- Object. This TCB request automatically handles
tion. physical relocation of the object if needed and

zeros the newly allocated space for LOCK/ix.
Unix always uses the effective-user-id of a pro-
cess for computing access rights. Running a Expansion of the stack object is implemented by
set-user-ID program has the effect of tem- a special LOCK/ix system call, which is used to
porarily granting thq owner's access rights to request that the stack of the calling process be
the user of the set-user-ID application. In extended. This requires that the compiler gen-
contrast to this, the LOCK TCB maintains only erate a stack overflow check as part of every C
one user-ID for each active subject. A LOCK function's entry preamble code. Although rela-
subject user-ID and a process real-user-ID are tively inefficient, this method of automatic
the same indiviiual (the person who is actually stack growth is used on many standard Unix
logged on). machines that have no hardware aipport for stack

overflow detection in the MMU.
The LOCK TCB does not support this notion of
granting temporary access. To compute access, 4.0 The LOCK/ix File System Design
the LOCK TCB will always use (the equivalent of) The file and I/O system is one of the principal
the real-user-id of a process. As a consequence components of Unix. Conceptually, it provides a
of this, our current design does not provide uniform method for performing I/O, by mapping
fully compliant support for set-user-ID applica- all I/O into file I/O. Applications can operate
tions. in the same manner whether I/0 is being done to

We are currently investigating several alterna- a terminal, a ileinterprocess communication
tive approaches to solving this problem (see pipe, or a physical device.
section 5.0), Since the Unix user community Due to the nature of the Unix file system, many
appears to have a strong desire to continue to applications tend to be highly I/O intensive.
run set-user-ID applications, our current design If the file system does not work as expected,
will most likely be criticized as providing the effect on applications ported to LOCK/ix
unacceptable support for set-user-id applica- could outweigh the effort to develop the
tions. software from scratch. A fundamental design

goal of LOCK/ix was to make the file systemThere are some within the computer security com- appear as much like the Unix file system as pos-
munity who argue that a capability such as set- sible.
user-ID should not be provided by Al systems.
This is a debate that is likely to continue for In our design of the file system structure, a
many years to come. Our feeling is that is the separate file system at each security level is
existing Unix file protection mechanisms, and in supported. An mnode table for each file system
particular the set-user-id capability, are is stored in an object that is equal in level to
really integrity mechanisms. If a method can be the file system it represents Directory
devised to support a fully functional set-user-
id capability in a secure manner, we see no
disadvantage to doing so.
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entries will map anodes to files as is done inexisting Unix implementations. An process running at UNCLASS will have no wayr
of determining the existence of anything in

The major difference between the LOCK/ix file SECRET (or anything above UNCLASS for that
system structure and the standard Unix file sys- matter). The security policy enforced by LOCK
tem structure is that directories with the same deny access to any file system objects above the
name umay exist at multiple levels. The direc- level of UNCLASS.
tories at all observable levels are logically
overlaid to produce a virtual directory. To a It should be noted that the LOCK TCB enforces
user process, it will not be apparent that an the protection of objects so that even malicious
observable directory has been constructed from programs can not affect the data contents ot an
multiple file systems. The level at which the object unless the subject has write access to
user process is executing will determine which the object.
files are visible in its view of the file sys-
tem. The LOCK/ix design provides what appears to be

the best compromise between Unix compatibility
To avoid the need for trusted code, a directory and the required MLS functionality. Ve have
is restricted to containing only entries that developed a design that should have the "look
are at the same level as the directory. How- and feel" of Unix. Each file system is com-
ever, if the same directory exists at several pletely isolated from the file systems at other
levels, each containing files, applications are levels.
given the illusion that the (virtual) directory
contains files at multiple levels. To support The concept of virtual directories could also be
this capability, only the directory paths are applicable to a conventional, unsecure networked
duplicated, not the files. Unix environment. If file systems resided on

multiple machines, some with the same directory
Figure 7 presents a simple two-level file system path names, virtual directories could be
that contains a UNCLASS file system and a SECRET created. The issue of which network machine a
file system. A LOCK/ix process running at file resided on would no longer be significant.
UNCLASS would see the files cat and Is in the
/bin directory. A SECRET process would see 4.1 Path Inheritance
those two files (as read-only), and in addition,
the file magic. In order to support virtual directories, a

method is needed whereby files can be created at
Initial Two Level File System Example the current level if the directory path exists

only at a lower level, It would be incompatible
INITIAL UNCLA9 FILESYSTEM with Unix to allow a process to create a direc-

tory path that already exists. LOCK/ix will
automatically a create directory path at the

U subject's level, when required, to fulfill a
create request. We call this operation path

7J ,Ninheritance.
cat Isuawr V UWW usr31

As in Unix, an attempt to create a file in a
direttory that does not exist, or is not observ-_- able, will fail. if the directory exists at the

INITIALSECFLE SYSTEM subject's current level, no special processing
is required to fulfill a create request. Only
when components of the required path do not

i uf exist at the subject's current level (but exist
at a lower, observable level) does LOCK/ix needr H to create thom. The creation of path componentsmagIC usari! uaar(2 at the current level is handled in a manner that

--I L- is transparent to user processes.

THE CORGWACNILINGLAUDIAGcI6 ARE, A good analogy to this operation is a virtual
0V W1 wa • om w, yaw*/ memory system. The working set is at first very

,•4 small, containing only the top-level path com-
" ", ., 6". * - ponents. As files are created, as with pages

1 ? VIt 111 . 01 ,o1 not in memory, a "fault" occurs and the
64W ,appropriate pages are brought in from disk, or

in this case, path components are created,neeftkoam&srmCWomftS AV Eventually, a stable working set is established
*Irv UVI •'! VrW that handles most reteivnoes, for either virtual

S. . memory or the LOCK/ix file system. The differ-
I1w I" A *,, a., 7 ;W once is that the directory paths created are
3 WW permanent and will continue to exist in the file

system. There is no way a process can determine
Figure 7 that a directory path was inherited.

If directory enitries are created with names thatLOCK/ix will perform the logical combination of (unknowingly and unintentionally) match those atthe file systems from multiple levels to present a higher level, the higher level virtual direc-
the illusion that there is a single, multi-level tory view will contain all the files, includingfile system. The files contained in the UNCLASS multiple files with the same name. The lower
file system that the process running at SECRET level view will consist of only those files and
can observe are of course not writable. The subdirectories that exist at the lower level,
view of the file system presented to a SECRET
process will contain the SECRET file syrtem A design issue that is currently open is how to
overlaid on top of the UNCLASS file system, handle this potential name collision. If ident-

ically named files exist at multiple levels in a
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directory, the higher level processes will need In this case, only the path component /user3
a way to determine, or specify, which file gets would have to be created the directory /usr
accessed. An extension to the namei routine, already existed at the SECRET level. The Anode
which performs name to mnode mapping, is planned numbers for directories with the same name that
for the future. This extension will allow a exist in multiple file systems can be, and typi-
process to specify the level of a file to be cally will be, different in each file system.
opened. Naturally, this capability will be res-
tricted by the Labelled Security Protection
mechanism (see subsection 2.2.1) of the TCB. The application running at the SECRET level that

created the file compute is unaware that the
The main changes in the internal logic of Unix directory /user3 was inherited, There will
required to support file systems at different still appear to be only one /usr/user3 directorylevels, that ao e combined to appear as one eom- to both the UNCLASS and SECRET applications.

leHowels, tha th combinedio tonin apea asEonRcomposite file system, has been limited to the However, to the application running at SECRET,
namei module, in standard Unix, it is the namei /usr/user3 will (potentially) contain more
module that performs pathname parsing to accessible files than it will for the applica-
retrieve the mnode that represents a file. tion running at UNCLASS.

In addition to the enhancements to namei that If a file named /usr/user3/compute already
are required to support the LOCK/ix file systen, existed at UNCLASS, the application running at
we have chosen to encapsulate its functionality SECRET would not have been able to create the
in a file server subject (see subsection 43) file since a file of that name would have

already existed, as a read only file. If a file
4.2 File System Examples named /usr/user3/compute existed at the SECRET
2 Flevel, the process running at UNCLASS could

To help illustrate how the files system will still create the file, since the existence ofwork and appear to users, wn present several the SECRET /usr/user3/compute would not be known
simple examples. The examples are built on the at the UNCLASS level,
file system shown in Figure 7, Suppose that the file /usr/user3/compute exists

file system would appear at both the UNCLASS and SECRET level. An appli-Figure 8 shows how the fiesse ol per cation running at SECRET could delete the file.
if an application running at the SECRET level

reated a file named compute in the directory The file /usr/user3/compute at UNCLASS would
usr/usez3. Before creating the file compute, remain intact, and the application running at

the file server subject was required to create UNCLASS would not be aware of the fact that the
the full directory path at the SECRET level so (higher level) file was deleted.
that the file could be placed in the correct the Figure 9 illustrates the file system after the
file system. directory /usr!user2/da is created at the

Fie System AfterFile/usr/user3/compute UNCLASS level, and the file display is created
in that directory. The directory /usr/user2/da

Created bySECRET Process existed at the SECRET level, However, this was
UNCL•ss 5E ysTEM not know not at the UNCLASS level so the opera-tion succeeds. At the SECRET level, there will

_ __still appear to be only one /usr/Lser2/da direc-
bIr) i . tory, but it now cfntains the file display,

SI which is read-only to processes running at the
7 t 11SECRET level.

Uutlli UNIV umaI•

r,• 7 H- Ficure 10 shows the results of the removal of
I I1I di, to the directory /usr/user3 by a process running atS------ the UNCLASS level. To the UNCLASS process, the

SECRET FIV SVSYSTrM z::;ctory directory appeared to be empty, so it was per-
heritsd missible to unlink (delete) the directory. The

I !directory path /usr/user3 at the SECRET level is
bw [ , left undisturbed by this operation.

I i--- uMaintaining a separate file system per level,
mie ril U8919 U860 and providing the path inheritance capability

allow the actions described in the examples to
BI di Vule be performed without trusted code. Addition-

ICORON$DO4OUNO.A20DMEWoMCS ARE: ally, since file systems at higher levels are
Sbw w/ u6.,M WO, Q.W not known to processes at lower level, file sye-

6 .. tam object create and delete operations can be
"..a.. .. ' ""performed at the higher levels without introduc-

i l i WWI' Idi 12 fl ing covert channels.
4 14 e'

4.3 Integrity Considerations
TH4 CO•IIWIONO•l SIOET OSICTOAEI A•:

W1 .61 W,'21 *0,( The LOCK/ix kernel runs in the same virtual
2. 3. 4. 4. a. address space as user processes. LOCK does not

1.~ I . 3 . $ , . 3 .
2W 1 4 , U ,1 & i I allow a single subject to execute in multiple
3 , Af domains. A process within a given LOCK/ix sub-S0a ject could gain access to any kernel file system

Figure 8 structures at its level and modify them. It is
for this reason the file system update opera-
tions are removed from the LOCK/ix kernel and
implemented in separate file system server sub-
ject per (active) level. Type enforcement is
used to limit write access to critical file sys-
tem objects (directories, mnodes, etc.) to the
file server subjects,
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File System After Directory/usruser2/da and The file system inode table is broken out intotwo parts: non critical components, such as timeFile /usrduser2/daldlsplay Created by UNCLASS Process modified, and critical components, such as

UNCLASS FILE SYSTEM object UIDS. The non critical components con-
sist of fields that can be updated by the

- LOCK/ix kernel and that would not cause any
b l dv , security problems if they were updated

4_, inc~orrectly. The critical components will be in
F i 1 an object type that can be read by, but not

gis _.., .j written by, the LOCY/ix kernel. The file system
.ý server subject will run in a domain that is dif-

I Iferent than that of the LOCK/ix kernel and user
processes, and will have both read and write

SECRET FVSYSTEM disly access to the critical inode table.

_ _ _The file system server will only perform file
system update operations; it will not run

II processes. No malicious programs that could
I IIcause unexpected and undesirable consequences

mgQio , uI uml3 us will be allowed to run in the file server
JI L I domain. This particul.ar instance shows how Type

Enforcement can be used to support an integrity
THE CZASESPMM UNUSCTOrS5aRBI d policy that will achieve the desired end result.

I b/V veilt w.,tl ..e~r* v15/ dv*
*.a, . 0 '. 6'. 6 . 4 . 1,.LO/5.0 ixSupporting set-user- ID Applicat ions on

?. 14 Is LOCK/ix.|bW I oat 4 umll 10 hI 4•l 16 ~pl
3 94W a 2, 7 U"Il, I1 49l ;30 114 W MB NI W ON One of the most critical factors that will ulti-

WUsi mately decide user acceptance of a secure Unix
TWCORFSPoN00406KCMTCOTORIESAM: system is whether or not the system will support

I il held ".@, ov total set-user-id/set-group-id applications. Our work
I. 4. . . to date in developing the model for LOCK/ix has

•.. •, . .. not specifically addressed this issue. However,SWu * . we have investigated several potential models
I t and identified one that appears to be very

Figure 9 promising from both an implementation and secu-
rity point of view, We call this the new sub-
ject model,

To support this model, the Unix kernel will need
to be modified to support the creation and start
up of a new subject that will contain a set-

File System After Directory /usr/usel3 user-id or set-group-id application. For siun-
Deleted by UNCLASS Procoss plicity, we will discuss this process in terms

of set-user-id applications only. Set-group-id
uNGLASsFLE SYrSM applications would be handled in the same

manner.

"b/V I NIP'/ 5.1 Create New Subject

C IwII use,12, When the Unix kernel encounters an execo( system
call, it determines if the new program is a

7L, set-user-id application. If it is, it makes
I df II . df sure that the new process will inherit the
-. parent's environment which includes things such

SECRET FISYSTEM display as open files. In LOCK/ix, the same actions
would be required. However, the method by which
the new process inherits this environment is

r 11"I somewhat different than is done in Unix.

magiI Ui ul21 u"rnl When a new subject in LOCK is created, it
L I receives what is called a new subject parameter

H I 0,Ut. object, This parameter object contains all the
81 dv information that the new subject will need to

T cOFIcnRUPONI2UNO.AMDKC10'r0MF•iAM: execute in its environment. The format and con-
bi/, U, Wal, L412 ON tents of the parameter object will vary, depond-

,. . * *. i. 2 ing upon the application,

O lb 7W i di! 10 it When a new subject is to be created in response
B No to an exec() request, the LOCK/ix kernel will

create and initialize a new subject parameter
b/o yeOll1 9CAe DIRCTM : object for the new subject. It will place thei blV uW/ wiotil VV .5.,y following information in the parameter object:

I, 1, 3, 4. 6. 1.I. -. I - 3. • .. 3 .. '
.b ,4• ..i,, 5o I ON t The UID of the set-user-id application.

ee The UIDs of the parent's open files.Figure 10 •

e The UID and process-id of the parent process.
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* Environment of the parent process (level, Overall, the model appears to be promising and
* domain, etc.) will be investigated further in the future.

9 The UID of a signal channel of the parent 6.0 Current StatusSprocess,pThe results of our study were encouraging. We

were surprised to find how much of the Unix ker-
This information will provide the new subject nel code can be retained and unmodified.
with everything it needs to inherit the parents
attributes, and establish the necessary communi- A continuation of the design began in April
cation with the parent. 1988. The initial implementation of LOCK/ix

will be completed by April 1989. This version
The LOCK/ix kernel will then ask the TCD create of the system will essentially be a port of Unix
a new subject, specifying the UID of itself as to LOCK.
the object module to be executed, and the owner
UID of the set-user-id application as the user Upon completion of the initial implementation,
on whose behalf the new subject is to execute, we will enter an enhancements phase. During
This will have the desired effect (from a Unix this phase we will work on extending the func-
point of view) of allowing the user of the set- tionality to incorporate such things as support
user-id application to inherit the discretionary for set-user-id/set-group-id applications. We
access rights of the owner of the set-user-id will also be extending the standard Unix inter-
application, face to incorporate some of the functionality

provided by .he LOCK TCB, such as ACLa. The
5.2 Start Up of the New Subject enhancements should be completed by July 1990.

When the LOCK TCB allows the new subject to exe- 7.0 Acknowledgements
cute, it will begin execution in the LOCK/ix
kernel, After the the LOCK/ix kernel has We would like to thank Bob Hartman, Jim Papke,
created and initialized its data structures, it Glen Swonk (ComputerBase), and Mike Carty (Sen-
will open the new subject parameter object. don&, formerly I.C.E.S. Ltd.) who also partici-
Upon opening the object that contains the set- pdted in the study.
user-id application, the LOCK/ix kernel will
discover that it iz a sot-user-id application 8.0 References
and know additional processing is required to
start the new process. The following processing
will occurr: BISBA75] X.J. Bibs, "Integrity Considerations

for Secure Computer Systems", The
MITRE Corporation, Bedford MA, MTR-

0 Open the text, data, and stack objects for 3153, 30 June 1975.
the new process.

4 Open the files of the parent process. (BOEBS5] W.E. Boebert, "A Practical Alterna-
tive to Hierarchical Integrity Poli-

o Retrieve the UID and process-id of the parent oies", Proceedings, 8th National
process. Computer Security Conference, 1985.

a Retrieve the environment data of the parent.

a Establish a signal channel with the parent. [CLARK87] D.D. Clark and D.R. Wilson, "A Com-
parison of Commercial and Military
Security Policiec", Proceedings,

These operations are essentially what is IEEE Symposium on Security and
currently done in Unix. The method is dif- Privacy, 1987.
ferent, but the effect is the same.

As stated earlier, our current model of LOCK/ix [HONE83] Honeywell, SCTC, A-Specification,
does not suprort this model. To support it, Contract MDA 904-82-C-0444, April
there are two primoary requirements that are 1983.
placed on the kernel:

(HONE86] Honeywell, SCTC, B-Specification,

e The kernel must modified so it knows that it Contract MDA 904-84-C-6011, March
must read the environment information out of 1986.
the new parameter object when starting a
set-user-id application. ISVID061 AT&T, "System V Interface Defini-

* The Unix signalling mechanism must be tion", 1986
enhanced to allow inter-processing signalling
between processes contained within different
subjects. [SYADS7] 0. Sami Saydiari, et al, "LOCKing

Computer Securely", Proceedings,
The first requirement is fairly straight-forward 10th National Computer Security
to implement. The things that must be done to Conference, 1987.
start a set-user-id application in LOCK/ix are
not much -different than what in currently done
in standard Unix. [TCSEC85] "Department of Defense Trusted Com-

puter System Evaluation Criteria",
The later is a somewhat more difficult feature DoD 5200.28.STD, December 1985 ,
to implement The difficulty in implementation is
not really how to do it, but how to do it in a
manner that is compatible (or invisible) at the
programmer interface to the kernel.
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1.2 Organization
In addition to the background material presented in this section, the paper

I introduction contains three further sections, Section 2 provides definitions of the five

The Department of De/ense 'Asetcd Coeiputer System Evaluation Criteria types of subsystems that are mentioned in the proposed Subsystem

(TCSEC)[41 was published in 1083 to establish a uniform DoD policy for Interpretation [1]. The possible subsystem security levels, corresponding to

acquisition of trusted, commercially available, automatic data procesainq 'rCSEC levels, are given for each type of subsystem.

systems. The agency that originally produced the TCSEC is now called the ec
National Computer Security Center (NCSC). it was established to assist al Setion 3 displays a diependenry graph for each subsystem level. An
sectionrs of puteFeerl geuritymente in ) acquirn wsuch sstemshd by ealuaing explanation is given for each arrow of the graph. Finally, in subsection 34 a

sectors of the Federal government in acquiring such systems by evaluating chart is used to show all recommended se~s of evaluated subsystems that

prospective trusted systems with respect to the Criteria in tse current may occur for at least one level. For each recommended net, the most

version of the TOSEC, which was revised and re-publish)ed a dependent subsystem within that set has all the subsystems it needs to
Dec) 5200.28-$TD) [51, depend on also included in the set,

Since the publication of the TCSEC, the NCSC has performed two major

tasks relative to evaluation of trusted computer systems, It has evaluated 4 2 Subsystem Definitions

number of commercially available operating systems and added entries

desciitng these systems to the Vvalhnted P'roducts List (EPL). It has also Several trusted subsystems have already been added to the Evaluated

published interpretations and guidelines intended to assist its evaluation Produnts List, and the expertise gained during those evaluations has been

staff, the vendors of tausted systems, and prospective trusted system users. used to propose a general Interpretation of the TCSEC to tie task of

An example of a guideline to Assist the vendor is A Gcide to Understanding evaluating subsystems. In particular, it has described which types of

A edit in Trsated Sysienis [3]. Aln example of a guideline intended to assist, subsystems can have requirements within the TCSEC isolated to tihe extent

the user is Gduidauct for Applying tti DoD 77eatted Computer Systenm that it is possible to evaluate them separately, and has deternined what

Evaluation Criteria in Spteific Environments (2]. levels of trust from the TCSEC (Cl through Al) may be applied to each

The formal interpretation process has resulted in publication of explanatory such subsystem. The evaluatable subsystems are:

material about Individual requirements in the TCSEC. The moat common

type of interpretation is that published to answer a question concerning how 0 Discretionary Access Control (DAC)

the evaluation staff of the NCSC intended to apply the TCSFC to a a Mandatory Access Control (MAC)

particular technical implementation, Unlike guidelines, which are a general

explanation of tile TCSEC requirements for a specific audience, an a Object Reuse

interpretation is an authoritative clarification to the TCSEC, and hba the a Identification and Authentication (I&A)

"same authority as a TCSEC requirenmnt. By nmaking aim Interpretation

formal, the NCSC evaluation teams can apply the TCSEC criteria In the a Audit

same way whe!n a similar implementation Is encountered. By reading the

interpretationt, vendors are able to avoid designs that had previously caused 2.1 Details of Subsystem Types

problems during the evaluation process and to se acceptable In the following sections, each type of subsystem is briefly discussed, and

implementations. As an outgrowth of the interpretation process, and as a allowable level of trust values given. The level of trust values are fronm the

result of vendor requests to evaluate products that do not exactly fit tile Subsystem Interpretation, and correspond to the equivalent levels of trust in

mold of a "trusted, commercially available, automatic data processing the TCSEC; they are designated as subsystem levels of trust by preceding

system" the NCSC has published the Trusted Net work Interpretation (TNI) TCSEC levels with S-. For example, .-C2 iii thme Subsystem Interpretation

[6] and has proposed tile publication of "Computer Security Subsystem corresponds to C2 in the rCSEC.
Interpretation of DoD Trusted Computer Evaluation Criteria!' [ Control DAC provides user-specifed acerss constrol.

1.1 isumposee This control is atsra ished from security policies which define, given
- identified subjects and objects, the set of rules tiint are used for the system

The purpose of this paper is to provide guidance to those who must certify to determiie whether a given subject can be lperinitted to gain access to a

that a proposed computer system may be used to process sensitivo Rei object. The type of acce, such as read, write, append, is also

information. In the military realm, this is a Designated Approving specifid bj tis tet of aess

Autlsorityi in the civil and commercial realm thare are equivalent entities determined by this set of rules,

who must assure proper separation of data from system users. Such 'rO be evaluated as an S.01 feature, tile DAC subsystem must provide

separation is required by law or beat busiieqs practice. Similar Euidance is mediation between objects and system u.. -s. For S-C2, tile mediation must

given for the Department of Defense in [2], which provides guidance to DOD be done at the granularity of a single user, and objects must, as the default

personnel concerning which level of TCSEC protection is required for case, be protected from tile time of their creation.

particular mixtures of authorized users and DOD classified or sensitive data. Mandatory Access Control MAC provides access control for classified or

This guidance is specific to entire trusted computer systems, anid does not ' sensitive Information This control is

address the topic of trusted subsystems running on otherwise untrusted established from security policies which define rules for controlling and

computer systems. This paper will provide guidance to aiiy user who plans limiting acces based on identifying Individuals who have beeni determined

to use such trusted subsystems by pointing out how sensitive each such to have both the proper authorization and need-to-know for the

subsystem it to other parts of the computer system in which it is installed. information. A MAC subsystem may be evaluated only at the S-131 level,

When such a dependency can be met with aii appropriate evaluated corresponding to the lowest TCSEC level that has a MAC requirement.

subsystem, then it will be recommended that the dependent evaluated Objet Reuse Object reus subsystems clear etorage objects to prevent

subsystem, alid tile evaluated subsystem on which it depends, both be Objctf scavenging data from storage objects which have previously

histalled. sbet rmsaegn aafo trg bet hc aepeiul
been used, Object Reuse subsystems may be evaliated only at the S-C2

It is not the purpose of this paper to provide a guideline on the use of level, corresponding to the lowest TCSEC level with this requirement.

unevaluated computer systems to process elaeslfled information. However, if Identification and Authentication &A subsystems provide the

no computer system on the Evaluated Products List will suffice to meet authenticated Identification of a user saeking to gain aeceu to the protected

procurement requirements, the recommendations here should help military, system, The most typical I&A system consists of a data base of identifiers

civil and commercial procurement personnel in choosing a viable subset of wbich are valid on the system, and of authenticationi data such as encrypted

evaluated protection subsystems to install on their system. psmewords. Ilowever, other types of pertinent physical or procedural data
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may also be used in the authentication process. This type of subsystem This paper will derive a dependency graph for each subsystem level of trust.
provides fertile ground for innovative technological solutions to one of the In such a tree, an arrow from a subsystem to another subsystem means that
main problems of secure computing. However, in order to meet the the first subsystem relies on the correct functioning of the second subsystem
appropriate TCSEC requirement, the computer system itself must have for its own correct functioning. All recommended combinations of
access to at least some parts of the data base so that it can identify the subsystems may then be derived by listing for each subsystem in each graph
valid users of the system. all the subsystems in the subgraph for which it Is the root. Thus, the
I&A subsystems may be evaluated at the S-Cl level, or at S-C2 if they notation example in figure Illustrates the notation that is used in this
provide granularity to the level of a single user, If the subsystem is uble to paper to show that subsystem SUBa depends for its correct working on

determine the clearance and allowable authorisatlon levels of the user, then subsystem SUBb also working correctly. So the two recommended
the subsystem may be evaluated at the S-Bi level, combinations are {SUBb) and {SUBa, SUBb). Note that {SUBa) is not

recommended since it depends on an evaluated subsystem SUBb for its
Ait The audit subsystem helps achieve accountability for access to the correct functioning,
system objects by authorized subjects through logging data from
security-relevant events. This allows a system administrator to search for Exceptional cases may exist where all subsystems in a dependency subgraph
possible security breaches, or attempted penetrations, and to trace the are not to be evaluated. The official certifying a computer system for the
breach to the responsible party, processing of sensitive data must decide whether to follow the

recommendations in this paper or to entrust the sensitive data to a partially
TCSEC levels of S-C2 and S-I are possible. The minimum level is S-C2 secured system. This Is always the case, since the EPL is only one input to
since the audit log data must Include the identity of the person for whom the the certification process. This paper is an attempt to provide guidance on
security relevant event was attempted; S.EB is possible if the authorization the trustedness of systems that are secured only by the addition of
level of the individual and the security level of the object are both recorded, evaluated subsystems.
An additional requirement is that events be auditable based on the security
level of the object. In the event that all evenita are logged, one must be able Before getting to the recommendations and their rationale, it is worth

to generate reports that extract only events involving objects at the noting that ani object reuse subsystem does not have any dependence on any
other of the four types of subsystenm described in the Subsystem

specified security, The fin. S-B1 requirement is that the system be able to Interpretation, and will not be discussed further,
audit attempts to override the printing of human readable output labels.

2.2 Other Requirements 3,1 S-Cl Level

In addition to requirements which describe specific features that each At the S-Cl level, the following graph in Figure 2 can be derived.

subsystem must have, the Subsystem Interpretation imposes additional
assurance requirements and documentation requirements similar to those inl
the TCSEC. 'These requirements are in the areas of system architecture, DAC
system integrity, eccurity testing, design specification and documentation, S-CI S-
and test documentation, Furthernmore, a description of how to use thu
subsystem In a secure manner must be included In the Security Features
User's Guide and the Trusted Facility Manual that must accompany any
evaluated subsystem.

3 Interdependence of Subsystems Figure 2: Dependency Graph at S-Cl

Inspection of the various features and assurance requirements indicates
that secure operation of certain of the evaluated subsystems depends on the which yields the sets (I&A), (DAC,I&A).

proper working of other subsystems. The draft Subsystem Interpretation The DAC mechanism must decide whether an authorired user or user group
does not specify that the subsyst'm that is depended on must also have may access a particular subject. The I&A mechanism at this level has
been evaluated under the Subeye,. ..... pretation of the TCSEC. However, granted the user access to the system and has at least identified hat user as
it only seems logical to make suc a recommendation. A typical example of a member of a particular group. The DAC mechanism requires t.Ue
the interdependence of evaluated subsystems occurs with the audit knowledge of which group of users the particular user belongs to in order to
subsystem. This subsystem must be able to log the identity of a user who make the access control decision. A non-evaluated 18A system might allow
causes a security relevant event to occur, so an I&A subsystem is required; a user to login as another user, without authorization, or to masquerade as
however, unless the I&A subsystem has been evaluated and found to meet the member of any group and thus gain access to any object.
the TCSEC criteria, it Is possible that tne l&A subsystem can be spoofed
causing the audit system to record the wrong username in its log record. -32 8-C2 Level

Also, since the TCSEC may impoe an additional requirement at each At the S-C2 level, the dependencies shown in Figure 3 can be derived:
increasing level for each requirement section, so the evaluated subsystems
should only depend on other subsystems that have met their additional
requirements. For example, an S-C2 audit subsystem should not depend o0
an S-Cl I&A subsystem since it is possible for I&A to be evaluated at S.C2. AUDIT DAC

The intent of this paper is to provide recommendations as to which I S-C2 S-C2

combinations of evaluated subsystems will assure that the most dependent
subsystem in each combination is relying only on appropriately evaluated l&A
subsystems. This effort is made in the same spirit as the Guidance for S-C2
App-lying the TCSEC in Specifie Environments [12]. In the sections that
follow, for each criteria level a dependency tree will be derived showing
which subsystems are dependent on which other subsystems. Flgur3 3: Dependency Graph at S-C2

which yields the sets {I&A), {DAC,I&A}, {Audit,I&A}, and

{Audit,DAC,IJ&A).

DAC depends on I&A for the same reasons as those previously discussed for ,?

SUB& SUBb S-Cl, only more so since the I&A system must Identify the subject down to
level level the granularity of a single user. ..Y

If there is a DAC subsystem present, Audit depends on It for two reasons.
The first reason derives from the fact that most security relevant events at
the C2 level are due to attempted access to objects by identified subjects.
To depend on a non-evaluated DAC subsystem to report all such events
accurately would mean that the audit system was not getting information

Figure 1: Sample Dependency Tree that is accurate at the C2 level since the non-evaluated DAC subsystem may
not fulfill all the TCSEC requirements. The second reason is the implicit
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requirement to protect the audit log data with the best resources available T
to the computer system. If an S-C2 DAC system exists on the system, the Table 1: Possible Combination of Evaluated Subsystems
audit log data should be stored in an object which is restricted by DAC to R[ COMNEN DA," NUT RTCOMMENDED I
the appropriate access by a limited set of administrative personnel, ,A 1A'
Alternatively, the system could protect its audit logs in an appropriately I&A, audit MAC
configured Write Once Read Many (WORM). This could he used even if an I&A, DAC audit
evala,,rt.d TlAC sizsystem were present. Such devices already exist in the ]&A, DAC. audit MAC, audit
form of writahle optical disks. The optical disks must be unloaded and h&A, MAC DAC, audit
processed on a separate andit niachine. I&A, DAC, MAC DAC, MAC

I&A, MAC, audit DAC. MAC, audit
3.3 S-11 Level I.A, DAC, MAC, audit I
At the S-131 level, the dependency graph in Figure 4 can be derived:

[1] National Computer Security Center. Computer Security Subsystcm
.A-n Inlerpretation. Technical Report Draft version 1.I, United States

SDepartment of Defense, September 1087.
11 N - S-1B1 S-B! (2] National Computer Security Center. G(uidance for Applying the

Deparrment of Defense Trusted Comeputer Sysitem Bv.luaiioa Critcria in
Specific Eaiirontnenta. Technical Report CSC-STD-003-85, United

Figure 4: Dependency Graph at SStates Department of Defense, June 1985.

[3] National Computer Security Center. A Guide to Under-standing A adit in
This yields the recommend' -'ts (I&.A}, {l&AMAC1, (J.A,DAC,MAC], Trusted Systems. Technical Report NCSC.TG-001, United States
{Audit,MACIUA), and {Au ,DACMAC.I&A}. Department of Defense, July 1087.
S-Bl MAC, depends on S-B! I&A to obtain the clearance and allowed range 141 National Computer Security Center. Trusted Computcr System
ofautherisation levels when the user logs in, S-C2 DAC depends on at least Evaluation Griteria. 'Technical Report CSC-STD-001-83, United States
an S-C2 W&A system, but In an S-ill system it would depend on en S-BI Department of Defense, December 1083,
WA because It Is required for MAC and has already met all the S-C2 (5] National Computer Security Center. Triafted Cornputsr System
requirements on the way to fulfilling the S-131 requirements. Eralsation Criteria. Technical Report DoD 5200.28-S1'D, United States
If the S-C2 DAC subsystem is prestnt, then it must depend on the NIAC Department of Defense, December 1985,
subsystem to provide the separation of subjects ned objects according to (0] National Computer Security Center. Trusted Network Interpretlaion.
authorization levels and iced-to-know categories. Thon the DAC subsystem Trchnical Report NCSC.TG-005, United States Department of Dreense,
provides discretionary acc,.s to objects within each level and category. July 1987.
Although the TCSEC (5] requires any B level or higher syat.ni to have both
)At. and MAC, there is no requirement in thie Stibsyetein hitarprlrtstiou

dliat both exist. A BI level systein requires MAC to enforce the
veed-to-know and authorization requirement. The S-Ill I&A uysttnu i3 still
needed by the Audit subsystem since it is required to record the
authorization of a user when the Audit subsystem logs a security relevant
event. Similarly, the S-BI level audit system is required since it must record
the label of any object aid the authorization of any subject involved in any
security relevant event, This is not a requirement at S-C2.
T1he Audit subsysteum must depend on MAC to protect the audit logs in a
S-Ill system since the logs themmselves may contain classified information,
such as the names of categories. The moot ercective way to do this is to
create a system high sensitivity level and a special category just for the
audit logs. As with S-C2 DAC, the audit subsystem depends on the DAC
subsystem, if present, and tire MAC subsystem to truly report all security
relevant events which a non-evaluated access control subsystem might not
report correctly. It also needs the MAU system to truly report the
sensitivi:ty levet or each object Involved in a report of a security relevant
event, The audit subsystemi depends on aim S-Ill l&A system to provide it
the clearnrce arid authorization level of each user which it needs to report in
the audit ioi.

3.4 Summary

The information in tile above dependency graphs can be summarized in
Table 1. which appears without the levels of trust from the Subsystem
Interpretation. The chart was compiled by aggregating all recommended
sets of subsystems that appeared for each of the levels in the previous
section. These are listed in the "Recommended Combinations" side of the
chart. All other combinatiuns of evaluated subaystetin, whcther they
depend on an unevaluated subsystem or are some kind of standalone
system, are not recommended for use in a trusted computer system to
process sensitive data. Also, the Subsystem Interpretation warns that the
subsystem rating is no guarantee that the system into which the evaluated
subsystemn is integrated then becomes equivalent to a similarly rated
integrated system, such as the systenms that are evaluated against the entire
TCSEC, This paper points out that even evaluated subsystems may have
their value in the security of an overall system overrtated if they are allowed
to rely on other unevaluated subsystems.
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ABSTRACT

This paper will present three classes of authentication mechanisms in use
today. In addition, it will also show the need to change the Trusted
Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) at its upper levels such that
new means of authentication will be encouraged in the next generation of
products evaluated by the National Computer Security Center.

HISTORY for guidance on, and evaluation of,
computer security products that do

Ba-karo~n• not meet all of the feature,
architecture, or assurance

on January 2, 1981, the Director of requirements of any one security
tha National Security Agency was class or level of the TCSEC. The
assigned the responsibility for NCSC has, therefore, established a
increasing the use of trusted Computer Security Sub-system
computer security products within Evaluation Program.
the Department of Defense. As a
result, the DoD Computer Security The goal of the NCSC's Computer
Center was established at the Security Sub-system Evaluation
National Security Agency. Its Program is to p-:ovide computer
official charter ic cnntained in Don installation managers with
Directive 5215.1. The Center became information on sub-systems that
known as the National Computer would be helpful in providing
Security Center (NCSC) in August immediate computer security
1985. improvements to existing

installations.
The primary goal of the NCSC is to
encourage the widespread Sub-systems considered in the
availability of trusted computer program are special-purpose
systems: that is, systems that products that can be added to
employ sufficient hardware and existing computer systems to
software integrity measures for use increase some aspect of security
in the simultaneous processing of a and have the potential of meeting
range of sensitive or classified the needs of both civilian and
information. Such encouragement is government departments and
brought about by evaluating the agencies, For the most part, the
technical protection capabilities of scope of a computer security
industry- and government-developed sub-system evaluation is limited to
systems, advising system developers consideration of the sub-system
and managers ol. their systems' itself, and doeq not address or
suitability for use in processing attempt to rate the overall
sensitive information, and assisting security of the processing
in the incorporation of computer environment. To promote
security requirements in the systems consistency in evaluations an
acquisition process. attempt is made, where appropriate,

to assess h sub-system's
Comp utr security SMb- security-relevant performance in

S m Ealuation Protran light of applicable standards and
features outlined in the TCSEC.

While 'he NCSC devotes much of Its Additionally, the evaluation team
resources to encouraging the reviews the vendor's claimý and
production and use of large-scale, documentation for obvious flaws
multi-purpose trusted computer which would violate the product's
systems, there is a recognized need security features, and verifies,
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through functional testing, that the Department of Defense Trusted
product performs as advertised. Computer System Evaluation
Upon completion, a summary of the Criteria's Control Objectives [1):
evaluation report is placed on the
Evaluated Products List. Identification is

functionally dependent on
Many of the sub-systems evaluated in authentication. Without
this program have been authentication, user
Identification and Authentication identification has no
sub-systems. These systems, credibility. Without a
although deemed useful, do not tend credible identity, neither
to be incorporated in larger TCSEC mandatory nor discretionary
evaluated systems because they would security policies can be
constitute a change to the Trusted properly invoked because
Computing Base (TCB). Such a change there is no assurance that
to any evaluated system renders the proper authorizations can be
rating assigned void. Although the made.
weakest Identification and
Authentication mechanism, a password The conclusion from the above
mechanism is currently acceptable paragraph is that the credibility
for all levels of the TCSEC. of any security policy is directly
Because of this and the added cost dependent on the credibility of the
of incorporating another type of I&A authentication mechanism backing
mechai.ism, vendors currently in or it.
considering evaluation by the NCSC
for a IOsEr rating have chosen not The strength of an I&A mechanism
to incorporite other I&A mechanisms. can be measured in terms of the

certainty that the person
requesting access is indeed who he

INTRODUCTION claims to be. Quantifying this
certainty is difficult, however, a

The Departren 9_ PSI"" Tr feel for the relative strength can
Connuter Syste "uatin criteria be gained. For example, if the
is built around three basic control authentication of a user could be
objectives, the security policy, duplicated by any user, the
accountability, and assurance [13. mechanism would have certainty of
Much emphasis is placed on better 0%. While a method which would
meeting the security policy and distinguish between every possible
assurance objectives, while person in the world would have a
accountability is often taken for certainty of 100%. Since the
granted. In fact, the requirements latter does not exist, something
stated in the TCSEC are more which closely approximates it is
centered around security policy the most desirable mechanism.
(Mandatory and Discretionary Access
Controls) and assurance There are several areas which have
(Documentation and Verification) been recognized as legitimate tests
than accountability (Identification, of user uniqueness. These are
Authentication, and Audit). New things that the user knows, things
technologies are being developed which the user has, and things that
which will better meet this the user is. While there is no
requirement and the computer quantitative way to measure the
security community needs to take a certainty of any of these, the
look at them, encouraging their use strengths and Neaknesses of each
where appropriate, area can be examined and compared

to each other.
Briefly, Identification and

Authentication (I&A) is the process
by which users log onto a computer THINGS YOU KNOW
system. The identification step
simply identifies who the user is, Overview
by account name. Authentication is
the step which proves that the user The objects which are categorized
(person) is indeed the owner of that as being "things you know" includes
account. As these are so closely passwords and all password like
associated, usually they're mechanisms (such as pass-phrases).
considered as the same thing. In A password is known by the user and
reality, identification is easily only the user. Virtually anyone
implemented while authentication who has ever used a computer system
needs more consideration, is familiar with the concept of

passwords as being special words
The importance of this issue can be which must be entered before access
demonstrated by citing the to the computer is allowed.
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Passwords on a network make for
Passwords work on principle of interesting security pr'iblems.
being a secret between the computer Imagine a user who has accounts on
and the user. The computer can 30 nodes of a network. If able to
only be sure of the userts identity choose his own password, the user
if they know the same secret. The will most likely use the same
better this secret is kept, the password on each node for ease of
better the password scheme. use. If this is the case, hacking

the password on one node
Strengths compromises each node the user has

access to. On the other hand, if
The strength of a password scheme is password generation in enforced on
very dependent on its each node of the network, it is
implementation. Passwords become likely that the user will have
stronger as difficulty in forging scripts containing the node and
them increases. The D 21 password because it is simply too
Defl Passwor Management difficult to remember 30
Guideline (CSC-STD-002-85) (2] "pronounceable" passwords.
provides specific guidance on how to
make a strong password system. The most serious weakness is that

k compromise of passwords is not
Passwords guessing should be like usually detected until well after
hitting a moving target. Good any damage has taken place. Ever.
schemes allow the usere to change when users regularly check the time
their passwords and require it be that they last logged in, it may be
done on a regular basis. several days between sessions by

the legitimate user of the system.
Machine generated passwords are also This is more than enough time for
important. This reduces the biases the damage to be done.
(such as the user's first or last
name, wife's/husband's name, pet's There are a number of other similar
name, ad infinitum) which are methods which have been thought up
present in user chosen passwords, which are inherently weak. Instead
rasu2ting in a much better mix. of passwords, users are asked a
This results in a much larger set of series of questions about their
targets which must be examined, background, typically their

mother's maiden name, first car, or
Weaknesses their pet's name. These methods

fail basic password philosophies in
The strengthening of passwords on that wiile this information is not
any system tends to have common knowledge, it is far from
conrequences which at the same time being secret.
weakens some of the basic principles
o! passwords.

THINGS YOU HAVE
Making passwords more difficult to
guess also makes them harder to QOyjrl
remember. This increases the chance
that a less than cautious or well Those things that fall under the
informed user will write them down. category "Things You Have" can be
In a large computing environment thought of as identifiers similar
this becomes very likely. Also, to badges worn for entrance to
this is likely to happen if the user buildings. ownership of the badge
is only logged onto a system authenticates that person as
occasionally, belonging to a particular company

or holding a partlirilar position.
If passwords are difficult to
remember, as machine generated Likewise, things that fall under
passwords can be, they tend to get this category are physical devices
changed less often by the users. that provide authentication via
Users are just not willing to learn possession of the device. Such
a new jumble of letters every few devices include, but are not
days. This causes the target to limited to: smart cards, tokens,
move less frequently. If th@ system data keys, encryption/decryption
has a password expiration keys, magnetic strip cards,
capability, & system security calzulator-type devices, random
administrator is be able to force number generators, laser cards,
users to change their passwords more coda decryptors, and the like.
frequently, but this increases the These devices are normally
likelihood that the passwords will incorporated into systems through
be written. the use of special dedicated

hardware and software. They can
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include front-end or back-end about the holder can be stored on
processors, vendor-written machine the device such that either the
specific software, and d.",ce passes data to the host
buyer-written machine specific system to be used in querying the
software. Depending on the amount user or the device queries the
of storage available, these devices user. Vendors state that it is
may also contain audit data, nearly impossible for a person,
biographic data, and account after acquiring another's device,
balances. to unlock the memory stored there.

This is mainly due to the use of
Most devices in this category also Personal Identification Numbers to
incorporate mechanisms that fall authenticate the user to the device
under the other two categories and custom built chips which
covered in this paper. Take, for require the destruction of~the chip
example, a money machine card. to glean any useful information.
Although one needs this card to
access the machine, one must also Another advantage to having a
know the Personal Identification device for an authentication
Number associated with that card in mechanism is that it is easy to
order to conduct business, at any determine when a compromise may
automatic teller machine. This have occurred. A user may only
example incorporates a mechanism logon to the system it he possesses
from the "Things You Know" category. th. device. The loss of the device
Likewise, with a credit card, one would certainly signal that
must physically posses the card to compromise may have occurred.
be able to transact business, but
one must also be ablo to forgo the If each system in a network uses
signature on the card. This example the same type of device for
incorporates a mechanism from the authentication, a user would ouly
"Things You Are" category, need the one device to access each

node of the network. Thus, a user
To use a specific example of such a would not be required to remember a
device, Sytek's PFX A2000 (6] has diffkrsnt password for each node or
been chosen. This device has been use the same password for each
evaluated by the National Computer node. A device that changes with
Security Center Sub-system each login attempt, such as a
evaluation program. The PFX A20UO random number generator or
system contains a back-end processor challenge/response device,
that interacts with the host machine strentjthens the scheme even more.
through the use of buyer-written
machine specific software. From the W&aknkasse
users perspective, a typical login
scenario would be the following. All things categorized under
The user begins by entering his "Things You Have" have thn same
login identifier to the host system. basic weakness due to theio main
The host system passes this ctrength: they are physical devices
information to the back-end and are thus subject to physical
processor which returns a protection issues. Possession of a
challenge/response combination. The card implies that the user is who
host displays the challenge he says he is. The host system, in
information on the user's terminal effect, is autho).izing the device
and prompts the user for a response. rather than the user.
The user enters his PIN into a
calculator-type device, followed by Although A device is useless as an
the challenge displayed on the authenticator without the proper
terminal screen. The calculator identifier, many of the devices now
processes this number to rroduca the marketed have the associated
correct response which the user then Identifier embossed on them. They
enters to the host machine, thus a&so tend to be carried with other
granting him access, personal possessions, such as in a

wallet, where the identifier can
n often be quickly surmised.

Manufacturers have been placing a With the proper technology, these
great deal of emphasis on the devices can be easily forged. For
usefulness of "Things You Have" in example, if the device is simply a
the areas of Identification and smart card with a number contained
Authentication. Since they are on it, anyone that can write to a
portable devices, they can be similar smart card can gain access
carried by the user and used to to the system. Depending on the
replace or enhance password systems level of technology involved, this
which are commonly used today. Data may be a trivial task, thus
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providing no authentication user's means of authenticating
assurance whatsoever, himself to the system is easilyobtained by another user.
Lastly, although these devices are

less expensive than their biometric One of the most important features
counterparts, they tend to be more of an authentication mechanism is
expensive than the development of how difficult it is to spoof.
password mechanisms and are Biometric authenticators are
therefore not very cost effective extremely difficult to spoof
in the development of general because of the complexity that most
purpose machines. biological characteristics have.

Keaknesses
THINGS YOU ARE

Biometric devices use some unique
o v characteristic of a user as an

authentication data point.
in recent years a new type of Unfortunately, it is impossible for
authentication mechanism that works the user to present the
based on some characteristic of a characteristic in the exact same
user has appeared in the form as the known version. For
marketplace. Devices which use example, a finger may have more oil
this type of authentication on it on a particular day than that
mechanism are known as biometric which was on it at the time the
devices. Biometric devices work by known version was obtained. This
attempting to match some unique could cause the newly scanned image
characteristic of a user with a to vary slightly. To account for
known version of the the variations it is necessary to
characteristic. Common allow some tolerance when comparing
characteristics currently being the authentication data point to
used include fingerprints, eye the known version. The larger the
retina patt3rns, voice tolerance, the greater the
characteristics, and signatures. likelihood that bad data will be
For biometric devices to work as an accepted (Type I errors). In
effective authentication mechanism contrast, the smaller the
in an ADP environment, the known tolerance, the greater the chance
version of the characteristic must that good data will not be
be protected from modification by accepted (Type II errors).
users of the system. This requires
that the known version be treated as There is a yet unexplored ethical
an object that is protected by the side to biometrics concerning user
TCB. acceptance. Cats and other animals

can mark and identify territories
One example of a biometric device is by urine traces around the
the IDX-50 from Identix perimeter. Suppose someone devises
Incorporated. The IDX-50 has been a method of performing foolproof
evaluated by the NCSC sub-system authentication via a device that
evaluation program (3]. The IDX-50 performs instant urinalysis. Each
provides authentication data to a terminal could be equipped with one
host based on a comparison between a of these devices and a sign
user's fingerprint and a pattern reading: "For login, please deposit
(representing the user's sample here." Likewise, a device
fingerprint) stored on a smart card. able to perform a spectrographic
The result of the comparison made analysis where the user must supply
(either confirmed or denied) is sent his own blood sample would probably
to the host system. have a fairly serious user

acceptance problems [9). Case
Sten the studies of users concerning

fingerprint readers and retinal eye
Unlike other authentication scanners have shown that users are
mechanisms, biometrics makes it greatly reluctant to use these
almost impossible for a user to pass devices. Very few people are
his means of authentication to willing to place their finger in a
another user. For example, a user hole in the side of their terminal
can tell someone his password or ds an authentication mechanism for
give someone his smart card, but foar of bodily harm. Many people
giving someone his fingerprint in a are also reluctant to have their
form that will be accepted is fingerprint/eyeprint stored on
extremely difficult. By linking a line.
characteristic of the user to the
authentication process, biometrics Although the cost of biometric
eliminates the possibility that the devices has been steadily
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decreasing, they are still the most upper levels to require that
costly of the authentication developers of trusted ADP systems
mechanisms available. The unit require at least two types of
price of these products can vary authentication data
from about $3500 to $10000 [8]. (Have/Know/Are) before gaining
Prices of this nature make them too access to system resources.
costly for many general purpose Current technology has created
applications, other mechanisms, that can be used

to strengthen authentication than
were readily available at the time

CONCLUSIONS the TCSEC was written. The NC3C
should encourage the use of these

The TCSEC requires that the TCB mechanisms.
obtain some data that will
authenticate a user before granting REFERENCES
access to system resources.
Authentication data falls into [1) Department of Defense Trusted
three general categories: Computer System Evaluation

Criteria, DoD-5200.28-STD,
1) Something the user knows. December 1985.

2) Something the user has. [2] Department of Defense Password
Management Guideline,

3) something the user is. CSC-STD-002-85, 12 April 1985.

"Something the user knows" is some [33 Final Evaluation Report of
piece of knowledge which a user Identix, Inc. IDX-50, CSC-EPL-
must memorize and present to the 88/001, 1 February 1988.
TCB at authentication time. A
password is an example of this type [4] Final Evaluation Report of
of authentication data. "Something Security Dynamics Access
the user has" is a physical device Control Encryption System,
which a user must present to the CSC-EPL-87/001, 31 March 1987.
TCB at authentication time. A
smart card is an example of this [5] Final Evaluation Report of
type of authentication data. Gordian Systems Access Key,
"Something the user is" is a CSC-EPL-85/001, 7 April 1986.
characteristic that a user must
present to the TCB at authentication [63 Final Evaluation Report of
time. A fingerprint is an example Sytek PFX A2000 and PFX A2100,
of this type of authentication data. CSC-EPL-86/006, 7 November

1986. (Note: These systems
The TCSEC does not require that more are now owned by RACAL-
than one type of authentication data GUARDATA.)
be presented to the TCB. In fact,
all computer systems that have been [7] Final Evaluation Report of
evaluated by the NCSC at this time Codercard Cr'P-300 Port
have used password based mechanisms Protector, CSC-EPL-86/002, 7
(i.e. mechanisms based on April 1986.
"something the user knows"). If an
evaluated product were to change its [8] A Performance Evaluation of
authentication mechanism such that Personnel Identity Verifiers,
two or more pieces of authentication Russell L. Maxwell & Larry J.
data were required before granting Wright, Sandia National
access to system resources (thereby Laboratories, July 1987.
strengthening the mechanism) the
rating would be invalidated due to a [93 QOerating SYte: fslni.a n =t
change of the TCB. Implementation, Andrew S.

Tanenbaum, Pentice-Hall, 1987.As has been shown, each typo of
authentication data discussed in
this paper has some weaknesses
however, these weaknesses seldom
overlap. Therefore, a combination
of these mechanisms would most
likely be a stronger authentication
mechanism, one mechanisms strengths
could compensate for another
mechanisms weaknesses. Since the
TCSEC defines what is minimally
acceptable at a given level of
trust, it should be modified at its
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SECURITY AWARENESS: MAKING IT HAPPEN

Dennis F. Poindexter

Department of Defense Security Institute
c/o Defense General Supply Center
Richmond, Virginia 28297-5091

Most people who attend conferences are The measure of success is how many people
Immersed for a certain length of time In a subject follow the procedures they are trained to follow.
they are interested in. They share ideas, develop Knowing how many don't is a matter of auditing
new ones, improve their people networks, and and testIng of the system, something that
occasionally have a good time besides. When reinforces whatever education and training
they go back to work they will be "pumped" and preceded It. It is always best to train first, test
some, especially those who are relative new- second, or there is little way to measure the
comers to the business, will be ready to help out success of the training. Togot performance one
all their office companions by giving them new- must train to a standard and measure the
found wisdom and maybe evenr"changing a few performance. Some people honestly believe that
things" to make them work better. They are education alone will result in action, when they
frequently discouraged and somewhat should realise that it won't. If advertising
disappointed by the responses they will most campaigns worked with the same logic, the goal
often get. People are not ready to respond and would be to get the audience to know a trade
may even be downright negative. Having a name, but not really care if anyone bought the
conference about security will not make this any product. To be effective, they have to do both.
easier for two reasons. First, security Is not
one of the favorite topics of most office Awareness Is not easy, but it is easier than
personnel, unless they happen to work in the getting performance. To be effective it must
business all the time. Second, changing follow principles of organizational and

eople's attitudes towards a subject doesn't interpersonal communication. The first is that
happen quickly; it happens a little bit at a people don't always get messages that are
time, over a long period of time Ill. This is directed to them 131. As a trainer, I have
what makes security so interesting and so occasionally been reminded of this when students
difficult, ask questions about subjects that have just been

covered in class. It shouldn't be surprising.
What security awareness does is sell Nobody ever sold anything without overcoming

security procedures and performance consistent this problem.
with those procedures. & the computer
environment, security means restraint on an People are "tuned" to different types of
activity that is far more efficient unrestrained, media to get the majority of their information
so some people are not just going to refuse to buy from particular types; some are print oriented;
it, but will challenge the rit to sell it at all. A some are video oriented: some may be oriented to
small minority of people will actively fight a things they listen to 141. In order to sell products,security proram; a small minority will actively advertisers use a variety of media over a length of
support it [21; the rest of the population is the time so that sometimes it seems, unless a person
principle target audience for a security awareness is near death, they will get the message, Still,program. they don't always get it or perform by buying the

product.

Program Changes Attitudes Towards Security In order to assure a person gets the message.
advertising has to be memorable -- good or bad.

What a security awareness program does is Mediocre is death. We are so bombarded by
change people's attitudes towards security media that we don't have rime for average
procedures and policy. The selling aspect of commercials and the same goes for security.
advertising recognizes much of what a security Many active programs fail because they are
person needs to know about attitude change. neither good nor bad. Bad Is not recommended.

but It Is more memorable than mediocre. Overall.
While there is a large body of research messages have to appear in a variety of media
surrounding the activity and an equally large over an extended period of time and most of
amount of money being spent on it, its success is those have to be good, i.e. interesting enough to
seldom measured in terms of days or weeks and is be seen, read, or beard. Usually this also means
far from guaranteed. The best minds in the
business fall as often, sometimes more often,
than they succeed. Few people in sectrity An audience has an attention span of about
education like to admit it. but they don't do 20 minutes, a long time when compared to amuch better. One obvious problem they have is a reader of print 151, yet we have many people who
measure of success to check performance against. think it Is a great Idea to get everyone together
Unlike advertising where there Is a market and do all the security training at once. A mid-
feedback for the successful, security seems to western contractor used to do this once a year for
have no such product to measure. 1 hours, meeting every required security briefing
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for all of its employees; it looks good on paper
and is well documented, but it doesn't work. In Honing a Message to Present
the same way, some people write long articles forhouse organs or publications and believe theseare read by large numbers of people. Long Perhaps a harder task than selecting a

articles about security are only read by security medium is selecting the message to be put across.peole an nt vrymaZ~o tose Sme eole The government mikes this some~what easier by

make monumental, epic films which a having certain required subjects that have to be
occasionally viewed by somebody, but not often covered. DODlS deals with the protection of
remembered by very many. Steven Splelberg classified information, both in and out of
makes memorable films, but if everyone could do computers, but the guidance is applicable to any
this, they wouldn't pay him nearly as well for environment where Information is to be
what he does. protected.

Posters are the best illustration of a print Everyone in government, and in industry
media that gives a short message. Posters are for where classified work is done, has to have an
people who haven't the time to read very much initial security briefing outlining:
about security. A popular misconception is that 1) The importance of the
this means people who are undereducated or low
on intelligence. Along the mahogany rows are information
just as many people who are overwhelmed by the
amount of text coming across their desks. They to protect it
don't read well either, when it come to security.

In order to be noticed posters, like 3) Procedures which govern the
advertising, have to be good or bad, The federal protection
government has frequently made a series of
mediocre posters which are not memorable. 4s Reporting requirements for certain
Lockheed Space and Missile Co. in Sunnyvale, CA status changes (e~g. foreign travelh
has made many of the best : A teddy bear with establishing relationships with
badge around its neck and the inscription 'rWe persons from designated countries,
can't bear it, if you don't wear ith ; three otters bankruptcy and the like)
standing side by side, with the inscription 'You 5) Laws and riatutes governing
otter not talk classified when you"re out with the espinage
gang"; and a series of cave dwelling comic espionage
characters representing computer security items
of concern and containing the telephone number Initial briefings should be short because a

of the computer security office. They are done by new employee is not very receptive to much of
commercial artists and well thought out. They anything except their boss and payroll
have to lock these up or they are regularly stolen procedures. The acknowledgment of the briefing
by employees and visitors, can, however, be very important, particularly

where there are obligations for protecting trade
secrets, process patents, and other proprietary

Crude drawings can be just as effective. A information. Borland and Microsoft recently went
quick (and cheap) source of these is a local grade to court over a similar business. The point here
school. Children are perceptive and is that the employee know that some types of
uncomplicated in the way they express their information will be safioguarded and there art
ideas, though not always artistic. The art procedures to tell theihow this is to be done.
sometimes falls into the "bad" category of Of coeurse, there has to bw t isrtorbe policy and
advertising, but Is frequently memorable. It also procedures or this type of briefing will be
helps, as I saw Sheraton Hotels do once, to put ceremonial.
the originators name on the bottom along with a
ribbon. Everyone had a red or blue ribbon with Actual briefin procedures should
absolutely no legend to explain what these meant. be in work centers. Rarely are these done, or
Parents intently looked at them, at least until done well when they are. Work center briefings
they found the one they were looking for, but are more current and crodible than any other an
they get the message represented. employees will receive. They will actually use

this information often and should be geared to
There are many media to choose from and training i.e. performance. It has to be more than

not enough activities make use of all of them. "Here is your password." Work center briefings in
Audio tape, in the land of the Walkman, could be classified information settings cover very
an effective media for foreign travel or special generally theme types of things:
access briefings, changes in operating procedures
and certain training where the user has the i. Where classified it stored and how
equipment in front of them. Video cameras make access is to be gained to It
it possible for anyone to demonstrate how to do
various tasks, including something as simple as 2. How it is made availablc to the
logon procedures. Interactive video does this employ ee
better, but it is much more expensive to develop, employee
Off-line computer aided training can be done in 3. How it is to be protected while In
house relatively inexpensively. Various forms of u se
print from Job aids to comic books will work. The use
trick is to not try to do everything with any 4. What unauthorized acts are
single media. Break it up into small pieces and reportable
use several forms to get the message across.
Don't be afraid to repeat points from one aspect 5. What actions to take if an
to another, unauthorized act is observed j
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6. Machine specific (AIS) procedures consequences would not be worth achieving the
are to be followed: result. Balance is really the goal. Gossip has to be

discouraged, but the tendency is to do otherwise.
a. upgrading a system to process Security people tend to think that lots of
b. in use controls of media. Information, however incredible it may be, is

hardeopy, and visuals better than very little. A little quality
c. marking output products information about certain auditable activities is
d. when to downgrade or declassify far more beneficial than a hundred rumors that

a system will create more dissention, mistrust, and
e. audit trail records activity internal squabbling than they are worth.
f. emergency procedures Management has to agree on what is going to be

said about a policy and how such reports are to be
7. Internal labeling investigated.

S. How access is governed during
processing Making a Security Program Visible

9. Who is to be escorted and escort
responsibilities In many ways security will not survive

without management support. No organization
can have more security than management wants

The media used to present these ideas or will tolerate. Management is also, then, a
should vary depending upon the length. Some of target audience for security awareness. I have
these can be done with CAE since computers can seen a few Security Officers do this well. They
best duplicate the environment the employee will never miss a chance to keep security in the
operate in. Others aan be written and used when management mind. Particularly in computer
the task has to be performed. Unfortunately this security, this means keeping them informed on
is not always any better than some software incidents inside and outside of the company,
documentation and has to be done as well as the something that can be done with newspaper and
best of it. Some of it is a one-on-one supervisors periodical summaries of computer crimes and
briefing, and some can be written summaries of abuses, and memos. It means including them in
laws and regulations, covering computers in the the general security awareness program on other
work place. A combination is more effective than issues and soliciting their support on policy.
a single medium. discipline. and money for the security program.

Another recommendation is to be personally
The government also requires security involved with top level management. If they are

deflciencybriefings which are statements to new to the organization, go over security
employees of conditions identified during procedures with them one-on-one. Be well
inspections or internal audits. This is just a good prepared and brief, but cover the essentials.
business practice, but it is not always done. Leave a telephone number in case they have
order to get across to other employees, the difficulties and handle their inquiries personally.
problems of a few doesn't mean that problems If an audit shows some problem they are having,
have to be stated exactly, by naming names, help correct it, and keep notes on what was done.
times, and dates. A general overview would be Visit now and again and show the flag.
adequate through a memo, a short Internal house
organ article, or a letter to supervisors. Nothing There Is another time to keep accurate
irritates inspectors or auditors more than notes when dealing with management. Some
identifying a type of problema in one shop or security officers think that their role is
building and having it come up again somewhere tantamount to a mission from God and their
else during the next audit. approach to management parallels this. It is

possible to treat every security incident as the
Perhaps the most difficult area of briefings only one there has ever been and the worst there

are those that require action by the employee to ever will be. Every policy decis'on can be a life or
report suspicious behavior or actions of another death struggle. A dispute over money can be
employee. The government places considerable another Persian Gulf crisis. This doesn't mean
emphasis on the individual in a managerial or that a security person has to be meek, but there
supervisory position to report factors which may is a limit to pushing a point. A security officer is
influence a person's position of trust. Similar responsible for doing three things:
security procedures are frequently stated or
implied in other requirements outside of the 1. Make management aware of its
government. People see indicators that can responsibilities
signal internal abuses and fraud, the most
difficult kind to detect. Getting them to report
these may require more than a Written or verbal
statement that it should be done. For several 2. Advise on the realistic consequences
reasons employees don't want to "rat" on their of not meeting those responsibilities
friends or coworkers. For one thing, there is the __

matter of reciprocity, i.e. if I tell on you, you may
tell on me. For another. Willis Ware of RAND
pointed out several years ago that it would be 3 CYA. a short term which translates Into
possible to stop computer crime by planting Take Good Notes
informants in every DP shop, only the TakeGoodNotes
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Personally dealing with management carries The first violation results in a letter
an aspect of being visible to the public of the being placed in the person's personnel
work place. Security people who bottle file. This assumes the action was
themselves up in an office with a terminal and inadvertent or accidental.
100 different reference books, put a large sign
outside that says Computer Security, and The second violation results in a 5 day
announce to all that they are "available" anytime, suspension without pay. This may
rarely are. I used to go around with security occur for a willful or intentional
people who had to introduce themselves to violation even if it is the first
everybody we met. Part of security awareness is occurrence.
being out where the people are answering
questions, and finding out what's going on. Most The third violation results in
of our security audiences are very uncomfortable dismissal,
sitting for a week in a class because they are used
to being out of their offices. They should be.

There ia no threat made or implied in the
The danger in being out where people are is expression of the policy. This is help for a person

that they ask questions that are difficult to who would otherwise be surprised by the action.
answer. This sometimes means saying, "I don't Apologizing for the policy or the action is equally
know. but I'll find out." Finding out means both poor procedure. The person needs the facts in as
people learned something and the next time the straight-forward a manner as possible. Every
same question comes up, the answer is ready. good security person knows who the people are
This is what makes experts. People move who need this kind of attention. It is partially an
hardware all the time, add equipment, change instinct, and partially being visible to the various
offices, move walls, build buildings and a host of audiences the security person must serve.
other things that affect security. They don't
always call and tell the one responsible that it is
being done. This is sometimes called "liaison" Media, Messages, and the Program Objective
with personnel, malntcnance, engineering,
physical/administrative security, the DP staff
itself, and a few others. It is Just a specialized Any person who has a security responsibility
form of security awareness. Making people who has an obligation to inform and educate the
are the "changers" aware that what they do may audiences they serve, When they get together, at
affect what we do. They will usually "make a conference, a symposium, or at a chapter
conversation" it you come around in areas that meeting of a security group in their area, they
are of security interest. It always helps to keep a learn things they want to do when they get back.
security program proactive instead of reactive; Usually, they try to do too much, too fast.
remembering that security is more than Just Security education doesn't work quickly, even
paper and audit records, will help to do that. when spurred on by a management generated

crises. It has to work slowly and in small,
While a security person is out and about, there "chewable" pieces, Map out what is to be done

are two special kinds of people to look for. The and make a list of priorities. Divide the list into
first is that small, but important group, who will obtainable objectives and select media of several
do their security functions well, in spite of often types to carry the messages to the target
getting nothing for it and, rarely if ever, having audiences. Keep the same messages going out on
any mention of security in their Job description, a regular basis to get them to people who missed
Security people. as a group, are the most them the first and second time or are new to your
persecuted, downtrodden, neglected, and activity.
underpaid people in the world, at least to hear
them talk. On the underpaid part, they are right. Second, test to see that the education results
A DP staff will not be very sympathetic because in performance. The same office may not be

they also fit into the same category. This is all responsible for education and testing so the

the more reason to go out and find the people education program has to mesh with the testing
who are doing a good job and say "thank you" objectives. Coordinate the education program

once in awhile. Every one of these people does a with auditors and inspectors to see that It meets

job that the security person would have to do if their program direction. Ask for, and expect,
they didn't. Ther deserve some thanks for this, feedback that will support or change the thrust of

and it will be rewarding for both parties. the security education effort and give feedback
where 4t worka (people get the messagel but

The other kind of person lies at the other doesn't result in performance. This may be a

extreme of the cooperation spectrum. This is the function of poor, or unenforceable pollcy that

kind of person who won't cooperate, hasn't got needs to be changed.
time for security measures, and doesn't like
anyone coming around telling them how to act. Third, get out of the office and actually do the

This person needs help -- a special] zed kind of job. Reinforce the good and mitigate the poor

security awareness, The type of approach is one performance where ever possible.
that comes from Tk QQ4fgthe_ ; make them an
offer they can't refuse. Reason with them in a Security awareness is more than a program; It

way the'y can understatud. This doesn't mean is a way of doing the things that make up a

threaten, orm qv'n give the appearance of doing it. security officer's responsibilities. It doesn't come

Tone and -nflection have quite a bit to do with quickly or easily and deserves the same amount

how a messa¼e is perceived [61. Start with the of attention that other aspects of the security
policy of the agency o01 company e.g. this real program receive. It means prevention more than

policy of a large defense contractor: correction, though some of each Is -required. It
requires planning, coordination, and a lot of hard
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work to implement. In the end, it means making
the security person's job easier by having

employees perform at an acceptable level, not
because someone tells them they have to, but
bWcause everybody else does it too.
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RFTHROIIVCING AND DEVELOPING APPLICATIONS
FOR A TRUSTED COMPUTING BASE

D. Gambel S, Walter
Grumman Data Systems, Washington Operations

6862 Eln Street
McLean, Virginia 22101

Abstract The first step is to break the software down into modules
(routines nod/or subroutines) and then identify which

This paper discusses the concept of a software analysis modules perform a security-related function. Security-
procedure wo aid in the conversion ofexisting applications related implies that the module function relates to
and in the development of now applications for use with a enforcement of the security policy and/or accountability
Trusted Computing Base. The use of this analysis within criteria detailed in the Orange Book [I]. These modules
two separate projects, one involving conversion of existing must be part of the trusted software.
software and one involving development or new software,
is discussed to demonstrate the process and to provide Modules identified with security-related functions must
background for our conclusions, then be further analyzed. Because of the burden of proof

placed on trusted software during certification, the use of
Introduction new trusted software must be minimized. Any of these

security-related functions which will now be supplied by
Recent developments in the field of computer security the TCB can be eliminated from the applications at this
have brought about a great need for prov-ible secure point. All remaining security-related modules must be
systems that operate in accordance with DuD 5200.28- further analyzed and broken down into the smallest
STD, known as the Orange Book. published by the entities possible until they eventually consist of only those
National Computer Security Ceinter (NCSC) [I1. With the functions that absolutely must be trusted. When these
emergence of several trusted computingý bhses (TC1s) in software entities have been reduced to the absolute
the last year, meeting the goal of fielding secure systems minimum, they are then further analyzed to eliminate
has become a possibility. 'There is also significant effort on ai)y duplicate functions.
the part of several vendors to develop B level generic
networks and data base manag'ement systems (DBMSs). These minimum security-related entities are then isolated
This leaves a neglected area in secure systems -- as trusted processes under the control of the TCB. This
integration of the "rescue" of the investment in an isolation requires well structured software with a clearly
installed software base when secure sysftenis are defined and strictly enforced TCB interface. If the
implemented. For these reasons. Grumman Data Systems software is not well structured, the requirements should
(GDS) has developed a manual software analysis be reviewed, the software redesigned, and then analyzed
procedure designed to aid in the ronversifmn uf uorust~ed again.
applications software for' use withl a generic TCB3.

'gThe nexl. step is to correlate all routines that do not
Software Analysis contain any security relevancy and all software entities

that do not need to be trusted; these form the bulk of the
The software analysis consists of a, step-by-step process to untrusted software of the system and should be
determine which pieces of the application software need to restructured and integrated together,
be trusted and which (d, not, Figure 1 gives a graphic view
of this process. ConvertingExisLngApplications

= Initially, GDS developed this project to explore the
possibility of applying retrofitting procedures to
applications running on an untrusted multilevel system.

E tSrTLPc I,-ýl We assumed that a 'rCFi would soon be available to rehost
- 10 ANý ,O'.3PAIE existing applications, and we targeted on determining
P J A TI[ un what would be necessary to convert existing applications

for use with that TCB.

The untrusted multilevel system in use performs basic C31
ES functions. Data is entered into the systemi from either an

external communications system or manually from a

EMoE single keyboard. After entry and labeling, the data is
NoN-5ECUPIT'e transformed into internal format and maintained in the,

Qc•LAiu DoPTrONS DBMS where it can be manipulated by the user on site.
The system also produces intelligence data to be output to
various offsite users. The security clearances of the off-
site users were used to determine the protection levels
required for internally generated data. The current

INTEGPATE system uses three protection levels: high (Top Secret with
S .MALL SEcupi r' compartments), medium high (U.S. Secret), and medium
N NENT-Wi. E PPGCESHS (Secret Releasable).

Two alternative system designs, multilayered (kernel
based [21) and multilevel (totally trusted 121), were
originally considered to offer the best soiutions to

NO .LEAPLYf y P- converting this system to a trusted multilevel capability.
ED-- , - We considered only these two architectures because our

4 i O---.m research showed that that only these approaches are
likely to rmach the higher (B3-Al ) certification levels.121

FIGURE 1. SOFTWARE ANALYSIS Each design requires a TCB but the multilevel approach
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also requires a trusted DBMS and trusted applications. processing level that would later be upgraded into a B3/A1
We chose the multilayered approach because of our environment by use of trusted communications processors
interest in utilizin our existing application base and to connect the hosts in accordance with Table 5 of CSC-
because no trusted UBMS exists. STD-004-85 [4]. The initial architecture of separate C2

"System High" mainframes for each classification level
The multilayered approach uses existing (therefore could be satisfied by using a C2 certified, discretionary
untrusted) software supported by a TCB. With access control package for each of the hosts.
modifications as needed according to the results or the

software analysis discussed earlier, these applications The system specification required a single communication
programs can be used to perform man-machine interface interface permitting any user, under mandatory access
functions, message processing, coinmnications suppori, rules, access from any terminal, any operating system,
correlation, graphics, data base nmanagement, and other and/or any data base at any or the three classification
capabilities as needed. The use of a single untrusted levels, subject to the clearance level of the terminal and
DBMS would require a cryptographic seal to protect user. To meet this requirement, GDS designed a Secure
resident data from corruption, while multiple single level Conmmunications Processor Environment (SMPE) based on
DBMSs would noLt[2,31 the Gemini Secure Operating System (GEMSOS).

GEMSOS is currently under evaluation by the NCSC and
Developing New A~plications is targeted at the AI Level. The SCPE consists of a cluster

of Gemini communications processors (using GEMSOS)
In May 1987, a large-scale syste.n was needed within the connecting the hosts in a network fashion. The
Department of Defense to support resource tracking for communications processors serve as Communications
planning, programming and budgeting, tactical and Control Modules (CCMs), providing direct
strategic wargaming models; manpower models; force communications from the users to the hosts. One
structuring; congressional inqiiirics: and various program communication processor is reserved to serve as the
administration and management tasks. The existing Access Control Module (ACM), providing access control
system consisted ofa 132 Top Secret/Secret subsystem and and audit and file maintenance functions. Figure 2
a separate Unclassified subsystem. The replacement illustrates this architecture.
system specified an initial C2 host environmnent for each
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FIGURL 2 5ECURE COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR PIVIIRONMENI

This system required the development of` applications must be trusted? We began by separating the
pro grams to perlorm man-michine interface as well as to requirements into security related and non-security
perform CCM and ACM functions. The first step was to related portions as a base for analysis. We originally
detail the requirements of the applications to the finest assumed that all or most of the security related software
granularity possible. At this point, we were faced with the would need to be trusted because of the security
same question concerning trusted code: What must be environment of the system. However, as the re qcuirements
trusted and what can be untrusted? While our software analysis continued and as we analyzed trustability in each
analysis procedure was developed fur use with existing case, it became apparent that this assumption was wrong.
software, it also served just as well in the case of designing Only the security-related software which does notconform
new software. We applied the procedure to each to the model must be trusted,
requirement to provide insight into the functions that are
security relevant. Experience with both old and new Consider the case of an incoming message. When the
applications demonstrated that the same minimization message first enters the system, it must be labeled with
technique applies to both situations, the high water mark of the incoming communications line

because all data within the system must be labeled
Discussion immediately upon entry. As the header is parsed, the

classification line of the message is read and compared to a
During system analysis, we considered several questions. table. When the correct label has been identified. it
First, how to determine which portions of the software replaces the initial high water label. At first glance, it
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appears that all of this software needs to be trusted Summary
because it deals with security data. Further analysis
shows that this is not true, however. The classification In conclusion, we believe that the analysis procedure
line parsing function can be reduced into three presented provides an organized approach to secure
subfunctions: reading the classification line, comparing it software development which can be applied to existing
to a table, and writing the new label to the record. The applications and to newi design requirements. In this
first two subrunctions, reading the classification line and procedure, the system processes are broken down into
comparing it to a table, conformn to the Bell-Lapadula small entities that pernmit detailed analysis to ensure that
model [51. Since these suhfunctions conform to the model, the trusted precesses will be at the absolute minimum.
they do not alter the secure state of the system and We have dleveloped two conclusions from these
therefore do not need to be trusted. 'lhe third subfunction, experiences. First, the processes which we identified as
writing the new label, doies not conform to the model needing to be trusted were those which violated the
because in most cases the new classification label is lower security model. All other security related processes are
than the old, which requires a write down. Since the supplied by the TCB. Second, performance problems
writing subfunction does not conform to the model, it must caused by TCB mediation brought about by security
be trusted. requirements can be somewhat alleviated by

implementing targer object level entities in at layered
'The next question is how to alllow the remra inin g untrusted fashion. While this implementation will become less
applications to operate in oI multilevel environment and efficient with larger numbers of layers, it is adequate for
still eliminate the usual performance problems which many existing requirements today.
plague systems of this type. Perfornmance problems are
caused by thle necessary '[Cli mediution of all accesses, References
hetwce?a subjects anod objects in the untrusted software.
With existing applications, the accesses butween subject [1] DoD 5200.28-STD, Department of Defens Trusted
aii(l obljec(t are So iiuntorous that perf'orma nec is Compu~ter Systemi Evutin rieilec br 1985
significanltlY dograded while the 'IC 11 pesrforms its
rfriui red anaent[activities. The So luitioni is to [21 Ilinke, '1., "Secure Database Management System
miningitejA '1QII11 mediation AS tou-ch ats possibl hcwithout Architectural Analysis," in Proceeditngs of the National
:5acrificinig the securitiy integrity of tile systvim. Our Computer SecurityCetrIvaioa Wrkopo
ýSlutionl Is to linmit mediat~ion by inplenlelotiog moure DCLatabe.Security, Baltimore, MD, June 17-20, 1986.
COImplexO, larger ob1JeCt level entities tSumch ats entire
applications processes inistead ofnmodules). We ato pccompliSh 131 Troxel I, PdJ., "Trusted IDatabase D~esign," in
this by using several layers of each unltruslted application, l'rocceding-s_ of the National Corn puter-Seorit
Oroviding one layer for eatch classif'ication level of' data Cneec,'~~~i-i,18.p.3-0
within the systeni. lPor CX1sa )1' mp.our workstation needs
three layers.' one '1op secrvt With ;'omlpartmenotls, one I ,'.,. 141 CSC-Sl'i'1-t04 85, Technical Rationale Behind CSC-
Secret. and one Secret 1k leasa bev. 'Ihlese la rge r leveI S1'D-00.3-85. Cojutup euiy.euriet Guidance
objects requirc lesN inapert an1d export I f data and forA~pplinjg the Department of )efense Trusted
therefore lesTC111 [Meilinion. The finail design structure 'oninpu ter Syste m Evalain~icii~eii
is Shown in Figure:3. Environments, June 25, 1985.

151 Bell, D.E. and La~adula, L.J., Secure- Comnputer
Systems: Mathematical l'ounditfo-ns and -Model,
Tee hnical Reptort M174-4,''Jii op ain
Bedford, MA. May 1973.
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